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Art. I.— The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van. Part IV.

By Prof. A. H. Sayce.

Since the publication of the third part of my Memoir on the

Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society (xx. 1.) for 1882, the number of new Yannic

inscriptions which have come to my knowledge has been

but small. During the winter of 1888-9 Prof. II. Hyvernat

and M. Muller-Simonis travelled in Armenia, and Prof.

Hyvernat made every effort to discover fresh cuneiform

inscriptions and re-copy those which were previously known.

But unfortunately political intrigue and religious anti-

pathies, aided by the severity of the winter, so seriously

impeded his efforts as to oblige him to leave the country

with few additions to our knowledge of its early epigraphy.

That many more inscriptions, however, exist above ground

besides those with which we are already acquainted has

recently been ascertained by a German engineer, Dr. Belck,

who has been settled in Armenia for some time past.

Mr. F. C. Conybeare who met Dr. Belck in November,

1891, writes of him: “He has been this autumn all round

Lake Van, then to Erzerum, Kars, and Erivan. He reports

that he has copied twenty-four new cuneiform inscriptions

mostly to the north and north-east of Lake Yan. On the

south shore of Lake Goptcha are three large inscriptions,

j.r.a.s. 1893. 1
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of one only of which, that near Alichalu, 1 has he copied

about one-fifth. The north shore of the Lake is quite

unexplored. • Along the north and north-east shores of

Lake Yan he reports at least twelve other cuneiform in-

scriptions known to him, but uncopied.

”

Prof. Hyvernat also heard of several new inscriptions

and copied two or three others which were not known

before. He gives the following list of texts which must

be added to those enumerated in my Memoir 2
:

—

(1) One reported to exist at the mill of Kend Engusner

(perhaps N.E. of the gardens of Yan). No. xi. in

Prof. Hyvernat’s list.

(2) One reported to exist at the mill of Karemvar at

Shushanz. H. No. xii.

(3) One reported to exist over the gate of the castle of

Khoshab. II. No. xiv.

(4) A great tablet on the altar in the chancel of the

church at Karagunis, or Kara-Kunduz, near the lake

of Arshak or Erjek, 15-20 kils. N.E. of Yan. H.

No. xiii.

(5) Reported to exist on a stone in a cave five minutes

distant from a castle at Ashod Dargah, near two

villages named Kimbul and Kiaper, four hours from

Khoshab on the Persian side. On the walls of the

cave and pit are said to be several other inscriptions.

H. No. xvi. Perhaps the inscription of Ashrut-

Dargah (No. lxii.) is meant.

(6) Seven fragments built into the walls of the powder-

magazine in the citadel of Yan. II. No. i.

(7) About thirty lines at the extreme east end of the rock

of Van, left of the gate of Tabriz. II. No. ii.

(8) In the right hand sanctuary of the church of SS. Peter

and Paul at Yan. n. No. iii.

(9) A duplicate of No. xiv. on a flat round stone in the house

of Parsek-Aga in the gardens of Van. II. No. iv.

1 No. lv. of my Memoir.
2 l)u Cuiicuse mi Gulfe persique, Washington, 1892. Fp. 517-6G6.
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(10) Two fragments of an inscription of Menuas in the

monastery of Karemvar at Shushanz. On one is

(I) Me-nu-a-s ... (2) t-wt . . . ;
on the other

Khal-di-ni-li ... II. No. v.

(11) On a fragment of a terra-cotta vase
;
seven characters.

H. No. vii.
1

(12) At Degermen-Keui on Mount Varak, about twelve kils.

E. of Van. The stone probably came from the

neighbouring ruins of Tsoravans, where arrow-heads

have been found. II. No. viii.

(13) Reported to be on the road from Artamid to the

Shamiram-su. H. No. ix.

(14) Reported to be at Keshish-gbl above Toni. II. No. x.

For these two inscriptions see Nos. lxxii, lxxiv. infra.

(15) Reported to be at Tsola-Khaneh, near Bash-Kaleh.

H. No. xvii.

(16) Reported to be in the new church at Khorzot, about

a league from the bay of Arjish. H. No. xviii.

(17) Reported to be in a ruined church at Guzek, about half

a league from Khorzot. H. No. xix.

(18) Reported to be in a mill near Khorzot. H. No. xx.

(19) Reported to be in a convent at Medzoph, six hours

distant from Arjish. H. No. xxi.

(20) Reported to be in the convent of Arzevaper, near

Arjish, on stones above two altars on the two sides

of the chancel of the church. H. No. xxii.

(21) On a rock at Delibaba on the road from Toprak-Kaleh

to Hassan-Kaleh, in a valley leading to the Araxes.

Seen by Dr. Chambers. H. No. xxviii.

(22) An inscription of Sarduris II. in seven lines copied by

the R. P. Duplan on a column of the chief cupola on

the right side of the church at Patnotz. It is a

duplicate of No. lxii. H. No. xxiii.

(23) A duplicate inscription on two stones in the gate of

the church at Patnotz copied by the R. P. Duplan.

1 According' to Prof. Hvvernat the first three characters are TTI Ty
}

the fifth being the numeral vi.
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Only the commencement is preserved
:

\_JHe-~\i-nu-

hu-a-s Is-pu-hu-i-ni-e-khi-i- [s] “ Menuas, son of

Ispuinis.” H. No. xxiv. For two other inscriptions

from Patnotz see below, Nos. lxix, lxx.

T
Prof. Hyvernat has made the following corrections or

additions to the topographical details given in my memoir:

—

No. v. The misprint “white hedge” should be corrected

into “white hedgehog” (p. 461). The name Ak-

kirpi is given as Ar-kipri by Deyrolle and Akh-
Kopru “ white bridge ” by Hyvernat. The tablet

is called Choban-Kapussi “shepherd’s gate,” as well

as Meher-Kapussi.

No. vi. The monastery is called Garmirvor by Hyvernat.

It is situated at Shushantz, on a slope of Mount
Yarak.

No. xii. The “church” of Schulz is the monastery of

Garmirvor.

No. xiv. Yadi-Kilissa, or Yedi-Kilissa, “the seven churches”

is on Mount Yarak, and, according to Hyvernat, about

fifteen kilometres from Yan.

No. xv. The stone is now in the possession of a certain

Simon Ferjulian (in the gardens of Yan).

No. xvii. Koshbanz, called Kopans-Kaleh by Deyrolle, is

about six miles from Yan, on Mount Yarak. The

church is dedicated to Surp Kirikor, or St. Gregory.

No. xviii. “St. George” to be corrected into St. Gregory.

No. xxi. Omit the word Khorkhor, which denotes the

gardens of Van and the rock -chambers above them.

The inscription is a little to the east of No. xx.

No. xxvii. The place is on the right bank of the Bendimahi-

chai, near the spot where it falls into the bay of Arjish.

No. xxxi. The stone forms part of the pavement on the

right of the entrance of the church.

No. xxxii. The vault forms a means of communication

between the two parts of the double church. The

inscription is on the lintel.

No. xlv. For Surk-Sahak read Surp-Sahak “St. Isaac.”
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No. xlviii. The stone forms the lintel of a door to the left

of the altar.

No. li. Col. iii. is about 150 paces to the west of Col. i.

No. Iii. Toprak Kilissa is more correctly called Toprak

Kaleh. It is built on a spur of the Zemzem-dagb,

on one of the roads leading from which is the

inscription of Ak-Kirpi, or Agh-Kopru (No. v.).

Prof. Hyvernat bought two fragments of a bronze

shield found in the ruins, on which is the name of

“llusas son of Eri[menas].”

No. liii. This inscription is now iu the Museum of TiHis.

In the Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, xxiv. 2 (1892), pp. 122

sqq. an important article has been published by Dr.

Waldemar Belck and Dr. C. F. Lehmann, “ Ueber neuerlich

aufgrefundene Keilinscbriften in russisch und tiirkisch

Armenien.” Dr. Belck describes the Vannic inscriptions

he has discovered and copied, and Dr. Lehmann translates

certain of them, of which copies are added at the end of

the article. The following thirty-one “new inscriptions”

are enumerated by Dr. Belck :

—

Inscriptions of Ispuinis.

(1) One of three lines on the fragment of a column in the

church of Patnoz.

(2) Two inscriptions in the village of Sewestan six wersts 1

south of Van.

Inscription of Ispuinis and Menuas.

(3) One of six double lines in the house of Mukhsi Murad
in the village of Mukhrapert, opposite the island of

Aghthamar.

Inscriptions of Menuas.

(4) Two inscriptions in the church of Patnoz.

(5) One of nine lines in the churchyard of Kizilgeia, or

Giisulgeia, six wersts south of Patnoz.

1 A werst is given as equal to 3500 English feet.
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(6) One of at least twenty-three lines over the door of a

church in the monastery of Mezhopa Wank, or

Astwadsasin (“the Mother of God”), thirty wersts

south of Patnoz, on the road to Artish or Erdshish.

(7) Two inscriptions of thirty-one and twenty-three lines

respectively in the church of Arzevapert, eight to

ten wersts north-east of Artish.

(8) Two inscriptions of thirty-two and ten lines respectively

in the church of Giisak at the north-east corner of

the Lake of Van.

(9) One in the church of Sikkeh near Yan.

(10) One before the entrance of the mosque of Kurshun in

Yan.

(11) On the fragment of a column in the house of Mesham
Aga, in Yan.

(12) Four inscriptions at Artamid, of which copies and

descriptions are given below (Nos. lxxi-iv.).

(13) One of four lines at the door of the house of Khadshi

Oannes, in the village of Ishkhanikom, at the

entrance to the Haiotzor (“the valley of the Ar-

menians ”).

(14) One on a rock in the village called the Lower Meshingert

in the Haiotzor.

(15) Two inscriptions in Noorkerkh, near Mukhrapert,

opposite the island of Aghthamar.

(16) Three inscriptions in Anzaff eight to ten wersts east

of Van.

Inscriptions probably belonging to Menuas.

(17) Two inscriptions in the church of Giisak.

(18) One in the church at Sikkeh.

(19) One in the churchyard at Giiganz in the Haiotzor.

Inscription of Argistis.

(20) One found at Sarikamish (on the Russian frontier on

the road from Kars to Erzrum), now in the Museum

of Tiflis.
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Inscription of Sarduris II.

(21) On a rock at Ko&ani Girlan or Aluchalu on Lake

Erivan
;

muck injured. This is the inscription

copied by the Vartabed Mesrop Sempadian, No. lv.,

of which I have vainly tried to get a photograph

taken. Dr. Belck made out in it the name of

Sarduris.

Inscription of Rusas.

(22) One on a stele six wersts east of Toni (twelve to

fourteen wersts east of Van). For this inscription

see below, No. lxxix.

Besides these thirty-one inscriptions, Dr. Belck heard of

ten more, among them being one at Eiri-wank. He also

noticed an inscription of twelve lines at Sagalu on the

Goektschai or Lake Erivan. Near the same lake is the

inscription of Ordaklu (No. lx, where the name Ordanlu

should be corrected into Ordaklu).

On the philological side the Rev. Dr. Scheil has published

an article in the Recueil de Travaux relatifs d la Philologie

at a VArcheologie egyptiennes et assyriennes xiv. 1, 2 (1892)

on the phrase gunusd khaubi which I had translated :
“ I

took for a spoil.” In this article he endeavours to prove

that gunusd rather signifies “ with weapons,” and that the

derivative gunusini has the sense of “ warriors.” He further

believes that the word was adopted into Assyrian under

the form of gunni “ an army.”

I will now give the new inscriptions which have come

to light since the publication of the last part of my Memoir,

and add to them by way of an Appendix the corrections

or improvements I have been able to introduce into the

reading and translation of the inscriptions I have already

published. Prof. Hyvernat has been kind enough to place

at my disposal copies of all the inscriptions in his possession.

The numeration of the texts is a continuation of that in

the previous part of my Memoir.
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Inscriptions of Ispuinis.

LXIX.

The following inscription was communicated to Prof.

Hyvernat by the R. P. Duplan who copied it on the

fragment of a column in a Ziaret or mortuary chapel at

the entrance to Patnoz, a village situated a few hours before

the passage of the Murad on the road to Erzrum.

(1)— . . si-di-is-tu-[ni]

. (he) has restored

(2) .... . . Sar-[du]-hu-ri y Is-[pu-i-ni-is]

. . for Sarduris, Ispuinis.

(3) [Is-] pu-i-ni-[ni] y «-y [Rl-du-ri-khi]

belonging to Ispuinis the son of Sarduris.

The spelling of the name of the king’s father in line

2, like the similar spelling of the name in liii. 2, proves

that Sar was the pronunciation of the divine name which

is usually denoted by the ideograph RI.

LXX.

Copied by M. Duplan on a column in the corner of

the nave of the church at Patnoz.

| Is-pu-u-i-ni-e

Of Ispuinis.

Inscriptions of Menuas.

Lxxr.

Besides the two inscriptions copied at Artamit or Artamid

by Schulz (Nos. xxii, xxiii). Dr. Belck has discovered

four others, one of which is identical with No. xxii. The

first inscription is engraved on a wall of rock in the

garden of Abdurrahman Buiram Aga oglu at Artamid.

(1) AN Khal-di-ni-ni us-ma-si-ni
y Me-nu-a-s

To the children of Khaldis the gracious Menuas
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(2) y 18-pu-u-i-ni-khi-ni-s i-ni pi-i-[li]

the son of Ispuinis this memorial

(3) a-gu-ni y Me-nu-a-i pi-i-li ti-ni

has selected
;
of Menuas the memorial he has named (it).

3. As the inscriptions of Artamid are engraved in the

close neighbourhood of an aqueduct which has been partly

cut through the rock, partly formed by a wall of polygonal

masonry, I)r. Lehmann takes pili in the sense of an

“ aqueduct ” or “ canal.” The use of the verb agmii

which means to “conduct” as well as to “take,” as, for

instance, in 1. 25, would sanction this explanation of the

word. But pili is also found in xxix. B. 7, 9, where there

can be no reference to a canal, and consequently I must

abide by my old view which regarded pi-li as a derivative

from pi “ name.” It may be added that one of the Artamid

inscriptions, No. xxiii, records the erection of an u/di or

“ post,” for which see below.

LXXII.

The second inscription is engraved on a rock on the

northern side of the Shamiram-su at the western end of

the town. It was discovered in the winter of 1891-2.

(1) AN Khal-di-ni-ni us-ma-si-ni

To the children of Khaldis the gracious

(2) y Me-nu-a-s y Is-pu-u-ni-khi-ni-s

Menuas the son of Ispuinis

(3) i-ni pi-li-e a-gu-ni

this memorial has selected
;

(4) y Me-nu-a-i pi-li ti-ni

of Menuas the memorial he has called (it).

LXXIII.

The third inscription is in the garden of Abdurrahman

Bairam Aga oglu about ten yards distant from the first.

(1) AN Khal-di-ni-ni us-ma-[si]-ni y Me-[nu-a-s]

To the children of Khaldis the gracious Menuas
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(2)

Is-pu-u-i-ni-[khi]-ni-s

the son of Ispuinis

i-ni pi-i-[li]

this memorial
(3)

a-[gu]-ni y Me-nu-a-i pi-i-li ti-i-ni

has selected
;
of Menuas the memorial he has called (it).

(4)

AN Khal-di-ni-ni al-su-i-si-ni

To the children of Khaldis the mighty

y Me-nu-a-ni

belonging to Menuas,

(5)

« DAN « al-su-i-ni « V
the king powerful, the king great, the king

Bi-i-a-i-[na-hu-]e

of Biainas,

(6) a-lu-si

inhabiting

(7) f Me-nu-a-s

Menuas

-tyy Dhu-us-pa-a-e -£:yy

the city of Dhuspas,

a-li-e a-lu-s i-ni

says : Whoever this

DUP-TE
tablet

(8)

(9)

tu-li-e a-lu-s

removes, whoever

a-i-ni-e-i i-ni-li

with earth this

pi- tu-li-e [a]-lu-s

removes the name, whoever

du-li-e a-lu-s

destroys, whoever

i-ni

this

tu-ri-ni-ni

as for (that) person

(10) hu-li-s ti-i-hu-li-e i-e-s

else pretends : I

(11) pi-i-li a-gu-bi

memorial have selected,

Khal-di-s

Khaldis,

(12) AN IM-8 AN UT-s AN-MES-s
Teisbas (and) Ardinis, the gods,

AN-UT-ni
publicly,

AN
may

ma-a-ni

him

(13) pi-e-i-ni rae-i [ar-khi-] hu-ru-li-a-ni me-i

the name of him, the family of him,

(14) i-na-i-ni me-i na-[ra-a] a-hu-i-e hu-[lu-li-e]

(&) the city of him to fire (&) water consign.
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LXXIY.

The fourth inscription, which is in a very injured con-

dition, is in a side-valley near Artamid.

(1) AN Khal-di ni-ni us-ma-si- ni y Me-nu-a-s

To the children of Khaldis the gracious Menuas

(2) y Is-pu-hu-i-ni-khi-ni-s i-ni pi-li-e

the son of Ispuinis this memorial

(3) a-gu-ni | Me-nu-a-i pi-li ti-ni

has selected
;
of Menuas the memorial he has called (it).

(4) y Me-nu-a-s a-li-e a-lu-s i-ni DUP-TE
Menuas says : Whoever this tablet

tu-li-i-e

removes.

(5) a-lu-s pi-tu-li-e a-lu-s a-i-ni-i

whoever removes the name, whoever with earth

i-ni-li du-li-e

this destroys,

(6) a-lu-s hu-li-e-s ti-hu-li-e i-e-s i-ni pi-li-e

whoever else pretends

:

I this memorial

(7) a-gu-bi tu-ri-ni-ni AN Khal-di-s

have selected, as for (that) person may Khaldis,

AX IM-s AN UT-s AN-MES-s
Teisbas (&) Ardinis, the gods,

(8) ma-a-ni AN-UT-ni [pi-e-i-]ni me-i

him publicly, the name of him,

ar-khi-hu-ru-li-a-ni

the family

(9) rae-i i-na-i-ni me-[i]

of him, the city of him

hu-lu-li-[e]

na-ra-a a-hu-i-e

to fire (&) water
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LXXY.

Copied by Prof. Hyvernat at Yedi Kilissa.

(1) [Me-nu-a-s Is-pu-]i-ni-khi-[ni-is]

Menuas the son of Ispuinis

(2) [i-]ni si-[di-]si-tu-ni

this city has restored

:

(3) i-ni pu-lu-u-si-e ku-gu-ni

this stone engraved has inscribed,

(4) y Me-nu-a-ni | Is-pu-hu-i-ni-e-khe

belonging to Menuas the son of Ispuinis

(5) « DAN-NU « ^ Bi-i-a-i-na-hu-e

the powerful king, the king of the land of Biaiuas,

(6) a-lu-si --yy Dhu-us-pa-e >-^yy

inhabiting the city of Dhuspas.

The inscription doubtless began with an invocation to

Khaldis and his companion divinities.

LXXYI.

Copied by Prof. Hyvernat at Yedi Kilissa.

us-ma-si-i-ni

the gracious

(1) —y Khal-di-ni-ni

To the children of Khaldis

(2) y Me-nu-a-s y
Is-pu-hu-i-

Menuas the son of

(3) —y
Khal-di-i-e e-hu-ri-i-e

to Khaldis the lord.

Inscription of Ahgistis.

LXXVII.

This inscription was found in November, 1891, built

into a cottage at Armavir. A photograph was taken by

the Galonst Sarkavag and shown to me by Mr. F. C.

Conybcare.
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(1) >—y Khal-di-ni-ni al-su-hu-i-si-ni

To the children of Khaldis the mighty

(2) y
Ar-gis-ti-s y Me-nu-a-khi-ni-8

Argistis the son of Menuas

(3) a-li-e fcfyyy ^y- ba-du-hu-si-i-e

says : a palace which had decayed

(4) si-i-di-is-tu-hu-bi te-ru-hu-bi

I restored, I erected,

—

(5) y Ar-gi-is-ti-khi-ni-li ti-i-ni

(the house) of Argistis it was called

—

(6) qi-hu-ra-a-ni qu-ul-di-ni ma-a-nu

belonging to the court (?) each,

(7) hu-i gi-i is-ti-ni si-da-hu-ri

together with the wall of it which was broken (?) :

(8) a-qi-i-na (?)-a-ni sa-nu ^e y«< a-gu-bi

mortar (&) bricks I took

:

(9) t] ul-di-e ^y za-a-ri-e te-ru-bi

posts (&) doors I set up

;

(10)

za-du-bi ar-ni-si-ni-li is-ti-ni

I did the work this

(11) y Ar-gi-is-ti-ni

belonging to Argistis

(12) « DAN-XU
the king powerful,

(
13

) «
the king of the land

y Me-nu-a-khi

the son of Menuas,

^ al-su-u-i-ni-e

the king great,

Bi-i-a-i-na-a-hu-e

of Bianias

(14) a-lu-si ~j:yy Dhu-us-pa-a-e ^Tyy

inhabiting the city of Dhuspas.

1 Or se. Unfortunately it is impossible to determine from the photograph
which of the two characters is intended, though the traces resemble nu more
than se.
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Line 7 shows us how iv. 2 and xiii. 2 must be restored.

The first passage will read : (mini sidisituni inuki badusini

[«»'] giei sida-[urf\, “he has restored the house which from

of old was decayed together with the wall which was

broken”; and in the second passage we have: dhulurini

badusie sidisituni inaini sidisituni ui giei istini sida-u\_ri\, “he

has restored the palace which had decayed, he has restored

the city along with this wall which was broken.” The

parallelism of sida-uri with badusie and badusini indicates

a meaning like that of “ broken.” Consequently I cannot

follow Guyard in connecting it with sidu “to restore.”

The word is an adjective with a termination similar to that

of giss-uri “multitudinous,” e-uri “lord,” dhul-uri “palace.”

The two inscriptions (iv. 2 and xiii. 2) show that there

is a full stop after sida-uri at the end of line 7. Hence

the sense of the first paragraph of our text must be : “A
palace which had decayed I restored, I erected what was

called (the house) of Argistis, even each of the qiurani

quldini (chambers of the court?), along with the wall of

it (or this wall) which was broken.” The use of the words

qiurani quldini proves that I was wrong in my interpretation

of the dative or genitive qiurd quldi in lix. 6. The phrase

is similar to barzani zeldi, and must signify some kind of

building or part of a building. According to K 2100, Rev.

13, published by Dr. Bezold in the Proceedings of the Society

of Biblical Archaeology for March, 1889, kiurum signified

“ god” in the language of Lulubi, but the inscription copied

by Mr. de Morgan at Ser-i-Pul shows that Lulubi was far

distant from Van.

For quldi-ni see below, lxxix. 6.

In line 8 the sense is indicated partly by the analogy of

the Assyrian and Babylonian inscriptions, partly by the

employment of the ideograph of plurality after sanue (or

sase), as well as by the use of the verb agubi.

9. I have at last discovered the meaning of nidi. The

determinative shows that it was made of wood, and the verb

teru “ to set up,” which is employed with it here and in

v. 27, makes it clear that it was something fixed in the
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ground. Consequently it could not have been an aqueduct,

as I had erroneously inferred from xxiii. In this latter

inscription it denotes some wooden monument erected in

honour of the mother of Menuas
;

in our present inscription,

as in v. 27, it is associated with a “ gate,” and in Ixiv. 1

it is also associated with a “ gate.” Light is thrown on the

signification of the word by the picture of the temple of

Khaldis given in my Memoir opposite p. 655. Here, on

either side of the gate, two shafts, in the form of spears,

are set up in the ground. In ukli we may, therefore, see

“a post”; either the spear-like post represented in the

picture, or an ordinary door-post.

Since zarie has the adjectival termination in -ri, it is

possible that the simple za is “ a gate,” and that uldie zarie

are “ door-posts.” If so, in v. 27, 28, we shall have to

translate, “ Ispuinis and Menuas have erected artificial

posts to Khaldis; they have erected artificial gate-doors.”

Liiese seems to signify the two folding doors of the gate.

If it were not for snkhinatsie (lviii. 4), which is certainly

derived from su “
to make,” it would be tempting to suppose

that suk/ie signified “ two.”

In lxiv. 2 we have arniu-si-ni-li ts[ftnt] in place of ami-

sin Hi istini, showing that arniusinili and arnisinili must be

different forms of the same word. For the signification,

see the note on lxxix. 20.

LXXVIII.

This inscription is on a stone tablet in the possession of

the Rev. Dr. Reynolds, American missionary at Van. The

following copy of it was made by Prof. Hyvernat :

—

Obverse—

(

1
)

*-*-]

(2) ma-nu-ni (?)-ni (?)...

(3) YII. GUD II. [LU-GAL]

(4) kur-ni gu-ni-e-i

(5) III. GUD III. GUD-LID
(6) Y. LU-GAL
(7) — [III.] GUD-LID Y. LU-GAL
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(8) y LID (?)-ni-e-di

(9) I (?) GUD ma-nu

(10) kur-ni gu-ni-e-i

(11) III. GUD III. LID VI. LU-GAL
(12) — [III.] GUD III. LID VI. LU-GAL

(13) f
ni (P)-di-e-di

(14)

LID ma-nu

(1) To the god [s] . . . .

(2) to each [of them] . . .

(3) 7 oxen, 2 [large sheep.]

(4) For the offerers of the sacrifice

(5) 3 oxen, 3 wild oxen,

(6) 5 large sheep

;

(7) in all [3] wild oxen, 5 large sheep.

(8) On the first of the month ...(?)

(9) 1 ox apiece.

(10) For the offerers of the sacrifice

(11) 3 oxen, 3 wild oxen, 6 large sheep
;

(12) in all [3] oxen, 3 wild oxen, 6 large sheep.

(13) On the first of the month ...(?)

(14) . . . wild oxen apiece.

Reverse—(1) [kur-ni gu-] ni-e-i

(2) [ma-] nu . . .
[III.] GUD

(3) [V.] AM-SI ]<« tar-di-ni se-khi-[ri]

(4) V. LU-GAL
(5) — III. GUD V. LTD V. LU-GAL

(6) ] ul (P)-di-e-di

(7) [III.] GUD I. LID UT ma-nu

(8) kur-ni gu-ni-e-i

(9) II. GUD II. LID V. LU-GAL

(10)

— V. GUD III. LID V. LU-GAL
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(11)

— XXIX. GUD XIII. LID XX. LU-GAL
1“ • • “III!

J

Mil* JRl • • • •
(13)

X. LID -xfT [Su-] pa VI. SI BIT
(14)

Su-pa SI BIT

(1) For the offerers of the sacrifice,

(2) to each .... [3] oxen,

(3) [ft] wild oxen strong (&) alive,

(4) 5 large sheep :

(5) in all 3 oxen, 5 wild oxen, 5 large sheep

(6) On the first of the month ...(?)

(7) [3] oxen, 1 wild ox, each day

;

(8) for the offerers of the sacrifice

(9) 2 oxen, 2 wild oxen, 5 large sheep
;

(10) in all ft oxen, 3 wild oxen, 5 large sheep :

(11) In all 29 oxen, 13 wild oxen, 20 large sheep

(12) before (?) the city of Supa . . .

(13) ... 10 wild oxen for the city of Supa, 6

before the temple

(14) . . . the city of Supa before the temple.

The summation in the last paragraph of the Reverse

does not agree with the sum of the numerals that

precede. Either, therefore, the numerals have been

miscopied, or the commencement of the tablet is lost.

(4) Kurni is written ku-ur-ni in lxviii. 5. The word

guniei is probably connected with gunusa which Dr.

Scheil has shown to denote “ weapons.” It would

seem that the root gun signified “ to slay.” But

guniei may be borrowed from the Assyrian ginu.

(7) The ideograph < “ in all ” is new.

(8) If the copy is right it is difficult to conjecture any

meaning for the words which follow the numeral

“one” in Obv. 8, 13, Rev. 6, except that of the

names of months.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 2
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Rev. (3) Tar-di-ni will be a derivative from tar “ to be

strong.”

(12) The city of Supa is otherwise unknown.

Inscription of Rusas.

LXXIX.

The following inscription was discovered by Dr. Belck,

engraved on the face of a stele half-way up the precipitous

side of a desolate mountain six wersts east of Toni (which

is 12-14 wersts east of Van). The beginning of it is

lost, and Dr. Lehmann poiuts out that the conclusion of

the text must be on the face of the stele which is concealed

from the view of the passer-by. The stele is erected not

far from the source of the Keshish-Goll which waters the

gardens of Toprak Kaleh (or Kilissa; see No. LII ). The

English Consul Pollard Devey, at Van, has a copy of

the inscription made from a squeeze. The inscription has

been published by Belck and Lehmann in the Zeitschri/t

fur Ethnologic, xxiv. 2.

(1) . . ri . . hu-e-li (?) ha-ba-ni-e (?)

distant

(2) . . nu (?) y«< hu-ra tar-bi fy f«< is-ti-ni

the water. This

(3) tsu-hu-e

canal

(4) [t]e-ru-bi

I erected.

h-i-tsi-na-a-hu-[e]

belonging to the ....

ti-ni y
Ru-sa-a-i

It is called of Rusas

tsu-[e ?]

the canal.

(5) [a]-gu-bi si-e is-ti-ni-ni |
Ru-sa-khi-na-[di]

I took the channel belonging to it into the town of Ilusus.

(6) [i]-ku-ka-khi-ni ki-gu a-li qu-ul-di-[ni]

In the same place a garden (?) and a court (?)

(7) [i]-nu V

1

Bi-a-i-na-se pal-la e-h[a]

before (?) the people of Bianias ... as well as
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(8) OH-

1

<<< "8e g«-ni su-li-ma-np f Ru-sa-[s]

the gods is established (?) each . . . Rusas

(9) [a] -li i-hu J Ru-sa-khi-i-ni-li-[ni]

says thus : After the town of Rusas

(10) [si-]-du-hu-li i-u i-ni tsu-e ta se-[e]

had been restored, thus this canal for the visitors

(11) [te-] ru-bi t^y-f^-se >-^yy Dhu-us-pa-i-ni-[e]

I erected (&) for the sons of Dhuspas

(12) hu-ru-lu-ni i-si-i ki-g[u]

a seed-plot ... a garden (?)

(13) [y] Ru-sa-khi-na-ka-i e-ha i-nu-u-[ni ?]

for the people of the town of Rusas as well as the face (?)

(14) tsu-i-ni-i e-si gu-ni

belonging to the canal (?) of the inscription established (?)

qu-ul-di-[di ?]

in the court (?)

(15) [su]-li-raa-nu f>£ f«< -ni-s a lu-[s]

each . . . Belonging to the sons (of Dhuspas) whoever

(16) hu-ru-lu-ni su-i-ni £2y- -se

the seed-plot which has been made for the sons

(17) . . bi ra di ri Er^iy du-fdi^-e la 2 -ra-gi

(with spades ?) of bronze shall work . . .

(18) [y] Ru-sa-s a-li te-ru-bi i-ku-ka-khi-ni

Rusas says : I have planted in the same place

(19) . . ki-gu £<y< GIS TIR GAN hu se-dan . .

a garden (?), vines, garden trees & ...

(20) [a]r-ni-hu-si-ni-li is-ti-[ni]

after the work this

(21) du-hu-li i-na-ni tsu-e-[ni]

had been accomplished for the city (viz.) a canal

(22) [y] Ru-sa-khi-na-hu-e khu-ri-is . .

belonging to the town of Rusas . . .

1 The copy gives di which, however, cannot be right.
2 More probably te.
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(23) . . ni-ni me-i ab (?) . . si i ba hu se bi . .

of him

ni a-hu-di | Ru-sa-khi-na-hu-[e]

to the water belonging to the town of Rusas

(25) . . si-lani-ni a-la-tsi mu-si-ti-na- . .

belonging to ... of the river

(26) [ft] |<« tsu-i-ni-ni si-e-di hu

the water of the canal in the channel, &

(27) . . ka-tsi-ya-ni mu-si-ti-na- . .

(
28

) nrT ] y«< n s a-i

the water of the river

(29) [y] Ru-sa-khi-na-i-di

to the town of Rusas,

(30) [yy y~y] a-ia-i-ni-ni -^yy

of the river

(31) [la-] ra-gi ul-khu-li-ni

. . . the course,

(32) [y] Ru-sa-khi-na-hu-e

of the town of Rusas

(33) ... la 1 ti-ni a-li

... it is called, and

a-i-ni-ni si-e-du-li-[e]

may he bring back

a-ii yy [y«<]

and the water

u-us pa-ni-[ni]

of Dhuspas

a-li a-[hu-di]

& to the water

ip-sa-du-li

may he set . . .

pi a-bi-li hu

the name with fire &

(2) The verb is probably uratar-bi. Perhaps this is a com-

pound, the second element being tar “
to be strong.”

(3) Dr. Lehmann suggests that the meaning of tsuis is

“ cistern ” or “ reservoir,” but the context seems

rather to imply that a canal is meant. The termina-

tion of hi-tsi-na-ue shows that a locality is indicated.

(5) Se must have the same root as sies “ removing,” siubi

“
I carried away.” It will thus be the “ channel ”

carried by the king to the “ town of Rusas,” which

Dr. Lehmann is doubtless right in identifying with

Toprak Kaleh.

1 Ferhaps {pal-) la : sec liue 7.
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(6) Line 19 seems to show that feign must signify “a

garden.” We have already met with quldi in lxxvii.

6 : see also lix. 6. Qul-mes was the name of a city

(xxxv. A 4 Obv), and we may therefore infer that

the meaning of the word had some local reference.

Perhaps its original signification was “enclosure.”

At all events for quldi we must find some meaning

which would apply equally to “a palace” and “a
garden.”

(7) Line 13 shows that we must read inti. The significa-

tion of “ chamber ” I have assigned to inti cannot

be sustained. In iii. 1, 2 the analogy of the Assyrian

texts would lead us to give to the abverb inu-ki the

meaning of “ formerly,” “ from of old,” while in

xliv. 11, the natural sense of the phrase alus giei

inukani esinini siu/ie would be “ whoever removes the

face of the wall belonging to the inscriptions.” So

in xxi. 3, 5, alt inu-si-ni kharkharnei sirsi-ni-ni

terdu-ni inukani esini would be “he has executed all

the face of the excavation belonging to the tombs

(&) the surface of the inscription.”

Perhaps we ought to read Biaina sepalla, but the

parallelism of the word “ gods” in the following line

seems to show that it is rather Biaina-se. For the

termination cp. usma-se, alsuise (v. 12), diru-se (v. 13).

Gu-ni is grammatically parallel with ti-ni in 1. 4. My
interpretation of it is purely conjectural.

Suli-manu is a compound of manu like ali-manu “all

& each.” AVe should expect some such signification

as “ for ever ” in this passage.

(10) For tase, see lxviii. 7.

(12) Urulu-ni is a derivative from urulis “ seed.”

(17) Laragi or teragi occurs again in 1. 31.

(20) I am now satisfied that arniusini-li means “ work,” and

that the translation of the phrase in the inscriptions

of Argistis: Khakli-a intini inani-li arniusini-li susini

salte zadubi, ought to be “ for tbe people of Khaldis

these citizens (& this) work in one year I made.”
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The phrase always follows an enumeration of the

captives who were carried to Yan, and so became

citizens of Biainas
;
and consequently I regard inani-li

as a derivative from inanis in the sense of “citizen.”

But it may have the same force as the dative inani in

the passage we are at present discussing, so that the

phrase would mean :
“ for the people of Khaldis this

is the work for the city which I have accomplished

in one year.” In the passage before us arniusini-li

cannot signify “ spoil ” as Guyard and Muller have

supposed. See also lxxvii. 10. The word can hardly

be separated from arnuya-li, which in xxxi. 4 as com-

pared with 12 is a synonym of asi-li “ houses.”

(24) Au-di is the locative of auis “ water,” for which see

note on xx. 19.

(25) Ala-tsi is a form of the word which appears in 11. 28,

30 as alai-nini with the determinative of “ river.”

It may therefore be the old name of the Keshish-

Goll. But since the determinative is omitted in 1. 25,

it is better to regard it as the phonetic equivalent of

the determinative. The Yannic graphic system

resembles the Tel el-Amarna tablets in adding to an

ideograph its phonetic equivalent.

(31) For ulkhu-di “in the campaign” or “march,” see L. 22.

Corrections in the Reading and Translation of the

Inscriptions.

iii. 1, 2. For the correct reading and translation of this

line see above, notes on lxxvii. 7 and lxxix. 7. Of
course inu-lii may mean “ in front ” as well as

“ formerly.”

v. 13. Since the Khaldi-ni alsui-sie or “greater Khaldises”

are contrasted with the Khaldi-ni diru-sie, it seems to

follow that dim-sis means “ lesser.”

17. Arne would be “ the work ” if arniusini-li is

“work.” We should then have in ascending order

(1) Khaldi-ni arnc “the Khaldises of the work,” who
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superintended the execution of the inscription
; (2)

Khaldi-ni usma-sie “ the Khaldises who are near,”

usually invoked by the kings at the head of their

inscriptions
;
and (3) Khaldi-ni susini “ the Khaldises

of the consecrated ground,” where the sacrifices

mentioned in the inscription were offered.

21. Babas is the god of the “distant foreigner,” in

opposition to Dhuspuas the god of Van.

26. Translate :
“ At dawn, at mid-day, (&) in the

evening.” Gu-li will be connected with gu-di and

gudu-li for which see note on lines 29, 30. Since

ardise is “ offerings,” sel-ardis “ the moon ” means

probably “ the giver of light.”

27, 28. Hide are the “posts” or “asherim” set up in

front of a temple or elsewhere in honour of a deity.

See above, note on lxxvii. 9. Translate “ artificial
”

or “ worked posts.” Here they signify the door-

posts.

We now know from lxxvii. 7 that we must read : hui

giei isti\_ni sida]uri “along with the wall of it which

was broken.” Luese must agree with Khaldie : com-

pare the verb lu-bi in 1. 18, and see note on lxxvii. 9.

29, 30. It will be seen that a squeeze of No. LIX. which

I have obtained from Mr. F. C. Conybeare has shown

that the ideograph in line 11 is that which denotes

“flesh,” not “ right hand.” Consequently tisnu does

not signify “ right hand.” Now uldi tanuli is con-

trasted with uldi mesuli, and since, as we have seen,

uldi signifies “ the posts,” which (as appears from the

representation of a Yannic temple given opposite

p. 655 of my Memoir) were erected on either side

of the entrance to a sanctuary, it follows that tanuli

and mesuli must mean “ right hand ” and “ left

hand.” As it is probable that the right hand was

named before the left, we may assign to tanuli the

sense of “ right ” and to mesuli that of “ left.”

Gudu-li must then be “ central,” and the translation

of the whole passage will be :
“ they have set up
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regulations (&) a temple of wood and stone (?) : to

the Khaldis in the middle 3 sheep must be sacrificed,

and 3 sheep to all the gods of the temple; at the

right hand post to the Khaldis 3 sheep must he

sacrificed (&) 3 sheep to all the gods of the temple
;

at the left hand post to the Khaldis 3 sheep must be

sacrificed (&) 3 sheep to all the gods.”

31. Mesi is “ wine ” rather than “ libations,” so that the

probable signification of anuni would be “ pour out.”

I would therefore render the passage :
“ Wine be-

longing to others
(
itli-ni

) (&) wine belonging to

themselves on [each] occasion they shall pour out.”

vii. 3. Gudi is “ middle,” see above v. 29. The line will

mean :
“ let him carry to the middle those who are

on the left.”

4. Translate: “ buildings on the left.”

5, 6. Translate :
“ after restoring with earth

;
after

restoring on the right.”

ix. 2. The analogy of iii. 2, lxxvii. 7, etc., would lead us to

restore ui \qiei istini ] “together with [the wall of

it].” See xiii. 2.

xii. 3. We should probably read [uldi ta]nulini ase “the

right hand post of the temple.” Notice that in x. 6,

urpulini takes the place of tanulini.

xiii. 2. We learn from lxxvii. 7, that the correct reading

is: ui giei istini sidau\_ri~\ “along with its wall which

was broken down.”

xvi. 6. Prof. Hvvernat’s copy reads \ur-~\pu-a-tsi for

kha(?ya-i-ti(?).

xix. 7, 8. In lviii. 4, 5. KhaJdie nipsiduli-ni and Khahlie

urpuli-ni take the place of Khaldi[e nip~\sidie and

puruli\nf\ . Comp. v. 3, 4, where we have Khaldie

nipsidi and Khaldie urpue.

AH in these lines means “ and,” “ Khaldis the giver
”

being distinguished from Khaldie nipsidie. In line 8

the character before hn-e is probably na, so that we

may read : pnru/i[ni KhaldQua-ue “ for the .... of

the land of Khaldis.”
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11. Perhaps we should read NU-hu-txi-di. I now
think that ibirani must signify “ drink-offerings.”

In xxx. 17, 18 the sense seems to be “ he and the

people, all of them, brought food (&) drink.” That

bidi signifies “ food-offerings ” in lxviii. 6, 7 is

probable, while bidi-adibad in 1. 18, could well be

“ food-vessels.” So, too, barsudi-bidu could mean a

chapel where sacrifices or offerings of food were

made.

14. The word is probably to be read luruqu “whoever

shall set ...” At all events since LU in line 5

turns out to be non-existent, there is no longer any

authority for regarding it in line 14 as the ideograph

of “ victim.” As an ideograph its sole meaning

could be “ sheep.” If this is its signification, ruqu

must have some such sense as “ blemished ”
;

“ who-

ever shall bring a blemished sheep.”

15, 17, Translate :
“ Whoever shall appropriate the

inscription
;
whoever shall bring wild beasts.”

xxi. 2. Translate :
“ he has made this inscription relating

to the tomb.”

3-5. Translate :
“ All that is on the face of the

excavation for the tombs he has executed, even the

face of the inscription.”

7. Read siu-li ali.

xxiii. 2, 3. Prof. Hyvernat’s copy reads Tsi-ri-ri for

Ta-ri-ri.

xxiv. 6. In xix. 12 askku-li-ni seems to mean “ visiting.”

If so, we may render askhume “let her visit.” Perhaps

the passage signifies :
“ let Saris the queen visit the

temple publicly during the month of Khaldis.”

xxviii. 2-5. Translate :
“ Whoever shall appropriate the

inscribed stone (&) the inscription.”

xxx. 16-18. Translate :
“ He brought gold (&) silver

;
he

and all the people brought food (&) drink ” (or

perhaps “clothing ”).

20. U here signifies “ along with ”
;

“ horses and

horsemen, chariots and charioteers.” Consequently
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the word for “ horses ” ends with not u-u, that for

“ chariots ” with a.

xxxi. 10. Sui-dutu is
“ property.”

13. GIS za-a-ri is “ gate.”

28. lulie must be the object after tulie
;

“whoever

carries away the

xxxii. I have given a revised translation of this inscription

in the Records of the Past, new Series I. pp. 163-7.

3.

Arnas-tubi “ I partitioned.”

3-4. Read : ikuk&ni [salie sisukhani] D.P. khuradinili

kiddanuli Ichaitu “the same [year], after collecting

[the baggage] of the army the fruits (?) (of the

country of the son of Sada-halis, I captured).” Khaitii

may be connected with khai-di-ani “ fruits ” (from

khai “to grow”), but it may also be a compound of

tu “ to take ” and kha “ to possess.”

8. Read at the beginning hu-e “ together with.”

9. Read tarsuani \_sdlf\e “soldiers of the year.”

10.

Read \_Khaldi\e alitnanu “to Khaldis (I brought) all

and each.”

xxxiii. In 1891 this inscription was copied by the Rev.

J. L. Barton, whose copy I have compared with the

published text. It has enabled me to correct the

latter in several respects, and has confirmed several

of my restorations. Mr. Barton describes the in-

scription as being four feet broad and twenty feet

long.

2. Barton reads
:

gis-su-ri-e ka-ru-ni-e D.P. Pu-te-

ri-a-ni.

3. Barton : MAT Gu(?)-pa ka-ru-ni “who have given

the country of Gupas.”

Barton : Khu-za-a-na-ni.

4. Barton : Ka-ru-ni MAT Tsu(?)-pa-a-ni. The

character resembles a misformed tsu rather than gu at

the beginning of the name of the country. But in

line 10 he gives an unmistakeable gu.

5. Barton : AN Khal-di-i-ni.

6. Barton : AN Khal-di-ni-ni.
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7. Barton : f Me-nu-a-ni.

8. Barton : Kha-hu-ni.

9. Barton : Kha-hu-ni ,
“ who has conquered (the

lands of) the city (of Khuzanas).”

10. Barton : Kha-hu-ni. Read ku for khu in the last

word.

11. Barton: pa-a-ri.

12. Barton : AN Khal-di-e-i TAK pu-lu-si ku-gu-u-ni

“ who has engraved the inscribed stone for Khaldis.”

13. Barton : Pu-[te-]ri-a AN Khal-di-i ya-ra-ni.

14. Barton has at the beginning of this line several

doubtful characters which may possibly represent

nu-nu-ni.

15. Barton confirms my conjecture that we ought to

read Sule-khavalis, the Suluval of the Assyrian

inscriptions. He has:*— . . . f Su-li-e-kha-a-hu-a-li.

The analogy of xlix. 17 shows that we must restore

tu-bi and translate :
“ I carried away Suluval (king

of the people of Malatiyeh).”

16. Barton : Me-si-ni pi-i
;
“ (I changed) his name.”

18. Barton : Me-nu-a-ni.

19. Barton’s copy has if .

20. Barton : Bi-i-a-i-na-bu-e.

Between lines 21 and 22 is a space of two feet.

Mr. Barton adds :
“ The lower part of the inscription

is badly defaced by the people, who regard it as a

favor to their future to pass a small stone into some

cavity so that it will remain there.”

xxxiv. Mr. Conybeare has taken a photograph of the Yazli-

tash inscription, from which I find that the reading

qa-ab-qa-su-la-du-ni in line 10 is correct,

xxxvii-xliv. I have given a revised translation of the great

inscription of Argistis in the Records of the Past
, new

Series IY. pp. 114-133.

xxxvii. 4. I would now translate :
“ the company of the

great (gods) of the people.”

8. The meaning of this difficult expression seems to

be :
“ the girls of the lands of Bias (&) Khusas I
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exchanged for the youths of Tarius.” That is to say

the girls of one country were married to the youths

of another.

14. Read :
“ in all 52675 men of the year.” V ntibi are

“ five myriads.”

26. Read
:

garini gar-bi “ I made [his city] a heap of

stones.” Garbe, with the plural affix be, signifies

“ stones ” (xxxii. 7).

34. Probably su-\_bi~\ “ I seized ” from the same root as

sui “ possession.”

xxxviii. 19. Read: “ 25[2]9 children.”

20. Read :
“ 8[8]98 men.”

21. Read: “ [22]‘274 men of the year.”

45. Read: “[8648] children, 2655 men.”

46. Read : “ [in all] 19,790 persons of the year.”

xxxix. 1. Translate : “ (citizens of Assyria) occupied part

of the country. I assembled (my) armies.”

30. Translate :
“ I assembled the Averasians,” perhaps

“ those who dwell by the water,” from aids “ water.”

31. We must read after &ui\_du]bi, zadubi, “I made [it]

part of my country.”

32. Translate :
“ To Dadas the Averasian I apportioned

(it),” amu-bi being connected with arna-ni “half” or

“ share ” and amas-tu-bi “ I partitioned.” Dadas the

Averasian is not to be confounded with Dadis of

Kulasis mentioned in line 5.

62. Translate: “I made [the cities] heaps of stones”:

see above xxxvii. 26.

xl. 56-58. Translate :
“ On departing out of the land of

Aladhais, a distant country, I partitioned the country.”

72-74. The construction seems to be : “ [For the

Khaldises] I restored as a satrapy of Argistis (or of

the son of Argistis) the hostile Minnian land which

belonged to Ilazais
;

I took [to lliaiuas] the corn (&)

grain (?) of the land of the Minni.” Khai/A-ni is

probably connected with khai-di-aid and khai-ti-ni

“ fruit.” For the restoration see xli. 7.

80. Nunabi must signify here “ I subjugated.”
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xliii. 2. Translate: “ I appropriated the whole.”

17. Translate :
“ from among the hostile people by the

l iver Dainalatis.”

18. Translate: “the fortresses of the provinces (of

Biainas).”

78. Translate: “ For Khaldis [a sixtieth of the] plunder,

both a portion of the captives and of the spoil, I

selected.”

80. What remains in the text seems to be a part of the

ideograph of “ tablet.”

81. Translate : “ [I conquered ?] the country of Tar[ius]

the same [year].”

xliv. 11. Translate: “the surface of the rock- wall be-

longing to the inscriptions.”

xlv. 15. Translate: “ the two kings I reduced to vassalage,”

ve-dia-du-bi being literally “ I brought to my side.”

33. Translate: “ the whole [of the country].”

38-40. Translate :
“ the king of Lusas I reduced to

vassalage ;
as governor of the country of Igas . .

I appointed (him).”

xlvi. 15-17. Translate: “I collected the baggage and

durbani of the soldiers. The other, namely, the

son of Diaus.”

xlvii. A copy of this inscription has been published in

Alishan’s “ Picturesque Topography ” (Shiraq),Venice,

1881, where it is described as engraved on a stone

on the north side of the convent of Marmashen.
Kalinsha is eight wersts north of Alexandropol.

3. to be corrected into V

.

4. The reading Irdaniuni to be retained.

xlviii. 6. Translate: “king of the provinces.”

12. Read : [AN Khal-di-~\i ur-pu-li-i-ni.

xlix. 11. Mei must be a genitive or dative governed by
nunabi. Translate: “I subjugated it & the cavalry

13, 14. Translate: “(the city) of Edias, the royal city

of Abianis, which is subject to the country of Liqis,

(&) its plunder.”
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1. 18. For bidi-adibad “ food-vessels,” see above on xix. 11.

26, 27. Perhaps IX. dliulure-di sudhitqubi means “ in 9

palaces I established myself.”

li. I. 4, 5. Prof. Hyvernats copy has i-ni for SARRU,
a-hu-e for sa-hu-e, and ma-nu-li for na-nu-li. Adopt-

ing the reading aue “with water,” the sense of the

passage may be :
“ Let every king nourish the same

with water, the leaves of it with a house, (as well

as) the fruit of that which has been planted by
Sarduris, and is called the Sardurian. From the

vine whoever takes the nourishment which has been

given for the shoot.”

U-ni, however, may be phonetically written, and re-

present the same word as that which occurs in lxviii.

8, 11. In this case it will signify “provision for,”

“ that which has been assigned to.”

9. In place of the pa of Schulz, Hyvernat has

which may be intended for di. Perhaps we should

read : ui du-se su-di “ along with what has been

appointed for the property,” i.e. “ the endowment of

the property.”

Col. III. Prof. Hyvernat describes this inscription as about

half an hour distant from Arjish, on the left hand

side of the road to Arm's, and about three metres

above the ground. The first column is a few paces

from the second.

lii. The name of the place where the ruins are found seems

to be Toprak Kaleh rather than Tuprak Kilissa.

Bronze objects from the same locality are in the

Royal Museum at Berlin. Among them is a statuette

of an eunuch, and the image of a griffon, once gilded,

which formed part of a throne. There are also

bracelets and fragments of shields, similar to those

in the British Museum. On the rim of one of them

is an inscription stating that “ Rusas the son of

Erimenas has dedicated the shields” ustuni ulgusiya[ni\,

“ for the lord of this temple,”
>-JJ i-ni a-se. Conse-

quently my restoration in the first line of the inscrip-
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tion given on p. 655 of ray memoir must be corrected,

and we must read : Khaldi gissurie eurie ini [asc] “ to

Khaldis the lord of multitudes, this temple.” Besides

the bronze objects, the Museum at Berlin has received

from Toprak Kaleh a silver bracelet ending in the

heads of serpents, and several tools and weapons of

iron, including a double-headed axe. It contains also

a large bronze bowl, on the edge of which the follow-

ing Ilittite characters are engraved :

—

& m i±i \
The bowl may have been an importation. But as it

resembles the other bronze objects of native manu-

facture, we may see in it a verification of my conjecture

on p. 523 of my Memoir that “ the system of hiero-

glyphs used by the Hittites
” had once been employed

in the kingdom of Biainas.

It will be noticed that the bull’s head in the inscription

given above faces the reverse way to the human face

at the opposite end of the inscription. It is therefore

probable that the inscription consists of two words or

names, each containing two characters which were

iutended to be read in opposite directions. In a paper

in the Recueil de Travaux relatfs a la Phi/o/ogie et a

VArcheo/ogie epyptiennes et assgriennes (xiv. 1 and 2,

1892), I have endeavoured to show that the bull’s head

had the phonetic value of er or eri, and it is therefore

possible that the inscription on the bowl may contain

the names of Rusas and Erimenas.

liii. M. de Morgan, now the Director of the Gizeh Museum
at Cairo, was kind enough in 1889 to send me a

photograph of the inscription of “ Novo-Bajazet ”

near Lake Erivan. It necessitates the following:

corrections of the printed text :

—

1. Al-u(sic)-si-ni instead of us-ma-si-ni. If the en-

graver has not committed a mistake and written a
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instead of su, we shall have a new word alu-si-ni from

al “ to increase.” I have already pointed out that

alsui-nis is a compound of al and sui “
to possess.”

2. The name of the father of Sarduris is written

f ^ 5^P§ ^ -^y which, it would appear,

is intended to be read Ar-ra-gis-te-khi-ni-s. Such an

extraordinarj" way of writing the name, as well as the

unusual forms of the first two characters, one of which

is met with only in the inscriptions of Sarduris I., are

an indication that the inscription does not belong to a

king of Biainas. Had it done so, he would have

given himself the royal titles.

3. The name of the city is written Tu-li- I^ffy -ni,

which is doubtless to be read Ta-li-hu-ni.

4. Bead
: y Tsi-na-li-bi-i y Lu-e-ri-khi-ni-i.

5. Bead : Tsi-na-li-bi-ni.

6. The scribe has omitted the tu after lu, in consequence

of the tu at the beginning of the next word tu-bi.

Translate :
“ Tsinalibis the king, the men (&) the

women I carried away.”

lvi. III. 5. A re-examination of the cast inclines me to

think that we should read za-na-a-ni “ pass ” rather

than i-na-a-ni. But i may be right.

12. Bead : pi-tu-hu-li-i-e.

lix. A squeeze of this inscription has been taken by

Mr. F. C. Conybeare and is now in the Ashmolean

Museum at Oxford. The ends of the lines, as well as

the beginnings, are lost.

3, 4. According to the analogy of lviii. we should

restore: AN [Khal-di-e ni-ip-§i-du]-li-tii.

6. According to the squeeze the first visible character

in the line is ti. We learn from ixxvii. 6, that the

reading is qi-hu-ra-a qu-ul-di.

7. According to the squeeze the first visible character

in the line is i, and the ideograph is not that of “ left

hand,” but “ flesh.” Consequently tisnu

must either mean “flesh” in the abstract, or some
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particular kind of flesh. In lxviii. 10, tisni amani

seems to mean “ a part of the flesh.” It will be

noticed that the word ends in -u like kliusu, another

word for a species of flesh.

lx. According to Dr. Belck the name of the place is

Ordaklu.

1. Dr. Belck reads : AN Khal-di-ni-\_nC\ al-su-si-ni.

2. After a-li Dr. Belck reads e.

3. According to Belck’s copy qi is certain.

4. Belck reads : Is-ti-ku-ni-hu.

6. The reading of this line is correct, but is quite

unintelligible.

lxiv. A squeeze of this inscription has been taken by

Mr. Convbeare and is now in the Ashmolean Museum.

1. The i after za-ri is clearly visible in the squeeze.

2. Instead of is the squeeze has £fj|§

.

lxv. A squeeze of this inscription also has been taken by

Mr. Conybeare and is now in the Ashmolean Museum.

1. The two ideographs are replaced on a bronze shield

of Rusas now at Berlin by the words
:
gissurii

(
eurie

)

“ the lord of multitudes.”

4. It is better to translate eha “ & also.”

lxviii. Mr. Conybeare has taken a squeeze of this inscrip-

tion which is now in the Ashmolean Museum.

6. Perhaps we should read : all bidi as ianula-li “ &
of the food on the right hand side of the temple.”

8. The squeeze has: Ur-bi-ka-ni-ka-a-s, “ a member of

the Urbis-clan.” Hence it would appear that hu-ni

must signify :

“ he shall collect.”

10. Translate :
“ a part of the flesh” : see above, lix. 7.

j.h.a.s 1893. 3
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VOCABULARY.

A.

A-bi-li. “With fire.” lxxix. 33.

A-gu-bi. “I selected,” “conducted.” lxxiii. 11, lsxiv. 6,

lxxvii. 8, lxxix. 5.

A-gu-ni. lxxi. 3, lxxii. 3, lxxiv. 3.

A-i-ni-e-i. “ With earth.” lxxiii. 9.

A-i-ni-i. lxxiv. 5.

A-la-i-ni-ni. “ Belonging to a river.” lxxix. 28, 30.

A-la-tsi. lxxix. 25.

A-li. “And.” lxxix. 6, 29, 31, 33.

[A-]li. “He says.” lxxix. 9, 18.

Al-su-hu-i-si-ni. “ Great.” lxxvii. 1.

Al-su-hu-i-si-ni. lxxiii. 4.

Al-su-u-i-ni-e. lxxvii. 12.

Al-su-i-ni. lxxiii. 5.

A-lu-si. “ Inhabiting.” lxxiii. 6, Ixxv. 6, lxxvii. 14.

A-mu-hu-bi. “ I partitioned.” xxxix. 32.

A-nu-hu-ni. “ They shall pour out.” v. 31.

A-qi-i-na(?)-a-ni. “ Mortar.” lxxvii. 8.

Ar-gi-is-ti-khi-ni-li. “ (The house) of Argistis.” lxxvii. 5.

Ar-ni-e. Perhaps “ work.” v. 17, etc.

Ar-ni-hu-si-ni-li. “ The work.” lxxix. 20.

Ar-ni-si-ni-li. lxxvii. 10.

As-khu-me. “ Let her visit ” (?). xxiv. 6.

A-hu-di. “To the water.” lxxix. 24, 31.

B.

Ba-ba-ni-e. “Distant.” lxxix. 1.

Ba-du-hu-si-i-e. “Decayed.” lxxvii. 3.

Bi-i-a-i-na-hu-e. “Of Biainas.” lxxiii. 5, lxxv. 5.
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Bi-i-a-i-na-a-hu-e. lxxvii. 13.

Bi-a-i-na-se. lxxix. 7.

Bi-du-ni. “Food(?).” xxx. 17.

Bi-di. “ Food-offerings ” (?). lxviii. 6, 7.

Bi-di-a-di-ba-ad. “ Food-vessels ” (?). 1. 18.

D.

Di-ru-si-e. “Lesser.” v. 13.

Du-li-e. “ He destroys.” lxxiii. 9, lxxiv. 5, 17.

Du-hu-li. lxxix. 21.

DII.

Dhu-us-pa-i-ni-[e]. “ Of Tosp.” lxxix. 11.

E.

E-ha. “ As well as.” lxxix. 7, 13.

E-si. “ Inscription.” lxxix. 14.

E-hu-ri-e. “ Lord.” lxxvi. 3.

G.

Ga-ri-ni gar-bi. “ I made a heap of stones.” xxxvii. 26.

Gi-i. “Wall.” lxxvii. 7.

Gu-du-hu-li. “ Central.” v. 29.

Gu-li. “ Mid-day.” v. 26.

Gu-ni-e-i. “ The established sacrifice.” lxxviii. Obv. 4,

10, Rev. 8.

Gu-ni. “ He established ” (?). lxxix. 8, 14.

H.

H-i-tsi-na-hu-[e]. lxxix. 3.

I.

I-bi-ra-a-ni. “ Drink ” (?). xix. 11, xxx. 18. The word,

however, possibly signifies “clothing.”

I-ku-ka-khi-ni. “ In the same place.” lxxix. 6, 18.

I-na-ni. “ City.” lxxix. 21.

I-ni. “This.” lxxix. 10.
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I-ni-li. “ This spot.” lxxiii. 9, lxxiv. 5.

I-nu. “Before” (?). lxxix. 7.

I-nu-u-[ni]. lxxix. 13.

I-nu-ki. “ In front ” or “ formerly.” iii. 1, 2.

Ip-sa-du-li. “ May he set . . .
” lxxix. 32.

I-si-i. lxxix. 12.

Is-ti-ni. “Belonging to it.” lxxvii. 7, 10, lxxix. 2, 20.

Is-ti-ni-ni. lxxix. 5.

I-hu. “Thus.” lxxix. 9, 10.

K.

Ki-gu. “Garden” (?). lxxix. 6, 12, 19.

Ku-gu-ni. “ He has inscribed.” lxxv. 3.

Kur-ni. “ Offerers.” lxxviii. Obv. 4, 10, Rev. 8.

KH.

Khu-ri-is. lxxix. 22.

Q.

Qi-hu-ra-a-ni. lxxvii. 6 (lix. 6).

Qu-ul-di-ni. “ Belonging to a court” (P). lxxvii. 6, lxxix. 6.

Qu-ul-di-[di]. lxxix. 14.

L.

La-ra-gi. More probably to be read te-ra-gi. lxxix. 17, 31.

LID (P)-ni-e-di. Probably the name of a month, lxxviii.

Obv. 8.

Lu-hu-e-se. “ Folding doors.” (?). v. 27.

M.

Ma-a-nu. “ Each.” lxxvii. 6.

Ma-nu. lxxviii. Obv. 9, 14.

Ma-nu-ni-ni (P). lxxviii. Obv. 2.

Me-i. “ Of him.” lxxix. 23.

Me-i-e-si. “ Wine.” v. 31.

Me-su-li. “Left hand.” v. 30.

Mu-si-ti-na . . . lxxix. 25, 27.
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N.

Nu-na-bi. “ I subjugated.” xl. 80.

P.

Pal-la. lxxix. 7.

Pi. “Name.” lxxix. 33.

Pi-i-li. “ Memorial,” “ monument.” lxxi. 2, 3, Ixxiii. 2,

3, 11.

Pi-li-e. lxxii. 3, lxxiv. 2, 6.

Pi- li. lxxiv. 3.

Pi-tu-li-e. “ May he remove the name.” Ixxiii. 8, lxxiv. 5.

Pu-lu-u-si-e. “ Engraved.” lxxv. 3.

R.

Ru-sa-a-i. “ Of Rusa9.” lxxix. 4.

Ru-sa-kbi-na-i-di. lxxix. 5, 29.

Ru-sa-khi-na-ka-i. lxxix. 13.

Ru-sa-khi-na-hu-e. lxxix. 22, 24, 32.

Ru-sa-kbi-i-ni-li-[ni]. lxxix. 9.

S.

Sa-nu(or se ?)-e-y«< .
“ Bricks.” lxxvii. 8.

Se-khi-ri. “Alive.” lxxviii. Rev. 3.

Se-dan . . lxxix. 19.

Si-e. “ Channel.” lxxix. 5.

Si-e-di. lxxix. 26.

Si-da-bu-ri. “ Broken ” (?). lxxvii. 7.

Si-i-di-is-tu-hu-bi. “ I restored.” lxxvii. 4.

Si-[di]-si-tu-ni. lxxv. 2.

Si di-is-tu-[ni]. lxix. 1.

Si-e-du-li-[e]. “ May be bring back.” lxxix. 28.

[Si]-du-hu-li. lxxix. 10.

Su-i-ni. “ Which has been made.” lxxix. 16.

Su-li-ma-nu. lxxix. 8, 15.

Su-pa. The name of a city, lxxviii. Rev. 12, 13, 14.
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TS.

Tsu-hu-e. “ Canal.” lxxix. 3.

Tsu-e. lxxix. 4, 10.

Tsu-e-[ni]. lxxix. 21.

Tsu-i-ni-i. lxxix. 14.

Tsu-i-ni-ni. lxxix. 26.

T.

Ta-nu-li. “ Right hand.” v. 30, etc.

Tar-bi. See TJra-tarbi.

Tar-di-ni. “Strong.” lxxviii. Rev. 3.

Ta-se-[e]. “Visitors.” lxxix. 10.

Te-ru-hu-bi. “I set up.” lxxvii. 4.

Te-ru-bi. lxxvii. 9, lxxix. 4, 11, 18.

Ti-i-ni. “ Called.” lxxiii. 3, lxxvii. 5.

Ti-ni. lxxi. 3, lxxii. 3, lxxiv. 3, lxxix. 4, 33.

Ti-is-nu. A species of “flesh,” not “ right hand.” lix. 11.

Ti-i-hu-li-e. “Pretends.” lxxiii. 10, lxxiv. 6.

Tu-li-i-e. “ Removes.” lxxiv. 4.

Tu-li*e. lxxiii. 8.

U.

IIu. “ And,” “ together with.” lxxix. 19, 26, 33.

Hu-i. “ Together with.” lxxvii. 7.

Ilu-ni. “ He shall collect.” lxviii. 8.

tT Ul-di. “ A post.” lxxvii. 9 (v. 27, 28).

Ul(?)-di-e-di. Perhaps the name of a month, lxxviii. Rev. 6.

Ul-khu-li-ni. “ Course.” lxxix. 31.

Ilu-ra-tar-bi. “ I cut ” (?). lxxix. 2. See tar-bi.

Hu-ru-lu-ni. “ Seed plot.” lxxix. 12, 16.

TJs-ma-si-i-ni. “ Propitious.” lxxvi. 1.

Us-ma-si-ni. lxxi. 1, lxxii. 1, lxxiii. 1.

Z.

Za-du-bi. “T made,” “built.” lxxvii. 10.

fcf Za-a-ri-e. “ Door.” lxxvii 9.
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Ideographs.

»~< “ In all.” lxxviii. Obv. 7, etc.

“ A garden.” lxxix. 19.

tTT “ Bronze.” lxxix. 17.

^ -se.
“ Young men.” lxxix. 11, 16.

J«<-ni-se. lxxix. 15.

*5=yy y«< “ Wild oxen.” lxxviii. Rev. 3.

ty ^y< “ A vine.” lxxix. 19.

ty “Garden tree.” lxxix. 19.

<y~ “ Before.” lxxviii. Rev. 13, 14.

yy y«< « Water.” lxxix. 2, 26, 28, 29.

Tt SF “ River.” lxxix. 28, 30.
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Art. II .—A MS. of the Narada Smriti. By C. Mary

Ridding.

The Narada Smriti is said by Professor Jolly 1 to be im-

portant, both as being the only Smriti completely preserved

in MSS. which treats of law apart from penance and other

religious subjects, and as reflecting the social and political

state of India at the time of its compilation.

The preface in the MS., which contains the fuller of the

two versions now existing of the Narada Smriti, states that

the rules for conduct set forth in 100,000 slokas by Manu,

were, by the successive abridgments of Narada, Miirkandeya,

and Sumati reduced, out of consideration for the limits of

human life, to 4000 slokas, the present work being the Ninth

Chapter of Narada’s abridgment of the original Code of

Manu.

The date of the Narada Smriti is uncertain. The compiler

was evidently acquainted with the Code of Manu, though

some of his rules concerning marriage and inheritance are

directly opposed to the Code
;

his teaching is more advanced

than that of the Smriti of Vishnu and Yajnavalkya, which

cannot be earlier than the third century a.d., while, on the

other hand, the allusion to a Naradlya Dharmasastra in

Kadambarl (sixth century a.d.), and references and quota-

tions in other writers, tend to show that the compilation

1 The Minor Law-Books: Narada and Brihaspati, tr. by Prof. J. Jolly;

Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxxiii, Oxford, 1889, v. Introduction, p. xiv.

and following pages.
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of the Narada Smriti cannot be later than the fifth, or at

the latest the sixth, century a.d.

The Nepalese paper MS. (Or. 8), 1700 a.d., of the Narada

Smriti iu the British Museum follows in the main the titles

of law as given in the editio princeps of the Institutes of

Narada. 1 It omits however

—

(1) the whole of the preface before the sloka.

Asld idam tamo bhutam na prajnayate 2 kim ca na.

Tasmin svayambhur bhagavan pradur aslccaturmukkah.

(2) The introduction, treating of legal procedure, except

the first and second sloka.

(3) The chapter on ordeals.

This MS. is important as containing the chapter on

theft, which, though quoted and attributed to Narada by

the law-writers, had not been found in any MS. of the

Narada Smriti till its discovery in a Nepalese MS. (date

1407 a.d.), brought by Mr. C. Bendall 3 from India. It

contains eight additional slokas, some quoted as Narada’s,

and given by Prof. Jolly in his translation of Narada,4

and also confirms some corrections made in the text of

the Narada Smriti.

The following are the more important variations, with

emendations and illustrations by Prof. Jolly,5 whose help,

with that of Mr. C. Bendall, I cannot too gratefully ac-

knowledge.

1 The Institutes of Narada, ed. by Prof. J. Jolly; Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta,

1885.

* MS. na for ta.

3 It was in connection with work on my MS. of Narada, lent to Prof. Jolly,

that I came upon the Narada MS. in the British Museum uow under notice.

It had been described in the Catalogue simply as “ Chaurapratishedha,” and
not recognized as part of the Narada Smriti.

—

<5. Bendall.
4 Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxxiii. pp. 266-267.
6 Indicated by square brackets. An asterisk marks emendations made in the

printed text by Prof. Jolly which are confirmed by this MS.
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Editio princeps

,

v.

lb. tii vind viiil MS.

2a. prakasavaiicakas tu te

3b. °lokataskariih.

4b. mushyam prasaktiisca

narii mushnanty akramya

caiva te (mushyantyak-

rama caiva te) MS.

5a. yajiiaghnil granthiino-

cakiih

Brit. Mas. MS. Or. 8.

tan vindviid*

prakasavancakas tatra [°kas

teshiim, Manu ix. 257.]

°lokavancakiih

suptil praraattas ca narii

mukhanty akraraa [read

suptan pramattamsca naran

mushnanty akramya caiva

te (Narada in Vivilda-

ratniikara, p. 292).]

patlii gacchanti yacakah

The following slokas are inserted between slokas 5 and 6

of the printed text :

—

Tan viditva sukusalais ciirais tatkarmakiiribhih
|

Anusritya grihitavyii giiclhapranihitair naraih
||
[M. ix. 261.]

Sabhii prapii pupasiilii vesa//ifff/yd««vikrayiih ^read siila-°ma-

dyanna
0
.]

Catushpathiis caityavrikshab samitjah preshanani ca
||

[r.

prekshauiini, M. ix. 264.]

Sunyagarany aranviini devata yataniini
|

ca
|

Carair vineyiiny etani cauragrahana tatparaih.
1

1

[M. ix. 265.]

Tathaivanye prahitah sraddheyas citta vadinah
|

[r. pranihitiih

—citra.]

Baldlu/amha ye prokta taskaram parvataskarali
||

[r. cariihy

utsiidayeyus tarns taskariln purvataskarah ? y. Narada

in Yiviidaratnakara, p. 337.]

Annapanasamadanaih samajotsavadarsanaih
|

Tathii cauryiipadesais ca kuryus teshiim samagamam
[ |

[v. ibid.]

Ye tantrenopasarpanfe sritah pranihitd api [r. tatra nopa

sarpante sritah. pranihitair api.]

Te ’bhisiirya grihltavyiih saj9«^ra/?(f/ic?fifbandhavah [°putra-

jnati°, v. ibid.]
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Yan tatra cauram grihnlyan tan. tanyapividambinah [r. yams

tatra cauran grihnlyat tarns tan apyavilambitah ?]

Avaghnanti ca sarvatra vadhyiis citravadhena te [r. avaghu-'

shya? v. ibid.~\

Editio princeps, v.

6b. °karanat

7a. yajiiavarodhinah

8a. ahodhan virarisec cauriin

grihitan yadi sankaya

8b. cintabhir

9a. narnavasampratisrayam

[r. vasam pra°.]

9b. krityam karmakara

10a. °svarakarabhedat sam

saditvanivedanat

10b. 11a.

12b. kilryah syac cbapatham

tatah

13a. tathagnyudakadayakah

15a. riishtresbu rashtradhi-

kritah

17a. yadii . . . ’nyatra na

patayet

18a. mushite rajii cauragrii-

hams tu dilpayet

19a. yadi va doshakartaisha

(yadi va dapyaka teshiim,

MS.)

19b. vai suddhi kiiranat

20a. bodbito mosham . . .

Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 8.

°karanat

pantbavarodhinah

ahodbanvitamrishaccaram

grihltam parisankava [v.

Narada iu Yivad, p. 334.]

citrabbir [v. ibid.]

nama va te pratisrayam

krityakarmakara [v. ibid.]

°svarakarabhedat sa samdig-

dhanivedaniit [r. samdig-

dhavinivedanat—v. ibid.]

omitted.

karya syiiccbapatbas tatah

[r. karyah

—

ibid. 338.]

tatlia syur jaladayakiih

rasbtre rasbtre ’dhipakritah

pade . . . *’nyatra nipiitayet

musbitam raja cauriinyastah

prayatnatab [ibid. 343,

“ Katyayana.”]

yadi va dayakantesbiim [r.

yadi vil dapyamaniinam

—

v. ibid. 345, “ Yriddba-

raanu.”]

ca cbuddbi karayet

cayite moksham . . . caure

cauro
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Editio Princeps, v.

21a. caurabritam prapadya-

iva (caure britam pra-

pannena, MS.)

22b. vetasasyastbi carmanob

(vatasvadyastbicarmanob,

MS.)

23, 24.

25b. mulyad asbtaguno

26a. ’bbj’adbikam

26b. nyunam vaikiidasagu-

nam (vaikadasagune MS.)

27b. mukhyanam . . . adhike

28a. baratah patyo danda

uttamasahasah (dandarn

uttamasabasam MS.)

29a. maha pasuras tu nayato

30a. paras carnavati bbavet

(paresharnavati bbavet

MS.)

30b. catuh sataparo yasca

(satani yascaturo MS.)

32b. tajjiieyam

33a. stbiirayascbedanam

34a. vena yathangena steno

nrishu vicesbtate

34b tadtad evasva ccbeta-

vyam
35a. gariyasi garlyamsam

agarlyasi

35b. stene

Brit. Jlus. JIS. Or. 8.

CtfMrfl/britam prayatnena [r.

caurair

—

ibid. 345, “ Kii-

tyayana.”]

vetrasasvastbicarraanam

sakabaritaraulanam rnillyat

paucaguno dayah— tbe

remainder is omitted,

mulyad dasaguno [v. ibid.

323.]

’pyadbikam

nyiine tvekadasagune

muktanam . . adbikam

harata papiid dandarn uttama

siibasah* [v. ibid. “Yyasa.”]

maba pasustenayata [mabii

pasun stenayate—v. ibid.

321. ]

parab sbannavatir bbavet [v.

v. ibid. 664.]

satani panca catvaro [r. cat-

vari—v. ibid.~\

taccbesbam— [v. ibid. 322.]

stbulayas cbedanam

yena visesbena tenamsena

viceshtata

tad evasya viccbettavyam

[M. viii. 334.]

gariyasi garlyamse nagarlyasi

steno
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Editio Princeps, v.

39a. mitrakaranad

40a. yavan avadhyasyavadhe

tavan

41a. sarva papeshv api sthi-

tam

42b. etebbyo ’nusmaran dhar-

mam prajapatyam iti

sthitih (na tebhyo ’nus-

tnaran dharma MS.)

43a. °paradheshu (°paradhetu

MS.)

44b. sikhishittena kutuyet

45a. asirah (sisirah MS.)

46b. tat steyarn (ste steyam

MS.)

47a. anenii bbavati tena

47b. hyakilbisham (svakilbi-

sham MS.)

49a, b.

50a. silsta raja duratmanilra

52b. vidyapi (vritapi MS.) . .

°bhyadhikam

54a. kakanyadis tv artba dan-

dah (kakanyadishvartba

dandah MS.)

54b. sarlrah samnirodhil dir

(sarlrah samuidhadhadi0

MS.)

55a. kakanyadis . . . maska-

varah

55b. mashavaradyo ’yam

56b. dvyavaro ’shtiiparasca-

nyaa tryavaro dvadaso-

ttarah

Brit. Mm. MS. Or. 8.

mitrakaranad

yavannivadhyasya vadhe

tiivad

sa papeshv api samsthito

na tebhyo ’nusmaram dharma

prajapatya iti sthiti

“paradhe tu

sikhipittena kutayet [r. ku-

tayet-]

sisTlah

tarn steyam

anena bbavati stenah

svakilbisham

49b, a. ( the second half

comes first.)
0

raja caiva duratmanah

vritrapi . . . °pyadhikam

kakinyashvarthadanda syat

sarlrah sanidhanadi

kakinyadis . . . arthavarah

yashavaradyo yah

dvavaro ’shtaparas canyat

pravaro dvadasat parah
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Editio Princeps, v.

this sloka inserted

57a. raupyah

57b. panair nibaddhah (viba-

ddhah MS.)

58b. kakani . .
palasya

59a. sarnjua ya

60a. kilrshapano ’ndikii geyii

tas catasrastu dhanakah

60b. dlnarakhyah sa eva ca

(dinarascitakasya ca MS.)

61b. hanyadupayair nipunair

(hannyad upayennipune

MS.)

Brit. Mus. JIS. Or. 8.

karshapanadyo ye proktiih

sarve teshu [r. te syus ?]

caturguniih
|
evam anye

’pi vijneyah prokshate

piirvasahasah ||

rupah [“ Vivada,” 668.]

ganair vibaddhah

kiikinl . . . panasya [r.

panasya—v. ibid. 667.]

samjiieya [samjneyam — v.

ibid. 667.]

karshapanor nikii jneyas cata-

srastastu dhataka

dinaras citrakasya ca [ibid.

667.]

*hanyad upayair nipunair

Colophon— Iti Narada proktayara caurapratikhedham 1

niima prakaranam samiiptam, Sarnvat 820, Ashadha

krishna 12.

1 kh for sh, as often in North Indian MSS.
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Art. III .— The Sarasicati and the Last Hirer of the Indian

Desert. By Surgeon-Major C. F. Oldham.

As is well known, the description of the Saraswatl river,

given in the Yeda, differs much from that met with in the

Mahabharata and other ancient but later authorities, while

neither agrees with the present condition of that sacred

stream.

In the Rig Yeda we are told of a large and rapid river

flowing from the mountains to the sea. The Mahabharata

describes the same stream as losing itself in the sands. At

the present day we find a river, wide and rapid during floods,

but containing little water at other times, joining another

stream of similar character, and thereupon losing its name

;

the river below the confluence being now called Gaggar.

According to Rig Yeda (v. 61. 2) the Saraswatl, “ by her

force and her impetuous waves, has broken down the sides

of the mountains like a digger of lotos fibres.” 1

In another hymn (vii. 36. 6) the Saraswatl is called the

mother of rivers. 2

And, again, we find (R.Y. vii. 95. 1. 2): “With her

fertilizing stream the Saraswatl comes forth. (She is to us)

a stronghold, an iron gate. Moving along, as on a chariot,

this river surpasses in greatness all other waters.

2. Alone among all rivers Saraswatl listened, she who
goes pure from the mountains as far as the sea. She who
knows of the manifold wealth of the world has poured out

to man her fat milk.” 3

With reference to this passage, Prof. Mas Muller remarks :

“ Here we see Samudra used clearly in the sense of sea, the

1 Muir, ii. 346.
2 Sacred Books of East, sxsii. 61.
3 Sacred Books of East, xxsii. 60.

j.b.a.s. 1893. 4
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Indian Sea, and we have at the same time a new indication

of the distance which separates the Yedic age from the

later Sanskrit literature. Though it may not be possible

to determine, by geological evidence, the time of the changes

which modified the southern area of the Punjab and caused

the Saraswatl to disappear in the desert, still the fact

remains that the loss of the Saraswatl is later than the

Vedic age, and that, at that time, the waters of the

Saraswatl reached the sea.” 1

In the Rig Yeda nothing is said of the disappearance

of the Saraswatl in the sands. At the time of Manu,

however, the waters of the sacred river no longer flowed to

the sea. From the Mahabharata we learn that “ Yaladeva

proceeded to Yiniisana, where the Saraswatl has become

invisible in consequence of her contempt for Sudras and

Abhirias.” 2

And in another place we find :

“ Here is the beautiful and

sacred river Saraswatl, full of waters
;
and here 0 Lord of

men is the spot known as Yiniisana, or the spot where the

Saraswatl disappears. Here is the gate of the country of

the Nishadas, and it was from hatred of them that the

Saraswatl sank into the earth, that the Nishadas might

not see her.” 3

From a reason being thus assigned for the disappearance,

it would seem to have been then recognized that there had

been a time when the sacred stream did not lose itself in the

sands.

The legend of Utathya also seems to be an attempt to

account for the disappearance of the river.

Although the Yedic accounts of the Saraswatl differ so

much from those of less ancient authorities, and from the

actual condition of the stream now known by that name, it

is very unlikely that the river to which so important a

position is assigned in the Brahmanical writings could ever

have lost its identity, or that its name and sacred character

1 Sacred Books of East, xxxii. 60.
2 Salya, Guduyuddha Parva.
s Maiiubharata, Yana, Tirtha-yatra Parva.
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could have been transferred to another and less considerable

stream. Indeed it is tolerably certain that the Saraswatl of

the present day is the river mentioned in the Veda and the

Mahabharata.

The Saraswatl in the Rig Veda (x. 75. 5.) is associated

with the other Punjab rivers, and is placed beween the

Yamuna and the Satudri, 1 which is its present position.

Then, the sacred stream has always retained its character,

not merely locally, but wherever the Hindu religion has

prevailed. It has been the resort of pilgrims from the

earliest times, and it flows through the holy laud of

Kurukshetra, which was sacred even before the wars of

of the Mahabharata.

Further, although it now joins the stream called Gaggar,

the Saraswatl did formerly lose itself in the sands, and that

in the locality which appears to have been assigned to the

Vinasana.

Moreover, as I shall endeavour to show, the Vedic

description of the Saraswatl, with a little allowance for

poetical license, agrees with what was probably the ancient

course of the river, while that given in the Mahabharata

coincides with its position at a later period.

The Saraswatl rises in the outer Himalayan range, usually

called Siwalik, close to the water-shed of Upper India, and

not far from the gap in the hills by which the Jumna entei’s

the plains.

All streams to the eastward, with the exception of the

neighbouring Chitrang, join the Jumna and Ganges
;
and

all to the westward flow towards the Indus.

After a south-westerly course of nearly 100 miles, and

after receiving as tributaries the Markauda and other

streams, the Saraswatl now joins the Gaggar near the

village of Rasula.

Although the river below the confluence is marked in

our maps as Gaggar, it was formerly the Saraswatl; 2 that

name is still known amongst the people, and the famous

1 Muir, ii. 341.
2 Panjab Gazetteer, Hissar.
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fortress of Sarsuti or Saraswati was built upon its banks,

nearly 100 miles below the present junction with the

Gaggar.

How the sacred river came to lose its own name and

acquire that of its former tributary is not known. It

may have been owing to some change in its course in

comparatively modern times.

There is no mention in the Yeda or Mahabharata of any

such river as the Gaggar, or of any important stream

between the Sutadru and the Saraswati.

The ancient fortress of Sarsuti or Saraswati (now Sirsa)

was a place of importance up to the time of the early

Mahommedan invasions. Its site is mai’ked by immense

mounds rising some sixty feet above the plain. The wife

of Goga Chohan, the demigod whose shrine is to be found

in every Panjab village, was a daughter of the raja of

Sirsa Pattana.

Some seven or eight miles to the eastward of Sirsa is

another old bed of the Saraswati. This is partially ob-

literated, but it apparently joined the channel just inferred

to, not far from Sirsa. It may, however, have once been

continuous with the old river-bed, called in our maps

Chitrang.

The exact position of the Yinasana is unknown, but it

was probably not far from Sirsa.

We may now consider how the Saraswati came to lose

itself in the sands.

The view held by several writers on the subject appears

to be that it was owing to a shrinking of the stream caused

by diminished rainfall.

This, however, could not possibly have been the cause.

It would have involved the existence, previously, of such

meteorological conditions as must have rendered the holy

land of the Brahmans an uninhabitable swamp. The neigh-

bouring large rivers, too, must in such case have been vast in

proportion. This, as their channels show, they were not.

Some of them, in fact, which are mentioned in the Yedas

as being fordable, are so with difficulty at the present day.
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In addition to this we find, from the hymns of the Rig

Yeda, that instead of the rainfall being in excess, relief

from drought was most frequently prayed for, and that

India “ gave rain to the sacrificer” (iv. 26. 2).
1

According to the Aitareya Brahraana (ii. 19) the country

at some distance from the river was even then desert, for

the rishis, at a sacrifice on the banks of the Saraswatl,

took Kavasha Ailiiska into the wilderness, saying, “let thirst

destroy him here.” 2

Moreover, long before the time of the Mahabharata, a

terrible drought occurred in this tract of country, which

lasted for twelve years, when the rishis wandered hither

and thither in search of food, and thus lost the Vedas.

This was not owing to any drying-up of the Saraswatl,

as the Muni Saraswata, who is said to have been progenitor

of the Saraswatl tribe of Brahmans, remained on the banks

of the sacred stream, living upon fish furnished bv the

river. He thus preserved the Vedas, which he afterwards

communicated to other rishis. 3

We should remember that the Saraswatl, Gaggar, and

their tributaries, must, from the earliest times, have con-

tained but little water except in the rainy season. Their

sources being in the outer and lower Himalayan range,

they are fed by rain only
;
and not by the melting snows

also, as are all the great rivers of Northern India. The
collecting ground of these streams, too, is, and always

must have been, limited, as it lies between the Sutlej and

Jumna valleys.

Some diminution in the volume of these rivers has pro-

bably taken place, during the lapse of ages, from destruction

of forests and increase of irrigation.

There is nothing, however, in history to show that they

ever contained much more water than they do now
;
indeed

all records that have come down to us point to the

contrary.

1 Muir, ii. 361.
2 Muir, ii. 393.
3 Mahabharata Salya, Gudayuddha Parva.
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The rainfall can never have been considerable on the out-

skirts of the desert of Maru.

It was not, then, owing to the shrinking of its stream

that the waters of the Saraswatl lost themselves in the sands,

instead of flowing onwards to the ocean. Its ancient course,

however, is continuous with the dry bed of a great river,

which, as local legends assert, once flowed through the

desert to the sea.

In confirmation of these traditions, the channel referred

to, which is called Hakra or Sotra, can be traced through the

Bikanir and Bhawulpur states into Sind, and thence onwards

to the Rann of Each.

The existence of this river at no very remote period, and

the truth of the legends which assert the ancient fertility

of the lands through which it flowed, are attested by the

ruins which everywhere overspread what is now an arid

sandy waste.

Throughout this tract are scattered mounds, marking the

sites of cities and towns. And there are strongholds still

remaining, in a very decayed state, which were places of

importance at the time of the early Mahommedan invasions.

Amongst these ruins are found, not only the huge bricks

used by the Hindus in the remote past, but others of a much

later make.

All this seems to show that the country must have been

fertile for a long period, and that it became desert in com-

paratively recent times.

Freshwater shells, exactly similiar to those now seen in

the Panjab rivers, are to be found in this old river-bed and

upon its banks.

What then was this lost river ? Where did it rise ?

And whither has it gone ?

The waters of the Saraswatl, the Gaggar, and their

tributaries, for the reasons already given, could never have

maintained a permanent river of such magnitude. It must

be remembered, too, that the greater part of the long course

of the Ilakra was through a thirsty and nearly rainless

region, in which it did not receive a single feeder.
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Between the Sutlej and the Jumna there is no opening

in the Himalaya through which a large river could have

entered the plains.

It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that the Jumna

may at some very remote period have taken a westerly

instead of au easterly course and joined the Hakra : for, as

observed by Mr. R. D. Oldham, of the Indian Geological

Survey, this old river-bed lies between the fau or talus of

the Jumna, and that of the Sutlej. 1 Tradition, however, is

silent on the subject, and so are the Vedas.

In the only place in which the river Gutigii is mentioned

in the Rig Veda (x. 75. 5) the Yamuna is coupled with it.
2

In the Ramayana we find that Rama and Lukshmana
“ directed their course to the place where the Ganga,

produced by Baghiratha, unites with Yamuna.” 3

Manu mentions Prayaga, where the Jumna and Ganges

meet, and the Vinasaua of the Saraswatl as the bouudary

marks of Madhya Desa. 4

In the Mahabharata Vivatsu, at Indraprastha, invites

Krishna to go with him to the banks of the Yamuna, and

adds: “We will return in the evening.” 5 The river must

therefore have flowed near Delhi then, as it does at present.

According to the Harivansa the Yamuna flowed by
Mathra when Krishna in his youth amused himself upon its

banks, and when Baladeva dragged the river out of its

course by digging an irrigation canal. 6

It seems, therefore, that when the Mahabharata was put

together the Jumna joined the Ganges as it does now, while,

from the coupling of the names Ganga and Yamuna in the

Rig Veda, it is most probable that in Vedic times also,

the Jumna took the same course.

It seems, further, that no change in the course of the

Jumna can have carried off the waters of the Hakra, which,

1 Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, iv. 335.
2 Muir, ii. 342.
3 Ramayana II. xlii.
4 Manu, Haughton, ii. 21.
6 Mahabharata, Adi, Kandavadaha Parra.
6 Harivansa, Langlois, i. 437.
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indeed, according to tradition, was a flowing stream after

the time of the Moslem invasion.

As regards the Sutlej, however, there is evidence of

changes quite sufficient to explain the disappearance of the

SaraswatT in the sands; the drying-up of the Hakra; and

the transformation of a once fertile region into desert.

There can be little doubt that this river, instead of turning

nearly due west on leaving the hills, as at present, anciently

took a more southerly direction, and that the Ilakra is its

former bed.

It would seem that the Sutlej has changed its course from

time to time, until at last it joined the Beas, and the two

streams flowed in the same channel.

One of the hymns of the Rig Yeda (iii. 33) has been

supposed to allude to a junction between these rivers at

a very remote period. The rishi Yiswamitra is represented

as fording, with a waggon and a chariot, a sti’eam called

Chhutudri and the Yipasa near their confluence. 1

That one of the rivers mentioned in this passage was the

Beas is evident
;
but that the other was the Sutlej is more

than doubtful.

There is nothing in the context to show that the latter

river is intended. Elsewhere in the Rig Veda, as well as

in the Nirukta, the name given to the Sutlej is Satudri>

which, in the Mahabharata and later writings, is rendered

Satadru
;

but the stream here referred to, as joining the

Yipas, is called Chhutudri. This name is applied to the

river, not only in the hymn itself, but also in the Nirukta,

and by the comparatively modern commentator Silyana,

without any remark to show that the Satudri is indicated.

Again, the rivers are described as rushing from the sides

of the mountains
;

the scene must therefore have been

near the foot of the Himalaya, and very far from any

possible point of junction between the Sutlej and Biyas.

Further, the Biyas is addressed in the hymn as much

the most important of the two streams, and is called “ the

1 Muir, i. 338.
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broad and beautiful Yipas,” no sucb epithet being bestowed

upon the Chhutudri, although, had this been the Sutlej, its

volume must have been nearly twice as great as that of the

Beas.

It appears most probable that the Chhutudri was not the

Sutlej, but the river now known as the Chukki, which joins

the Beas shortly after that stream enters the plains.

Variations in the names of the rivers are generally care-

fully noted in the Nirukta. Thus we learn that the Beas

acquired the name Yipasa after, and in consequence of, the

attempted suicide of Yasishtha
;

the stream having been

previously called Uranjira and Arjikia .
1

From Uranjira was probably derived the Saranges of

Arrian, the ancient name of the Yipasa being mistaken for a

separate stream.

It is most likely that the legend related in the Mahil-

bharata, of the Satadru having separated into a hundred

channels when Yasishtha threw himself into it, was founded

upon some great changes in its course.

The traditions current throughout the tract between the

Sutlej and the Saraswatl all agree that, until Mahommedan
times, the Sutlej flowed in the Hakra channel, and that,

till then, the country upon its banks was fertile and

populous.

The legends referred to are strongly supported by the

physical aspect of the country, and by the signs of its former

prosperity, while they are confirmed bv the fact that several

of the old river-beds, which combine to form the Hakra,

have been traced to within so short a distance of the Sutlej,

that they could not possibly have belonged to any other

stream.

The Hakra is formed by the union, near TTallur, on the

borders of Bikanir and Bhawulpur, of two large branches.

Each of these arises from the junction of several channels,

most of them dry, or only containing a little water in the

rainy season. In some of them, however, streams still flow

for some distance.

1 Muir, i. 417 and ii. 342.
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Of these old river-beds, the breadth of which varies from

one to five or six miles, those towards the east meet near

Bhatnair to form the eastern arm of the Hakra. They are

called in our maps Gaggar, and Wah, Sonamwal, or Sirhind

Nadi.

The western arm of the Hakra is formed by three

branches, each of which is known as Naiwal. These meet

near Kurrulwala (Lat. 29° 33', Long. 73° 52').

All these old channels diverge from the direction of

Rupar, where the Sutlej enters the plains, and each is said

to have been in turn the bed of that river. On the banks of

each are towns which, though now more or less decayed,

were once places of importance.

Near Bhatnair the eastern arm of the Hakra is joined by

a dry river-bed, marked in our maps as Chitrung. If the

Jumna ever joined the Hakra it must have been by this

channel, which however is only traceable for a short

distance. It is supposed to have once been continuous

with the Chitrung stream, which has been identified with

the Drishadvati. This, which was connected with the

Jumna by Sultan Firoz Shah, 1
is now the Hansi branch of

the western Jumna canal.

Between Sirsa and Bhatnair, the Saraswatl or Gaggar

meets the old river-bed now called Wah or Sirhind Nadi,

and with it forms the eastern arm of the Hakra.

The Wah, in which a small hill stream still flows, is

traceable upwards, past the old towns of Sonam and Sirhind,

to within a few miles of Rupar, where the Sutlej enters the

plains, and, according to tradition, it was once the bed of

that river.

This channel was converted into a canal in the fourteenth

century by Sultan Firoz Shah, who turned into it the waters

of the Sirsa torrent, which joins the Sutlej just before it

leaves the hills. In later times this canal was connected

with the Sutlej itself by Mirza Kandi, one of the governors

of Sirhind. Neither of these works seems to have been very

1 Ferishta (Dow’s ed.) i. 305.
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successful. What they attempted has, however, now been

accomplished by the Sirhind canal.

When the Sutlej changed its course to the westward, and

abandoned the eastern arm of the Ilakra, the Saraswati,

which had been a tributary, was left in possession of the

deserted channel, in the sands of which its waters were

swallowed up.

It is of course impossible to fix any period for this change,

but it may be presumed that it took place between the

Yedic period and that of Manu, when we first hear of the

disappearance of the Saraswati in the sands.

It seems at least probable that the great drought and

famine, lasting for twelve years, when the rishis wandering

in search of food lost the Vedas, was caused by this change

in the course of the Sutlej .

1

Such results would certainly be produced in an almost

rainless district by the complete stoppage of irrigation,

which must have followed a change like this in the course

of the river.

The western arm of the Hakra, in which the Sutlej next

flowed, is formed by the junction of three wide channels,

each called Naiwal.

The centre one of these is known as the Battinda Naiwal,

from the celebrated fortress of that name, which was built

upon its banks. This has been traced upwards, past Lissara

to Chamkour, on the old left bank of the Sutlej valley.

This place is ten miles from Rupar, where the Sutlej enters

the plains.

The eastern Naiwal is traceable to within a few miles of the

same place, and probably joined the channel just mentioned.

The Western Naiwal is said by the people living upon its

banks to have come from near Machiwarra, an ancient town

upon the south bank of the Sutlej valley, and twenty miles

below Rupar. It is referred to in the Settlement Report of

the Ludiana district 2 as traceable from a short distance

south of Machiwarra to near Tulwandi. From the village

1 Mahabbarata, Salya, Gudayuddha Parva.
2 Ludiana Settlement Report, 1851.
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of Arkara, six miles from Tulwandi and twenty miles

south-west of Ludiana, it has been surveyed and found to be

a wide clearly defined channel, taking a south-westerly

direction to the ancient fortress of Abohar. Thence it

extends to Kurrulwala, where it is joined by the other

branches which have just been described.

Here commences the western arm of the Hakra, which,

passing by Tartarsir and Guneshgurh, joins the eastern or

Bhatnair arm near Wallur, on the borders of Bikanir and

Bhawulpur.

We have seen that these old river-beds diverged from

the immediate neighbourhood of the opening in the sub-

Himalaya, through which the Sutlej enters the plains, two

of them being still traceable to the old left bank of that

river. We have seen, too, that they all terminate in one

channel. There can be little doubt, then, that the same

stream flowed in each of them.

In addition to this, however, the survey for the Tehara

canal 1 shows that between the village of Arkara and the

present course of the Sutlej are two other old river-beds,

coming from the same direction as the Naiwal. These, one

of which is only between two and three miles from the

Naiwal at Arkara, join a wider channel, which meets, at

Faridkot, the Dhunda or left bank of the valley of the

Sutlej and Beas. It is evident that the same river must, at

different times, have flowed in these channels and in the

Naiwal, and that this could have been no other than the

Sutlej.

It was probably by the channels just mentioned that the

Sutlej entered the Beas valley, when it deserted the Naiwal,

and the Hakra ceased to flow.

Great changes in the course of the Sutlej have occurred in

comparatively recent times. Indeed, only a century ago, the

river deserted its bed under the fort of Ludiana
,

2 which is

five miles from its present course, and ten feet above its

present level.

1 Report on Proposed Tehara Canal, 1847.
2 Cunuingham’8 Ladakh, 135.
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From the junction of its eastern and western arms near

Wallur, the llakra traverses the territories of the Nawab of

Bhawulpur. It here loses the name of Sotra and acquires

that of Wahind (river of Hind).

It seems that the river, in one of its changes, joined the

Indus near Uch. The original channel is however distinctly

traceable onwards into Sind. On its banks, about twenty-

five miles from the Sind border, is an ancient Hindu temple

called Pattan Ki Mundra, or sometimes Pattan Ki Minara,

pattan being the common Panjabi term for a ferry .

1

After entering Sind the Hakra turns southward, and

becomes continuous with the old river-bed generally known

as Narra. This channel, which bears also the names of

Hakra or Sagara, Wahind, and Dahan, is to be traced

onward to the Rann of Each.

All the old river-beds, which have been referred to, are

more or less filled up, especially in the upper part of their

course, by the deposit of soil and debris which has been

going on for centuries. From the constant abrasion of the

hills, and the much heavier rainfall, this process is very much
more active in the sub-montane tract than in the dry and

level plains.

A striking proof of the great changes of level, in the

country near the Himalaya, was furnished during the ex-

cavation of the Sirhind canal, near Rupar. Old graves

aud trunks of trees were then found at a depth of more

than twenty feet below the present surface.

As the Hindus burn their dead, this change of level must

apparently have taken place since Mahommedan times, or say

within eight hundred years at most.

Near the desert the drifting sand and dust have tended to

fill up these old channels, as also has the soil washed into

them by the rain which occasionally falls. In some of them,

too, tributary streams have continued to flow, and have

formed a deposit of clay or loam.

1 This temple is built of brick without lime. The bricks are beautifully fitted

and carved.
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The current of the Sutlej is rapid, especially where it first

leaves the hills, and the soil through which it passes is light

and sandy
;
the stream has therefore cut deeply into it.

Owing to this, and to the effects of the filling-up process

already alluded to, the present bed of the river is much
below the level of these old channels. This difference is, for

the reasons already given, most marked near the mountains,

and diminishes very considerably as tbe distance from them

increases. Indeed, below Uch, irrigation canals have been

carried from the Sutlej into the bed of the Hakra.

As regards the present bed of the Sutlej, to the effects of

the changes already mentioned must be added those caused

by the cataclysm of a.d. 1762. The river was then dammed

up for some weeks by a landslip in the hills
;
and, before the

barrier gave way, its waters rose to a height of 400 feet

above the ordinary level. 1

The scouring effect of such a rush of waters as then

occurred must have been very great.

I may here observe that the waters of the Beas and Sutlej,

just below their confluence, are some twenty feet lower

than those of the Ravi at a point immediately opposite.2

The mean low-water level, too, of the Jumna at Kurnal,

fifty-four miles from where the river leaves the hills, has

been found to be six inches higher than that of the Sutlej

at Ludiana, only forty-two miles from the hills. 3 This

would give nearly the same difference as in the case of the

Ravi, but the coincidence may be accidental.

It has been said that the Ilakra could not, from its want

of depth, have contained the waters of the Sutlej, but it

must be remembered that this channel has been for many
centuries subject to the obliterating effects of the processes

just referred to. The wonder is, therefore, not that it

should be shallower than the present bed of the Sutlej, but

that, after such a lapse of time, it should be so plainly

marked as it is.

1 Cunningham’s Ladakh, p. 132.
2 liari Doab Canal Keport, p. 46.

3 Report on Projected Canals in Delhi Territory, sheet ii.
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The Hakra varies in different parts of its course from

about two to six miles in width, which is sufficient for a

very large river.

It must not be forgotten, moreover, that the volume of the

present Sutlej is augmented by the waters of the Beas,

which did not flow in the Ilakra.

The part of India in which these great changes have

taken place had already been devastated in the deadly

struggle between Hindu and Moslem, when the drying-up

of the river came to complete the desolation.

Few of the traditions which remain amongst the scanty

population of this inhospitable region furnish landmarks by

which dates may be fixed. The allusion to the Musselmans,

however, seems to show that the final drying-up of the

Hakra, with the great famine and the exodus of the people,

occurred after the establishment of the Mahommedan power.

These events are accounted for by the following legend :

—

“In the time of the great raja Sulwan (Salivahana) the

Sutludra (Sutlej) flowed southwards from the Himalaya,

through the lands of Nair and Kadal, and onwards, through

Sind, to the sea. Puran, the son of Sulwan, who had

become a religious ascetic, for some reason invoked a curse

upon the river, and ordered it to leave its bed and go to

join the Ravi. The stream, in consequence, changed its

course more and more towards the west, until, six hundred

and fifty years ago, it entered the Beas valley, and flowed

in the channel known as Dhund, or Dahanda, near Ferozpur.

“ This was attended by a terrible drought and famine in

the country on tne banks of the Hakra, where numbers

of men and cattle perished. The survivors then migrated

to the banks of the Indus, and the country has ever since

been desert.”

The western, or Abohar, branch of the Naiwal, which

was at that time deserted by the stream, was the last of

these channels connected with the Hakra, in which, there-

fore, the waters of the Sutlej then finally ceased to flow.

This would be about a.d. 1223, as the legend was related

in 1873.
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The tradition goes on to say that the Zemindars (land-

holders) on the banks of the Dahunda, afraid that the river
»

would soon leave their lands, as it had already left those

further to the eastward, besought the intercession of the

holy Shaik Farid-ud-din Shakar Gunge.

This great apostle of Islam, having prayed, commanded

the stream not to move beyond five kos (seven miles) from

the bed in which it was then flowing. This injunction the

river obeyed.

Puran, son of Sulwan, is the hero of many legends in the

Panjab. His date is supposed to have been about a.d. 78.

The legend does not, however, say that the final changes

took place in his time.

The account of the intervention of Baba Farid is probable

enough. The good offices of holy men are still sought,

when changes occur in the course of the rivers, or the

village lands are washed away by floods.

Shaik Farid died in a.h. 660 (a.d. 1261) at the age of

77, or, according to another version, at the age of 95.

His memory is still held in the greatest veneration through-

out the Panjab. His tomb at Ajodhiln, now called Pak

Pattan, was visited by Sultan Firoz Shah in a.d. 139 1,
1

and by Taimur in a.d. 1398. 2 It is still a place of pilgrim-

age, both for Moslems and Hindus.

In a.d. 1223 Shaik Farid would have been about fifty,

or sixty years of age, and it is probable that the final

drying-up of the Hakra did take place about the time

assigned to it in the legend.

This is confirmed by a passage in the Tabakat-i-Nasiri,

in which it is said that when Uch was beseiged by the

Monguls in a.h. 643 (a.d. 1245) the army sent to relieve

the city was unable to march by the direct route, by way

of Sarsuti and Marot, in consequence of the drought on

the banks of the river.3

The only river near Marot was the Hakra, on the banks

> Elliot, iii. 282.
2 Elliot, iii. 421.
3 Elliot, ii. 364.
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of which it was built. The drought, therefore, must have

been that referred to in the legend as caused by the drying-

up of the Hakra.

This fortress is now in the heart of the desert, but

then the high road from Delhi to Multan passed under

its walls, and followed the course of the Hakra from Sarsuti

to near the city of Uch.

We find, further, that, after this period, armies march-

ing between Delhi and Multan took the longer road by

Abohar and Ajodhiin
;

although the more direct way, by

Marot, was occasionally taken by travellers for some time

later.

Colonel Tod, in his Annals of Rajasthan, mentions that,

near Bhatnair, he heard an old man recite a couplet to

the effect that the country on the banks of the Hakra

became waste, through the river drying-up, in the time of

Rai Ilamir, Sodha, of Dhat. 1

This country included the eastern part of Sind and a con-

siderable portion of the desert of Maru, but not the lands

on the upper part of the Hakra.

A powerful chieftain, named Hamir, was ruler of Dhat

in S. 1100 (a.d. 1041). 2 Another Hamir, according to

the Muntakhat-ut-tawarikh, 3 was the last of the Surara

dynasty which ruled in Sind, and was overthrown by

the Sammas in or about a.h. 752 (a.d. 1351).4

It is probable, however, that the first Hamir is the

chieftain referred to iu the legend
;
and that the change

in the course of the river was that which carried the

waters of the Hakra, or Sutlej, into the Indus near Uch,

as already alluded to.

This diversion of the stream dried up the lower part

of the Hakra, and so left without wTater a great portion

of the lands of Dhat.

The chauge just mentioned must of course have taken

1 Annals of Rajasthan, ii. 187.
2 lb.
3 Elliot, i. 485.
1 Elliot, i. 494.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 5
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place before the final drying-up of the ITakra, which is

the event ascribed by tradition to the middle of the thirteenth

century.

When the Sutlej abandoned the western Naiwal, and

entered the Beas valley, the combined streams were known

as Beilh.

The application of the name Sutlej to these rivers, below

their confluence, is a modern innovation, and is not to be

found in old writings, Hindu or Mahommedan. The united

stream of Beas and Sutlej was never known as Satadru or

Satludra.

Thus, in the ancient chronicles of the Bhatt.is of Jessulmer,

who were lords of the country on both its banks, the river is

always called Beah. 1

In the Tabakat-i-Nasiri we find that in a.d. 1245 an

army of Moguls under Mangu Khan besieged Uch, but

when the Sultan Ala-ud-din marched with an army to the

banks of the Beah, the infidels raised the siege. 2 Here,

although the allusion is to the united streams, the Sutlej is

not mentioned, that river having become merged in the

Beas.

The same authority says that in a.d. 1257, Malik Kishlu

Khan Balban came from Sind to the banks of the Beah, and

from thence marched to Sarnana. 3 Here again the river

called Beah is the combined Beas and Sutlej.

We are told also in the Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi that in

a. ii. 667 (a.d. 1268) the Mogul horse crossed the Beah, but

were driven back by armies from Multan, Sarnana, etc. 4

In each of these instances the river called Beah is that

shown in our maps as Sutlej or Garrah.

This is no clerical error, as the same term is never applied

to the Sutlej above the confluence. Thus, according to the

Tarikh-i-Alai, in a.h. 695 (a.d. 1296), the Tartar chief

Kadar came with an army from the Jud mountain (Salt

1 Annals of Rajasthan, ii. 262.
2 Elliot, ii. 344.
3 lb. ii. 356.
4 Elliot, iii. 112.
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Range), and crossed the Jhelara, Beah, and Satlader. 1 This

invader was defeated near Jalandhar, and crossed the latter

rivers above their junction.

Again, in the Tarikh-i-Mobarik Shahi, it is said that in

a.h. 796 (a.d. J395), Sarang Khan crossed the Satlader near

Tehilra. 2 And, further, that in a.h. 823 (a.d. 1420) the

rebel Tughan Rais, with an army, crossed the Satlader at

Ludianha. 3 These towns are above the meeting of Beas and

Sutlej. The same authority applies the term Beah to the

rivers below the confluence. 4

To this day, the river below Firozpur is known to the

boatmen as Beah or Garrah. All this seems to show pretty

clearly that the Sutlej is an interloper, and the Beas the

original stream. Had it been otherwise, the greater river

must have retained its name throughout its course.

More than this, however, an old river-bed still exists

a few miles north of the present course of the combined

rivers. This is known, not as the old Sutlej, but as the

old Beas, and it joined the Chenab between Multan and

the present Sutlej. In this position the Beas is described

as joining the Chenab by Arrian, and other ancient writers.

And local tradition asserts that this was the course of the

former river in the time of. the Mahommedan saint Shaik

Bhawal Huk, who lived in the early part of the thirteenth

century.

Since the junction between the Beas aud Sutlej many
changes have taken place in the course of the stream,

and every part of the wide valley is furrowed by the

numerous channels occupied at different times.

In the Ain-i-Akbari the rivers are said to unite near

Firozpur and then to divide into four streams, called Har,

Hari, Kurnai, and Dhund, which again unite near Multan.

It is impossible that the Sutlej and Beas could, for any

length of time, have flowed as separate rivers in the

1 Elliot, iii. 70.
2 lb. iv. 29.
3 lb. iv. 53.
4 lb. iv. 33.
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same valley. There was no watershed to keep them apart,

and the land is so low, and is intersected in every direction

by such a network of old channels, that their waters must

have mingled at every flood.

The historians of Alexander’s invasion ignore the Sutlej

entirely. This they could scarcely have done, had this

river joined the Beas, especially as the confluence, had it

existed, must have been very near the spot at which

Alexander erected his altars.

In addition to this, Arrian, Strabo, and other classical

writers, in their descriptions of Alexander’s voyage, omit

all mention of the Sutlej when describing the tributaries

of the Indus.

From this it would appear that these two rivers were

then flowing in separate channels to the Rann of Kach,

as they were at the time of the Arab invasion ten centuries

later.

Arrian’s description of the four branches of the Indus

is very clear. He says that Alexander, after leaving the

Hydaspes and entering the Akesines, “ had not sailed far

before he arrived at the confluence of the Hydraotis and

Akesines, for the Hydraotis, flowing into the Akesines,

there loses its name. Then sailing down the Akesines he

came to the place where it falls into the Indus. For these

four large and navigable streams at last discharge their

waters into the Indus, though they do not preserve their

individual names until that time. The Ilydaspes falling

into the Akesines loses its name there, the Akesines takes

in the Hydraotis and also the Hyphasis, and retains its name

until it falls into the Indus.” 1

Here we have four large and navigable rivers, affluents

of the Indus. Of these, the first three are the Jhelatn,

Chenab, and Ravi. The fourth, from its name (Hyphasis)

and its position with regard to the others, could only have

been the Beas (Vipasa), and we find that this joiued, not

the Sutlej, but the Chenab.

1 Anabasis, vi. 14.
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Where, then, was the Sutlej P Had any such river at that

time joined either Chenab or Indus, it could not have

escaped the notice of so many and acute observers as were

in Alexander’s fleet, nor of the army marching along the

banks. But the Sutlej, flowing through Rajasthan, and

the unknown country beyond the Hvphasis, would be

included amongst those “ other rivers,” which, as Arrian

says, “ discharge their waters into the ocean on this side

the Ganges.” 1

Strabo, after describing the same rivers, and in the same

order, says, “ All the rivers which have been mentioned,

the last of which is the Hypauis, unite in one—the

Indus.” 2

Here again there is no allusion to any stream correspond-

ing to the Sutlej.

Ptolemy’s description of the tributaries of the Indus is

very confused. He makes the Sandabal (Chinab) and the

Adris (Ravi) flow into the Bidaspes (Jhelam). The combined

rivers he makes flow into the Zaradrus (Sutlej), near Kaspira

(Kasvapapura, or Multan). The Zaradrus he represents as

flowing into the Indus, and the Hypanis as joining the

Zaradrus near the Himalaya.

In Lat. 29° 30', however, Ptolemy represents a large river,

without a name, as joining the Indus from the eastward.

This, to which he applies the term “ itcTpoirr)” which he

also applies to the Kophen or Kabul river,3 can only have

been intended for the Hakra.

It seems that Ptolemy must have heard of this river, but

that his information was somewhat vague and indefinite.

In the Chuchnama, a translation of an old Arabic account

of Sind, and of the first Moslem invasion of India, no

mention is made of the Sutlej, although the Beah, or Beas,

is frequently referred to. The translator of this work lived

at Uch, near the junction of the Chenab and Indus, at the

beginning of the thirteenth century. He must, therefore,

1 Anabasis, v. 5.
2 Geog. xv. 1.

3 Ptolemy (McCrindle), p. 95.
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have been well acquainted with the position of all the rivers

in that part of the country.

From this authority we learn that Chuch, King of Hind
and Sind, in the seventh century, prepared an army to march

to the borders of his kingdom which adjoined the Turk.

The astrologers having fixed an auspicious time, he set

out from Aror (on the left bank of the Indus, near Bakhar),

and, after many marches, reached the fortress of Pabiva,

on the south bank of the Beah. This place was taken, and

Chuch then crossed the Beah and Ravi and took Multan. 1

Here nothing is said of the Sutlej. The rivers interven-

ing between Aror and Multan are the Beas and the Ravi,

which latter flowed formerly to the south of Multan.

The same writer in describing the route of Mahomed
Kasim, the Arab conqueror of Sind (a.d. 712-13), says:

“ He then marched from that place (Aror) and journeyed

till he arrived at the fort of Yabiba, on the south bank of

the Beah.” And we find that “ Mahomed Kasim left the

fort, crossed the Beah, and reached the fort of Askalund.”

After this he crossed the Ravi and took Multan. 2 There is

no mention of the Sutlej.

A1 Biliidari, who lived some three centuries earlier than

the translator of the Chuchnama, in describing the march of

the Arab army, mentions no river between Aror and the

Beas.

A1 Biruni, writing in the eleventh century, says, in

describing the tributaries of the Indus :
“ The river

Biyatta, known as Jailara, from the city of this name upon

its west bank, and the river Chandraha join each other

nearly fifty miles above Jahrawar and pass along west

of Multan. The river Biyah flows east of Multan

and joins afterwards the Biyatta and Chandraha. The

river Rawa is joined by the river Kaj, which rises in

Nagarkot (Kangra) in the mountains of Bhatal. Thereupon

follows the fifth, the river Satlader. After these five rivers

1 Elliot, i. 142
J Elliot, i. 203-205.
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have united below Multan, at a place called Panchanada,

they form an enormous water-course.” 1

There is some confusion here. The Ravi and Beas appear

to have changed places, as the latter is mentioned before the

former, and the Kaj or Gaj, which rises in the mountains of

Bhatal, joins the Beas and not the Ravi. It is clear,

however, that the Beas flowed into the Ohenab direct, and

not into the Sutlej. And that the latter river joined,

separately, the Indus or Panchanada.

In fact the old bed of the Beas, as already mentioned,

joins the Chenab, between Multan and the present Sutlej.

Al Biruni died in ad. 1048. How much of his

description of the rivers is derived from contemporary

information, and how much from old Hindu writings is

uncertain. It is probable, however, that at the time he

wrote the Sutlej had ceased to flow through Sind, and

had joined the Indus near Uch.

Al Biruni further says: “This stream (Panjnad) after

passing Audor (Aror), in the middle of Sind, bears the

name of Mihran.” 2

The Panjnad therefore was the Indus, from the con-

fluence of the Chenab to Aror, so that the five rivers were

complete without the Sutlej.

Again, the same writer says :
“ In the same wav as at

this place (Aror) they called the collected rivers Panjnad

(five rivers), so the rivers flowing from the northern side

of these same mountains, where thejr unite and form the

river of Balkh, are called the ‘ seven rivers.’
” 3

The Tarikh-i-Hafiz Abru, written in the fifteenth century,

but compiled from older writers, says of the Beak :
“ This

is also a large river, which rises to the east of the mountains

of Kashmir. It flows into the country of Lahawar, and

to the neighbourhood of Uch. It falls into the sea in the

country of Kambaya.” 4

1 Al Biruni. Sachan, i. 260.
2 Elliot, i. 48.
3 76 . i. 49.
1 Elliot, ir. 4.
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This account, taken from some ancient work, evidently

refers to the Sutlej flowing to the Rann of Kach. This

river had, long before the time of Hafiz Abru, joined the

Beas, and. the united streams had become known as Beah.

Hence the confusion.

The Emperor Taimur mentions that on his making en-

quiry in Kashmir as to the rivers of the Panjab, he was

told that “ when this river (Jhelam) passes out of Kashmir

it is named after each city by which it flows, as the river

of Dandana, the river of Jamd. It passes on and joins the

Chenab above Multan. The united waters pass below

Multan and there join the Ravi. The river Beas comes

down through another part and joins them, and the united

rivers fall into the Sind or Panjab, and this river falls

into the Persian Gulf near Thatta.” 1

This information is probably derived from some old Hindu

work.

Here, as elsewhere, the Sutlej is not mentioned, and the

Panjab is the Indus below the confluence with the Chenab.

Again, Ibn Batuta, in describing his journey to Delhi,

says :
“ On the first of the sacred month of Moharram,

H. 735 (a.d. 1333), we arrived at the river Sind, the same

that is called Panjab, a name signifying five rivers.” 2

In each of these instances the Sind is one of the “ five

rivers ” and the Sutlej is not.

We have seen that the Hakra, on entering Sind, becomes

continuous with the old channel called Narra. This is

generally supposed to have been once the bed of the

Indus, and it is probable that, at some remote period, it

was so.

There is nothing in history or tradition to show when

the Narra was abandoned by the Indus. It seems, however,

tolerably certain that, after this occurred, the waters of

the Sutlej continued for centuries to flow in the deserted

channel, just as the Saraswati flowed in the old bed of

the Sutlej.

1 Elliot, iii. 476.
2 Elliot, iii. 687.
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The name Ilakra, which is the local pronunciation of

Sagara, or Sagara, and is, as we huve seen, given to the old

bed of the Sutlej in the Panjab, is also applied to the Narra,

as far as the Rann of Kach, so that the whole channel is

known by this name, from Bhatnair to the sea.

It has been considered by some authorities that the Xarra,

or Ilakra, was the course of the Indus so late as the time

of Alexander, and that it was down this channel that the

Greek fleet sailed to Patala and to the ocean.

As the Ilakra did not form a Delta this appears impossible,

unless, indeed, the head of the Delta was above Aror, and

that city was Patala. This, however, would not agree with

the descriptions of Alexander’s voyage. The distance from

the confluence with the Chenab would be too small
;
and

that from the head of the Delta to the sea would be too

great.

Sir A. Cunningham and others have considered that

Patala occupied the site of the present city of Haiderabad

;

and the evidence in favour of this view is very strong. 1

Nearchus seems to have reached salt water at 130 stadia

from Patala, 2 which he could not have done had he started

from Aror.

Haiderabad is three miles east of the present course of

the Indus, which stream, owing to the high land to the

west, could never have flowed much further in that direction

than it does at present.

If, therefore, Haiderabad occupies the site of Patala, the

present course of the river must, at this point, represent

the western boundary of the Delta. From the left bank

of the Indus, above Haiderabad, several old river beds,

which are much silted up in places, take a south-easterly

direction. These converge and join the Dhora Puran

(ancient channel), also called Sankra, which is to be traced

onwards to the Rann of Kach.

Upon the east bank of the Dhora Puran are the ruins of

Brahmanabad, one of the ancient capitals of Sind, and on

1 Ancient Geog. Ind. 279.
2 Arrian Indica, xxi.
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the west was built its famous successor, Mansura. Upon
the ruins of this city was founded (in the fourteenth century)

the still later Nasirpur, which in a very decayed state still

exists.

This, then, was probably the eastern arm of the Indus

down which Alexander sailed, and of which Arrian says :

“ When he had sailed far down the left branch, and was

near the mouth thereof, he came to a certain lake formed

either by the river spreading wide over a flat country, or

by other streams flowing in from the adjacent lands, making

it appear like a bay of the sea. Abundance of sea fish are

found there of a much larger size than our seas produce.

Steering to a creek, to which his pilots directed him, he

left there Leonatus with many of the soldiers and all the

long galleys
;

but he, with some biremes and triremes,

passed out at the mouth of the river and sailed into the

ocean.”

1

If then the Delta, in Alexander’s time, was formed by

the branching of the river above Haiderabad, the two

channels just mentioned must have been its boundaries.

The Indus consequently must then have flowed to the west

of Aror, and not in the Hakra.

Dashid-ud-din describes the eastern, or greater arm of

the Mihran, as branching off from above Mansura to the

east— to the borders of Each.3 This is the course of the

Dhora Puran, which channel was also the Mihran of the

Arab conquerors of Sind, and was then the main stream.

The western branch is mentioned bv A1 Biladari as a river

on this (western) side of the Mihran, 3 which was crossed

by Mahomed Kasim before he reached Nirun (Haiderabad).

After he had occupied this place, he collected boats, and

made a floating bridge across the Mihran. When he had

crossed the latter river, and made several marches, Mahomed

Kassim came to Jaipur on the banks of another stream

1 Anabasis, vi. 20.
2 Elliot, i. 19.
3 Elliot, i. 121.
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called, by the Arab writers, AVadhawah or Dadbawah .

1

Rui Dahir was killed between the Mihran and this river .

2

This was evidently the Hakra, which was also called

Wandan and Dalian, the addition wall meaning a stream.

The fortress of Rawar, the residence of the King of

Sind, was upon the banks of this river, which was navigable

both above and below it. For the Arab commander ordered

Nuba bin Daras to hold the place and keep the boats ready,

and, if any boat coming up or down the river was loaded

with men or arms, to take them and bring them to the

fort .

3 And he placed the boats on the upper part of the

river under the charge of Ibn Ziyad-ul-Abdi .
4

Thus it appears that, at the time of Alexander’s invasion,

the Indus flowed to the west of Aror, and did not divide

into its two branches, which enclosed the Delta, until a

short distance above Patala or Ilaiderabad.

It appears also that the same conditions existed at the

time of the first Moslem invasion, early in the eighth

century. And that, according to the Arab geographers,

the course of the eastern and principal branch of the

river had changed but little in the tenth century. For

Mansura, the Mahommedan capital of Sind, is described by

Ibn Hankal as then flourishing upon its banks .

5

During all this time, however, a navigable river was

flowing in the channel now known as Narra or Hakra,

and discharging its waters into the Rann of Kach.

All this strongly confirms the traditions, which have

been already referred to, that the waters of the Sutlej

flowed in the Hakra to the sea, and to the south of the

Mer country, at a place called Kak (Kach), spread out into

a great lake."

It is not difficult to understand the formation of the

Rann, if it be considered as the former embouchure of three

1 Elliot, i. 172.
2 lb. i. 172.
3 lb. i. 172.
4 lb. i. 189
6 Elliot, i. 34.
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important rivers (the Indus, Sutlej, and Luni), of which

the two first and greatest have long abandoned it.
1

The traditions of all the tribes bordering upon it agree

that this expanse of salt and sand was once an estuary.

And, as noticed by Burnes 2 and others, places still exist

upon its shores which once were ports.

In the Rann we may recognize the great lake, at the

mouth of the eastern arm of the Indus, described by Arrian,

as well as the lake Ash Sharki, upon which, according to

A1 Biladari, the fleet of Jaishya, son of the King of Sind,

was destroyed by the Arab commander Junaid.3

The mention of Bala, King of Ash Sharki, having been

killed by Musa bin Yahya, one of the successors of Junaid,

confirms the identity of the lake, as Balika Rai (the Balhara

of the later Arab writers) was the title of the rulers of the

country upon the eastern shores of the Rann.

The course of the “ lost river ” has now been traced from

the Himalaya to the Rann of Kach.

And, although direct historical references may be few,

and dates uncertain, there the old river-bed remains.

Sufficient evidence has, I think, been brought forward

to show that the Hakra did not dry up from diminished

rainfall, or from any failure of its source, but that its

waters, having ceased to flow in their ancient bed, still find

their way by another channel to the sea.

We have also seen that the Yedic description of the

waters of the Saraswatl flowing onward to the ocean, and

that given in the Mahabharata, of the sacred river losing

itself in the sands, were probably both of them correct ut

the periods to which they referred.

1 In a paper read before the Geological Society, Mr. A. Rogers, of the

Bombay Civil Service, pointed out that from the geological formation of the

country bordering on the ltann, it appeared that the drainage of the Punjab
once (lowed into it (Journal Geological Society, February, 1870).

2 'travels in Bokhara, iii. 323.
3 Elliot, i. 12S.
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A. S B.

AT.

B.

Barstow.

B.M.

Boys.

C.

Diam.

E.C.B.

Cabinet of Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

Gold.

Cabinet of Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Cabinet of H. C. Barstow, B.C.S. (retired).

British Museum.

Cabinet of H. S. Boys, B.C.S. (retired).

Cabinet of H. Rivett-Carnac, C.I.E., I.C S.,
1 India.

Diameter in decimals of an inch.

Cabinet of the late Sir E. C. Bayley, K.C.S.I.,

Ascot.

G. E.

H.

Ind Ant.

I.O.

Gupta Era, of which year 1 was a.d. 319-20.

Cabinet of J. Hooper, I.C.S., India.

Indian Antiquary, Bombay.

Cabinet of India Office, in B.M.

J.A.S.B. Journal of tlie Asiatic Society of Bengal.

J.Bo. Br.B. A. S. Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

J.R.A.S. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland.

1 . Left of reader, when used to denote position on

coin
;
proper left, when used to denote parts of

the body.

Lane.

M.

Mon.

Obv.

P.E.

Cabinet of Wilmot Lane, B.C.S. (retired).

Marsden’s Numismata Oriontalia.

The so-called monogram, or monogrammatic emblem.

Obverse.

Prinscp’s Essays on Indian Antiquities, cd. Thomas

(London, 1358).

Proc.A.S.B.

r.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Right of reader, when used to denote position on

coin; proper right, when used to denote parts

of the body.

Rev.

S.

Taylor.

Temple.

Wt.

W.T.

Reverse.

Cabinet of J. Sykes, Barrister-at-law, Lucknow.

Cabinet of R. Taylor, B.C.S., Stroud.

Cabinet of Major R. C. Temple, S.C., Rangoon.

Weight in English grains.

Cabinet of W. Theobald, Esq., Budleigh Salterton,

Devon.

1 Gold coins now in Indian Museum, Calcutta.
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Part I.—General Observations.

Since the publication, in January, 1889, of my monograph

on the Gupta Coinage, 1 I have kept by me an interleaved

copy of that work, in which I have noted from time to time

all miscellaneous information bearing on the subject which

happened to come to my notice, and descriptions of coins

submitted for my inspection. I am especially indebted to

my friend Mr. J. II. Rivett-Carnac, C.I.E., for placing in

mv hands the whole of his splendid collection of gold Gupta

coins, which includes several novelties, and many fine and

rare specimens.

ilr. Rapson’s examination of the rich Rodleian cabinet,

and of Mr. Wilmot Lane’s collection, has enabled him to

supplement and correct my account of the Gupta coinage

in various particulars. 2 The discovery of the seal of

Kuraara Gupta II. at Bhitari, bearing a long genealogical

inscription, has shown that the direct line of the imperial

Gupta dynasty continued to hold royal rank for a period

much longer than had previously been supposed, and has

added several interesting details to our knowledge. 3 Dr.

Biihler’s criticisms have proved that Mr. Fleet’s opinions

concerning the chronology of the dynasty are not correct

on certain points. 4 This accumulation of new material has

induced me to make an effort to correct and bring up to

date my systematic treatise by the observations now offered

for the consideration of the Congress and of the Royal
Asiatic Society. These observations are unfortunately of

such a miscellaneous and desultory character that they are

1 Journal of Royal Asiatic Society for 1889, pp. 1-158, with five plates;
referred to in this paper as ‘ Catalogue.’

- “ Notes on Gupta Coins.” (Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xi, third series pp.
48-64, with one plate.)

’

3 “ Inscribed Seal of Kumara Gupta II.” (/. As. Soc. Bengalfor 1889, vol.
h’iii, part i. By Dr. Hoernle and V. A. Smith.) An electrotype facsimile of
the seal has been placed in the British Museum.

4 -‘On the Origin of the Gupta-Valabhi Era.”
(
Vienna Oriental Journal

vol. v, part 3).
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likely to be thought dry reading, even by the few students

who care for Indian numismatics. But this defect will,

I trust, be forgiven as being unavoidable. The amount of

new matter at my command is not sufficient to render the

re-writing of my monograph necessary, and it is impossible,

except by re-writing it, to give my notes an agreeable

literary form. An attempt to minimize the difficulty of

dealing with disjointed notes has been made by discussing

topics of more general interest in the first part, and

relegating minute numismatic details to the second part of

this communication. Many readers who may not care for

such details may be warmly interested in watching every

step that is taken in the slow process of disinterring the

long buried and forgotten ancient history of India. Recent

researches have convinced me that my Historical Intro-

duction, which was based on Mr. Fleet’s work, requires

considerable modification.

The following Synoptic Table, constructed in accordance

with the combined testimony of coins and other contemporary

records, as now interpreted, expresses in a concise and easily

intelligible form the outline of the history of the Gupta

dynasty, and the chronological arrangement which seems

to me to be best supported by the evidence.

This is not the place for a full discussion of the au-

thorities on which the table is based. I give merely such

explanations as are absolutely necessary to make it in-

telligible, and to justify the extent to which it differs from

the less complete table published by me in 1889.

I have accepted the view recently supported by Dr.

Biihler, that the era used by the Gupta kings was really

a Gupta era, established by Chandra Gupta I. on his accession.

Mr. Fleet’s rival theory that the era was introduced from

Nepal must, I think, be given up. 1 The year of the Gupta

era appears, according to the most recent calculations, to have

been a.d. 319—20.

1 The opinion that, the Gupta era dates from the accession of Chandra Gupta I.

has been held by Sir A. Cunningham for many years, aud was published by

him in 1879 (.Archmol. Survey llcp. vol. i.v, p. 21).



KACI1A AND LICHCHHAVIS. SI

I have adopted Mr. Rapson’s suggestion that Kacha, or

Kacha, was not, as I formerly supposed, identical with

Samudra Gupta, but was in all probability his predecessor

and brother. The scarcity of Kacha’s coins, and their

occurrence in only one type, indicate that his reign was

brief. The existence of this king is known to us solely

by means of his gold coins, which are found with, and are

closely related to, those of Samudra Gupta. The omission

of his name from the genealogical inscriptions is fully

explained by the supposition that he left no son who suc-

ceeded to the throne, and that his name was therefore left

out of the dynastic lists as being irrelevant. In the same

way, the name of Skanda Gupta is omitted from the Bhitari

Seal inscription of Kumara Gupta II., who records himself

to be the grandson of (?) Sthira Gupta, son of Kumara
Gupta I. We know from inscriptions recorded before the

decease of Skanda Gupta that that prince also was a son of

Kumara Gupta I., and that consequently (?) Sthira Gupta

and Skanda Gupta must have been brothers, if they were

not identical, which latter alternative is possible.

The variant spellings Kacha, or Kacha, beyond all doubt

occur on the coins, which will be more particularly noticed

subsequently.

I formerly described the Lichchhavi tribe or clan, into

which Chandra Gupta I. married, and in the alliance with

which he and his successors evidently felt such pride, as

being “of Nepal.” I must confess that it was rash of me
to adopt so definitely Mr. Fleet’s hypothesis. There is really

no proof that the Lichchhavi clan with which Chandra

Gupta I. intermarried was that of Nepal. Dr. Biihler

holds that the Lichchhavi father-in-law cannot have been

ruler of Nepal, which has always been an insignificant state,

an easy prey to our Indian dynasty after another. He
suggests that the Lichchhavi royal family, which gave

Chandra Gupta I. his queen, was that of Pataliputra. “If

that was so, the importance attached to his marriage is

easily explained. For Chandra Gupta himself appears to

have been king of Pataliputra.”

j.r.a.s. 1893. 6
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It is satisfactory to find the myth of “ the Guptas of

Kanauj ” at last beginning to be disbelieved. 1

The coins of Chandra Gupta I. are rare. I know of only

about seventeen specimens, which all belong to one type.

In the absence of any other evidence, these facts indicate

a rather short reign. I have assigned Chandra Gupta I.

at a guess twenty years, and his (?) son Kacha (or Kacha)

ten years. The number of known coins of Kacha is about

equal to that of Chandra Gupta I., and, like his, the coins

all belong to a single type.

The inscriptions and dated coins of Kumara Gupta I.

and his son Skanda Gupta, combined with the dated inscrip-

tions of his father, Chandra Gupta II., fix the dates of

the beginning and end of the reign of Kumara Gupta I.,

almost with precision. He certainly reigned for about forty

ymars, or very nearly for that period, from about a.d. 414

to 452 or 455. Assuming then that the Gupta era dates

from the accession of Chandra Gupta I., and that the reigns

of Chandra Gupta I. and Kacha were short, the period

covered by the reigns of Samudra Gupta and Chandra

Gupta II. must necessarily have been long. I have taken

it as 64 years, from a.d. 350 to 414. It is known that

Chandra Gupta IT. was reigning in the year 82 of the

Gupta era, that is to say about a.d. 401, but the date of

the beginning of his reign cannot at present be fixed with

accuracy. I have assumed a.d. 380, which cannot be very

far wrong. Samudra Gupta is thus assigned thirty, and

his son thirty-four years, a perfectly reasonable result. This

result too is not only a reasonable one in itself, but is in

complete accordance with the numismatic evidence, which

more especially concerns me. The only gold Gupta coins

which can be considered at all common are those of the

1 I am sorry to find “the Guptas of Kanauj ” still appearing in the article

on the Coins of India, by Prof. Percy Gardner and Mr. Stanley Lane-I’oole,

in ‘Coins and Medals, their place in History and Art,’ 2nd edition, 1892, page

180. This article seems not to have been very carefully revised. It speaks of

“the Sail dynasty” (p. 181), and describes the Gupta coinage as “money of

almost pure Indian style” (p. 180
,
which much of it certainly is not. The

misreading of Sah for Simha was corrected years ago.
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javelin type of Samudra Gupta, and the Archer type

(Class II., Lotus-seat reverse) of Chandra Gupta II. I

kuow of more than fifty specimens of the Javelin type of

Samudra Gupta, and the specimens of the Archer type of

his son are past counting. The greater abundance of the

son’s coins indicates that his reign was longer than that

of the father, and the great variety of the types of the

coinage of both kings is good evidence that both enjoyed

long reigns. If any change should have to be made

hereafter in the figures now suggested it will probably

take the form of a shortening of the reign of Samudra

Gupta, and an extension of that of Chandra Gupta II.,

during whose sway the Gupta empire appears to have

attained its greatest glory. Kumara Gupta I., as above

observed, reigned about forty years, which undoubted fact

is also fully in accordance with the numismatic evidence.

The fact of his long reign is established directly by in-

scriptions and dated coins, and is further numismatically

confirmed by the existence of Kumara’s money in all three

metals, by the great abuudance of his silver currency both

in Western and Northern India, and by the variety of his

gold types, which rival in number those of his father.

The name of Kumara Gupta’s queen, Ananta Devi, is

known from the Bhitari seal only. The name of Skanda

Gupta’s queen has not
)
ret been discovered, and is probably

not on record, inasmuch as he left no son to succeed him.

The Bhitari seal inform us that his brother (?) Sthira

Gupta married Yatsa Devi, whose son, Nara Siuha Gupta

married a lady, whose name is probably Maha Devi
,

1 whose

son was Kumara Gupta.

The date of Skanda Gupta’s accession is known with

approximate accuracy, but it is impossible at present to

fix exactly the dates of his successors. I have given

figures which seem probable, and differ little from Dr.

Hoernle’s.

' The letters are damaged. They have been read as Mahalakshmi devi, 3fa.hu-

devi devi, or Mahudevi.
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No coins bearing the name of (?) Sthira Gupta are known,

but I accept as plausible the conjecture that the heavy-

coins of suvarna standard bearing on the reverse the title

Prakasaditya should be assigned to (?) Sthira Gupta. Un-

luckily. not a single specimen of these coins, with the

obverse legend in good order, has yet come to light.

There can, I think, be no doubt that the Nara Sinha

Gupta of the seal is the Nara Baladitya of the coins. There

is reason to believe, as Dr. Hoernle has pointed out, that

the word Gupta really occurs outside the spear on the

obverse of the coins. It seems to be legible on figure 22

of plate xviii. of the Ariana Antiqua, and there are,

perhaps, traces of the word on the British Museum coin

photographed in my Plate III. Fig. 11 (
J.R.A.S . for

1889).

I agree with Mr. Rapson that the heavy Kumara Gupta

Kramaditya coins should be assigned to Kumara Gupta II.,

rather than to Kumara Gupta I. Skanda Gupta was

probably7 succeeded directly, in or about the year a.d. 480,

by Budba Gupta in Central India, by Krishna Gupta in

Eastern Magadha, and by (?) Sthira Gupta in the Gangetic

valley. (?) Sthira Gupta was certainly either brother of,

or identical with, Skanda Gupta, but we know nothing about

the genealogy of Budha Gupta and Krishna Gupta. I

conceive that (?) Sthira Gupta, Nara Sinha Gupta, and

Kumara Gupta II., the direct descendants of the main line

of the dynasty, each ruled only a comparatively small

territory in the Gangetic provinces.

It is more likely that the headquarters of these princes

were at Ajodhya, or some city in that neighbourhood, than

so far east as Pataliputra. The western conquests of

Chandra Gupta, which carried his arms to the coast of

Guzerat, must have produced a tendency to shift the capital

westward. I feel no doubt that Pataliputra was ordinarily

the capital of Chandra Gupta I., Kaclia, Samudra Gupta,

and of Chandra Gupta II. in his earlier years. But, after

the annexation of Surashtra (Kathiawar) and the intervening

countries, during the reign of Chandra Gupta II., Patuli-
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putra lay inconveniently far to the east, and there are

consequently indications (as I have already pointed out)

that Ajodhya became at times the headquarters of the Gupta

Empire. In discussing the question of the site of the

Gupta capital, it must be remembered that the term capital

has not in this case exactly the same connotation as when

we say that London is the capital of England. Under an

Oriental despotism the capital is the place which the

sovereign chooses for his headquarters. In the reigns of

Akbar and his successors Fatehpur Sikri, Agra, Labor,

Delhi, and other cities, may all claim to have been from

time to time the capital of Hindustan, and, even now, the

honours of the capital are shared between Simla and Calcutta.

It is possible that Pataliputra may have continued to be

one of the royal residences in the time of Skanda Gupta’s

successors, but I do not think it probable that the centre

of their power lay in that city.

In column 4 of the Synoptic Table, the titles of each

king as recorded on the reverses of the coins are given-

The reverse legeuds are commonly short, and in better

preservation than the obverse legends, many of which are

still very imperfectly known. My table, therefore, gives

only the titles on the reverses. Chandra Gupta I. put

nothing on the reverse of his coins, except the word

Lichchhavayah, ‘ the Lichchhavis,’ in allusion to his alliance

with the Lichchhavi princess, Kumara Devi. The use of

the nominative plural in this detached position is very odd,

and I do not quite understand why the legend assumed

such a curious form, though it is partly explained, as Prof-

Cowell observes, by the fact that the Lichchhavi tribe or

clan is always referred to in literature as “ the Lichchhavis.”

The reverse legend on the coins is usually a royal epithet

or title. Kacha calls himself sarvarajochclietta, ‘ the ex-

terminator of all Rajas,’ and this title or epithet does

not again occur on the coins. No historical documents

exist to enable us to judge what foundation of fact existed

for its assumption by Kacha. Samudra Gupta assumed

the same title in inscriptions, and appears to have fairly
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earned it. The variety of the titles and epithets of Chandra

Gupta II. and Kumara Gupta I. is noticeable.

M. Ed. Drouin has justly remarked that my work on

the Gupta coinage would be much improved by the addition

of a plate giving facsimiles of the various legends, and a

comparative alphabet .
1 I should be very glad to add such

a plate if I could, but, unfortunately, its preparation would

require more time and labour than I can devote to it,

dependent as I am on cabinets which are not often accessible

to me. The defect has been supplied by the diligent zeal

of Mr. E. J. Rapson, of the British Museum, who has

prepared the beautiful and accurate copies of the Gupta

coin legends shown in Plate II. My statement that “ the

nasal in the word Sinha is always written as the guttural

nasal, and not as anusrara,” has been doubted, and it is,

of course, contrary to the ordinary grammatical rules that

li should be immediately preceded by the guttural nasal.

But there is no doubt whatever that, on nearly all the

coins, the correct reading is nh. The spelling

hgh, seems to be used on the unique Retreating Lion

coin of Chandra Gupta II., and, perhaps, on one or two

other pieces. The reading nh is beyond dispute on several

of Mr. J. II. Rivett-Carnac’s coins with the legend Sihha

Vikrama. The nasal has its ordinary form of a rectangle

open to the right, the same as occurs in the word

Vikramahka on the silver coins, and the conjunct sign is

certainly h, and not gh. I am now enabled by Dr. Iloernle’s

courtesy to prove that the spelling nh was used in literature

during the Gupta period. “ That old MS. of Lieutenant

Bower ”
(he writes), “ which he brought from Central

Asia, and which is written in Gupta characters of the

fifth century, affords numerous instances of the spelling

nh, e.g. in the word
,

brihhana, spelt thus pro-

miscuously, or brithhaha, but never brmghana.

1 Revue Numismatiquc for 1889, Bulletin Bibliograpliique, page 142.
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The two spellings with riih, and iih, are optional,

though inh, is more usual.” 1

When describing the at present unique Standing King

copper coin of Kumara Gupta I. in the Bodleian cabinet,

of which an autotype has since been published bv Mr.

Rapson, I remarked that the legend is noticeable for ex-

pressing long d by a stroke behind the m, as in the modern

alphabet. Dr. Biihler notices in the Jain inscriptions of

the Indo-Scythian period from Mathura “ the occurrence

of a number of cursive and modern-looking forms side by

side with archaic ones.” Three forms of medial a occur

in the inscriptions, viz. (1) a sliort horizontal stroke, as in

Asoka’s edicts; (2) a curve, or a straight line, rising up-

wards towards the right; and (3) an almost vertical down-

ward stroke, resembling the form found in the inscriptions

of the seventh and later centuries. 2

All three forms occur on the Gupta coins. No. 2 is the

commonest. No. 3 has been observed only on Kumara’s

copper coin, and No. 1 is rare; in fact, I can cite but one

instance of it, the final vowel of the word sarvarajochchhetta

on a coin of Kacha in Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s cabinet.

When discussing the imperfect obverse legend of Kumara
Gupta’s Horseman to Left type I read one word as mala,

observing that u the character on both these coins which

I have rendered l looks like that letter, but ought ap-

parently to be an h.” The correct reading is undoubtedly

h, and my difficulty is explained by the following passage :

“ Bhau Daji . . . read balhika . . . But, that the akshara

is hli, not lhi, is certain, because l can only be formed to

the left; whereas, at this period [scilicet, about a.d. 400],

h was formed, sometimes to the left and sometimes to the

right.” 3

1 Dr. Biihler suggests that the Gupta form of the guttural nasal may prove to

he a variant of an ancient form of the anundsika, which was written as a curve
open to the right. But I douht this.

2 Epigraphia Indica, vol. i, p. 371.
3 Fleet, Corpus lnscr. Iud. vol. iii, p. 141, note 5, with reference to the

ilehrauli (Delhi) Iron Pillar inscription.
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The letter h has, in the coin legends, at least three forms,

viz. (1) the ordinary form opening to the right, (2) the

same form opening to the left, in the legend above noticed,

and (3) a cursive form, consisting of a single line, wavy,

or curved to the left. (See my Catalogue, Plate II. 5, for

a not very clear example of this form.)

The coin legends of the earlier kings of the Gupta

dynasty possess a special interest for palaeographers on

account of the scarcity, or rather absence, of other inscrip-

tions which can be assigned to the same period. The reigns

of Chandra Gupta I., Kacha, and Samudra Gupta extended,

according to my reckoning, from a.d. 319 to about 380,

and it so happens that no stone or copper inscriptions

belonging to this period of sixty years have j
ret been found

in Northern India. “ It is a matter for regret,” observes

M. Senart, “ that, for the period which follows, I mean the

250 years which extend from the commencement of the third

to the middle of the fifth century, we are still worse provided.

The absence of materials is here almost complete. We
shall see, when we explain the linguistic importance of

this epoch, how much this is to be regretted. We are

hardly entitled to include in this period the inscription of

Banavasi or those of the Jaggayapetta Stupa, for they so

closely follow the time of Siriyaiia Satakani that they really

belong to the preceding group. Towards the end of the

fourth century, the series of Gupta inscriptions opens with

that of Allahabad, engraved in honour of Samudra Gupta,

and with the dedications of Udayagiri and Sanchi, con-

temporary with his successor Chandra Gupta [II.], and

dated in the years 82 and 93 of that era, say 401 and

412 a.d. They are followed by the inscriptions of Skanda

Gupta at Girnar (138 G.E., i.e. 457 a.d.), and by others

more recent. From this period the series of monuments

is prolonged in a fairly sufficient number of specimens.

“But, between the commencement of the third century

and the first year of the fifth, I know of no inscription

which has been dated with certainty. Even those of

the palacographical character, which would probably place
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them in this interval, are of great rarity. Amongst the

numerous dedications of the caves of the west, there are

very few which appear to belong to it.” 1

The Gupta coin legends and inscriptions are also of

literary interest as furnishing some of the earliest dated

examples of grammatical, classical Sanskrit. Dates are so

scarce in the history of the Sanskrit literature and language

that none of the few available can be safely neglected.

The “ first known inscription in perfectly correct Sanskrit”

is that of the Satrap Rudradaman at Girnar, the date of

which falls between a d. 155 and 1 GO. 2

Concerning the find-spots of Gupta coins a few items of

additional information deserve record.

“ Large hoards of ancient Hindu coins, comprising

Buddhist punch-marked and cast silver bits, Indo-Baktrian,

Indo-Skythian, and Gupta copper, silver, and gold coins

are constantly dug out by the villagers during their search

for bricks” at the great mound of Sanchankot, or Sujankot,

on the Sai River, in the Unao District of Oudh. 3 Dr.

Fiihrer identifies this site with the Sha-chi of Fa Ilian,

and the Saketa of Hindu literature.

“Several hoards of Gupta gold, silver, and copper coins

have been unearthed at Bhitari ” in the Ghazipur District,

midway between Benares and Ghazipur.4

“ Mr. Capper discovered some very fine gold coins of the

Skanda Gupta series at Baksar” on the Ganges.5

“ Gold coins of the Gupta series have repeatedly been

picked up in Bliurwara and Kotwara,” near the ruins at

Fateh Kara, on the tenth mile north-west of Lakhimpur. 6

“Two other Buddhist mounds at the north-west corner of

the great bastion [of Ahichhatra, or Rarnnagar, in the

Bareli District], close to the Konwaru Tal, were excavated

1 “The Inscriptions of Piyadasi
;

the Language of the Edicts and the

linguistic history of India.” By E. Senart
(
Indian Antiquary for July

, 1892,
vol. xxi, page 209).

2 Ibid, page 214 (August, 1892).
3 Fiihrer, ‘ Monumental Antiquities of N.W.P and Oudh,’ p. 275.
4 Ibid, p 230. The seal of Kumara Gupta II. was found at this place.
5 Oudh Gazetteer, article on liai Bareli District, vol. iii, p. 219.
6 Ibid, article on Kheri District, vol. ii, p. 268.
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by the Survey party of these Provinces in Feb. 1888, and

yielded a beautifully carved pilaster, whose four faces are

divided into different panels decorated with elaborate

sculptures of Buddha’s life, and numerous coins of the

Mitra and Gupta dynasties, with well-preserved legends.

These objects have been deposited in the Lucknow Museum.” 1

Prinsep has recorded that Mr. Tregear, of Janupur, found

a variety of ‘ Cock and Bull’ coins of different sizes, bearing

in beautifully distinct characters the names of Satya, Saya,

and Vijaya Mitra, in company with coins of the Gupta

dynasty. 2

Babu P. C. Mukharji’s collection, now in the Indian

Museum, Calcutta, included “ 6 copper Guptas.”

Since the publication of my Catalogue, in which the seven

Gupta copper coins then known to exist in the Bodleian

cabinet were described, Mr. Rapson has “ found nearly

twenty additional specimens hidden among the miscellaneous

coins,” and including one new type. 3

Many of the coins in Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s cabinet, besides

those already published, were obtained at Ajodhya.

A correspondent of the Pioneer newspaper (Allahabad,

Nov. 19th, 1883) made the following communication:

—

“ I may here mention the curious fact that the copper

coinage of Chandragupta (Sandracottus), who defeated

the Greek general Seleukos, was actually in circulation

eight years ago, so far south as Zillah Bhagulpore. The

coins were discovered by the Subdivisional Officer of Mudhe-

purah in a native shop in a village of his district, where

they were being used as copper pice. Coins of Alexander

the Great are said to have been found at Durbhunga, but

of this I am not certain.”

I have tried without success to verify the fact alleged.

Of course, if the coins seen really bore the name Chandra

1 Fiihrer, ‘Monumental Antiquities ami Inscriptions of N.W.P. nud Oudh,’

page 29.
‘ Prinsep’ s Essays, ed. Thomas, vol. i, p. 418. The Mitra coins have

recently been described by Sir A. Cunningham in his ‘ Coins of Ancient India,’

but require further investigation.
3 Numismatic Chrou., vol. xi, third series, p. 59.
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Gupta, they must have belonged to Chandra Gupta II.

of the Gupta dynasty, and not to the contemporary of

Seleucus, who lived some seven centuries earlier. The

correspondent of the Pioneer is not the only person who

has confounded the twro.

The particulars now collected, and those previously

published, abundantly prove that Gupta coins are nowhere

so frequently found as in the province of Oudh and the

surrounding districts. It is also evident that some types

of the Gupta copper coinage are by no means so rare as

was at one time supposed. I fully expect that other

specimens of Kumara Gupta’s northern copper coins will

soon come to light. Some probably exist in private col-

lections, but have been overlooked. Mr. Rivett-Carnac has,

I believe, a few copper Guptas, but I have not seen them.

He has submitted to my examination the wdiole of his

splendid gold series, which has recently been bought by

the Trustees of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. The set

consists of nearly 100 pieces, including several novelties,

which will be noticed in due course.

The results of my examination of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s

coins, and all the other corrections in detail, additions, and

miscellaneous notes, which I have been able to make during

the last three years, are incorporated in the following

observations, which are arranged for the sake of con-

venience, so far as possible, in the order of my Catalogue,

as printed in 1889. The corrections and additions are too

many for enumeration, but it may be advisable to warn

readers that the descriptions of certain types of gold coins

in the Catalogue should be considered as cancelled, the

descriptions given in this communication being substituted

for them. These types are (1) Chandra Gupta II., Com-

batant Lion
;

and (2) Kumara Gupta I., Archer. The

heavy Archer coins formerly shown under Kumara Gupta

I. are now separately described, and assigned to Kumara
Gupta II. The account of the Combatant Lion (Tiger)

type of Kumara Gupta I. has been largely modified. The
attribution of the ‘ heavy ’ gold coins generally has been
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discussed at considerable length, and the problem suggested

by the copper coins, which correspond in legend and device

with the silver coinage, has been further examined.

I am indebted to Mr. E. J. Rapson, not only for the

plate of coin legends, which adds so much to the value

of this communication, but also for many useful hints and

criticisms.

Part II.—Additions to Catalogue.

GOLD COIHS.

CHANDRA GUPTA I.

King and Queen Type.
(
Page 63.)

1

The Carnac collection contains several specimens of both

varieties. The British Museum has lately acquired an

example of variety /3, with reverse lion to 1. The Bodleian

specimen of the same variety, wt. 118, has been described

and figured by Mr. Rapson.

The queen’s name on the obverse of both varieties is

variously written, as !*rt, ‘ Kum&ra elect,

'

or

‘ Kumdm devi Srih or ‘ Sri

Kamara devi.' Mr. Rapson, who has noted this detail,

observes that “ it would seem from a common formation

of Indian names in the period preceding the Guptas, that

the postposition of^ is earlier than its use as an ‘ honorific
’

prefix.”

On one of the Carnac coins the reverse legend seems to

be spelled ‘ Lichchhivayali
’

instead of ‘ Lichohhavayah.’ I

believe the same variation of spelling occurs in the in-

scriptions.

The description in the Catalogue omits to mention that

there is a crescent between the heads of the king and

' The pages referred to are those of the Catalogue printed iu the J.R.A.S.

for 1889.
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CHANDRA GUPTA I.

—

continued.

queen, though the crescent is clearly shown in the autotype,

and has been observed on other specimens.

Some examples have a cluster of dots, either three or four

in number, between the feet of the king and those of the queen.

The monogram on Mr. Lane’s coin (wt. lll -

5), which

Mr. Rapson thought to be a new one, namely, “ a large

circle with line and four dots above it,” is really only a

slight variety of my No. 5. The monogram 3a on one of

the Carnac coins is noticeable for having five uprights

instead of the normal four.

The Bodleian specimen of variety /3 shows that the

king holds in his upraised right hand an object, which

seems to be a flower.

KACHA (OR KACHA).

Standard Tvpe. {Page 74.)

I have already intimated that I accept Mr. Rapson’s

suggestion that Kacha (or Kacha) was not identical with

Samudra Gupta, but actually reigned for a short time,

leaving no direct heir, and was probably the brother and

predecessor of Samudra Gupta. The arguments adduced

by me (p. 75) to prove that Samudra Gupta and Kacha

were identical hold good, for the most part, on the sup-

position that they were brothers.

I have to withdraw the statement that “ the better pre-

served specimens show beyond all doubt that the name

under the king’s arm is Kacha, with the long vowel.” The

statement is perfectly true of most specimens, but not of

all. On a fine coin of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s (weight 115'6,

figured in J.A.S.B. vol. lix. part 1, plate vi, figure 2) the

reading is Kacha, but on another specimen in the same

cabinet the reading is equally certainly Kacha, with the

short vowel in both legends, that is to say, the marginal

legend and the name under the arm. The name is 'written

X under the arm, and on the margin. In both
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KACHA (OR KACHA)—continued.

places the word is in perfect preservation, and no vowel

mark ever existed over the K(C in either. On the reverse

The British Museum acquired at the Da Cunha sale a

new specimen of the type, weight 108 '5, monogram 2a.

My conjecture
(
page 76) that the rayed banner on the

obverse symbolizes the sun is illustrated by the following

observation of Tod :
—

“

At Udaipur the sun has universal

precedence ... As already mentioned, the sacred standard

bears his image, as does that Scythic part of the regalia

called the changi, a disk of black felt or ostrich feathers,

with a plate of gold to represent the sun in its centre, borne

upon a pole.” 1

The form of the name Ghatotkacha, by which the second

Gupta Maharaja is known, suggests that the family was

of foreign origin, and its members may well have brought

with them some foreign customs. There is no reason to

suppose that the names Ghatotkacha and Kacha (or Kacha)

have any etymological connexion.

When my paper was published, the British Museum
specimen (weight 116'6) was believed to be unique. Mr.

Rapsou has since found a second example of the type, “in

a poor state of preservation,” weight 112*1, in the collection

of Mr. Wilmot Lane.

Very few ‘ unique’ coins are now left in the Gupta series.

The obverse legend ‘ vy&ghra [^para^kralma’]’ recurs on

the coins of the Combatant Lion (or, more properly, Tiger)

type of Kumara Gupta I., which will be noticed in due course.

1 Tod, Annals of Rajasthan, ed. 1829, vol. i, p. 565. The crimson banner or

“ sacred standard ” alluded to is depicted in the frontispiece.

the long vowel a is expressed by a short horizontal stroke

SAMUDRA GIJTTA.

Tiger Type. {Page 64.)
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Asvamkdha Tvte. {P«g« 65.)

The Asvnmedha coins, or rather medals, continue to be

rare. The two specimens in the Carnac collection belong

to the commoner variety a, without the pedestal. No

further progress has been made in deciphering the obverse

legend. The reverse (?) goddess of one of the Carnac

coins holds a small object in her 1. hand. The female on

the reverse, whether she should be called a goddess or

not, seems to be the attendant on the obverse horse.

When the Catalogue was published, I overlooked the

fact that the obverse device of these Asvamedha medals

occur on a much older silver coin of Vishnu Deva, which

was described by Prinsep, and is now in the British

Museum. 1 Prinsep’s engraving of this coin is not quite

accurate, and I therefore give a better figure of it

(Plate III, 1).

Prinsep fancied that the “
line of double curvature ” in

front of the horse on Vishnu Deva’s coin might be intended

for a lotus stalk, but it is clearly intended for the same

thing as the object on Samudra Gupta’s coins, which is

a bent pole carrying streamers. Nothing seems to be known

about Vishnu Deva, but the characters in which his name

is written are of a very early form, differing little, if at

all, from those of Asoka’s inscriptions. The reverse of his

coin displays the sacred tree and other Buddhist symbols,

and so differs widely from Samudra Gupta’s issue, but the

obverse device of the more ancient piece can apparently

mean nothing else than that Vishnu Deva, whoever he was,

claimed the glory of having performed the ascamedha

sacrifice, entitling him to take rank as Lord Paramount

of Northern India.

The fact that Samudra Gupta actually performed this

solemn rite is vouched for by the inscriptions, as well as

by the reverse legend of the medals. It seems also to

1 Prinsep’s Essays, ed. Thomas, vol. i, p. 115, plate vii, 1.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 7
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be commemorated by a very curious sculpture preserved

at Lucknow. This is the life-size figure in stone of a small

horse, which was dug up some years ago near the ancient

fort of Khairigarh in the Kheri District, on the border

between Oudh and Nepal. Khairigarh was evidently a

place of importance in ancient times, and Gupta coins

are found in the neighbourhood .
1 The stone horse bears

on the right side of its neck in faintly incised and partly

defaced Gupta characters an inscription of which the

letters “ dda Guttassa deyadhamma ”
are legible. The

first word must clearly be restored as Samudda, and the

three words must be translated as “ the pious gift of

Samudra Gupta.” The sculpture, which stands in the open

air at the entrance of the Lucknow Museum, is accordingly

labelled as being the sacrificial horse of Samudra Gupta.

The artistic merits of the work, as will appear from the

accompanying Plate I., prepared from a photograph kindly

supplied by Dr. Fuhrer, are contemptible. The letters

of the inscription are so faintly engraved that they are

barely discernible in the original photograph, though the

reading appears to be quite certain. All other Gupta in-

scriptions are in pure classical Sanskrit, and it is curious

that this brief record should be in Prakrit. I do not

think that the word deyadhamma is found in any other

Gupta record.

The Gupta kings were Brahmanical Hindus, as is clearly

proved by the coins struck under their orders. Vishnu

Deva’s coin is an indication, if it cannot be called a proof,

that Buddhist Hindus practised the akvamedha rite as well

as the orthodox sects. I may remark, in passing, that the

contrast often drawn between Buddhists, or Jains, and

Hindus is not quite in accordance with reality. Buddhism

and Jainism are merely sects of Hinduism, and to this

day parts of certain castes are Jain and parts Brahmanical.

1 Fuhrer, ‘Monumental Antiquities of N.W.P. ami Oudh,’ p. 285; Oudh
Gazetteer, vol. iv, p. 128.
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For example, the important caste of Agarwala Baniyas in

Northern India includes a largo Jain section, as well as

a large Vaishnava one, and, until quarrels occurred a few

years ago, these two sections freely intermarried, and re-

garded themselves as members of one brotherhood. Even

still, though intermarriage has been checked, the distinction

between the two sections is that of Vaishnava and Jaina,

not that of Hindu and Jain. Both parties are reckoned as

Hindus.

Buddhists, as well as Brahmanists, seem to have indulged

in horse statues. A mutilated life-size figure of a horse

was exhumed from a field near the village of Dalalganj,

a quarter of a mile to the west of the Allahabad Fort.

The upper part of the body of this statue is incised with

a large number of so-called “ Buddhist symbols,” such as

the svastika, srivatsa, and nandamrta marks, which indicate,

in Dr. Fiihrer’s opinion, that the work belonged to the

Buddhist period of Prayaga .

1 I greatly doubt the propriety

of this phrase “ the- Buddhist period.” Buddhism, so long

as it lasted in India, existed side by side with Brahmanical

Hinduism. The Gupta kings were Brahmanists, and yet

had plenty of Buddhist and Jain subjects. It would be

very difficult to say when “the Buddhist period of Prayaga”

began or ended, and it is not easy to give the phrase any

definite meaning. In reality no Buddhist period, as dis-

tinguished from a Hindu period, ever existed in India. The

real landmarks of history are dynastic. The religion of

kings varied from time to time, and from place to place,

as did that of their subjects, and no one form of worship

or belief ever obtained exclusive possession of the country.

1 Fiihrer, ‘Monumental Antiquities of N.'W.P. and Oudh,’ p. 310. The
srivatsa is a Vaishnava mark (Monier- Williams, ‘ Religious Thought and Life in

India,’ London, 1883, p. 103).
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Lykist Type. (Page 67).

To the nine specimens of variety a enumerated in my
Catalogue two can now be added, namely, one in the cabinet

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and a fine example, without

monogram, obtained from Alwar in Rajputana, by Mr.

Rivett-Carnac.

The same gentleman had the good fortune to procure,

also from Alwar, an excellent example of variety /3, hitherto

known only from the India Office specimen. Mr. Rivett-

Caruac’s coin weighs 120‘35, and has monogram 8a. The

obverse legend is, on right margin, ‘ Mahdrdjdcl/iirdja Sri—,’

and on left margin ‘ [Gu~\ptah.’ So far as appears, therefore,

the legends of both varieties are identical. The obverse

legend of the India Office coin is illegible.

With reference to the mysterious syllable ‘Si’ on the

obverse of the Asvamedha and Lyrist variety a coins,

Mr. Rapson observes that “ isolated letters or syllables of

the kind occur on other Gupta coins, eg., ^1
,

‘ bha,' on

the heavy coins assigned to Chandra Gupta (Smith, p. 82,

PI. II, 2), and are very common on the gold coins of the

later Iudo-Scythians.” At one time I was inclined to think

that these letters might express dates, but the guess is not

a very probable one.

Javelin Type, (rage 68).

To the 39 specimens of variety a enumerated in my
Catalogue ten more can now be added, viz. British Museum,

from Da Cunha sale, 3, wts., 121, 115'6, and 115 4; Mr.

Rivett-Carnac, 3, wts. ranging from 114-75 to 120-5; and

Mr. Wilmot Lane, 4, wts. ranging from 114 to 117 9. I

have also seen several other specimens. Coins of this

variety are sufficiently common to render further detailed

enumeration of examples superfluous.

Mr. Rapson has studied this type, especially the Bodleian

specimens, minutely, and observes that a mark ^ appears

on the reverse of some specimens above the cornucopia).
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A similar mark is also found on some of the Archer coins

of Chandra Gupta II. One of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s coins

has in the same position the mark A . and another has

• • . These signs may be mint marks.

Mr. Rapson has come to the conclusion that the obverse

legend presents the following varieties :

—

1. a. fanl^ft, ‘victorious in a hundred mighty

battles,’ (B. No. 686.)

fi. “faafat fSTrTTfC 5
‘victorious in a hundred mighty

battles, having conquered his enemies.’ (In the case of

B. No. 690 the words fanf^-

faiTnfa: are separate, on

No. 687 they are perhaps one compound, fa^nfarTTfrO-

2. ^® fa® fa® facTTfTfaTlS ‘victorious in a hundred

mighty battles, having conquered his enemies’ city (or

cities).’ (B. No. 689. This legend seems complete,

there being no room for more.)
1

3 . Similar to No. 2
,
but with the addition sfarft

the whole being translated ‘ victorious in a hundred

mighty battles, the destroyer of the city of his foes, the

unconquered Lord doth triumph.’ (Nos. 689 A. and 691.)

My account of the obverse legends requires to be modified

accordingly.

Dr. Hoernle has observed that this variety a has two

sub -varieties, one with, and one without, a staff to the

standard. The Asiatic Society of Bengal has a specimen

of each. 2

The same sub-varieties exist in variety y, and the Asiatic

Society of Bengal has one each of these also. Mr. Rivett-

Carnac’s example of variety y, from Mathura, is composed

of very pale gold. The legible words of the obverse legend

1 Mr. Rapson notes that the compound fafaraTfaHT: occurs in Raghu-

variisa, I. 59.

* On some new or rare Hindu and Muhammadan Coins (J.A.S.B. vol. lit.

(1890), part i, pp. 171, 179, with a plate).
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are— ‘ vijayajitaripura ,’ part of either form 2 or form 3.

The monogram X differs slightly from any hitherto

published. I did not notice whether the staff of the

standard was wanting or not. It is wanting in the two

variety a specimens, and present in the variety 7 specimen

published by me (Catalogue, Plate I. 7, 8
, 9).

Archer TrPE. {Paye 71.)

A well-preserved specimen from Ajodhya, in Mr. Rivett-

Carnac’s cabinet, has a crescent over the Garuda standard,

as also has the coin in my plate (Catalogue, Plate I. 10),

though I failed to notice the fact in my description of

the type.

Another worn specimen of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s has no

crescent, but the deficiency is probably due to wear or

accident.

This type is characterized by the epithet apratiratha
,

‘ unsurpassable,’ which occurs both on the obverse and reverse

of variety a.

Compare the epithets apratihata chakra and apralichakra,

with the same meaning, on the coins of the Satrap

Rajubula .

1

Eattle-axe Type. (Page 72.)

The Rivett-Carnac collection contains a good specimen

of variety a, wt. 113'7, which has been published by Dr.

Iloernle in J.A.S.B. vol. lix, part i, plate vi, 3.

Compare the battle-axe of this type with Siva’s trident,

having attached battle-axe on the coins of Ilaja Dhara

Ghosha Odumbara and on those of Zoilus .
2

Note the title rajddhiraja, not mah&raj&dhirdja. Possibly

these coins may have been struck during the lifetime of

Chandra Gupta I.

' Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 86.
2 Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 68, plate iv.
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Couch Type. (Page 76.)

Until very recently this type was known only from the

British Museum specimen, which was brought home towards

the close of the last century.

Mr. Rivett-Carnac has been fortunate enough to acquire

another example of the type, and in better preservation.

The metal of this coin is pale allo)'ed gold, and the devices

are executed in low relief. Wt. 118 3. Mon. 6a, the same

as on the B.M. coin. The obverse device of this piece agrees

with the description in the Catalogue, except that the king

holds in his r. hand a flower, which is not visible oil the

B.M. coin, and that his 1. foot rests on an obliquely placed

footstool, instead of on the ground. The marginal legend

runs all round the coin, but the only legible words are

‘ Deva Sri maharajadhir&ja Sri Chandra.’ These words are

all, except the last character, on the 1. margin. The next

following word of the legend, ‘ Guptasya,’ in the genitive

case, is supplied by the B.M. coin. Mr. Rapsou kindly

pointed out to me that my published reading ‘ Guptah,’ in

the nominative case, is erroneous, and I have satisfied

myself by re-examination of the coin that ‘ Guptasya ’ is

the correct lection. The rest of the marginal legend is

quite lost on both coins.

The B.M. coin has two or three obscure characters below

the couch. On the new specimen these characters are quite

plain, and read ‘ rupa kriti’ Dr. Iloernle suggests

that this epithet should be interpreted as meaning ‘skilled

in dramatic composition,’ and this interpretation is plausible,

though it cannot be regarded as certain, rupa being a word

of many meanings. The words rupa kriti do not seem to

be part of the marginal legend.

The reverse of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s coin agrees with the

description given in the Catalogue, except in the particulars

that, on the new specimen, the r. hand of the goddess is

held out open and empty, and that the k in the word
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Vikramah is doubled. On the B.M. coin the goddess holds

a fillet in her right hand, and the k is not doubled.

A full description of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s coin was

published by Dr. Iloernle in the Proc. Asiatic Society of

Bengal for 1891, p. 117.

Arctier Type. {Page 80 .)

The numerous coins of this type have been discussed by

Dr. Hoernle and Mr. Rapson, and many, which passed

through my hands, have been carefully examined by me.

These investigations have brought out a few points before

unnoticed.

Mr. Bapson agrees that ray main division of this type

into two great classes, the ‘ Throne ’ reverse and the ‘ Lotus-

seat ’ reverse, is “ the best possible,” and that there can he

no doubt that coins having the ‘Throne’ reverse are, as a

general rule, older than those with the ‘ Lotus-seat’ reverse.

He adds the new, but true, remark that the distinction

of reverse is accompanied by a distinction of obverse. The

dress and attitude of the king in each class differ in detail

from those of the other class. One of these differences in

detail is that on the ‘Throne’ coins the king’s right hand

is always turned down, while on the ‘ Lotus-seat ’ coins

it is always turned up. (See figures 14 and 15 of my
Plate I., Catalogue.) Mr. Lane’s cabinet, and the coins

acquired by the British Museum from the Da Cunha col-

lection, offer examples of transitional forms of obverse device.

The Throne coins, Class I., continue to be very rare.

A specimen of variety a from Alwar has been added to

the Rivett-Carnac cabinet.

Dr. Iloernle points out that the common a variety of

the ‘Lotus-seat.’ Class II. form comprises three sub-varieties

viz. (1) with Lakshmi’s left hand raised, (2) with it resting

on her hip, (3) with it hanging down over her knee. These

sub-varieties appear to exist in the other varieties as well

as m a.
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It is also to be noted that the king’s figure is represented

in two quite distinct ways. One form is upright, and fairly

well executed
;

the other, probably of later date, is squat

and bent-backed, as in Ivumara Gupta’s coinage.

A specimen of variety a in the Rivett-Carnac’s cabinet,

from Ajodhya, is remarkable, because it lias no name under

the king’s arm. That portion of the coin is in good pre-

servation, and the name has not been rubbed away. A
specimen of the common a variety in Mr. Barstow’s collection

has been re-struck on a coin of Samudra Gupta’s 1 (Plate iii., 2).

A specimen of variety 7 ,
with a crescent over the king’s

shoulder, in the Asiatic Society of Bengal's collection, belongs

to sub-variety 2, as above defined. Mr. Barstow’s cabinet

also included an example of variety 7 ,
which is of rare

occurrence. Another of Mr. Rivett-Carnac’s coins establishes

a new variety, f. The king holds an arrow in his right

hand, and the word * Gupta ’

is outside the arrow on the

left margin.

The heavy coins of the sumrna standard continue to be

a puzzle. Mr. Papson is “ inclined to think that none of

the heavy coins can be assigned to any monarch earlier

than Skanda Gupta, and that during his reign the standard

was changed from the stater (about 135 grains) to the

suvarna (about lib grains).” His reasons for this opinion

are (1) that the heavy coins attributed to Chandra Gupta II.

may, even if the name Chandra really occurs on them (which

he doubts), belong to some later monarch of that name, at

present unknown to us from other sources
; (

2
)

that the

heavy coins are debased in style and impure in metal

;

and (3) that the heavy coins of Ivumara can be assigned

with probability to Kumara Gupta II., who began to reign

about a.d. 525.

These arguments have some force, but are not altogether

convincing. The name under the king’s arm in the coins

1 Mr. H. C. Barstow, late of the Indian Civil Service, possesses a considerab’e
number of gold Gupta coins, which 1 had the pleasure of inspecting in August,
1892, at the British Museum, where they were deposited for examination.
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attributed to Cliandra is sometimes badly formed, but in

^ Cha
the better specimens it certainly seems to me to be ndra,

and nothing else. Some of the very coarse base metal

coins are probably, as I remarked in my previous essay,

posthumous imitations. The supposition that there was a

later Chandra, of whom nothing is known, is a pure guess.

The degree of degradation in style and impurity of metal

varies much. The most debased specimens may certainly,

I think, be taken as being of late date, but some of the

better pieces still seem to me to be most likely eastern

issues of Chandra Gupta II., probably struck late in his

long reign. Mr. Rapson, when contending that all the

heavy pieces are subsequent in date to Skanda Gupta, has

forgotten the fact published by himself that the unique

specimen of variety /3 of the Horseman to Left type of

Chandra Gupta weighs 140 -

5 grains
;

though the two

Bodleian examples of variety a of the same type are of

normal weight, viz. 119*5 and 120 grains respectively.

This coin is also in the Bodleian Library, and was described

by me, but I had no opportunity of weighing it. Mr.

Rapson gives a photograph of it, and there is nothing in

the style of the coin to prevent its ascription to a late

period of the reign of Chandra Gupta II. lie assigns it

himself to that reign. The reverse legend is ICram&jita,

and the obverse legend is illegible, except the word vajata

(vijita). I observe that this same word rijita occurs in

the obverse legend of the Horseman to Left coins of

Kurnara Gupta I., and it is just possible that the coin

in question may belong to that king. But the ubsence

of the peacock from the reverse device is against that

supposition. The coin is somewhat worn, and, as it now

weighs 140'5 grains, it cannot have been struck to the

Roman modification of the stater standard of weight, as

the coins of variety a were struck, and, whether it was

issued by Chandra Gupta II. or by Kurnara Gupta I.,

it is certainly earlier than the time of Skanda Gupta. On
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the whole, the balance of evidence is in favour of the

opinion that the coin was struck by Chandra Gupta II.,

and, if it was, the result necessarily follows that Chandra

Gupta II. used both the stater and surarna standard.

In this connection the mention of both dinars (= staters)

and suvarnas in the Garhwa inscription, probably executed

in the reign of Kuinara Gupta I.,
1 is a relevant fact. I

formerly quoted this inscription to prove that both standards

of weight were in simultaneous use, but I have since read

passages in the law books, which at first sight seem to

imply that the terms diadra and surarna must have been

used in the Garhwa record as absolute synonyms. The

dicta of Brihaspati and Narada on the subject are as follows.

Brihaspati says:—“14. A Nishka is four Suvarnas. A
Pana of copper is a Karshika (having the weight of a

Karsha). A coin made of a Karsha of copper has to be

known as a Karshika Pana.

15. It is also called an Andika. Four such are a Dhanaka.

Twelve of the latter are a Suvarna. That is also called

a Dinara (denarius).”

Narada says :
—

“ Appendix. 57. A Karshapana is a silver

coin in the southern country; in the east, it is an equivalent

for (a certain number of) Panas, and is equal to twenty

Panas.

58. A Masha should be known to be the twentieth part of

a Karshapana. A Kakani is the fourth part of a Masha

or Pula.

59. By that appellation, which is in general use in the

Punjab, the value of a Karshapana is not circumscribed here.

60. A Karshapana has to be taken as equal to an Andika.

Four of these are a Dhanaka
;
twelve of the latter are a

Suvarna, which is called Dinara otherwise.” 2

1 Fleet, Corpus Inscr. Ind. rol. iii, p. 266, No. 64, and Smith, Gupta
Coinage, p. 43.

2 Miuor Law Books; Narada and Brihaspati, ed. Jolly, vol. xxxiii, pp. 317
and 231 (Sacred Books of the East). The appendix to Narada is found in

a Nepalese MS. only, and seems to be written from a Nepalese point of view.
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Both lawyers agree in saying that the suvarna is also

called a dinara, while the inscription uses the two terras to

describe two gifts in a way that implies some difference

between them. It seems to me unreasonable to suppose

that the two terms were wantonly used in the inscription

when one would have served. An English legal document

could hardly speak in one clause of a gift of ten pounds,

and in the next of a gift of twenty sovereigns It is

possible to explain the apparent discrepancy between the

law-books and the inscription by supposing that the former

primarily intended to explain the native scale of weights

and coins, headed by the suvarna. But the foreign terra

dinara had also come into use, and coins were current under

both names. The lawyers accordingly declare that twelve

dhdnakas make a suvarna, and also make a dinara, i.e. that

a suvarna and a dinara have the same subdivisions. The

dhdnaka of a suvarna scale would be

1

-yj= 12T66 grains,

and the dhdnaka of a dinara scale would be 3 4
'

4 = 11‘166
1

2

grains. The suvarna weight coins and the dinara or stater

weight coins certainly existed together, one being usually

nearly twenty grains heavier than the other, and they were

both used in the same way, and naturally would have had

the same subdivisions. There must have been some way of

distinguishing them in speech. 1

The problem of the ‘ heavy ’ Gupta coins is not yet solved.

The foregoing remarks are all that I can offer at present

towards its solution.

1 Mr. Head takes 135 grains as the normal weight of the Attic or Corinthian

stater, but, as Sir A. Cunningham observes ( Coins of Ancient India
, p. 10), the

figures 134 - 4 are much more convenient for calculation. The Gupta coins

followed Roman models, and the weight of the Gupta dinars is generally much
below 134 -

4. The heavy coins approach more closely to the suvarna standard of

146 grains, and the divergence in weight of existing specimens of the two classes

of Gupta coins consequently approaches twenty grains. The divergence is,

I think, too regular in amount to be explained, as has been suggested, by the

supposition that the greater weight of the heavy coins is merely compensation
for baseness of metal. Some of the heavy coins do not seem to be composed
of metal inferior to that of some of the ordinary weight, but no chemical

analyses havo been made.
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Houseman to Right Type.
(
Page 84.)

Seven or eight specimens of this rare type are enumerated

in my Catalogue.

The weight of the coin belonging to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal is there stated as 130'92, in accordance with the

entry in the Proceedings. Dr. Hoernle has since informed

me that the coin is from Hugli (Ilooghly), and weighs

119 78. My remark that the high weight of this coin is

noticeable must, therefore, be cancelled.

The British Museum has acquired an example of the

type from the Da Cunha collection, weight 1 1 9*0, and there

is one, without monogram, in the Rivett-Carnac cabinet.

Mr. Barstow's collection included two examples. The total

number of specimens at present known to exist is, con-

sequently, eleven or twelve.

Horseman to Left Type.
(
Page 85.)

Twelve specimens of variety a of this type are now knowm,

six having come to light since the publication of the Cata-

logue. Of these, three belong to Mr. Rivett-Carnac, two

to Mr. Wilmot Lane, and one to Mr. Barstow. A poor

example in the Carnac cabinet came from Ajodhya, and

has mon. 106. On a better specimen in the same collection

the words puramabhdgavata and Guptah in the obv. legend

are legible. On Mr. Barstow’s coin the syllable fa. «,

below the horse, is probably part of the word fafsHT. vijita.

Kittoe read the epithet paramabhatlaraka instead oiparama-

bh&gavata on one of the Bharsar coins, which he described

as being “ a verjr perfect specimen.” It is likely, as

suggested in the Catalogue, that Kittoe was mistaken in

this reading, but it is to a certain extent confirmed by

the fact that the title paramabhattdraka is actually given

to Skanda Gupta in line 3 of the Indor copper plate in-

scription. (Fleet, Corpus, p. 70.)

On some specimens of this type no truce of the bow carried

by the king can be discerned.
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The Bodleian example of variety /3, which is still unique,

and weighs 1HP5, has been already discussed in the observa-

tions on the heavy coins of Archer type.

Lion-Trampler Type. (Page 87.)

All four varieties of this type are rare. The British

Museum possesses one specimen of variety or. only, and I

was, in consequence, unable to give figures of any other

variety in 1889. The Bodleian examples of varieties 7 and

8 have since been figured by Mr. Rapson, as well as the

specimens of variety a in the same cabinet. This last differs

in minute details from the B.M. specimen. The reverse lion

of both these coins is to the 1.

The specimen of variety a in the Carnac collection may
be regarded as forming a new sub-variety, inasmuch as the

reverse lion is turned to r. This coin is broad, wt. 120‘7

;

mon. 4e. On 1. obv. margin the legend ends with
[

?

‘
[
yhritya~\vasa,’ the last two letters being certain. The r.

obv. marginal legend seems to be ‘ narendra Chandra pra.’

The Cha is blurred, but the other characters are distinct

enough.

When my Catalogue was published, variety /3 was known

only from one worn coin belonging to the late Sir E. C.

Bayley. The Carnac collection contains two examples of

this variety, namely :

—

No. 1. Small coin. Wt. 117-4. Attitude of king much less

energetic than in variety a, although he is trampling on the lion’s

belly. No obv. legend. Rev. lion to 1. Goddess astride, as

described in Catalogue.

No. 2. Wt. 122. On obv. ' nare' legible. Figures of these

coins, which arc now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, should be

published to complete the illustration of the type.

The Bodleian specimen of variety 7, which has been

figured by Mr Rapson, is still unique.

The Bodleian specimen of variety 8 is a broad coin, and

has also been shown in Mr. Rapsou’s plate. The words
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iayati and siii/in rikrama in the obv. legend are certain. The

word following vikrama. which looked like naratn when I

examined the coin, must apparently be read narmdra.

The Catalogue mentions one specimen belonging to Mr.

Rivett-Carnac, on the obv. of which nard (legendum nare)

was legible. The same gentleman has since acquired a

second specimen, of which the obv. legend is quite gone.

A poor specimen belonging to Mr. Wilmot Lane, wt. 120,

is mentioned by Mr. Rapson.

The above details show that the word narendra forms part

of the legend on the obverse.

Combatant Lion Tite. (Page 89.)

When the Catalogue was published only three examples

of this type were known. A fourth was noticed in the

Addenda. The additional specimens now available show

that several varieties must be distinguished. I must there-

fore ask my readers to be good enough to consider the

description in the Catalogue as cancelled, and to substitute

for it the following

—

Obv. King, wearing waisteloth, standing, holding bow, and shoot-

ing lion in mouth, hut not trampling on its body. Long

marginal legend, imperfectly deciphered.

Rev. Goddess, holding fillet in r., and lotus in 1. hand, seated,

facing front, on back of couchant lion. Legend

S tiiha Vikraniah. The k, is sometimes doubled.

References and Remarks .— Variety a. Obv. King to r., with bow

in l. hand ; rev. goddess cross-legged on lion to l.

B.M. Swiney, No. 4. Mon. 10c. Wt. 111-4 (Catalogue,

Plate II., 5).

E.C.B. Six or seven illegible characters on 1. obv. margin.

On r. obv. margin -rata Chandra
,

doubtfully read.

Mon. 8 b. Wt. 120 9.

A.G. Long obv. legend of about twenty characters. Mon. 10c.

Wt. 1 1 7'4. Prom Oudh.
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Barstow. Obv. 1. marginal legend begins with tya

,

which

is followed by four characters not read, which are followed by

siiiha vikrama. On r. obv. margin traces of two

or three characters, k in rev. legend doubled (Plate iii., 3).

C. No. 1. Obv. marginal legend illegible.

C. No. 2. On obv. margin ghra, legible.

C. No. 3. On 1. obv. margin VU ghra, legible, and above king’s

1. arm h. Mon. 85. From Sltapur in Oudh.

C. No. 4. Described and figured by Dr. Hoernle
(
J.A.S.B

.

vol. lix, part i, page 172, plate vi, 5), and briefly noticed in

Addenda to Catalogue. The legend 'UTfa^sT, sinha gbnd-

hhijha
,
‘clever in the slaying of lions,’ is, if correctly read, very

peculiar. I have not seen the coin, and do not believe this reading

is correct. It certainly cannot be made out from the plate. The

coin seems to be a duplicate of Barstow above.

Variety
ft.

Obv. as in variety a. Rev. lion to r. Attitude of

goddess slightly different from that seen in variety a.

Lane. Wt. 122 -

5. (
Rapson

,

pages 11, 17.)

Variety 7. King to l., with bow in r. hand, shooting lion on l.

maryin. Rev. lion to l.

C. Mon. 4c. From Ajodliya.

Retreating Lion Type.
(
Page 90.)

The fine specimen in the British Museum, obtained at

Kanauj nearly sixty years ago, is still the only example of

this type.

The legends present some peculiarities. The long d in the

obverse legend seems to be expressed in two ways, namely,

as usual, by a mark above the line ()'A), and also by a

vertical line behind the consonant (h& and jd), as on the

copjrnr coin of Kumara Gupta I. (Catalogue, p. 143). The

coins of Samudra Gupta present examples of the use of two

forms of m on the same piece, so that the simultaneous use
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of two methods for expressing a long vowel need uot excite

surprise.

The word sinha, on the reverse, looks as if spelled

with gh
;

unless this appearance is due to the shaft of

the axe between the legend and device. The character

preceding the rev. legend sinha vikramah must apparently

be read as Sri, hut it is slightly peculiar in form, and different

from the undoubted Sri on the obv.

Umbrella Type. {Page 91.)

My Catalogue describes five coins of variety a, with rev.

goddess standing 1. on a pedestal, and three specimens of

variety 13, with rev. goddess standing, facing to front, on

an obscure object, perhaps intended for a marine monster.

The Carnac collection possesses two additional examples

of each variety, namely :

—

Variety a.

No. 1. Oval coin of pale gold. Traces of the words (?)

Vikramdditya . . . sucharati in obv. legend. Rev. goddess stands

on a curved line, and not on a distinct pedestal as on the B.M.

coin. lion. 4c.

No. 2. Smaller coin, nearly circular, of very impure gold, and

very coarsely executed. Legends almost completely obliterated.

Mon 4c.

Variety /3.

No. 1. The umbrella holder is a male. Obv. legend on r.

margin is distinctly f^f5TrI'fa :5I'?U ‘vjitavjayah pra which does

not apparently agree with the legend of the B.M. and B. coins.

Nothing below the feet of the reverse goddess. "Wt. 118-75.

No. 2. On obv. grains of incense distinctly shown, umbrella

complete. ‘ Vikramdditya ’ legible on 1. margin. An indistinct

object under feet of rev. goddess. Mon. a slight modification of 1 9«.

I have retained the division into two varieties a and /3,

characterized by the posture of the rev. goddess, but the

details above given show that other variations occur. There

j.r.a.s. 1893. 8
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is no doubt about the correctness of the B.M. and B. coins

of the published obv. legend Vikramdditya kshitim avajitya

sucharati, and the legend vijita vijayah pra- is equally certain

on the Carnac coin No. 1 of variety /3. Probably both

legends are parts of a long inscription, for the whole of

which there is not room on any one piece.

KUHARA GUPTA I. (MAHEXDRA SINHA).

Swokdsman Type. ( Page 93.)

No new specimens of this type have been discovered
;

it continues to be known from two coins only. The British

Museum example was published by me. That in the

Bodleian cabinet has been published by Mr. Rapson. Its

weight is 124'5. My remark that both the coins were probably

struck from a single die must be withdrawn. Minute

differences show that separate dies were used. The B.M.

specimen is rather the better of the two for the reverse,

and the B. specimen for the obverse. I am now disposed

to think that the correct reading of the obv. legend may

be kshitim avajitya, etc., and not
,

Gam avajitya, etc. The character
,

kshi, is altogether

wanting in the B.M. coin, but is present, though imperfect,

on the 1. margin of the B. coin. I formerly took it for

a gp, j. The character which I then read as yd may be

really ti, the t being of the square headed form, which

again occurs in the conjunct tya, and closely resembles y.

On the B.M. coin the vowel mark of this character is

wanting
;

on the B. coin it is present, and looks like a,

but may bo read as i. It differs little from the mark
over the j in jitya. If this correction be accepted, the

words kshitim avajitya sucharati are identical with those

on the Umbrella type of Chandra Gupta II. The extant

legend is probably imperfect. Mr. ltapson still prefers to

read THU, yam. (See l’late II.
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Archer Type. {Page 95.)

It is impossible as yet to effect a thoroughly satisfactory

arrangement of this puzzling type, but some progress has

been made.

In the Catalogue the coins are divided into two main

divisions, namely A, of the dindra standard, and B, heavy

coins of the sucarna standard.

The heavy coins are probably, as Mr. Rapson suggests,

the coinage of Kumara Gupta II., and it is more convenient

to treat them provisionally as his. Consequently only the

A coins of the Catalogue will now remain under Kumara
Gupta I. The division of these into Class I., with bowstring

inwards
;

and Class II., with bowstring outwards, and

Kumara vertically outside string, still holds good.

The first four varieties, a, /3, 7 , 8, of Class I. in the

Catalogue were distinguished only by their legends. These

legends were then, and still are, imperfectly known, and

it is difficult to say to what extent they may be fragments

of one long legeud. In all these so-called varieties the

initial syllable g;, Ku, with a crescent over it, is generally

found under the king’s arm, but it is sometimes wanting.

Considering the imperfection of the readings, and admitting

the existence of as yet undefined sub-varieties, I think it is

better to group varieties a, /3, 7 ,
8 together as a single

variety, 1. Variety e, consequently, becomes variety 2, and

the doubtful variet}' f becomes variety 3. Class II. remains

as before.

The amended description and arrangement of the type,

including new specimens, will therefore be as follows :

—

Archer Type.

Obv. King standing to 1., head bare, hair curly, r. hand extended

across bird-standai’d, holding arrow
;

1. hand either resting

on tip of bow, with string turned inwards (Class I.), or

grasping middle of how, with string turned outwards

(Class II.). Under king’s arm, in Class I., either no legend,
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or Ku with crescent, or Kumdra vertically. In Class II.,

Kumdra vertically, outside string.

Marginal legend not fully read, and seems to vary : see

details below.

Rev. Goddess (Lakshmt) seated cross-legged on lotus-seat, usually

holding fillet in r., and lotus-flower in 1. hand.

Legend S'ri Mahendrah.

Mon. rarely omitted.

References and Remarks.

Class I. Bow-string inwards.

Variety 1. Either no legend under king's arm, or Ku, with

crescent.

B.M., etc., as detailed in Catalogue under varieties a, /3, 7, £.*

C. No. 1. No name or initial under king’s arm; the surface

is entire, and no character ever existed. On 1. ohv. margin

\Ku\m\fL\ra Gupta

;

on r. margin remains of adhirdj. Mon. 8(7.

C. No. 2. In obv. legend only j legible. On rev. the fillet is

represented by three dots above a line curved to 1. Mon. a

modification of the very rare form 25. Wt. 125-3.

Barstow. No name or initial under king’s arm. Obv. 1.

marginal legend S'ri Kumdra Guptah, r. margin paramarajadhir

(vowel marks wanting). (Plate III. 4.)

Variety 2. Kumdra vertically under king's arm.

S. Ohv. marginal legend of about eight illegible characters.

Mon. 8b.

C. No. 1. Obv. marginal legend, Mahdrdja. Obtained at

Benares. The king’s figure differs in pose from that on the

commoner variety. Wt. 1237. Mon. 10J.

C. No. 2. Gupta legible on 1. obv. margin. Obtained at

Benares. Wt. 123-85.

1 The following corrections in detail nro necessary :

—

B.Nos. 714, 715 716. Wts. nre 125-5, 124, 125.

Variety 0. A.S.B. Strike out the words “a character between king’s feet,

and h before his face.” For xxxix. read xxix.

Variety 5. Coin from Mahanada in Bengal. Add “ now in A.S.B.”
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C No. 3. R. marginal legend JIahdrdjddhirdja S'ri recognizable.

Mon. 8b. Wt. 126.

Lane. Obv. marginal legend Jfuhdrdjadhirdja S'ri. Wt. 123*7.

( Rapson
, p. 11.)

Variety 3.

Freeling. Obv. legend said by Thomas to bo [de~\va vijitdvanir

avanipati Kumdro Gupto
,

as in Fantail Peacock silver coins.

Wt. 125. (
Records

, p. 50.) If this exceptional coin be genuine,

the word deva should be read as the last word of the legend, so

far as extant. Compare the legend of the Horseman to Right

type of Kumara Gupta I.

Class IT. Bow-string outwards, and Kumdra vertically outside string.

Rude coins.

B. M., etc. 8 or 9 coins as in Catalogue.1

A. S B. One specimen.

Barstow. On r. obv. margin Gup[C\a S'ri 2Iahe\ndra~\ pa-.

(PL III. 5.)

C. No. 1. Mon. 7b.

C. No 2. Mon. 1 95.

C. No. 3. With loop attached, in very poor condition.

By piecing together the fragmentary inscriptions of the

coins B. 714, Kotwa, C. No. 1, A.S.B., and Barstow, the con-

clusion appears safe that one form of the obv. marginal

legend of Class I., variety 1, is

Jayati Mahendra paramarajadhiraja Sri Kumara Guptah.

The fragment jatara (? ajita raja) on the A.G. coin seems

to belong to some other form of legend.

The Mahanada coin gives the legend

Sri ma/tarajadhir&ja Sri Kumara Gupta.

The legend of variety No. 2 seems to be the same as this

last, the known words being

mahardj&dhiraja Sri . . . Gupta.

The use of the title paramarajadhiraja on two coins is

noticeable.

1 The wts. of the Bodleian coins are 118*5, 115-5, 120-5.
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Horseman to Right Trim.
(
Page 100.)

The arrangement of the three varieties of this type as

given in the Catalogue holds good, and no new varieties

have been discovered.

The obverse legends have not yet been quite completely

made out, but some further progress has been made in

their decipherment, and some errors in the printed readings

require correction. The recently discovered specimens of

the type are as follows :

—

Variety a.

C. No. 1. The letters on the 1. ohv. margin look like

. . p dr

j

. . ,
hut may he the remains of Gupta, devo jayati

;
on

r. obv. margin kshitipatira pd ... . The character kshi is, as

usual, over the horse’s head. Wt. 12375. This seems to be the

specimen, C, Dr. Hoernle’s description of which is quoted in the

Catalogue, page 101. Dr. Hoemle finds mhrjpt (the vowel

marks being lost) on the 1. margin
;
kshi between the king and the

horse’s head
;
and tipati rathipdda on r. and lower margin. I

could only make out the letters which I have given above.

C. No. 2. Obv. legend kshitipati pa . . d. Wt. 124-5.

C. No. 3. Same legend as No. 2. Wt. 125-5.

C. No. 4. Obv. 1. marginal legend Kumdra Gupto deva jayati
;

r. margin kshitipati.

Variety (1.

The Catalogue mentions only two specimens of this variety,

namely, B. No. 731, the wt. of which has since been de-

termined as 125‘5, and E.C.B., wt. 126-5. A third specimen

has since been discovered, namely,

C. About one third of the obv. legend legible, that is to say,

the words prithivl taldm para[viai]. The 1. hand of the rev.

goddess is not empty, as it seems to be in the other two specimens,

but holds a cloth or fillet behind her back. 1 have seen this coin

twice, and it has been noticed by Dr. Hoernlo
(
Proc.A.S.B . for

1891, p. 1 1 9).
1

1 Taldm, as Mr. Rapson reminds mo, is not correct; talam or tale would be

correct. I can only say that the word seemed to me to ho taldm, hut talam is

probably the right reading. Mr. Rapson also suggests that the “ uncertain

object” near the hand of the goddess may be an ill-executed uttcinpt at the

peacock of variety y. This is probably the case.
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Variety 7.

Fourteen or fifteen examples of this variety are described

iu the Catalogue. The new specimens are :

—

C. No. 1. Only kshitipati legible in obv. legend.

C. No. 2. Obv. legend illegible.

C. No. 3. Obv. legend kshitipatir ajito vi[_jaya Kumdra~\

Gu[pta~\. (See Hoernle’s account in Proc.A.IS.li. for 1891,

p. 119.) I have examined the coin twice, and agree that the

reading given above is correct. The letters in brackets are re-

storations. The words vijaya and Gupta are certain. The

intervening word may have been either Kumdra or Jfthendra.

Barstow. Obv. 1. marginal legend ajita Maheudra, r. margin

Gupta
(
krpnmst . .) tya. The characters in the bracket look

like the letters named, but some of them must be wrongly read

(Plate III. 6).

In the Catalogue (page 100) I proposed to restore one

form of the marginal legend as

TTSTfrT (U ita vikrama Mahendra

Gupta devajanita kshitipati rdjati vijaya Kumdra. This

attempt at restoration was not a happy one. Mr. Fleet

(Iud. Antiquary
,

vol. xviii, p. 225) correctly pointed out

that the reading deva janita, to which I had been induced

to consent by the authority of Mr. Thomas, was clearly

wrong, and that the correct reading must be deco (deva)

jayati. I have since found out that the word tqjlfrT ,
rdjati

is also erroneous. Dr. Hoernle and I in adopting that

reading made the mistake of wrongly dividing the words

eft ,
kshitipatirajito into kshitipati rdjati. Dr.

Hoernle, in his reading rathipdda on the coin,

C. No. 1 of variety a, has repeated the latter mistake. The

r, belongs to kshitipatir, and the word rathipdda

,

with

its fantastic meaning ‘ chariot-man,’ is quite imaginary, so

far as the coin is concerned. The syllable xn> pd, seems

certain, but the syllable on each side of it is not distinctly

legible.
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So far as I can make out from the fragments preserved,

the legends do not seem to vary in correlation with the

varieties in the reverse device. More than one form of

obv. legend appears to have been used, but the variation in

legend is apparently independent of the variation in device.

One form of the legend certainly included the words

vijaya kshitipatir

ajito Mahendra Gupta devo jagati, arranged in that order.

C. 4 of variety a reads Kumara Gupta deco jagati
,
the name

Kumara being substituted for Mahendra.

Another form of legend seems to have been

TI^TTTsnfviTTSl 7TTU, parama bh&gacata

[Sri] maharajadhiraja Sri Mahendra Guptah. The first Sri

is said to occur on the A. S B. coin, but I think this observa-

tion must be a mistake. This legend, which is probably

not complete, is a copy of that of the Horseman types of

Chandra Gupta II., which read parama bhugavata mahdrdjd-

dhirdja Sri Chandra Guptah.

The legend of the C. coin of variety /3, which reads prithivi

taldm para, would seem to have begun with parama and

ended with prithivi taldm. 1 The words bhugavata mahardjd-

dhirdja Sri Mahendra Gupta may have intervened, and jitya,

or some participle or verb of similar meaning, is also required.

The reverse legend of all the specimens which I have

recently examined is ajita-Mahendrah, and not ajito M., as

stated in the Catalogue.

Horseman to Left Type. (Page 103.)

About fourteen coins of this type are enumerated in the

Catalogue, and I am not able to add to the nnmber. The

legends are either identical, or very nearly identical, with

those of the Horseman to Right type, and, like them, have

not been fully deciphered.

Dr. Hoernle read on the A. S B. No. 1 coin the obv. legend

as [«] dhirdja kshitipati rdjali vjaya Kumara (_Gupta~\. The

1 See footnote ante, p. 118.
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correction made in the readings of the Horseman to Right

type must also be applied here, and kahitipatirajito must

be substituted for kshitipati rajati as given in the Catalogue.

The word kshapra which I read on three coins cannot

be right. The legend probably included the name Mahendra.

The Catalogue mentions two A S B. coins, viz. :

No. 1, from Midnapur, and No. 2, respecting which no details

were given. I now understand that there is only one specimen

of the type in the A.S.B. cabinet, which came from Hugli, and

weighs 126'31.

Peacock Type. (Page 105.)

The new specimens which I have seen are as follows :

—

Variety a.

C. No. 2. From Ajodhya. Obv. legend quite illegible.

Taylor. No. 1. A fine specimen. Obv. marginal r. legend of

at least eleven characters, none of which are certainly legible.

Wt. 128-6 (Plate III. 8).

Taylor. No. 2. Wt. 128-6. Obv. marginal legend illegible.

Variety ji.

C. No. 2. Obv. legend seems to include the words S'ri Kumdra,

like the Bharsar coin.

Taylor. No. 1. Obv. marginal legend illegible. Wt. 127-7.

Taylor. No. 2. Obv. marginal r. legend . 5T5lf?T • *l]TT

. ., 13 characters. The word jayati and the character rd are

certain. All the rest is very doubtful (Plate III. 9). This coin

has a ring attached. Including the ring, the wt. is 132-8.

“ With regard to the Kumara Gupta gold coins of the

‘peacock type’ (Mr. Smith’s ‘Coinage,’ p. 105),” writes

Dr. Hoernle, “it may be worth noting that on the specimens

of the variety a there are two peacocks on the obverse,

whom the king is feeding, and not only one, as all the

descriptions which I have hitherto seen would seem to

imply. On a specimen in my own collection the forepart

of the bodies of both birds is quite distinct, and, even in
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the autotype figure published by Mr. Smith (pi. iii, fig. 1),

the head of the second bird is quite distinct behind the

front one. In the specimens of variety /3, however, there

appears to he only one bird.” 1

This observation of Dr. Hoernle is, I believe, mistaken.

The published descriptions are quite correct. The C. and

Taylor examples of variety a noticed above have certainly

only one bird each on the obv. On some specimens the

upturned tail of the peacock, viewed sideways, looks very

like the neck of a second bird, and this appearance has

misled Dr. Hoernle. But the object is the tail of one

bird, and not the neck of a second bird.

Lion-Trampler Type. (Page 106 .)

The AG. and W.T. specimens of variety /S, in which

the rev. goddess has r. hand extended open and empty,

and 1. hand raised, holding lotus-flower, are still the only

ones known.

The Catalogue enumerates four examples of variety a
,

in which the rev. goddess holds a fillet in her r. hand,

her left hand either resting empty on her hip, or holding

cornucopim. I was unable to give a figure of this variety,

because there was no specimen of it in the British Museum.

I have since seen two good examples of this variety, but

they both differ from the typical description in so far that

the king is not actually trampling on the body of the

lion. They are :

—

C. Obv. lion on hind legs near r. margin, with long tail and

well-defined mane. Two or three characters of obv. legend partly

legible. Itcv. legend f^Tl > S'ri Mahendra <S/[;iAaJ.

From Ajodhya, The letters hendra Si arc partly defaced, and

misled me when I examined the coin, which probably bears an

erroneous label in the Indian Museum in consequence.

Barstow. A similar piece. Of obv. leg md, , ksliad, legible,

ltev. lion to r. Mon. 8 a. (Plate III. 7.) Wt. 126 5.

1 J.A.S.B. rol. lix, part i, p. 179.
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KUMARA GUPTA I.

—

continued.

Tiger (Combatant Lion) Type.
(
Page 107.)

The description of this type by Dr. Hoernle and myself,

as given in the Catalogue, require considerable amendment.

The fact that there is a crescent above the syllable kit,

which occurs under the king’s arm on some coins, has

been omitted from my description, and my remark con-

cerning the B.I., 1.0. coin (Catalogue, Plate III, 3) that

“the obverse legend includes jpg, and ^ or g;, matya and

kra or ku ”
is incorrect. Dr. Hoernle is mistaken in sup-

posing that the words qiflTT Kimara Guptasya, in

the genitive case, should be restored on the obverse, and

also in reading gjjfTT ajPT fAJTTlft, Kiundra Gupt&dhir&juo,

in the genitive case on the reverse.

A fine specimen, obtained by Mr. Pivett-Carnac, at or

near Ajodhya, has enabled me to make these corrections.

On this coin the 1. obv. marginal legend is Sri, and

the r. marginal legend is vyaghra . .
pardk-

kraina. The two intervening characters, which I have

not transliterated, are obscure, but seem to be intended

for sata. There is no doubt whatever about the words

vyaghra . . parakrama. The doubling of the k is unimportant.

On re-examining my Plate III, 3 (Catalogue), I find that

the legend there too is the remains of vyaghra (? sata)

parakra[ma]. The r of kra is expressed by a horizontal

line turned to the left, the a of ku on the reverse is indicated

by a curve open to the left. The two characters are quite

distinct and different. The correct reading of the reverse

legend, both on Mr. Pivett-Carnac’s coin and in my plate,

is giTiTT^rpt tVTTWT, Kumara Gvptodhirdjd,
in the nomi-

native case. The vowel o is quite plain, and proves that

the mark attached to the j must be read as a. The initial

a of adhir&jd has been correctly elided, but the sign of

elision is not inserted. I am now able to give a figure of

a fiue specimen brought by Major Temple recently from
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KUMARA GUPTA I.—continued.

Buddha Gaya, which closely resembles the C. specimen,

hut differs in that it has not eR, Ku, under the king's

arm. The king is trampling with his right foot on the

body of the tiger. The obv. legend to 1. is sft Sri

Ma, and on the r. margin, hendra (damaged), followed

by five illegible characters. The rev. legend is in perfect

preservation, and is exactly the same as on the C. coin.

Mon. 8a. Wt. 127 3 (PI. Ill, 10). The fact that the

king on this coin is shown trampling on the tiger renders

the name “ Combatant Lion ” unsuitable for the type, as

distinguished from the “ Lion-Trampler.” The two types

are sharply distinguished by the reverse legends.

Sir A. Cunningham read the obverse legend on a coin in

his collection as Sri Mahendra sihha par&krama. Accepting

this reading as doubtless correct for that coin, the legend,

so far as known, is Sri Mahendra sihha vy&ghra (? sata)

par&krama, ‘ Sri Mahendra Sihha, with the might of [? a

hundred] tigers;’ but it probably included other words

also. I have in the Catalogue drawn attention to the use

by Kumara Gupta of Sarnudra Gupta’s favourite word para-

krama. The phrase vy&ghra par&krama is a reminiscence

of the Tiger type of Sarnudra Gupta, and in future the

type under discussion had better be designated as the Tiger

type of Kumara Gupta I. Like Sarnudra Gupta, Kamara

Gupta I. struck an Asvamedha medal, and he is thus proved

to have imitated the coinage of his grandfather in at least

three particulars. The undoubted reading of par&krama on

Kumara’s Tiger type renders practically certain the hitherto

doubtful reading of the same word on Samudra’s Tiger type.

The use of the simple title adhir&j&, instead of the usual

mah&r&jadhir&ja, is an indication, though not a proof, that

the type under discussion was struck at an early period

in the long reign of Kumara Gupta I. It may, perhaps,

also be presumed that the types of Kumara Gupta I., which

imitate those of his grandfather, are of an earlier date than

those which are more characteristic of the issuer. For the
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KUJIARA GUPTA I.

—

continued.

reasons given in the Catalogue the Swordsman type is to

be placed early in Kumara’s reign. I am now inclined

to think that that type, with the Tiger (or Combatant Lion)

and the Asvamedha types, should be grouped together as

the three earliest issues of the reign. Of course neither

certainty nor accuracy in the chronological arrangement of

the types is attainable.

The syllable Ku on the obv. of the B.M. I 0. coin figured in

my plate above referred to has a square superfluous character,

like the remains of sa, across it, and I suspect that the

coin has been double struck on a piece of Samudra Gupta’s,

like the Archer coin of Chandra Gupta II. already noticed.

SKANDA GUPTA.

Arcilek Type. ( Page 111.)

I have nothing to add to my published account of the

coins of dindra weight forming Class A.

Mr. Rapson has noted the wts. and mon. of the four

Bodleian examples of the heavy Class B coins as follows :

—

No. JTt. Mon.

684 138 8b.

727 141-5 —
728 13L5 8*.

730 141-5 —
On a specimen of this class belonging to Mr. Barstow the

word vikrama is legible in the obv. legend. The various

fragments of the legend, which have been preserved, indicate

that the full epigraph included the words parama vikrama

Sri [Skanda Gup\ta deca.

—PRAKAS'ADITYA.

Lion and Horseman Type. (Pages 114-117.)

The coins bearing on the reverse the title Sri Prak&saditya

still continue to be a puzzle. All analogy shows that the
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—PRAKAS'ADITYA.

—

continued

word Prakasaditya is merely a secondary title, and not a

primary personal name. The similar titles, terminating in

-aditya
,
which occur in the Gupta series are as follows :

—

1. Vikramaditya. Used by Chandra Gupta II. in gold,

silver, and copper
;

also by Skanda Gupta in silver

only ( Catalogue, page 129).

2. Kramaditya. Used by Kumara Gupta [? I. or II.] in

heavy gold coins, and by Skanda Gupta in silver.

3. Hahendrdditya. Used by Kumara Gupta I. in silver,

according to Fleet
(
page 125).

4. Paraditya. Used by Skanda Gupta in silver {page 129).

5. Bdladitya. Used by Nara [Sinha] Gupta in gold.

We may be assured that the obverse marginal legend

of the Prakasaditya coins contained the proper personal

name of the king who issued the coins, but, unluckily, no

specimen with the name well preserved has yet come

to light. When my Catalogue was published, the only

fragments of the obverse legend which had been read

consisted of the words deva jayati. I have since examined

four unpublished specimens in the cabinet of Mr. Rivett-

Carnac, namely, two from Hardoi in Oudh, one from Shah-

jahanpur in the North-western Provinces, and one from the

Rainpur State in Rohilkhand. One of the Ilardoi coins

(mon. 10a, wt. 146) is the best preserved example of the

type which I have seen, and raises, though, unfortunately,

it fails to satisfy, hopes of deciphering the legend. The

legend on the 1. obv. margin is ^ ST^ffT, vasa . detain

jayati. The character below the horse, is, as usual, j,

,

which seems to mean initial u, but may stand, perhaps, for

ru. It also resembles some of the forms of h.

The Rampur coin (wt. 140) preserves exactly the same

portion of the obv. marginal legend, though the word jayati

is not so distinct as on the Ilardoi coin; in fact, the word

looks likejannata, and seems to have been blurred. Perhaps

the coin was re-struck. On both pieces the final anuscdra
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—PRAKASADITYA.

—

continued.

of (leva til is distinct. The same spelling, or mis-spelling, of

devam for deco occurs on the Fantail Peacock silver coins

of Kumara Gupta I. and Skanda Gupta (Catalogue, pages

126, 133).

The stereotyped formula of the Fantail Peacock silver

coins of several kings, vijitdcaniravanipati X. Gupto devo

jayati, raises a presumption that the word immediately

preceding devo on the coins under discussion must be the

king’s proper name.

But this presumption is rebutted by the gold Javelin

coins of Satnudra Gupta, on which the epithet jitdripura

immediately precedes the words devo jayati. On the coins

of Prakasaditya, therefore, the word in the corresponding

place may be either the king’s name or an epithet. It

certainly is not Gupto.

So far as I can make out from the Hardoi and Rampur
specimens, and the B.M., R.S. coin (Catalogue, PI. Ill, 9),

the extant portion of the legend reads ^cj 'sr^TfrT,

vasavo devam jayati. The letters rasa are fairly certain,

though there may be a vowel mark over the s. The letter

following the s has a vowel mark, which should mean o,

and the letter itself may be read as ^ , v, b, or sg, ch,

not being well preserved in any example. I cannot discover

any meaning for the word vasavo, if that be the correct

reading.

Mr. Rapson follows Dr. Hoernle in thinking that Praka-

saditya is probably the title of the king mentioned in the

Bhitari seal, who was son of Kumara Gupta I. and father

of Kara Sinha Gupta, and whose name is variously read

as Sthira, or Pura. 1 The date thus obtained is suitable

for the coins of Prakasaditya, and the suggestion is plausible,

but at present no more can be said. A coin in good con-

dition may be expected to turn up soon and settle the

question.

1 The reading Pura is certainly untenable, and must be given up. Mr. Rapson
agrees with Dr Biihler and Sir A. Cunningham that the word is “ certainly not
Pura," and may be Sthira. See ante note to Synoptic Table.
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KARA (SINHA GUPTA) BALADITYA.

Archer Type (suvarna standard). (Page 117.)

The revelation by the Bhitari seal inscription of the

existence of King Nara Sinha Gupta, reigning about a.d.

500, son of (?) Sthira Gupta, and father of Kuraara

Gupta II., makes it almost certain that the coinage of

Nara Baladitya must be ascribed to him. 1

In the Catalogue
(
page 118) I have observed that “in

my former catalogue {scil. of Gold Coins, published in

1884), I erroneously wrote Nara for Nara, and, following

Mr. Thomas, added the cognomen Gupta, for which there

is no authority.” But there is some reason to think that

the above corrections may be, to some extent, mistaken.

Dr. Hoernle
(
J.A.S.B . for 1889, vol. lviii, part i, p. 93,

note) points out that the word Gupta seems to be legible

in figure 22 of plate xviii. of Ariana Antiqua, and on

looking again at my autotype figure of the B. M. Yeames

coin I see that there is something outside the bow which

may be the remains of a letter. It is quite possible that

some specimens may have the word Gupta on them.

So on the Ranaghat coin, Dr. Hoerfile read the name

as Nara, with the long vowel
(
Proc.A.S.B . for 1886, p. 65),

and it is possible he may have done so correctly, although

other coins offer the form Nara, with the short vowel.

Compare the variants Kacha and Kacha. If the word

Gupta really occurs on the obverse of the coins of this

type, we may feel certain that they were struck by Nara

Sinha Gupta of the seal genealogy, but none of the speci-

mens which I have seen show the word Gupta clearlv.

There are three in the Rivett-Carnac collection, the weights

of which are 144, 145'2, and 170. The weight of the last

must be due to an attached loop or ring. The weights of

the six Bodleian specimens, as determined by Mr. llapson,

range from 142'5 to 147. The obverse marginal legend

has not yet been read on any coin.

1 Sir A. Cunningham has always held that Nara Baladitya was Nara Gupta.
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KUMARA GUPTA II. (KRAMADITYA).

Archer Type. ( Pages 95-100.)

' The existence of Kumara Gupta II., the son of Nara

Sinha Gupta, and great-grandson of Kumara Gupta I., has

been disclosed by the lihitari seal inscription. In all

probability the heavy and coarse gold coins, with the title

Kram&ditya, should, as Mr. Rapson suggests, be assigned

to the second Kumara, and I have, therefore, decided to

treat these coins separately. Their technical description is

as follows :

—

Obv. King standing to 1., head baro, hair curly, r. hand extended

across bird-standard, holding arrow
;

1. hand resting on tip

of bow, with string turned inwards. Sometimes a wheel

over king’s r. shoulder. Under king’s left arm lut, with

crescent above. Marginal legend imperfect.

Rev. Goddess (Lakshmt) seated cross-legged on lotus-seat, holding

fillet in r., and lotus-flower in 1. hand. Legend^ ,

S'ri Kramddityah. Mon.

Coarsely executed coins. King’s figure with an awkward
bend. Mean weight about 146 grains.

References and Remarks.

B.M. R.P.K. The letters IfT, hara, seem to be legible in

c.bv. legend. Mon. imperfect. AYt. 148 7. (Catalogue, PI. II,

Pig. 12.)

B.M. Yeames. Mon. imperfect. AYt. 143.

B.M. Marsden, mlii. Mon. 8a. AYt. 147.

B.M. Marsden, mliii. Mon. imperfect. AVt. 146-5.

A.S.B. One specimen.

A.C. Two specimens.

Kalighat hoard. Figured in A A. pi. xviii. 23. Supposed by

Cunningham (Arch. Rep. vol. iii. p. 137) to be a coin of the later

Ivnmara Gupta of Magadha.

The reverse legend was wrongly given both in my Cata-

logue of Gold Coins, published in 1884, and in the general

Catalogue, published in 1889. The correct reading is Sri

j.r.a.s. 1893. 9
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KUMA.RA GTJTTA II. (KRAMADITYA)—continued.

Kramadityah, as read by Sir A. Cunningham. I am in-

debted to Mr. Rapson for pointing out to me that this

reading is not exceptional, as I supposed, but is the reading

of every specimen.

Besides the coins enumerated above, which may be fairly

assigned to Kumara Grupta II., there are eleven specimens

of base metal in the B.M. collection, which have the syllable

Ku on the obv., and more or less closely correspond to the

description of the type. The weights of these coins, which

are very coarsely executed, are 151; 150"6; 150*3
;
150'2

(bis
) ;

149*2; 147 8 ;
147-2; 147; 146 8; 146.

It is impossible to say who issued base coins of this

kind. They are clearly imitations of the coins struck in

tolerably good gold, and are doubtless somewhat later in

date. a.d. 600 may be taken as an approximate date.

Coins of this class bear other initial syllables as well as

Ku, and seem to have been struck by sundry local rulers

during the disturbances caused by the Huna invasions.

There is no reason to suppose that it will ever be possible

to assign such barbarous pieces definitely to particular

princes. Some of them, probably, were issued from the

rude mints of the invaders, who could not invent types of

their own, and were obliged to imitate as best they could

the various coinages of the countries which they ravaged

or subdued.

VIltA[ ? SENA, OR SINHA] KRAMADITYA.

Bull Type. (Page 118 .)

The three coins collected by Mr. Rivett-Carnac still remain

the only known examples of this type. The weights of

these three pieces are 1G2"3, 162"5, and 169. In the Cata-

logue I called attention to these exceptional weights, and

remarked that the coins may possibly have been struck to

the 100 rati standard of 182 5 grains, but that it is more

probable that they were struck to the Persian standard,

the unit of which weighs 84 to 86 grains. The coins
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villA[ ? SENA, OR SINHA] KRAMADITYA—continued.

in question date from about a.d. 500-G00, and, on re-con-

sideration, I do not think it likely that the recollection of

the Persian standard survived so long. I would now refer

them to the 100 rati standard of 182 ‘5 grains, if the rati

be taken as weighing 1*825 grains, or of 180 grains, if

it be taken as weighing 1*8 grain. Either value is sub-

stantially correct, and convenient for calculation, but, of

the two, the value 1*8, now adopted by Sir A. Cunningham,

is rather the more convenient. A gold coin of 180 grains,

moderately worn, should weigh about 100-170 grains, as

these coins do. Many of the early coins of India were

struck to the standard of 100 rath, or 180 grains. Among
these are the coins of Pantaleon and Agathocles, the double

die copper coins of Taxila, the Mitra coins with incuse

square, and the large copper Yaudheya coins, which last

are referred to the period of about a.d. 300. All these

classes of coins are described in Sir A. Cunningham’s

recent work, “Coins of Ancient India.” He considers

{page 80) that the 100 rati piece can be most conveniently

regarded as equal to a 1 | pana (or suvarna), the pana or

suvarna weighing 80 grains. He calls the 100 rati piece

a “ heavy pana” and gives the scale of its multiples and

sub-divisious as follows :

—

1 “ heavy pana ”= 100 oCO?—

1

IICo'Vo

99 91 = 150 o
r-

o>II

1
$ 99 99

= 50 „ = 90
1
4 99 99

= 25 II

1

8 9 9 99 = 12 1 roO)ii

The 180 grain weight was long afterwards adopted by

Humayun aud Akbar, who copied from Sher Shah, as the

weight of the silver rupee, and it is the familiar tola of

the Anglo-Indian scale of Indian weights. 1 I think it

would be more convenient to use the name tola for the

100 rati pieces than the awkward term “ heavy pana”

1 On this subject see “ The History of the Moghul Emperors of Hindustan
Illustrated by their Coins.” By Stanley Lane-l’oole, Westminster, 1892,
p. lxxvi, and the discussion in Thomas’ “ Chronicles of the Pathan Kings
of Delhi,” pp. 403 seqq.
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SILVER COINS.

{Pages 119-138.)

Very little can at present be added to the information

about the silver coins as printed in the Catalogue.

If Prinsep was not mistaken, the copper type which I

have designated by the name ‘ Chandra Head ’ occurs also

in silver. He says in a footnote, which I overlooked until

lately

“ Since finishing my plate I have received a drawing of

a small silver coin from Mr. Tregear, found at Jaunpur,

having a head on one side, and on the other a bird with

outspread wings, under which, in clearly defined characters,

is Chandra Gupta.” 1

I suspect that in this passage the word ‘ silver ’ is a

clerical error for * copper,’ but it is possible that the coiu

described was really a silver one.

The coins of Toramana {page 136) have been discussed

by Mr. Fleet. He is quite certain that the two known
silver coins are dated in the year 52, and suggests that

the date is a regnal one, expressed in an era beginning at

the accession of Toramana to the throne of the Panjab about

a.d. 460 .

2

Dr. Iloernle has shown good reason for believing that

certain Indo-Sassanian coins, which are palpably imitations

of the coinage of the Sassanian king Firilz of Persia, were

issued by some chief of the White Huns, and conjectures

plausibly that Toramana may have been that chief.3

The same writer has elsewhere dealt with the copper

coinage of Toramana and his son Mihirakula. 4 My remark

{page 11) that “of Toramana we possess only two silver

coins, but the copper coinage of his son Mihirakula is tolerably

1 Prinsep’s Essays, ed. Thomas, vol. i. p. 281 note.
2 ‘ The Coins and History of Toramana,’ Ind. Antiquary, vol. xviii.

pp. 225-230.
' Proc A.S.B. for 1889, p. 229. Sir A. Cunningham is now engaged on the

study of the lluna coins ; and a paper on the subject by him was read at the

International Congress of Orientalists in London in September, 1892.
* Proc.A.S.B. for 1885, pp. 4-7, with a plate.
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abundant ”
lacks accuracy. Many copper coins of Toramana

are known, and, according to Mr. Rodgers, those of one

type are common. 1 lie describes one in the Lahore cabinet

as follows: “ Obv. Seated figure to right Rev.

Standing figure to left, ^ft eft .

.

.
” In this description

the terms obverse and reverse have been wrongly used.

The side of the coin which bears the king’s personal name
should always be called the obverse.

According to Sir A. Cunningham, the date on the rare

silver coins of Isana Varma (paye 13G) is 55. I)r. Hoernle

reads it as 245. 2

The silver coins of the Trident type ascribed to the kings

of Valabhi were briefly referred to in my Catalogue (page

137), with the remark that they require more exhaustive

examination than they have yet received. They still require

that examination. Dr Buhler thinks that they are wrongly

ascribed to the Maharajas of Valabhi. lie writes “ I may
add that I do not believe in a Valabhi coinage, of which

Sir A. Cunningham gives some specimens (Arch. Survey

Rep., vol. ix. pi. v.). I caunot make out from his

facsimiles the name read by him, nor have I ever seen any

piece on which they can be read.” 3

I am not in a position to give an opinion on the issue

thus raised.

COPPER COINS.

(Pages 138-144.)

Mr. Rapson’s researches at the Bodleian Library have

unearthed some interesting facts. My Catalogue described

seven Gupta copper coins, namely, six of Chandra Gupta II.

and one of Kumara Gupta I., in the Bodleian cabinet,

two of which had been picked out from the miscellaneous

1 Catalogue of Coins in the Government Museum, Lahore, compiled by Chas.
J. Rodgers, M.R.A S. Calcutta, 1891, p. 54. This work has been reviewed
by me in the Indian Antiquary for June, 1892 (vol. xxi. p. 194).

3 J.A.S.B. for 1889, vol. lvii. part i. note to Chronological Table facing

p. 105.
3 ‘ On the Origin of the Gupta-Valabhi Era,’ p. 7 note.
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coins, and I remarked that the correspondence showed that

some specimens were missiug {page 62). Mr. Rapson,

having more time at his disposal than I had, was fortunate

enough to discover “ nearly twenty additional specimens

hidden among the miscellaneous coins,” including one

new type.

He gives autotype figures of two specimens of the

Umbrella type of Chandra Gupta II., which prove that

this type was issued in two sizes. His fig. 14, diameter

about '9, represents the large size, as published in my
Catalogue, which may be intended for a pana. Fig. 13,

diameter about -

6, B. No. 752, represents the smaller size,

of the same dimensions as the larger coins of the Standing

King type, which may be intended for half a pnna. The

copper coins of Chandra Gupta II. were issued of so

many different denominations, that it is clear that the

coinage was of considerable volume. It is unfortunate

that Mr. Rapson omitted to weigh the Bodleian specimens,

some of which are in good preservation. The few recorded

weighments are nearly all those of ill-preserved coins, and

do not afford sufficient materials for the satisfactory determi-

nation of the weight standard and the denominations of

the Gupta copper coinage.

When describing the Vikramaditya Bust type (page 140),

I should have noted that a suake is twined round the neck

of Garuda. It is distinctly shown in the autotype (Catalogue,

Blate IY, 13). The snake is equally distinct on the Bhitari

seal of Kumara Gupta II.

The Asiatic Society of Bengal possesses specimens of

the Chandra Head type of various sizes {page 141), but

I have not been furnished with any detailed description

of them. Mr. Rivett-Carnac also has some Gupta copper

coins, probably of this type, which I have not seen.

The new type discovered by Mr. Rapson among the

unclassed Bodleian coins may be conveniently named the

‘Chandra’ type. In place of the head of the Chandra

Head type, “ the obverse is quite occupied with the name

having over it a crescent, while on the reverse uppears
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Garuda with the inscription This type agrees in

the obverse with the ‘Chandra coins’ described in my
Supplement (page 143, Plate IV, 16), but differs in the

reverse, which in the case of those coins is occupied by

a vase, without legend. The new Bodleian discovery raises

to five the number of types of copper coinage certainly

issued by Chandra Gupta II., namely, (1) Umbrella, (2)

Standing King, (3) Vikramaditya Bust, (4) Chandra Head,

and (o) Chandra.

If Dr. Iloernle’s suggestion be correct, a sixth type of

the copper coinage of the same king exists. “ To the Gupta

class,” he writes, “ I am also disposed to refer the coin

of which I publish three figures in plate vi. fig. 9, 10, 11,

and which, I believe, is a quite new type. There are three

specimens, all of copper, and all in rather poor condition.

One side is utterly unrecognizable in all three
;

on the

other side (the obverse ?), they all show three figures

standing, a king with two attendants, dressed in tunics or

armour. The king, in the middle, facing front, holds up

something in his right hand. The attendant to his proper

left holds the royal umbrella over him ; the attendant to

his proper right holds a spear or standard in his right hand.

In fig. 11 the king and the attendant to his left can be

seen, while in fig. 10 the king and his attendant to the

right are seen, also the umbrella over the king. Fig. 9

shows all these figures together, but they are difficult to

distinguish. I would attribute these coins to Chandra

Gupta II., of whom coins of the * umbrella ’ type, both in

gold and copper, are known to exist.” 1

The figures of these ill-preserved coins are so dim that

it is difficult to make out on the plate the devices above

described, and I have not had an opportunity of seeing

the coins. I have, however, no doubt that Dr. Hoernle’s

description of them is quite correct. The legends having,

apparently, disappeared altogether, it is impossible to de-

1 J.A.S.B. vol. lvi. part i. p. 171. These coins formed part of the
collection gathered for the Indian Museum by Babu P.C. Mukharji.
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termine with certainty the attribution of the coins. But

they may safely be assigned to the Gupta period, and

probably either to the reign of Chandra Gupta II. or to

that of his son Kumara Gupta I. The presence of the

umbrella favours the attribution to the former, while the

grouping of the figures recalls the device of the Two Queens

type of the latter king.

This new type may, for convenience of reference, and

in default of a better name, be called the ‘ Trio’ type.

If, as is possible, the little * vase ’ coins, bearing the name
‘ Chandra ’ (Catalogue, page 113), were struck by Chandra

Gupta II., yet one more must be added to the long list of

his types of coinage.

Whether or not the ‘Trio’ and ‘ Yase ’ types belong to

the reign of Chandra Gupta II., it is certain that he issued

copper coins of five distinct types, and that at least three

of these types (namely, Umbrella, Standing King,' and

Chandra Head) comprised more than one denomination of

value. It follows that the copper coinage of Chandra

Gupta II. must have been issued in considerable quantity,

and during a series of years. No king ever issues a large

variety of coins in one metal during a very brief period. I

am convinced that the copper coins of Chandra Gupta II. will,

when systematically looked for, be found in no small number.

Proof has already been obtained that they are not nearly

so rare as was supposed some years ago. The copper issues

of Chandra Gupta II. can never have rivalled in volume

those of the early Indo-Scythian princes, which have been

preserved in immense numbers, but it is now clear that

they were a real currency, and to some extent took the

place of the more abundant Indo-Scythian copper coinage,

which seems to have alone been current in earlier reigns.

The Umbrella type in gold is assigned, though on rather

slight grounds, to a late period in the reign of Chandra

Gupta II., and it may be conjectured that the copper

coinage invented by him, and including the same ‘ umbrella
’

device, belongs to the later, rather than to the earlier,

years of his rule.
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At. page 144 of the Catalogue an ancient copper forgery

of the gold Archer type of Chandra Gupta TI. is noticed.

Mr. Rodgers possessed a similar forgery of a gold coin of

Samuel ra Gupta.

The one copper coin certainly known to have been struck

by Kumara Gupta I., viz. B. No. 751, of the Standing King

type, was fully described in the Catalogue {page 143), and

an autotype of it has since been published by Mr. Rapson

(fig. 15 of his plate). In the Catalogue I have stated

positively that there is “ no legend ” on the obverse, but

the autotype shows traces of five characters on the right

margin, and also, I think, of «fi, Ku, under the king’s 1. arm.

It is surprising that other specimens of Kumara Gupta’s

undoubted copper coinage do not turn up.

COPPER COINS OF KUMARA GUPTA I. AND SKANDA
GUrTA, AGREEING IN DEVICE AND LEGEND WITH
THE SILVER COINS. (

Pages 144-146.)

In the Supplement to the Catalogue {pages 144-146) I

discussed the copper Gupta coins which resemble the silver

coinage in device and legend, and observed that “ they may
all be ancient forgeries, but, if they are, it is odd that such

a considerable number of them should be found. The

question of their genuineness deserves fuller examination

than I have been able to give it. Some are certainly

forgeries.”

The coins noticed in the Catalogue are as follows :

—

(1) Four Gupta copper coins of Skanda Gupta, presented by the

Thakur of Morvi, and described by Mr. Newton.

(2) Twenty Gupta copper coins, presented by the Chief of Walla,

the ancient Valabhi. Some of these were coated with a

thin film of silver.

(3) Fifteen small copper coins, also dug up on the site of Valabhi,

and believed to be from the same hoard as the twenty above

noticed. Legend read as Parama bhdgavata rajadkiraja

Kumara Gupta Mahendrasya} Five of this batch were in

1 The correct reading is probably Mahendruditya.
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pretty good preservation, and Captain Watson, who sub-

mitted the coins, had eight more of the same kind.

(4) Several specimens in the British Museum, all in bad condition,

and apparently of Trident type. Legend on one Gupta

Mahendrdd[itya~\. Copper of good colour, and no signs of

plating.

Two similar coins, “portions of which are still well covered

with silver,” were collected at Kanauj, in the Farrukhabad

District of the N.W.P., and have been deposited in the

Indian Museum, Calcutta. 1 No details have been given,

and I cannot say what device is on the reverse of these

specimens from the N.W.P.

At the very ancient town of Jais, in the Dai Bareli

District of Oudh, I obtained a single specimen of this coin-

age of the Fantail Peacock type, and probably belonging

to the reign of Kumara Gupta I. This coin has no trace

of plating.

Dr. Biihler has recently made known the source of the

British Museum examples. He writes :
“ It seemed to me

evident from the silver and copper coins found at Valabhi

and in the neighbourhood, that the Maharajas of Yalabhi

had been vassals of the Guptas. These coins, of which I

myself have collected on the spot many hundreds, all show

the names of Skandagupta and Kumaragupta (sic). In

1876 I bought at Sihor, close to Vala
(
i.e . Valabhi), a hoard

of minute copper coins, which together weighed five pounds.

The authorities of the British Museum selected a number

of them, and it is apparently to some of these specimens

that Mr. V. A. Smith refers in his essay on the Coinage

of the Guptas, p. 146. None of these pieces have been

issued by the Guptas themselves. They are clearly ancient

imitations, and the find-spots show that they were current

in Valabhi.

“ I may add that I do not believe in a Valabhi coinage,

of which Sir A. Cunningham gives some specimens (Arch.

Surv. llcp. vol. ix. plate v.). I cannot make out from

1 J.A.S.B vol. lix. (1890), parti, p. 171.
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his facsimiles the names read by him, nor have I ever seen

any piece on which they can be read.” 1

The facts above enumerated prove very clearly that the

copper coins resembling the silver were struck ordinarily,

if not exclusively, at Vulabhi, in Surashtra (Kathiawar),

and that they are only found occasionally and exceptionally

in Northern India. It is also established that the coins in

question were issued in large quantity, and that many of

them were coated with a thin film of silver. The only

names which have been recognized on them are those of

Kumara Gupta (I.) and Skauda Gupta.

Several questions are suggested bv these coins. Firstly,

Do they constitute a real coinage struck by authority, or

are they merely private forgeries of the silver coinage?

Secondly, Were they issued during the reigns of the kings

whose names they bear, or are they of later date ? Thirdly,

WT
ere they issued by authority of Kumara Gupta I. and

Skauda Gupta, or by Maharajas of Valabhi, or someone

else ?

I think it must be admitted that these coins are not the

work of private forgers. Thej' have been found in such

numbers at Yalabhi that the)' must have been issued by

some public authority, and must have served as an

authorized coinage. The circumstance that many of them

are coated with silver, and were, therefore, intended to pass

as silver, raises no presumption that they were the work

of non-official rogues. The issue by authority of copper

coins plated, or thickly coated with silver, was an ancient

practice, not of uncommon occurrence both in the Greek

States and in the Roman Empire, and Indian rulers would

not be slow to adopt a financial expedient supported by

such respectable authority.

The coins of Amyntas the Second of Macedon 2 are “almost

all plated.” Those of Pausauias, king of the same country, 3

1 ‘ On the Origin of the Gupta-Valabhi Era,’ p. 7 note, of the reprint from
the Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. v. part iii.

2 b.c. 392 - 390 .

3 b.c. 390 - 3 &9 .
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are almost invariably found to be of copper, plated with

silver, and it cannot be supposed that they were all executed

by private forgers. The Roman Emperor Caracalla (a.d.

211) is recorded by Suetonius to have issued plated coins,

and “plated coins of Claudius and of Domitilla are so

frequent, and so much exceed the number which are of

good metal throughout, that it may be conjectured either

Claudius, or his officers of the mint, were the forgers.

Indeed, there can be but little doubt that spurious coins

were issued from the public mints, whenever the necessities

of the state were pressing.” 1

In the Catalogue (page 146) I suggested that the copper

coinage of the Satraps Nahapana, Chashtana, and Jaya-

dama, must have been the model of the copper coins bearing

the names of Kumara Gupta and Skanda Gupta, if these

latter are not merely forgeries of the silver coins. The

fuller information now accessible enables me to develop

this suggestion in more detail.

Concerning the coins of Nahapana the Kshaharata, the

first of the Western Satraps, whose known dates range from

41-46, probably equivalent to a.d. 119-124, Pandit llhag-

vanlal Indraji writes as follows:—“I used to possess four

silver coins of Nahapana
;
but one of these, which I obtained

from Nasik, was spoiled in cleaning. I heated the coin,

and a silver coating came off from each side, leaving only

a piece of copper. The face on the obverse of all my
coins was so well executed as to fairly indicate the age of

the king at the time of striking The symbols on

the reverse are an arrow and a thunderbolt. The occurrence

of these symbols on some copper coins, which are found

in the coasting regions of Gujarat and Kathiawad, and

also sometimes in Malwa, make it probable that these were

also struck by Nahapana. These copper coins bear on the

other side the Buddhist symbols, a standing deer and a

dharmachakra, and also show traces of inscriptions which

have not hitherto been deciphered.”

1 Akerman. ‘‘The Forgeries of Public Money,” being the substance of a

lecture delivered before the Numismatic Society, London, 23rd April, 1843.
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This passage proves that Nahapana struck certain coins

purporting to be silver, but iu reality only coated with

silver, and also that certain copper coins were issued during

the same period which agreed in reverse device with the

silver coins, but differed in obverse device.

Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji does not distinguish the

copper from the silver coins of Chashtana, but this prince

struck coins in both metals. The description of a copper

coin of his is quoted in the Catalogue. 1 The obverse and

reverse devices of this coin agree with those of silver coins

of the dynasty.

The son of Chashtana was Jayadaman, circa a.d. 136-141.

“ I have not yet been able,” observes the Pandit, “ to obtain

an undoubted specimen in silver of this prince
;

but I think

it probable that the specimen given in the Plate [figure 3,

a circular coin] is a coin of Jayadaman, although the name
and the greater part of the legend cannot be read. The

coin is in many respects like those of Nahapana; both style

and letters are similar, and the beginning of a legend in

Bactrian Pali is clearly legible. The symbols are, however,

those inaugurated by Chashtana, and the word Kxhatrapasa

is beyond doubt. It cannot possibly be a coin of Nahapana.

The copper coins of Jayadaman are well known. They

are square, and bear on the obverse an Indian bull facing

right, and in front of it a trident and axe combined.

Around the obverse are Greek characters—probably the

remains of the name of some overlord. The reverse bears

the usual symbols and the inscription within a circle.”

Of the next Satrap, itudradaman, the Pandit was not

able to find any copper coins. He possessed nine specimens

of this ruler’s silver coinage, all of which were made of

superior metal and well executed. No further mention of

copper coins is made in the Pandit’s paper. 2

Though the information collected above is scanty, it is

1 The British Museum possesses no specimen of the copper coinage of

Chashtana.
- “The Western Kshatrapas,” by Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, Ph.D.,

M.R.A.S., edited by E. J. Rapson, M.A., M.R.A.S. (J.R.A.S. Vol. XXII.
New Series, pages 641-647).
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yet sufficient to show that the copper coinage of Kumara
Gupta and Skanda Gupta agreeing in type with the silver

coinage was no new phenomenon. It was quite in accord-

ance with local precedent. Nahapana, like Kumara Gupta

and Skanda Gupta, struck plated coins, and Chashtana, like

them, issued copper coinage of the same type as the silver.

Jayadama struck copper coins in considerable quantity, but

it is doubtful whether or not he issued any silver, and

consequently doubtful whether his silver and copper coins

agreed in type or not. The reverses, both of the silver coin

attributed to him and of bis undoubted copper coins, bear

the symbols which are common on the silver coinage of the

dynasty.

On the whole, I have come to the conclusion that the

copper coins of Kumara Gupta and Skanda Gupta, which

resemble in device and legend the silver coins of those kings,

were for the most part a real copper coinage, and not merely

forgeries of the silver coinage. Some copper coins coated with

silver were issued in accordance with the precedent set by

Nahapana and many other sovereigns, but these should

be regarded as a debased portion of the silver currency.

It is not reasonable, I think, to suppose that all the

numerous copper coins of Kumara Gupta and Skanda Gupta

were originally silver coated.

I do not quite understand why Dr. Rubier should

positively assert that “ none of these pieces have been

issued by the Guptas themselves.” I see no reason why

they should not have been issued by Kumara Gupta and

Skanda Gupta, whose names they bear. The coins, like

copper coins generally, are seldom in fine condition, but

their mechanical execution is about equal to that of the

similar silver coins, and exhibits no degradation. Dr.

Biihler proceeds: “They are clearly ancient imitations, and

the find-spots show that they were current in Valabhi.”

In my view the silver-plated coins are a debased issue of

the silver coinage, probably struck during a period of

financial pressure, and the coins which show no signs

of plating are not imitations of the silver coinage. I regard
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them rather as a genuine copper coinage, struck on the

same type as the silver coinage, and the legitimate descend-

ants of the copper coinage of the early Satraps. They may,

of course, have been actually struck at the mints of the

Maharajas of Valabhi, feudatories or viceroys of the Gupta

kings, but, inasmuch as they bear the names of the Gupta

sovereigns, I think they should be regarded as the coins

of those sovereigns. 1 do not perceive any indication of

later date.

Full descriptions of good specimens of this copper coinage

of Kumara Gupta and Skanda Gupta are not available.

The Sihor specimens in the British Museum seem to have

a trident on the reverse, and thus to resemble certain

Western types of the Gupta silver coinage. The coins

found at Sihor and Valabhi were no doubt minted either

at Valabhi or in the neighbourhood. The Fantail Peacock

copper coin, which I obtained in Oudh, seems to be one of

Kumara Gupta’s, and resembles the silver type of the

northern provinces. It is possible that a Northern copper

coinage, agreeing in type with the silver, may also have

existed.

The only substantial reason why the whole of the copper

coins in question should be supposed to be either forgeries

or imitations of the silver coinage, is that a good many
silver-coated pieces have been found. That reason has,

I imagine, been sufficiently disposed of by the foregoing

argument. The agreement in device and legend between

the silver and copper coinage is no ground for denying the

latter an independent legal status. Chandra Gupta II.

used the Umbrella device, both for bis gold and copper

coins, and, if Mr. Thomas’ note on the Freeling coin be

accepted, Kumara Gupta I. used on a gold Archer coin

the legend of his Fantail Peacock pieces. So, in our own
time, the almost absolute identity between certain of the

gold and silver dies of the Jubilee coinage is a familiar and

inconvenient fact.

Remembering the extreme rarity of the undoubted copper

coinage of Kumara Gupta I., and assuming that some, at
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any rate, of his copper coins which resemble the silver ones

are to be regarded as a genuine local copper coinage, it is

interesting to find an exactly parallel case in Muhammadan
India some nine centuries later.

Muhammad bin Tughlak, Sultan of Delhi (a.d. 1324-

1351), issued, as is well known, for a space of about three

years (a.h. 730—732), a forced token currency mainly com-

posed of brass pieces, but including a few copper ones.

The sovereign wished that these brass and copper tokens

should be accepted as equivalent to the corresponding silver

coins. Sometimes the silver values attributed to the tokens

were inscribed on their surfaces, “ but in many cases the

equivalents of the current money have to be discovered

from the approximation to the old standards, in form or

weight, given to the representative brass tokens.”

This issue of a token currency, however, did not prevent

the issue of a real copper currency also during the same

years. “ There are veiy few specimens of the exclusively

copper coins of Muhammad bin Tughlak
;

the copper

currency proper seems to have been confined to the three

examples quoted below (Nos. 209, 210, 211), but in many

cases dies intended for the small silver coins, and the less

marked and declaratory legends of the forced currency,

seem to have been employed to stamp copper, which, in the

fulness of its weight, carried its own value in the market,

irrespective of any especial superscription.” 1

This case seems to me to be very closel\r similar to that

under discussion. The silver-coated coins of Kumara

Gupta I. and Skanda Gupta may be compared with

the forced currency of the Sultan, and the employment

of dies originally intended for the small silver coins to

stamp copper, circulating as copper, appears to be common

to both cases.

MISCELLANEOUS COINS.

I take this opportunity of bringing together notices of

certain miscellaneous coins, which ure not well known in

1 Thomas, “ The Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi,” pp. 243-253.
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Europe. They are all closely related to the coinage of the

Gupta dynasty, and are referable approximately to the

Gupta period.

I. Chandra.

Mr. C. J. Rodgers submitted to me in 1890 a coin of

which I recorded at the time the following description :

—

Obv. King standing to 1., casting incense on altar; trident

with fillet on stem above altar; king’s 1. arm raised, and

passed through loop of spear. Legend arranged vertically

;

under arm xf Cha, and outside spear (?) J Quota
ndra TT

' 1

But of this latter word only the character IJ, p, seemed

distinct. Mr. Rodgers was inclined to read the word

Tjg;, Shaka.

Rev. Throned goddess, carrying cornucopia;
;
her body attenuated

and wasp-like. Xo legend. Mon. 19a or 1 95. Wt. 118-75.

Metal pale gold. In good condition. Cost sixteen rupees.

In spite of the name ‘ Chandra,’ and the doubtful reading

of ‘ Gupta,’ it appears impossible to ascribe this piece to

the Gupta dynasty. It was obtained at Haripur in the

Panjab, and its style indicates that it was struck in that

part of the country. It resembles in general appearance

the well-known Indo-Scythian coins with legends in old

Xagari, or, as Mr. Thomas expressed it, “ with Hindi

legends.”

Sir A. Cunningham has a somewhat similar coin bearing

the name ‘ Samudra.’

I am inclined to believe that the coins of this class are

a little earlier than the Gupta coinage, but very little is

really known about them.

II. Basaxa.

Mr. Rodgers describes a coin in the Lahore Museum as

follows :

—

Obv. King in armour, standing to r.
;

1. hand grasps a staff, r.

hand is making an offering at an altar. Above r. arm is

a trisul with fillet. Under 1. arm Pasana, or Pasata
;

j.r.a.s. 1893. 10
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letters one above the other, as on Gupta coins. To r.

|| (?) indefinite.

Rev. Female seated on throne, holds cornucopias in 1. hand, and

in r. a wreath, as on Gupta coins. To 1. a monogram, not

well defined. Wt. IIS'2. 1

Mr. Rodgers showed me a similar coin, made of brass,

or very debased gold. Its weight was said to be 65*65.

When reviewing Mr. Rodger’s Catalogue in the Indian

Antiquary (1892), I read the name as Pasata
;
I am indebted

to Sir A. Cunningham for pointing out that it really is

Basana. I have since seen specimens with a dealer in

London, which leave no doubt as to the reading.

But I am unable to say who Basana was. The name

is probably that of a foreigner, and his coins belong to the

series of Iudo-Scythian coins with old Kagari legends.

III. DoTTBTFtTL.

A coin of the * elephant-rider ’ type described in Proceed-

ings of Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1882, pp. 91, 104.

Dr. Hoernle has since suggested that this coin may be

assignable to the reign of Kumara Gupta (I.). The figure

gives me the impression that the coin dates from the sixth

century.

IY. Habexdra.

A curious piece, certainly belonging to the later Gupta

period, is incorrectly described and very badly figured in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1852

(vol. xxi. p. 402, pi. xii. 11).

Sir A. Cunningham possesses a rough sketch of the coin,

but it is impossible to describe it accurately from the

materials available in England. I hope Dr. Hoernhi will

publish the piece properly. It was found in the Jessore

district of Bengal, in company with a coin which may

be one of Sasafika (fig. 12), and “specimens of the silver

coinage of Chandra Gupta, Kumara Gupta, and Skanda

Gupta.”

1 Catalogue of the Coins in the Government Museum, Lahore, p. 53, Nos. 6-8.

No. 5, the coin described in the text, is the only specimen at all distinct.
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The published description is as follows :

—

“No. 2, fig. 11, appears likewise to be a Gupta coin, and is

evidently an unique specimen of its kind. On the obverse it has

the raja seated on a stool, with a nimbus round his head, and

attended by two females standing by his side
;
above his left hand

is an indistinct monogram. On the reverse is a standing female

figure holding branches of lotus in her hands; before her is a

peacock, and to the left the letters ?), (Gupta?)

in the Gupta character.”

The plate shows that the king is squatted on his throne

or stool, facing front, with his feet tucked up. The character

over his left shoulder is the letter h. The reverse female

does not hold the lotus-stalks, she is between them.

Dr. Hoernle has suggested that this may be a coin of

Nara Sinha Gupta, who is probably the Nara Baladitya

known from coins. This may be the case.

According to Sir A. Cunningham
(
Reports

,
vol. is.

p. 157) king Sasaiika (a.d. 600) bears the title Narendra

Gupta in certain Jain books, but the passage in the books

has not been textually quoted.

It is impossible at present to say who struck the coin in

question.

V. S'asanka.

Bull Type.

Obv. King, facing front, mounted on recumbent bull, which is

to 1. ;
king’s r. hand, or elbow, on bull’s hump, his 1. hand

raised, holding a flower; his 1. knee tucked up, his r. leg

hanging over bull’s side. Disk over bull’s head. Below

bull , Saka.

Rev. Lakshmi on lotus seat, in debased style, but the legs are

separate, and not combined into a bar, as in the debased

Gupta coins
;
her r. hand extended, holding a

( ?) lotus-bud

without stalk in the palm
;

her 1. arm grasps a sceptre,

or stalked lotus-bud. Legend on r. margin

S'ri S'asanka. Mon. sometimes wanting.

Gold alloyed
;

coarse dots round margin of both obv.

and rev.
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References and Remarks.

B.M. Rev. legend, and legend below the bull distinct. No obv.

marginal legend. "Wt. not stated. No mon.

C. On r. obv. margin two characters not read. Two characters

below bull, of which first is s. Nothing in Lakshmi’s

r. hand. Legend on r. margin, TT, S'ri S'

a

— . Mon.

indistinct, nearly 10d. Wt. not stated. From Gaya.

According to Sir A. Cunningham, who has briefly noticed

these coins (Reports iii. 138), Sasanka ruled a country

called Kirna Suvarna, supposed to be identical with Sapharan

on the Subanrikha (Suvarnarekha) river in Bengal
(
Reports

,

viii. 189, 191). He destroyed the Bodhi-driun, or sacred

tree, at Buddha-Gaya, about a.d. 600 (
Reports

,
i. 5, 10,

and iii. 80). He is said to be called Narendra Gupta in

certain Jain books
(
Reports

,
ix. 157). His seal has been

found inscribed on a rock at Roktas (Rohtasgarh) in the

Skahabad district of Bihar
(
Reports

,
vii. pi. vi.), and a

tank named after him exists at Bhasu Bihar in the Bagraha

(Bogra) district of Bengal, which place is supposed to be

the Po-shi-po of Hiuen Tsiang
(
Reports

,
xv. 102).

Contents or Plate III.

Figure.

I

Metal. Reign. Type and Variety. Reference.

1 At Vishnu Deva As'vainedha B.M.
1 2 AT Chandra Gupta II. Archer, variety a Bnrstow.

1 3 Combatant I.iou, variety a

4

5
i t

Kumara Gupta I. Archer, Class I., variety 1

,, Class II.
f t

6 Horseman to Right, variety y
7 Lion-Trampler, variety a it

1 8

9
a if

Peacock, variety a

,, variety 0
Tiger (Combatant Lion)

Taylor.

10 a it
Temple.
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Ket to Plate II., Gupta Coin Legends.

No. OF
Legend.

Reign. Type and Variety.
Pages of Text

and
Catalogue.

|

1

2

Chandra Gupta I. King and Queen 94 (63)

3
M

Kacha 1

it

Standard
it it

95 (74)

4 Samudra Gupta Tiger 96 (64)

5 »» As'vamedha 97 (65)

6
i »

Lyrist 100 (67)

7 ,, Javelin, a (B.M. Eden) 101 (69)
8 it ,, „ (B. No. 689) .. (70)
9 M ,, 7 (B.M. Bush) it it

10
i i

Archer, a (B.M. Eden) 102 (71)
11 it Battle-axe, a (B.M. Prinsep)

,, a (B.M. Thomas & Bush)
» (73)

12 it

13 it

Chandra Gupta II.
,, 0 (B.M. Eden)

103 (76)14 Couch
15 Archer, Class I., £ (B.M. I.O.) 104 (80)
16 it ,, Class II. (B.M.)

>. (81)

17 .. Horseman to Right (B.M.) 109 (84)
18

i t

Lion-Trampler, S (B. No. 726) 110
(
88

)
19 it

20 it Combatant Lion, a (Barstow) 112 —
21

i 1 Retreating Lion (B.M.) „ (90)
22 Umbrella (B.M.) 113 (91)

23 Kumara Gupta I. Swordsman (B.M. Prinsep) 114 (94)
24

J

»

Archer, Class I., var. 1 (B.) 116 (96)
25

it ,, ,, var. 1 (Barstow)
5 t

26 a ,, ,, var. 2 (Lane) 117 —
27

1

1

,, „ II., (Barstow and
B.M.)

1

1

28
1

1

Horseman to Right, a (B.M.) 118 (
100

)

29
1

1

,, 7 (Barstow)

Tiger[Combatant Lion] (B.M. I.O.)

119 —
30 a 123 (108)
31

Skanda Gupta
Two Queens (B.M.) - (109)

32 Archer, Class A. (B.M.) 125 (112)

128 (1171

33 it ,, ,, B. (B.M. & Barstow)

Archer (B.M.)34 Kara Gupta
35 — Prakas'aditva Lion and Horseman (B.M.) 126 (116)
36 Kumara Gupta II. Archer (B.M.) 129 (97)

1 Mr. Rapson thinks that the mark hitherto read as a on the B.M. coin may he
only a flaw in the die, and therefore prints Kacha, not Kucha.
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S'asanka read S'asanka page 146, line 33.
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Art. V.—Professor Sni/ce and the Burmese Language. By
Bernard Houghton, M.R.A.S., Deputy Commissioner,

Sandoway, Burma.

Notwithstanding that the position of Burmese philologi-

cally has been fixed with some precision, that it possesses a

literature, and that several Anglo-Vernacular works on it

are in existence, the references to it in scientific and other

works are generally marred by errors and misconceptions of

detail. The absence of any grammar (in the proper sense

of the word) of this language, has probably much to do

with these mistakes. Dr. Judson’s book is a mere skeleton

grammar devoid of examples or exercises to show the manner

in which the various rules are wTorked in practice, whilst it

is deficient in syntax, and in information about poetical

Burmese. As yet the annexation of Upper Burma, although

it has given a great impulse to almost everything connected

with the province, has failed to produce anything noteworthy

in the way of helps to the study of Burmese, if we except a

few crude elementary works which are no improvement on

those already in existence.

Again, the Tibeto-Burman family of speech is perhaps one

of the least studied of all, the attention of those philologists

who incline to the study of the languages of the Mongoloid

rather than of the Arvan races, being chiefly devoted to those

better known to European travellers and traders. TVith the

partial exception of Burmese, the latter have had hitherto, it

must be admitted, but little opportunity to study either the

people or languages of this branch of the human race.

The extent of the existing ignorance regarding the

Tibeto-Burman languages may be judged from the fact

that in books like the “ Introduction to the Science of
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Language,” written by so eminent an authority as Prof.

Sayce, there is not a single reference to Burmese which

is not open to criticism. This work has now reached a

third edition without the errors in this respect being

corrected, and it would therefore appear high time for some

notice to be taken of them. In endeavouring to point out

the mistakes of detail into which the learned Professor has

been lead, doubtless by incorrect information, I have, of

course, no intention of contesting his deservedly high

authority as regards the general principles of the science

of language.

It would be interesting to know who is reponsible for the

translation (in vol. i. p. 123) of “ ha do dined kra dlian ”

(sic) by “ I multitude go multitude which.” All three

subordinate words have here fictitious meanings given to

them, whereas, as a matter of fact, they are true agglutinative

suffixes, having no longer any meaning by themselves in

Burmese. Do, or rather to (with the short tone), is an

ordinary plural particle, and may possibly be a derivative

of the root to (with the heavy tone), meaning to ‘ increase,’

but it has certainly no connection with the only two

existing roots to (short tone) which mean respectively

‘to touch lightly,’ and ‘a kind of basket.’ Whether it

is, or is not connected with a-ttce
‘ a mass,’ and hence

‘a multitude’ (as in lu-twe), 1 is foreign to the question

of the existence of the plural particle to as a distinct

root. It is certain that this is not the case, and that in

this respect, Burmese is no more isolating than the Dravidian

languages with their leal or hi.

The example of kra is still more unfortunate, since there

is no known root in the Burmese language with which

this particle can even be remotely connected. It is a

plural affix, pure and simple, boasting probably of a very

high antiquity indeed. It is perhaps connected with the

Manipuri khoi, Southern Chin hyaw.

1 This would seem iniprobablo. Tuc is probably derived from live,
‘ to hang

together.’
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The translation of dhan (dan) by ‘ which ’ is of course

obviously wrong, as (apart from other considerations) the

relative pronouns are unknown in Burmese and its cognate

languages. The mistake has probably arisen from the fact

that this verbal particle (6an) can be used to form what

is known in the Dravidian languages as a “ Relative

Participle.” The origin of the verbal particle transliterated

by dan, is somewhat obscure, and it seems very doubtful

whether it is connected with the colloquial dan meaning
* this.’ There is no doubt, however, that in its use as a

particle, it has no more a separate existence than any

Turkish or Tamil verbal suffix. (From certain analogies, it

would seem somewhat doubtful whether the colloquial pro-

nunciation of this wrord does not give its real form.)

It appears, therefore, that the sentence quoted by Professor

Savce, wTould show that Burmese is an agglutinative rather

than an isolating language. It is not part of our province

now to discuss how far respectively these two elements

enter into the Burmese language, but it is certainly rash

to class it, unhesitatingly, with Chinese as an isolating

language (see infra).

On page 129 it is stated that Chinese differs from Burmese

in that the Chinese mode of expressing the relations of

the sentence by position is replaced in the latter language

by the u«e of words like pru (sic) ‘ to do,’ kha ‘ to suffer,’

Ikon (sic) ‘possession,’ mha (sic) ‘from.’ Now Chinese

certainly differs from Burmese in several respects in the

construction of the sentence, but the above can scarcely

be considered happy examples of the differences that do

exist. In the first place, the use of pru with a verbal

noun in khrang is rarely, if ever, met with colloquially,

being confined to the more stilted language of the books

and to formal communications, such as official orders. It

is, in fact, a mere refinement in the language, intended for

the use of scholars and officials, and would be considered

very affected indeed in ordinary conversation. Thus 6u

raik-hnak-khrang pru-dan is quite correct Burmese, but it

is a form which in ordinary use has never superseded the
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simpler 6u raik-hnak-Qan. This use, however, of the verb

pru has a close analogy in Chinese in the use of the verb

ta ‘ to strike,’ used in the sense of ‘ doing ’
;

compare

Chinese ta Jucd
‘

to speak ’ with Burmese
(
hnut)-mrwak

-

(khrang) pru. The use of the construction with the verb

ta (prefixed), would thus seem to correspond closely with

that with pru (affixed).

The example of khan ‘ to suffer,’ which is used to form

the passive in Burmese, is also not a happy one, for

although this relation can be expressed by position only

in Chinese, one of the words also used to denote it is pi

which means to ‘suffer,’ and corresponds exactly with khan. 1

There would seem to be some mistake about the word

Jchoh
‘ possession,’ since there is no word at all resembling

it in Burmese, but perhaps pain is meant. This verb is

occasionally, but not often, used as an auxiliary in the sense

of * ought.,’ ‘ to be one’s duty ’
;

e.g. 6u Qud-paih-Qan ‘ he

ought to go,’ ‘ it is his duty to go.’ To this construction

there is a parallel in Chinese in the use of ke or tang

(prefixed). As regards hma ‘ from,’ Chinese has, of course,

several prepositions with that meaning which can be pre-

fixed to nouns; but it is quite true that, speaking generally,

it has no conjunctive affix corresponding with hma when

used with verbs. Chinese has apparently an objection to

the use of connecting words in stringing together the

different parts of a sentence, but this dislike of conjunctive

affixes is not confined to them. We have observed it both

amongst jungle Burmans and amongst Chins.

A passage on page 390 leaves it to be inferred that in

Prof. Sayce’s opinion, the chief difference, morphologically,

between Chinese and Burmese is that the order in which

the parts of the sentence follow one another is more or less

free in Chinese, whilst it is fixed in Burmese. Without

pretending to any special knowledge of the former language,

I would point out that in Chinese, as in Burmese, the

’ As a matter of fact the identical root khan * to suffer,’ is found in Chinese,

but it is not apparently used there to form a passive.
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subject precedes the verb and the adjective the substantive;

that the first of two substantives coming together is in the

possessive case, and that the subordinate sentence as a rule

precedes. In Burmese, however, as will be pointed out

infra, the adjective does not invariably precede the sub-

stantive, so that in this respect, the order of words is rather

freer in it than in Chinese. Moreover, in Burmese poetry

the rules prescribing the order of the different parts of a

sentence are practically laid aside, and it may safely be

6aid that in no Chinese works are words strung together

with fewer subsidiary particles and with a completer absence

of fixed order than in poetical Burmese. The subject of

the comparative morphology of Chinese and Burmese is too

large a one to be entered on here, but it may be remarked

en passant that the former would prima facie seem to differ

from the latter chiefly in the absence of conjunctive suffixes,

the position of the verb, and the use of prefixes instead of

suffixes with nouns. The comparative fixity or looseness

of the order of words seems scarcely to be a very dis-

tinguishing mark between these two languages.

On page 386 we notice two small slips
;
khya does not

mean to ‘throw’ generally (denoted by pac/i), but merely

to ‘throw down,’ or to ‘fell,’ and is therefore precisely the

active of hja, to ‘ fall down.’

To ‘fill’ is properly praii (short tone), though it is pro-

nounced colloquially pri
(
py'i ),—not to be confounded with

pri (heavy tone)=to be finished,—and the corresponding

active verb is therefore phran.

In the classification of the different members of the

Tibeto- Burmese family, we notice that Prof. Sayce has

followed Mr. Cust in his “ Sketch of the Modern Languages

of the East Indies,” and has consequently classified certain

languages as belonging to the Munipur(.si’c)-Chittagong

group. Now, in the first place, the use of the word

Chittagong in this connection is misleading, as the Chitta-

gonians proper have apparently no Mongoloid blood in

them, but are of mongrel Aryan and what-not descent.

The hill-men included in this group are as different in
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speech, physique, and habits from the ordinary Chittagonian

as is water from oil. In the second place, the reasons given

by Mr. Oust for distinguishing the languages of this group

from the Buimese one, are scarcely very cogent. They

seem to be (1) a supposed necessity of accounting separately

for the inhabitants of the water-shed between the Irrawaddy

and the Brahmaputra, and (2) the fact that the dominant

religion on one side is Hindu and on the other Buddhist.

As to (1), it would doubtless be more symmetrical if the

line of the water-shed formed an exact boundary between

Aryan and Mongoloid. But the fact is, unfortunately, that

it is not so
;
and that masterful as is the Aryan race, and

far-spreading as are their languages, the inhabitants of all

this hill-country are pure Mongoloids both in race and in

speech. The mere fact that they border on Aryan civiliza-

tion forms no reason in itself for making a separate class

of them, and is the more futile as the very same thing is

true of the Burmans in Arakan.

As to the people on one side being Hindus and on the

other Buddhists, that is scarcely a reason for differentiating

people philologically. It must, moreover, be remembered

that the Burmans to this day, in spite of their orthodox

Buddhism, worship the same fairies mutato nomine as do

these hill-men, who, though styled Pagan by Mr. Oust,

have at least a far purer and better system of worship than,

at any rate, the Hindus. The absurdity of the arrangement

is well shown by the placing of Shendu (Shandu) and Sak

in one group, whilst Kumi (Kami) and Khyen (Chin) are

shown in another. The Shandus, Ivamis, Lushais and the

Chins (especially the Baungshe and other more Northerly

ones), are most intimately allied, and any classification which

would separate them, must be radically wrong. Owing,

however, to the little that is known of many of these tribes,

accurate sub-classification can scarcely yet be attempted, and

in such a case, it would seem obviously the safest course not

to attempt one. It seems indeed probable that the Karens

and the Hill-men of the Arakanese Yoma mountains are

later arrivals than the Burmans, but beyond this little cau
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be predicated of their mutual relationship. To lump them

provisionally together under a ‘Burma’ group, might perhaps

be the best arrangement at present.

As regards the last three members of the so-called

Muuipur-Chittagong group, the location of the Banjogis

—

this scarcely sounds like a Tibeto-Burman name—seems

doubtful, whilst the Sak and Kyaus are so microscopical in

numbers that they might well be omitted. Again, the

word ‘Arakanese’ might with advantage be substituted for

“ Mug or Rakheng.” It seems somewhat rash, by-the-bye,

to style the whole Tibeto-Burman gi’oup isolating, since

besides the language of the Southern Chins, that of the

Bodos and Dkimals can be shown to be distinctly agglutina-

tive, whilst agglutinative tendencies are not wanting in

several of the others, not even excepting Burmese itself.

On page 226 (vol. ii.) exception must be taken to the use

of ran pru, as though this expression was a single word.

The two words ran and pru are every whit as distinct as

the English ‘ make ’ and ‘ strife ’ with which they are

precisely analogous, the only difference being that the verb

is placed after the noun instead of before it. In ran pru,

moreover, the verb pru is in the imperative singular (the

only case in which the bare root can be used in the Burmese

conjugation), and to translate ‘to make strife’ some suffix

must be added to pru according to the meaning we attach to

that English expression. Further, in lu-ga/e (lu kale) the

last word has not the meaning of the English ‘ young,’

which idea cannot, in fact, be expressed in Burmese by a

single word. (Lu is inadvertently translated by ‘ horse,’

instead of ‘ man.’) It (kale or aka/e) is certainly used

separately to mean ‘ a child ’ or ‘ a baby,’ but it seems not

improbable that this is a mere shortened form of the com-

pound word lu-kale. The fact of kale being dissyllabic, would

point to its being itself a compound and not a simple word,

and if the reading lu-na-le, which occurs in some books

(though the word is pronounced lugale), 1
is correct, it would

1 The change of ii into k and vice versa is not uncommon in this family of

tongues, and several examples could easily be given.
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suggest a possible etymology. JYa is an old root not now
used, meaning * to be equal or equivalent to,’ thus the

expression lu ha nwa means ‘ a man like to a bullock,’ that

is in colloquial English ‘an idiot of a fellow,’ the bullock in

the Far East having a reputation in point of intelligence

similar to that popularly given to the Western donkey.
1

Now there is a root in Burmese hie 2 to ‘ be minute’ with the

meaning as a noun a-hle of ‘a minute particle, dust, chaff/

and if we suppose, (which is not unreasonable), that the

aspiration has been dropped, the original expression would

be lu-hd-hle, which analogously to that mentioned above,

would mean ‘ an atom of a fellow,’ that is, ‘ a little man.’

If this etymology is correct, it is quite evident that the

words lu-gale had not originally the meaning assigned to

it by Professor Sayce.

Finally, the statement on page 229 (vol. ii.) that in

Burmese the defining word must precede, requires limitation
;

since it very often also follows the word defined, e.g. one

can say chho-Oah lu or lu-chho. The latter is, in fact, the

ordina^ usage in the case of the more common adjectives,

or rather verbs used adjectivelv. The prefixing of the

defining word as in Chinese, is perhaps the true method,

but the affixing of it is, nevertheless, common enough in

many of the other languages cognate to Burmese.

1 Cf. also lihak na nwa * the bird like a bullock,’ i.e. the Imperial pigeon

which makes a noise like a bullock. This is, however, a local and not a general

term for the bird.
2 Both hie and le

(
la-kale

)

have the heavy tone.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The following letter from Major Temple appeared in the

Academy of Oct. 29th :

—

1. Models of the Mahabodhi Temple.

London, Oct. 22, 1892.

General Cunningham, in his work on the Mahabodhi

Temple to which I adverted last week, states in his Preface

(p. ix.) that Mr. Beglar, in carrying out the restorations,

added four corner pavilions to the main temple, on the

authority of a small stone model of the old temple as it

stood in mediaeval times, which he found among the ruins.

General Cunningham tells us that this additional work has

been much criticised, and that both he and Mr. Beglar have

been roundly abused for it. The General further adds that

he has discovered a second model of the Mahabodhi in the

Indian Museum at Calcutta found at Mrohaung, the ancient

capital of Arakan.

I have no particular desire to plunge into what is really

a barren controversy; but I think it right to note the

following facts, which go to show that Mr. Beglar was in fact

right in his “ restoration.” Models of the Mahabodhi are

common in Burma in many materials, and in all sizes from

forty or fifty feet high downwards. It was, indeed, a

practice to construct large working models of great buildings

as a guide to the architect. A good example of this is to

be seen at Mingun near Mandalay, in the case of the huge

pagoda there projected by King Bodawphaya about 1781

a.d. and never fiuished. Both the unfinished remains of
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this pagoda, probably the largest brick building, even as

it is, that exists, and its models are figured in Yule’s

Embassy to Ava. It was this pagoda that Symes and Cox

saw in progress during their respective embassies in the last

century.

As to the Mahabodhi models, I had a wooden one of the

upper part of the tower for some time in my possession at

Mandalay. It had evidently formed part of the late King’s

property, and was a portion, no doubt, of a complete model

about six feet high.

There is one some twenty feet high on the platform of the

great Shwezigon Pagoda at Pagan. This is still held in

respect, and whitewashed periodically. There is another,

of modern structure probably, and much debased in form,

near the ruined Mahacheti Pagoda at Pegu. This is also

kept whitewashed. There is a third very fine and complete

one at Pagan, which is much larger, say forty feet high,

and in very good preservation, though old. I may note

here that the extreme dryness and almost complete desertion

of the site of Pagan has served to maintain its ruins in

an unusually complete form.

Now as to dates. The Shwezigon Pagoda was originally

built by the great King Anawratazaw in the eleventh

century a.d., and restored with much grandeur by another

great king, Sinbyuyin, about 1765 a.d. The Mahacheti

Pagoda was a frequented shrine in the days of the great

king Dhammacheti, of Pegu, in the fifteenth century a.d.

The model at Pagan I think dates back unquestionably to

a time previous to the complete desertion, after desolation,

of that city in 1280 a.d. In any case the construction of

these models was long anterior to Mr. Beglar’s operations,

and had no reference whatever to the controversy that arose

over them.

Now as to the Shwezigon model, I do not clearly recollect

whether it has four small pavilions at the corners, and in

my photographs of the pagoda unfortunately the base of

the model is hidden by other structures. But as to the

other two models there can be no doubt. They have each
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pavilions at the corners. Indeed, any photograph of the

large model at Pagan might almost have been taken from

the restored Mahabodhi itself, so like are the two structures,

even to the corner pavilions.

Here then we have a large scale model of the Mahabodhi,

which is at least 600 years old, showing the corner pavilions.

To my mind therefore Mr. Beglar was no doubt right in

his action, and his opponents wrong in their criticism.

It. C. Temple.

2. The Uposatha and Upasampada Ceremonies.

Dear Sir,—In response to your invitation, I have much

pleasure in giving you the following slight details of the

Buddhist ceremonies known as Uposatha and Upasampada-,

as lately witnessed by me in Ceylon. On March 27th of

the present year, I was permitted to stand at the door

of the large hall at the Malwatta Monastery in Kandy,

while the Uposatha ceremony was conducted within. At

about four in the afternoon, the tolling of the temple bell

summoned the Bhikkhus to the hall. They were robed in

the peculiar manner which is usual on such occasions,

namely, with a sort of stole hanging over the shoulder,

and reaching, both before and behind, to below the knees,

and their yellow robes tied in at the waist with a yellow

sash. Two or three of the Bhikkhus left the hall at the

end of the Parajika Dhamma. The rest remained to the

end of the Aniyata Dhamma, and then proceeded at once

to the concluding formula commencing “ Uddittham

kho,” and so brought the ceremony to a close (omitting

all the rest of the Patimokkha). To the best of my re-

collection there were something like twenty-five or thirty

Bhikkhus present. The Uposatha is held fortnightly at the

Malwatta Monastery, at the new moon and the full moon,

or more often, as it seems, on the day which precedes the

new and the full moon. I attended again on April 25th.

Each of the Bhikkhus carried with him a small mat to

kneel on. The details of the ceremony appeared to agree
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very closely with Sir Frederick Dickson’s account of what he

witnessed on a similar occasion at Anuradhapura (J.R.A.S.

Yol. VIII. n.s.). When the stanzas beginning “Ye ca

Buddha” and ending “ Cittarh papehi muncatam” had been

repeated, the chanting of the Patimokkha was proceeded

with
;
but, as on the previous occasion, one of the Bhikkhus

left at the end of the Parajika, and the rest proceeded with

the list of offences only as far as the end of the Aniyata

Dhanima. A Bhikkhu informed me that they had not time

that afternoon to go right through the Patimokkha, as the

High Priest had to leave, but that when time permitted

they went through the whole service. It would seem,

however, that this habit of cutting short the service must

have long been more or less prevalent. For Sir F. Dickson

in his edition of the text
(
loc . cit .) actually prints the closing

formula Uddittham kho, etc.), and that without a word

of explanation or note, in the middle of the service as

well as in its right place, at the end of the whole. (See

Rhys Davids, Vinaya Texts, vol. i. p. 69.)

On May 11th, the full-moon day of the month Wesak,

I was present at the Upasampada Ordination, also held

at the Malwatta Monastery. The examination of the

candidates had taken place the day before, but two more

having since turned up, a further examination was held

for their benefit in the afternoon. It was conducted in a

small room at the side of the quadrangle. The Superior

of the Wihilra (Maha Nayaka) sat on a mat at the

end of the room; other Bhikkhus sat along the sides;

and the two candidates sat at the end of the room opposite

to the Superior. One of the Bhikkhus at the sides

began to put questions to one of the candidates, which the

latter replied to, reciting, as far as I could gather, some

passages of considerable length from the Tripitaka. The

first candidate then retired, and a similar process of ex-

amination was gone through with the second, who, however,

failed. There were altogether ten candidates who had

satisfied the examiners
;
and these were then decked in

princely finery, to be afterwards exchanged for the yellow
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robes, in imitation of the renunciation of the world by

Gotama. In the evening, the candidates were conducted

in a procession through the town, and returned to the

Malwatta at about ten o’clock. The preliminary service,

or ordination of Samaneras, occupied about an hour. Each

candidate came up in turn to the President of the Chapter,

and went through the form of praying him for admission

as a Samanera, and receiving from him the yellow robes.

When the first had done this he retired, and while a second

was before the President, the first, having put on his robes,

proceeded with the service with his own special tutor.

The second and the third did the same, until there were

several candidates standing and kueeling about, each re-

peating the service with his own tutor at the same time.

To the onlooker the scene appeared rather confused. But

when the preliminary service was finished, and the priestly

ordination began, all trace of confusion disappeared. Each

candidate in turn, holding his clasped hands before his

forehead, went through the whole service, as described by

Sir Frederick Dickson (J.R.A.S. Tol. YII. ».«.), before the

nest began. Yo books were used by the tutors, who seemed

all to know the words by heart. It took three or four hours

for the ten candidates to be conducted through the ceremony.

When the homily at the end had been addressed to the

nonitiates, one or two short passages of Pirit were recited
;

and at 2.45 a.m. the proceedings terminated with loud shouts

of “ Sadhu !
” All the Bhikkhus in Ceylon of the principal,

or Siamese sect (so I was informed by a very intelligent

Bhukkhu present on this occasion), are ordained at the

Malwatta and Asgiriya Monasteries in Kandy, where the

Upasampada Ordination is held annually.

Excuse the meagreness of these particulars, as I did not

attend these interesting services with any thoughts of

writing for the Journal of the Asiatic Society.—Yours

very truly,

London, Dec. 9 tlx, 1892. Ernest M. Bowden.

The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 11
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(October, November, December, 1892.)

I. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1 . Zettschrift der Deutsche^ Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Rand xxvi. Heft 2.

Goldziher (Ign.). Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus. Al-

Hutej’a (Fortsetzuug).

Hiibschmann (H.). Die Semitischen Lebnworter im
Altarmenischen.

Jolly ( J.). Beitrage zur indischen Reclitsgeschicbte.

Bartholomse (Chr.). Arisches II.

Justi (F.). Beitrage zur Erklarung der Pehletvi-

Siegelinscbriften.

Franke (0.). Beitrage zur Pilligrammatik.

Mordtmann (Dr. J. H.). Zur Siidarabischen Alterthums-

kuude.

Hiibscbmann (H.). Armeniaca.

Soein (A.). Bomerkungen zurn neuarabischen TartufFe.

Heft 3.

Jolly (J.). Beitrage zur Indischen Recktsgeschichte.

Yon Schrceder (Dr. L.). Die Kiithaka Ilandsehrift des

Dayaram JotsI in Qrinagar uiul ihre Accente.

Rosch (G.). Die Naraen des Arabiscken Propbeten

Muhamined und Ahmed.

Yloten (G. van). Ueber einige bis jetzt nicht erkannte

Miinzen aus der letzten Omeijadenzeit.

Bradke (P. v.). Fin lustiges Wagenrennen in Altindien.

Gottheil (II.). Apollonius of Tyana.
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Goldziher (Ign.). Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus. Al-

ii utej’a.

Homrnel (F.). Das Samech in den Miniio-sabaischen

Inschrifteu nebst eiuer Erklarung betr. die Inschriften Ed.

Glaser’s.

Biihler (G.). Nachtrag zu Asoka’s viertem Saulenedicte.

Bacher (W.). Der Arabische Titel des religions-philo-

sophischen Werkes Abraham Ibn Daud’s.

2. Weiner Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.

Band vi. Heft 3.

Vambery (H.). Zvvei moderne centralasiatische Dichter,

M unis und Emir.

Jensen (Dr. P.). Elamitiscbe Eigennamen (Schluss).

Kalemkiar (P. Gr.). Sie Siebente Vision Daniels (Ueber-

setzung).

Bickell (G.). Kritische Bearbeitung des Iob-Dialogs

(Fortsetzung).

Heft 4.

Vambery (H.). Zwei moderne centralasiatische Dichter,

Munis und Emir.

Muller (F.). Bemerkungen zum Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary

von Hoshangji-Haug.

Noldeke (Th.). Kleinigkeiten zur Semitischen Ono-

matologie.

Muller (D. H.). Palm}rrenica aus dem British Museum.

Bickell (G.). Kritische Bearbeitung des Iob-Dialogs

(Fortsetzung).

II. Obituary Notices.

Af. Ernest Renan .—We have lost one of the most

illustrious of our Honorary Members—illustrious in many
ways, though in this Journal he must chiefly be regarded from

the point of view of an Oriental scholar. But it is right

to remark, that no Frenchman of this generation surpassed

him in the gracious elegance of his style : never was French.
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prose so musical, flowing, pliant, and expressive, as under

his touch.

Born at Treguier, in Brittany, in the year 1823, he was

intended to be a priest, but his intellect was of too fine

a clay to be fashioned in that mould, and he left the

Seminary before he was admitted to the priesthood. Thence-

forward his life was devoted to literature and philosophy

;

in 1848 he obtained the Yolney prize for an Essay on

Semitic Languages
;
in 1862 he was appointed to the Chair

of Hebrew in the College de France, but, owing to a serious

disturbance at his first lecture, the appointment was cancelled

by Government; in 1870, after the fall of the Empire, he

was reinstated; in 1878 he was elected Member of the

Academy
;

in 1885 he was Vice-Rector of the College de

France, in the precincts of which he died on the 2nd of

October, 1892. His place can never be filled
;
the mould,

in which such intellects are cast, is broken.

Subjoined is a list of M. Renan’s works :
—“ Yie de

Jesus,” “ Les Apotres,” “ St. Paul,” “ Antichrist,” “ Les

Evangiles et la Seconde Generation Chretienne,” “ Marc

Aurele et la fin du Monde Antique,” “ Le Livre de Job,”

“ Le Cantique des Cantiques,” “ L’Ecclesiaste,” “ Ilistoire

Generale des Langues Semitiques,” “ Ilistoire du Peuple

d’lsrael,” “ Ehudes d’Histoire Religieuse,” “ Nouvelles

E'tudes d’Histoire Religieuse,” “ Averroes et l’Averroisme,”

“Essais de Morale et de Critique,” “Melanges d’Histoire

et de Voyages,” “Questions Contemporaines,” “ La Reforme

Intellectuelle et Morale de POrigine du Language,” “ Dia-

logues Philosophiques,” “Caliban,” “ L’Eau de Jouvence,”

“ Le Pretre de Nemi,” “ L’Abbesse de Jouarre,” “ Souvenirs

d’Enfance et de Jeunesse,” “ Discours et Conferences,”

“L’ Avenir de la Science,” “Mission de Phenice,” “Con-

ferences d’Angleterre.” The two remaining volumes of

his “ Ilistoire du Peuple d’lsrael ” are ready for publication,

and it is understood that he has also left some further

reminiscences, which are not to be published for five years.

As a theologian and a scholar he leaves, perhaps, some-

thing which we might desire to amend, but his mode of
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expression is delightful and not to bo surpassed
;

his sunny

pages illuminate any subject which he touches. His

scholarly work, “Comparative History of Semitic Lan-

guages,” will not soon, if ever, be superseded. His annual

reports of the Proceedings of the Societe Asiatique are

intellectual treats; if others helped him, still the conception

of the Corpus Iuscriptionum Semiticarum was bis. Those,

who heard in London the kindly fat old man deliver his

Hibbert lectures, will not easily forget the effect. I had the

honour of escorting him to the rooms of the Royal Asiatic

Society, and exhibiting our Manuscripts. He had that

courteous gentleness and intelligent sympathy, which is

a French speciality. He was affable to the humblest ; he

scarcely ever contradicted for fear of offending. When he

heard a fallacy, he put himself forward to refute it, com-

mencing “ Yous avez mi lie fois raison, mais,” and theu in

lucid terms he would so express himself as to correct errors

without wounding self-love : there was gentle play of wit

in many of his expressions. “ The Histoii’e d’lsrael ” and
“ Ilistoire des origines du Christianism ” were his most

important works. His life of Marcus Aurelius resuscitated

into new life the forgotten virtues of the Roman Emperor.

The “ Vie de Jesus ” will always raise a difference of

opinion
;

perhaps it is not deserving either of the very

high praise, or the severe condemnation, which have been

attached to it.

It seems a privilege to have known him, and listened

to the old man’s eloquence
;

he has written some pages

which will live as long as the French language lives. The

readers, who understand the beauties of the French language,

will not regret the time spent in reading his sentences.

Some of his ideas are legacies to a never-ending future. A
public funeral in Montemartre was decreed to him, funeral

addresses were delivered over his remains in the presence

of the greatest men of the period in Paris. He desired

that the inscription on his tomb should be “ Yeritatem

dilexi.” Some day his remains will be transferred to the

Pantheon. R. N. C.

October 1 6/A, 1892.
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The following obituary is taken from the Academy of

Oct. 29th :

—

Dr. C. Schulz.—The death of Dr. C. Schiitz, at the age

of eighty-seven, carries us back to the very early days of

Sanskrit studies in Europe. At first, after Bopp, Schlegel,

and Humboldt had made the existence of a Sanskrit litera-

ture known in Germany, to edit a single text like Nala, or a

play like $aku«tala, was considered a very great achievement

indeed. No one thought of attempting more; and to attack

the difficult artificial poetry of Magha or Bharavi would

have been considered, at the time, ultra vires by the best

students of Sanskrit. Dr. Schiitz was the first, or one of

the first, who discovered the usefulness of Sanskrit com-

mentaries, and was able with their aid to grapple successfully

with the obscure style of the artificial poetry of India. In

1837 he published his translation of Five Songs of the

Bhatti Kuvya
,
which was followed in 1843 by his translation

of Magha’ s Sisupalabadha, and in 1845 by that of Bhdravi’s

Kirdtdrguniya. In all these translations Dr. Schiitz showed

himself a painstaking and conscientious scholar; and though

these poems themselves have almost ceased to interest

European scholars, their study and that of their commen-

taries proved an excellent discipline to those who afterwards

entered upon an independent examination of the treasures

of Sanskrit literature, and who had perceived that a

familiarity with the style of native commentators formed

an indispensable condition of real progress. Unfortunately,

Dr. Schiitz was forced to fall out of the ranks of the

advancing army of Sanskrit scholars by blindness, which

attacked him in 1858. Since that time his name has been

but little heard of among Orientalists. Some of his school-

books for French and English literature seem to have

enjoyed a wide and lasting popularity. He died at Bielefeld

last month, deeply mourned by his numerous pupils and by

his fellow-citizens. Ilis name will always be mentioned with

respect in the history of Sanskrit scholarship.
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The Marquis D'Hervey de Saint-Denis .—We are sorry to

announce the death of the well-known Chinese scholar, the

Marquis D’Hervey de Saint-Denis, which occurred a few

days since in Paris. The Marquis was born in 1823, and

was therefore nearly seventy years of age, but although for

some time his health had been failing the end was sudden,

and, indeed, to within a day or two of his death he pursued

his usual avocations. From his youth up he devoted himself

to the study of Oriental languages, and especially Chinese,

which he studied in the Ecole des Langues orientales

vivantes. He subsequently became assistant to Stanislas

Julien at the College de France, and, on the death of that

scholar in 1874, he succeeded him as professor. He was a

prolific writer on Chinese. Some of his best known works

are his “ Poesies de L’Epoque des Thang, 1862 ”
;

his

“ Translation of the Ethnographical Chapters of Ma
Twanlin’s Encyclopedia”; and his “Recherches sur L’Agri-

culture des Chinois.” He published also Translations of

some Chinese Novelettes and a “ Recueil de Textes faciles et

gradues en Chinois moderne.” He was a member of the

Academy of Inscriptions, and represented China as Com-

missioner at the Exhibition of 1867. Though his scholarship

did not possess the depth with which it has been credited

by certain French newspapers during the last few days, his

knowledge of Chinese was considerable and his enthusiasm

in the study was undoubted.

—

Athenceum.

III. Notes and News.

The Buddhist Order in Ceylon .—According to the latest

Ceylon Census Returns there are now 9598 members of

the Buddhist Order in Ceylon. In the time of Hiouen

Thsang there were said to be about double that number.

Semitic Comparative Grammar.—On p. 109 of his “Aufsatze

und Abhandlungen arabistisch-semitologischen Inhalts
”

(Miinchen, 1892) Prof. Fritz Hommel promises a com-

parative grammar of the older Semitic dialects. In this
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he will endeavour to show that the Assyrians were the

first to leave the original settlements of the Semites, and

that of those who remained behind, the speech of the

Aramaeans and Arabs makes a separate class distinct from

that of the Kainanites. He proposes also to include in

the work a discussion of the relative position of Old

Egyptian and Assyrian
;

he will have, therefore, to deal

with some of the most interesting and important problems

of the most ancient history
; and his book will be looked

forward to with a lively interest.

Baroda
,

the Shri Sayaji Library .—This local library

promises to become a most important institution, and already

reflects the greatest credit on the wise foresight and public

spirit of its founder, Shrimant Sampatrao K. Gaikwad.

Three catalogues, one of the books in English, another of

the books in Marathi, and a third of the books in Gujarati

have just been published at the “ Gujarati Printing Press
”

in Bombay, and show how great has been the progress

made. There is no mention of MSS. in these catalogues.

It is much to be hoped that the library will make a

specialty of acquiring MSS., more especially of the works

(whether in Sanskrit or not) by authors born or resident

in that portion of India. Future catalogues might then

distinguish between MSS. and printed books, and give the

date and place where the latter were printed.

Hebrew MSS. from Egypt .—A large collection of frag-

ments of Hebrew MSS. discovered in Egypt was presented

some months ago by the Rev. Greville J. Chester to the

Cambridge University Library, and Mr. Schechter is

engaged in the task of examining and classifying them.

The Dhammapada .—Under the title
“ Worte der Wahrheit”

(Leipzig: Hcessel) Prof. Leopold von Schrcoder, of Dorpat,

has published a new translation into German verse of this

popular text of the Buddhist canon. He has endeavoured

to reproduce the beauty of the Pali verse, and in this respect,

at least, has surpassed all the previous versions. It is in-

teresting to have to add one more to the list of ProfessorsO

of Sanskrit who see the importance, in the history of
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Indian thought, of works not written in Sanskrit, and it

is to be hoped that the learned and gifted author will carry

his Pali studies into other and less hackneyed fields.

Semitic Notes.—Prof. Dr. D. II. Muller laid before the

Semitic section of the last Congress of Orientalists the

Gedichte mid Fragmente des ’Aus Ibn llajar, gesammelt

,

herausgegeben unit ubersetst eon Dr. Pudolf Geyer (126th

vol. of the Sitzungsberichte der Kais. Akademie der

Wissenschaften in Wien, Phil.-IIistor. Classe).

The Smithsonian Institution at Washington has published

the English translation (by Miss Henrietta Szold) of the

late Prof. August Muller’s biography of the late Prof.

H. L. Fleischer.

An extract from as-Sajastiini’s Gharib-al-Kur’an with some

introductory remarks concerning the author, his work, and

the MSS., has just been published by Dr. Josef Feilchenfeld.

To the 3rd biennial report of the Jewish Theological

Seminary in New York is added an Essay on Manzur (sic)

al-Dhamarl bv Dr. Alexander Kohut, with Hebrew and

Arabic extracts of his commentary on the Pentateuch.

Discovery of Early Christian Manuscripts .—A discovery

has been made by Professor Harnack in examining some

codices found in a twelfth-century grave in Upper Egypt.

In these codices Professor Harnack asserts that he has re-

cognized literary monuments of the oldest Christianity,

which enjoyed the reputation of full or partial authenticity

in Christian communities at the time when the canon of the

New Testament was beinj; formed, but were afterwards

rejected and lost. They are three in number. One of

them bears the title, “The Revelation of Peter.” It is a

prophetic book, resembling the Apocalypse of St. John,

and was quoted as a sacred “scripture” by the great

Christian teacher Clement of Alexandria in the second

century after Christ. It is supposed to have been written

by the Apostle Peter. Another is “The Gospel of Peter,”

a narrative of the life of Christ, similar to those of the

four Gospels. It was in use in the second century, especially

in the Syrian communities, and was at first admitted by
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the ecclesiastical authorities, but afterwards stigmatized as

gnostic. It, too, is supposed to have been written by St.

Peter. The third codex contains considerable fragments

of the Book of Enoch, a prophetic hook, which was of high

authority among the early Christians, but the origin of which

is not cleared up. The ascription to the Old Testament

patriarch “ who walked with God ”
is, of course, a mere

literary fiction. Professor Harnack intends to publish a full

report of this important discovery in the January number

of the Preussische Jahrbucher, edited by Professor Hans

Delbriick.

The Budha-Gaya Temple .—The Budha-Gaya temple, near

Gaya, is reverenced among Budhists as having been

built on the spot where Budha attained Nirvana
;

but

though visited by many Budhist pilgrims from Ceylon,

Burma, Tibet, etc., it has long been in the hands of a

Hindu religious community, whose head, the Mahant, claims

to hold it in virtue of a sanad granted by the Mogul

Emperors of Dehli about three centuries ago
;

but the

original document is believed to have perished when the

old records of the Gaya Collectorate were destroyed during

the mutiny in 1857. The temple was repaired by Govern-

ment in 1884, at a cost of 11 lakhs of rupees, and since

then the temple and grounds have been in charge of the

Magistrate of Gaya. From the year 1890 a subordinate

of the Public Works Department has, with the consent

of the Mahant, been appointed to act as custodian of the

premises, and to carry out such repairs and petty works

as are necessary. The pay of the custodian and the cost

of executing the necessary repairs to the temple are borne

by Government, the Mahant continuing to receive fees and

gifts from pilgrims as now. During the past year appli-

cations were made to Government to support the schemes

of a society named the Budha-Gaya Malm Bodhi Society,

which has been formed in Ceylon with the object of

purchasing the Budha-Gaya temple and site, and of founding

there a Budhist monastic institution. The Lieutenant-

Governor has, however, refused to interfere in the mutter,
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which is one that should be settled by private contract, and

not by the authority of Government.

Quarters were constructed for the custodian of the temple,

and a building is in course of erection to serve as a museum

of fragments of sculpture picked up from the vicinity.

When Mr. Broad ley was in charge, of the Bihar sub-

division, he made a collection of statues, bv purchase and

other means, from various parts of this sub-division, and

that of Xowada. The collection was transferred to bis

successor, who, in his turn, after adding to it, transferred

it to a Trust Committee, composed of the members of the

Bihar Municipality, with the Commissioner and the Col-

lector of Patna as President and Vice-President respectively.

In 1888 the Director of the Archaeological Survey of India

called the attention of this Government to the deplorable

state in which the collection was lying at the head-quarters

of the Bihar sub-division, and suggested that a portion of

them should be removed to Calcutta. The proposal was

received in 1891, when the Commissioner of Patna, having

reported that of the 19 members of the Committee one was

dead and the others had resigned, and the Trustees of the

Indian Museum having expressed a willingness to receive

the whole collection, the Government sanctioned a grant

of R5.000 to carry out the work of removing the whole

collection to the Indian Museum at Calcutta, as well as

of employing a skilled artist to make drawings of other

remains left in the neighbourhood of Bihar .—Hindu Patriot.

University College, London .—The late Miss Amelia Edwards,

the well-known Egyptologist, founded by her will a Chair

of Egyptology in University College. This is the first

endowment of the kind in this country. The Council of

the College have appointed Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie,

D.C.L., to be the first Edwards Professor, and that gentle-

man will commence work there soon after Christmas. The
appliances for study will include a library complete in works

of reference for the history, language, and antiquities of

Egypt, and upwards of 1000 photographs of monuments,

with paper impressions of inscriptions. In addition to the
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typical collection of Egyptian antiquities bequeathed to the

college by Miss Edwards, Professor Petrie hopes to obtain

the temporary loan of some valuable private collections.

The Professor proposes to undertake the following work :

—

1. Lectures on current discoveries, on History, and on the

systematic study of Egyptian Antiquities
;

2. Lessons on

the Language and Philology of Egypt; 3. Attendance in

the library on fixed days for the assistance and direction

of students working there
;

4. Practical Training on Ex-

cavations in Egypt. London will thus have a new school

for the study of the civilization of Egypt.

Oriental Linguists in the Army.—At the recent examination

of officers in various foreign languages, two officers qualified

as interpreters of Arabic and one as an interpreter of

Turkish.

Tel-el-Amarna.—Mr. Percy E. Newberry, M.R.A.S., with

a staff consisting of Mr. Percy Buckman (artist), Mr. John

E. Newberry (architect), and Mr. Howard Carter (draughts-

man), is leaving England this week for Upper Egypt, to

carry on the archaeological survey under the auspices of the

Egypt Exploration Fund. The great capital of Tel-el-

Amarna will be the main seat of operations for the coming

season. The private work of Professor Flinders Petrie

during last winter has elucidated many points relating to

the city itself, but the numerous rock-cut tombs of courtiers

of the heretic king, with their abundant scenes and in-

scriptions, still await a thorough survey, and promise to

throw much light on the official creed and mode of life in

a remarkable epoch of Egyptian history.

Easter Island Antiquities.—Ur. Carrol thinks he has dis-

covered a clue, in an ancient alphabet used in Central

America, to the interpretation of the curious old statues

found on the Easter Island. These antiquities are well

known from the specimens under the eutrauce porch of the

British Museum.

Buddhism in Mongolia.—Dr. Georg Huth, Privat-dozent

at the University of Berlin, is publishing in the original

Tibetan, with translation and notes, the history of Buddhism
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in Mongolia, written in 1818 by Jigs-med Nam-ka. The

first volume, containing the Tibetan text in native character,

has just appeared (Strassburg : Triibner. Price 20 marks).

Siamese.—Dr. Wershoven has published a little grammar,

reading book, and vocabulary of modern Siamese as the

thirty-eighth volume of Hartheben’s series of linguistic

handbooks. This is a very useful and handy little volume.

Sanskrit MSS. at Cambridge.—Professor Aufrecht, who

published many years ago the Catalogue of the Sanskrit

MSS. at Oxford, is said to be about to take up his residence

in Cambridge, with a view to cataloguing the Sanskrit MSS.

there.

Tenth International Congress of Orientalists .—Ilis Majesty

the King of Sweden and Norway has offered a Gold Medal

for the best Essay on the following subject:—“A Com-

parative Treatment of the Grammatical Forms peculiar to

the Rig-Veda, Ya</ur-Veda, Sama-Veda, and Atharva-Veda,

distinguishing the Forms peculiar to the Mantras, Briih-

manas, and Upanishads.” MSS. should be sent Registered

(with the name of the writer in a sealed envelope) to Prof.

F. Max Muller, Oxford, not later than March 1st, 1894.

The prize will be awarded at the Tenth Congress to be held

at Geneva in September, 1894. The following gentlemen

have consented to co-operate as judges :—Prof. Lanmau, of

Harvard College; M. Victor Henri, of the Paris University;

and Prof. Oldenberg, of Kiel University.

Asoka’s Mysore Inscriptions .—We are glad to see that

M. Senart has published in the “ Journal Asiatique ” the

important paper on Mr. Lewis Rice’s interesting discoveries,

which he read at the “ Acaderaie des Inscriptions ” at its

sitting in May last. The distinguished Indianist goes

carefully through the three newly found inscriptions, sug-

gesting many emendations on the way, and then gives

a new reading of the teN.t and a complete translation. In

conclusion, he points out the historical results of the data

obtained, especially as to the early appearance of the

worship of Siva, and as to the entirely new light thrown on

our ideas as to the civilization of S. India in this remote period.
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Adam's Peak .—The Buddhist Text Society, of Calcutta,

is about to publish, in the Devanagari character, the Pali

text and a translation into Sanskrit of Wedeha’s poem on

this sacred mountain, entitled the Samanta Kiita Vannana.

Lankavatara Sutra .—A translation into French of this

standard work of the Nepalese Buddhists is being prepared

for the “ Annales du Musee Guimet.”

Mr. Woodville Rockhill has got back safely to Pekin, after

a second adventurous journey to the frontiers of Tibet. He
lias made many notes and observations, but was again

prevented from entering Lhassa itself.

The Mahabharata.—Hofrath Dr. Biihler and Professor J.

Kirste have published in the “ Sitzungs-berichte der Rais.

Akadamie der Wissenschaften zu Wien ” a brochure on the

history of the Mahabharata. They show that the poem

was regarded as a Smriti or Dharmasastra, and not merely

as an epic, from about 300 a.d., and that from about 500 a.d.

the text cannot have differed materially from that which

we now have. These results are reached by a careful com-

parison of the quotations and references made by Rumania
{who cannot be assigned to a later date than the first half

of the eighth century) and of the abstract made by

Rshemendra in the early part of the twelfth century.

IV. Notices of Books.

Buddhism, Primitive and Present, in Magadiia and in

Ceyi.on. By Reginald Stephen Copleston, D.l).

(8vo. pp. xv. and 501. Longmans.)

This substantial volume is a study of Buddhism, as it

appears in the sacred books and in practice in Ceylon,

considered from the point of view of the Anglican bishop.

The industry and scholarship apparent in every page dis-

tinguish it in a marked degree from every other controversial

work on the subject. Impartial, of course, as the learned

author himself states in the prelace, he could not be. But
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he has throughout endeavoured to be fair and even generous

in his interpretation of the documents before him
;

and

has not neglected, as too many of those who write against

Buddhism have done, to take the trouble to master the

Pali language, in which those documents are written,

before passing judgment upon them. There are constant

references to the texts published by the Pali Text Society

and elsewhere, and not a few references to texts accesible

as yet only in MS. And the grasp of the principles of

historical criticism shown by the chapters on the Life

of Gotama himself, on the Asoka period, and on the

growth of the canonical literature, is very marked.

The volume gives us first a life of Gotama according

to the oldest and best authorities. It then deals in about

one hundred pages with the ethics of Buddhism in its

various aspects, and it then concludes the survey of ancient

Buddhism in India by a discussion of the Asoka Inscrip-

tions, and by a criticism of the history of the sacred books.

In the following portion it sketches the history of

Buddhism in Ceylon, and in the remaining part it deals

with Buddhism as it actually exists in that island. It

will be seen therefore that, as far as the limits of space

permitted, the volume gives a very comprehensive summary
of the question stated on the title page.

The part of the work which has suffered most from

the endeavour to cover so wide a field in one volume is

the treatment of Buddhist ethics. The doctrine of Arahat-

ship, by far the most important of all the ethical teaching

of the sacred books is practically excluded from considera-

tion. In the few pages devoted in Chapter VI. to “ the

Buddhist ideal” there is no space for the description of

the details of Arahatship; and the compressed summary
there given of the ideal at which the Arahats arrived is

not only meagre but in several respects misleading.

“Gentleness and calm,” it is said, “unite to form the ideal

of the Buddhist moralist. In their degenerate form they

both pass into apathy, and there are passages of the

Pitakas which recommend what is hardly better than
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that ? ” There are no references in support of this pro-

position. Again, the Buddhist monk is said to be “calm

amid storms, because withdrawn into a trance of dreamless

unconsciousness ”
;
but again no references are given.

There are some slight errors which might be corrected

in a new edition. The word antiquities in the note on p. 27

is a slip of the pen. Dr. Edkin on p. 6 should be Dr.

Edkins. On p. 282 Dr. Morris is wrongly referred to.

Mahamayala Sutta on p. >308 is a mistake. No reference

is given to the Sutta translated on pp. 328 and following,

and no mention is made of the fact that almost the whole

of it (from the words Just so o Brahman on p. 331 to

the end) is a series of stock passages which have already

been several times translated. The statement on p. 115

“lie must uproot all desire” is inconsistent with the

mention on p. 127 of “ right resolve.” For the phrase

on p. 64 “The occasion of his conversion is not recorded”

we should read “is recorded in the Culla Yagga, vii. 1, 4.”

The phrase on p. 73 “will enter on final extinction” is

a very odd rendering, as is also the word “readiug” on

p. 286 (for “ reciting ”). On p. 283 there is a wrong

reference
;

the passage is Samyutta, xvi. 13. 3= vol. ii.

p. 224 ;
and it records the decline of the order in members,

not the decline of the members of the order in virtue.

A reference has been omitted in note 5 of p. 13.

But all these are small matters, and we only hope that

the learned Bishop of Colombo will use his rare oppor-

tunities to give us a detailed account of Arahatship, a

subject of the utmost historical importance, and one which

only a Pali scholar can properly handle.

Catalogue des Monnaiks Musulmanes de la Bim.iotheque

Nationale. Par Henri Lavoix. Espagne et Afrique.

This is the second volume of the Catalogue of the Oriental

Coins in the National Collection at Paris, and includes the

Coinage of the Arnawl Khalifs and Lesser Dynasties of Spain,
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the IdrlsI and the Beni al-Aghlab, which are included in

Vol. 2 of the British Museum Catalogue, and of the

Murabitln, Muwahhidln, Beni Ilafs, Beni Merln, Beni

Ziyan, Sherlfs of Marocco and other Moorish Coinages,

which are in Vol. 5 of the British Museum Catalogue.

In the Preface the Author gives his reasons for comprising

these in one group as the Arabic Coinage of the West,

and for departing from the order of arrangement of the

Classes of Coins followed by Frcehn, and usually since

adopted. He then gives in the following 45 pages a good

general Account of the Dynasties, whose coins are described,

and of the numismatic history of the countries during the

period included.

The Collection described comprises 1133 specimens, in-

cluding an interesting series of European imitations of

Arabic coins. The arrangement of the Catalogue is similar

to that adopted by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole
;
the descriptions

are clear and concise, and good notes with references to

historical and geographical Arabic writers are given in the

cases of new or doubtful readings of names of men or

places. The type used is very clear and well printed, and

there are 14 good heliographic plates of illustration.

The work is a valuable and useful addition to Oriental

Numismatics. Succeeding volumes will be looked for and

welcomed as the first two are by all interested in this branch

of study.

O. CoDRINGTON.

The Land Systems of British India. By B. H. Badf.n-

Powell, C.I.E., M.R.A.S. (3 vols. Oxford: Clarendon

Press.)

This exhaustive and accurate manual of the land tenures

and of the systems of land revenue administration in the

several provinces of India is a new work on the lines of

the well-known “ Manual of the Land Tenures and Land
Revenue Systems of British India,” published by the present

author in 1882. It sets out very carefully and fully all the

j.r.a.s. 1893. 12
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facts as to the tenure of land now and the present inodes

of taxation of land produce in the different provinces into

which India is divided. In the 400 pages of prefatory

matter there are slight references to the land tenures and

systems of land revenue prevailing in the times before

the Muhammadan invasion. Though it would be out of

place in a learned journal to attempt any discussion of the

complicated facts collected and elucidated here for the use

of the modern Indian civilian, we cannot refrain from calling

the attention of historical students to a work of the greatest

importance and value to all who are interested in the com-

parative study of institutions. And we do this the more

willingly as a critical treatment of the really ancient

evidence on similar questions, to be found in the Sanskrit

and Pali texts, is very urgently wanted, and will, we trust,

be soon supplied bj’ some competent scholar.

Sanskrit-English Dictionary. By Arthur A. Macdonei.l,

Deputy-Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

(London: Longmans, sq. 4to. pp. 384.)

This important publication has arrived just before we
were going to press, and we are only able at present to

call attention to the fact that it is at last out. The special

points that distinguish this work from other Sanskrit-English

dictionaries are its exceedingly compact and handy form, the

transliteration throughout of all the Sanskrit words, the

attention paid to derivation and to the history of meanings,

and the restriction of the material to the words in actual use.

The author has made most excellent use of the typo-

graphical resources of the Clarendon Press, which has printed

the book throughout in very beautiful type and style, and

the result is a dictionary precisely adapted to the most

urgent needs of all Sanskrit students, and as useful to that

large class who, for comparative or other purposes, want

to use a Sanskrit dictionary, though they cannot read the

Devauagarl character.
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The Fayum and Lake Mceris. By Major R. II. Brown,

R.E. (London : Stamford. 4to. 110 pages.)

This is a most interesting and useful monograph in which

the problem of the site of Lake Mceris, which used in

classical times to receive the overflow of the Nile, but

which is now no longer to be found, is discussed at length.

A final solution of the problem, which would require the

combined knowledge of an ^Egyptologist, an historian,

a geologist, and an hydraulic engineer, is not attempted,

but a most important step towards the solution is here

made. The present state of the Fayum (so called from

Egyptian ‘ pium ' a lake), the ancient testimony about

Lake Mceris, the current theories of Lenant, Cope White-

house, and Petrie, as to its site, the history of the province,

and the possible restoration of the great reservoir are

discussed in its various chapters. The work is lavishly

illustrated with twenty-seven plates and plans, and a map

;

aud the valuable details (especially as to levels) contained

in the first chapter must form the basis alike of further

speculations on the interesting historical problem involved,

and of any future attempts to utilise for irrigation purposes

the natural advantages of the Fayum.

Y. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the Author.

Schlegel (G.). La Stele funeraire du Teghin Giogh et

ses copistes et traducteurs chinois, russes et allemands.

8vo. Leide, 1892.

And Problemes Geographiques. Les peuples

etrangers chez les historiens chinois. II.

Wen-Chin-Kouo. III. Niu-Kouo.

Presented by the University of Leiden.

Ibn Rosteh. Kitab-al-Alak An-Naflsa and Al-Jakubl.

Kitab-al-Boldan. Edited by M. J. de Goeje.
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Presented by H. C. Warren, Esq.

Kern (Dr. EL). Jataka-Mala or Bodhisattvava dana-

Mala by Arya-Qura (Harvard Oriental Series, Yol.

I.). 4to. Boston, 1891.

Presented by the India Office.

Education Report for Bombay 1890-91.

fol. Bombay, 1892.

Sacred Books of the East, Yols. 30, 32 and 37.

Presented by S. E. Bouverie-Pusey, Esq.

Vassilief (M. Y.). Le Bouddisme, ses dogmes, son

histoire, et sa litterature traduit par M. G. A.

La Gornme.

Presented by the Publishers.

Huth (Dr. G.). Geschichte des Buddhismus in der

Mongolei. l er Theil. Yorrede. Text und Kritiscke

Anmerkungen. 8vo. Strassburg, 1893.

Brown (Major R. H.). The Fayiim and Lake Moeris.

4to. London, 1892.

Presented by the Deutschen Gesel/schaft in Tokio.

Nihengi oder Japanische Annalen ubersetzt und erkliirt

von Dr. K. Florenez. 3er Teil. Geschichte Japans

im 7 Jahrhundert. 4to. Tokyo, 1892.

Purchased.

Tertsch (Dr. W.). Die Arabischen Ilundschriften der

Herzgogl. Bibl. zu Gotha 5er Bd.

r. 8vo. Gotha, 1892.
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THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. YI.—Remarks on Mr. Kay's edition of ‘Omarah's

History of Yemen. By Prof. W. Robertson Smith,

V.P.R.A.S.

The main object of this paper is to propose some emenda-

tions of the text which have occurred to me in reading

through ‘Omarah’s History of Yemen and the other

anecdoton, Al-Janadl’s account of the Carmathians of

Yemen, with which Mr. Kay has enriched our collection

of Arabian histories .
1 Incidentally I shall take occasion

to remark on some passages in the accompanying translation

which seem to be open to criticism, and I have also a few

observations to make on the Introduction and Notes. As

the paper will thus be occupied almost exclusively with

matters in which the editor’s work appears to me to admit

of supplement or call for correction, I may be allowed at

the outset to express my hearty recognition of all the loving

labour that Mr. Kay has spent on his authors. For each

of the texts but one MS. was available, and those who have

handled Arabic codices know how difficult it is to produce

a satisfactory edition on such a basis. In the present case

the difficulty was enhanced by the character of the MSS.
;

indeed, the unique copy of ‘Omarah’s book is so slovenly

1 Mr. Kay has also reprinted the relevant section of Ibn Khaldun’s General
History, with readings from two MSS.

;
but this text will not be dealt with

in the present paper.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 13
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and imperfect that the editor, as we learn from the

Introduction, would hardly have ventured to print or

translate it, had he not been aided by the copious extracts

preserved by later writers. Some such extracts are to be

found in books already printed, Yacut and Ibn Khallikiln

in particular doing good service for the text of several

important passages
;
but the editor’s main recourse has been

to the special histories of Yemen that lie unpublished in

the libraries of Europe. Of these the Leyden Khazraji

and the Paris Janadi proved to be the most important

;

indeed for a large part of ‘Omarah’s book they almost take

the place of additional copies of the original. The other

printed and manuscript authorities of which Mr. Kay has

made use need not be specified here; they form a goodly

list, testifying to the unwearied zeal with which the editor

has pursued his task.

Copious as Mr. Kay’s apparatus is, it can hardly be sup-

posed that he has exhausted all the sources available for

the constitution of the text of ‘Omarah. Thus he does

not seem to have observed that Abulfeda knew ‘Omarah’s

work, and gives a summary of its main contents in four

passages of his Annals under the years 203, 412, 455, and

554. Though much condensed, Abulfeda’s epitome often

keeps pretty close to the words of ‘Omarah, and in one

or two passages it affords a useful hint for the text of

the latter. Again, the account of ‘All the Solayhite, which

Wustenfeld gives from the Gotha MS. of Jamal ad-Dln

(Perthes, No. 1555), is plainly drawn from ‘Omarah
(
Gesch.der

Fatimiden-Chalifen, p. 236, Gott. 1881), while it also contains

some details which are not in our text but are mentioned

by Mr. Kay, in note 29, from Al-Janadi. As Jamal ad-Dln

died in a.h. 622, it would be very well worth while to

examine these coincidences, especially as they might throw

some light on the question of the lacunae which Mr. Kay
suspects to exist in his MS.

While Mr. Kay has collected a most valuable critical

apparatus, he has not, in my judgment, been altogether

happy in the form in which he lays it before his readers.
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The printed text usually sticks close to the MS., even where

a certain correction is suggested by the other authorities

and has been adopted in the translation. One must there-

fore constantly turn from the Arabic to the English in

order to gather the editor’s opinion as to the true reading

of a passage. Again, the MS. swarms with obvious gram-

matical blunders, false concords, false cases, and the like.

These are commonly left in the text, and only a part of

them are corrected in tho margin. Orthographical errors

are sometimes corrected silently, sometimes allowed to stand

without note. It would surely have been preferable to follow

the usual practice of the best editors, and give a correct

and readable text wherever that was possible, indicating

deviations from the MS. by brackets and marginal notes,

aud distinguishing corrupt passages that resisted emendation

bv the use of obeli or some such device. And as regards

the translation, I think it would have been safer to make

no attempt to give the general sense of corrupt passages.

Mr. Kay has more than once fallen into mistakes by “taking

a shot” at the sense of words which really cannot be

translated till they have first been emended.

These criticisms may appear to be trivial, and to affect

the form rather than the substantial merits of the edition.

But the examples w'hich I shall adduce further on will

show that this is not altogether the case. The truth is

that Mr. Kay appears to less advantage in matters purely

linguistic than in the other parts of his work. He has

proposed some emendations that are ungrammatical, and

some translations that do violence to the laws and idioms

of the language. And in the verses which are never absent

from the pages of an Arabic historian he has not availed

himself of the invaluable help to be derived from the

laws of metre. It is mainly by a more careful attention

to these necessary things that I have found it possible to

improve on Mr. Kay’s work in a certain number of passages.

But before passing on to these I have a few remarks to

make on the Introduction, so far as it deals with the life

and works of ‘Omarah.
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Mr. Kay’s account of his author is based on notices in

the History, and on the Biography by Ibn Khallikan,

supplemented by some anecdotes from Macrlzi and Ibn

al-Atbir. As regards the sources of the Biography, he

goes no further than to suggest that for the first part of

‘Omarah’s life, Ibn Khallikan seems to have drawn most

of his material from the history of Yemen. But a com-

parison of the two fails to bear out this opinion, and, in

fact, the biographer refers to the History only for a single

date, viz. ‘Omarah’s final departure from Yemen in Sha'ban

552. This year, but not the month, is mentioned at p. 58

(E. Tr. p. 79) of Mr. Kay’s text. What Mr. Kay has

not observed is that this date is inconsistent with others

given by the biographer (see below)—a conclusive proof

that Ibn Khallikan follows a different source, aud refers to

the History in this case only because it gives an alternative

date to that indicated by his main authority.

It will be observed that a source which Ibn Khallikan

preferred to the History, and which supplied him with a

variety of precise details not to be found there, can hardly be

anything else than some other work of ‘Ornarah himself

;

and with this it agrees that in the biography of Shiiwar

the anecdote of ‘Omarah’s first appearance before that Vizier,

after the fall of the house of Ruzzlk, 1
is related as it

was told by the poet himself. Now we learn from Shihab

ad-Din al-Macdisi (Kit. ar-Raudatain, Cairo, 1288, vol. i.

p. 225) that ‘Ornarah wrote a “ little book recounting the

events of his own life in Yemen and afterwards in Egypt,”

and the extracts which this author gives from the auto-

biography include the anecdote of ‘Ornarah and Shawar,

and various other particulars found in Ibn Khallikan but

not in the History. The autobiography of ‘Ornarah is

not mentioned by H. Ivhalfah, and seems to be entirely lost,

unless indeed it was itself only an extract from ‘Omarah’s

book on the Viziers of Egypt, with which at any rate it

1 Mr. Kay writes this name Ruzayk; but Ibn Khallikan gives the full spelling

and vocalization, ami moreover the name occurs in verses of * Ornarah, where the

metre requires a doubled z.
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has some points of contact. For example, T infer from a

note in De Slane’s translation of Ibn Khallikiin that this

book also contains the anecdote of ‘Omarah and Shit war,

which Shihab ad-Dln gives from the autobiography
; and

Shihab himself quotes from it a passage referring to

‘Omarah’s interview with All b. Mahdl at the Court of

the Prince of Aden, an event which took place before his

first visit to Egypt
(
Rai/d. vol. i. p. 216). In any case,

it is evident that the book on the Viziers contains enough

of autobiographical matter to make it important for the

life of ‘Omarah, and that it also touches on matters con-

nected with the history of Yemen. There is a copy at

Oxford, and one corrected by the author himself at Paris.

Apart from ‘Omarah’s own books, Ibn Khallikan seems

to have used no authority save the life of the poet contained

in the K/iaridah of ‘Imad ad-Dln, from which Shihab also

gives extracts. This book exists in Paris, and it is a pity

that Mr. Kay has not looked at it
;
though the excerpts

already printed do not promise much solid information under

tho froth of verbiage proper in those days to the style of

a court secretary. There is, however, a further reason for

wishing that our editor had consulted the Kharldah. From
the table of contents of the Paris MS. given in Dozy’s

Catalogue of the Leyden Arabic MSS. vol. ii. p. 259, one

learns that ‘Imad ad-Dln’s notices of Yemenite poets were

based on a book by ‘Omarah on the same subject. Mr.

Kay does not seem to be aware of the existence of this

book, though it is registered by H. Khalfah (No. 7901) ;

for, I observe that in note 69 (p. 276), he puts a query

to the statement of Al-JanadI that ‘Omarah gives a brief

account of Yasir’s life in his Memoirs of the Poets. Both

in this note and in note 75 (p. 279) Mr. Kay supposes

something to have been lost from the text of the History'

of Yemen, whereas the additional details given by Al-JanadI,

on the authority of ‘Omarah, are really derived in each

case from the Memoirs of the Poets of Yemen.

By combining Shihab ad-Dln’s extracts from the Auto-

biography' with the notices in the History and the
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details supplied by Ibn Khallikan, it is possible to form

a pretty clear idear of ‘Omiirah’s life up to the time when

he finally left Arabia, and I will try to put together what

can be collected from these three sources, referring to them

by the letters S. H. and Kh. respectively. I accept Soyutl’s

statement that the poet was born in 515, as probably derived

from the Autobiography. For Kh. says that he attained

the age of discretion in 529. According to Shafiite law

this age is ordinarily taken to be the completing of the

fifteenth year, so that if Soy utl had merely reckoned back

from 529 he would have named the year 514. It was,

however, perfectly legal that a forward lad should be

declared to be mature at an earlier age, and this, I suppose,

was the case with ‘Omarah, whose talents determined his

father to educate him for the legal profession. At that

time the headquarters of Yemenite orthodoxy were at Zabld,

where the Vizier Surur extended a liberal patronage to

jurists and scholars. To Zabld, therefore, the young ‘Omarah

was sent in 530 (so H.) or 531 (so Kh.). It was not quite

easy to hold the lad to the beaten track of professional

study; he fell under the influence of the fanatical ‘All b.

Mahdi, and for a whole year neglected his law-books for

practices of devotion. His father, who seems to have been

a shrewd man, ambitious of his son’s success in life, brought

him back to college. After four years of study (Kh.) he

became duly qualified to teach others, and lectured at Zabld

for three years on Shafiite law (S.). Meanwhile he had

also pursued the study of poetry, for which he had a

natural aptitude, enhanced by the circumstance that he was

born and bred in a remote corner of Northern Yemen,

where an ancient stock of unmixed Arabian blood prided

themselves on speaking the classical language in all its

purity (II.). The father, who had promptly repressed

his son’s tendency to pietism, was more indulgent to this

new taste; indeed few things were so likely to help a young

man forward as the power of addressing princes and grandees

in well turned eulogistic verses. “ In the year 39,” says

‘Omiiruh (S.), “ ray father visited me at Zabld with five of
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ray brothers, and I recited to him some of mv poem9, which

he approved, and bade me go on with the study; ‘by God,’

said he, ‘skill in polite letters is a good gift of God to thee,

and do not prove ungrateful to Him by employing thy

talent in personal satire.’ So he made me swear never to

write a verse of satire against a Moslem
;
nor have I ever

done so but once, when a man attacked me in verse in

the presence of Al-Malik al-Salih Ibn Ruzzik (the Vizier

of Egypt). Al-Salih adjured me to reply, and I did so,

justifying myself by two texts from the Coran (Sur. 42, 89 ;

2, 190).” This anecdote has a siugular interest in connection

with the statement of ‘Imad ad- Din, that one of the causes

of ‘Omarah’s execution was the hostility of a great noble

whom he had satirized.

This year 439 was a turning point in ‘Omarah’s fortunes.

It was then that he made the acquaintance of the old Sheikh

from Hadramaut, by whose instructions he was able to solve

a problem in the division of an heritage in which the Vizier

Suriir was deeply interested, and which had puzzled all the

jurists of Zabld for years. ‘Omarah owed this piece of luck

to his kindness to a poor pilgrim, and the Sheikh seems to

have been content to leave his pupil all the credit of the

success (H.). From this time, of course, ‘Omarah was a

recognized authority on the law of inheritance, and he wrote

a treatise on the subject, which was used as a text book in

Yemen (S.). ‘Omarah closed this year by accompanying

his Sheikh to Mecca, and we may safely conclude that this

was the pilgrimage which introduced him to the favourable

notice of the Queen-mother, a pious lady, and much more

important in Zabld than her son, the faineant Sultan Fatik.

Under her patronage ‘Omarah rose to dignity and wealth (S.).

The queen died in 545, and soon after this we find ‘ Omarah

in somewhat confidential relations with the Shiite prince of

Aden, who claimed to hold his dominions from the Fatimite

Caliphs of Cairo, as the Abyssinian rulers of Zabld claimed

to hold theirs from the Abbasids of Bagdad. There is no

reason to suppose that ‘Omarah had any leanings to the

Shiite faith
;
he held to his Sunnite orthodoxy even at the
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court of Cairo, less perhaps from religious conviction—for

a bigot could not have written as he did in praise of the

Fatimites—than from a certain sturdy loyalty of character,

which appears also in his constant refusal to speak ill of

those who had befriended him, even when they had fallen

into ruin or disgrace. But, apart from all considerations

of religion, a man of pure Arab blood might well prefer

the Arab court of Aden or Dhu Jiblah to the Abyssinian

court of Zabld, with its puppet prince ruled by African

slaves and emancipated singing-women. Moreover, the

realm of Zabid was visibly crumbling, while that of Aden
was growing in power and splendour, sustained by the rich

commerce of that famous port. It does not appear that

there was anything treasonable in ‘Omarah’s intercourse

with Mohammed ibn Saba, but it gave deep offence to the

Abyssinians, especially when he ventured to compose verses

in praise of the heretical prince. This was in 547, 1 but the

storm did not break out till after Mohammed’s death in

the following year. Surur saved ‘Omarah’s life, but he had

to leave Zabid, and, being prevented from joining the new
sovereign of Aden, he proceeded to Mecca. And here we

reach a point at which there is an irreconcilable difference

of dates between the History and the Autobiography.

According to the former it was in 550 that the Abyssinians

of Zabid threatened ‘Omarah’s life, and in 551 that he first

visited Egypt, while his final departure from “ the country,”

i.e. from Yemen, took place in 552. But the Autobiography

says that finding it necessary to flee from Zabid, ‘Omarah

performed the pilgrimage in 549. “ During the Sacred

Feast of this year Hashim b. Fuleitah, prince of the two

Sanctuaries, died, and his son and successor, Casim, imposed

on me an embassy to the Court of Cairo, where I arrived in

the month Rabi'a I. a.h. 550” (S.
;
slightly abridged in Kh.).

The date of arrival implies that ‘Omarah travelled with

the returning pilgrim caravan, and he remained in Egypt

1 Mr. Kay justly observes (Tr., p. 76) that we must read 547 for 549 at p. 56,

1. 12 (and also at p. 95, 1. 6) of the Arabic test. Abulfeda’s copy of our history

bad tho correct date : see Reiske’s ed. vol. iii. p. 176.
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till Shawwal of the same year
(
i.e . till the usual time of

departure of the pilgrim caravan), when he returned to

Mecca, and, proceeding to Yemen, reached Zabld in Safar

551, returning to Mecca for the pilgrimage of the same

year, after which he again proceeded to Egypt with a second

Mission from Casim b. Hashim (Kh.). All these dates

hang together, and the sequence of events is in perfect

accord with what we read in the History
;

but where the

Autobiography gives the years 549, 550, 551, the History

gives 550, 551, 552 respectively. Such a series of dis-

crepancies can hardly be due to textual corruptions, and

for the Autobiography we have in part the double witness

of S. and Kh. We must, I think, conclude that ‘Omarah

himself varied in his reckoning, and I know no other source

that enables us to decide which reckoning is correct. The

date of Hashim. b. Fulaita’s death is given by Al-FiisI

(Wiistenfeld, Chron. Mekka, ii. 213) as either 549 or 551,

but the former date is taken from Ibn Khallikan, and the

latter will not suit either chronology of ‘Omarah’s life.

‘Omarah was excellently received in Egypt from the

first, and his eulogistic poetry and talents of conversation

made him quite a lion at the gay court of Cairo. His

brief return to Arabia seems to have had no other object

than to enable him to wind-up his affairs and settle a

money matter with the Prince of Aden. The powerful

protection of Ibn Ruzzlk, the Grand Vizier of Cairo, made

this easy for him (H.), and even emboldened him to pass

through Zabld. In Egypt, till the fall of the last of

the Fatimites before Saladin, in 567, his life was that of

a successful court poet, and it is to his honour that when

his first patrons of the house of Ruzzlk were ruined, he

was able to gain the favour of the new potentate, Shawar,

without proving untrue to his old friends. Standing forth

among the currish s)rcophants, who were tearing the repu-

tation of the BanI Ruzzlk to pieces, he declared that this

was not the true way to exalt the glory of their conqueror
;

for his own part he could never cease to honour and lament

his benefactors, whose splendour had only been extinguished
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by the rise of a brighter star. Would not Shiiwar himself,

noble and generous as he was, be the first to bid him

hold his peace if he opened his mouth in dispraise of those

to whom he was bound by every obligation of loyalty ?

When the Fatimite caliphate was finally suppressed by

Saladin, ‘Omarah approached the new power in the same

spirit of mingled loyalty and flexibility. Mr. Kay has

well illustrated his fidelity to the memory of the ancient

dynasty, but fails to make it clear that at the same time

he was eager for the favour of their successors, whom he

courted in poems of which Shihab ad-Dln has preserved

ample specimens (vol. i. p. 211 sq., 216 sq., 222 sq.). He
particularly attached himself to Saladin’s brother, Shams

ad-Dawlah Turanshah, describing to him the riches and

defenceless condition of Yemen, and urging him, both in

verses and in confidential conversations, to undertake the

conquest of that country. 1 It was asserted afterwards that

all this had a treacherous motive, and that ‘Omarah only

sought to weaken the Turkish garrison in Egypt, and clear

the way for the gigantic conspiracy which was to restore

the Fatimites to the throne. But it seems more probable

that if ‘Omarah joined the conspirators at all, he did so

only after his hopes from the Ayyubites had fallen to the

ground. He was not invited to join the expedition to

Yemen, and all his poetic appeals failed to secure the renewal

of the pension which he had enjoyed under the old regime.

In some of his verses, it must be admitted, his honesty or

his wounded vanity got the better of his discretion, and

betrayed him into expressions little calculated to please

Saladin and his party (Shihab, i. 222). Under these cir-

cumstances it is not surprising that when the great plot

was discovered, and many of ‘Omarah’s old friends were

found to be deep in it, the poet was arrested and executed

with them. 2 But the evidence of his share in the conspiracy

1 See the precise statement quoted by Shihab, i. 216, from Ibn Abi Tayy,
with the verses that accompany it.

J Some interesting details of the plot are to be found in a despatch by the

Secretary of State, Al-Cadl al-Fudil, quoted by Sliih&b, p. 220 aq.
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cannot have been very conclusive. The common opinion

was that he suffered for the faults of his tongue, particularly

for his famous elegy on the Fatimite dynasty, while the

fettca, or opinion of the legal authorities that he was worthy

of death, was based on a trumped-up charge of blasphemy

against the Prophet of Islam. A verse was produced from

one of his poems in which he said, encouraging Shams

ad-Dawla to a career of conquest

:

“ This religion had its beginning with a man who schemed

till they called him to be lord of the nations.”

‘Imad ad-Dln (ap. S. and Kh.) suggests that the line may
have been forged in his name, but enough of the poem

has been preserved to us by Shihab and Ibn Khaldun, to

make it probable the verse is indeed genuine, but refers

to Ibn Turnert, the founder of the sect and empire of the

Almohades. 1

And now a word on the famous elegy on the Fatimites,

for which Mr. Kay refers to Macrlzl (i. 195). He might

have added that 39 of the 42 lines are also to be found

in 'Wustenfeld’s Calcashandi, p. 222, and part of it in

Abulfeda (Reiske, iv. 8). Mr. Kay translates a few lines,

but not quite correctly, especially as regards the first line

on p. x, where ‘Ornarah should not have been made to

express a hope for the future redemption of the world

through the seed of Ali. He only says, in exaltation of

the power and generosity of the Fatimites, that ofttimes

the ransom of the world lay with them, and that through

them it was loosed from bonds. Still, the last verses of

the piece, as given by Macrlzl and Calcashandi (and in

1 Shihab, i. 217, compared with his remark at p. 220, where he quotes ‘Imad
ad-Diu ; Ibn Khaldun, iv. 80 sq. Ibn Khaldun says that Shams ad-Dawlah
himself reported the poem to his brother Saladin, who could hardly fail to

he angry at it, apart from the supposed blasphemy, as it encourages Turanshah
to found an independent kingdom. It must be added that in speaking of Ibu
Tumert as founder of a religion (din), and not merely of a sect, ‘Omarah laid

himself open to misconstruction. But this is hardly a reason for doubting

the genuineness of the line, since in other cases also he was not scrupulous about

using phrases that might offend zealots. The famous opening “ Praised be the

camels,” in the first poem that made his success in Egypt, was condemned as

a sort of parody of the common “ Praised be Allah ” (Shihab, 227).
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part by Abulfeda), contain sentiments which, as Mr. Kay
has observed, are difficult to reconcile with the well authenti-

cated fact that ‘Omarah never gave up his orthodox Sunni

profession. And here I think it should be observed, on

the one hand, that the high-flown verses representing the

house of Ali as the only mediators through whom men
can obtain salvation, are very much out of keeping with

the main tenour of the poem, and on the other that Shihiib

ad-Dln, who is our oldest authority, and who quotes the

poem for the express purpose of proving that ‘Omarah’s

condemnation was not unjust, and that his wicked aims

were religious as well as political, omits the suspicious lines.
1

In concluding my remarks on the Introduction I may
call attention to a passage in Ibn al-Athlr al-Jazari’s cele-

brated critical work
(
Al-mathal ab-sair, Biilac, 1282, p. 469),

which contains a somewhat spiteful attack on ‘Omarah’s

poetical originality. Perhaps the critic, as a courtier of

Saladin, mixed some political prejudice with his literary

judgment, but he has certainly caught ‘Omarah in a flagrant

plagiarism from Abu Tammam.
I pass on to the text of ‘Omarah’s History. I have

not deemed it proper to burden these pages by registering

mere printeiV errors (which are not numerous), such as

for (p. 75, 1. 4), or such orthographical and

grammatical errors of the scribe as are not likely to per-

plex a careful reader. Such for example are a! for

(p. 7, 1. 2), frequent omissions of hemza even where it

makes a syllable, and of 1 as the sign of the accusative,

other confusions between the nominative aud the oblique

1 In this very poem ‘Omarah says, evidently with allusion to himself, that the

Fatimites did not confine their favours to the members of their own sect. Cf.

the verse preserved in Calcashandi, p. 195, and in its context in Shihiib, p. 223,

1. 4, where he says that the generosity of the Fatimites was orthodox though

their Shiite faith was heretical. In this connection I do uot attach much weight

to the occasional use of Shiite formulae in the History. It is true that

a good Shiite ought not to have called the heretical creed al-madhhab az-zahir,

and still less ought lie to have spoken of “ the late Fatimite Caliph ” as “ the

Imam on whom be peace.” But residence at the Fatimite court doubtless

involved certain compliances with the official style which can hardly be regarded

as more than conventional.
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cases, especially with numerals, and obvious false concords

(as at p. 8, 1. 8, for Nor have I generally

noticed slight errors tacitly corrected in the translation

though not registered in the margin (e.g. Ifco'y for y
p. 90, 1. 12). Again, where the substantial sense of a

corrupt passage is given by one of the later historians

cited in the margin I have not always asked whether

the latter reproduces the exact words of ‘Omilrah, or only

points the way to the true correction. So far as one can

judge from the material supplied, the later writers seem

to have sometimes omitted things they did not understand,

or modified obscure expressions, or made their own guesses

in places already corrupt. A full critical recension of the

text would have to take account of all these possibilities,

and my general impression is that Mr. Kay has been too

ready to assume that Khazraji, for example, gives the

very words of his author wherever he makes a hard sentence

intelligible. But, for the most part, I have not dwelt on

points of this kind, which are of very subordinate im-

portance in the case of a book whose value is historical

rather than literary. And in general I make no attempt

at a complete revision of the text, but pass in silence over

passages manifestly unsound unless I have something better

to offer. I have probably missed not a few certain cor-

rections which scholars like Be Goeje, or Noldeke, would

make at first sight of the passage
;
but, on the other hand,

there are places where, in the absence of further MS. help,

conjecture is sheer guess-work. Thus, on the very first

page, the author’s address to his patron contains impossible

things (1. 12 sq.). But what is the use of attempting to

re-write mere flowers of compliment ? One learns nothing

from the emended text, and can never be sure of restoring

the author’s very hand.

As regards the translation, I have not compared it

throughout with the original, and as a rule I shall cite

it only as it bears on Mr. Kay’s view of some textual

difficulty. There are a good many passages where the
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text is quite sound, but where I cannot agree with the

translation proposed. These I shall generally pass over

in silence, but I have noticed a very few of them where

some special point of interest presented itself. My references

are to the pages of the Arabic text.

p. 1, 1. 10. For the sense seems to require “poets

of whose verses I have heard specimens through a

Rawy, or whom I have myself seen.” From this

passage it would appear that ‘Omarah’s book about

the Yemenite poets was part of the same scheme

with the History. We also learn from this page

that the scheme proposed by his patron included

a complete geographical description of Yemen.

Nothing of the sort is found in our text, but only

a certain number of geographical excursuses, inserted

in the early part of the text in a mechanical way,

and sometimes at the expense of considerable dis-

location of the context. It is conceivable that

‘Omarah originally planned a separate geographical

section, and then by an afterthought contented him-

self with inserting some notes on places and routes

in what he bad already written. But it is also

quite possible that the disorder of the text indicates

that something has been lost in the early part of

the book.

p. 2, 1. 8. Comparing the variants in footnote G, I am

disposed to suggest “he moves me by the

name of Mohammed ibn Harun.”

p. 4, 1. 1. The reading of Al-JanadI, which Mr. Kay adopts

in his translation, is inadmissible. Yacut’s reading,

on the other hand, is perfectly good if we add the

suffix i. “ People used to say ‘ Ibn Ziyad and his

Ja'far.’
” Abulfeda has a variant which gives

practically the same sense, viz. iyUsT, and this is

the source of the corrupt form in Al-Janadi.
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p. 5, 1. 4. There is a mistranslation here which I notice

because Mr. Kay recurs to it in note 10, p. 231.

ilel does not mean “its height” but “its top,”

i.e. the plateau or upland valley was twenty leagues,

presumably in circuit. This may be an exaggeration,

but at least our author is not responsible for a

mountain twenty leagues in height.

,, 1. 7. This passage ought certainly to be amended

with the aid of Yacut, as quoted by Mr. Kay at

p. 232. That is, 4As is to be deleted as a doublette

of Asl, and after the latter word there is a lacuna,

which in substance at least can be filled up from

Yacut.

p. 7, 1. 18. Al-Janadi’s paraphrase suggests that for JUJ!

we should read ci-oJlaJl . The pilgrimage to the

mosque of Al-Janad in the month Kajab is an

interesting relic of the pre-Mohammedan sanctity

of that season. Comp, my article Mecca in the

Enc. Brit. vol. xv. p. 675, where I have called

attention to Ibn Jubair’s remarkable testimony to

the importance which the wild Bedouins of Yemen

attached to the ‘omrah of Kajab. Maltzan, Jtteise

in Sudarabien, p. 304, gives a modern instance of

a local pilgrimage in this month,

p. 11, footnote 6. The change proposed is unnecessary,

and the reading of the text is confirmed by Abulfeda.

p. 12, footnotes 8 and 10. In both cases the text is right.

In the former case is the subject of i
,_

in 1. 14.

p. 13, footnote 1. Instead of reading the verb as a passive,

I would regard the sentence as incomplete. Before

he has reached the subject of the verb, the author

goes off into a long parenthetic discourse, and then,

at line 8, instead of completing the sentence, begins

it anew. Comp. p. 5, where, in like manner, 1. 13

takes up a sentence abruptly broken off at 1. 7.
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p. 15, 1. 2. Before insert

,, 1. 7. The line (Basit) is a syllable short. Read

la ,1^- ^ ,
and translate “ When the nights—all

unconscious—do me wrong (o-* s Ld), lb11 ’Adnau is

my protector from their injustice.” The nights are

a metonymy for injurious time (^lUlA i »j*s, Ibn

Hisbam, p. 73, 1. 18), of which the Arabian poets

constantly complain.
3 % p ^ ( f

„ 1.18. Read A J*J1
“ His illustrious uncles on

the father’s side, or his princely uncles on the

mother’s side.” The good-nature, or the vanity, of

the Abyssinian failed to detect the irony of the verse,

p. 16, footnote 2. The translation shows that Mr. Kay has

successfully emended the opening words of the

Casldah, but his correction is misprinted in the note

and not set right in the Corrigenda. It should, of

course, run

—

In what follows read and point

—

“among the liberal she bears a special stamp of

generosity that leaves no trace of the lineaments

of avarice.” In the next line the reading

though, perhaps, only a conjecture of Al-Ahdal’s,

seems to me to be undoubtedly right, “Asma obscures

names that occupy the pinnacles of fame.”

,, 1. 19. Delete which appears to have arisen from

&':•
,
a doublette of The in this anecdote is

not a “judicial disposition” or “statement of evidence”

in the ordinary sense, but ‘All’s own written testi-

mony or acknowledgment of debt to the oil-seller,

who had helped him out of a danger by the loan

of his clothes
;

this bond (as one may render it
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for simplicity’s sake) he discharged before the

Cadi. In the following page delete the teshdid

in the third word of 1. 5, and write for

in 1. 6, and probably also for in 1. 5. As

Mr. Kay has gone far astray here, I indicate the

outline of the correct rendering of what stands in

the English at p. 23, 1. 3 sqq. ‘All signed the

bond (lit. gave his evidence soil, of obligation) in

the house of a certain As-Sabkhah. After he came

to power an old woman brought him the paper, and

he could not do otherwise than pay his obligation.

The form of words which he used in the bond was

:

“ this is attested by ‘All b. Muhammad Cadi of

Haraz, and he has written it with his own hand

that, God willing, he may remember it.” I cannot

guess how Mr. Kay came to make a new personage

of ‘All, the Cadi of Haraz.

p. 18, 1. 17 (footnote 6). Here Mr. Kay proposes a violent

and not quite grammatical change. The point must

be that this very old man had never known ‘All’s

castle except as a ruin, and this sense is got by

the slight change of for Jicl . [Indeed, I

am not sure that the text as it stands is indefensible.

"With the accusative, tbe verb JiLe is used of know-

ledge by observation, e.g. Alig. xiv, 141 ult.
; and the

construction with in this sense, seems possible on

general principles, though I cannot cite an example.]

The singular jAs is right, and ought to be substituted

for in the next line, as the following suffixes show.

In the translation at the end of the paragraph the

sense is curiously obscured by the rendering “ have

perished ” for . The sense, of course, is that

though all the houses of San‘5 had been built with

materials from the ruined castle for the best part

of a century, the bricks, stones, and timber were

still not exhausted.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 14
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p. 19, footnote 1. This necessary addition is attested,

not only by Ibn Khallikan, but by Jamal ad-Dln,

ap. Wiistenfeld.

„ 1. 11 sq. Of the emendations offered by Mr. Kay

in this passage, those in footnotes 3, 4, and 5 are

probably right in substance, though in 3 I should

prefer to omit the particle <A/, and in 5 the precise

word to be supplied is necessarily uncertain
;
but I

cannot follow the editor in note 6, or in his general

view of the passage. In 1. 11 I would read J-saA ,

for what is here stated must have some obvious

relation to the speaker’s pecuniary difficulties. In

1. 13 there is nothing suspicious except the plural

,
which should probably be changed to .

The sense of the whole will then be :
“ The

Solayhite, who has given me the government of

Zabld, is reported to be avaricious, and [will certainly

expect large presents, for] he deems me to be in as

good a position as Ibn ‘Arrilf and the other wealthy

chieftains
;
and the queen, though my equal in point

of birth, overtops me in virtue of the favours she has

bestowed on me, and I feel a certain humiliation

in coming under obligation to her.” This is genuine

Arab sentiment, while the sense which Mr. Kay
elicits by arbitar3

r changes in 1. 13 is quite the

opposite. No Arab would say, “ Whenever I measure

my details by the increasing flow of her favours I

perceive how unworthy I am of her benevolence.”

p. 20, 1. 6. The sense required is, “ I had not to attend

personally to any business of his, unless it were an

account all made out or a sum of money paid over

to me.” This sense, I think, can be got by adding

a single dot, and reading . I have no example

of the construction of this verb with ^- ,
but on

general analogies it seems hardly open to serious

objection.
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p. 20, 1. 7. For Al-IIosain read Al- Ilasan, as at p. (38,

where the rhyme in a Rajaz-verse is decisive. I

observe also that ‘Imad ad-Dln has Al-Hasan (Leyden

Catalogue, ii. 260).
o p

„ 11. 9, 10. Perhaps x -- :
;

“ what was

seen of his administration was praised, and perfect

confidence was felt in what was not seen.”

„ footnote 4. The correction is wholly unnecessary,

p. 21, 1. 6. Read
,
and for the Uiyuzat al-Hajj 6ee

HamdanT, p. 234 sqq.

p. 22, footnote 1. Read .—Footnote 3. All that is

necessary is to read the plural
;
the prisoners were

conveyed to Sa‘Id, who caused them to be speared,

p. 24, footnote 1. I presume that Mr. Kay meant to print

•*UA
;

for this is what his translation expresses.

„ footnote 4. The text is quite sound
;

see examples

of this use of in Fleischer’s Kleinere Schriften,

i. 414.

,, last line. Read ^ and . The apodosis of

the hypothetical sentence is suppressed. “ If your

resolves were newly shaped—but no, I have already

sharpened their edge” . . .

p. 26. In 1. 8 read • Delete note 3 ;
after the participle

J is of course quite regular. Also delete note 5>

and in 1. 3 from foot read aUb for aAilj . Thus

much is clear
;

and it follows that the lacuna in

the previous line must be filled up with some sucb

word as . “Presently the agent Ahmad came

to Ibu Shihab and paid to him in full the revenue. .
.”

p. 27, 1. 1. Mr. Kay, in writing footnote 1, has failed to

observe that Asma is quoting a line of poetry (Tawll),

and that therefore the text aX
~ must not be touched.

„ 1. 18 sq. To bring what is stated here into agreement

with p. 65 sq. it is certainly necessary to read All*
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for a!., as Mr. Kay proposes in footnote 7, and also,

in the last line of the page, to change aJlc into

AJjlc. But then also we must regard p. 28, 11. 1

and 2 from onwards, as a gloss added after the

text had assumed its present form.

p. 28, 1. 12 (E. Tr. p. 39, 1. 3). “Methinks I see thee when

thou hast swept,” etc. It is curious that Mr. Kay

should have stumbled on so common a phrase

;

Wright, vol. ii. p. 170.

p. 31, 1. 2 from foot. Mr. Kay has here softened away a

picturesque touch :
“ Saba was ill-shaped and hardly

showed above his saddle,” which, of course, was

Arab fashion, very high in the pummel and croup.

The modifying word, omitted by KhazrajT, looks like

the gloss of a copyist who suspected exaggeration.

p. 33, footnote 2. Mr. Kay, in his translation, accepts

Khazraji’s reading. But that of his text is probably

right and very interesting. The mountain tribes

held the lowlands during the winter and spring, but

in the hot season they had to retire, sometimes after

fighting and sometimes on account of pestilence.

But, evidently, if they were always worsted in the

field in summer, pestilence, or the fear of it, must

have been constantly present in the hot plains of the

Tihilma, and this accounts, in great measure, for the

failure of the mountaineers to hold the low country

in permanence. The word *by is specially applied

to the endemic diseases of unhealthy spots, e.g.

Aghani, xix. 95. 2.

p. 34, 1. 17. The official title of Yamln ad-Da‘wah seems

to be “ Bearer of the fly-flap,” Macrlzl,

i. 449, 1. 6 from foot: “Near the head of the

Caliph’s horse walk two white eunuchs (lit. Scla-

vonians), the bearers of the two fly-flaps.” In the

corresponding passage of Abul Mahasin (ii. 437)

the two MSS. used by Juynboll have, like our text,
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“knife-bearers,” but the editor justly observes that

the reading in MacrizI is vindicated by the context.

p. 35, 1. 3 (footnote 3). The restoration of the corrupt

word must be derived from a comparison with p. 100,

1. 18, where the phrase recurs. Takiug the two

together there can hardly be a question that the

right reading is
,
the second passage giving

the correct ductus literamm, while the first suggests

the proper pointing. The sense is “ the cave of

those that seek concealment.”

„ last line. The suggestion in footnote 8 is certainly

wrong, and of Khazrajl’s reading in footnote 7,

we need accept no more than fory, if we follow

this up with the necessary grammatical correction

for .
“ He saw that his own reputation

was eclipsed in comparison with her lofty character

and conduct, and that none of the people would

admit that any one was her equal, and that * our

Lady, our Lady ’ was constantly on all their lips.”

Here, again, Mr. Kay has most unnecessarily made

a proud Arab indulge in self-depreciation
;
the con-

sequence of which is that he has totally misunder-

stood the euphemistic sentence in which, a little

lower down, Saba conveys to Asmii that his blood

is too noble to be mingled with that of slaves

(p. 36, 1. 8).

p. 36. In the last line of this page there is a very

characteristic touch not quite clearly brought out in

the translation. “ He sent him 30 bushels of barley,

but never asked him to break bread with him.”

p. 37, 1. 10. Point . . . AA .
“ Khadid lies to the

North and Ta'kar to the South.” Mr. Kay has

tried to get something more poetical out of the

words, but in vain. As Wordsworth said to Harriet

Martineau about some of bis own verses, the line

is not poetry, but it is full of valuable information.
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p. 38, 1. 2. Not “ exercised the powers which the princess

delegated to him,” but “ was free to act without

her orders.”

„ footnote 2. The text is right, but must of course

be pointed “incumbent on me.” The sense

is
“ From this day forth I owe thee no obedience

within my own castle.”

„ 1. 11. In the Tr. Mr. Kay seems tacitly to correct

<-'lc into • I would read ,
and take the

whole sentence differently. “ The castle is thine,

and thou art the good-man of the house, and there

is no blame to thee from me for what thou hast said.”

p. 39, footnote 2. Read l
} a word for which the

nearest English equivalent is perhaps the old-

fashioned “precisian.”

p. 40, 1. 4 from foot. I suspect that the last two words

contain either the name of the point at which the

Khauliiu entered M. Ja'far, or the name of the place

from which they came.

,, 1. 3 from foot, cf. note 47, p. 262. An express state-

ment that Bahr is a clan of Khauliln is quoted in the

Leyden Catalogue, ii. 259, from the Kharidah of

‘Imad ad-Dln.

p. 42, 1. 3 from foot. I strongly suspect that, comparing

p. 49, we should read (or

jjS ^ er*] cT*-

p. 43, 1. 1. Forj&\ read and for
, J.U3 “wart.”

In the following line Mr. Kay has read too much

into his text. The sense is simply that when Ibn

Najlb ad-l)awlah asked them about such hidden

things, his hearers were convinced that he had

supernatural knowledge. Thus note 51, at p. 264,

falls to the ground.

„ 1. 5. “ Beat him with his stick till it caught in his

clothes” will never do. For read

“ adco ut vestes concacaret.”
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p. 43, 1. 5 from foot. Not “ whose districts have been un-

ceasingly trampled,” etc., but “easy country for

cavalry.”

p. 46, 1. 1 sq. A note would have been welcome on the

term Hojjat al-Imam, especially as Dozy, in his

Supplement, gives nothing more than a reference to

B. Bistiinl for the technical sense of in the

ultra-Shiite terminology. The use of the term

among the Druzes has been illustrated by De Sacy,

who also shows that it is borrowed from the hierarchy

of the inner circles of the Ismailians. From Macrlzl,

i. 394, we learn that the initiated of the fifth grade

were taught that every Imam has his Hojjahs, twelve

in number, dispersed through different countries

(cf. De Sacy, Rel. des Druzes
,
Introd. p. cxiii.). The

title, which implies that its bearer aJu

{ibid. ii. 368) seems sometimes to be loosely used

by the Druzes as equivalent to that of Da‘y, or even

in a still wider sense
;
but in the strict use of the

term the Doji ah stands above the mere Da‘y or

missionary, between him and the Imam (cf. Guyard,

Fragments, p. 44 ult.). Now at p. 100, 1. 14, we

find that in 524 Queen Sayyidah bore the title of

Hojjah of the Imam (Amir) in the island of Yemeu.

As we learn from Macrlzi, l.c. (De Sacy, Introd. cxiv.),

the term “ island ” is here technical
;

it means one

of the four great dioceses into which the sphere of

the Fatimite propaganda was divided. Thus it would

seem that in our passage the statement that the

queen was Hojjah of the Imam is as much as to

say that she was Ibn Najlb’s ecclesiastical superior,

so that in acting against her the Da‘y was guilty

of an act of insubordination against the Imam
himself. “ And this,” our author adds, “ was the

cause of the arrest of Ibn Najib ad-Dawlah,” by
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orders sent from Egypt. To get this sense we must

transpose and hut no further change is

necessary, nor need we assume a lacuna with Mr.

Kay. What follows is a new paragraph, giving

another account of the matter drawn from a different

source, and headed by the name of ‘Omarah’s in-

formant. In strictness the name should be preceded

by the word J13, but in writings of this period quo-

tations are sometimes introduced simply by naming

the author.

At this point ‘Omarah’s narrative throws a welcome

side-light on the intrigues that ruined the Yizier Al-

Ma’miin. On this point Mr. Kay has, at p. 265,

a useful note from MacrlzT, but he does not seem

to have observed that Ibn Khaldun, iv. 70 sq., and

an unnamed authority (Jamal ad-Dln ?) used by

Wiistenfeld, Fatimiden, p. 296 sq. supply some further

details that are of consequence. What the Yizier’s

enemies affirmed was that he claimed to be the son

of Nizilr, and the rightful heir to the Caliphate.

In fact, the Caliph Al-Mokhtar Mohammed, in

whose name coins were struck, is Mohammed Al-

Ma’miln himself. Thus we see that the “lying

Amir,” who was clearly a double-dyed traitor, served

the enemies of Ma’mfin at the same time that he

wreaked his vengeance on the Dil'y. It is hardly

an accident that Al-Ma’miin, after languishing in

prison for three years, was put to death in 522,

immediately after the arrival of Ibn Najlb, and

that the latter suffered with him. The charge against

Ibn Najlb was a necessary part of the plot, and

the coins forged in Yemen were the chief evidence,

not only against the I)ii‘y, but against the Yizier

himself. That the Dii‘y was brought to Cairo and

executed along with the Vizier is told, not only by

W listen feld’s authority, but by Ibn Khaldun, vt

supra, though, with a carelessness not unusual in this
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historian, he gives a different account in the part

of his work which Mr. Kay reprints. These remarks

will serve to correct and supplement our editor’s

note 56 at p. 266, where the fate of the Da‘y is

left an open question. ‘Omarah’s silence on the

subject is easily understood. Believing the D«T‘y to

be innocent, he did not wish to charge Al-Amir with

a
j
udicial murder.

46, 1 4. “ Who used to bear the sword,” cannot mean

“ entrusted with military power,” and is most

naturally taken to mean that he had been the

Caliph’s sword-bearer, on which high office see

Macrlzl, i. 403 ;
Calcashandi, p. 182. Perhaps,

however, it means no more than he had been one

of the or military officers of the court,

as distinct from the »—
>
or civil officials.

„ 1. 8. Ibn Najlb, desiring to take the envoy down a

peg, asks him if he was not head of the police at

Cairo, to which Mr. Kay makes the other reply,

“Yea, and indeed those whom I smite with my hand

are among the most eminent of those who boast of

a rabble following of 10,000 men ”—a rendering

which is its own refutation. Bead and translate,

“ Say rather that I am the man who can give its

chief citizens 10,000 slaps in the face with a sandal ”

;

stands for a blow with a shoe, just as stands

for a blow with a palm-stick (e.g. Aghdni, xviii. 179.

30), and readers of Hajji Baba will remember that

this humiliating punishment was common at the

Persian court in quite recent times. I have seen

an angry Cairene, who thought himself insulted,

tear his turban from his head and dash it on the

ground, exclaiming, “ Take thy sandal and smite

me on the face.”
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p. 46, 1. 17. Read “pensioners.”

p. 49, 1. 12. For Aliij read jAib.

p. 52, 1. 4. The only change needed is jU f°r jy> • “Fire

only catches the man who kindles it.” Those

who have no personal interest in the contest will

keep at a safe distance from deadly fray,

p. 53, 1. 5. Point and ^ “ So I have still

to pay for the horses if they are maimed in the

fight.” The Da‘y replied, “ That may lie over till

they are maimed.” “ Nay, said the other, pay me their

price in advance as you have payed the blood-money

in advance.” Mr. Kay has missed more than half

the point of this delightful specimen of Bedouin

cupidity.

p. 55, 1. 6. I presume that Anls was the eunuch, in charge

of the harem
;

probably therefore wTe should read

H . As the words stand they give a still more

offensive but less probable sense,

p. 56, 1. 6. Not “ extemporised ” but “ called for ”
;

cf.

p. 77, 1. 5 ;
Aghani, iv. 170, 1. 12, “ call for a song.”

„ footnote 3. This is overcorrected, for —1—
>

governs

two accusatives. If caa^-' must be corrected

seems better than c—jLcI
,
but I do not see that any-

thing is needed beyond cancelling the dittography.

“ I took his mark and robbed him of his arrow ”

will mean :
“ I appropriated his idea and stole his

words.”

p. 58, 1. 4. I wish that Mr. Kay, with his practical know-

ledge of Eastern business, had told us what he takes

to be the precise nature of the “ settlement of

account ” expressed by
,

lit.. “ the apportioning

of moneys among the persons to or by whom they

are to be paid.” May we understand that ‘Omarab,

acting as agent, had disbursed the money to different
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persons, and being now to leave Arabia desired to

have his responsibility transferred to these persons,

and to be out of the business ? The form of discharge

that follows favour this view, especially if, at 1 . 12
,

in place of ~-jO, which can hardly be right, we

read
,
“ the moneys disbursed by him.”

p. 58, 1. 8 . The first seems to be a dittography. “ Let

him first produce two verses on the subject (rhyming)

in Cuf.” The prince prescribes the rhyme to secure

an impromptu.

p. 59. The list of Bilal’s plate, etc. presents a number

of difficulties to which I can contribute little help.

In 1. 8 I think we should certainly read

“braziers.” Mr. Kay’s suggestion in footnote 5

lies under the difficulty that cloaks cannot be men-

tioned among articles of plate, estimated by weight.

It is true that the next item is silver lace, but that

one kind of this Egyptian manufacture was sold

by weight seems clear from Ibn al-Faklh, p. 252,

1. 9.

p. 60, 1. 6 . For I would suggest
;
they were all

extremely ugly or ill-shaped. The African type is

very displeasing to the Arabs, and Sa‘Id, we know,

was squint-eyed.—1. 9. Bead
,

“ stupid,’’ “ of

weak intellect.”—1. 5 from foot. The mouse-hole

(<J-L) is, of course, a secret passage between

the houses. Cf. Aghani, xiv. 75, 1. 12 sq.

p. 61, 1. 8 . Delete ^ ,
which is a mere dittography of the

two preceding letters. In the last line of the same

page, for read jUj, and for read £.^21 .

“ He did not cease to press the march, in spite of

the sufferings and despair of his men.”

p. 62, 11. 8 , 9. For and Yacut, ii. 511, 11. 21, 22
,

has and ^5
-^=, but Ibn Khallikan, p. 184, 1. 12
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(Slane)=ii. 80, 1. 5 (Wiist.) agrees with our text.

—

1. 9. For <&: s'jli Ibu Khallikiin has

Jbj, which Mr. Kay follows, recognizing, at the same

time, that if this is the general sense the last two words

must be corrupt. Apart from Ibn Khallikiin’s testi-

mony, is certainly suspicious, but <— seems to

me to have every aspect of genuineness. The cabb

of a garment is the lining inserted to strengthen

it round the opening for the head (the and

this suggests the very natural sense that ‘All, over-

come with fear, “ spilt the water (he was raising to

his lips) in the bosom of” [his garment]. Neither

on this view, nor on that adopted by Mr. Kay, can

be right, if it has its usual sense of a leather

targe
;
but in Persian the word (vocalized is

said to mean also a shirt of mail
;
indeed, the Burhan-

i-Kuti‘ gives this as its usual sense, and it is affirmed

that the same sense is found in Algerian Arabic.

It is just conceivable that this signification may
he admitted here : in Yemen, of all places, a word

might have its Persian sense. But all this is somewhat

speculative
;
more probably we should read ^

,

and delete as a corrupted doublette. It may

be objected that if this view of the passage is correct,

there ought to have been previous mention that ‘All

was about to drink
;
but it must be remembered that

‘Omilrah is here quoting, and in all likelihood abridg-

ing, from Jayyash.

p. 62,1. 16. Head
,
“The best man of my people

is a cheap price to pay for his slaughter.”

,, last line. The uncovered face is a sign of pride,

for women do not veil themselves before their bond-

servants. One might bring this out by rendering

the preceding words, “God give thee no good

morrow, thou squint-eyed slave.”
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p. 63, footnote 2. Delete • .
“ After his departure

”

is simply.

p. 64, footnote 3. The insertion of ? U (not 'il') accords

very well with p. 31, 1. 3; but both there and

here the numbers must be greatly exaggerated. Cf.

the very different figures on p. 77.

p. 66, 1. 3. Point . Note in 1. 8 the use of in

the sense of “ suburban villages,” which is doubtless

an older sense than “ enclosed quarters of a city.”

This is important as confirming the etymological

conjecture of G. Hoffmann (ZDMG. xxxii. 753), that

the word is the Aramaic lierta—originally, therefore,

a settlement of Arabs in the neighbourhood of a

Syrian city, or Aramaean trading colony.

„ 1. 18. Here, and at p. 67, 1. 7, the proper correction
9

is, beyond doubt, “ I recited my name and

lineage ” in the familiar formula Ana Fuldn ibn

Fulan. In the first case he checked himself before

he had got beyond his kunya.

p. 67, 1. 7. The correct reading can easily be inferred

from KhazrajI, viz. or .

„ 1. 10. The text seems right enough. That one of

Al-Soleyhi’s family should be called al-Agharr (or

Al-A‘azz) and have a house in Zabld is perfectly

credible, while on the other hand the palace was

not occupied by Sa‘Id till next morning (p. 68, 1. 2).

In the following line is graphically an easier

correction than and “utensils” is right.

In 1. 17 the sense is, “ had long had them in his

power, and had spared,” etc.

„ 1. 20. Read
,
“ What have we to expect from

you ? ” In what follows are not “ man’s

fortune’s ” but “ the fortunes of war,” lit. “ days
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of battle.” The figure of the buckets of tbe water-

wheel, of which one rises as the other falls, is con-

stantly used of wars.

p. 68, 1. 6. Read ,
“ seeking hospitality.”

„ 1. 11. Mr. Kay’s correction is insufficient to restore

the metre. We must further read U for
,
and

for .
,

The rare word (see Houtsma’s
c:

ed. of the Kit. al-Addad, p. 177) was changed for

a common one by a scribe who could not scan.

p. 69, 1. 8. For read
,

“confronted

Ibrahim.”

p. 71, 1. 7. must here have the not uncommon sense

“ confiscated.” But why then is it said, not only

here but at p. 86, 1. 14, that the girl ‘Alam was

bought from Anis’s heirs ? The explanation, I

presume, is this. The confiscation was not strictly

legal by the sacred law, and therefore the legitimacy

of ‘Alain’s son would have been questionable unless

a form of purchase from the legal heirs had been

gone through.

p. 72, 1. 5. Read governed by . In 1. 9 read

aJoAj. In line 12 I would read jSk)
,
“to

which the Vizier could not penetrate by treachery or

on any pretext.” For 1. 13, cf. Dozy, s.v. il'l*. In

1. 14 sqq. Khazraji gives the correct sense, and makes

the restoration of ‘Omarah’s words easy. Mr. Kay’s

difficulty arises from overlooking the post-classical

sense of muwallad, viz. “ of servile birth.” Follow

Khazraji in 1. 14; in 1. 15 omit as a

dittography or gloss, and in 1. 16 read
(
=

of Khazraji). The point is that although of servile

birth, she also was called “ Lady,” literally “ free-

born,” because she had borne a daughter to the

Sultan. In all, four favourites of the Sultan bear
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the title Lady (horrah), and two have no such title

[In the E. Tr. p. 99, 1. 3, for “ Ladies ” read

“ Lady ”]. As a Moslem can have but four wives,

as distinguished from concubine slave girls, one

would infer that these four favourites had all been

manumitted and promoted to full wifehood. But on

the first line of the next page we are told that ‘Alam,

or Umra Fatik, had no fellow-wife “except her.”

This cannot mean “except the last in the list of

favourites,” for she is not called horrah, and is not

said to have borne Mansur any children
;
and, in view

of the whole previous statement, it can hardly mean

anything but “except Umm Abi T-Jaish.” In that

case, the four names that follow her’s must be

bracketed as spurious, or at least as an afterthought,

which ‘Omarah may have set in the margin without

re-shaping the structure of his sentence. If the

latter explanation is correct, the title horrah, given

to two of the four, can hardly be from his pen.

p. 74. The Sheikh Ahmad, who grew up from childhood

in the country of Kindah, cannot be identical with

the pious and learned person who was thrown into

that country by the accident of a shipwreck; and

therefore the point of the story must be that the

latter was Ahmad’s teacher. Hence, for the corrupt

words ia 1. 17, we must read A=A

Ju \ ,
or something to that effect,

p. 75. In 1. 5 read (without j). In line 11 read

U-i . .JpJLi.

p. 77, 1. 15. Perhaps j'-. L
,
“all the country that

was easy for cavalry ”
: cf. p. 43.

p. 78, 1. 7. Read “He said to the Yizier, you

must order the old division to be annulled.”— 1. 13.

In Arabic “splitting the staff” means schism. Here

the sense is that he was on the point of leaving Zabld

and renouncing his allegiance.o O
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p. 78, 1. 15. The term *1 is wrongly explained in the

translation and in note 83, p. 283. It is not the

case that in Mohammedan countries a slave who

hears a child to her master thereby becomes free.

But such a woman may not be sold, pawned, or

given away, and she becomes free at her master’s

death. This is the status denoted technically by

the term Timm walnd. In practice, at least nowadays,

the master generally sets the mother of his child

free and raises her to the status of a wife
;
but he

is not bound to do so, and in a large seraglio it

would often be impossible to do so, as a man cannot

have more than four wives. See Van den Berg’s

ed. of the Minhaj, vol. iii. p. 497.—At the end of the

line read \j~>.

p. 79, 1. 1. The corruption here seems to have arisen in

the following way: For there was

a marginal variant
. Of this

variant the first two words got into the text as

c^***-1 (cf. Yacut), which led to the further

insertion of I propose, therefore, to delete the

last three words of 1. 1. The ^ in 1. 2 is the valley,

not the tree.

„ 1. 3 from foot. Bead bLJ Jlii and delete footnote 8.

In the translation, for “ to act indulgently ” read

“ to spend the day with him as his guest.”

p. 80, 1. 4. Mr. Kay, in his translation, seems to read

aJI for . I am not sure that it would not be

simpler to read with JU in the next

line. No value can be attached to the MS. as regards

nominatives and accusatives, and the sense seems

to be that ‘Othman called in a large sum that he

had abroad in order to prepare a sumptuous feast.
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p. 80, footnote 6. The point, omitted by KhazrajI and

in the translation, that the Vizier’s soldiers were

allowed to loot the remains of the banquet, is

characteristic and surely genuine,

p. 81, 1. 12. For —Js? read —

.

p. 82, 1. 4. For Jo-1 read .—The second half of

the following line is not an assertion but a wish.

—

I.- 14. here is evidently a weak spot. To

cure it we must note that the influential slaves

formed two groups or parties. The second group

consisted of
,

not “powerful men,” as Mr.

Kay has it, but “ slaves who were not eunuchs.”

The first group must therefore consist of eunuchs,

and the statement that they were so must lurk in

the corrupt word, for by itself the expression ,

“ the prefects, or beads of departments,” is not con-

fined to eunuchs. But the prefect of the seraglio

,*L
«j

is necessarily a eunuch; cf. De Sacy,

Chrest, i. 503. Read, therefore, ^jll (observing

that the corruption of lam to kaf is due to the medda

having been taken as part of the letter) and translate,

“ these were the prefects, the chief eunuchs of the

seraglio.”

p. 85, 1. 7. By some violent changes of the text, and some

straining of the words he reads, Mr. Kay gets the

following translation, “ He has moreover Najiyah,

who has been carefully educated by the slave-dealers,

and the love he bears to her son Mansur is carried

to an extreme.” But the ductus literarum of the

text is quite sound, though some diacritical points

have been displaced, and the true sense is, “ Besides,

he was a merchant’s slave and nurtured bv merchants,

and the avarice of the class is stamped upon his

countenance to this day.”—In 1. 11 I would propose

,
“ of ample dignity.”

j.r.a.s. 1893. 15
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p. 90, 1. 15. “He was the most knowing of men about

the mansions of the moon, and the rising and setting

of the stars.” At this time, it must be remembered,

astrology was a part of statecraft,

p. 91, 1. 1 sq. “ Whoever invited him he accepted the

invitation.” In so doing he followed the example

of the Prophet and the rule of all good Moslems.

Compare Ghazali’s discourse on this duty in the

Kit. at-Adah, Bab ad-Diyafah (vol. ii. p. 11 of the

Cairo ed. of the Ihya, a.h. 1302).

p. 97, 1. 4 from foot. The reading “ eighty ” for “ thirty
”

which Mr. Kay suggests as possible (note 99, p. 293)

is, in fact, that given by Abulfeda, vol. iii. p. 197.

—

In the same line we should perhaps read ^ for

<ji
s •

p. 99, 1. 5 from foot. ForJ^ read •

p. 100, 1. 11. Omit 1*1 as doublette of the preceding ^ .

p. 101, 1. 6. Head
,
“ refreshing showers.” To com-

pare God’s bounties to “ the lion, whose visits are

unceasing, who comcth in the morning and returneth

in the shadow of the evening,” as Mr. Kay does,

is really too pessimistic.

I now pass on to Al-Janadi

:

p. 139, 1. 0 from foot. Perhaps i=*- has fallen out before

^

,

“would that he who is now present had

been present with thee.”

p. 140, 1. 1. For read .—1. 3, footnote 1.

Perhaps blail “ wras full of rage against the religion

of Islam.”— 1. 8. For cr;*3 read
>

“ divined in his countenance.” Firasa was one of

the occult sciences which the Ismailians affected.

—

1. 9. For GjJ read GjJ, in the sense of “ w’orldly

goods, riches.” Grammar requires a nominative fern.,
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not an accus. masc., as Mr. Kay suggests.—1. 13. It

appears to me that the text here is not corrupt, but

represents a variant form of the tradition, which

ought to be retained, not corrected after the common

form of this hadith :
“ The true religion (Islam : cf.

Ihn al-Faklh’s version of the words, ed. De Goeje,

p. 33) is Yemenite, the Caaba is Yemenite, and the

Corner is Yemenite.” This is right enough on the

view expressed in another well-known tradition of

the Prophet, that Yemen includes the Hijaz and

touches Syria (Sham) at Tabuk. For the pre-

eminence of the “ Yemenite corner ” over the other

corners of the Caaba, see Yacut, iv. 1035, 1. 5, and

fuller details in AzracI, p. 240. It was here that the

angel Gabriel used to sit.

p. 141, 1. 12. Read 1 j2-’ .—1. 14. Read

“ I used to make them cleave to the things that are

good,” i.e. I strove to make them sedulous in pious

practices.

p. 144, 1. 11. The metre requires tij, as De Goeje reads,

Cannathes, p. 227.—1. 12. To get the sense Mr.

Kay puts on this we must read
f
which is

perhaps better than to point
,
as the metre

requires if we keep the present text.

p. 145, 1. 2. Perhaps <cizsr . The accumu-

lated water left a mark on the (arched) ceiling.—1. 4.

Read LLis

.

p. 146, 1. 7. For read “I have a precedent in

the conduct of Abu Sa'Id, since he has already pro-

claimed himself independent.” In note 141 Mr.

Kay hardly attaches due weight to this important

statement, which seems finally to settle the question

of Abu Sa'Id’s defection from the Fatimite party,
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while it also justifies De Goeje in doubting whether

he went over to the Abbasids, and explains the

motive for his assassination.—1. 16. Mr. Kay takes

Ijicls here as a proper name, but see p. 17, 1. 17,

where AAjli must be a descriptive term. In that

passage Ibn Khallikiin substitutes £21^. The word

is not ordinary Arabic, and probably belongs to a

Yemenite dialect. It means, perhaps, “prominent,”

“protuberant.” It also occurs in Yemen in proper

names. Yacfit has Wady Faish, but evidently does

not know the connotation of the name,

p. 149, 1. 1. I cannot follow the process of emendation

by which Mr. Kay gains the sense, “ Resting his

fears upon the praise he rendered unto God.” The

true text is easily restored
;

for read s2>\yi (or

and render, “Laying a leathern sack (with

water, or with provisions—the former is the classical

sense) on the back of a jackass he had.”

I conclude with some remarks on verses cited in the notes

:

p. 256, 1. 9. Mr. Kay’s proposals are against the laws

of metre; the text is quite sound and means, “ though

its very wolves be so famished that they cannot howl.”

p. 261, 1. 6. In the second hemistich Mr. Kay follows

the reading of KhazrajI, which is against metre.

Render, “ and on whose might Islam leans for sup-

port.”
s

p. 262, 1. 1. Point “The least of his noble and

eminent works is that,” etc.

p. 279, first verse. is the usual antithesis to

and must not be tampered with. Cf. Goldziher,

Mii/iaminedanische Studicn, i. 221 sqq., where the

various nuances of the two words are copiously

illustrated.
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p. 280. Read
,
“ that perturbs the night of the watcher,”

i.e. keeps a man awake all uight with love-sickness,

is “ love-lorn.”

p. 281, second verse. The rhyme (in Rajaz requires

“ his heart enfolded no malice.”

p. 326. The words here given are not verse at all.
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‘ Omarah's History of Yemen— Observations by Henry
C. Kay.

Professor Robertson Smith, in his paper on my version

of ‘Omarah’s history, concerns himself with two points.

He deals with my treatment of the Arabic text, and he

enters into certain observations upon the brief sketch I

have supplied of the author’s life.

These last do not call for more than a few words of

explanation. It will be seen that the particulars I have

placed before my readers, scanty as they are, really sum

up all the leading facts of ‘Omarah’s life that are known

to us. As to the sources of Ibn Khallikan’s biography,

the writer himself tells us that he drew his materials from

one of ‘Omarah’s works, and Prof. Robertson Smith

is no doubt right in pointing out that I was in errror in

supposing the history to be the work referred to. Indeed,

the information that the latter affords us touching ‘Omilrah’s

career in his native country is actually somewhat in excess

of the meagre details supplied by the biographer .

1

It is no doubt true that in speaking of the last years

of ‘Omarah’s life, which were spent in Egypt, I might have

entered into an examination of several points of a con-

troversial character—into an attempt to pronounce upon

the precise nature of ‘Omarah’s relations with the Fatimites

and Ayyuhites, upon the question of his guilt or innocence

of the crime for which ho suffered, and upon the literal

genuineness of the verses which, by general consent, bore

an important part in bringing about his death. But such

an enquiry would have led me somewhat far from the

1 Tho particulars contained in the history may easily be found (s.v. ‘Oniiirnh)

by means of the Index I have added to my translation.
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actual objects of my task, to the fulfilment of which, I

still venture to think, I was not wrong in confining myself.

Passing on now to Prof. Robertson Smith’s criticisms

of my treatment of the MS., I must, in the first place,

confess to some degree of doubt as to the nature of the

course which he wrould have had me adopt. He fully en-

dorses all I have said concerning the numerous errors of

all descriptions, omissions, and corruptions with which the

text is disfigured, and he admits that they not unfrequently

render it all but impossible to apprehend the author’s precise

meaning. He is of opinion that I ought to have given

a correct and readable, in other words a purified, text where-

ever that was possible. This, he perceives, would have

necessitated deviations which he would have had me indicate

by brackets and margiual notes. I find it difficult to make

a distinction between such a course and an attempt at that

complete recension which Prof. Robertson Smith else-

w'here admits would involve an amount of conjecture

indistinguishable from mere guess work. A line of demar-

cation, it will perhaps be said, could have been established,

but it would in practice be found very difficult to determine

where the line should be drawn. The course I adopted was

that to which I was naturally, I may almost say insensibly,

led. The variants given in the footnotes, and derived from

JanadT, KhazrajI, and other writers, frequently yield a

satisfactory sense which the corruption of the text denies

us, and in some cases, as I have poiuted out, the subsequent

writer has copied the words of the original author almost

verbatim. The difference between Prof. Robertson Smith

and myself seems chiefly to be this, that I have more

particularly regarded all attempts at restoring the text, not

as an end of itself, but simply as the means to an end.

Professor Robertson Smith remarks that I have not

sufficiently availed myself of the help to be derived from

the laws of metre. Such help, it is quite true, may be

of the greatest value when we are dealing with poetical

works by writers of some reputation, but it cannot be

safely applied to every scrap of verse quoted, as is usually
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the case, from memory, and seldom quite correctly. The
greatest caution in such case must be used before we
can venture to subordinate the sense to metrical regularity.

What I have said on the subject receives a not unapt

illustration from what Prof. Robertson Smith himself

says of a line as given by KhazrajI (p. 261), that it is

“ against metre,” and of another introduced by Dayba‘

(p. 326), that it is not verse at all. It will be noticed

that whenever one of the Arab classics is quoted, I have

looked up the passage and given the correct reading.

Of the emendations proposed by Professor Robertson

Smith, some are very good and a useful contribution towards

a restoration of the text. Such are his reading of the

line of verse at p. 15, 1. 7,
1 so also at p. 34, 1. 17,

. His comments upon p. 46, 1. 1 sqq., are both

useful and suggestive, but the proposed amendment at 1. 8

I think is somewhat doubtful, having regard not only to the

fact, so far as I am aware, that the verb is exclusively

used to signify a blow dealt with the hand, but also to

the construction of the sentence. The proposed reading at

p. 53, 1. 5, is good, but I should prefer to with

the word understood. j*j at p. 61, 1. 8, may indicate an

omission, but Prof. Robertson Smith is not improbably

right in proposing to expunge the word. His emendation

of the last line of the page is a very probable one, and

so also that at p. 66, 1. 3, for *J«c, which indeed is

practically that given by KhazrajI as shown in the footnote,

and adopted by myself. Again, at p. 69, 1. 8, for

At p. 82, 1. 4, in the feminine must, of

course, bo substituted for AaA
,
and his rendering of 1. 2,

p. 91, is no doubt correct.

1 My references are, like Professor Robertson Smith’s, to the pages of the

Arabic text. The numbers of the Arabic pages being printed in tiie margin
of the English version, the corresponding passages in the latter will easily be

found.
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But Prof. Robertson Smith’s emendations and inter-

pretations are not all of equal value. In not a few

cases they are very doubtful, and in others they are un-

questionably erroneous. I may here add that I propose

dealing with specific statements only, excluding those of

a general character. 1

As an example of the latter, I may refer to his remarks

upon ‘Omarah’s elegy on the Fatimites. Prof. Robertson

Smith says that I have translated a few lines, “but not quite

correctly.” This might possibly signify no more than that

my abridged rendering is not a literal translation, which

is true. But he makes his meaning quite clear when he

goes on to say that I am especially wrong in my reading

of one particular line, the real signification of which is,

he adds, that “ofttimes the ransom of the world lay with

the Fatimites, and that through them it was loosed of its

bonds.” Here I must simply say that I am quite unable

to follow my critic. A close translation of the line is,

according to my judgment, as follows :

“Perhaps the world [an it please God] will return to its

former condition. Its place of refuge and protection

is derived from you, and through you it will be

released of its bonds.”

It is not I think without significance that the expression

J3U*, the refuges of the land
,
was, according to the Taj

al ‘Arus, as quoted by Lane, applied to the kings of Himyar. 2

"What, it may further be asked, were the occasions on which

it could be said of the Fatimite Khalifahs, that they sub-

mitted to the humiliating necessity of ransoming their

people, and to whom was the ransom paid ?

It did not escape my notice that Ibn Khallikan writes

1 I shall also pass over some other passages, though not altogether devoid

of interest, since they show the effects which my mistakes, whether real or

imaginary, produced on the Professor’s mind.
2 Professor Robertson Smith seems to have somewhat misapprehended my own

words. The line, as I read it, expresses a hope and wish for the restoration of

the Fatimite dynasty.
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the name of the Wazir Taliii’s father Huzzik (supra,

p. 184, footnote). The Kamus writes Ruzzayk, which, even

on inferior authority, would have seemed to me the preferable

form. This I accordingly adopted, but through an accident

which I did not discover in time, it has been printed Ruzayk.

Abu‘l Mahasin, I may add, writes Ruzayk (vol. ii. 421).

I now proceed to an examination of Prof. Robertson

Smith’s detailed criticisms. I pass over some paragraphs,

chiefly out of consideration for the space I can fairly ask

to be allowed to occupy in the Society’s Journal, but also

because it seems unnecessary to do otherwise. Such, for

example, is the first paragraph, in which Prof. Robertson

Smith, by the alteration of a word, slightly'
- alters the

sense of a passage, but concerns himself chiefly with

‘Omarah’s intentions when he began his book. That on

p. 2, 1. 8, of which I can only say that Prof. Robertson

Smith renders the word in a sense which seems to

me very doubtful. That at p. 4, 1. 1, is a disputable con-

tention on a small matter, over which I gave myself a

considerable amount of trouble, without being able to arrive

at a better solution than that offered by Janadl. In his

remark on p. 5, 1. 4, Prof. Robertson Smith is no doubt

right, but the exaggeration on the one side is hardly less

than that on the other.

p. 5, 1. 7. Prof. Robertson Smith, when saying that this

passage ought “certainly to be amended with the

aid of Yakut,” has failed to notice that Yakut

is here exceedingly inaccurate, and is himself in

great need of correction. ‘Omarah, we may feel

sure, never said that Aden La'ah stood on Mount

Sabir.

p. 11, footnote 6. in the active can readily be under-

stood as meaning “ he caused to be built,” but after

what follows, unless be read in the passive, it

would be plainly implied that Nafls built the wall

and closed the aperture with his own hands.
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p. 12, footnotes 8 and 10. or something equivalent

is absolutely necessary. Prof. Robertson Smith is in

error in regarding as the subject of

(1. 14). The verb has been repeated (last line), owing

to the interruption of the sentence by a digression,

but the subject of the verb is in both cases the same,

namely, Sultan Abu ‘Abd Allah. The Banu Asbah

occupied the valley of Sahul and probably owned

the land, but they were not the conquerors spoken

of in the text. They were, on the contrary, subject

to the family of Kurandi. The word must

be read in the plural, not in the dual.

On account of its bearing upon another fact of

Arab tribal history, and one of some importance,

it seems proper to refer here to a statement by

Hamdaui, which I have had occasion to quote in

note 3 (p. 214), and which Prof. Robertson Smith

has likewise referred to in his “ Kinship,” p. 9. But

he has misunderstood the true meaning of the passage.

Hamdani does not say that it was a practice with

obscure desert Arabs to call themselves by the name

of some more famous tribe, but that when they

happened to bear the same name, they frequently

asserted a false claim to identity of lineage.

p. 15, 1. 18. We have an express statement that the words

quoted were those of al-Mutanabbi. The narrator

would without doubt have said so if both words and

sense had been purposely altered. It seems equally

improbable that ‘Aly, the Sulayhite, would be repre-

sented as gratuitously offering so gross an insult to

a man who was about to load him with benefits. But

Prof. Robertson Smith’s reading no doubt deserves

consideration.

p. 16, 1. 14. The lines are in the Khafif metre. According

to Be Sacy the last syllable of the second foot may
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be read short. Anyhow the next syllable must be

long, and the word may be adapted to the necessities

of the case by reading it in the plural, simati. I was

never well satisfied with the word
,
and, on

reconsideration of the line, it strikes me that

brilliant, is almost without doubt the true reading.

The word is particularly used when speaking of a

star, and the probabilities in its favour are, I think

strong. It goes, of course, to confirm my inter-

pretation of the line. I could wish that Prof.

Robertson Smith had explained his reasons for

reading in the passive, and simah rather than

samah. But a similar wish has more than once

occurred to me in the course of his paper,

p. 16, 1. 19. The emendations here proposed are, for the most

part, good and useful
;

but they do not altogether

relieve us of the difficulties presented by the text.

That the bond in question was in favour of the oil-

presser and a reward for the exchange of dress,

is, of course, pure conjecture. The oil-presser, in

that transaction, must indeed have had the best of

the bargain. Prof. Robertson Smith’s translation

he discharged before the Iuidi, seems not

only grammatically doubtful, but inconsistent also

with what is indicated in the narrative, that no third

person took part in the interview with the Kadi.

Prof. Robertson Smith cannot guess, he tells us,

how I came to make a new personage of ‘Aly, the

Sulayhite, Kadi of Haraz. That arises from his

failure to observe that ‘Aly never was Kadi of

Haraz, whilst the name ‘Aly ibn Muhammad, which

appears in the text, is, to borrow the remark of

Queen Asma, a very common one among Arabs.

The intended meaning is probably ‘Aly, son of the

Kadi of Haraz, Muhammad. (Cf. Ibn el Wardi,

ii. 368.)
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p. 18, 1. 17. Prof. Robertson Smith’s reading of in

the sense of exhausted, instead of the more usual one

perished, is good. Also his emendation A-l instead

of JaA . But the difficulties we have to deal with

are not exhausted. The singular , 1. 17, Prof.

R. Smith pronounces to be right, but he omits to

tell us what then becomes of the words jlyaS iAi,

which require the affixed pronouns in 1. 19 to be

in the plural, not to mention the word in 1. 18.

p. 19, 1. 11. Prof. Robertson Smith, instead of

honoured, would read accused of being avaricious,

a charge which, it is true, is seldom undeserved in

the case of an Arab, but one which would be fiercely

resented in that of a great and powerful chief such

as ‘Aly the Sulayhite. As to 1. 12 sqq. Prof.

Robertson Smith unnecessarily changes the order of

the sentence. If we read the next words ^ j

as he seems to do, the natural sense would be “and

if she resembles me.” Had the author intended the

conjunction to signify although, he would surely have

made his meaning plain by writing Ui!
t'* or

words to that effect. If we read as I have

proposed, the sense undoubtedly is, “ if I compare

myself.”

Prof. Robertson Smith, as it seems to me, ac-

cepts far too readily the boastful language in which

Arabs are in the habit of attributing to themselves

a variety of heroic virtues, a scrupulous sense of

honour, generosity, profuse liberality, disinterested-

ness, etc. If an individual affect a self-depreciatory

tone, we may freely suspect his sincerity, but he

will seldom hesitate to do so, as an indirect mode

of flattery, provided it can be of service to him.
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As to the Arab who would feel or confess to feeling

humbled by favours bestowed upon him, least of all

by favours proceeding from a brother, or sister or

sovereign Prince, that Arab, I will venture to say,

must be a very exceptional character. We have an

example before us, among others, in ‘Omilrah, who

never shows the slightest symptom of the kind,

p. 20, 1. 6. H • is to my mind better than

. I do not think that JU- or its

plural can be used in the sense of business.

as written by Prof. Robertson Smith, is,

I presume, a clerical error.

p. 21, 1. 6. If Prof. Robertson Smith means that the

lines in our text were written by the author of the
\ i

Urjuzat al-Hajj, he ought to read i ,1
y-A

,

,

or words to the same effect. But the lines are not

to he found in the TJrjuzah, nor does the route it

describes come anywhere near the place mentioned

by ‘Omilrah.

p. 22, 1. 3 from foot. The reading here proposed would

require the verb to be in the plural,

p. 26, footnote 3. as in the footnote is, in my opinion,

undoubtedly better. “ The man, by Allah, who took

his mother from Zabul, and on her account slew

20,000 Abyssinians, he, by my life, was truly a man.”

As to Prof. Robertson Smith’s proposed correc-

tions of footnote 5 and 1. 3 from foot, they are

clearly erroneous. The meaning is not that Ahmad

paid the money to As‘ad, but that, on the contrary,

he received it for conveyance to their master at San‘a.

p. 28, 1. 12. My rendering of the words t >o ^ is

perfectly right, as may bo seen by reference to the
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very passage in Wright’s Grammar, to which

Trof. Robertson Smith appeals. A correction is

perhaps, however, required in the words that follow,

which, it may be, ought to read “ and beheld

thee, 0 fair-complexioned, after thou hadst swept

away,” etc.

p. 33, footnote 2. There is good reason, I think, for

adopting KhazrajI’s rather than Prof. Robertson

Smith’s somewhat fanciful reading. The excessive

summer heat in Tihamah and scarcity of pasturage

at that season are sufficient reasons for the departure

of the mountaineers, and it is quite in accordance

with Eastern practice to harass a retreating enemy,

if it be possible to do so.

p. 35, 1. 3. I feel quite unable to accept Prof. Robertson

Smith’s reading. It is not possible to conceive the

Khalifah writing of his own or of the Queen’s

subjects as obliged to live in concealment from their

(and his) enemies. The word kahf, moreover, signifies

asylum, refuge, as well as cave. To call the Queen

a cave would sound no less odd to Arab than to

English ears.

„ last line. Prof. Robertson Smith somewhat exagger-

ates the unbending pride, as he represents it, of

an Arab, and at the same time fails to observe that

he contends for a reading which does not perceptibly

differ from that to which he objects. In the one

case, “he felt humbled in his own estimation and

perceived that his reputation was dimmed ”
;

in the

other, “ he saw that his own reputation was eclipsed.”

I feel quite at a loss to understand how the Professor

arrives at the meaning he attributes to the message

Saba sends through the slave girl. The words, to

my mind, were simply meant to convey to the Queen,

perhaps with some slight sarcasm, that she had not

succeeded in deceiving him.

p. 37, 1. 10. Prof. Robertson Smith omits to take into con-

sideration the word in the tenth line. Following
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thereupon we must, I think, necessarily read

in the last hemistich.

p. 38, 1. 2. The phrase, my rendering of which Prof.

Robertson Smith condemns, is a very common one.

His interpretation is erroneous, and it misrepresents

the relations between the Queen and her Wazir. The

phrase is fully explained in Wright’s Grammar,

vol. ii. p. 154.

„ footnote 2 and 1. 11. Prof. Robertson Smith’s

emendation, with its meaning, “from this day forth

I owe thee no obedience in my castle,” is too im-

probable to be accepted. No Arab courtier would

have expressed his wishes in such undiplomatic

language.

Prof. Robertson Smith’s proposed substitution of

ii for Jlc is not only, to my mind, unnecessary,

but it misleads him in his interpretation of the

passage. The words U»»a signify “ in that (i.e.

in my treatment of you) which has been habitual (with

me).” The verb may in certain cases, as is shown

by Lane, be used simply in the sense of teas.

—jt*- must be rendered in the sense of restriction,

hindrance, “ prohibition,” etc., “ on my part.”

p. 40, 1. 4 from foot. must, I think, signify

“ mixed multitudes of Arabs, dwellers in tents.”

I have an imperfect recollection of having met with

the word f-Z* used as y* (
icabariyah

, ahl al wabar), but

I can only say so under every reserve,

p. 42, 1. 3 from foot. Prof. Robertson Smith’s proposal to

substitute Karami (or Kazami) for Kiizim deserves

consideration. Rut I should prefer to leave the

subsequent words untouched, and to read :
“ He was

met by a member of the family of al-Karam, who

came from Aden (namely), Muhammad, son of the

L)a‘y Abu‘l-‘Arab, and a descendant of Sa'id ibu
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Hamid ad-din.” But the reading, whichever way

we take it, remains very doubtful,

p. 43, 1. 1 sgq. “ He asked them about such hidden

things” is not a good translation. is

here used as a substantive, and means “the hidden,

or deep, or mysterious signification of these things.”

The identical word is used by Nuwayri and Makrlzl

in their account of the process of initiation into

the Ismailite sect (Makrlzl, p. 391, 1. 32 ; 392, 1. 5).

De Sacy translates jy%\ by “matieres qui

presentent beaucoup d’obscurite et d’incertitude
”

(p. lxxv.), and at p. lxxix. by
“ science abstruse et profonde.” I venture to think

that my note, despite the sentence which Prof.

Robertson Smith passes upon it, will retain its place.

„ 1. 5 from foot. I do not find the word in the diction-

aries in either sense, but the Kamils gives iObjll,

signifying “ the place trodden by the feet.” See the

Taj al ‘Arus, i. p. 144. I think the rendering

I have adopted, both here and for p. 77, 1. 15

(translation, p. 105), is the more probable one.

p. 52, 1. 4. must, to my mind, be rendered to repress,

restrain, etc. Fire is repressed (controlled, mastered,

etc.) only by him that kindles it. The words that

follow form a natural sequence :
“ Do not therefore

trust to your allies, but bear the fierce heat of battle

yourselves.” The version adopted by Prof. Robertson

Smith, “Fire only catches the man who kindles it,”

does not convey a satisfactory or even a clear mean-

ing, and it ignores the words

p. 55, 1. 6. It is true that JanadI describes Anls as a eunuch,

but there is nothing to that effect in our text, and

KhazrajI, who here copies ‘Omarah very closely, uses

the word oh-.-! . It is to be observed that Anls seems

to have been entrusted with the defence of the castle.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 16
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p. 56, footnote 3. I hardly know what precise sense Prof.

Robertson Smith intends to convey by the words,

“I took his mark.” The expression ALas*- <—>Le! is

to be found in all dictionaries, and signifies, “ his

shot hit the mark and he won the prize.” ‘Omarah

confesses that he appropriated his neighbour’s arrow

(i.e. the verses he had composed), and its real owner

was thus deprived of the prize that ought to have

been his. I am at a loss to understand how

could be better than .

p. 60, 1. 5. The propriety of Prof. Robertson Smith’s pro-

posal to substitute for is, I think, very

doubtful. Whatever may be said of negroes, the

Abyssinian type is far from displeasing to Easterns,

whilst Abyssinian women are greatly and justly

celebrated for their beauty. See the account given

by ‘Omarah, himself a pure Arab, of the Abyssinian

Princes of Zabld, of whom he says that no Arab

king surpassed them in merit, etc. (p. 96 of transla-

tion). Again, at p. 104, his description of Muflih,

whose handsome presence is particularly mentioned,

and the account which both he and JanadI have

given of Surfir (note 94).

,, 1. 5 from foot. Even with the omission of the word

“ of course,” Prof. Robertson Smith’s interpretation

of the word (Jso is here inadmissible, and it is not

confirmed by the passage in the Kitab al-Aghdni to

which he appeals. What the author says is that the

Queen showed Kusayr a hole in the ground beneath

her throne, and she told him that it had an outlet

into another similar hole beneath the throne of her

sister on the further side of the Euphrates.

The typical Arab dwelling consists of two, three,

or more separately built apartments, some of which

may, or may not, adjoin and communicate with
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one another. The piece of open ground upon which

they stand (<U z) is enclosed within a wall or fence,

and is used for various purposes. It is sufficient to

add that the word signifies among as well as

bcUreen.

p. 62, 1. 9. If we read, as I have proposed, (or *'>-3

, l>
,
that is to say, the mailed kilt forming the

nether part of his chain armour, a probable solution

is, I think, arrived at.

,, 1. 16. The version which Prof. Robertson Smith

puts in the man’s mouth involves too high a com-

pliment to his enemies and is too depreciatory of

his own people. The word when applied to

a person, is used in a contemptuous sense.

,, last line. ‘Omarah has himself given us a sufficient

explanation of Asma’s appearing in public with

uncovered face. See translation, p. 35.

p. 67, 1. 7. The text has ^A***.-; ,
for which KhazrajT, as

I have indicated in the footnote, substitutes .

Prof. Robertson Smith gives the preference to the

latter, but, to my mind, without good reason. From

the word in the text a perfectly consistent meaning is

derived. Jayyash, after what had occurred, felt that

the only course open to him was to withdraw. But

Ibn al Kumm sprang after him and brought him

back. The proposal to read in the dual is

inadmissible, since we are distinctly told that no one

but ‘Aly and Husayn was present.

,, 1. 10. If we adopt the reading proposed by Prof.

Robertson Smith, we should have to render it, not

one of Sulayhi’s family, but al Agharr, his son. No
such person is ever mentioned throughout the book,

and the course of ‘Omarah’s narrative everywhere

points to the conclusion that ‘Aly, the Sulayhite, had
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no other son but Ahmad al-Mukarram. The place

of which Jayyash took possession on the following

morning was not the palace, but the dar al-imarah ,

the seat of government.

p. 67, 1. 20. I am not able to follow Prof. Robertson Smith

in his substitution of hJiki (more correctly kj

for . There is an ellipsis of one word in the

sentence, but one which no reader could fail to supply.

In what follows As'ad makes use of a well-known

phrase Jkp*5

,
and it is not without obvious

reason that he substitutes j*kl
,

literally the days,

for t—Jp- war. It cannot for a moment be supposed

that he uses the word in the sense of “Ayyam al

‘Arab,” on an occasion when he has offered no

resistance, and when he can hope for nothing better

than the somewhat humiliating generosity of his

enemy.

Prof. Robertson Smith’s translation of the phrase

Jks**’ is not correct. Its meaning is clearly

explained in the Kamils, and the word sijdl, it must

be observed, is applied to fall buckets only.

p. 68, 1. 6. ,
seeking hospitality, is to my mind

a less suitable word than .«
,
scattered, or

even than ,
receiving hospitality, that is

refuge.

p. 72. One could wish that Prof. Robertson Smith had

mentioned why he would read
,
governed by

j \
?

(it makes a rather awkward sentence), why he

wishes to substitute li— for A—

j

1

,
and^Ai for^>A-=,

which gives a perfectly good reading. As to the

title hurrah, it is generally applied to any respectable

woman.

p. 78, 1. 7. aJLaj The phrase is of the same con-

struction as that at p. 46, 1. 11, ,
and is, I

think, perfectly good.
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p. 78, 1. 13. “ He cleft the staff” signifies he parted from

those with whom he had been associated, a final

rupture took place. It cannot here be taken to mean

that Othman was about to renounce his allegiance

(consequently to become a rebel). What is signified

is that he was about to submit to the Wazir’s orders,

which he was not able to resist, and to leave Zabld.

The Wazir would thus have gained his ostensible

purpose, but his real object would have been defeated.

„ 1. 15. I ought to have said that a slave who has

borne a child to her master is practically free. She

is, with only the rarest exceptions, treated as a free

woman, even though not formally manumitted,

p. 79, 1. 1. The general sense of the passage, notwithstand-

ing its many corruptions, is plain enough, but verbal

emendations can be little better than “ sheer guess

work.” The word in 1. 2 is no doubt not the

tree (no one could suppose so), but neither does it

refer to the valley.

p. 60, footnote 6. I cannot agree with Prof. Robertson

Smith in regarding this passage as signifying that

the Wazir’s soldiers looted the remains of the

banquet. It must be observed that the words jjj

are repeated twice. The words

that intervene are, with scarcely a doubt, due to

the carelessness of the transcriber, <«_. no doubt,

suggested by and by^.£~j. The omission

of the sentence by KhazrajI is thus fully accounted

for. We might, however, retain the first words of

the interpolation, reading say five for five hundred.

The sentence would then be “ Othman distributed

five (roasted) sheep, and three buhars of

sweetmeats.” The interpolated words would thus be

reduced to four, including the two mentioned above,

p. 85, 1. 7. Prof. Robertson Smith’s reading is ingenious,

but I think that here, as in some other places, he

is too absolutely sure of having solved the difficulties
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of the text. The education given by dealers to

their slaves is not despised in the East, but, on the

contrary, is much valued. As to merchants in

general, they are rather a favoured class. It is

never forgotten that trade was the special occupation

of the tribe of Kuraysh, and that the Prophet

himself was engaged in it at the commencement

of his career. Avarice is not regarded as the special

vice of the trader. Finally, let it be remembered

that the words are reported as spoken by Himyar,

himself a slave-dealer, and an educator of slaves,

p. 90, 1. 15. The purpose for which Surur went forth is

stated in the text.

p. 99, 1. 5 from foot. I can see no reason for the emendation

here demanded.

p. 101, 1. 6. I have taken the word as it stands in the text,

and I suspect it is capable of being defended,

p. 140, 1. 6. I should prefer reading jb-ii rather than

proposed by Prof. Robertson Smith.

„ 1. 9. I do not think that bJJ can properly be

interpreted riches, synonymous, that is to say, with

JU. The word occurs to me as by far the

most probable reading, and it of course justifies

the feminine of the subsequent affixed pronouns. It

makes no change in my translation,

p. 141, 1. 12. No alif is required. The words as printed

are quite correct. aJj ^ .

G w £ -

p. 144. The right reading, I take it, is not ,

and the former, as it seems to me, suits both metre

and sense better than
,
but I must confess

that I find the lines so full of irregularities, that

it seems to me the metre can hardly be taken into

account. They can only just be said to be better

than Dayba's line, which Prof. Robertson Smith

pronounces is
“ not verse at all.”
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p. 145, 1. 2. I cannot see the grounds for the emendations

here proposed, nor the objects they can serve,

p. 146, 1. 7. The proposal to read is good. As regards

Prof. Robertson Smith’s remarks on my note 141,

I do not think that much or rather any importance

will be attached to Ibn Fadl’s reported words. But

the actual question between us seems to hinge rather

upon an interpretation of French than of Arabic.

„ 1. 16. The word when read as a geographical

name, and not in its ordinary sense, I apprehend is

derived from the name of ,
the Ilimyarite,

and ancestor of the tribe of Yahsub.

p. 149, 1. 1. Prof. Robertson Smith’s reading is one, which,

as our French friends would say, saute aitx yeux. My
objection to it is that the fugitive would surely not

encumber himself with a laden ass, when about to

travel a comparatively short distance, say to Zabld,

through a fertile and well-watered country, full of

Ibn Fadl’s bitter enemies. Ilis ass, be it added, would

compel him to keep to the beaten track. The emen-

dation I have proposed, does not, I confess, altogether

satisfy me, but it seemed to me worth submitting

to my readers. sj\ AJb
,
I must add, is a misprint. It

ought to be jj'aJs, as in the text,

p. 256, 1. 9. The metre is taicil, and the last hemistich

might be so read that the asseverative lain would

correspond with the first syllable of the second foot,

which is short. Of course we should have to read

jadabi, not judbi. I am not, I confess, prepared

to insist upon that reading, but I can with difficulty

bring myself to adopt Prof. Robertson Smith’s version.

A country in which the wolves are on the point of

extermination has surely a redeeming point in its

favour, and the author can hardly have been willing

to allow it even that.
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p. 261, 1. 6. Prof. Robertson Smith’s objection on the score

of the metre is a fair one. But. I feel unable never-

theless either to drop the word ‘urwah or to adopt

that which he proposes to substitute. The word

is objectionable, because it inverts the signification

of a well-known phrase. signifies clinging

to a thing for protection, and it is explained as

synonymous with We have the phrase

aUb aisI

,

“he clung unto God, or to his religion .”

In the Kur’an we have (Ch. xxxi. v. 21)

Sj “He has clung to a sure and firm handle

or support.” See also Ch. ii. v. 257. It is, I think,

in the highest degree unlikely that the poet would

venture to tamper with the phrase, and a question

whether we may even read the word in the dual.

The proposals to read and <0^ are good.

The subject of these notes could easily, perhaps with some

advantage, have been treated at greater length, but I think

I have said all that is really necessary. I have never

imagiued that I could guard myself against all error, nor

have I flattei’ed myself that a critic, and one especially of

Prof. Robertson Smith’s distinguished abilities, could not

show that I have failed to do so. And, indeed, he has been

able to point to certain errors of elementary Arabic grammar,

which I must confess are difficult to excuse. But I am able,

nevertheless, to claim that nothing has been established that

can detract from my translation as a faithful and trust-

worthy version of ‘Omiirah’s history. And I have, I think,

sufficiently shown that Prof. Robertson Smith’s own

Remarks stand in need of reconsideration and correction.



p. 236, 1. 16, read : The proposal to adopt Jil at p. 262 is

good, but I know of no authority for the use (p. 280)

of the word or (to be troubled, grieved, dis-

tracted, etc.) as a transitive verb, and as capable of

bearing the sense which Prof. Robertson Smith

attributes to it. His emendation and rendering are

in my opinion inadmissible.
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Art. VII.

—

The Tribes and Castes of Bengal, by II. II.

Risley. Vols. I. and II. Ethnographic Glossary,

Vols. I. and II. Anthropometric Bata. By J. F.

Hewitt, M.R.A.S., late Commissioner of Chota

Nagpore.

No one can fully appreciate the great value of this work

to all students of ethnology until they realize the historical

importance of an accurate classification of the characteristic

differences which divide the social strata known as the

castes living in a country occupying the geographical

position of Bengal. Bengal is practically the country of

the Deltas of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, and of the

Western rivers, which rise in the Vindhyan range, called by

Hindu geographers the Sukti mountains, and flow down

thence to the Ganges and the Bay of Bengal. It has

always been one of the great highways by which Southern

tribes moved northward and Northern tribes southward,

and was, owing to its geographical advantages and its

fertile soil, civilized and settled before the advent of the

Aryan conquerors to North-western India. It is for this

reason that we find in Bengal the undisturbed remains

and the still living and almost unchanged representatives

of some of the principal races who are described by the

poets of the Rigveda under the general name of Dasyus,

a name which, as Zimmer shows, merely means the people

of the country or “desh.” 1 It was from the union of the

people of Bengal called the Maghadas or Mughs with

the Northern Kushikas or sons of Kush the tortoise that

the first great Indian Empire arose, which was formed

1 Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, chap. iv. pp. 109-112.
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by the two races ruled by the king called in the Mahabha-

rata Jarasandha. This name means, etymologically, the

junction (sandha) by old age or lapse of time (jara), and

that this etymology is intended to convey historical in-

formation is shown by the legend telling of his birth.

From this we learn that he was the son of the two queens

of the king of Magadhas, who were daughters of the king

of Kashi (Benares), and that he was born by the help of

the Rishi Chandra Kushika, the moon (Chandra) of the

Kushikas of the race of Gotama. He, by causing a Mango
to fall into their laps, made each of them the mother of

half a child, and the two halves were joined together by

an old woman of the race of the Rakshasa or sons of a

tree (rukh), who was called Jara (old age). 1 It was the

confederacy ruled by the imperial races thus united who

appear in the Rigveda as the Kushika and Bhilrata, the

opponents of the Aryan races. But this legend is also

one of the many proofs derived from the study of the

Rigveda and Mahilbharata, the ritual of the Brahmanas,

the traditions and the customs of the Hindu race, which

show that these people, who are described in the Rigveda

as godless, were really a nation who had distinct national

creeds, an elaborate ritual, and a regularly constituted

priesthood. This was, like that of the Brahmans,

hereditary
;

for the Rishi Chandra Kushika of the race of

the Gotama belongs to the same stock as that of the

great Rajput clan of the Gautamas, who still hold large

estates in Oude and the North-west Provinces, and who
are shown to be the sons of the bull, both by the name

Gautama, and by that of the River Rohini, the red cow,

sacred to the Sakya division of the race, which flows through

the land they occupied. The name Gautama boasts a still

older descent, for it goes back to the Akkadian Gut the

bull, which gave Assyria its ancient name of Gutiuin, and

it is still the name for bull in old Chinese.

1 Mahitbharata Snbha (Rajasuyarambha) Fnrva, xvii., Baboo Fertap Cbunder
Roy’s translation, pp. 64-67.
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But while we find in Bengal the almost unchanged re-

presentatives of the races which formed these old imperial

confederacies, we find also still earlier popular customs, insti-

tutions, and beliefs less disturbed by the intrusion of foreign

elements than in the countries watered by the Indus, Jumna,

and northern streams of the Ganges and its tributaries, and

in the fertile lands on the western coast. It wras these

latter countries which were the seat of the foreign trade

with the West, and it was down the Jumna and Indus

that northern invading tribes descended into India. In

them western and northern ideas appeared in a foreign

and unnationalized form, and thus modified national customs

in a way quite different from that in which they influenced

those of Bengal. For before these races had made their

way down the Jumna and through the Doab and Bundel-

cund countries to Bengal, they had to pass through a long

period of racial acclimatization, and had ceased to be the

ardent votaries of foreign creeds and customs. They also,

on their arrival at the historic junction point of the Western,

and Eastern races, the great place of pilgrimage called

Pureag, marked by the holy lake formed by the junction

of the Jumna and Ganges, and consecrated to the holy

Plaksha tree
(
ficus infectoria), found themselves confronted

with the national organization of the Kushika and Maghada

races, and were consequently absorbed into the Bengal

system with much less disturbance of previous institutions

than that which marked their first arrival in India as

strangers, and when the foreign and indigenous tribes

looked on one another as enemies and barbarians. It was

only from agriculture and trade in agricultural produce

that wealth could be acquired in ancient Bengal, and the

immigrant agricultural tribes of the north who settled

there found no difficulty in joining the earlier tribes in

the worship of the great Earth goddess, who, under various

names, is still the most popular representative of the

supreme God to all the inhabitants of Eastern India.

But besides the influx of agricultural settlers from the north

into Bengal there was also an efflux of agricultural tribes
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from Bengal to northern lands. For we know from Pliny

and Indian tradition that the Macco- or Mugho- Kalingae,

the ruling race of Magadha or Behar, were a branch of

the Kalingae, of Madras, who had made their way north-

ward in search of fertile lands and fresh clearings, and it

is these Maghadas who are called by Manu the trading

race .
1 It was this intermixture of Northern pre-Aryan

with Dravidian types which formed the middle stages of

the series of ethnical changes in Bengal, so well described

in the following passage from Mr. Risley’s introductory

Essay, in which he calls attention to “ the curiously close

correspondence between the gradations of racial type in-

dicated by the nasal index and certain of the social data

as sustained by independent inquiry.” 2 This coincidence

between the height of the bridge of the nose and the

position of the different races in the social scale of civiliza-

tion was one which had not escaped the ancient Aryan

observers, for the Rigveda speaks of the “ Anaso,” or nose-

less “Dasyus,” 3 and an Aryan Brahman ethnologist would

quite have agreed with the next observations of Mr. Risley,

who goes on to say: “If we take a series of castes in

Bengal, Behar or the North-West Provinces, and arrange

them in the order of the average nasal index, so that the

caste with the finest nose shall be at the top, and that with

the coarsest at the bottom of the list, it will be found that

the order substantially corresponds with the accepted order

of social precedence. The casteless tribes—Kols, Korwas,

Mundas, and the like—who have not yet entered the

Brahmanical system, occupy the lowest place in both series.

Then come the vermin-eating Musahars and the leather-

dressing Chamars. The fisher castes of Bauris, Binds, and

Kewuts are a trifle higher in the scale than the pastoral

Gualas; the cultivating Kurmi and a group of cognate castes,

from whose hands a Brahman may take water, follow in

due order, and from them we pass to the trading Khatris,

1 Biihler’s Manu, x. 47 ;
Sacred Books of the East (S.B.E.), p. 413.

: Introductory Essay, vol. i. ;
Ethnographic Glossary, p. xxxiii.

5 ltigv. v. 29, 10.
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the landholding Babhuns, and the upper crust of Hindu

society. Thus it is scarcely a paradox to lay down as

a law of caste organization in Eastern India that a man’s

social status varies in inverse ratio to the width of his

nose.” It is for the reasons here stated that the two

volumes of anthropometric data containing measurements

taken in Bengal, Oude, the Nort-West Provinces, and the

Panjab form such a valuable adjunct to the two volumes of

the Ethnographic Glossary, and this value will be much

enhanced when the anthropometric measurements are eluci-

dated by the analysis promised in a separate volume, which

will doubtless be marked by the historical acumen, the

careful attention to facts, and the exact reasoning which

are so conspicuously shown in the Ethnographic Glossary

and Mr. Risley’s preface.

Before proceeding to describe in detail some of the lessons

to be learnt from these volumes, I must first point out the

very great care taken by the Bengal Government, Mr.

Risley and his assistants, to ensure perfect accuracy in

the facts now published. The Government, in addition

to the staff appointed under Mr. Risley, secured the services

of 190 selected local correspondents, to whom au elaborate

and exhaustive list of 391 questions was given. These

questions were prepared at an Ethnographic conference in

Lahore, of which Mr. Risley, from Bengal, Mr. Denzil

Ibbetson, Director of Public Instruction in the Panjab,

and Mr. J. C. Nesfield, Inspector of Schools in Oude, were

members. These questions were divided into the following

sections : I. Those on social organization. II. Domestic

ceremonies. III. Religion. IT. Superstitions, including

omens, ordeals, and oaths, magic, and witchcraft, ceremonial

prohibitions or Taboos, and agricultural superstitions. Y.

Social customs. YI. Occupations. VII. Relations to land.

The work of inquiry was all based on Census Statistics, and

the local correspondents who were to supply answers to

these questions, “were instructed to extend their inquiries

over a wide field, to mistrust accounts published in books,

to deal with the people direct, and to go for their informa-
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tion to the persons most likely to be well informed on

on questions of custom, such as priests, marriage brokers,

genealogists, headmen of caste panchayats ” (councils of

five), and the like. “ When reports were received they

were tested by comparison with notes on the same caste

collected by Mr. Rislej'-, with reports by other correspondents

in the same or different districts, with accounts already

published and Dr. Wise’s unpublished notes.” These notes

bad been collected by Dr. James Wise, who was for ten

years Civil Surgeon of Dacca, and who had during his

residence there made frequent tours through the country,

in which he gathered by personal enquiry among the

people the materials for a large series of elaborate and

carefully tested facts relating to the castes and customs

of Eastern Bengal, the whole of which were placed at

Mr. Risley’s disposal by his widow. After the reports had

been thus compared and tested, “correspondents were

invited to clear up discrepancies then brought to notice,

and as the inquiry proceeded special subjects were taken

up and examined in circular letters addressed to all cor-

respondents with the object of summarizing the general

results as ascertained up to a certain stage, and thus in-

dicating lines of inquiry which might lead to further

results.” 1

If each of the Bengal castes was really what it is

theoretically, a collection of families boasting the same

descent, who had passed through centuries of growth

without the intermixture of foreign elements, the in-

formation as to their customs, organization, ceremonies,

religion, superstitions, and occupations thus collected and

arranged would have supplied ethnological inquirers with

a most elaborate series of object lessons as to the internal

growth of races descended from the same stock
;
but the

most cursory examination of the facts previously known,

and of the information given in these volumes, will show

that these conditions of descent are fulfilled in none of

Introductory Essay, vol. i. Ethnographic Glossary, pp. x-xv.
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the Bengal castes, that the present strict laws regulating

marriage within the caste all represent an ideal state of

things to be realized after the acceptance of the code

which does not in the least correspond with the past history

of the caste which adopted it, and it is also clear that

the custom of endogamy or marriage within the caste, which

is now the strict rule of most castes, was preceded by a

long period during which exogamy or marriage between

heterogeneous and mixed races was the rule, and still

earlier ages in which the national unit was not the family,

but the tribe or the village. Taking the Brahmans, who
are divided into three main divisions first, there are : I.

The Pancha Gaurya or five clans of Gaur or Northern

Brahmans, the Saraswats or Sarasvati, Kanyakubja, Gaura,

Utkul, or Orissa Brahmans, and Maithili, those of Tuhub

(Mithila). II. The Pancha Dravidian, five clans of

Southern Brahmans, Karnati, Tailangi or Andhra, Gujrati

Gurjjara, Draviric, Maharashtrya .
1 It is these two classes

who comprise the Brahmans of the purest blood, and the

names by which they are called are entirely territorial, with

the exception of the Sarasvats and the Gauriya Brahmans.

Of these the first, though they trace their descent to the

Aryan tribes settled on the Sarasvati, yet by their name

they point to the goddess mother of the Yeda Sarasvati,

the goddess of speech (Saro), as their mother and this

name denoted the Aryan innovators who added hymns of

prayer and praise to the earlier sacrificial ritual. The
Gaurya, again, though they represent the Brahmans of

Oude, the ancient land of Gaur
,

2 are also the clan who
claim descent from the goddess Gauri, the wild cow— the

Indian bison—a descent which is marked by the name
Go-tra, or cow stalls, assigned to the sub-classes into which

the Brahman clans are divided, and to the traditions which

make the sons of Got-ama the ancient rulers of Oude,

the first priestly uniters of the heterogeneous native races.

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. App. i. p. 14.
2 lb. vol. i. p. 158, s.v. Brahman.
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These classes distinctly show that the caste in which they

are now united is composed of the families to whom sacer-

dotal functions were assigned in the kingdoms from which

they take their name, but there is no evidence whatsoever

that they are all descended from one stock. III. The same

remark will apply equally to the third miscellaneous class

of Brahman families which show much more distinct proofs

of non- and pre-Aryan origin, as some of these, like the

Sakadwipa Brahmans, belong to the inferior order called

Barna (varna, or caste), or Potala, or fallen Brahmans.

Theoretically these Brahmans once belonged to the primitive

stock, but became degraded in caste by becoming priests

of the non-Aryan Sudra castes, but the facts told in these

volumes about the Sakadwipa Brahmans entirely subvert

this theory, and prove that they are the descendants of the

priests of the races whom they still serve, and that the

only degradation they have undergone is that they have

had the priests of later conquering races placed above them

in the social scale. They are said by tradition to have been

brought from Ceylon by Hama to practice medicine, and

are also said to be the indigenous Brahmans of the country

Magadha, and that they bore the name of Magas. As
Rama was not a native of Ceylon, but the son of Dasaratha,

King of Ayodhya, these two statements are practically

identical, and they are, in short, merely a mythical method

of saying that they were the magical practitioners who
were both priests and medicine-men of the races of North-

eastern India, who worshipped the goddess Maga, the

mother Magha of the modern Hindus, the goddess of the

Persian Magi, and of the tribes whose religious literature,

like that of the early Akkadians and of the Brahmans

who composed the magical hymns of the Atharva-veda,

consisted in magical incantations and the use of charms

to propitiate the gods who ruled the destructive forces of

nature. At the present day the greater number of the

Sakadwipa Brahmans “are employed as priests in Rajput

families, some arc landholders, and some practice Hindu

medicine.” But the essential point of difference between
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them and the more orthodox Brahmans is that their

marriages are not regulated by the standard eponymous

Gotras, which cluim descent from some renowned Rishi,

but by ninety-five divisions called “ purs,” a name which

shows that they are local or territorial divisions, and that

each denotes a separate “ pur,” or locality, no one being

allowed to marry a member of their own “ pur,” or

“ Gotra.” The radical distinction between the Sakadwipa

and the other Brahmans is also marked in the fact men-

tioned by Mr. Sherring in his work on Hindu tribes and

castes, that, while no strict Hindu will, knowingly, drink

from a vessel from which another person has drunk, a

Sakadwipa Brahman will readily do so .
1

These Sakadwipa Brahmans, again, are in Eastern Bengal

the priests of the Dosadhs, a low, but, for historical pur-

poses, a most important caste, who are also themselves in

Behar priests of the fire-god Rahu, and of the god Goraia

or Gaurya, the god of the boundaries, both in Behar and

Chota Nagpore
;

2 they still, as priests of the god Goraia,

receive from the Sonars or goldsmiths of Behar the

offerings made to the god .

3 They are proved to belong

to one of the earliest ruling races by the fact that the

village watchmen throughout Behar are almost always

Dosadhs. They are divided into endogamous sub-castes,

some of which, such as the Magahiya Bhojpuria and

Kanaujia, have strictly territorial names, denoting the

districts whence they come, and these again are for the

regulation of marriages divided into sections, whose names

are not like those of the more distinctly aboriginal tribes

the names of animals or plants, but names which in some

cases certainly denote the holders of official functions.

These, again, show that the race, of whom the ancestors

of these sections were hereditarj'’ officers, had reached an

advanced stage of civilization, and built cities divided into

wards, of which the sub-section called Kotwal were the

1 Yol. i. Brahman, pp. 159-160.
2 Yol. i. Dosadh, pp. 255-256. As explained in vol. ii. Rautia, p. 203.
3 Yol. ii. Sonar, p. 257.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 17
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hereditary policeman called kotwal, or warders of the kot or

ward. The sub-sections Manjhi and Mahton again show

that their territorial system had passed beyond the stage

where the village was ruled by its headman and the village

council elected by the villagers, and had reached that re-

presented by the Oraon villages of Chota Nagpore, in which

the Mahto or accountant, the Patwari of Behar, looks after

the royal dues, and also in villages where the Manjhus or

royal land is not cultivated by the headman, sees that it

is cultivated by the ryots, and where society is organized

on the understanding the whole country is ruled by

a supreme Raja or king. The name Manjhi, which

is used in parts of Chota Nagpore for the village head-

man, is apparently connected with that of the Manjhus-

land, and these Dosadh names again show that these offices

were, as they are in Chota Nagpore, hereditary, in certain

families. But the rule of this race must have been long

anterior to the ages to which Brahman ical tradition as

recorded in the Brahmanas extends, for it is pigs which

are offered by the gods to whom the Dosadhs are priests, 1

and it was the pig which was once sacred to the fire-god,

for the Akkadian and Assyrian fire-god Adar or TJras is

called “the lord of the pig,” 2 and though pigs are men-

tioned as sacrificial animals in the Anguttara Nikaya, 3 yet

the' Satapatha and Aitareya Brahmanas do not allow of

any sacrificial animals except 1, Man; 2, The horse; 3, The

ox
; 4, The sheep

;
and 5, The goat. 4

Sakadwipa Brahmans are also the priests of the Cheroos

and Kharwar tribes, who claim to be descended from the

snake or Nag, and who ruled Magadha down to a late

period, for there is a letter extant from the Mnhommedan
Emperor Sher Shah, in which he expresses his joy at

the conquest by his general Khawas Khan of Muhurta,

1 Vol. i. Dosadh, p. 256.
2 Sayce, Ilibbert Lectures for 1887, and Lecture iii. p. 166, note 6.
3 Morris’s Anguttara Nikaya, Chatukka Nipata, Chakkavagga 39. 2, part ii.

p. 42, published by the l’ali Text Society.
4 Eggeling’s §at. lirah. i. 2, 3 and 6, S.B.E. vol.xii. p. 60, Ilaug’s Aitareya

Brahmana, ii. 8, vol. ii. p. 90.
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the Cheroo Zemindar of Behar .
1 It is also Siikadwipa

Brahmans who preside at the sacrifices offered by the

Rautias of Cliota Nagpore to the seven sisters who

scatter plagues and cholera, the seven evil winds of Akka-

dian theology and magiolatry
,

2 though they do not slay

the victims.
3

It is clear from this account that the Siikadwipa Brahmans

belonged to a race who believed iu the efficiency of magical

incantations and who superseded the worship of the fire-

god Rahu, at which the Dosadh priests officiated. When
we look for the origin of the name Siikadwipa, we find

that it is one of the seven “ dwipas ” into which Hindu

geographers divided the earth. It is described in the

Matsya Puriina as the land of seven great rivers and

seven mountains adorned with jewels. One of these is

the golden lofty mountain whence the clouds arise from

which Indra takes the rain, and another contains all the

medicines .
4 This is a clear description of Northern India,

bounded on the north by the Himalayas, and the priests

•and medicine men of this kingdom would be naturally

called the Siikadwipa Magas. But when we look further

to the legend connecting them with Rama, the conclusion

is still more clear. Rama, meaning the darkness, is a

name which, like that of Varuna, denotes the dark heaven

of night, and the race who worshipped Rama was one

who looked to the stars as emblems and messengers of

the supreme god. Rama was the son of Dasaratha or

the ten chariots or lunar months of gestation by his wife

Kaushalya, a name which means the house (aloya) or

covering canopy of the sons of Kush the tortoise .
5 He

is thus the mythical ancestor of the sons of heaven, the

great race of the Kushika. It were they who ruled the

land of North-eastern India which they called Koshala

1 Elliot’s Supplementary Glossary, s.v. Cheroo.
- Sayce’s Hibbert Lectures for 1887, Appendix iii., the Magical texts p. 457,

and the 16th tablet concerning evil spirits, p. 463.
3 Ethnographic Glossary vol. ii. Rautia, p. 204.
1 Sachau’s Alberuni’s India, chap. xiv. vol. i. p. 252.
5 Mahabharata Yana (Drupadi harana) Parva, cclxxvi-ccxci. pp. 811-863.
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instead of the earlier name of Gaurya, Gaudia, or Gondia*

Their name can be traced in India to that of Kashi

(Benares) Koshambi, the mother (ambi) city of the sons of

Kush, Kashinagara the city (nagur) of the Koshis, where the

Buddha died, in Kashmir, and Kashya or Kashyapapura

the ancient name of Multan, and still further north is that

of the Caspian Sea. It was they who evolved the geo-

graphical conception which is expressed in the Hindu

representation of the tortoise earth. It was this land of

the sons of Kush which was the ancient Gan- Eden or

garden (Gan) of the plain (Eden) watered by the Indus

or Pishon, the Euphrates and the Hiddekel or Tigris,

and the Gihon or Oxus, which is said in Genesis to encom-

pass the whole land of Kush .
1 It was from thence that

they came southward as the great building race of antiquity,

who, according to the Biblical accounts
,

2 built the cities

of Babel and Erech and Akkad and Calneh in the land

of Shinar .

3 It was they who built the earliest cities of

India and centralized the government of the country,

placing the kingdoms which had previously been loosely

connected confederacies of provinces under monarchical

rule. Their geographical picture of the earth as the six

divisions of the tortoise surrounding the seventh regal

central province is reproduced in the Hindu “dwipas”

which surround the central land of Jambu-dwipa, and also

in the seven Karshvars or regions of the Zend cosmogony,

six of which -surround the central region of Khvaniras,

the land which has in it the seed of the bull, and from

which nine of the fifteen races which people the earth

1 Gen. ii. 14.
5 Gen. x. 1 1

.

3 Lenormant, Chaldnean Magic, p. 396, shows that in this passage Ur, the

capital of the land of Akkad, is meant by the city called Akkad, while

Calneh, as we are told in the Talmud, represents the city of Nipur in the land

of Shinar-. This name, with the forms of Singar, the Egyptian Sinker, and Sindjar

(p. 401-402), were alternative forms of the Assyrian Sumir, and in them the r

is the suflix of derivation, making them verbal nouns, but whether the original

root was “ sura” or “ suk” is according to Lenormant uncertain. If the root

was “sum,” the name would mean “ The low country ”
; if from “ suk,” “ The

watered country.” The Babylonian empire was divided into the two provinces

of Akkad, the Highlands, and Sumir, the plain country of the Euphratean Delta,

which would naturally be called the wet country.
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passed on the back of the ox Sarsaok to the other regions .

1

This conception of the central province ruled by the supreme

lord is that which is completely reproduced in the ancient

Indian kingdoms as we can see from the example of those

states such as the kingdoms of Chota Nagpore, in which

the ancient divisions are still preserved. There every oue

of the Tributary States are divided into provinces sur-

rounding a centre. The central province is the special

appanage of the Raja, and in the larger states, such as Chota

Nagpore, where it is called Ivhokhra, and Sirgoojya, where

it is called Pilka, it is completely encircled by those of

the defendant chiefs who guard the boundaries. It was

this tortoise race which not only founded the political system

which superseded the confederacies of an earlier age, but

who also carried out that change in village organization

to which I have referred above in speaking of the Dosadhs.

For it was they who made the land which had been

before set apart for the maintenance of the headman more

distinctly royal land, and gave it the name of Manjhus land

by which it is known among the Oraons of Chota Nagpore.

They made the consent of the Kushika or Naga kings

necessary to insure the validity of the election of the

village headman, and in certain villages set apart the

Manjhus lands for the growth of crops for the maintenance

of the royal household and the king’s guards, and for

supplying his camps with provisions when he wrent on

tour. It was as the holder of this Manjhus or royal land

sacred to the snake goddess called Manasa 2 who was the

goddess of the village boundaries that the headman of

the village was called Man j hi instead of Muuda. This

name is still common in Chota Nagpore, it is assumed

as a caste title not only by the Dosadhs, but also by the

1 West’s Bundahish, xi. 2-4, xv. 27, xvii. 4 ;
S.B.E., vol. v. pp. 32, 33,

58, 62.
* The worship of this snake goddess Manasa is the especial cult of Bengal.

She is worshipped by all castes on the 5th and 20th of each of the four rainy

months from the middle of June to the middle of October, and also on the Nag-
punchami, the 5th of the light half of August. The Kulm Brahmans of

Behrainpur in Dacca are among her most assiduous worshippers (vol. i. iiagdi,

p. 41). the was the great rain bringing snake, the mother of life.



Cheroos
,

1 the Kaibarttas of Bengal
,

2 the Kharwars
,

3 the

Mahlis and Mals
,

4 the Musahars
,

5 the Bhuiyas
,

6 the

Bin j bias/ and the Santals .
8 It was under this centralized

form of government that the Sakadwipa priests, the priests

of the country of Koshala, were divided into territorial

sections representing the priests of each separate locality

into which the empire was divided .
9 It was they who

superseded the fire-priests, and who, as the priests of the

rain-god Indra, worshipped under his earlier name of Sakra or

Sakko, to whom no living victims were offered, abstained

as in the Rautia sacrifices from slaying the animals immo-

lated to the earlier gods by the priests of an earlier ritual.

They were thus in the evolution of ritualistic forms the

third in succession from the earliest priests, for the priests

of the fire-god superseded the village priests, who still,

under the names Layas, Pahns, Degharias, etc., control

the worship of the guardian gods of each village. These

conclusions are completely in unison with those to be

derived from the history of the three classes of priestly

families spoken of in the Rigveda and Brahmanas. These

are the Bhrigus, Angiras, and Atharvans. Of these the

Bhrigus are undoubtedly the oldest. Bhrigu in the Laws

of Manu is said to be the son of Manu, meaning the

thinker, and also to be the son of fire
,

10 and in the Rigveda

Agni is said to have been found by the wise Bhrigus

who are named among the creators 11 It is also as the

sons of the sacred fire that the Bhrigus are spoken of in

the Mahabharata, for there Parasu Rama of the Bhrigu

race who destroyed the race of Haihayas, or snake-

worshippers, is said to have been the son of Jamadagni,

that is, of the twin (Jama) fires (Agni) the fire-drill and

1 Vol. ii. app. i. p. 35.
1 lb. p. 63.
3 lb. p. 78.
• lb. pp. 96-97.
5 lb. p. 110.
• lb. p. 11.
7 lb. p. 13.

• lb. p. 125.
B These divisions are those known as Parhns, Pirs, or Pergunnahs.

in Biihler’s Manu, v. 1 and 3, S.U.E. vol. xxv. pp. 169- 170.
11 ltigv. x. 46, 2 and 9.
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the socket meaning by the symbolism the Northern and

Southern races. 1 The name Parasu, which is the Sanskrit

form of the Greek the double axe, is the counter-

part of the Harpe or crescent-shaped sword with which

the Assyrian god Merodach slew Tia-mut, the mother of

the dragon-brood, and the Greek Hermes slew Argos,

the constellation Argo, the star watcher of the goddess Io.

Io is the queen of the dark nights, and the double axe

with the double crescent blade is the moon-god who had

on the introduction of the reckoning of time by lunar

changes superseded the supremacy of the fixed stars which

were the gods who marked the lapse of time in the

earlier Zend theology. Thus the victory of Parasu Rama
tells us of the conquest of the country by the moon-

worshippers. Again the Bhrigus are named in the

Rigveda as one of the confederate tribes led by the

ten heathen kings who were defeated by the Aryan

Tritsus and their allies at the great battle fought

on the Panjab river Iravati. 2 The name Bhrigu also

points to an age when the languages of India were passing

from the agglutinative to the inflexional stage, for it is formed

from the root Bhri, meaning to bear, to produce, with the

addition of the suffix “ gu,” which is one of those added

in Tamil to verbal roots to form verbal nouns. The name

can be traced from the earlier form Bhri-gu through the

forms Bharga and Bhargava, to Bharata, the great indi-

genous race born from the mother earth (Bhri) who gave

to India the name of Bharata-varsha, the land of the

Bharatas. This race is again reproduced in the modern

caste of the Bhurs, who, though their numbers are few,

in Bengal, are very numerous in the North-West Provinces

where, in the census of 1881, 250,000 Bhars are enumerated.

It is to them, according to Sir H. Elliot, that common
tradition assigns the possession of the whole land from

Ghorakpore to Bundelkund and Saugor, 3 and Bengal

1 Mababbiirata, Yana (Tutba-yatra) Parva, cxvi-cxvii. pp. 358-362.
2 Rigv. vii. 18, 1-6.
3 Elliot’s Supplementary Glossary, N.W.P. s.v. Bburs, pp. 82-84.
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tradition tells us of tlie Bhur Rajas of Dinajpore, who
built the ancient temple still standing on the Barubar

hill in the Gya District. 1 Mr. Sherring shows from the

description of the ruins of the ancient Bhar city of Pampa-

pura in the Mirzapore District, that the Bhars, who
\vere driven out of Allahabad and Fyzabad by successive

invasions of Rajput tribes from the West were a cultured

and civilized people. 2 They were the race known in the

Mahabharata as the Kichaka, or sons of the hill-bamboo

(Kichaka), who are described as ruling the country to

the East of the land of the Panchalas, or that watered

by the Ganges, east of Allahabad. 3 This is shown by

the totems of the Bhars of Bengal as given in Mr. Risley’s

list of tribe totems. These are the Bans-rishi or Bamboo

priest. The Bel tree (2Egle marmelos), a tree the fruit of

which is well known in India for its medical properties, being

especially valuable in dysentery and diseases of the digestive

organs. The Kachhap, the tortoise, and the Mayur or

peacock. They were thus a race known for their knowledge

of medicine, like the Sakadwipa Brahmans, formed from the

union of the sons of the tortoise with the sons of the

medicinal trees, and these are the two parent fires symbol-

ized in the name Jamadagni given to their father in the

Mahabharata. The hill-bamboo, their patronymic sign, was

that which in the Mahabharata, the father god Vasu, is said

to have set up on the Sukti range of the Yindhyan

hills whence the Sukti-mati flows, as the sign of the divinity

to which he afterwards added the garland of the sacred

lotus in honour of Indra. 4 It is this garland of the sacred

lotus which is typical of the race which followed the

Angiras, the next race of priestly families, for in the

Laws of Manu, the Iluvishmats or priests of the libations

(havis) from the root hu to pour, are said to be the sons

1 Hunter’s Gazetteer, s.v. Barubar, vol. ii. p. 175.
2 Sherring on the Bhars of the N.W. Provinces, Journal Royal Asiatic

Society, Vol. V. pp 376-400.
:l Adi (Hedimva-badha) l’arva, clviii. p. 458.
4 Mahabharata Adi (Adivamsavatarma), l’arva, lxiii. pp. 171-172.
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or successors of the Angiras
,

1 and it was the libations

of sweet and sour milk which are offered to Indra in the

Sanniiva or yearly (san) sacrifice in place of the animal

victims offered to the earlier gods .
2

The Atharvans or priests of the heavenly fire-god, Atar,

the li<ditnin<>’-£od, are the Atharvans of the Zendavesta

and the priests of the rain-god, while the Angiras are

said in the Rigveda to be the nine who came from the

the West laden with iron, and to be worshippers of the

phallus (shishna),
3 and they are also said to be the sacred

nine who sang for ten (lunar) months, the period of

gestation, while Indra, Agni, and Sarama, the Greek

Hermes, released the gods of light from the clouds of

darkness .

4 In the Satapatha Brahmana they are said to

be the priests of the Asuras, or star- worshippers, and the

story is there told of how the priests of the gods of heaven

called the Adityas secured the services of their predecessors

the Angiras priests, who offered burnt offerings to the

heaveuly fire-god .
5 It was from the Angiras that the

Adityas learnt the ritual of the Soma sacrifice and the fee

given by them for the knowledge thus acquired was a

white horse emblematic of the moon-god, and hence derived

their name from Angura (burning charcoal). That the

Adityas were the sons of the gods of the race of the

tortoise, the worshippers of the moon, whose priests, as

we have seen, secured the birth of the race symbolized

by the king Jarasandha, is shown by the fact that the

eldest of the thirteen wives of Kasyapa, the father of the

tortoise race, and the thirteen months of the lunar year,

was Aditi, the beginning or primaeval mother
,

6 and it

is her children who are called in Hindu mythology the

Adityas.

1 Biihler’s Manu, iii. 198, S.B.E vol. xxv. p. 112.
2 Eggeling’s Sat. Brah. i. 6. 4 and 9; ii. 4. 4. 20, S.B.E. vol. xii. pp. 178,

581.
3 Rigv. x. 27. 15 and 19.
4 Rigv. v. 45. 7 and 8.
5 Eggeling’s Sat. Brah. iii. 5. 1. 13-21, S.B.E. vol. xxvi. pp. 113-115.
6 Mahabharata Adi (Sambhava) Parva, lxv. p. 185.
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The race which was formed under the rule of the tortoise

kings was that which called itself the Iravata or sons

of Ida, Ila, or Ira, the cow-mother of the Angiras priest-

hood, who according to the Rigveda had charge of the

cows representing the months of the year, from which

Sarama, the sun-dog, drove away the Panis or trading

races .
1 Ida was one of the goddess mothers of the Rigveda,

and the spouse and daughter of Manu, whom he raised to

life from the waters of the flood. It is the memory of her

sons which is perpetuated in the names of the mother

rivers, the Ravi or Iravati, of the Panjab, and one of the

three tributaries of the Indus, which meet at the town of

Kashyapura or Multan, the Rapti or Iravati of Oude,

and the Irawaddy or Iravati of Burmah. They are the

sons of the Naga or snake-god called Ila-putra, the son of

Ila, whose shrine, as we are told by Hiouen Tsiang, was

at Takka-sila (Taxila) in the Panjab, and whose body,

according to the Buddhist legend, stretched from thence

to Benares .

2 It was they who were the race of Naga
kings, who, as we know from Buddhist history, ruled

during the lifetime of the Buddha their ancient realm of

North-eastern India, which they had re-conquered from

the Sakyas. And it is their name which is still preserved

in the two countries of Central India called Nagpore, which

is also called in Hindu geography Maha Koshala or the

Great Koshala.

It is their advent from the north which is described in

the Gond epic poem called the Song of Lingal
,

3 which

tells how the second immigration of Gond ancestors from

the north came down the Jumna after the destruction of

Bhour-nag, the great snake-god, who devoured the young

children of the sacred Bindo bird. The river rose in

flood and drowned most of them, but four were saved

and helped across by Dame or Kotwal the tortoise, and

1 Rigv. x. 108. 8-10.
3 Beal, lluddhist Records of the Western World, vol. i. p. 137, note.
3 Ilislop’s Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, published by tho

Central Provinces Government, where the poem is printed in the vernacular

with a translation.
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Puse or Mug-ral the alligator. This Puse is the bull

race, which lived on the tortoise earth, the sons of the

god Pushan of the Rigveda, whose counterpart Pashang

in the Zend cosmogony or the father of Aghraeratha, the

foremost (aghra) chariot (ratha) or leading star called

Gopatshah, the king of the bull race
,

1 and the month Push

in the Hindu list of months. It was these sons of the

bull which were united with the Magas, the sons of the

sacred alligator Mug-ger, to whom so many tanks are

dedicated in Bengal .

2 It was this race who, according

to the Song of Lingal, first introduced cultivation by the

plough, and sowed the northern Millets kessari (Lathyrus

sativus), and jowari (Holcus Sorghum), on the lands of

Central India in place of the earlier rice, and who then

established themselves in the central land, the Jambu-

dwipa of the Hindu geographers, the land of the jungle

forest tree, the Jambu (Eugenia Jambulana), the country

of the Vindhyan or Central Indian hills. It was there

that they first introduced sacerdotalism, and appointed

priests called Pradhans to superintend the marriage

ceremonies of the tribe, as before that time marriage unions

were not consecrated by priests. It was these Pradhans

who were apparently the ancestors of the Sakadwipa

Brahmans, who are also represented by the Ojhas or

witch-finders, one of whom is always appointed in every

Parha, or union of Tillages in Chota Nagpore .
3 It is

these Ojhas, who are especially consulted by the Rautias,

who, like all the inhabitants of Chota Nagpore, live in great

terror of witches
,

4 and who, as I have shown, are one of

the castes who employ the services of Sakadwipa Brahmans.

That the other sections of the Brahman caste are, like the

1 West’s Bundahish, xxix. 5, S.B.E. vol. v. p. 117.
2 Tlie connexion between the alligator and the Maga is also shown in the

name Maga, which is given to the crocodile god Sebek in the Egyptian hymns
to the god Shu (Brugsch, Religion und Mythologie der Aelten Egyptier, Leipzig,

1888, s. 269, pp. 718 and 722).
3 The Mithila Brahmans in Tirhut are called Ojhas, and one of the sub-castes

of the Gaura Brahmans is called Ojha. These last are the priests of the wealthy
and important caste of Agurwals, who trace their descent from the snake (Ethno-
graphic Glossary, vol. iv. p. 138, s.v. Ojha; vol. l. pp. 8 and o, s.v. Agurwal.

4 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. p. 208.
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Siikadwipas, of mixed origin, there can, I think, from

the above statements of some of the reasons, which lead

to this conclusion, be no doubt. As for the Rajputs, the

fact that aboriginal and non-Hindu families are continually

finding their way into the Rajput caste is so notorious

as to make it certain that they have at no period guarded

themselves carefully against the intermixture of foreign

blood. The names of Suraj-bunsi, or sons of the Sun,

Sombunsi, or sons of the Moon, and that of the Agnikulas,

or sons of fire, proves a great diversity of origin, and it

is utterly impossible that the Nagbunsi or sons of the

snake could ever have been of Aryan descent. Rajput

history is full of stories of how fresh invading tribes

conquered one another, and the ejection by the Bais or

Yais Rajputs, whose name shows them to be connected

with the Yaisyas of the Brahmanical classification, of the

Gotamas, or sons of the bull, is one which is still current

among the families of these clans, who hold lands in the

districts through which the Ira vat i or Rapti of Oude

flows .
1 As for the less pure castes, these volumes show

that the Bagdis
,

2 the Bauris
,

3 the Chandals
,

4 Charas
,

5

Kahars
,

6 and Koras
,

7 all admit into their communities

persons of higher rank than themselves, while others,

like the Tantis or weavers
,

8 admit women of lower caste,

or, like the Kandhs, admit all who are not like the

weaver Pans, and the sweeper Haris, too impure for

admission
,

9 and when we find these customs so common it

is consequently quite impossible to believe that the caste

system arose from a wish to preserve the purity of the

family.

But if this theory of caste origin cannot be accepted,

it appears that that put forward by Mr. Nesfield, and de-

1 Elliot’s Supplementary Glossary, s.v. Bais.
2 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. p. 40.
3 lb. p. 80.
* lb. p. 186.
6 lb. p. 192.
* lb. p. 370.
7 lb. p. 608.
* Vol. ii. p. 298.
9 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. p. 398.
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scribed by Mr. Kisley, which ascribes the origin of caste to

“ community of function
” 1

is one which also fails to explain

all the facts. At the same time it is an undoubted factor in

caste formation, and one which marks an earlier period of

development than that characterized by the family theory

of the Aryan Brahmans. Mr. Nesfield does not deny that

a large section of the population are descendants of more

or less pure blood of the race of white-complexioned

foreigners, who called themselves Arya, and invaded the

Indus valley about four thousand years ago, but he main-

tains that before their advent there was a united Indian

race who divided themselves into castes drawn together,

not by “community of creed or community of kinship,

but by community of function.” This theory explains

perfectly clearly, and I believe correctly, how the names

of the artisan castes, like those of the Telis oil-pressers,

Tantis or weavers, Lohars and Kumars or workers in iron,

and Kumhars or potters, arose. These were, in fact, trade

guilds united to perpetuate the knowledge of their trade,

and to preserve to the guild the control of their craft.

But when we look at the list of names marking the different

sections of these castes, we find that in every one of them

there is a section of the sons of the tortoise Kachua or

Kasyapa, and of the sons of the snake Nag, while among
the subdivisions of the Tantis there are two still more

interesting sub-sections of the Ashvini the heavenly horse-

men, the twin stars of the constellation Gemini, and of

Agastya or the star Canopus in Argo, 2 while among the

Santhals there is a sept of the sons of Saren the constellation

Pleiades, 3 showing a connection with the star-worshipping

races. "When we recollect that the race of the sons of

Kashyapa, or Kush, who peopled the tortoise earth were

the first founders of astronomy, who measured time by

observing the motions of the stars, before they introduced

1 16. vol. i. Introductory Essay, pp. xx-xxii.
2 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. app. i. p. 135.
3 16. p. 126. These Ashvini Tantis are peculiar in their habits and do not,

like the Pan-Tantis, allow widows to marry, eat fowls, and indulge in strong
drink. Yol. ii. p. 162, Pan-Tanti.
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the lunar year, and who worshipped the Naga gods, we

can understand how all these castes should have adopted

the tortoise and the Naga snake as their ancestral parents,

and it is for the same reason, doubtless, that the Brahmins

made the sons of Kashyapa the tortoise one of their chief

Gotras and turned Kashyapa the father tortoise of the

ancient historical myth into the Rishi Kashyapa. When
we turn to the cultivating castes, the case is still

more clear. The name of the Kurmis, who are at the

head of the Indian farmers in every part of the country,

being no less numerous in Bombay and Madras than thejr

are in Bengal and the North-West Provinces, in itself

shows that they are the sons of Kurma, the tortoise,

and the farmers of Eastern Bengal, who call themselves

Kochh or Rajbunsi, all belong to the section of the

Kashyapa, while the Chasas of Orissa are divided into two

sections, called Kashyapa and Sal-rishi, or sons of the

sal-tree or sal-fish, that is of the parent-tree of the

Kolarian races or of the sacred fish. This evidence

clearly points to the formation under the rule of the Naga

kings of an Indian race formed from the union of hetero-

geneous elements, like that contemplated by Mr. Nesfield,

and it was from this that the castes, united by community

of function, branched off. But when this is proved, we are

still left without any explanation as to how the rule of

exogamy arose on which the whole of the caste system,

and the division of the castes into sections the members

of which must marry outside their own section is founded,

nor does it tell us how castes came to be divided into

territorial sections, and into those distinguished by totems

which have no connection with the tortoise or the Naga

snake, nor does it prove how a population who, according

to Mr. Nesfield’s hypothesis, had grown into a stage of

civilization so advanced as that implied by the formation

of trade guilds, without the institution of caste, should

have suddenly invented it.

Taking the law of exogamy forbidding marriage between

persons belonging to the same section first, we find that
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it is as carried out in the practice of the Indian castes,

almost entirely founded on prohibitions of intermarriage

between agnatic relations, or those on the father’s side,

while on the mother’s side the marriage rules range from

excessive laxity, as among the Oraons and Sonthals, the

latter of whom say, “ No man heeds a cow track or regards

his mother’s sept ” to absolute prohibition of intermarriage

“ so long as any relationship, however remote, can be traced

between the parties.” 1 This law is evidently founded on

the customs of a people who traced descent on the father’s

side, and which must have been a different race from that

which traced descent like the Nairs of Southern India in

the female line. It is this last custom which must have

been the general rule throughout Southern India, for the

principal race in those regions, called the subjects of King

Nala of Mahishmati, who were conquered by the Pandava

Sahadeva, whose name means “the driver” and who

represents the fire-god, are said in the Mahabharata to have

given complete liberty to their women, who were not

obliged to restrict themselves to one husband .
2

If the reckoning of descent by the female side was a

Southern custom, the law of agnatic exogamy followed by

the Bengal castes, which are divided into totemistic sections,

must have been introduced by Northern invaders, and this

conclusion is confirmed by the very elaborate system of re-

lationships which is shown by Mr. Morgan in his “ Ancient

Society” to be common to the totemistic Iroquois Indians

of North America and the totemistic Dravidians of Southern

India .

3 The method of naming relations in both races

agrees in every single instance, and both call a man’s sister’s

son and a woman’s brother’s son nephew, while a man’s

brother’s and a woman’s sister’s son are called sons. It is

impossible for any one who has studied the carefully pre-

pared tables given in Mr. Morgan’s work to avoid the

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Introductory Essay, pp. xlix. 1, Oraon,
vol. ii. p. 141.

2 Mahabharata Sabha (Digvijaya) Parva, xxxi.
3 Morgan, Ancient Society Tabular Statement, p. 744.
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conclusion that this identity of totemistic usage between

races so widely apart as those shown for comparison is to

be traced to a Northern race who emigrated in one direction

from Northern Asia to America, and who also made
themselves masters of India and the Euphratean countries,

and developed the Akkadian and Dravidian languages, both

of which show strong affinity with the dialects spoken

by the Ugro-Altaic Finns, who again as the Indian

Dravidians and as the Northern Finns, are regarded, both

in India and Northern Europe, as the race most skilled

in witchcraft and sorcery.

But this rule of agnatic exogamy is not only applied in

castes where the septs are totemistic, but it is also followed

by those which, like the Kandhs of Orissa, are divided

into fifty strictly territorial divisions called “ Gochis,”

each of which bears the name of a “ Muta,” or group of

villages, and each of these “ Gochis ” is split up into

sub-septs called “ Klambus,” the members of which are

supposed to be descended from a common ancestor, and,

according to the marriage rules of the tribe, a son cannot

marry into the “ Klambu ” to which his mother belonged.

But the fact that, though the divisions are territorial,

descent is reckoned on the father’s side, combined with

the national and marriage customs of the Kandhs, seems

to point to a conquest by a warrior race of a country

where, before their advent, marriage was forbidden between

people of the same village. This custom they retained,

but in order to prevent marriages between persons nearly

related in blood, they divided the “ Gochis ’’ into

“ Klambus,” a change which Mr. Risley admits to have

been of later origin than the earlier division into villages .
1

That the rulers of the Kandhs are a conquering warrior

race is rendered probable by the fact that the sword called

Khanda is still the totem of the tribe, as it is of some of

the Bhuiyas of Chota Nagpore and the Rajput clans ,

2

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Kandh, pp. 399-101.
2 The sword is an object of worship in some of the hill-shrines in Chota

Nagpore, and I distinctly remember seeing a sword as the only image in one of
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while their northern origin is attested by their custom of

burning their dead
,

1 their abstinence from polygamy
,

2 by

their belief in witchcraft
,

3 and also by the custom of

human sacrifices, which have been so recently abolished.

They were formerly usual in Rajputana, and were only

abolished in Jevpur by Raja Jai Singh in the last century,

and the earth goddess Tara Pennu, to whom these victims

were offered, still has her shrine at Buddh-Gya, and is

spoken of by Iliouen Tsiang as one of the most popular

goddesses of ancient Magadha .

4 Their national name of Kui-

loka, or the Kui people, is the same as that of the Gonds, who

call themselves Koi or Koi-tor, and both names mean

people of the mountain, a name which counects them with

the ancient and wide-spread clan of the Malli, or mountain

folk, a race who formerly ruled the country about Multan,

which under Kashyapura was called Mallis-thana, the

place of the Mallis, and who are mentioned in the accounts of

the campaign of Alexander the Great. It was they who gave

their name to Malwa, and who divided the sovereignty of

Northern Behar with the Licchavis in the days of Buddha

as the Yajjian confederacy, which then ruled the country

now known as Ghorakpore, Chumparan, Tirhoot, and

Durbhunga, and was composed of nine tribes of Mallis and

nine Licchavis .

5 But while the Kandh organization gives

us an instance of a tribe divided into territorial clans,

but among whom marriages were also regulated by family

septs, there is a still more strict territorial division

preserved among the hill Binjhias, with whom the village

takes the place of the sept, and the rule of exogamy
requires that a man must take his wife from another village

than that to which he belongs .
6 This rule, when compared

these. I think it was in Burwa in the Lohardagga District, but I cannot
be certain, as I have not any note here to refer to.

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Kandh, p. 407.
3 lb. p. 402.
3 lb. p. 408.
4 Monier- Williams, Buddhism, p. 216

;
Beal’s Becords of the Western World,

vol. ii. pp. 103, 174.
5 Jacobi, Jaina Sutras, Kalpa Sutra, 128 ; S.B.E. vol. ssii. p. 266.
6 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i.

;
Binjhia, p. 135.

j.k.a.s. 189 3. 18
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with two separate customs mentioned in these volumes,

seems to point to a time before marriage and family-life

were known in India, and when the children born were

the children of the village and the tribe. These customs

are: (1) That described by Col. Dalton when he tells how
during the orgies of the great annual Magh festival the

girls of one village sometimes pair off with the young

men of another, and absent themselves for days, and how

among the Bhuivas of the Tributary States of Chota

Nagpore the young men of one village pay a visit of

courtship to the maidens of another, offering presents and

receiving a meal, after which they spend the night in

dancing and singing 1

; (2) The second custom is that of

the Dhumkuria or bachelor’s dormitory, common not only

to the Oraons, the Juangs, the hill Bhuiyas of Keonghur,

and Bonai, and, the Jhumia Maghs of the Chittagong

Hill Tracts, mentioned by Mr. Risley, 2 but also to the

Naga tribes of Assam and the Marya or tree Gonds of

Chanda in the Central Provinces. Under this custom the

children of the village, both male and female, are separated

from their parents at a very early age, and brought up

under the guardianship of those appointed by the village

to superintend their maintenance and education. When we

recollect that among the Madras Nairs and the coast tribes of

Malabar the maternal uncles are always guardians of their

sister’s children, we are led to look back to a time when

the village children were begotten at the sacred festival

dances, held in the Akhra or village dancing ground

under the shade of the holy Sarna or village grove, and

when their fathers were not the men of the Aullage, but

those of a neighbouring village, who came in the way

related by Col. Dalton to dance with the maidens of that

where the dance was celebrated. But the men who in

after life gave a father’s care to the village children were

not those who begot them, but the brothers of their

1 lb. vol. i. IIo, p. 328 ;
Bhuiya, p. 114.

2 Etlniograpic Glossary, vol. ii. Oraon, p. 140.
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tnothers, and hence the custom, which I have already

alluded to, arose of calling a man’s sister’s son his son.

It was in connection with this custom, which looked on

the sacred grove wit-h the holy tree as the womb of the

village, guarded by the sacred snake, that it became usual

after marriage was substituted for the system of tribal

concubinage I have described to marry both the husband

and wife first to a tree. The meaning of this custom is

best shown in the Kurmi wedding, which is thus described :

« Early on the wedding morning the betrothed pair, each

in their own homes, are separately married to trees, the

bride to a Mahua (Bassia latifolia), and the bridegroom

to a Mango (Mangifera Indica). This curious rite merits

a full description. Wearing on the right wrist a bracelet

of the leaves of the Mahua, the bride walks round the

tree seven times, and then sits on her mother’s lap on

the eastern platform built close to the trunk. While

sitting iu this position her right hand and right ear are

tied to the tree by her elder sister’s husband or by some

male member of the household, and she is made to chew

Mahua leaves, whicli are afterwards eaten by her mother.

Last of all lights are lit round the tree, which is solemnly

worshipped by all present. The same ritual is separately

performed by the bridegroom with this difference, that in

his case the tree is a Mango, and that it is circled nine

times instead of seven .” 1 Every stage in this ceremony

is significant. First it is to be noted that throughout the

mother is treated as the responsible parent, both of the

bride and bridegroom, and that the father is throughout

ignored. Next the trees are significant, the Mahua being

that sacred to the goddess mother of the Magh orgies,

as it is from this tree that the intoxicating drink, which

plays such an important part in these ceremonies, is made,

and yet this tree does not mark the earliest stage in the

manufacture of strong drink, for it is only distilled spirits

which are made from the Mahua, and the art of distillation

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Kurmi, p. 531.
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must have been discovered long after that of fermentation .

1

The first strong drink made must have been the fermented

rice-beer, which is still the national drink of the Koles, and

is always made by the village women. The Mango tree to

which the bridegroom is married denotes a later stage of

culture, in which the sacred tree is no longer the forest

tree left in the Sarna to be the home of the primaeval

gods, but the cultivated mango, which tells of the advent

of a race of gardeners and skilled agriculturists, who
united themselves with the women of a less advanced

and more primitive race. It is the assumption of regal

power by this race in India which is commemorated in

the story I have already alluded to, which tells how the

Maghada and Kushika races were born from the seeds

of the mango tree, which fell into the lap of the mother

queen.

Again the lights and the seven steps round the tree

tell, like the lights of the Dewrali festival, of the worship

of the stars, the lamps of heaven led by the moon goddess

whose phases are marked by periods of seven days. They

tell of the worship of the gods of darkness ruled by Yaruna,

the god of the dark night, while the nine circuits of the

mango tree tell of the worship of the gods of light, the

number nine being both in Indian and Akkadian mythology

sacred to the sun-god, who, as the god who ripens fruits,

the god Bhaga of the Rigveda, was the chief god of the

gardening races.

This custom of the double marriage to the Mahua and

Mango tree is apparently still observed by the Raj wars .

2

It was also till recently practised by the’ Mundas of Chota

Nagpore, among whom a still earlier form of marriage

survives called the “ dhuko era,” in which the woman

1 Rut at the samo time distilled spirits must have been made at a very early

period, for in the Mnhiibharata Arjun and Krishna are represented ns drinking

Mahua liquor, and this incident must have belonged to the early form of the

poem before the introduction of the Brahmanical revisions which made Krishna

the slayer of Madhava the demon of strong drink, and the inspired sage who
preached tho doctrines of the Bhagavat-gita.

- Ethnographic Glossary, Rajwar, vol. ii. p. 193.
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of her own accord comes to live with her husband with-

out any ceremony whatsoever, and yet these marriages

are legitimate.

1 Among other tribes the Bagdis marry

the bridegroom to the Mahua tree
,

2 and the Bhuiyas,

Kharwars, and Bautias marry both parties to the Mango
tree .

3

The marriage customs of the Cheroos, who are a

branch of the Kharwars, are also extremely significant.

They were as I have shown once the ruling race in Behar,

and in their marriage ceremonies both tree marriage and its

connection with matriarchal customs together with those

of a later age which recognized the authority of the

male ruler of an agnatic household are conspicuously

recorded. For “after the binding rite of Sindurdan has

been completed, the bridegroom’s elder brother washes

the feet of the bride, lays the wedding jewellery on her

joined hands, and then taking the ‘pat mauri ’ from the

‘ maur ’ or pith head-dress worn by the bridegroom,

places it on the bride’s head,” and thus as the head of

the family receives her into her husband’s “gens” or

clan. But before the bridegroom starts for the bride’s house

aud after the bridal procession has arrived there, the mothers

of the bridegroom and bride put a Mango leaf into their

mouths, thus eating the Mango leaves as is done both

by the bridegroom’s mother and himself at the Kurmi
wedding. The mothers then burst into tears and loud

lamentations, while the maternal uncle of the bride and

bridegroom, the head of the clan, according to matriarchal

usage, both consecrate the marriage by pouring water on

the leaf.
4

The matriarchal customs here shadowed are still more

conspicuously shown in those of the Dorns, who, besides

being scavengers and professional buriers of the dead, are

musicians who perform at marriages and festivals. It is

1 lb. Munda, vol. ii. p. 102.
2 lb. Bagdi, vol. i. p. 39.
3 lb. Binjhia and Kharwar, vol. i. pp. 136, 475 ; Rautia, vol. ii. p. 201.
4 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Cheroo, p. 201.
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in this capacity they worship the drum, a worship which

is doubtless a survival from the days when they used to beat

it at the seasonal dances of the earlier matriarchal races .
1

The Doms also worship the fish-god, called Dharm-raj
,

2 the

ruler of the Dharm or Dharma, the immutable laws of nature,

and this is the same god who in the Song of Lingal

is said to have become the father of the Gonds, where he

became a man after he had first been a fish swimming

in the Nerbudda. The Doms are thought both by Dr.

Caldwell and Sir H. Elliot to represent the older and

blacker races who preceded the Dravidians, and who were

one of the aboriginal tribes of India .
3 That they ruled

the country to the North of the Gogra, the home of the

Northern Gonds called Gaudia or Gondia, is proved by

the old forts such as Domdha and Domangarh, which still

retain their names, and by native tradition which makes

them the ancient rulers of the country, and calls the forts

of Ramgurh and Sahankot on the Rohini, the river of

the red cow, sacred to the Siikya race Doin forts. Mr.

Carnegy also mentions Ali Buksh Dom, who became

governor of Ramlabad, one of the districts of Oude, and

tells how the Doms used to rise to high office under the

Oude kings .

4 Among the great laudholding race of the

Babhuns of Behar, to which the Maharajas of Benares,

Bettiah, Tekari, and Hutwa belong, there is a section called

the Dom-katar or Dorn’s knife, which shows their connexion

with the Doms, and the Babhuns also show their relations

with the tree-worshipping races, the Bhars and the tortoise

tribes, by including among their suh-septs two descended

from the Bel-tree (yEgle mannelos) one of the parent trees

of the Bhars, and from Kush, the sacred gruss of the

Kush or tortoise race, while others of their sub-septs have

clearly territorial names .
5

1 Jb. vol. i. Dom, pp. 250, 246.
3 lb. vol. i. Dom, p. 246.
3 Caldwell, Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, p. 546 ;

Elliot, Races of the North-West Provinces, p. 84.
1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Dom, p. 240; Carnegy, Notes on the Mon

of Avndh (Oude), p. 24.
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Among the Doms of Behar, “the sister’s son or occasionally

the sister (sawasin) repeats Mantras and acts generally

as priest,” while “ the son of a deceased man’s sister or

of his female cousin officiates as priest at his funeral, and

recites appropriate Mantras.” 1 This custom is also followed

by the Musahars or Behar branch of the Bhuiya tribe
,

2 and

by the Tatwas, the name of the Behar branch of the

Tanti or weaver caste. The latter supply the place of

Brahmins by the sister’s son of the person at whose

instance, or for whose benefit, a particular religious office

is performed .
3 The Pasis also employ the sister’s son as

priest .
4 And when we recollect the close connexion between

the Doras and the Gonds, and remember that the Marya
or tree Gonds belong to the tribes who separate the young

of both sexes from their parents, the conclusion is irresistible

that the general preference of the maternal relatives of

which I have adduced so many instances, point to a time

when marriage was unknown, when the mothers were the

responsible parents of their children, when they did not

live with the fathers of their offspring, who were not

consulted as to their education or maintenance.

This evidence is strongly corroborated by the universality

of the worship of the Sakti or goddess mother of life. This

is the worship both of the Tatwas and Pasis, and it is

also common among the Babhuns of North Behar .
5 The

Baruis
,

6 the Bhats of Eastern Bengal
,

7 the Madhyaseni

Brahmins
,

8 the Kahars
,

9 the Kulin Kayasths of Bengal
,

10

and of the Sonars .
11 This worship of the mother goddess

is among the Babhuns of North Behar, and the Kahars

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Dom, p. 245.
2 Ib. vol. ii. p. 117.
3 lb. Ib. p. 300.
1 Ib. Ib. p. 167.
s Ib. vol. i. p. 33.
6 Ib. p. 72.
7 Ib. p. 101.
8 Ib. p. 156.
5
p. 372.

10 Ib. p. 442.
11 Yol. ii. p. 257. Sakti worship leads to licentious orgies, like those de-

nounced by the Hebrew prophets in connection with the worship of the Ashera,
or pole, the husband of the land.
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connected with that of Siva, the god of the linga or father

god, who is worshipped by numerous members of both

tribes, and the evidence thence derived adds great force

to the proofs already adduced of the antiquity and uni-

versality of the matriarchal customs I have described,

and of the conquest of the matriarchal tribes by northern

immigrants who made the father the head and leader of

the tribe. But the connexion between the aboriginal and

earliest immigrant races and the territorial aristocracy

represented by the Babhuns, is also most strongly marked

in the marriage ceremonies common to them all, for both

among the Babhuns, the Lower Hindu castes, and the

aboriginal tribes, the Sindurdan, or smearing the bride’s

hair with vermilion, is the leading portion of the ceremony.

A number of Babhuns in Patna assured Mr. Risley of

this
“ with much particularity of statement,” and said

that it was the Sindurdan and not “ the circumambulation

of the sacrificial fire” which in Behar, where as I have

shown the fire-god was especially worshipped, “ takes

the place of the Vedic Saptapadi.” 1

It is this custom of consecrating the marriage by the

Sindurdan ceremony, which gives us further insight into

the process by which the Hindu nation was formed, from

the interwelding of the heterogeneous elements which were

united in the component tribes, and which also shows

clearly how the custom of exogamy arose. The origin is

clearly explained in the Kurmi marriage ceremonies, which

show us not only, as I have already explained, how patri-

archal were united with matriarchal tribes, hut also how

the primitive marriage ceremony of the earliest patriarchal

immigrants was reproduced in a symbolical form by their

successors. In the Kurmi wedding, after tho union of the

mother and not of the father’s stocks, from which the

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. p. 32. These seven steps (Saptapadi) are

according to the Grihya Sutra taken round tho Stheya water, sacred to the

water god, India or Sakra, and tho ceremony precedes that in which the bride is

led round the fire. Oldenberg, Sankhayana Grihya Sutra, i. 13. 9. 13; i. 11.

6. 6 ;
S.B.E. vol. xxix. pp. 36-38, p. 36, note 9.
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wedded pair were born, has been celebrated by the maternal

uncles of the bride and bridegroom exchanging plates of

rice, the bride and bridegroom circle the fire, an earlier

form than that of the circling of the Stheya, or holy water,

and then “ sit down together on a platform of dried clay,

built under the canopy, and the bridegroom touches the

bride between the breasts with a drop of his own blood,

drawn by cutting through the nail of his little finger and

mixed with lac dye.” This transfusion of blood is followed

by the Sindurdan, or smearing the parting of the bride’s

hair with vermilion
,

1 which is the symbolical form of the

original ceremony. This is marked still more strongly in

the Kewut marriage, which also contains several ceremonies

pointing to a series of changes in the national customs of

the members of the tribe. In the Kewut marriage the

ancient custom by which the women choose their own
temporary husbands is perpetuated by that which obliges

one of the tribal women, generally the wife of one of the

brothers of the bride, to drag the bridegroom by a scarf

which she places round his neck to the bride’s house, and

he is thus captured by the women and received into the

mother clan. Before Sindurdan is performed, the marriage

to the tree is celebrated by the “ purohit,” or family priest,

for the Kewuts employ accredited Brahmans, writing “the

names of the bride and bridegroom and their ancestors to

the third degree, on two mango leaves, one of which is

bound round the wi'ists of each of the pair.” After this

the Sindurdan, or essential part of the ceremony, takes

place, and then “ the bridal pair are taken into one of the

rooms where two dishes of boiled rice and milk are standing:

ready. A tiny scratch is then made on the little finger

of the bridegroom’s right hand and of the bride’s left, and

and the drops of blood from these are then mixed with

the food. Each then eats the food with which the other’s

blood has been mingled.” 2 Here it is quite clear that

the essential part of the ceremony was the mingling of the

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Kurmi, p. 532.
2 lb. vol. i. Kewut, p. 456.
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blood, which was discontinued when bloody sacrifices ceased

to be looked on as orthodox and respectable ceremonies. It

is in this ceremony that we find both a Hindu repetition of

the custom of making: blood brotherhood so common among:

savage races all over the world, but also the explanation

of the origin of exogamy. For, as blood brothers were

bound together by a treaty of offensive and defensive alli-

ance, so exogamous marriages, consecrated by the mingling

of the blood of the two allied tribes, was a most effectual

means of uniting neighbouring tribes, and both this custom

and that by which the men of one village were fathers of

the children of a neighbouring village were necessary

factors in the making of a nation. As long as each tribe

and agricultural settlement remained isolated, and hated

and feared its neighbours, national progress was impossible.

All superfluous energy beyond that required for providing

for daily wants was expended in guarding crops and herds,

and in preventing their appropriation by outsiders, and it

was not till these isolated communities had formed alliances

with their neighbours, and thus formed themselves into

a body too powerful to be attacked, except by those who
could bring into the field equal or superior forces, that

they were able to see the advantages to be gained by making

improvements based on experiments, to gain leisure for

making them, and to accumulate wealth without the con-

stant fear that it would be stolen from them.

Therefore the original castes represented among the

Southern agriculturists, the peaceful tillers of allied and

neighbouring villages, and among the Northern pastoral or

hunting races the warrior sons of different totemistic fathers

who had formed offensive and defensive alliances binding

them to act as one united body, and to follow the orders

of one supreme leader who was head of the village or chief

of the tribe. It was for the purpose of keeping these

alliances in remembrance that the totemistic names were

retained among the wandering tribes, while the principle

of cementing alliances by marriages or unions between the

men and women of distinct tribes was made an integral
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part of the national policy by the perpetuation of the rule

of exogamy and by making the breach of it an unpardon-

able national sin.

It was tribes so organized who descended from the North

upon the cultivating races of India, the sous of the forest-

trees begotten in the sacred Sarnas of their respective villages,

and who thus formed the successive ruling confederacies

which have governed India.

Among these may be mentioned the Gonds, who are

both sons of the Northern bull and of the forest trees,

and who are in the Central Provinces divided into the

worshippers of (1) seven, (2) six, (3) five, and (4) four

gods. They include among them forms gradating from

Marya or tree Gonds, to whose matriarchal customs I have

already referred, to the Raj or Royal Gonds, whose chief

god is Sek-nag, the great? snake. After the first Gond
conquest came the sons of the tortoise, the worshippers

of Parasu Rama or Rama with the double axe, the moon
ruler of the stars. It was these people who brought in the

Northern crops, the Kassari (Lathyrus Sativus) and Jowari

(Holcus Sorghum) of the Song of Lingal, and the sacred

barley which is still worshipped at the Kurrum festival

in Chota Nagpore, a festival which is observed not only

by the aboriginal but also by the Hindu tribes. It is a

festival which is shown by its ceremonies to date back to

most primaeval times, and to have received additions made

by later conquering races to the festivals of an earlier faith.

“ It is celebrated at the season for planting out the rice

grown in seed beds,” and thus originally marked the

festival celebrated in honour of the young rice plant, which

was still, when I was Settlement Officer of Chattisgurh in

the Central Provinces, accompanied at the festival called

Gurhpuja by distribution as emblems of the wild rice,

just as barley is still carried round Chota Nagpore villages.

It was the festival originally founded at the stage of

civilization, described in the account of the first Gond
immigration in the Song of Lingal. This tells how the

four Gonds (the descendants of the fish), and Mahadeva,
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who had escaped his vengeance after he had beguiled

their brother into a cave in the form of a squirrel (the

totemistic ancestor of the Bhuiya race

1

), became the fathers

and ancestors of future races. They were taught by Lingal,

the god of the linga, to clear the forest and cultivate rice,

and were united to the seven daughters of the sons of

the forest tribes, Rikad Gawadi, who knew the secret

of getting fire from wood instead of from flint, which

had previously been used by the Gonds. The three eldest

brothers each married, without any marriage ceremony,

two of the sisters, thus showing that the earliest northern

invaders were polygamous like the Bhuiyas, Bagdis, Bauris,

and many of the semi-aboriginal tribes, but the youngest

had only one wife. But these wives all fell in love with

Lingal, and when be refused their advances, they and their

husbands killed him and rebelled against his laws. It

was when Lingal was revived by the “ Amrita,” or water

of immortality, sent by the supreme god Bhagavat, that

he went to seek another and better class of Gond ancestors,

and found them in the Gonds who had been imprisoned

while hunting the squirrel, and who were x-eleased at his

request by Mahadeva. It is this second or rather, if we

include the aboriginal races represented by Rikad Gawadi,

or Rikad of the village (Gawa), 3 and his daughters, third

stage in civilization which is marked by the ceremonies

of this festival. In it the rice plant has no place, and it

is preceded by a fast which is quite unknown among purely

aboriginal ceremonies, and was introduced by those who
sought magical inspiration by fasting. “ On the first day

of the feast the villagers must not break their fast till

certain ceremonies have been performed. In the evening

a party of young people of both sexes proceed to the forest

and cut a young karma tree (Nauclea Parvifolia) or the

branch of one, and bearing this they return in triumph

dancing and singing and beating drums, and plant it in

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. p. 112.
2 Gawa is the Kol word for village.
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the middle of the ‘ Akhra ’ ” (dancing place), thus

introducing a strange tree which does not belong to the

ancestral trees of the village Sarna. “ After the per-

formance of a sacrifice to the Ivarma Deota by the Pahn,

or village priest, the villagers feast and the night is

passed in dancing and revelry. Next morning all may
be seen at an early hour in holiday array

;
the elders in

groups under the fine old tamarind trees that surround

the * akhra,’ and the youth of both sexes arm-linked in

a huge circle dancing round the ‘karma’ tree, which,

festooned with garlands, decorated with strips of coloured

cloth, sham bracelets and necklets of plaited straw, and

with the bright faces and merry laughter of the young

people encircling it, reminds one of the gift-bearing trees

so often introduced at our Christmas festival, and suggests

the possibility of some remote connection between the

two. Preparatory to the festival, the daughters of the

head man,” a relic of matriarchal custom, “cultivate

blades of barley in a peculiar manner. The seed is sown

in moist sandy soil, mixed with a quantity of turmeric, and

the blades sprout and unfold of a pale yellow or primrose

colour. On the karma day these blades are taken up by the

roots as if for transplanting, ‘ like the rice plants,’ and

carried in baskets by the fair cultivators to the ‘ akhra.’

They then approach the karma tree, and prostrating

themselves, reverentially place before it some of the plants.

They then go round the company, and, like the bridesmaids

distributing wedding favours, present to each person a

few of the yellow barley blades, and all soon appear

wearing generally in their hair this distinctive decoration

of the festival. They all join merrily in the ‘karma’

dances, and malignant indeed must be the bhut or evil

spirit who is not propitiated by so attractive a gathering.”

The morning revel closes with the removal of the karma
tree, which is the thrown into a stream or tank

,

1 and thus

dedicated to the water-god, the god to whom the rainy

season, in which this festival is celebrated, is sacred.

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. Oraon, pp. 145, 146.
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It is this god whose worship is also celebrated in the Oraon

form of the Sarhul or spring festival held at the time of

the flowering of the Sal tree, the parent tree of the Kolarian

races. The day after the flowers have been collected, the

pahn, or village priest, with some of the males of the village,

pays a visit to every house carrying the flowers in a

wide open basket. The females of each house treat him

as they always do honoured strangers who visit the village,

and “ take out water to wash his feet as he approaches,

and kneeling before him make a most respectful obeisance.

He then dances with them and places over the door of

the house and in the hair of the women some of the sal

flowers. The moment this is accomplished they throw

the contents of their water vessels over his venerable

person, heai’tily dousing the man whom a moment before

they were treating with such profound respect. But to

prevent his catching cold they ply him with as much of

the home-brew as he can drink, consequently his reverence

is generally gloriously drunk before he completes his

round.” 1 It is this ceremony of consecration to the

water-god, the god of the water of life which revived

Lingal, which is also observed at the Oraon marriages,

which conclude by “ vessels of water placed over the

wedding bower being capsised, so that the young couple

and those who are with them receive a drenching shower

bath.” This custom of throwing water at the spring

festival is also one which appears in Burma, where it

is customary for the young women to go about throwing

water over everybody, and especially over their male

favourites. The whole series of ceremonies together with

that connected with the growing of the barley, points

back to the da)rs of the rule of the Iriivata, or sons of

the water and cow-mother Ida, who was raised from the

waters of the purifying and sanctifying flood by Manu,

who caused her to emerge after a year by throwing into

the water the heavenly seed, clarified butter, sour milk,

1 lb. vol. ii. Oraon, p. 147.
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curds, and whey .

1 The barley, which is especially

worshipped at the karma festival, is called in the Brahmanas

Varuna’s corn
,

2 and is thus the grain dedicated to Varuna,

the god of the dark night lit with stars. It is also parched

barley grain which is, after rice has been offered to the

Pitarah Somavantah, the earliest of the three classes of

Fathers worshipped at the autumn Pitriyajila or sacrifice

to the Fathers given to the Pitaro Barishadah, or Fathers

seated on the Barhis or the sacred Kus grass strewn on

the altars and dedicated to the fathers of the Kushite

race. It is also part of this barley cooked in a porridge

and “ mixed with the milk of a cow suckling an adopted

calf,” which is offered to the youngest race of the fathers

the Pitaro Gnishvattah, or “ the fathers consumed by the

fire,” that is those who burn their dead .
3 These three

races of fathers are also mentioned in the Bigveda
,

4 and

the youngest of them are the people who gave to Bundelcund,

the name by which it is known in Hindu geography of

Yatsa bhumi, or calf-land, and who were the ancestors

of the Brahman gotra of the Batsyas or Batsas, which

is found in the list of gotras of all the chief Brahman
tribes.

5 They belonged to the race of the Sakyas, and

it is at the festival called the Saka- Medha or sacrifice

(inedka) to the god Saka that the Pitriyajila are celebrated,

and the ritual conclusively proves that the Saka- Medha
is a sacrifice to the rain-god, for it consists of little else

except offerings of cooked rice boiled with butter to Indra,

the rain-god, and the Maruts, the storm-goddesses.

It is in this name Saka that we find a clue as to the

origin of the race who introduced the worship of barley

as the grain sacred to Varuna. I have hitherto connected

the name with the Sakas or Scythians, who are called in

Darius’s inscription the “ Shaka-hauma-varza,” the Shakas

who prepare the Haoma or Soma, the intoxicating drink

1 Eggeling’s Satapatha Brahmana, i. 8. 1. 7 ; S.B.E. vol. sii. p. 218.
2 Ib. Ib. ii. 5. 2. 1. ; Ib. p. 391.
3 Ib. ii. 6. 1. 4-6.

;
Ib. p. 421.

4 Rigv. x. 15.
5 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. app. i. pp. 15, 16, 18-25.
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used in the later forms of the Hindu Soma sacrifice, but

a further study of the question has convinced me that this

form of the Soma festival is one which was developed from

the original festival to the sacred water consecrated to the

water-god who guarded the “ amrita ” or water of life.

The whole subject, when exhaustively treated, leads to such

wide-spread ramifications that it is impossible fully to

discuss it in the space now at my disposal, and I must

here be contented only to deal with a part of the question,

and to use only a few selected proofs.

It was the sacred Soma, or life-giving rain, which is said

in the Rigveda to have been guarded by Krishanu, the

footless archer, a name which Grassmann has shown to

mean he who draws (karsh) the bow and who is in other

words the rain-god, whose sign, as the giver of the quicken-

ing showers which nourish life on the earth, is the

rainbow. It was he who shot Galyatri, the bird of song,

and Suparna, the bird with the fortunate (su) feather

(parna), who was carrying Soma to earth .

1 It was this

holy water of life which was brought to earth in the two

cups called in the Brilhmanas Consecration and Penance
,

2

and this was the “amrita” which the sacred bird Gadura

in the Mahiibharata took from the heavenly snakes which

guarded it .

3

Krishanu, again, is the seventh of the seven Gandharvas,

or Soma guardians
,

4 and the name Gandharva is connected

with the Akkadian word Gan, or enclosure, which appears

in the name Gan-Edin, or garden enclosure of the plain,

the name by which the Garden of Eden is known in Genesis.

The Gandharvas are the sons of the Gan of the pole

(dhruva), but this word “dhruva” is a Sanskrit word, and

to find the original form of the word when first conjoined

with the Gan of the pole, we must turn to pre-Sanskrit

1 Eggeling’s Satapatha Brahmana i. 7.1. 1 ;
S.B.E. vol. xii. p. 183

;
Aitareya

Brahmana, iii. 26 ;
Rigv. iv. 27. 3.

3 Eggeling’s Satapatha Briihmana, iii. G. 2. 9-11
;
S.B.E. vol. xxvi., pp. 150,

151.
3 Mahiibharata Adi (Astika) Parva, xxxiv.
4 Eggeling’s Satapatha Brahmana, iii. 3. 3. 11 ;

S.B.E. vol. xxvi. p. 72.
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legends. It is one of these given in the Mahabharata which

tells of the birth of the eponymous ancestors of the five

royal races of India whose names appear in the Rigveda,

and who are the sons of Yayilti, the son of Nahusha, the

Great Snake. Yayati married two wives. The first of

these Devayiini was the daughter of Shukra, called Ushana

and Bhargava, the priest of the Asuras, who proclaims

himself to be the rain-god, for he says, “ It is I who pouf

down rain for the good of creatures, and who nourish the

annual plants which sustain all living things.” She had

two sons, Yadu and Tur-vasu, who appear together as

two united tribes in the Rigveda, and it is by their bards

called the sons of Ivanva that the whole of the hymns

in the Eighth Mandala are said to be written. They were

non-Aryan tribes living to the west of the Jumna along the

Indus, for we find that the Yadu and Turvasu were defeated

by the Arna and Cittra ratha, who are called in the account

of the battle distinctively the Aryans on the banks of the

Sarayu or Sutlej .
1 When we turn to the history of the

god Yasu, whose name appears in Tur-vasu, we find that

he set up on the Sukti range of the Yindhyan hills, in the

central country called Jambu-dwipa by Hindu geographers,

a bamboo pole as the sign of the divinity
,

2 and it is this

pole which was the god of the Tur-vasu. The Akkadian

name of the pole or meridian is
“ tur,” and this was the

sign of the rain-god. This was the Ashera of the Jews, the

pole set up by the early Semites as the husband, or Baal of

the land, whence we find it said in the Talmud “ the rain

is the husband of the land.” 3 It was this pole, the sign

of the rain-god, which became the meridian or centre of

Kushite race, symbolized by the mountain of the East,

called by the Akkadians ^arsak kurra, and by the Zend

cosmographers Ushidhan, whence the holy river Haetumant,

the modern Helmund, flows, and empties its waters into the

1 Rigv. iv. 30, 18.
- Mahabharata Adi (Adivamsavatarna) Parva, lxiii. p. 171.
3 Review of Robertson Smith’s Lectures on the Religion of the Semites

by Prof. Hirschfeld, J.R.A.S. July, 1891, pp. 507, 508, 510.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 19
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lake Kiisava. This sacred land was the home of the kings

of Kushite race called Kavi Kush, or the wise sons of Kush
,

1

and it is to this race that Shukra, or Ushana, the father

Devayani belonged, for he is called in the Rigveda Ushana,

the son of Kavi .

2 It was the sacred mountain of this holy land

which was the mountain of Sakadwipa, said in the Puranas

to be that from which Indra which collects the rain, and it

was of this land that Gandhari the wife of Dhritarashtra, the

blind king, the eyeless pole, the husband of the land, was

queen. It was here that she laid the egg which was as hard

as iron, and from which, after it had lain two years in her

womb, the hundred sons of the Kauravya or tortoise (kaur)

race were to be born. This egg, after it was sprinkled,

that is, sanctified with the water of life, by the Rishi Yyasa

(the uniter), divided itself into a hundred and one parts,

“each about the size of a thumb,” and these were then

put into pots of clarified butter, and from these, after two

full years, Dhritarashtra’s hundred sons and his one daughter

Das-shala were born .
3

It was the sons of the land (Gan) of the pole (tur) who

were the first worshippers of the Supreme God of Heaven,

the god who gives rain and fruitful seasons, and is the

father of life on earth
;
and as the sons of the god of

heaven they became in Indian mythology the Gandharva,

or holy race, the stars round the pole, who were the mates

of the Apsaras, or cloud mothers, and this name Apsara is

like “ tur,” derived from the Akkadian Ap-sa, the abyss

or home of the Nun, or sacred watery element, and the

name of Nun is reproduced in the first of the ideographs

which represent in the Akkadian writing the sign for the

sacred “tur” or meridian .
4 We thus find evidence either

1 Darraesteter’s Zendavesta, Zamyiid Ya^t, x. 6; S.B.E. vol. vol. xxiii.

p. 302, also p. 222, note 5 ;
West’s Bundahish, xxxi. 25 ;

S.B.E. vol. v. p. 130.
2 Rigv. i. 51. 11. i. 83. 6.
3 Adi (Sambliava) Parva, cxv-cxvii. pp. 337-342.
4 Sayce’s Assyrian Grammar Syllabary, Nos. 67 and 66. No. 67 HfTTCTT is

the ideograph for tur and *"RT t 'le three ideographs for nun,

thus the essential sign is -TTT for the suffixes »— and
|

are signs denoting

divinity.
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of transference to India or of the simultaneous origin there

of Akkadian terminology in every stage of the myth of

the god of the pole, the rain- god. We find that the race

who made him their god called the pole by the Akkadian

name “ tur ”
;

that they also called the clouds the mothers

of the rain, the Apsaras or daughters of the Akkadian

watery abyss Ab-zu the Assyrian Ab-su. They gave to the

land sacred to the pole of the Kushite race the Akkadian

name Gan, and the mother river of the land of the Kusbika

they called the Gan-gu, the Vedic name of the Ganges, or

river of the Gan, and in this suffix “ gu ” we have another

instance like that I have already alluded in speaking of the

name Bhri-gu of the use of Dravidian formative suffixes in

words adopted by the later Sanskrit-speaking writers.

Under these circumstances it is certainly a most probable

hypothesis that the names of the god, whose worship laid

the foundations of the mythology of the Gandharvas and

Apsaras should also be of Akkadian origin, and in discussing

the name of the race who inhabited the land of the Delta

of the Euphrates called the Sumir, I have shown on

Lenormant’s authority that the various forms of this

name, and that of the country they dwelt in such as Shinar

written with a Hebrew which replaces an original “ g,”

Singar, Sinker, Sindjhar, all point to two roots of the

word sum, meaning to be low, and suk, meaning to water .
1

It is this root Suk or Shuk which we find in the Akkadian

name of the Goddess Istar, called Shuk-us, and her

ideograph contains the sign denoting rain,

which also appears in the ideograph of the god Sukh

or Tiskhu -V Jif -

2 It is this Tishkhu who is said to be

the joint ruler of the heavens with Anu, answering to the

Sanskrit Varuna, the god of the dark night, and also to

be a star which shines at night .
3 She is clearty the star

1 Lenormant, Chaldoean Magic, pp. 395, 402. See note 3, p. 444.
2 Sayce's Assyrian Grammar, Syllabary, Nos. 99, 100, 101, 462.
3 Lenormant, Chaldsean Magic, pp. 206, 18.
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which sends the rain, and she afterwards, like the Hindu

Shukra, becomes the planet Venus.

But we know from the theology of the Zendavesta that

before the daj^s when the planets and moon were worshipped

and their paths in the heavens calculated the fixed stars

were looked on as the supreme rulers of heaven, and

their apparent motions were reckoned as the surest indica-

tions of the lapse of time. Throughout the Zendavesta

the Pairikas or wandering stars are denounced as the

enemies of law and order, and the great enemy of the

Pairikas is the star Tishtrya or Sirius, which afflicts and

destroys the Pairikas .

1 It is this star which rules the

East
,

2 which is the seed of rain
,

3 and it is its rising at

the summer solstice which ushers in the rainy season, in

North-eastern India, the land where the Kushika race

were the supreme rulers, and where they had worked out

the myth which made them the sons of the tortoise earth.

In the Tlr Yast in the Zendavesta, the battle of Tishtrya,

the star which brings the rain with Apaosha the black

demon horse, the clouds which keep it back is fully

described, and the account opens with an invocation in

which the worshippers say,
“ We sacrifice unto the raius of

Tishtrya .” 4 In Zend chrouometry, the month sacred to

Tir or Tishtrya, the star Sirius begins with the summer

solstice .

5

We have here in this astral theology evidence of the

supersession of a reckoning of time which was based only

on a recurrence of the seasons, ruled by the black cloud

god Apaosha, by one which measured it by the movement

of the stars, their rising, culmination, and setting, and it

was the star Tishtrya, the leader of the stars indicating

time, which was the first star of the year beginning

with the Indian rainy season at the summor solstice, and

it is the star called this Egyptian Satit, a name of Isis,

1 Darmestetcr’s Zendavesta, Tir Ya?t, vi. 33 ;
S.Ii.E. vol. xxiii. p. 101.

2 West’s Bundaliish, ii. 7 ;
S.B.E. vol. v. p. 12.

3 Darmesteter’s Zendavesta, Tir Ya?t, ii. 4 ;
S.B.E. vol. xxiii. p. 94.

4 lb. lb. vi. 12 ;
lb. p. 97.

6 lb. Introduction to Tir Yu?t; lb. p. 92.
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the goddess mother, whose rising marks the beginning

of the Egyptian year, and the royal race of the Egyptian

kings were called sons of Kush, who all wear on their

foreheads the sign of the Uroeus snake. But the star

god, who introduced order and regularity into the reckoning

of time, was obliged in Mythic language to coerce the god

whom he superseded, the god of the rain-cloud and of

the heavenly bow, and in the account of the contest

between them, the rain-god is called in Zend Apaosha,

a name which again appears in the Egyptian Apapi the

black snake of darkness, and, in the Apilm Xapat, the son

of the waters of the Rigveda and Zendavesta. lie is, as

Darmesteter shows, the lightning god, born in the clouds,

who is said in the Tir Yast “ to divide the waters among

the countries in the natural world in company with the

mighty wind,” and the name Napat means, as Darmesteter

tells us, both “ navel ” and “ offspring,” 1 so that the name

means the centre or navel of the waters, the central

point or meridian, where the pole of the rain-god was

set up. The central mountain whence the rains descend

in the rivers which are its sons to water the earth, the

central point of the central region appropriated according

to the Kushika distribution of the provinces of the kingdom

to the residence of the king or supreme ruler.

But in all these names of the rain god we find the root

op or ah, which appears in the Akkadian ab-zu, the watery

abyss, whereas in the Rigveda we are introduced to another

form of the rain-god, Indra from Indu, meaning sap and

esseuce, a peculiarly Aryan name, and the demon of drought

whom he conquers is called Shushna, whose name must

therefore probably be one which is derived from non-Aryan

roots. AVhen we remember that the rain-god of the race

of the sons of the Tur was called Shukra, and that this

god becomes in Pali Sakko, who, according to the Buddhist

theology, is the leader of the thirty-three Naga gods of

1 Darmesteter’s Zendavesta, Sirozah, 7 ;
Tir Yast, vi. 34 ;

S.B.E, vol. xxiii.

p. 6, note 1, p. 102.
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the Tavatirusa heaven or the heaven of the thirty-three, 1

that these were the thirty-three Lords of the ritual order

of the Zendavesta, 2 who arranged the order of sacrifices,

and the thirty-three gods of the Rigveda and Brahmanas,

it is clear that Shukra or Sakko was a god of time. I

have shown in a former article in this Journal that these

thirty-three gods were the twenty-eight days of the lunar

month and the five seasons of the Hindu year. 3 In the

great annual Soma festival to the gods of time, after

cups of Soma have been drawn for the thirteen months

of the lunar aud the twelve months of the solar year,

there are five cups drawn for the year of Prajiipati, the

year of five seasons, and the first of these cups is the

cup to Shukra, and it is preceded by a call to Indra, the

rain-god.4

This evidence makes it very probable that in the names

of this god Shukra, or Sukko, we have a reproduction of

the Akkadian root Shuk, which appears in the name of the

mother star, the rain mother
;

and the weight of this

evidence is greatly increased when we remember that a

Northern k becomes sh in Sanskrit. Thus the Greek kvco is

is the Sanskrit Shvan, the Greek kerberos, the Sanskrit

Sharvara, the spotted star-dog, and the syllable Kad in the

Greek /ca6-apo (? and its cognate words, appears in Sanskrit

as “Shudh.” 5 Thus the Sanskrit-speaking writers of the

Veda would naturally change Shuk, the root of the name
of the Kushika and Asura rain-god, into Shush, and hence

it is by this Sanskritised form of his name that he would

be spoken of in the Vedic poems as the demon Shushna

slain by Indra. Again, in the Satapatha Brahmana, where

the victory of Indra over Shushna, the god of the Asura

ltakshas, is spoken of, it is said that Indra put out his eye,

that is changed him from the leading god of light, the

1 Childers’ Pali Dictionary, s.v. Tnvatrimso.
s Mill’s Yasna, i. 10. iv. 15. vi. 9, etc.; S.B.E. vol. xxxi. pp. 198, 216, 220.
a J.R.A.S. Sept. 1890, Art. X. pp. 661, 567.
4 Ecgeling’s §at. Brail. iv. 3. 3. 1 and 2, iv. 5. 5. 12; S.B.E. vol. xxvi.

pp. 332, 408.
s Curtins, Griechsicho Etymologie, No. 26, p. 138.
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single star, the chief god of the year, into a blind guide .

1

The name Shushna is in the Petersburgh Sanskrit Dictionary

said to mean the hisser, or the piper, that is, the hissing

snake, and it is as the snake that the Zend Tishtrya is

named, for the name is an almost exact reproduction of the

Akkadian “ tsir,” the divine snake. Also, as the ancient

Akkadians were a race who, as Lenormant says, possessed

“ a complete scientific nomenclature for astronomy and

astrology,” quite independent of the later scientific lan-

guages of the Kushite Semites of Assyria, and that they

cultivated the science of the stars, it is probable that as

the Indian people obtained their later reckoning of time

from the Assyrian astronomers, they learnt their first

astronomical knowledge from the earlier race, who, living

in the mountain lands of Elam, the ancient name for Iran,

worked out the study of the stars, and brought their newly

discovered science down to the Euphratean countries and

India. It was these people who, in tracking their way

through the pathless deserts of Central Asia, first learnt

to find the practical value of the stars as guides to record

their way from place to place, whence they proceeded to

observe their times of rising and setting, and it was

these people wrho, as the ancient Parthians, bore the Naga
snakes as their national emblem on their shields. It was

they who would thus naturally call the star which they

looked on as the leading star in the heavens, the great

snake, and use this name as a synonym for his eai'lier name

of Shuk, the god who brings rain.

But in this victory of Indra over Shushna, or the star

Sirius, we find evidence of the supersession of the Asura-

Kushika religion by that of the Indra worshippers, and

wTe find in the history of the contests between these three

rain-gods a series of three methods of reckoning time

in India and Iran, the first that by the seasons, beginning

with the rainy season
;

the second that determined by the

movements of the fixed stars, ushered in by the rising of

1 Eggeling’s Sat. Brah. iii. 1. 3. 11. 12 ; S.B.E. vol. xxvi. pp. 14, 15. Indra
changed the star-god, who brings the rain into the rain-pole, or Ashera, con-
secrated by Vasu.
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Sirius at the summer solstice, which brought in the rainy

season
;
and the third that of the worship of Soma, the

moon goddess, who ruled the lunar year, and whose votaries

were the ancestors of the earlier Rajput races, who took

the name of Sombunsi, or sons of the moon, and who were

again succeeded by the Suraj-bunsi, or sons of the sun.

We also find that the rain-god and rain-star were both

called by a name which reproduces the root of the Akka-

dian name for Istar, and that the theology in which they

were the supreme gods dates from a time long before the

Rigveda was written, or the races that elaborated the later

Yedic theology entered India. We find in the Rigveda

a distinct account of the contest between Indra and Varuna,

showing that Indra superseded Varuna
,

1 aud Varuna, the

god of the dark night, is like Indra, a rain-god, for the

root Var means rain
,

2 and in the Zend cosmogony the name

of the god Varuna, or Varana, became that of the mythical

region called Varana, which wras the scene of the battle

between the Zend Thraetaona, the Trita Aptya of the Rig-

veda, and the biting snake-god Azi-dahilka. This land is

called in the Zendavesta the four-cornered Varuna, an

epithet which, as Prof. Darmesteter points out, agrees

exactly with that of the “Catur-asrir Varuno,” the four-

pointed Varuna applied in the Rigveda
,

3 to the Agni or

fire-god who superseded the worshippers of the triangle

or the earlier triad of gods, and thus Agni is the land

ruled by the four stars, each pointing to a separate quarter

of the heavens, of which Tishtrya, who rules the East, is

the chief. It is Varuna, the predecessor of Indra, the

snake-god, who rules the year, divided into three seasons

in the Brahmanas, in which the autumn season, called

Siika-medha, the season of the sacrifice (medha) to Saka

is the last, for in this division the summer season is called

Varuna-praghasah, and it is to Varuna that the barley is

1
ltijrv. iv. 12, 9, gives the dialogue between them in which they state their

pretensions to rule.
2 Justi, Zend Dictionary.
s Darmestcter’s Zendavesta, S.B.E. vol. iv.

;
Introduction to Vendidad, iv.

s. 12. p. lxiii
;
Vendidad, i. 18, p. 9, ltigv. i. 152. 2.
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offered and dedicated at this sacrifice. It was these people

who worshipped Varuna, the god of the dark night and the

rain-cloud, the ruler of the stars, who called their rain-god

and rain-star by the name Suk, Shuk, or Sale, and named him

as the {rod to whom the sacrifices of the rainy or autumn

season were offered. He, again, is the chief god of the Raj

Gonds, the Sek-nag, who as Sak]becomes Shush in the Rig-

veda, becomes in the Mahabharatajthe Shesh-nag, who is there

called the oldest of the snakes, who was placed by the

supreme god Prajapati under the earth to] support it while

his place as leader of the five snake kings or seasons was

taken by Viisuki .
1 Vilsuki, again, is the god Vasu, the

god of the Northern spring, the ruler of the year, which

begins, like the present Hindu year, not with the summer,

but with the winter solstice, whose name appears in the

Greek name for spring eap, which is a later form of Fecrap
,

2

and in the Sanskrit Yasanta. It was these five seasons

—

the rainy season, autumn, winter, spring, and summer

—

which were by the Brahmans worshipped in the new and

full moon festival, and also as I have shown in the Soma

sacrifice, and it was these which were replaced by the

three seasons of the Yaruna-Saka theology. This religious

revolution was thus one which was led by the Northern,

or rather Central Asian star-worshippers, who came to

India from the Euphratean countries, which are pre-

eminently the land of barley. It is from barley that the

principal offerings to the fathers in the Silka-medha Pitri-

yajna are made, but it is whole-grained rice (kara) mixed

with milk which is offered to Indra and the seven Marut

mothers, the seven evil winds of the Akkadians, the seven

daughters of Rikad Gawadi in the Gond Song of Lingal,

who take their name from Maroti, the Gond tree-god .

3

These are the principal offerings of the Saka-medha sacrifice,

1 Mahabharata Astika Parva, xxxv. and xxxvii.
2 Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, chap. xiii. p. 372, note
3 Their name may also be connected with that of Martu, the god of the West,

among the Akkadians, for it was as the wind-goddess of the South-west
Monsoon, that the Maruts assumed such a prominent place in Indian nature-
worship.
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which replaced an earlier sacrifice to the Triambakah or

three mothers, called in Mahabharata Amba, Ambika, and

Amvalika, which is still countenanced in the Satapatha

Brahmana .

1

These sacrifices of rice mixed with milk show that the

races to whom barley was sacred succeeded that formed

from the union of the cultivators of rice with the sons

of the mother cow, and that they worshipped the water-

mother called Sak, called the land which they made sacred

to her the land of Saka, which was adopted by Sanskrit

writers in the name Sakadwipa. As they first looked on

the living principle in the water which made it the

author of life as a manifestation of the mother Istar,

who was the weeping mother of Tammuz or Damu-za,

the only son of life, they called the goddess of life Sak-ti,

and made her the mother goddess of the Sakta form of

worship.

They were succeeded by the star- worshippers, whose

special gods in the Yedic Pantheon are the Ashvins or

heavenly horsemen, the twin stars in Gemini, and it is to

them that barley is especially sacred, for they are said in

the Rigveda to have first sown barley with the plough .
2

It is the Oraons who claim to have first introduced

plough cultivation into Chota Nagpore, and the connexion

of the Oraons with the Ashvins is further shown by their

reverence for the ass. They hold it to be sacred, will not

kill it or eat its flesh, and assign “
to the animal much

the same position and dignity as the Hindus give to the

cow.” 3 The ass is shown both in the Brahraanas and

the Itigveda to be especially sacred to the Ashvins, for

they are represented as drawn in their chariots by asses,

while in the same passage in the Aitareya Brahmana

in which the Ashvins are said to have been drawn to the

wedding of Soma and Surya, the moon and sun, by asses.

1 Eggeling’s Sat. Briih. ii. 6. 2. pp. 437-444. I have discussed the whole
subject in Art. VIII. April, 1890, J.K.A.S. pp. 357-374.

2 Rigv. i. 117, 21.
3 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. Oraon, p. 148.
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Agni, the fire-god is said to have been drawn by mules,

TJshas, the dawn, by red cows, and India, by horses .
1

They were the race to whom the three-legged ass, that

is, the ass of the three seasons of the year, who is described

in the Bundahish
,

2 was sacred, and it is there said that

“ Tishtar seizes the water more completely from the ocean

with the assistance of the three-legged ass.” They were

the race of the star-worshippers who became among the

Santhal tribes the sons of Saren, the Pleiades. But we

find in the Kurina festival further evidence as to the race

to which the cultivation of barley belonged, for the mixing

of turmeric with the barley seed seems to show that they

were a yellow race, and this conclusion is corroborated

by the worship in Oude of Kapila, the Rishi, whose name

means the yellow, and who gave his name to the eleventh

month of the Hindu lunar year. It is this series of eleven

lunar months which is in Hindu ritual peculiarly sacred

to the gods of generation, and it is to their gods that

in the great annual Soma festHal to the gods of time

eleven victims are offered, the last being offered to Varuna,

the god of the star-worshippers .
3 Turmeric, as a sacred

tribal plant seemed also to have belonged to the race

who offered living sacrifices to the gods, for it w'as to

secure good crops of turmeric that the Khonds offered

human victims to the Tara Pennu
,

4 or female star mother,

for they argued that the “ turmeric could not have a deep

red colour without the shedding of blood,” and before the

Meriah victim was sacrificed he was anointed with oil, ghee,

and turmeric.” 5 These human sacrifices were not peculiar

to the Khands, but were formerly universal among all

the Bhumij and Bhuiya races. Human victims were

till comparatively recently offered to the goddess Rauhini

1 Ait. Brah. iv. 2. 9, Die Gubernatis Die Thiere in der Indo-Germanische
Mythologie, German translation by Hartmann, p. 221 ;

Rigv. i, 34. 9, i. 116. 2.
2 West’s Bundahish, xix. 11 ; S.B.E. vol. v. p. 69.
3 Eggeling’s Sat. Brah. iii. 9. 1. 4-22; S.B.E. vol. xxvi. pp. 218-221. See

the question further discussed in my article, J.R.A.S. April, 1890, Art. VIII.
pp. 400-402.

4 Pennu is the Tamil for woman.
5 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Khand, pp. 404, 405.
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by the Bhumij Rajas of Dalbhum, and at a still earlier

period in Pachete in Manbhum
,

1 while during the abeyance

of British authority in the year of the rautinj'- human
sacrifices were offered in Chota Nagpore. The custom

seems to have been one which the yellow race of the

star-worshippers brought with them from Central Asia.

Wellhausen and Robertson Smith have shown that human
sacrifices and the sacrifice of the first-born were customary

offerings among the early Semites, and it was among these

same people that the custom originated of offering their

first-born to Moloch, as King Ahaz did .

2 It was the

race who introduced these customs who added further

improvements in the village organization to those introduced

by the Gonds, for, while the Gonds set apart in each village

royal lands, they did not appoint a special officer to look

after them apart from the head* of the village. It was

this functionary, called by the Oraons and also in Orissa

the Mahto or accountant, who is never found in the Gond

villages of Chuttisgurh in the Central Provinces, whom
they added to the village officials, and it is the Mahto

who appears in all Hindi villages as the well-known

Patwari. It was this race who were ruled by the kings

who called themselves the sons of the Sek-nag or great

water snake, the cobra whose hood represented the rain-

clouds, and which is always depicted in Buddhist sculpture

as overshadowing the Buddha and guarding him from the

heat of the sun.

It therefore appears from the above analysis of the caste

system and the lessons to be learnt from it that we can trace

in caste formation three distinct stages. The first that

in which matriarchal customs prevailed, and in which

alliances with neighbouring villages and tribes were formed

and cemented by the custom which obliged each village to

look to its neighbours for the fathers of the village children.

This was accompanied by the educational institutions which

1 lb. vol. i. Bhumij, p. 120.
2 Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, Lecture x. note 7, pp. 445, 446;

2 Kings, xvi. 3.
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separated the children of both sexes from their mothers

and brought them up under the care of the village elders.

The great antiquity of this custom is shown as being

adopted by the Juangs, who are still in such a primitive

state of civilization as not to have learnt to weave, and

who consequently clothe themselves in leaves. But these

people have like all jungle tribes with whom I am acquainted

a national religion, and it is their priests called Nilgam
who offer sacrifices to the mother earth, and they have

also “ Deharis ” or village priests, and the matriarchal

origin of their customs is shown by the maternal uncle

of the deceased officiating at funerals .

1 I may here notice

the only error which I have detected in this work. It is

in the account of the Korwas, who are said by Mr. Risley

to have no priests. This is not correct, as in Sirgoojya, the

home of the Korwa race, there is a separate Byga or priest

for every separate Piit or hill plateau, which is occupied

by Korwa tribes. This first matriarchal organization was

followed by a northern invasion of the sons of the bull and

by the adoption of the earliest forms of polygamous marriage,

which was a union of Southern matriarchal with Northern

tribal and patriarchal customs. It was these people who

substituted tribes boasting of a common parentage for

the original villages, and thus formed the first germs of

the caste system, while they still retained the proof of

its origin from the village in the custom which makes the

panchayat or caste council a relic of the village council

called by the same name. Thus among the Rautias, one

of the ruling tribes, who, like Bhuiyas, represent the

intervening stage between the aboriginal and Hindu

races, the caste panchavats appointed as the arbitrator and

judge in all social questions are divided into separate councils,

which regulate all disputes in each group of villages con-

sisting of from ten to fifteen. Each village sends a member
to the council, and it is presided over by a hereditary

president called the Mohunt .
2 It was these people who

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Juang, p. 353.
2 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. ii. p. 208.
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constituted the ritual of witchcraft and sorcery which is

unknown to the Juangs.

They were followed by the more cultured races, who
worked out the conception of the tortoise earth, making

the centre of the Indian tortoise the land of Central

India called Jambu-dwipa, but which was dedicated to

the water mother, who gave it the name of Sakti, which

has been adopted as the name of the Eastern Vindyan hills

by the Hindu geographers. It was they who worshipped

the rain-god as the father of life, and divided the country

into kingdoms organized on the model which places the

royal province in the centre and surrounded with frontier

and subordinate provinces. It is this model which we

find in the old Gond kingdom of Sirgoojya, where the

central province belongs to the Gond family, whose chief

is the hereditary Dewan or Prime Minister of the present

Raja, who belongs to a later race.

It was these people who were succeeded by those who

were descended from the fish-god, and who are the

Matsya or fishermen of the Rigveda and Mahabharata.

They were the great trading race, and their descent is

in the Mahabharata traced to the father god Yasu, but

who, in the genealogy of Yasu’s descendants, were said

to spring from a different stock from that to which his

first five sons belonged. The father of the Matsya race

was born from the Apsara or cloud mother of Akkadian

origin, called Adrika the rock, whereas the mother of the

remainder of Yasu’s children were Girika, the mountain.

Adrika, as the mother of the fish race, was swimming as a

fish in the river Sukti-mati, the mother Sakti descending from

the Sakti range into the Jumna, and it was there her

children were born under the form of the heavenly twins,

the gods of the Asura star-worshippers. But they were

not., like the later star twins, the heavenly horsemen,

both father gods, hut a brother and sister, Matsya,

the father of the race of fishermen, and Satya-vati,

she who is possessed of truth (Satya), who was the wife

of the god king Shan-tanu, he who stretches (tan) the
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year (Shan) and the ancestors of the royal races of India.

It was these Matsya, who appear in the Rigveda as holding

the country watered by the Jumna, and who, in the

account of the battle of the ten kings in the Rigveda,

appear on the non-Aryan side. But these people were, like

all the later ruling races of India, of foreign origin, and

belonged to the great race of the Shus or Saus, but they

were not the earlier trading races whose name was derived

from the root Sak, but the later race who became the

Sumir of Assyrian history, and who, as the maritime

traders of the Persian Gulf, lived in the country of the

Euphratean Delta, of which the capital was the great

seaport town of Eridu. It was there, according to

Akkadian tradition, that the great national fish-god, la,

also called Ilia, appeared
,

1 and it was he whose name

shows that he was the original rain- god, for the name

la means the god of the house (I), of the waters (a).

This god became the god Assor, the fish-god of the

Assyrians, and the patron god of Nineveh, the name of

Nineveh being ideographically expressed by the symbol

of a fish swimming in a basin of water. As patron god

of Nineveh, he succeeded Istar, who had been formerly

worshipped there under the name of Adma-Ghanna-ki-

lugga .
2 It was by this people that the original form of

the name of the people of the Delta were changed into

one which can be derived from the root sum, meaning low,

which Lenormant shows to be the alternative derivative

of Sumir. But this name could only have taken this

later signification after it came to be contrasted with

that of the Akkadians, whose name meant “ mountaineers.” 3

It was these people who became in India the ruling race

called Haio-buns, or sons of Haio, a name which reproduces

that of la, and who are generally known as Haikeyas,

and their name of Shus appears in that of the Persian

1 Sayce, Hibbert Lectures for 1887, Lecture in. pp. 134, 135.
2 Sayce, Hibbert Lectures for 1887, Lecture i. p. 57, ii. p. 104. F.

Hommel, Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens, pp. 327, 328.
3 Lenormant, Cbaldsean Magic, pp. 401, 404.
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province of Shushan. It is the name of the distinctive

fish-god Assor, which appears in that of the Hindu Asura,

and, according to Professor Brunnhofer, in the name of

the month Ashadha
,

1 now called Assur, while the planet

Mars is called Ashadhabhava, or the son of Ashadah. It

was he who was born as the fish-son of the virgin mother

Ardvi Sura Anahita, the heavenly spring, whence all

the waters on earth descend, and who is the offspring of the

sacred mountain called in the Zendavesta Hu Kairya, the

active (Kairya) begetter (Hu) who wears on her head a

diadem of one hundred stars and is clothed in garments of

beaver skins
,

2 showing that she was the mother goddess of

a star-woi’shipping and building race. It was she who was

the mother river Euphrates worshipped under the form of

a fish. It was there Shus or Saus, who came to India as

the people called the Shu-varua or Sauvira, that is the

people belonging to the tribe (varna) of the Shus or Saus.

They were also the earliest Rujputs, the Sombunsi, or

sons of the moon, and it was they who, in their name,

Som, Sinha, and Singh, reproduced the similarly different

forms of their name Sumir, which I have already noticed

in the names of Shumir, Shinar, Sinker, and Sindjhar.

It was they who, from their original settlement at Piitala,

which General Cunningham has shown to be the modern

Hyderabad, the capital of Sindh, advanced to the land

of Gujerat, which they called Saurashtra, or the kingdom

of the Saus, and thence extended their trade and rule

throughout India, till they at last settled in Western

Bengal, which they called Karna Suvarna.

It is in this name and that of India, originally Sindhava

or Sindva, that we find a further clue to the origin of this

trading and fighting race. This name marks the country

of Western India, whence they first settled as one that

belonged to the race of the Sumir, and the god of the

Sumerians was Sin the moon-god, and this Sumerian word

1 Brunnhofer. Iran and Tuvan, p. 210.
2 Darmcsteter’s Zendavesta, Aban Ya?t, 128, 129; S.B.E. vol. xxiii, p. 83.
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was, as Dr. Ilomrael shows, derived from the Akkadian

zu-inna the lord (in or inna) of wisdom (Zu), and in an

Akkadian hymn to the seven gods, the sons of Bel, the

moon-gods, the moon-bull is called the offspring of the

god Zu .
1 It was as sons of the moon-god that the Shus

came into India and were called the sons of the horned

moon, hence the meaning horn was attached to the word

Singh, which also means the lion, the animal sacred to

the moon, and it was as the sons of the moon-lion that

the Licchavis obtained their name. They were the Jain

trading race who shared the sovereignty of North Bchar

with the Mallis, and ruled the great trading city of Vaisali

in the days of the Buddha, and their name is derived

from the Akkadian lig or lek, the lion, a word of which

the ideograph J]y is derived from two symbols, If*-

meaning to rise like stars or the moon, and f
2 meaning

king, so that the name Licchavi means the sons of the

rising king or the moon. But we also find the horned

sons of the moon in the Zend mythic hero Keresashpa

whose name means the horned (Keres) horse (ashpa), and

he who is called in the Zendavesta the son of Sama or

Shem 3 is said to have turned and married the moon called

the Pairika knathaiti, meaning the wandering star (pairika)

adored (khnat) by men .

4 Keresashpa again appears in

Hindu mythology in the mythic hero Kama, born from

Prithu, the mother of the Pandavas, without the intervention

of an earthly father, on the river Ashva, where he was

placed in a boat as an infant and floated down the Jumna
and Ganges to Champa, the modern Bhagulpore, the capital

of Kama Suvarna, where he was adopted by the king

of the tribe of Sutas or charioteers called Adhiratha or

the supreme charioteer. He was distinguished by his

golden mail and earrings which he never put off till he

1 Dr. F. Hommel, Gesbichte Babyloniens and Assyriens, bk. i. cbap. iii. s. 4,

p. 376 ; Sayce, Hibbert Lectures for 1887, appendix, ix. p. 495.
2 Sayce’s Assyrian Grammar, Syllabary, Nos. 494, 455, 427.
3 Darmesteter’s Zendavesta, Fravardin Yast, 136; S.B.E. vol. xxiii. p. 223.
4 lb. Vendidad Fargard, i. 10 ;

S.B.E. vol. iv. p. 7.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 20
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was beguiled by Indra to part with them, and in these

earrings, the golden mail, and in the name Kama, which

reproduces the Semitic word “ keren ” a horn, we find

that he is the horned and yellow moon, sacred to the

sons of the horse, whose name is preserved in that of the

river Ashva, and w7ho were also sons of Shem. Keresashpa

is a name in which the word horn appears in the Zend

form keres, instead of as in the Hindu m)fth in the

Semitic form Keren, and he is described in the Zendavesta

as the club-bearer with plaited hair
,

1 ringlet headed, and

bearing a bludgeon .
2 He is said to be the brother of

Urvakhshaya, the (IJr) speaker (vaksh), “ a judge con-

firming order,” and his aspect as depicted in Zend

mythology is the same as that of the Hindu Shiva with

plaited hair called Kapardin. Shiva again is throughout

the Mahabharata called Sankha or Sankhara, the god of

number (Sankha), and it is as the god of the number seven,

sacred to the moon-worshippers, that he obtained the name

of Shiva, the Hebrew word for seven, from the same

Semitic race who gave to Indra the name the Semitic

moon-god Sin.

It was these people who were called the Kama Suvarna,

or the horned race of the Shus, and we find from the legend

of Kama that it was they who, from their capital at Chumpa 3

in Bengal, introduced into India the lunar year, and it was

they Avho instituted in its honour the thirteen libations to

the thirteen months of the lunar year offered at the Soma

sacrifice. In the Mahabharata the conquest of India by

Kama is introduced as an episode, which occurred after

the first victories of the Pandavas, and during the period

of their exile for thirteen years, the number of the thirteen

lunar months, before they emerged to defeat the Kauravyas,

with whom Kama was allied in the final battle of the wTar .

4

It was these water-drinking sons of the moon wrhose name is

1 Mahabharata vana (Kundaluharana) Parva, ccxcix-cccix.
2 Darraestetar’s Zendavesta, Fravardin Ya?t, 136; Mill’s Yasna, ix. 10; S.B.E.

vol. xxiii. p. 223, and vol. xxxi. p. 234.
3 The modern Bhagulpore.
1 Mahabharata Vana (Gliosha-Yatra) Parva, cclii.
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preserved in that of Kama and of the river Ashva, who made

it disgraceful for the tsvice-born to drink spirituous liquor,

and it was they who imposed the ceremony of the Diksha-

nlya, or bath of consecration and initiation upon all who

were thus male sufficiently pure to observe the Soma

sacrifice, a sacrifice which was restricted to Brahmans,

Kohatriyas or Rajputs, and Yaisyas .
1 It.was this baptismal

bath of consecration, the ceremonies of which are elaborately

explained in the Aitareya Brahmana, which introduced one

who was impure before into the ranks of the twice-born
,

2

and it was this ceremony which is said to have brought

from heaven one of the two cups called Consecration and

Penance in which the Soma was brought to earth .

3 It was

these ardent votaries of the cleansing and purifying water

who introduced all the elaborate ceremonies of purification

which make Hindu ritual so like that of the Jews. It was

also they who, as the Jains, whose ascetic rites can be traced

back to Western India, the land of Saurashtra, in-

troduced the religion of asceticism and Penance, which

formed the second branch of the religion inculcated by the

moon-worshippers, and which has since their conquest of

the country occupied such an important place in Indian

religious history. It was these Jains, the horned (Kama)

Suvarna, who came to Bengal, who made Parisnath their

sacred mountain. But it was not they who first consecrated

it, for it was originally the Mount Mandara of Hindu

mythology, the mountains where the gods distilled from

the ocean the “amrita” or life-giving rains, led by Yasuki,

the snake-god, enthroned after the deposition of Sek, or

Shesh-nag, who held the rope. It was these people who

called themselves Yadus, or Ya-devas, the sons of Ya,

the form of the name of the Akkadian god la adopted

by the Semites, and it was they who were the descendants

of Yadu, the brother of Turvasu, the son of Deva}Tani and

Yayati. It was these immigrant Jains, or Yains, who

1 Eggeling’s Sat. Brail. iii. 1. 1. 8-10
;
S.B.E. vol. xxvi. pp. 4-5.

2 Max Muller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 395, 398.
3 Eggeling’s Sat. Brah. iii. 6. 2. 9 ;

S.B.E. vol. xxvi. p. 150.
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marked the road from Benares to the Bengal port of

Tamralipta (Tamluk) by the Jain temples, which can still

be traced through the Manbhum district, and we find

distinct evidence of their rule and of their occupation of

the Western Bengal country in Mr. Risley’s Ethnographic

Glossary. For in his account of the great cultivating caste

of the Kaivarttas . who call themselves Kewuts, the name

given to the caste of fishermen in Behar, he says that

they are said by tradition to be among the earliest in-

habitants of Bengal. While still more cogent evidence

of their rule and of the position they occupied in the

country in the great maritime trading race is given by

the fact that it was Kaivartta families who founded “ the

five separate princedoms ” of Tamralipta or Tamluk,

Balasita, Turka, Sujamuta, and Kutubpur, in the Midnapur

district. It was as rulers of these lands that they were

able to control the whole maritime trade of North-eastern

India which found its way to the great port of Tamralipta .
1

The origin of the Kaivarttas, as the sons of the royal

race of the sons of the fish-god, is also shown by their

claim to be descended from the Rishi Yyasa, who is also said

to be the ancestor of the Vyasokta Brahmans, who officiate

as priests of the Kaivarttas .

2 The Rishi Yyasa, whose name

means the uniter, was the son of Satyavati, the daughter

of the fish-mother goddess Adrika, before she married

the great king Shantanu. lie was said to have been begotten

by his father the Rishi Parasura in a mist, that is to

say, he was the son of the mist-god, called by the Akkadians

Nun, or the father of life, and it was he who, on the

death without children of his half-brother Yichittra Virya,

the male representative (Virya) of the races of two (Yi)

colours (Chittra), begot on his wives the blind king

Dritarashtra, the god of the pole sacred to the rain-god,

and his brother Pandu (the fair) prince, the fathers of

the Kauravyas and Panda vas, Tt was he who, as the

black and terrible priest, so frightened Ambika, the mother

1 Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i. Kaivartta, p. 376.
2 lb. Ib. p. 377.
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of Dhritarashtra, that her son was, according to the legend,

born blind, but the whole story shows that Vyasa was the

god of the rain-cloud, the father of the pole-god, of men,

and all living things.

It was under the rule of these trading Saus that the

formation of castes based on the community of function

received still further development, and it was to them

that the castes forming the merchant guilds of the Banvas

and that of Kayasths, or writers, which constitute the

aristocracy of trade, owe their origin. It is the Kaivarttas,

the earliest representatives of these castes of merchant

traders, who exhibit the changes of hereditary type

consequent on the admixture of foreign blood, for they,

as Mr. Risley says, occupy an intermediate position,

“ equally removed from the extreme types of Aryan and

Dravidian races found in Bengal,” and it is from them

that the more highly Aryanized races of the upper class

traders, writers, Rajputs, and pure-blooded Brahmans rose

in an ascending scale.

In summing up the lessons to be learned from the most

instructive series of facts contained in these volumes it

may be unhesitatingly asserted that it cannot be proved

that the members of one single caste are descended from

a common ancestry, and they also supply unmistakeably

clear proof that all castes are formed from originally

heterogeneous elements. But this negation of previous

assertions does not by any means exhaust the historical

instruction they impart, for while they give us the means

of proving conclusively that the hitherto accepted theory

of caste formation is not consonant with the facts, they

enable us to trace through caste customs the various

stages traversed by the people of India before the original

caste law of exogamy assumed an endogamous form, and

before the leading classes of Indian society began to look

on purity of descent and the preservation of the family

as objects to be preferred before the older aspirations

based on the welfare of the village and the tribe.

They show how Indian society was originally founded
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on the union of neighbouring villages cultivated by the

forest agricultural tribes, who cemented their alliances

by the rule which forbade the men of any village to be the

fathers of children within its limits, treated all the older

members of the community as sisters and brothers, and

traced all descent through the mothers, as the fathers of

the children were not permitted to live with the mothers

or to look after their offspring. The next stage in the

national progress is that marked by the immigration of

pastoral northern races, the Turanian Gonds, who, while

they agreed with the matriarchal tribes in making ex-

ogamous alliances between the men and women of different

tribes a fundamental rule of their policy, yet differed

from them in tracing descent through the father, in making

the father and not the maternal uncles the guardians of

the children, and in making unions between fathers and

mothers permanent marriages, during whigh both parents

lived together. They cemented their alliances with the

matriarchal races by the use of the ceremony of Sindurban,

or the making of blood brotherhood, and led the matriarchal

tribes, with whom, they were especially associated, to

substitute marriages for their former custom of temporary

connections. It was these people who restricted the

liberty of intermarriage between persons of different clans,

by the rule that persons belonging to the allied tribes

must not marry anyone outside the confederacy, unless

the stranger left his own people and joined that into

which he intermarried as a permanent member, and in

this way they combined the rule of exogamy with that

of endogamy.

As property and wealth increased, and the northern

race of artisans and workers in metal brought fresh im-

migrants to join the pastoral and agricultural tribes, the

kingly goverment of the Ivushite race was introduced,

and castes or trading guilds of handicraftsmen and skilled

agriculturists were formed, and it was then that separation

of castes by community of function began. The rule of

the Kushites was followed by that of the trading Semite
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Aryans, the worshippers of Ja or Ya, who called themselves

the sons of the moon, and they in their turn were super-

ceded by the Aryans. Both these last classes made pride

of birth their ruling principle, and introduced the fiction

that all the leading castes were descended from a common

ancestry.

It thus appears that the whole of the apparent anomalies

of caste organization can be explained by refering each

phase to its proper place in the historical order of events,

and that the evidence of history proves that though the

Ivushite, Semite, and the Aryan invaders always held

themselves aloof from the earlier races as a superior class,

yet that long before this advent the earlier tribes, though

originally heterogeneous, had formed an elaborate national

organisation, which had established throughout the whole

country the rule of law and order, had fostered trade,

grouped all races living in India under the Imperial rule

of the Kushite kings, and had begun those investigations

into the causes of national phenomena, which led to the

discoveries in astronomy and the measurement of time,

which made the Euphratean and Egyptian astronomers the

earliest effective teachers of the true methods of scientific

discovery.

In conclusion I would point out that if the inquiries

into caste customs by the Bengal Government has been

so conspicuously fertile in results, no less valuable in-

formation still lies hid in the similar customs of the Panjab,

the Eorth-West Provinces, Oude, the Central Provinces,

Bombay, Madras, and Burmah, and that if a similar

exhaustive account of the castes and tribes of these provinces

was prepared we would probably find it possible not only

to obtain an accurate knowledge of the people of the

country, but also to trace out a much clearer account of

the past history than I have been able to do in the present

rough sketch I have attempted.

Note .—Since writing the above essay Mr. Peppe, manager

of the estates of the Maharaja of Chota JNagpore, has given
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me most valuable evidence corroborating my conclusion

that the name Kama Suvarna means the horned caste

(Yarna) of the Sus, for he tells me that the state head-

dress of the Maharajas of Chota Nagpore, who have always

claimed to be Lords Paramount of the country known as

Kama Suvarna, is a turban cap twisted into the semblance

of a horned head-dress thus
>

an(l that the

family who possess the secret of making them and who

supply these caps to the Maharaja, have from time im-

memorial held a grant of land in payment for their services.

The part of Kama Suvarna visited by Hiouen Tsiang and

described by him, is the district of Manbhum, which belongs

to the family of the Rajas of Pachete, who were always

held to be inferior in dignity to the Maharajas of Chota

Nagpore. Their crest is a bull.

I would also call attention to the evidence of the imperial

rule of the Kushite or tortoise race supplied by the marriage

customs of the Bhandaris or barbers of Orissa, the Khan-

daits, the village watchmen and warrior caste, and the

chasas or cultivators of the same province. By those of

the Savars, that is the Su-vars or Su-varna, who, as I

have shown, and as tradition affirms, conquered Behar

and Western Bengal (Kama Suvarna) from the Cheroos

or snake races, and those of the Kockh or Rajbunski,

the great cultivating caste of Eastern Bengal, as among

all these tribes the binding together of the hands of the

wedded pair with kus or Durba grass (Poa Cynosuroides)

is an essential part of the ceremony, and marks these

tribes as the descendants of the skilled gardeners who

were like the Kurmis, sons of the mango tree and tortoise.

The kus grass was the sacred grass spread over the national

altars or Barhis by the sons of kus, and still continued

in the furnishings of the altar prescribed in the Brahmanas

(Ethnographic Glossary, vol. i, pp. 93, 192, 403, 497

;

vol. ii, pp. 243 242, s.v. Bhandari Chasa, Khandait Kockh,

Savar).
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Art. YIII.

—

Dr. Serge D’ Oldenburg “ On the Buddhist

Jatakas.” By IT. Wenzel, Ph.D.

[Dr. Serge D’ Oldenburg has been kind enough to send me a copy of his

monograph on the Jatakas, written in Russian, from the Proceedings of the

Oriental Section of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society. As it deals

with a subject of very general interest, and adds considerably to our knowledge
of the history of the Jatakas, it seemed advisable that the paper should be made
accessible to "Western scholars; and Dr. Wenzel has been kind enough, at

my suggestion, to prepare the following translation of the greater portion of the

paper.—Rh. D.]

I.

The extensive literature of Buddhist legends may be divided

into three groups
: (1) the legends on the rebirths of the

Buddha anterior to his last life in this world, these are

the ‘Jatakas’ (proper); (2) legends of the Buddha in his

last, historical, existence
; (3) legends of the Buddhist

disciples, these are the ‘ Avadanas,’ which last name, how-

ever, is also applied to legends in general.

We confine our remarks chiefly to the Jatakas, which

class occupies a specially prominent position in this litera-

ture, thanks to the manifold themes and ‘ motifs ’ touched

upon therein. In them Buddha appears in the most various

shapes, from god to beast
;

and, accordingly, the outward

form varies between stories, moral tales, fairy tales, and

fables.

The Jataka, like most productions of Indian literature,

has its fixed pattern, strictly preserved in the Buddhist

(Pali) canon, which in general distinguishes itself from the

Sanskrit and Prakrit books by its propensity to systematize.

Therefore, before we pass on to a further examination of
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the Jatakas, we give here the translation of the Klianti-

vannanaj., which is, as far as we are aware, not yet

translated. 1

The actual text of the Jatakas consists of the verses,

according to the number of which the 550 of the Pali canon

are disposed, beginning with those having only one verse.

These verses, together with the actual prose commentary

(vannand or atthakatha), form the so-called atitavatthu

‘ relation of the past,’ and therewith is connected the

paccuppanna-vatthu ‘ relation of the present,’ i.e. the oc-

casion on which Buddha tells the Jataka. Finally follows

the samodhanam, the identification of the persons in the

atita-vatthu with those in the paccuppanna-vatthu. Besides

this, the verses have a grammatical and lexical commentary
}

in which only rarely remarks concerning the matter find

place.

The verses, accordingly, must be regarded as the most

essential, and also the oldest part of the Jatakas, which

is proved, first by the archaical word-forms occurring in

them, and then, by the great(er) similarity between the

various recensions of the Jatakas in their metrical parts,

while they widely diverge in the prose. And this is only

what might have been expected. The original narrator

strove to embody the chief facts of his tale in the simplest

form, viz. verses
;

usually a dialogue, or monologue, was

chosen : the painting of the situation, the transitions, had not

yet acquired such importance, as this dialogue or monologue

might serve for different personalities and situations. But

if it was desirable to connect them with distinct events,

hints to that purport were inserted into the verses, while

it was left to the individual genius of each successive

recitator to redact the connecting prose. How far already

in the remote antiquity of India this literary type was

1 I have oinittod this translation of Jataka, No. 225, as the Pali is easily

accessible, and as the form and scheme of tho Puli Jatakas is well-known here

from the versions published by Prof. Rhys Davids and others.
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developed, is shown by many Yedic hymns
(
iti/nisa), which

now often are the despair of the translators by the utter

obscurity of their verses, seemingly jumbled together at

hazard. Only in the latest redactions of the subjects of

such hymns, which are far removed from the original type,

the prose connection of the verses is sometimes preserved. 1

As a further development in the same direction must be

considered the argumentum, i.e. a verse put at the head of

the tale, which gives the substance of its contents
;

these

argumenta are very generally in use in Indian literature,

whether Brahmanical, Buddhist, or Jain. 2 As a final off-

shoot (of this development), we may regard the abridgment

of a tale to a single proverbial phrase, as e.g. ajakrpdniya

‘ unexpected ’—properly, ‘ as (in the tale of) the goat and

the knife.’ 3

Besides this special collection of 550 Jatakas, the Pali

canon contains yet two other books of Jatakas—the Cariya-

pitaka, of which we shall speak in more detail below, and

the Buddhavamsa. Moreover, many other Jatakas occur

separately, either in the collection of 50 Jatakas
(
L . Feer,

Les Jatakas, Premiere partie, 417-422), or dispersed in

the commentaries to the different books of the canon, most

1 The first to call attention to these facts was, as far as we know, E. Windiseh,
see his Ueb. d. Altirische sage des Tain Bo Cualgne, der Iiaub der Binder (Verh.

33, Phil. Vers. Gera, 1878), Leipzig, 1879, 15-32
; and, regarding India, p. 28,

where the legends of Ilariscandra, Sunahsepa, UrvasT - Pururavas, are mentioned.

Further investigations by H. Oldenberg, Das altindische Akhyana, in ZDMG.
37, 54-86, and Akhyana-hymnen im Rigveda (ZDMG. 39, 52-90) ;

R. Pischel

and K. Geldner, Vedische Studien, i. ii. 1, Stuttgart, 1889-92; particularly

Geldner’s monograph ‘ Pururavas und Urvasi,’ pp. 243-295
;

cf. review by
Oldenberg in GGA. 1889, 1 sq. and 1890, 405-427. See also the interesting

remarks in the same province in H. Zimmer's review of Hist, litteraire de la

France, t. xxx. (GGA. 1890, 806-808, and Th. Noldecke, Persische Studien, ii.

11, Wien, 1892 (Sitz.B.W.A.H.Ph. Cl. cxxvi).
2 Sometimes it happens that, while the tale itself is lost, the argumentum

only remains; e.g. in the Jain collection Samyaktvakaumudl [A. Weber,

S.B.Berl.Ak. 1889, pp. 741-743 sq.), the tale of the potter crushed by a falling

wall is only preserved in one MS., while the two others give only the argu-
mentum. This tale, in a somewhat different shape, is also found in the Pali

canon, in No. 432, Padakusalamanavaj . ,
of which below a translation will be

given [omitted here.—H. W
. ] ,

together with a comparison with the Samyaktva-
kaumudl.

3 To the abundant literature that has already accumulated about this little

fable we may add the version in Takkariyaj. (481). It is interesting to see that
this fable, in a very similar form, occurs also in the Makames of Hariri, see Fr.
Riicktrt, Die Yerwandluugen des Abu Seid von Serug. Stuttgart, 1837, i. 9.
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of which are not yet published.

1

From the Northern

—

Sanscrit, Prakrit—documents, the following, as far as we

know, contain Jatakas : Mahavastu, Avadanasataka, and the

collections related to it (Dvavimsatyavadana, Ratnavadana-

mala, Kalpadrumavadanamala), Divyavadana, Jatakamala,

Dsanglun [Dhamamukho], Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata,

Bhadrakalpavadiina, Asokavadanamiila, Avadanasarasamuc-

caya, and separate Jatakas
;

cf. also Lalitav. ch. 13. The

large Jatakamala, with 565 tales, of which Hodgson speaks

(Essays on the Languages, etc., of Nepal and Tibet,

London, 1874, p. 17 sq.), is at present unknown, though it

is possible that it may be found even yet, so e.g. it is known

that a collection of 101 tales exists, under the same title, in

a Tibetan translation, including the Jiitakamala of Sura?

The extraordinary popularity which the Jatakas, as well

as the legends of Buddha’s earthly life, enjoyed is evidenced

by the numerous representations on the stupas and mona-

steries, beginning with the famous Bharhut stupa. The

history of these sculptures, doubtless, merits greater at-

tention than has been as yet extended to it, and surely will

help us not a little in the clearing up of the entangled

questions about the chronology of the Buddhist literature. 3

Thus we cannot as yet answer with any precision the

question to what date the now existing Jatakas are to be

referred. Only this seems certain to me, that they, in one

shape or the other, belong to the oldest product of Buddhist

literature 4 They must have proved an especially convenient

1 See Rhys Davids’ ‘ Buddhist Birth Stories,’ p. lii., who discusses this

question at length and gives instances.— II. W.
2 Further details on this collection will be given by A. 0. Ivanovski. Doubt-

less a closer examination of the Chinese and Tibetan literatures will supply us

with translations of most, if not all, Jatakas and legends found in the Pali

canon
;
and wo may also hope to find yet many Indian originals, when once Tibet

becomes more accessible.
3 Prof. Rhys Davids has a comparative table in his ‘ Buddhist Birth Stories

’

showing the instances in which the Bharhut sculptures could be identified, when
that work was published, with particular J fitukas. There remains a good number
still unidentified. See also Cunningham and Uultzsch in the Bibliography at end
of this article.—II.W.

4 [I would respectfully point out that it is quite certain that the Jatakas
belong, not to the oldest period, but to the oldest period but one, of Buddhist
literature. As I showed in the Introduction to my ‘ Buddhist Birth Stories,’
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material for the explanation of the many unintelligible and

doubtful cases of the due reward of good and bad actions

—

so important in every religious doctrine. We do not

pretend, of course, that the very ‘relations of the present’

which we find now in the Jatakas give us real events in

Buddha’s life, but only that the actual occasions for the

appearance of the Jataka stories often were analogous to

these ‘ relations.’ The great importance, within the history

of Indian narrative literature, which has been ascribed to the

Jatakas and the Buddhist legends in general, particularly

since the publication of Benfey’s famous ‘ Pancatantra,’ is

certainly justified. But this importance lies elsewhere than

is commonly supposed. It was not Buddhism with its

legends that produced such really artistical creations as the

Pancatantra and Hitopadesa, which are in fact the offshoot

of the ancient ilihasas and akhydnan, products of free creative

genius, not bound in the trammels of ecclesiastical dogmatics

and utilitarian convictions. To Benfey only fragments of

this monastical literature were accessible. And it is safe

to say that, if he had known these Jatakas, Avadanas, the

Peta Vatthu, Vimana Yatthu, etc., which we have at our

command now, he would have changed his opinion. But

these Buddhist documents have one great advantage. They
have preserved for us, though only in pale and tendentious

reflection, the subjects and the spirit of the ancient products

of the Indian genius, and thus make it possible for us to

reconstruct a whole period in the development of Indian

literature, which, without them, would be scarcely known
to us.

there are a fair number of what are now included as Jatakas in the Jataka
Book, which appear, not as Jatakas, hut simply as stories in the older books, such
as the Nikayas and the Vinaya. The stories in the Cariya Pitaka are already
Jatakas. It follows that the transition from stories to Jatakas took place in the
intervening period

;
that is to say, that the stories first became Jatakas after the

oldest period of Buddhist literature had closed. We can even go further and fix

the date at approximately between 450 and 250 b.c., and probably nearer to the
earlier of the two.-—Eh. D.]
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II.

Jataka Mala.

The Jdtalia Mala, ‘ The Garland of Jatakas,’ the work

of the Buddhist poet Sura, is the only Sanscrit text

known up to now, consisting entirely of Jatakas. Un-
fortunately the history of this book is very obscure. Prof.

Kern, to whom we owe the excellent edition, does not speak

with any certainty on this point, and we can only (from

some remarks in the preface to his edition, and his essay

on ‘ The Buddhist poet Sura,’ Festgruss an Otto v. Bohtlingk,

Stuttgart, 1888, p. 50 f.) form some conception of his

opinion. He places the work approximatively between

550-650 A.n.
;

and thinks that the tradition, found in

Taraniitha, viz. that the author of the 31 tales of rebirths

at first had had the intention to write 100 tales, not

probable, though he concedes that there may be ‘a residue

of truth in the story’ (Preface, vi). lie thinks it not

impossible that there existed a collection of 35 Jatakas in

the gdthd dialect (ibid, vii), which latter conjecture seems

necessary to him for the explanation of the presence, in one

MS., of the Kacchapa Jataka—but this JiTtaka is taken from

the Mahilvastu (ii. 244 sq.), and apparently only added by

the scribe. Our materials for forming an opinion of the

importance and position of the work are very meagre. All

known MSS. are almost certainly derived from one, probably

not very old, original. 1

The Chinese translation, with which we owe our acquaint-

ance to A. O. Ivanovski, not only clears nothing up in the

1 Preface, v.—Of the MSS. which Prof. Kern did not inspect, we may
observe that that of the Petersburg University entirely coincides in its text with

those used for the edition, and the same is the case with the MS. of the late

Prof. J. P. Minayev (now in the Public Library, fol. 130, 1. 7). The MS. of

the Bengal Asiatic Society (Rfijendrahil., 49-67) probably belongs to the same
family of MSS.

;
the different beginning there seems to us to have got there

erroneously from the immediately following Bhodisnttvuvndiuin-Kalpa-Lata,

where it really is in its place ; there are not a few examples of a like negligence

in this, otherwise most useful, catalogue.
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history of our text, but makes the question still more

obscure ;
nor does the Tibetan translation give any further

data in this respect. There remains, then, only the tradition

communicated by Taranatha (Schiefner’s translation, p. 92),

who indeed wrote his ‘ History of Buddhism ’ only in 1608,

but who had in his hands older sources. It is to the follow-

ing effect : ‘The teacher Matrceta is no other than the sameO • •

Durdarshalxdla
,

of whom we spoke above. He is known

under different names, as Sura, Ascaghosha, Matrceta,

Pitrceta, Durdarsha, Dharmika, Sub/iiiti, and Maticitra . . .

Besides tbe rebirths of Buddha, mentioned in

the Sutras and other books, he proposed to put down in

writing the ten times ten rebirths of Buddha, which up

to his time circulated only orally, and which corresponded

to the ten Paramltas, but, when he had finished 34, he

died. In some legends it is related, that, pondering on

the Bodhisattva’s gift of his own body to the tigress, he

thought he could do the same, as it was not so very difficult.

Once he, as in the tale, saw a tigress followed by her young,

near starvation
;
at first he could not resolve on the self-

sacrifice, but, calling forth a stronger faith in the Buddha,

and writing, with his own blood, a prayer of 70 slokas,

he first gave the tigers his blood to drink, and, when

their bodies had taken a little force, offered himself.’

We think it is quite clear that Taranatha had our

collection in view. The probability of the facts of this

tradition is, in some mauner, established (1) by its great

verosimilitude, (2) by the fact that apparently the MSS.

of the Jataka Mala have preserved a trace of it, for after

each ten stories, that is after the 10th, 20th, and 30th,

follows an uddana or ‘ table of contents.’ Prof. Kern says

that ‘ the official number of Jatakas according to the

Northern Buddhists’ is 34 (Preface, p. vi
;
Buddhismus,

transl. Jacobi, i. 327), but does not indicate the source

whence he has taken this ‘fact.’ The epithet of Buddha:
catustrimsajjatakajna (‘Who knows the 34 Jatakas’) occur-

ing in Hemacandra (v. 233), to which he appeals, might

have been formed just on the ground of this collection,
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an opinion which seems to be supported by the commentary,

which runs as follows 1
:

catustrimsatam jatakani Vyaghri prabbrtini janati catu°
|

yad

Yyadih

jatakani punar Yyaghri Sibih Sreshthl Saso Bisam

Hamso Yisvantarah Sakro Maitribala-Suparagau

Aputro Brahmanah Kumbhah Kulmashapinda jatakam

Avishahyah (?) Sreshtbljatonmadayanti Mahakapih

Bodhir Brahma Mahabodhir Yanarah Sarabho Ruruh

Kshantiviidi ca HastI ca Kuthas (?) cotpacamadayah (?).

The Pali text Cariyapitalca, somewhat akin to the Jataka

Mala, and apparently belonging to the latest documents

of the Southern canon, unfortunately gives us scarcely

more light on this question, at least as long as the com-

mentary is not published. In the printed text there are

35 Jatakes
;

but there is a circumstance, unfortunately

not mentioned by the editor, that calls forth some doubt

as to the real number, and also the composition of the Jiitakas

of this collection, viz. that in the introduction to the large

Jataka-collection, the Nidanakatha, there is found as an

excerpt from the Cariyapitalca
,

2 a table of contents of 34

Jiitakas, only half of the titles agreeing with those in

the printed text, in which also we only partly find the

verses quoted in the Nidanakatha,} Below we shall give

a comparative table of both texts. With the materials

accessible at present we must renounce the hope of clearing-

up this entangled question.4

Regarding the chronology of the Jataka Mala we may
add to the indications of Prof. Kern, that it apparently

could not have been written after the end of the seventh

' We had only the use of Bolitlingk and Rieu’s edition, trying, in one instance

perhaps even too holdly, to reconstruct the titles of the J iitakas.

2 See Fausboll Jataka, i. 45^i7. In Morris’ edition wo must read, p. xiv.

ii. 1 =455 ; ii. 5 = 278 ;
in ii. 9, 2 (p. 90), sutadhammo is not a proper name,

and, in the same v. read AUnasattii, p. xvi, JalakamiHa is the same book

as Bodhisathvdvaddna.
3 According to this, Rhys Davids’ Birth St. p. 54, note 2, must be corrected.

Ibid. p. 55 (written before the publication of the Cariyapitaka), instead of Snake

king Silavd read elephant king Si/ava, and, further on, elephant king Chaddanta.
4 Cf. also Hardy

,
Manual of B. 101-103.
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century, as it seems that the Chinese traveller I-tsing speaks

of it.
1 He may have meant another work with the same

title; only the circumstance that, as he says, the Jiitaka

Mala was, in his time, not yet translated into Chinese, would

argue that he saw Sura’s work, as in fact this was only

translated much later.

'We now give a detailed account of the Jiitaka Mala, 2

then comparative tables of the Jiitaka Mali! and the Cari-

yapitaka, and an account of the contents, with excerpts from

the text of the Sutasoma Jiitaka according to the version

in the Bhadrakalpiivadiina (ch. 34), which proves to be

a slavish imitation of our text. For the Bhadrakalpdvadana

we make use of the MS. of the Paris Asiatic Society, to

whom we express our thanks.

The Garland of Jatakas.

1. Vyaghri. The Tigress .—Born in a Brahmin family,

the Bodhisat becomes an hermit. Once he sees in the

jungle an hungry tigress, who is just about to devour her

fresh-born young ones. He sends off his disciple to collect

food, while he himself, filled with compassion, throws him-

self down before the tigress, who at once joyfully begins

to eat his body. The disciple, returning, finds the dead

body of his master, and, weeping, goes to inform his com-

panions,. while the remains of the Bodhisat are strewed

with a rain of garlands, jewels, and sandal-powder.

2. Sibi .
3 The king of the people of Sibi.—The Bodhisat

was king in the land of Sibi, distinguished by all virtues,

and particularly that of charity. But, not content to give

away his riches onty, he conceived a desire to offer also

his own body. From this, his desire, the earth trembled.

Indra remarked this, and, on reflection, finding out tbe

reason, goes in the shape of an old blind Brahmin to tempt

1 Ryauon Fujishima, Deux chapitres extraits le memoires d’l-tsing, J.A. 8. xii,

424.
2 In this excellently edited text -we have found only four unimportant misprints:

42, 33 read svastyaya>ta
; 58, 7 r. soka\ 97, 8 r. payoda

; 111, 24 r. Sakras.
[Two more are on p. 21, 21, where we expect jananas ca rivatyayatam.—E.L.]

3 [This Jataka is apparently a combination of the Brahmanic tale relating to Sibi
and of the Jain tale concerning the offering of one’seye (ZDMG. xlvi. 611).—E.L.]

j.r.a.s. 1893. 21
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the king, and begs of him one of his eyes. The king

asks whether somebody had not instigated him. The

Brahmin answers that Indra had instructed him. The king

promises to give his two eyes. The ministers dissuade the

king, particularly one of them. The king first gives one

eye, which, by a miracle produced by Indra, adheres to

the face of the Brahmin (Indra)
;
then the king tears out

his other eye, and gives it likewise to the Brahmin. After

some time Indra appears again before the king, who is

sitting on the bank of a pond in his park, and promises

him the fulfilment of a wish, and, one after the other,

the eyes of the king appear again
;

the earth trembles,

the sea overflows, and other wonderful phenomena are seen.

Then Indra, furthermore, adds to his present to the king

the abilities to see one hundred leagues in every direction,

and even what is hidden by mountains, and then disappears,

but the king, rejoicing, turns to his people with a sermon,

admonishing them to be liberal.

3. 1 KulmashapindT. The giver of a dumpling of fruit-pap.

—The Bodhisat was king of Kosala, pious and charitable.

Once he remembered his foregoing rebirth, and pronounced

two verses about what he had done then. Nobody under-

stood them, and the queen asked him to explain them. The

king explained that he formerly was a slave in the same

city. Once he gave to four sramanas, who asked for alms,

fruit-pap (kulmdsha) with pious thoughts; for this good

action he had attained such a high position. The queen,

again, urged by the king’s questions, remembers her former

rebirth : when she was a servant, she fed a hermit, for

which action she now had become queen. The king, finally,

speaks in praise of charity.

4. Sreshthi. The Merchant.—The Bodhisat was a rich

and pious merchant. A pratvekabuddha once came to his

house for alms. Mara, wishing to hinder the merchant's

charity, made, between the pratyekabuddha and the threshold

of the house, a deep, flaming abyss. The merchant sends

his wife to give food to the Buddha, but she returns in

1 [A Jain parallel to this story occurs in the commentaries on the Avnsynkn-

niry.—E.L.J
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fright. Then he goes himself. Mara, from the sky,

dissuades him. But the merchant, seeing that these are

Mara's tricks, boldly steps into the fire, in the place of

which, in consequence of his virtue, suddenly appear

lotuses; he comes up to the Buddha and hands him the

food. The Buddha flies up into the air, but Mara disappears

confounded.

5. Avishahyasreshthi. The Merchant Avishahya (‘ Un-

conquerable ’).—The Bodhisat was a rich merchant called

Avishahya, and distinguished himself by boundless generosity.

Indra wished to try him, and little by little made all his

wealth disappear, leaving him at last only a sickle and a

string. Avishahya begins to seek his livelihood by collect-

ins: grass and selling it, continuing at the same time to

help the needy. Then Indra appears to him and tempts

him, but Avishahya does not succumb, and shows the

necessity to give away all. Indra, satisfied, overwhelms

him with praises, and promises that in future his wealth

will not decrease.

6. Sasa. The Ilare .—The Bodhisat was a hare in the

forest
;

with him together dwelt an otter, a jackal, and a

monkey. They lived in friendship, and the hare taught

the other three the law. Once the hare observed from

the moon that on the following day would be full moon,

and, consequently, the feast of poshadha, and that they must

prepare food for possible guests. The hare began to ponder

what he was to do, because all other animals may gather

something, but he not; he decided to offer himself. From
this his resolve the whole nature is agitated

;
Indra remarks

it, and goes to try the hare
;
he shows himself in the shape

of a hungry Brahmin, and asks for hospitality. The otter

brings seven fishes, forgotten by the fisher; the jackal, a

lizard and a vessel with milk, forgotten by somebody
;

the monkey, mango-fruits
;
the hare gives himself. Indra

says that he, of course, could not kill him
;
then the hare

throws himself into the fire. Indra reverts to his proper

shape, praises the hare, and embellishes with his likeness

the moon, thence called sasahka. The three other animals
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are reborn in the world of the gods and reunited with their

friend.

7. Agastya. The hermit Agastya.—The Bodhisat was born

in a rich Brahmin family, and distinguished himself by his

generosity. He became a hermit, and the fame of his virtue

attracted many people, so that he went away and settled

down in Karadvipa. Indra decides to try him. He gradually

makes disappear from the forest, where Agastya lives, all

fruits and eatable roots. Agastya then begins to eat the

leaves. Indra burns up leaves and grass
;
he eats the fresh

leaves lying on the ground. Indra appears to him in the

shape of a begging Brahmin, and asks him to what purpose

he had undertaken this penance. The hermit declares that

he wishes to be freed from the wheel of births. Indra
,

seeing that the hermit does not covet his (Indra’s) own
seat, promises to give him whatever he maj’’ wish. 1 In the

subsequent conversation the hermit gives Indra a whole

series of moral rules.

8. MaitrIbala. The force of pity.—The Bodhisat was a

king, Maitrabala, righteous, pious, and charitable. Once

there entered into his kingdom five yakshas
(
ojohara ‘ taking

away one’s force), expelled by their lord for some trans-

gression. But, notwithstanding all their efforts, they were

not able to rob even one inhabitant of his force, thanks to

the king’s virtues. Once they met in the forest a shepherd,

sitting under a tree, and singing merrily. On their wonder-

ing how it was that he had no fear in such a lonesome place,

he answers that he has nothing to fear, because there is

in the land a guard for all men—the king Maitrabala, and

counsels them to go and see the king. They go and ask

the king for food, but reject that which is brought them,

remarking that they eat only human flesh. The king,

notwithstanding the dissuasion of his ministers, gives them

his body ;
the physicians open his veins, and the yakshas

drink his blood
;

he cuts off his flesh, and they eat it.

Finally, astonished at the endurance of the king, they ask

1 Necessarily we observe bore the similitude of this conversation with that of

Tama and 1Vacilcelas in the first valli of the Kd(hahopants/tat.
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him what for he does all that. He answers that his aim

is to free the world out of the wheel of births. They beg

him to pardon them : he says that as they had only helped

them in his purpose he had nothing to pardon, and takes

a promise of them not to destroy in future living beings.

The yakshas disappear. The whole world rejoices, Indra

appears, and, with magic medicaments, heals the king.

9. Visvantara. Prince Visvantara .—The Sibi (v. above)

had a king with name Samjaya. The Bodhisat was born,

as his son, under the name of Visvantara, a prince resplen-

dent with every talent and virtue. He distinguished himself

by an extraordinary charity, and on feast days he used to

ride about on a white elephant to inspect the places where,

accordiug to his orders, the poor were fed. The neighbour-

ing king much wished to have this white elephant, and sent

his Brahmins to beg it of the prince. He at once gave

it. The inhabitants, irritated at this generosity towards

a foreigner, demanded the punishment of the prince. The

king was compelled to consent to his expulsion. The prince

and his wife Madri, with their children, willingly go into

exile. Visvantara tries to persuade his wife to remain

behind, but gives way to her entreaties (to go with him).

All their wealth they distribute before their departure. A
throng of people accompanies them, whom the prince,

only with some pains, persuades to return. On the way
some Brahmins ask him for the horses of his waggon

;
he

willingly gives them. Suddenly four yakshas appear and

drag the waggon. Further on, another Brahmin asks the

prince for the waggon itself. He gives away that also.

Visvantara leads by the hand his son Jdlin, and Madri

her daughter Krshnajind. They settle down near Mount

Vahka, in a hut constructed, on Indra’

s

orders, by Visva-

karman. Once, when Madri had gone out to gather fruits,

a Brahmin came, sent by his wife, to ask for a servant.

He begs Visvantara to give him his children as servants.

Visvantara asks him to await the return of their mother,

that she might take leave of them, but the Brahmin does

not consent. Then Visvantara, remarking that such little
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children would only be ill servants, counsels him to go to

their grandfather, the king of the Sibi, who would give him

a ransom for them. Again, the Brahmin does not consent.

Then Visvantara hands him the children, and, according

to custom, pours water over his hands. The children ask

to wait for their mother, but the Brahmin drives them

off. The little girl weeps
;

the boy thinks with emotion

on the grief of his mother. Visvantara sees all this, but

remains firm. Nadri returns, and, not seeing her children,

is disquieted. On her questions Visvantara gives no answer,

so that she falls down despairing. Visvantara brings her

round again, and tells her how he had given the children to a

Brahmin. She entirely approves him. The earth trembles

from the effect of such high virtue. Indra, in order to

finish the trial, goes to Visvantara in the shape of a

Brahmin, and asks him for his wife. Visvantara gives

her away with her full consent, and, in token of the

delivery, pours water on the hands of Indra. Indra

praises Visvantara, and, returning to his proper shape,

gives back Madri, prophesies that also his children and

kingdom will be returned to him, and disappears. The

children are ransomed by the grandfather, and the people,

hearing of the wonderful virtue of Visvantara, calls him back.

10. Yajna. The sacrifice.—The Bodhisat was a king.

Once in his country there was a drought. The king,

ascribing it to his own or his people’s sins, turns to his

councillors and Brahmins for advice what to do in this

affliction. They counsel him to bring a sacrifice of a

hundred living beings. The tenderhearted king becomes

ihoughtful, and considers how he shall proceed. Finally,

he calls the Brahmins, and declares that he proposes to

bring a sacrifice of 1000 men. The Brahmins are content,

but afraid lest the people revolt. The king answers, he

should manage it thus, that the people would remain quiet.

IIo announced to the people that he would bring a sacrifice

of 1000 men, but that he only would take such as should

behave badly and sin. Every day it was proclaimed in tho

kingdom that well-behaved people would not be molested,
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but all evildoers would be seized for the royal sacrifice.

At the same time the king erected everywhere refuges for

the poor. All now lived well, fearing the sacrifice
; and

in this manner the king brought the ‘sacrifice of the law

the earth again began to bear fruit, and abundance returned.

Seeing this, the councillors praised the king.

11. Sakra. Indra.—The Bodhisat was Indra. Once the

Asuras invaded the gods
;

in the battle the gods’ army fled,

also Indra. On his flight he remarks that in the forest,

from the movement of his car, the birds’ nests fall down
;

from pity towards the birds he bids Mdtali, his coachman, to

return. The latter points out the persecuting enemy. Indra

prefers to perish by the hand of the foe rather than destroy

the birds, and they return. The enemies are confounded

by his return, and victory remains with Indra and the army

of the gods.

12. Brahmana. The Brahmin.—The Bodhisat was born

in a Brahmin family. On attaining the proper age he

began to learn. The master, in order to try the virtue of

his disciples, begins to complain of bis oppressing povert}'.

The disciples eagerly collect alms to assist him. But he

says that this would not suffice, and, on the question of

the disciples, what to do ? he tells them to steal, as a

proper method of acquiring means. All the disciples

willingly accept his instructions, except the Bodhisat, who
stands silent, his face bowed down in shame. The master

turns to him, to learn the reason of his disapprobation.

The Bodhisat pronounces a long speech about its not being

right to sin. The master congratulates him on his virtue.

13. Unmadayanti. The belle Unmadayanti (‘ The Mad-

dening ’).—The Bodhisat was a king of the Sibi. To a

prominent inhabitant of his capital, Kiritavatsa, a daughter

of extraordinary beauty was born. The father informed

the king, proposing to give her to him as his wife. The

king sent expert Brahmins, who, on seeing the beauty of

Unmadayanti, were struck with admiration. Fearing lest the

king, when he saw her, might neglect his royal duties, they

declared to him that the girl had bad signs, and he abstained
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from taking her. Then the father gave her to a minister,

Abhiparaga. Once, when the king passed the house of

Abhiparaga, Unmadayanti, desiring to see the king, ascended

the roof, The king saw her, and was amazed at her beauty.

He inquired of his coachman who this was, and he told

him
;
then the king, thinking it a sin to look at another’s

wife, went away. From this time he began to grow thin

and wan. Seeing his grief, Abhiparaga, on leai'ning the

reason, presented himself before the king, and told him

that at the time of sacrifice, suddenly, from somewhere, a

ya/csha had appeared, and told him that the king loved

Unmadayanti
;

therefore he now offered her to him, if it

really was so. The king declares he will not commit an

unlawful action, and declines. Abhiparaga long tries to

persuade him, but the king remains firm. Abhiparaga

praises his constancy.

14. Suparaga. The pilot Suparaga (‘Well crossing over’).

—The Bodhisat was a pilot, with name Suparaga, in the

city Suparaga. Once there arrived from Bharukaccha certain

merchants, who asked Suparaga to come with them. At

first he excused himself on account of his blindness and

age, but finally consented. They went a long way, till

finally a storm carried them very far, where in the sea there

appeared strange fishes, resembling men, with mouths like

knives. The terrified merchants asked what that was.

Suparaga tells them that these are fish, and that this sea

is called Khuramalin. Further on they, in similar manner,

pass the seas Udadhimdlin, Agnimalin, Kusamdlin, Nalamdlin

,

and, finally, arrive in the sea Vudabdmukha, where, as Supd-

raga informs the merchants, destruction threatens them.

Suparaga saves them, by conjuring the ship to return, on

the force of his never having deprived of life a living

being. The ship obeys. On their return journey the

merchants, on the advice of Suparaga, collect jewels in

the mentioned seas
;
and then, in one night, the ship returns

to Bharukaccha.

15. Matsya. The Fish.—The Bodhisat was king of the

fishes, and lived in a lake
;
once, for a long time, no rain
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fell, and the lake began to dry up. The birds collected

round the lake to eat fishes. Seeing this, the Bodhisat

prayed for rain, relying on the circumstance that he never

had killed living- beings. An abundant rain fell. Indra

appeared and congratulated the fish king.

16. Vartakapotaka. 1 The young quail.—The Bodhisat was

a young quail, and lived in a nest in the forest; when his

parents brought living food he did not eat, but only berries

and grass. Therefore he was small and weak-winged, while

his brothers grew up strong. Once a violent fire broke out

in the forest. The frightened quails all flew off, and only

the little one remained, who, from weakness, could not fly.

He turned to the fire, pointing out his helpless condition,

and begged it to stop. The fire did so.

17. Kumbha. The Tot.—The Bodhisat was Indra. Once

he saw that king Sarvamitra, with his subjects, was given

to drunkenness : he resolves to save him. He appears to

him in the shape of a god, in the air, holding in his hand

a pot of wine, crying, “Who wants to buy this pot?”

The king, amazed, asks him who he is. Indra answers that

he will learn it later on
;
and on the question, what sort

of pot that is, he says that in this pot is that on which the

direst consequences will follow, whereon he accurately

describes the consequences of drunkenness. This sermon

so strongly impresses the king that he resolves to give up

drunkenness, and wants to reward the preacher generously.

Indra shows himself in his real shape and disappears. King

and people give up drunkenness.

18. Aputra. The Son/ess Han.—The Bodhisat is born in

a rich family. On the death of his parents he distributes

all his wealth, and makes himself a hermit. Once a friend

of his father visits him, and praises the condition of a family

man. In answer, the young man pronounces a long speech

in praise of hermitage.

1 It is extremely interesting that the verses quoted on p. 98, 20 as coming from
the aryasthdviriyakanikdya, are found, in fact, nearly identical in the Khuddu-
kanikdya of the Pali canon, Dhammap. 244, 245

—

sujlvitam, etc. sujlvam, etc.
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19. Bisa. The Lotus-stalk.—The Bodhisat was born in

a Brahmin family
;
he had six younger brothers and a sister.

When his parents died, he declared to his brothers that he

meant to take orders
;
after his departure his brothers and

sister declare that they will follow his example. All go

to the forest
;
with them a friend, a servant, and a maid.

They dispose themselves each in a separate hut
;
each fifth

day they assemble, and the Bodhisat preaches the law to

them. The maid prepares their food from lotus-stalks,

setting before each an equal portion on lotus-leaves
;
and

announces the time by striking one piece of wood on another,

when, one after the other, they come to fetch their portions.

In order to test the Bodhisat’s virtue, Indra steals his part.

The Bodhisat quietly returns to his hut, thinking that

someone had taken his food, and says nothing to the brothers.

So the five days pass. When they all assemble to hear

the law, they see that the Bodhisat has grown thinner,

and ask him whence. The Bodhisat tells them
;
then all,

to clear themselves of suspicion, swear that it was not them

who took the lotus-stalks. This oath consists of wishing

to him who had stolen the food all worldly enjoyments.

A yaksha, an elephant, and a monkey hear them, and also

swear. Indra appears, and asks them as to their strange

oaths. The Bodhisat explains to him the vanity and iu-

juriousness of the worldly enjoyments. Irnlra confesses to

the theft, and, on the severe stricture on this head, answers

with excuses and disappears. Identification of the person

in the Jiitaka.

20. Creshthi. The Merchant.—The Bodhisat was born in

a merchant family, and became merchant to the king. Once,

when he was with the king, his mother-in-law comes to

visit her daughter, in order to learn how she lives. On
her questions about her daughter’s husband, she answers

that it would be difficult to find even a hermit so virtuous

as her husband. The mother was a little deaf; hearing the

word ‘ hermit,’ she thought that her son-in-law had become

a hermit, and, commiserating her daughter, she began to

vociferate
;

the daughter, provoked at this, repeated what
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she had said before
;
the people (a mob) gathered. Return-

ing home, the merchant sees this crowd, and hears complaints.

He asks what it is, they answer him that the master of

this house has become a hermit, and that now his relations

lament his departure. lie at once returns to the king to

ask him for leave to take orders. The king, on learning

that, he had taken this resolve from the words of the multi-

tude, dissuades him. But he is inflexible, notwithstanding

all entreaties of his relations and friends, and becomes a

hermit.

21. Cuddabodhi.—The Bodhisat is born in a Brahmin

family. He becomes a hermit, his wife follows his example,

and accompanies him, notwithstanding his dissuasions. They

live in the forest
;
once the king comes there with his suite

to ‘ make jolly.’ He sees the female hermit, and, struck

with her beauty, wants to steal her. He commands to carry

her to his court. The hermit keeps entirely quiet
;

the

king is struck. The Bodhisat makes a sermon on anger.

The king returns him his wife, and himself becomes his

servant.

22. Hamsa. The Swan.—The Bodhisat was the king of

a drove of swans, with name Dhrtarashtra. He had a

general called Sumukha
;
they lived on the banks of a lake.

At this time Brahmadatta was king at Benares. Hearing

of these swans, he vehemently wished to see them, and

advised with his councillors how to allure these swans. The
ministers counsel him to construct somewhere in the forest

a beautiful pond, and to proclaim every day that the birds

near this pond shall be undisturbed. The king accordingly

has the pond dug not far from the city. Once, a pair of

swans from the lake secretly flew thither, and the pond

pleased them so much that they came before their leader

to call him also there. Sumukha dissuades it, but Dhrtara-

shtra, nevertheless, flies to the pond with his drove. The

attendants notified the king
;
he sends a huntsman to catch

some of the swans. He cleverly disposes his springs, and

the leader is caught. In order to save the others, he cries
;

the swans fly away, only Sumukha remains, who will not
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leave his master, notwithstanding all Dhrtarashtra'

8

en-

treaties. The huntsman steps up, and, in astonishment,

asks Sumukha why he does not fly away. He answers

that he could not forsake his king in misery, and tries to

persuade the hunter to release them both
;
and when the

hunter tells him to fly away, he begs him to take himself

instead of Dhrtarashtra (and release the latter). The

hunter is pei-suaded, and releases Dhrtarashtra. Then

Sumukha proposes to him to bring them both before the

king, unfettered. The king rejoices on seeing the swans,

and asks the huntsman how so he could bring them unfettered.

He tells him all. The king generously rewards the hunter

;

and puts Dhrtarashtra (as king) on a golden, and Sumukha

(as minister) on a bamboo, seat. After a long conversation

with the swans the king dismisses them. After some time

Dhrtarashtra again appears before the kiug, and, honoured

by him, preaches to him the law.

23. Mahabodhi. The hermit Mahabodhi.—The Bodhisat

was a hermit, with name Mahabodhi, and famous for his

virtue and knowledge. Once, on his wanderings, he came

into the territory of a certain king, and settled in the

royal park. The king received him with honour, and he

constantly converses with him on the law. The king’s

ministers began to envy the hermit, and inspired the king

with suspicion against him, saying, that probably he was

the spy of some enemjr
. The king lends an ear to these

suggestions, and begins to treat the hermit coldly
;

this

latter remarks it, but at first gives it not much thought

;

only when he finds that the people about the king treated

him worse than usual, he resolves to go away. The king

seeks to persuade him to remain. While they speak

together, the favourite dog of the king, barking, attacks

the hermit. He calls the king’s attention to this, and

tells him that the best evidence of the changed feelings of

the king was this dog, formerly fawning, but now barking

at him. The king continues his entreaty, but the hermit

persists in his purpose, and even will not give the promise

to return. The hermit becomes absorbed into meditation,
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and soon attains the four contemplations and the five

knowledges
;
then he remembers the king, and sees in his

mind that the king is in the hands of his five ministers,

who confess to the five false doctines— (1) ahetuvdda (‘cause-

lessness’), all depends on the proper nature of a being or

a thing
; (2) isvarakarana (‘ God, the cause ’), the world

is created by a divinity
; (3) pvn'alcarmnkrtn (‘ what was

done in former births ’), everything depends on that what

has been done in former rebirths; (4) ucchcdavada (‘the

doctrine of annihilation ’)
; (5) kshattravidya (‘ the know-

ledge of government’), for the king there is no lawlessness.

The Bodhisat resolves to save the king. He ci’eates by

magic a large monkey, in whose hide he clothes himself,

and comes before the king. After the salutations, the king

asks by whom the monkey-skin was given to him. He
answers that he himself has killed the monkey and taken

his skin. The ministers malignantly exclaim at this fearful

sin of the hermit—the murder of a living being. The

Bodhisat, on his part, shows to each one of them that from

the standpoint of their different doctrines there was no

sin in it. Then he explains that he had not killed the

monkey, but that it was only a magic trick, turns the king

and his followers towards the right path, and then, flying

up in the air, withdraws.

24. Mahakapi. The Greed Monkey.—The Bodhisat was

a great monkey, living at the Himalaya. Once a man,

going in search of a lost cow, lost his way in the neighbour-

hood. As he was hungry he tried to pluck the fruit from

a tree, standing on the verge of a declivity, and fell into

a deep ravine. Unable to disengage himself, he began to

cry and weep. On his cries the monkey came up and drew

him out. Then, tired from his exertion, the monkey lay

down and slept. The man, with the purpose to use his flesh

for food, resolved to kill him, and threw at him a stone

;

but this failed to kill. The monkey, awaking and seeing

that the man had tried to kill him, only reproved him, and

then led him on his way. This man afterwards fell ill of

a disgusting malady, so that the people drove him away.
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Once in a forest a king, in hunting, met him, and asked

who he was. He told him that he was a man punished for

treason against his friend.

25. Sarabha. The animal Sarahha.—The Bodhisat was

a sarahha (kind of stag), and lived in the forest. Once a

king, in hunting, came to the same forest. Seeing him,

the king gave chase, but, on his way, fell into a cleft

that his horse would not jump. The sarahha, not hearing

the sound of the hoofs behind him, turned round, saw

the king in the cleft, carried him out of it, and showed

him the way home. The king invites the sarabha to

settle down in his city, but the sarahha declines, and

begs the king to abstain from the murder of living

beings.

26. Ruru. The deer Rum.—The Bodhisat was a Ruru-

deer. Once he heard the cries of a man, borne along by

the river. He drew him out. The man profusely thanks

him. The rum asks him to promise to tell nobody who

had saved him, that the people, attracted by his beauty,

might not come to hunt him. At this time the queen of

this country always had dreams that, afterwards, were

realized. Once she saw in her dream a golden deer preach-

ing the law to her, and asked the king to find this deer.

They call together all huntsmen, promising them a large

reward for the capture of this deer, but no one can find

him. Then the man who had been saved by the deer

promises to point him out. The king marches with his

army and they surround the deer. This latter asked the

king who had led him. The king pointed to the man
;
the

deer reproves him for his ingratitude, but so that only he

understands the meaning of his words. The king asks

for explanation, and, guessing the truth, wants to kill the

man
;

the deer intercedes for him
;

then, together with

the king, the deer goes to his court and teaches the law.

The king ceases to kill animals.

27. Mahakafi. The Great Monkey.—The Bodhisat lived

on the Himalaya, as leader of a herd of monkeys. The

monkeys lived on a large nyagrodha tree, subsisting by
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its fruits. One branch of the tree stretched out above a

river. The leader cautiously ordered the monkey, before

all, to cull the fruits from this branch. But once the

monkeys overlooked one fruit, which, when grown ripe,

fell into the river. It was by the current borne down to

where the king bathed. The king was so much pleased

with it that he decided to find out the tree on which such

wonderful fruit grew, and, with bis armjf
,
marched up the

river till he saw the tree, and, on it, the monkeys, which

latter he ordered to be killed, as they ate the coveted fruit.

The leader encouraged the frightened monkeys, climbed

to the top of the tree, and jumped from thence to a near

hill, but he saw that the other monkeys would not be able to

take such a jump
;

then he bound his feet to a strong liana,

jumped back, and caught hold of the tree with his hands,

so that he formed a bridge on which the other monkeys

did not tarry to fly from the tree. The king and his army,

beholding such force and courage, were astounded. The

king ordered the monkey, who, from exhaustion, had lost

consciousness, to be cautiously taken from the tree and

put on a soft couch. "When he had recovered his senses,

the king asked him why he had acted thus. The monkey
answered that such was his duty as leader, and pronounced

a long sermon on the duties of a king. Then, leaving his

body, he goes to heaven.

28. KshInti. Patience.—The Bodhisat was a hermit, with

name Kshantivadin
, and settled in a forest. Once the king,

with his women, came into the forest
;
when the king fell

asleep the women walked about and found the hermit. They
sat down near him and he preached the law to them. When
the king awoke he went to seek his women, and found them
listening to the hermit

;
he became angry and began to

upbraid him. Tbe women interceded for him, but the king

grew only the more angry, and the women went off. The
king drew his sword and began to hack the hermit to pieces.

Though he hewed off the hermit’s hands, feet, ears, and
nose, the latter suffered and was silent. On completing

this horrible work the king felt a great heat
;

and, as he
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just came out of the forest, the earth opened with a crash,

fire came out, and the king was swallowed down. On
the noise the people assembled in fright, and asked the

hermit that the whole country might not be destroyed

like the king. The hermit appeased all and flew up to

the sky.

29. Brahma. The god Brahma.—The Bodisat was born

in the world of Brahma. Once he saw that king Angaddina

of Videha cherished heretical opinions, denied the existence

of another world, and the reward of good and bad actions.

He descends from heaven and appears before the king.

Struck with this appearance, the king asks who he was
;

he answers that he is one of the devarshi’s of Brahma's

world, and begins a sermon on the other world
;
the king

listens to him but is not convinced, and interrupts him by

the ironical remark that, if there is indeed another world

the devarshi should give him 500 nishha (cash), and he

would give him back in the other world 1000. Seeing

his obstinacy (‘the’) Brahma points to him the tortures

of hell. The king, frightened at this, turns to the true

path. Brahma disappears.

30. Hasti. The Elephant .—The Bodhisat was an elephant.

Once he saw 700 people who had lost their way. They

had been exiled by the king
;
at first they had been 1000,

but after their long wanderings only these 700 were alive.

The elephant conceived the thought to feed them with his

own flesh, in order to save them from starvation. He shows

them the way to the water, and says that on the way

they will find the body of an elephant that might serve

them for food. They go
;

he, by another wajr

,
gets the

start of them, and, throwing himself from above down

on their road, kills himself. At the time of this his self-

sacrifice several miracles happen. The wanderers find the

body, and, on looking at it, see that it is their former guide.

Then some of them say that it is impossible to take of

his flesh, but that they must honour his body and go their

way. But others point out that this would be to act

contrary to the elephant’s wishes, who had died just for
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this purpose. Then all satisfy their hunger with his flesh

and safely go on.

31. 1 Sutasoma. Prince Stitasoma.—The Bodhisat was born

in the royal race of Kuril

,

and was called Sutasoma. lie

distinguished himself by knowledge and virtue. Once,

on his walk, a Brahmin appeared before him, who pronounced

beautiful sentences
(
subhdshita). Suddenly a noise arose,

the frightened servants run up, shouting that Saudasa had

come. The Bodhisat, though he knew, asked, who was

that. They told him that once king Sudasa went hunting,

and carried by his horse into the depths of the forest,

met there a lioness, with whom he had relations, and who

bore him Saudasa. Sudasa brought him up. From his

mother the boy inherited the taste for different sorts of

(raw) flesh, he also ate human flesh, and, for that purpose,

killed his subjects (having become king after his father’s

death). These latter, at last, resolved to kill him. Saudasa

became afraid, and promised to the bhutas (evil spirits) a

sacrifice of 100 princes if they would deliver him from

his danger. As soon as he was free from his enemies he

began to steal princes, and now came here to fetch Sutasoma.

Sutasoma, on hearing this, goes up to Saudasa, who carries

him off to his seat (durya). Sutasoma remembers the

Brahmin, whom he could not hear to end, and sheds tears.

Saudasa, thinking that he weeps from fear, scoffs. Sutasoma

explains the reasons of his tears, and begs Saudasa to allow

him to go and hear all the Brahmin has to tell, promising

to return. Saudasa does not believe in Sutasoma’s resolution

to return to certain death. Sutasoma declares to him that

truth goes before all, and that he always keeps his promises.

Saudasa, to try Sutasoma, allows him to go home. Sutasoma

hears to end the four verses of the Brahmin, generously

rewards him, and, notwithstanding the entreaties of his

father, returns to Saudasa, who expresses his astonishment.

Sutasoma replies that now he has heard the Brahmin’s

1 [The Jain tale corresponding to this Jataka is found in the commentaries on
Avasyaka-niryukti, is. 32 (more exactly on Viseshavasyaka-bhashya, v. 189, 5);
it is alluded to also in Av.-niry. xix. 16-1, 4.—E.L.]

j.k.a.s. 1893. 22
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four verses
;
he is ready to be made a sacrifice. Saudasa

wishes to hear these sayings, but Sutasoma replies that

to the lawless the hearing of the law will be no use.

Saudasa excuses himself, saying that, as others hunt game,

he hunts men. Sutasoma answers that also the hunt for

game is sinful, much more that for men
;
then he speaks

to him on the truth, and on the question of Saudasa
;
how

it is he does not fear death, explains why it is* not to be

feared. Saudasa is struck by his words, renounces his

resolution to kill him, again begs him to tell the four

strophes, and constructs him a teacher’s seat. Sutasoma

pronounces the four verses. Saudasa is so much pleased

that he offers to him anything he may wish. Sutasoma

answers, how could one give presents to others, who is

not even his own master. Saudasa says that he is ready

to give his life. Sutasoma demands four things : that he

be honest
;
do not kill living beings

;
set his prisoners free

;

and do not eat human flesh. Saudasa consents to the three

first demands, but asks to have the fourth one changed.

Sutasoma explains to him that the three, without the last,

had no meaning. Saudasa says that it is quite impossible

for him to abstain from human flesh. Sutasoma continues to

preach to him, and he at last surrenders. The imprisoned

princes are set free, and they all, with Saudasa and Sutasoma,

return to their different countries.

32. Ayogrha. The iron house .—The Bodhisat was born as

a prince. All the children the king had had before him

had died. Therefore, when the Bodhisat was about to be

born, the king erected an iron house, embellished with all

precious things
;
here the Bodhisat was born

;
here he grew

up and was educated. Once the king allowed him to take

a ride. On the sight of all surrounding beauties of nature,

and the products of human hands, he begins to meditate on

the transitoriness of everything earthly, and turns to his

father with the request to allow him to become a monk. The

king will not give his consent; the son, by long persuasion,

finally brings him round to his side. The prince becomes

an hermit, and eventually is born again in Brahma's world.
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33. Mahisha. The Buffalo.—The Bodhisat was a buffalo

and dwelt in the forest. There also lived a monkey,

who constantly tortured and tormented the buffalo,

but he suffered all. Once a yaksha asked him why he so

patiently bore the persecution of the monkey. The

buffalo answers with a long sermon on patience. The

yaksha praises him, and, throwing the monkey from his

back, goes away.

34. Satapattra. The Woodpecker.—The Bodhisat was a

woodpecker. Once he saw a lion, struck with whose sorry

aspect, he asked what was the matter with him. The lion

told him that a bone stuck in his throat. The woodpecker

put a piece of wood, as a prop, between his jaws and took

out the bone. After some time he, being very hungr}7
,
met

the lion, who had just killed a deer, and asked him for some

meat
;
the lion gave him nothing, and added that he ought

to be glad to have saved his head from his jaws. The

woodpecker quietly flew away: the divinity of some tree

there asked him why he had not torn out the lion’s eyes,

or at least taken a bit of meat out of his mouth while he

could have done so. The woodpecker makes him a sermon

—

that we must not get angry (give way to anger), nor give

attention to the ingratitude of others.
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Tables of Parallels.

I. The Jataka Mala. i

Jataka Mala. Jataka. Cariya Pita

1. Yyaghrl * (Hardy, Manual, 92)

2. Si'bi 499 8
3. Kulmashapindl 415
4. Sreshti 40
5. Avishahya 340 *Nidanakatha.

6. Sasa 316 10

7. Agastya 480 1

8. Maitribala ?

9. Yisvantara W. 539 9

10. Yajna cf. *50

11. Sakra 31, p. 202 sq.

12. Brahmana *305

13. UnmadayantI *527

14. Suparaga 463
15. Matsya 75 30
16. Yartakapotaka 35 29
17. Kumbha *512

18. Aputra ?

19. Bisa 488 24
20. Sreshti 171

21. Cullabodhi 443 14
22. Ilamsa 502
23. Mahabodhi. *528 *Nidanakatha,

24. Mahakapi *516

25. Sarabha 483
26. lluru 482
27. Mahakapi 407
28. Kshanti 313

29. Brahma *W. 536
30. Ilasti ?

31. Sutasoma *537 32
32. Ayogrha 510 23

33. Mahisha 278 15

34. Satapattra 308

1 On this table and the third compare the similar tables at the end of Prof.

Rhys Davids’s introduction to his ‘ Buddhist Birth Stories,’ London, 1881.

Those signed with an asterisk are not in Prof. Kern’s table (Preface,

]>. viii sq.). The greater part of these omissions is explained hv the fact

that, at the timo when the Jataka Mala was being printed, the fifth part of

the Jataka was not yet published. Yet other parallels are: l=in another

redaction Divyav 32. Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata (B.K.) 61. 95. Dsanglun

2; 2=Ds. 35; 6 = B.K. 104. Av. $nt. 37; 8 = Ds. 12: 9 = B.K. 23

.

28 = B.K. 38. [Ds. 11. H.W.]; 29 cf. Beal, Rom. Leg. 306-310; 31 = Ds.

36, Bhadrakalpavadana 34.
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II. The Niddna Katha.

Nidiina Katha. Jdtaka.

1 . Akittibrukmana dilna 480

2. Samkhabrahmana fi 442

3. Dbanaiijayaraja 276

4. Makiisudassana yy 95

5. Mahagovinda yy ?

6. Nimimaharaja yy W. 533

7. Candakumara yy W. 534

8. Visabvasettbi yy 340

9. Siviraja yy 499

10. Vessantara yy AY. 539

11. Sasapanclita yy 316

1 . 12. Sllavanagaraja sila 455

2. 13. Campeyyanagaraja yy 506

3. 14. Bkuridattanagaraja yy AAT.535

4. 15. Ckaddantaniigaraja yy 514

5. 16. Jayaddisa (Aliaasattu) yy 513

6. 17. Samkbapalaj. yy 524

1 . 18. Somanassakumara nekkhamma 505

2. 19. Hatthipalakumara yy 509

3. 20. Ayogharapandita yy 510

4. 21. Culasutasoma yy 525

1 . 22. Yidhurapandita patina AY. 537

2. 23. Mahagovindapanclita yy p

3. 24. Kuddalapandita
, yy 70

4. 25. Arakapandita yy 169

5. 26. Bodhiparibba
j
aka yy 528

6. 27. Makosadhapandita yy AY. 538

7. 28. Senakapandita (Sattubhattaj) yy 402

1 . 29. Mahajanaka vlrva AY. 531

1 . 30. Khantivada kkanti 313

1 . 31. Makasutasoma sacca 537

1 . 32. Mugapakkka adkittkana AY. 530

1 . 33. Ekaraja metta 303

1 . 34. Lomakamsa upckkka 94 (?)
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III. The Cariya Pitaka.

Cariya Pitaka. Jataka.

1. Akatti 480 dana

2. Samkha 442 it

3. Kurudhamma • 276 it

4. Mahasudassana 95 a
5. Mahagovinda Mahavastu a
6. Nimiraja W. 533 tt

7. Candakumara W. 534 it

8. Siviraja 499 a
9. Yesantara W. 539 a

10. Sasapandita 316 a
1 . 11. Sllavanaga 455 slla

2. 12. Bhuridatta W. 535 it

3. 13. Campey3
ranaga 506 tt

4. 14. Culabodhi 443 it

5. 15. Mahimsaraja 278 a
6. 16. Rururaja 482 tt

7. 17. Matanga 497 a

8 . 18. Dhammadkamma-
devaputta 457 tt

9. 19. Jayaddisa 513 tt

10. 20. Samkhapala 524 tt

1 . 21. Yuvanjaya 460 nekkharama

2. 22. Somanassa 505 it

3. 23. Ayoghara 510 it

4. 24. Bhisa 488 it

5. 25. Sonapandita W. 524 it

6. 26. Temiya W. 5^0 adbittbana

7. 27. Ivapiiaja 407 sacca

8. 28. Saccavhayopandita ? it

9. 29. Yattakapotaka 35 it

10. 30. Maccharaja 75 a
11. 31. Kanhadipayana 444 a
12. 32. Sutasoma 537 a

13. 33. Suvannasama ? metta

14. 34. Ekaraja 303 it

15. 35. Makalomahamsa 94 upekkba [not en

tirely identical].
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Bhadrakalpavadana, ch. 34 (f. 424 V.-448 v.).

The Buddha came into the city to king Suddhodana with

his disciples. The King fed Buddha and his disciples

;

after dinner Buddha blesses the king and his ministers, and

goes buck to the wood. The king follows him to hear the law.

Turning to Ananda, he (Buddha) effusively praises monkdom
and herinitry, and on this occasion, remembering a former

rebirth, tells the legend of Sutasoma (Sutasomdcaddnuka).

In Kdsi there was at one time king Suddsa, a worshipper

of the three precious things, and very virtuous (long

description !). Once he, with his women, repaired to his

park to enjoy himself. All disperse in the beautiful park
;

suddenly the king’s horse bolts, and bears him into the

jungle. Tired of racing, after four jmjanas, it stands still

under a tree. The king dismounts to take breath. He
begins to upbraid his horse, that it had borne him to so

lonesome and dangerous a place. Feeling thirsty, the king

looks out for water, having before bound his horse to the

tree. He hears from afar the noise of a waterfall
(
prapata),

goes there, drinks, washes himself, and takes breath

:

remembering his women, he is seized by love, and, loudly

complaining that he is deprived of the means to gratify it,,

from grief falls senseless. At this time a young lioness

wandered about in the wood, seeking a male. Hearing the

complaints of the king, she goes up to him. The king is

frightened
;
she speaks to him with human voice, quieting

his fears, and expressing her desire; from fright the king

again falls into a swoon, but the lioness with blandishments

brings him round, and persuades him to fulfil her desire.

Then the lioness tries to induce him to live, as her husband,

entirely with her in the wood, as she too was the daughter

of a king, that of the beasts. The frightened king does

not decidedly refuse her, but, under the pretext that she

must find food, he sends her off, himself mounts his horse

and flies. He falls in with his suite, and, returning to the

city, tells what had happened to him, only concealing his

relations with the lioness. The lioness, returning, and not
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seeing the king, from grief falls into a swoon. Soon it

appeared that she was with child
;
upbraided by her parents,

she goes out into the wood, and there brings forth a

beautiful boy. Until the twelfth year she nourished him

in the wood, but then she gave him to some merchants

coming through the city, and goes herself back into the

wood. The merchants were struck with the boy’s likeness

with the king, and decided that this must be his son, born,

in some miraculous way, by a lioness, when he had been

carried away by his horse into the wood. They brought

the boy to Benares, and presented him to the king, who

gladly acknowledged him as his son, giving him the name

of Sauclasa Narasimha (‘Son of Sudasa, Man-Lion’). In

the course of time the king married him, and afterwards,

being old himself, went with his wife to the forest, after

having anointed his son as king. The young king was

fierce, and ate very much meat
;

constantly animals and

birds were killed for him. But, not content with this, he

himself went into the forest, killed animals and ate them,

trying all kinds of raw meat. His councillors tried to

dissuade him from eating raw meat, as that was not seemly

for human beings. He retorted that raw meat, more than

anything else, gives force, and declared to them that he

was resolved even to eat human flesh, as the best of all.

In the night the king secretly goes to the gaol, fetches a

man, and eats him
;

so he did every night. This was

remarked, and the councillors were informed of it. They

took counsel together, and also questioned queen DJtarma-

ganja, who confirmed the information as to the king’s

behaviour. The councillors go to, and remonstrate with,

him, but he does not listen to them, and objects. Then

they decide to drive him away, and, in the following night,

meeting him in the place of his crime, drive him out of

the kingdom, notwithstanding his entreaties. In the forest

ho meets his mother, the lioness, who asks him who he is

:

he answers, and she tells him that she is his mother, and

then asks him what his father is doing, and why he has

left Benares. He tells her all that has happened. Then
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she counsels him to collect a hundred princes for a sacrifice,

telling him not to kill them before the hundred is full. 1

The son obeys his mother
;
he seizes prince after prince, and

puts them into a cavern
;
soon he has collected ninety-nine.

At this time the pious king Sutasoma, of the race of

Kuril, was reigning. Once, in spring, he repaired with

his suite to the park to enjoy himself. There a monk
presents himself before him, who wishes to communicate

to him some beautiful sentences. Sutasoma promises him

a liberal reward, and prepares himself to listen
;
suddenl)r

a noise rises, the servants come running and shouting that

the terrible Saudasa has appeared. On the question of

Sutasoma (who, of course, knew what he asked about) who
this was, the servants relate : Once the king went hunting

and his horse carried him far into the forest
;
here he met

a tigress, and, inflamed by love, had relations with her.

She bore a son, who, later on, was brought to his father,

who gladly acknowledged him
;
he succeeded to his father.

Saudasa very much liked flesh, and ate even that of men.

His subjects resolved to kill him and he fled. Finding

himself in the forest, he made a vow for his deliverance

from misery to bring a sacrifice of a hundred princes. The

servants bid Sutasoma save himself, as Saudasa apparently

had come for him. But Sutasoma wishes to turn Saudasa

to the right path and goes to meet him. Saudasa says

he came to seek him, seizes him, * and carries him off to

his cavern. Here Sutasoma, remembering the monk from

whom he was to hear the beautiful sentences, and whom
he had promised to reward, weeps, thinking of the dis-

appointment of the poor monk. Saudasa, seeing his tears,

thinks that he is afraid of death, and ridicules him. Sutasoma

explains to him the reason of his tears, begs to be allowed

to go and reward the monk, and pi’omises afterwards to

return. Saudasa at first expresses a doubt whether Sutasoma

would return to a certain death, but then, to try his truth-

fulness, dismisses him. The relations, seeing Sutasoma

1 The test apparently is corrupt, and it is not clear to whom the sacrifice is

to be brought, and what is its aim.
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return, rejoice. Sutasoma tells them he is only come

to hear the monk. The monk pronounces his verses

;

Sutasoma gives his presents. Sutasoma'

s

father finds his

liberality excessive, and reproaches him. The son justifies

his act, and declares that he must return to Saudasa. His

father decidedly dissuades him, but Sutasoma is firm, and

returns to the man-eater, who is struck with wonder. Suta-

soma thanks him that he had allowed him to hear the

beautiful sentences. Saudasa wishes to hear them also, but

Sutasoma declines to impart them to one living so lawlessly.

Between them a conversation takes place, in which Saudasa

is struck so much by the merits of Sutasoma, that he

renounces eating him, and again begs him to tell him the

verses. He, as disciple, sits down below his teacher, and

Sutasoma tells him the sentences of the monk. Saudasa,

charmed by them, bids him take anything he likes. Suta-

soma asks him (1) to he true to his word
; (2) not to destroy

living beings; (3) to dismiss the prisoner princes; (4) not

to eat human flesh. With the three first points Saudasa

agrees, but says that he cannot fulfil the fourth : at last

he surrenders to the persuasion of Sutasoma. All princes

and Sutasoma are released, and return each to his kingdom

;

after a sermon of Sutasoma's that we must aspire to bruhma-

carya and always be honest,

Buddha identifies himself with Sutasoma.

Content with the sermon, king Sudd/iodaua and the people

return to the city.

This extract will suffice to show how near the author

of the Bhadrakalpavadiina kept to his original in its pro-

saical parts
;

the verses lie mostly copies word for word.

Closing herewith our remarks on the Jataka Mala, I

would point out yet another, though not quite convincing

datum, on the question of the chronology of this collection.

In Bunyin JN
T
anjio’s catalogue (No. 1349), a work of drya

Sura is enumerated, as translated into Chinese in the year

434 a.d. If this date is correct, and our author is really

meant, then the Jataka Mala could not be later than the

end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century.
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III.

Jatakas in the Mahavastu.

In the Mahavastu are found a considerable number of

Jatakas, partly complete and partly abridged. The following

list thereof is compiled after the excellent edition of Mr.

Senart, and the Catalogues of Riijendra Lai Mitra and

Bendall
;
we have included all the rebirths of the Buddha

mentioned in the work, notwithstanding that, according to

the indication of the Mahavastu itself, Jatakas are only

to be found in the 8th, 9th, and 10th bhumi (‘ grades ’ which

the Bodhisattva must traverse before he becomes a Buddha),

since this indication is directly contradicted by the mention

in the 3rd and 7th bhumis of Jatakas, which occur in the

Mahavastu and other collections.

1. Buddha was a cakravartin king, by name Drdhadhanu
,

and lived at the time of Buddha Aparajita-dhvaja
;

he

honoured him for 1000 years, and on his death erected him

a stupa, i, 1. 60 sq.

Buddha was a merchant’s son under Sakyamuni, to whom
he gave a rice soup, i, 1. 47 sq. 111.

was a cakravartin king, living under the Buddha

Samitavin, to whom he gave a palace built of the seven

precious materials, i, 1. 48-53.

was the young Brahmin Megha, who lived under

Buddha Dlpamkara, i, 1-2. 193-248
;

cf. Dharmaruci.

Divyav. xviii
;
Bodhisattvavadanak. lxxxix.

was the monk Abhiji (Abhiya), who lived under

Buddha Sarvabhibhu, i, 2. 35-45.

was the Brahmin Jyotipala, who lived under Buddha

Kacvapa, i, 2. 317-338.

gave to Buddha of his time 80 sandal palaces, i, 54.

was king Arka, who gave to Buddha Parvata 80,000

caverns for the monks, i, 54.

was under Buddha Ratnendra, who taught him
during six years.
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Buddha was a cakravartin king, who lived under Buddha
Batna, for whom he made 84,000 palaces embellished with

jewels.

gave away his wife and children in order to hear

a wise saying, i, 91 sq.
1

gave his head to a brahmin, to hear from him a

wise saying, i, 92.

was king Surfipa, with the same purpose, gave his

wife, his son, and himself, to a rakshasa, i, 92 sq.

was minister Samjaya, with the same purpose, gave

his heart to a pisaca, i, 93.

the merchant’s elder Vasumdhara, gave, with the

same purpose, all his wealth to a poor man, i, 93 sq.

was king Surupa, gave, with the same purpose, all

Jambudvipa to some man, i, 94.

the deer Satvara, gave, with the same purpose, his

body to a huntsman, i, 94 sq. This is the Mrgarajaj. Mhv.

ii, 255-257, where the deer is called Surupa, and the ‘ wise

saying ’ is read with slight variation.

was king Nagabhuja, with the same purpose, gave

away his kingdom over the four dvlpas, i, 95.

with the same purpose, threw himself into an abyss,

i, 95.

with the same purpose, left a ship (?) in the sea,

i, 95. As we do not know what tale is alluded to here,

we can translate only tentatively
;

pota might mean also

‘ a young one.’

with the same purpose, gave away his eyes, i, 95 ;

cf. Dsanglun, i.

with the same purpose, threw himself into the fire,

i, 95 ;
cf. ibid.

was the cakravartin king Dharanimdhara, who lived

under Buddha Sudarsana, to whom he gave all necessaries

of life, i, 111 sq.

' In this lilace the text is very much corrupted, and we caunot form a clear

idea what tale here is related, as also further on there is a lacuna
;
also the tale,

how Buddha obtained a wise saying from the snake-charmer, is not clear.
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Buddha was the cakravartin king Aparajita, who lived

under Buddha Naresvara, to whom he gave eighty-four

monasteries, i, 112.

was minister Vijaya, who lived under Buddha

Suprabha, to whom he gave an entertainment, i, 112 sq.

was the cakravartin king Acyuta, who lived under

Buddha Ratnaparvata, for whom he constructed 84,000

palaces, i, 113 sq.

was the cakravartin king Priyadarsana, who lived

under Buddha Kanakaparvata, to whom he gave his

kingdom, i, 114 sq.

was king Durjaya, who lived under Buddha Pushpa-

danta, to whom he gave a luxurious entertainment, i, 115 sq.

was a king who lived under Buddha Lalitavikrama,

to whom he gave forty kotis of palaces and yet another

magnificent palace, i, 116 sq.

was king Mrgapatisvara, who lived under Buddha

Mahiiyasas, to whom he gave a magnificent entertainment,

i, 117 sq.

was the cakravartin king Manivishana, who lived

under Buddha Ratnacuda, to whom he gave ninety-two

myriad kotis of palaces, i, 118 sq.

was king Kusa, i, 128-131. This redaction is

entirely different from the other Jatakas about Kusa
;

only

this it has common with them, that also here they wish

to carry off the queen.

was king of the snakes Ugra, charmer of snakes,

who pardons the ignorant, i, 131.

was a lion, wounded by the hunter with the poisoned

arrow, i, 131 sq.

was leader of a caravan, misled by the treacherous

guide, i, 133.

was a king, pardoning his transgressing wife, i, 133 sq.

was a nagaraja (‘ king of elephants ’ or ‘ of naga’s’
;

it is not clear, from the tale, which is meant) Atula, who
lived under Buddha Mahgala, i, 248-252.

was a brahmin, who erected an umbrella on the stupa

of his son, who was a Buddha, absorbed into nirvana, i, 267.
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*Trisakunaj. 282=:Tesakunaj. (521) (translated from the

MS. by T. P. Minayev).

Buddha was the hermit Rakshita, who saved the city of

Kampilya by appearing from the sea, i, 283-6.

was an elephant in YaranasI
;
he saved from the sea

the city of Mithila, i, 286-8.

Bsliabhaj. i, 288-290.

Buddha was the leader of a herd of deer, of name
Nyagrodha, who wanted to sacrifice himself in order to save

a deer, i, 359-366 ;
cf. Nigrodhamigaj. (12).

*Maiijarij. ii, 48-64= Sudhabhojanaj. (535) ; cf. also the

Bitarikosiyaj. In regard to the uncertainty expressed by

the editor (p. 509) as to the title of this Jataka, we allow

ourselves to opine that this title refers to the flowers that

call forth the quarrel of the goddess. On the role of

Niirada cf. the Markandeyapur. and Simhas. Introduction

(dispute between Rambha and Urvasi).

Godhaj. ii, 64-67:= Jataka, 333 ;
cf. Beal, Rom. Leg. 82 sq.

Hiirapradanaj. ii, 67 sq.

Yasodhara-vyaghrlbhutaj. ii, 68-72
;

cf. Beal, 99 sq.

*Dharmapalaj.=Mahadham.mapalaj. (447).

Sara-kshepanaj. ii, 82 sq.

Araara-karmara-darikaj. ii, 83-89
;

cf. Sficij. (387).

*Maha-umtnaggaj. Channa-patha-panho
;

*Mahaushadha

and Visakhii : Schiefner, Tibetan tales—Ralston, particularly

p. 157. *Minayev, Buddhism, i, 151-4
;

Beal, Rom. Leg.

23-6. *Divyav. xxxvi, 521 sq. Sirij. ii, 89-94.

*Kinnarij. ii, 94-115; cf. Divyav. xxx. Sudbiina-kuma-

ravadana. Schiefner-Ralston, Sudhana-avadana, 44-74.

*Syamaj. ii, 166-177; cf. Zanaveraj. (318); cf. also

No. 419 and Petavatthuvannana, i, 1.

*Campaka-nagaraja-j. ii, 177-188= Campeyyaj. (506).

Cariyapitaka, 85 sq.

*Syamaka-j. ii, 209-231. Samaj. Westergaard, 532.

Siriprabhaj. ii, 234-7. Suvannamigaj. (359).

Sakuntakaj. ii, 241-3.

Kacchapaj. ii, 244 sq. This tale, as was mentioned above,

found its way into one of the MSS. of the Jatakamala.
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Markataj. ii, 246-250 ;
cf. Jilt. 208. 342 (also 57. 224).

Sakuntakaj. ii, 250-5.

Surupa-mrgarajaj. ii, 255-7
;

cf. Mahavastu, i, 94.

Kusaj. ii, 420-496
;

cf. Kusaj. (531). Schiefner-Ralston,

21. Dsanglun, xiii, p. 91 sqq. Bbadrakalpiiv. xxx

;

cf.

Mahavastu, i, 128-131.

Vrshabhaj. 1

Yanaraj.

Yanarlj. (?).

Punyavantaj.
;

cf. Bhadrakalpiiv. xvi and Tib.
;

Benfey,

Pantschatantra, ii, 535-7 (Nachtrag).

Yijitavij.

Rakshasadvlpa-pakshika-j.
;

cf. below Dharmalabdhaj.

Yalahassaj. (196). Divyav. 119-121. 523-8. Avalokites-

varaguna-karanda-vy uha (ed. Calc. pp. 52-59; cf. Burnouf,

Introd. p. 223 sq. Rajendralal. p. 96 sq.). Wenzel,

A Jataka tale from the Tibetan. Beal, Rom. Leg. 332-340.

Hioueu-Thsang (St. Julien, ii, 131-140. Beal, ii, 240-6) ;

cf. also Telapattaj. (96).

Eiikaj.

Hastinlj.
;

cf. Bhadrakalpiiv. xxxii.

Nalinlj.
;

cf. Nalinij. W. 519. Bhadrakalpiiv. xxxiii.

Padraavatlj.
;

cf. Bodhisattvavadanak. lxxxiii. [Caudra-

Suryaj.]
;

cf. Bhodisattviivadanak. lxxxiii, Bhadrakalpiiv.

xxvii. Beal, Rom. Leg. 361-3.

Upaligangapalaj. Gaiigamillaj. (421) ;
cf. a similar story

in the collection Karpliraprakaravacuri : Kapilabrilhmana-

katha. 2

Mahiigovindaj.
;

cf. Cariyap. i, 5.

Dharmalabdhaj.

Ajnata-kaundinya-j

.

Pancabhadravarglyaj.

1 ID re M. Senart’s edition stops unfortunately at present. The remainder of

the titles, here added by the author from Rajendralal, p. 145 sq. and Bendall,

p. 56 sq., will doubtless be found in the forthcoming volume of M. Senart’s
edition.—H.W.

2 This collection is apparently very near related, if not identical, with the
Katha-maliodadhi of the poet Somacandra.
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Sarabba[nga]j.
;

cf. Sarabhangaj. (522). Commentary on

the Upalisutta (Feer).

Puma-maitrayanl-puttraj.

Yasodaj.
;

cf. Bhadrakalpav. xv. Beal, Rom. Leg. 250-6
;

cf. Minayev, Buddkistisclie Fragmente, 584 n.

Ashtisenaj.

IJruvilva-kasyapa-nadl-kasyapaj.

Arindamaj.

As we do not feel ourselves justified, before the completion

of the exemplary edition by Senart, to enter into a critique

of the text, we confine ourselves here to adducing some

more parallels: ii, 166 and 198-200 =Suttanip., Pabbajjas.

pp. 71-74; ii, 238-240r=Suttanip., Padhanas. pp. 74-78;

ii, 191-5 — Kanthakavimana, Vimanavatthu, p. 73 sq.

(No 81).

Misprints, i, 27. 4 read tiryag° ;
i, 630. 32 read jfp ;

ii,

54. 37 read brdhmana
;

ii, 78. 17 read imani
;

ii, 83. 17 read

adhvanam
;

ii, 363. 11 read sphiteshu ;
ii, 362 sqq. is found,

with rather considerable variants and transpositions, as a

quotation in the Sikshasamuccaya of Santideva, beginning

of ch. 17 :

ukto vandanavidhih
|
tena punyavrddhir bhavatlti kuto

gamyate
1 1

aryavalokanasutrat
|
evara hi tatroktam

1

1

varjayaty akshanany ashtau ya ime desita maya
kshanam caragayety ekam buddhotpadam susobliauam, etc.

(Copy of Minayev, from MS. in India Office, fol. 174 v. sq).
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IV.

The Jataka of the “ Young Trailhunter ” and the Jain

parallels to it.

(Padakusalamanava Jataka, No. 432.)

Interesting parallels to this Jataka are found (1) in the

Jain collection Samyaktvakaumudi .
l

(2) In the commentaries to the Uttarajjhayana, ii, 44. 2

The parallelism extends to the general idea as well as

to the tales. There is no doubt of the relation between

the Buddhist and the Jain texts, though the character of

this relation, on account of the insufficiency of the material,

is at present difficult to define. This only is certain, that

those Jain texts which we could make use of are younger

than the Pali text.

In the SamyaktvakaumudI the group of tales and the

‘frame’ to them are the following :

At the time of the campaigns of king Suyodhana, the

general of police Yamadanda represented him
;
and he

governed so wisely that he conquered the love of all. The

king, returning from his campaign, began to envy him, and

resolved to destroy him. In the night, together with a

councillor and the house-priest, he robs the treasure-house,

and on the following day, under pain of death, demands

of Yamadanda the discovery of the thiefs. Yamadanda,

inspecting the place of the burglary, finds the king’s shoe,

1 Cf. Weber, A. Ueb. die Samy.
;
SBBA. 1889, xxxviii. For the text we

had the use of the MS. from Minayev's collection, which resembles the redaction

AB. of Weber (fol. 133, 11. 9-12; Samvat, 1629). It is in different hands

—

Jain Devanagari; we denote it by M. ; this MS. is now in the Imperial Public
Library. The tales that are not" found in M., or that are different from the
redaction ABM., we give after Weber.

2 Cf. Weber, p. 30 (756), after the indication of Prof. Leumann; for this

text we only could make use of the Calcutta edition (Samvat, 1936), and two
MSS. from Minayev’s collection, nearly coinciding with the Calcutta text, viz.

i. Samvat, 1839, fol. 293, with a taba in bhasha ; ii. The Commentary (Uttara-
dhyayanasutrarthadlpika) of Lakshmivallabha, fol. 470, 1. 16 ;

Samvat, 1909.
Besides, we had a MS. of the Avacuri to the Uttarajjhayana, from the same
collection, fol. 73, 11. 20-21, s.a.

;
it gives the tales nearly in the form of a

conspect, not differing in any material point from the text of Lakshmivallabha.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 23
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the seal of the councillor, and the priest’s Brahmanic string.

Understanding the king’s purpose, he gives him, in the

shape of tales, seven cautions, in the course of seven days

of respite which the king had accorded him at the people’s

request.

i. On a tree there lived flamingoes. Once near the root

of this tree a liana-creeper began to grow. An old flamingo

bade the young ones to root it up, as it might become the

source of disaster. The young ones laugh at him. A
huntsman comes there, and, by the help of the liana, catches

the birds
;

the birds, fallen into captivity, call to the old

flamingo for aid
;
he counsels them to feign themselves

dead .

1 The huntsman, thinking them really dead, climbs

the tree
;
he throws them down and they fly away. [B. ac-

cording to Weber more detailed .]
2

ii. The clever potter Pdlhana, who, having grown wealthy

little by little, liberally gives alms, was eventually crushed

by the earth of the pit, whence he used to take his clay .
3

iii. In the country of Pancala was the town Varasakti,

where king Sudhanna lived, given to Jainism
;

his wife

was Jinamatl. His minister Jayadeva was a Carvaka; his

wife was called Vijayd. Once the king, after a victorious

campaign
,

4 wished to have a triumphal entry into his

capital
;

but the principal street fell in and continued to

fall for three days, notwithstanding all props. Then Jaya-

deva counsels the king to make the street firm by the

1 This conceit is often repeated in Indian tales.

2 Weber lias already remarked (l.c. p. 18) that the Samyaktvak. has many
quotations iu common with the Pancantantra and the IIitopade?a

;
we do not

think it superfluous to adduce three argumenta from the Pancantantra that we
have found in the Samyaktvak.

i. tale : varam buddhir na sii vidya vidyato huddhir uttama
huddhihina vinasyanti yatlia te simhakarakal.i (Pane, v, 5, Koseg.).

ii. tale : vrddhavakyam sada krtyani prajnaih ca gunasulibhih

pasya hamsan vane baddhan vrddhnvakyena mocitan (Pane. Benfev.
ii, 139 sq.).

iii. tale : bubhukshitah kim na karoti papain ksliina liara nishkaruna hhavanti

akhyahi bliadre priyadarsanasya na Gangadattah punar eti kiipam (Pane,

iv, 1, Koseg.).

3 The tale is iu C.
;

in the other MSS. only the verse; in M. only a reference

to the potter.
4 Weber does not mention the campaign.
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blood of a man, whom he had killed himself; this, he says,

was a kautavdk 1 The king does not consent, though the

people assure him that they will take the sin upon them-

selves. Then they give another advice
,

2

viz. they make
the figure of a man in gold and carry it about in the city,

announcing that this golden statue and a koli of gold will

be given to the mother who herself will poison her son,

or to the father who will suffocate his son. A poor brahmin

Varadatta and his wife Nirghrna 3 are found, who are ready

to sacrifice their seventh son Indradatta. The youngster

laughs, and, on the question of the king, why he, at a

time so terrible for him, is joyful, replies by pointing out

the strangeness of his position. But the gods are pleased

with the courage of the youngster and the behaviour of

the king, who had not the intention to kill him, and every-

thing ends happily.

iv. A deer with many young ones lived quietly in a park

;

the king of this town, Ripumardana, had many sons, to

one of whom a huntsman once brought a little deer
;
the

other princes also wished to have little deer, and a hunt

was made in the park .
4

v. In Nepal, in the city Pataliputra, lived the poet king

Vasupala, whose wife was Vasumati. His minister, Bliaratl-

bhmliam, had a favourite wife, Devakirtimanohard .
5 Once,

in the assembly, the minister criticized a poem of the

king’s
;
the latter, becoming angry, had him thrown into

the Ganga. Being in the water, the minister pronounces

some beautiful sentences, and the king pardons him.

vi. In the country of
”
Kuritjdmgala is the city of Patali-

putra
,

6 where king Subhadra lived with his queen Snbhadra.

This park is devastated by monkej7 s, drunk with palm-wine.

He sends, for the protection of the park, his domestic

1 Weber, Kulamatam.
2 Cf. Jacobi Ausg. Erz. in Maharashtri, p. 51 sq.
3 Weber, Nihkaruna, both = ‘ pitiless.’
4 The tale is in B. only

;
the others haye no more than the verse

;
from the

fragment, preserved in M., it is still apparent that the deer begs for forbearance.
5 Weber does not mention the wife.
6 Weber, Patalipura.
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monkeys, notwithstanding the objections of the park-

keeper .

1

vii. In the country Avantl is the city of XJjjayini
;

there

lived the rich merchant Subhadra. Going out once, he left

his two wives under the care of his mother. Returning

suddenly home, he finds his mother in the embraces of a

paramour.

The king Suyodhana does not understand these hints.

Yamaclanda then shows the shoe, the seal, and the string,

and makes known the thieves
;

the people expel them,

and put their sons in their places.

As is seen from this abridgment, the theme is the same

in the Pali and the Jain texts—the king with some men
placed near him, commits a robbery, and demands that the

thieves be found
;
the person to whom he addi’esses himself

knows the thieves, but before exposing them before all the

people, tries by tales to hint that the truth is known to him.

Every tale includes a verse as a kind of argumentum, always

ending by the proverb “from the protection the injury

arose,” corresponding with the contents of the tales, which

are about occasions when a thing or a human being, which

or who should have been a refuge, turns out the source of

miserjr. In the case put, the occasion for all these tales,

i.e. their ‘ frame,’—the king-guardian, who ought to be the

refuge for all his subjects, becames a thief, the source of

damage. This explanation, the undoubted correctness of

which is attested by the Piili version, makes all the tales

completely clear, and removes all scruples, formerly felt by

Weber and myself.
2

Of the tales only two are identical : Pali i= Jain v. and

Pali ii— Jain ii
;

and even then in the first of these the

talo presents great variations, and only the verses in both,

taken together, have a remarkable likeness.

1 B. adds that the domestic, together with the wild, monkeys devastate the

park.
i The doubts of Weber arose from the explanation of the hidden meaning of

the tales “die {i.e. the tales) samtlich darauf hinausgehen, dass man (lurch

Unvorsichtigkeit und Unklugheit, gelegentlich freilich aucli olme eigene Schuld,

zu Schaden komt,” l.c. 14).
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Jdtaka.

i. ycna sincanti dukkhitam

yena sincanti aturam

tassa raajjhe marissami

jatam saranato bhayam
ii. yattha bljani riilianti sattii

yattha patitthitii

sii me sisam niplleti jatam

saranato bhayam

Samyaktvakatumidi.

jena blyii parohanti jeua sip-

panti payava

tassa majjhe marissami j;T}ram
saranao bhayam

jena bhikkham balim demi

jena poserni appayara

tena me puhiya bhaggii jatam

saranato bhayam

i. Amidst that, by the aid of which the seed grows, with

which they water the trees

I die, from the refuge (my) misery arose.

In the translation of the second verse we allow ourselves

to differ a little from Prof. Weber: appayam we take as

an accusative sing, ‘myself’; jena we do not understand

in the sense of ‘because,’ but simply ‘that by which,’ ‘by

the aid of which,’—this refers to the clay, which gave the

potter the means to live—accordingly we translate :

ii. That by the aid of which I give alms, and bring sacrifices

wherewith I feed myself

That crushed my back, from the refuge misery arose.

The other group of tales which we bring together with

the Jataka, differs considerably in the subject, though the

same ‘motif’ of the hint or admonition lies at the root of

them all. The abridgment of this version, to which we

now pass on, is made after the Calcutta edition, with the

help of the above-mentioned two MSS. We give an abridg-

ment only, thinking that a translation of a text not yet

critically constituted, has no superiority over an abridgment,

and, moreover, lacks an advantage the latter possesses, viz.

brevity.
1

1 By reason of deficient material for the constitution of a good text, we had
to renounce the production of all Prakrit verses, and confine ourselves to those

that are parallels to the l’ali ones
;
to omit those we thought not advisable, in

consideration of the importance of showing the identity of particular expressions

in the compared texts.
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In the country of Vatsa, among the followers of the

sect of Ashadhabhuti, there was this custom : to the dying

they said
,

1 “ You will become gods in heaven, show your-

selves then to us.” But the dead transferred to heaven

did not appear any more, and among the followers of this

sect doubt about a life after death arose. Once a disciple

died, and, before death, they said to him :
“ You by all

means must appear again to us when you become a god

in heaven
;
do not forget it.” But he, having become a

god, distracted by the various enjoyments and representa-

tions of heaven, forgot to show himself. After haying

in vain waited for some time for his appearance, all the

followers of this sect were confirmed in their doubts regarding

life after death, and dispersed, fallen into error. At this

time a disciple, after becoming a god, driven by love for

his teacher, showed himself on earth, and saw that his

teacher had fallen into error. In order to instruct him,

he held at the end of some village representations
;

his

teacher amused himself for six months with these repre-

sentations, feeling neither hunger nor thirst; when the

god ceased his representations the teacher went away. In

order to try his self-command the god sent six youths,

embellished with jewels
;

the first youth was called “ He
of the Earth.” When the teacher saw him he said to him,

“Little one, give me your ornaments?” When he would

not give them the teacher seized him by the throat. The

frightened youth said :
“ I am the youth of the earth

(.PrthvlJcdi/ika

)

;
in this terrible forest I have come to you

for aid
;

it is not seemly for people like you to act thus

;

I will tell you a story, listen to it.”

i. He of the Earth. A potter, digging clay in a pit,

was crushed by the earth, and complained that he was

1 Here, and further on, the plural number is used ; apparently oulv a pi.

majest. On Ashadhabhuti, who in the Avacuri is called Ashiidhacanja\ cf.

Lemnann, E., Die alteu Berichte von den Schismen dee Jnina, Ind. St. xvii,

109-112 (Drittes Sell.). In the Karpftraprakaravacuri (MS. of Minayev) there

is a story about Ashadhabhuti. In the Brahminicul literature this name is

known from Pancat. i, 4, where a clever thief, robbing a monk, is called thus.
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struck down by that which had been his source of sub-

sistence. 1

The teacher, notwithstanding the youth’s prayers, took

his ornaments and put them into his bowl. 2

ii. The youth of the Water
(
Apkayika

)
relates : The actor

Patella, taking a walk, went into the Ganges
; when the

current carried him away, some one standing on the bank

said :
“ 0 wise Patala

,
pronounce some beautiful sentence.”

Patala pronounced a verse, wherein he bewails his situation. 3

iii. The youth of the Fire (Agnikayika) relates: A hermit’s

hut burned down, whereon he pronounced a verse describing

his situation.

iv. 2. tale of the same youth : Some wanderer, from a

fear of tigers, had recourse to fire, and, being severely

burned by it, pronounced a verse.

v. The youth of the Wind (Vdyukumdra)

:

There was a

corpulent youth, whom once the wind(-disease) crippled

;

seeing him going in the streets, leaning on a stick, some

one asked him: “How have you, so strong, become such”;

he answers with a verse.

vi. The youth of the Tree ( Vanaspatikayika )
relates: On

a tree there lived some birds, who had many young ones

;

from the root of the tree a liana began to grow, and, wind-

ing round the tree, reached the summit
;

once a snake

climbed up by this liana, and ate up the young ones
;
the

birds, complaining, pronounced a verse.

vii. (Hot in the Avacuri). The Moving youth
(
Trasaka-

yika )

:

In a certain town they expelled the candalas, who
bad come in from fear of defilement

;
the fair-minded

(madhyastha) of the people expressed their disapprobation

by a verse.

1 We shall not repeat again this proverb, already known from the Jataka and
the Samyaktvak.

2 The robbery of the ornaments is repeated on the appearance of each follow-

ing youth, and therefore, without repeating this circumstance, we give just

the series of the remaining tales.

Those verses of these tales, which offer parallels with the tales in the Jataka,

we give below with a translation.
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viii. 2. tale of the same : In a certain town the king

and his house-priest were thieves; the people, seeing this

criminality, pronounced a corresponding verse.

ix. 3. tale of the same : In some village a brahmin had

a beautiful daughter
;
he was inflamed by passion towards

her, but, being ashamed of it, told nobody
;

his wife re-

marked his unhappy appearance, and, learning the reason,

contrived to help him. She said to her daughter that they

had the custom, before marrying their daughter, to deliver

her to a yaksha, and announced to her that on the fourteenth

day, between full moon and new moon, the yaksha would

come to her at night, and bade her not to light a fire. At

the appointed time the father appeared to her in the night

under the shape of a yaksha, and had relations with her.

When he fell asleep from exhaustion, she took a candle to

look at the yaksha, and recognized her father. She said,

“What must happen cannot be avoided,” and again gave

herself to him. Her mother, seeing in the morning that

they are long in waking, breaks out in complaints
;

the

daughter, on awaking, tells her she herself is guilty, now

she might find out another husband for herself. The mother

again (in verses) complains that her own daughter had

deprived her of a husband.

x. 4. tale of the same (not in the Avacuri) : In some

village a brahmin dug a pond for the use of sacrifice, and

thereby planted a grove, and brought his sacrifices there. In

his next birth he became a goat in the same village
;
and

walking about he came to the pond, and remembered his

former existence. Once his son, about to bring a sacrifice,

took this goat (not knowing it to be his father), and led it

to the grove. The goat bellowed
;

a hermit, hearing it,

addressed him (the goat), reminding him how he had dug

the pond and planted the grove. The goat was silent.

The son asked the hermit what was the meaning of all this,

and he informed him that this was his father, who, precisely

because of his bringing sacrifices, had fallen to such a state.

The hermit adds that the goat could, with her foot, indicate

the place, in the courtyard of the house, were a treasure
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was hidden in the earth. This was done, and afterwards

father and son were transferred to the world of gods .

1

In the same manner the teacher, not listening to the

warnings of the six youths, robbed them, and went away.

In order to try his piety the god sends a woman to meet

him on the way, but the teacher drives her off
;
going, she

pronounces a warning, but he paj's no attention to it. Then,

going on his way, the teacher meets the king, who bade

him to hold out his bowl, wishing to fill it with sweets.

Fearing to show to the king the jewels he had stolen, and

which were in the bowl, he answered that on this day he

did not take food. Then the king by force takes hold of

the bowl and discovers the jewels. The king says, “ How
is this ? you scoundrel, then, have killed my sons !

” The

teacher, frightened, was silent.

Here the god explains that all this was a magic trick

for the instruction of the teacher.

As we have in our hands only the very modern text

of Lakslmiirallabha, and the very much abbreviated text of

the Acacuri, we cannot enter at present into an examination

of the relation of our text to the Jataka on one side and

the Samyaktcak. on the other, and therefore confine ourselves

to the pointing out the parallels, and the remark that, in

our opinion, our text most probably is only a slight variation

of an ancient text. The parallels with the Jataka are the

following: i= Jataka ii
;

ii= Jataka i; iii, iv are here

similar to Jataka iii; v= Jataka v; vi similar to Jataka vi

(cf. verse in viii B.)
;
viii=frame of Jataka. With the

Samyaktcak.: i r= Samyaktcak. ii
;

ii similar to Samyaktcak. v;

vi= Samyaktvak. i
;

viii=frame of Samyaktcak.

Uttaradhyayanasutracthadipikd.

ii. jena rohanti blyani jena jlvamti kachava 2

tassa majjhe marissami, jayam saranao bhayam.

(Jataka i, j
Tena sincanti.)

! The meaning is this, that the sacrificial grove round the pond, which the
Brahmin had planted, thinking to merit a reward by this, became the source of

misfortune for him, as in it himself nearly was offered up as a sacrifice, having
been reborn for his sacrifices iu the shape of a goat.

2 kasava.—E.L.
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i. jena bhikkham balim derai jena posemi nayae

sa me main akkamai, jayam saranao bhayam.

(Jataka ii, yattha bljani.)

iii. jam aham diva ya rao ya tappemi mahusappina

tena me udao dacldho, jayam saranao bbayam.

iv. mae vagghassa bhlenam piivao saranlkao

tena daddham mamam angam, jayam sai’anao bbayam.

(Jataka iii, yena bhattaui.)

v. jetthasadhesu masesu jo subo boi maruo

tena me bbajjae angam, jayam, saranao bbayam.

(Jataka v, gimbanam.)

vi. java vuccham 1 subam vuccbam 1 payave nirupaddave 2

rniilao uttbiya valli, jayam saranao bbayam.

(Jataka vi, yam nissita.)

viii. jattba raya sayam coro bhandio ya purobio

disam bbayaba nilgaraga, jiiyam saranao bbayam.

(Jataka, p. 513, v. 60, rajii vilumpate.)

Translation of tbe Jain verses :

ii. Thanks to which tbe seeds grow, by which tbe tortoises

live,

In midst of this I die, from the refuge etc.

i. Thanks to which I give alms, and offer sacrifices, with

which I feed my relatives,

This earth crushes me, from etc.

iii. That which I feed day and night with honey and fat,

That has burned down my hut, from etc.

iv. From fear of a tiger I took my refuge with the fire,

But it burned my body, from etc.

v. The wind that is (a friend) beneficent in the months of

Jettha and Asadha,

That has broken my limbs, from etc.

vi. As long as we lived on the dangerless tree, we lived

happily,

From the root a liana sprang up, from etc.

viii. Where the king himself is a thief, and the priest a

scoundrel,

From there fly, 0 citizens, from the refuge the misery

arose.

1 vutthnm.—E.L. 5 liiruvaddave.—E.L. [See note on p. 356.]
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Y.

Bibliographical List.

We think it useful to give here a list of works regarding

the Jatakas
;
we have purposely excluded from it writings

on Buddhism in general, in which usually, among other

things, something is said of the Jatakas, but only in a

general way
;
some archaeological works, where there are

separate representations of Jiitakas, but no part specially

devoted to them
;
as well as the Singhalese and Burmese

editions of texts, that are almost entirely unaccessible to

the student at St. Petersburg. Some incompleteness resulted

also from the absence, in the St. Petersburg libraries, of

a complete set of the Journal of the Ceylon Branch (indeed,

our acquaintance with this Journal in the British Museum
and India Office makes us doubt whether any one of the

European libraries possesses a complete set
;

it is much
to be wished that the Ceylon Branch of the Asiatic Society

would give a good bibliographical description of this publi-

cation, so important for the students of Buddhism).

Beal, S. The Romantic Legend of Siikya Buddha : from

the Chinese-Sanscrit. London, 1875.

Bendall, C. Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanscrit Manu-
scripts in the University Library, Cambridge. Cambridge,

1883. 1

Bigandet, P. The life or legend of Gaudama, the Buddha

of the Burmese. London, 1880, third ed. (Triib. Or. Ser.),

vol. ii, pp. 153-176: an abstract of a few small Dzats, and

of the principal ones called Nemi and Dzanecka.

Buddhavamsa, ed. R. Morris, p. i. London, 1882 (P.T.S.).

Cariya-pitaka, ed. R. Morris, p. i. London, 1882 (P.T.S.).

Id. Gogerley, D. J. Buddhism: Chariya pitaka. Jour.

Ceyl. Br. 1853, pp. 1-11 (translation of the first ten tales).

Chalmers, R. The lineage of the proud king [Ullsaj.

No. 78], J.R.A.S. 1892, 39-51.

1 Information on the collections and lists of Jatakas, cf. particularly the Index.
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*CAombo, Bishop of. Jour. Ceyl. Br. 1884.

Id. Nakkhattaj. [48], Orientalist, ii, 83 sq.

Id. Translation of the jatakas [91-95]. Ibid, ii, 121-

128.

Id. Kapotaj. [42]. Ibid, ii, 158 sq.

Id. Dummedhaj. [50]. Ibid, ii, 192 sq.

Cunningham, Sir A. The stupa of Bharhut. London,

1879. E. Sculptured scenes, i, Jatakas, or previous births

of Buddha, pp. 48-82 foil.

Sara, arya. The Jatakamiila or Bodhisattvavadanamala.

Ed. by H. Kern, 1891 (Harvard Oriental Series, i).

Dhammapadam. Ex tribus codicibus Hauniensibus palice

edidit, latine vertit, excerptis ex commentario palico notisque

illustravit Y. Fausboll. Ilauniae, 1855 (the commentary

contains many jatakas).

Id. Buddhaghosha’s parables : translated from Burmese

by Capt. T. Rogers. With an introduction, etc., by F. Max
Muller. London, 1870. 1

Dsanglun. Der Weise und der Thor. Aus dem Tibetischen

iibersetzt und mit dem Originaltext herausgegeben von I. J.

Schmidt. St. Petersburg, 1843.

Fausboll, V. Five Jatakas. Copenhagen, 1861.

Id. Two Jatakas. J.R.A.S. n.s. Y, 1-13 (1170).

Id. The Dasarathajataka, being the Buddhist story of

king Rama. Kopenhagen, 1871.

Id. Ten Jatakas. Copenhagen, 1872.

Id. Nogle Bemaerkninger om enkelte vanskilige Pali

Ord i Jiltaka-Bogen. Overs, over d. K. D. Yidensk. Selsk.

Fork. 1888, 7-58.

Feer, L. Les Jatakas. J.A. 7. v, 357-434
;

7. vi,

243-306 (1875).

Id. Maitrakanyaka-Mittavindaka, la piet4 filiale. J.A.

7. xi, 360-443.

Id. Le livre dcs Cent legendes (Les avadana-jatakas).

Paris, 1881. Extr. du J.A. pp. 327-364.

1 Translations from the commentary to the Dham napndam
;

the complete

Pali text of this commentary, to be printed by the Pali Text Society, is pre-

paring by Prof. T. \V. Rhys Davids.
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Id. Le coramentairo de l’Upalisuttam. J.A. 8. xi,

112-154 (jataka 423 and 522), 1888.

Id. Avadana Sataka CentLegendes (Bouddhiques) traduites

du Sanskrit. Paris, 1891 (Ann. du Mus. Guiraet, xviii),

passim.

*Francis, II. T. The Vedabbhajiitaka [48] translated and

compared with the “Pardoner’s Tale.” London, 1884. Cf.

Academy, Dec. 22, 1883 (also Or. ii, 50-53).

Ilaltzsch, E. Ueber eine Sammlung indischer IISS. und

Inschriften. ZDMG. 40, 1-80 (1886) (Bharhut Inschriften,

corrections and additions to Cunningham’s edition).

Jatakatthavaniiana. The Jataka, together with its Com-

mentary, being tales of the anterior births of Gautama

Buddha. For the first time edited in the original Puli by V.

Fausboll, and translated by T. W. Rhys Davids, vols. 1-5.

London, 1877-91.

*Kern, U. Bijdrag tot de verklaring van eenige wrorden

in Pali-geschriften vorkomende. Amsterdam, 1886. Letterk.

Yerh. Kon. Akad. Deel, xvii, pp. 1-80.

Id. Der Buddhistische Dichter Sura. Festgruss an Otto

v. Bohtlingk. Stuttgart, 188S, p. 50 sq.

Kshemendra. Avadana Kalpalata, a collection of legendary

stories about the Bodhisattvas, with its Tibetan version, now
first edited by Sarat Chandra Das and Pandit Hari Mohan
Vidya bhushana. Bibl. Iud. Calcutta, vol. i, fasc. i-iii

;

vol. ii, fasc. i, 1888-90.

Leumann, E. Die Legende von Citta und Sambhuta

[Jataka 498], W.Z.K.M. v, 111-146; vi, 1-46 (1891-2).

Mahavastu. Le Texte Sanscrit publ. par E. Senart,

vol. i, ii. Paris, 1882-1890 (in the introduction an abridg-

ment of the text is given).

Minayev
,

I. New facts concerning the connection of

ancient India with the West. J. Publ. Instr. Off. 1870.

No. 8, 225-239. Cf. Buddhistische Fragmente, Mel. As.

vi, 577-599.

Id. Some tales of the rebirths of Buddha, J.P.I.O.

1871, xi, 87-133.

Id. Some words on the Buddhist Jatakas. Ibid. 1872.
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Id. Indian tales. Ibid. 1874, xi, 68-104
; 1876, ii,

185-224; ii, 368-403; iv, 314-340; v, 69-97.

Id. [The 77th Jataka in the book of A. N. Yeselovski,

The legend of the twelve dreams of Shahaish. St. Peters-

burg, 1879, pp. 28-34.]

Id. Abridgment of some unedited Jatakas of the Pali

canon (Posthumous) Zhivaja Starina, 1891, iii, 161-164;

iv, 1 18-120. 1

Morris, R. The Book of Birth Stories, Contemp. Rev.

My. 1881, 728-749.

Id. Jittaka-stories. The Myth of the Sirens, Academy,

1881, Aug. 27 (also Ind. Ant. 1881, p. 292 sq.).

Id. Folk-tales in India, translated from the Pali Jatakas,

or Book of Birth Stories, etc., ed. by Prof. Fausboll, of

Copenhagen. Folk-lore Journal, ii, 304-310, 332-340,

370-377
;

iii, 56-79, 121-133, 242-256, 328-366
;

iv,

45-63, 168-182.

Id. Notes and Queries. J.P.T.S. 1884-9 (chiefly remarks

of grammatical and lexicological character).

Muller, E. A simplified grammar of the Pali language.

London, 1884, pp. 128-132 (Valahassaj.).

Nell, L. The Appannakajataka [l], Or. i, 156-63.

*Nevill, Hugh. Notes on the Dasarathajataka (1887), the

Taprobanian, ii, 4, 101 sq.

Oldenburg, S. A Buddhist parallel to the Jain legend

on the destruction of Dcdravati, Zap. Yost. Otd. I. R. Arch.

Obstc. vi, 335 sq.

Panebolcke, T. B. The reward of covetousness [Yedab-

bhaj. 48]. Orientalist, i, 165 sq. (1884).

Id. Translations of the Jatakas Ekanipiita Aslmsavagga.

Or. i, 267-271 [Jilt. 51] ;
Or. ii, 37-39 [Jilt. 52-54] ;

Ibid.

172 sq. [Jilt. 55] ;
Or. iii, 103 sq. [Jilt. 56].

Pischcl, R. Kalilag und Dimnag. Ausland, 1876,

pp. 756-758 [Jilt.. 32. 38].

Rajendralala Mitra. The Sanskrit Buddhist literature of

Nepal. Calcutta, 1882.

1 These writings of Minayev’s are all in Russian—mostly in the ‘Journal

of the Public Instruction Office.’
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It/ii/s Davids, T. W. Buddhist Birth Stories, or Jataka

tales. Translation, vol. i. London, 1880 (Triib. Or. Ser.).

[Nidilua-Katkil and Jataka, 1-40.]

Rouse, W. U. D. Index to the Jataka. J.P.T.S. 1890,

pp. 1-19.

Id. A Jiitaka in Fausanias. Folk-lore, i, 409 (1890).

Schiefner, A. Tibetan tales derived from Indian sources.

Translated from the Tibetan of the Kah-gyur. Done into

English from the German, with an introduction, by W. R. S.

Ralston. London, 1882 (Triib. Or. Ser.). The German

originals in Melanges Asiatiques, tom. vii, viii.

St. Andrew St. John, Rev. F. A. Chattapani (from the

Burmese). The feud between the owls and the crows.

Triib. Or. Rec. 3. i, 72 sq.

Id. Buddhist Jataka. Laludayijataka. Ibid. 3. i, 175 sq.

(from the Mahajanaka).

Id. Buddhist Jiitakas from the Burmese. Maha Kap-

pinna. Ibid. 3. ii, 35 sq.

Id. Bhuridattajatakavatthu. J.R.A.S. n.s. 1892, pp.

77-139 (cf. Id. Bhuridatta. Folk-lore ii, 90-98, 1891).

*Id. Maliajanakajataka, transl. Ind. Magazine, 1887.

Steele, Th. An eastern love-story. Kusa Jatakaya.

London, 1871.

Tauney, C. II. Indian Folk-lore notes from the Pali

jiitakas and the Katklisaritsagara. Jour, of Philol. xii,

112-126 (1883).

Id. The Buddhist original of Chaucer’s ‘ Pardoner’s Tale.’

Ibid, xii, 203-208.

Id. Mahakapijataka [identification of a Bharhut relief,

tal. xxx, 4, with Jilt. 407]. Proc. As. Soc. Beng. 1891,

pp. 120-22.

Thiessen, J. H. Die Legende von Kisagotaml. Fine

literarhistor. Untersuchung. Breslau, 1880.

TJpliam, E. The Mahavansi, the Raja Ratnacari, and the

Raja-vali, etc. London, 1833, vol. iii, 266-313. Particulars

referring to the five hundred and fifty tales, forming the

celebrated Buddhist book, termed the Pansiyas Panas Jutaka,

or incarnations of the Budhu Gaudma, with translations of

several of the stories.
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Id. The History and Doctrine of Budhism, etc. London,

1829, pp. 25-40. The transmigration of souls and the Jutakas

of Budha (three Jatakas: Bambadat-rajah, Useeratanam-

rajah, Wessantara-rajah, with five tables of illustrations).

* Warren, S. J. Two Bas-reliefs of the Stupa of Barhut.

Wasiliev, W. Remarks on Buddhism, v and vi, Zap.

Imp. Ak. Nauk. t. 62, 25-37 (1890). [Russian.]

Weber, A. Ueber das Makasa jatakam [44], Mon. Ber.

Berl. Ak. 15 Apr. 1858, pp. 265-275
;

cf. Ind. Stud, iv,

387-389
;
Ind. Str. i, 228-332.

Id. Ueber das Ramayana. Berlin, 1871 (Abh.B.A. 1870).

Wenzel, II. A Jiitaka tale from the Tibetan. J.R.A.S.

n.s. XX, pp. 503-511
;
Corr. ibid. XXI, p. 179.

Westergaard, N. L. Codices Indici Bibliotheca Regia

Havniensis Havniae, 1846, pp. 36-42 (Jiitakassa Attha-

vannanii).

* Viltremasinghe (N.D.M. de Zilva). List of the Pansiya-

parasjiitaka. Jour. Ceyl. Br. No. 35 (for 1887).

Zachariae, Th. Die Sechzehnte Erzahlung der Yetiila-

pancavimsati. Bezz. Beitr. iv, 360-383.

Zoysa, L. de. Notes on certain Jatakas relative to the

sculptures recently discovered in Northern India. Jour.

Ceyl. Br. x, 175-218, No. 35 (1887). Colombo, 1889.

With an asterisk are denoted those works which we have not seen ourselves.

St. Petersburg, October, 1892.

Note.—Prof. E. Leumann, of Strassburg, has communicated to me a] few

additional notes in reference to the Jain parallels (see pp. 309, 310), and also

some corrections to the Prakrit, verses, p. 349 sq. below, all of which appear

there signed with his initials (E.L.).—H.W.
Note .— It does not seem out of place to mention here that Dr. D’Oldeuburg

has given a short bibliography of works on the Indian collection of tales

‘ Brhatkatha ’ (and Katha-Sarit-Siigara) in vol. iii. of the same Journal; and,

in vol. iv., a review of Weber's Ueb. die Samyaktvak. (see above, p. 341), also

with a bibliographical list of works relating to this literature.—H.W.
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Art. IX.— Temiya Jutaha Vatthu. From the Burmese.

By R. F. St. Andrew St. John, M.A., Wadh. Col.

Oxon.

This Jiitaka stands No. 541 in the Ceylon list under the

title of Mugapakkha or “The dumb cripple.” The Bur-

mese, however, prefer to call it by the name of the Prince,

who is the hero of the story. It is the first of the ten

greater Jiitaka, and, unlike the Bhuridatta, contains little

or no folk-lore, but illustrates the value of asceticism.

According to the Nidana-katha, p. 57, of Professor Rhys

Davids’ “ Birth Stories,” this Jiitaka is said to be a state

in which the Buddha acquired “ The Perfection of Reso-

lution,” according to these words :

—

266. Father and mother I hated not, reputation I hated not.

But omniscience was dear to me, therefore was I firm

in duty.

This is the eighth perfection or Piirami called “ Adhittha-

nam ” or fixity of purpose.

The Mahii Janaka which I translated in the Indian

Magazine, and which has also been translated by Mr.

Taw Sein Ko, is on the same subject.

There is one point to which I would draw special attention.

At page 53 of the “ Birth Stories ” it is stated in the

Nidana-katha :

—

252. So the men, perfect in every part and destined to

Buddhahood,

Traverse the long road through thousands of millions

of ages.

253. They are not born in Hell nor in the space between

the worlds

;

They do not become ghosts torn by hunger and want.

And they do not become small animals even tho’ born

to sorrow.

J.lt.A.S. 1S93. 24
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257. Though they dwell in heaven they are not born to

the unconscious state.

Yet in this Jataka it is related that the Bodhisat had been

8000 years in the Ussada Hell.

There is also another point which requires explanation.

These last ten are always called the great Jataka, but they

are not all longer than the others.

For instance, Khandahala (545), or, as the Burmese call

it, Canda Kumara, is quite short, and the Sivi Raja (502 ?)

is long.

The style of the Sivi, which is on the Parami of Alms-

giving, is also similar to some of those in the last ten.

These longer Jataka, and some of a similar character,

should, I think, be classified separately from those which

appear to be folk-lore tales of an earlier date, adapted to

Buddhism by Gotama himself or the earl}'- teachers.

The drift of this Jiltaka also appears to be directed against

the Brahminical idea that a man ought to be the father

of a family and enjoy life prior to becoming an ascetic,

and though the chief discourse is on the duties of friendship,

the end of the story points out that the ascetic life can

not be embraced too soon, and that now is the time, now

is the day of salvation.

The Burmese version here translated was written in the

year a.d. 1787, during the reign of Bo-Dawe, or Badun-

min, the grandson of Aloung-phara, when he was engaged

in building the huge unfinished pagoda at Mingun (vide

Phayre’s Hist. p. 218). It was printed in Rangoon, at

the Hanthawati Press, in a.d 1888.

I have endeavoured to render the only Pali gatil given

faithfully to the meaning, though the translation may be

somewhat free and the metre different.

Temi Zat-tawe-gyee, alias Mugapakkha Jataka Yatthu.

On a certain occasion the Sangha of disciples and Rahans

(Araham) were in the hall of assembly praising the Lord’s

(Gotama Buddha) “perfect abnegation of the world”
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(nikkhama-paraml). The Lord came forth from his cell

(gandha kuti, perfumed chamber), and seating himself on

his dais said :
“ My children, what were you conversing

about just before I came out?” and his disciples answered:
“ We were praising your ‘ Great Abnegation,’ and unable

to do so sufficiently.”

On hearing this the most excellent Lord said: “My
children and disciples ye do well in praising that great

renunciation made by me who can now never incur a bad

transmigration, and who have arrived at the summit of

all things after being brought to a right frame of mind
through beholding ‘ the four warnings ’ (nimitta)

;
but

much more ought ye to praise that most excellent virtue

(parami) which enabled me, in a former birth, when I

was the son of a king, of whom the Brahmans had

prognosticated that I should become a universal monarch,

at a very early age, to renounce that kingdom, through

being terrified by words spoken by my father to certain

thieves.”

On the request of his disciples he then related the

following Jataka:

—

CHAPTER I.

Long ago in the city of Baranasi, in the kingdom of Kiisi,

a prince reigned called the Raja of Kiisi. He was a giver

of offerings, a man of strong religious feelings, ever open-

handed and ready to assist, self-denying, not harsh to his

relations and attendants, long-suffering, slow to anger, not

oppressive, straightforward and tender, ever acting in

accordance with the “ ten laws ” which ought to guide

the conduct of kings. His concubines numbered sixteen

thousand, and his chief Queen was Canda, the daughter

of Madda Raja, of the city of Sagala
,

1 in the country of

Madda, one of the most lovely of women.

1 Sakala or Saugala in the Panjab.
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She clid everything that her lord and master desired, and

delighted in making religious offerings, never neglecting

the fast days. However, notwithstanding all this, not one

of the royal ladies from the Aggamahesi (chief queen)

downwards was blest with an offspring, and the people

of Baranasi murmured and said :
“ Our Raja has no heir

to carry on his royal line, and we know not whether the

person whose lot it may be to succeed to the throne of

our protector may be well disposed : let us assemble in the

plain in front of the palace and represent to the Raja that

it is his duty to pray for a son.” So they came together

to the gate of the palace and cried, saying :
“ 0 most ex-

cellent and glorious Lord, who ever reignest in accordance

with the ‘ ten laws,’ the sun that rises and casts its beams

over the eastern continent and with its light dispels the

darkness, for twelve hours passes towards the northern

continent; when night arrives the circle of the moon,

when full, like a lesser sun, lightens us with its rays

;

so, too, in this city of Baranasi, we, who are enlight-

ened by your majesty’s glorious brightness, see no signs

of a son who shall brighten us like the moon, and are

filled with doubt and anxiety : we, therefore, beg that

you will offer up prayer for a son.”

The King hearing their cry asked his ministers the

meaning thereof, and they told him, whereupon the King

said: “My people, it is well; in accordance with your

supplications I will cause my Queen to pray for a son
;

be not afraid, a son will be born.” Having thus com-

forted and dismissed his subjects, he sent for Queen Candil

and all his ladies, and said :
“ Royal ladies, the people

of the country demand an heir apparent and I have none

to give them, go, therefore, and pray for a scion of royal

race
;

let each one pray to her especial deity.” 1

The 16,000 ladies, therefore, made supplications and offer-

ings to their various deities, but no son or daughter was

1 It is odd that it never occurred to any one that the fault was most probably

the King’s.
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born to any one of them, and report was accordingly made
to the King.

Then the King sent for Candil Devi, and said :
“ 0 Lady,

if the abode be not pure what glorious being will enter

therein ? If our actions be not excellent neither a Leva nor

any other glorious being will attach himself: by the virtue

of original merit, however, and by being thoroughly imbued

with religious feeling, such as fasting and other good

practices, your prayers will be fulfilled.”

Queen Candii therefore, on the next day of the full moon,

kept a most solemn fast, and at night, instead of lying

on a couch, lay on the floor, meditating on the purity with

which she had performed her religious duties. At break

of day she made the following prayer :

—

“ That I’ve kept my fast unbroken

May a son born be the token.”

Thereupon, through the power of the Queen’s merit, Sakka’s

throne, the “Pundukambala” stone, became hard, 1 and looking

round to see the reason he perceived that it was on account

of Candii Devi’s prayer.

He then considered whether there was in Tiivatimsa any

Deva worthy to be her sou, and saw the Bodbisat Deva.

Now the Bodhisat, before he became a Deva in Tiivatimsa,

in his third state of existence, had reigned in Baranasi for

twenty years, and owing to his merit being interfered with,

had not acted strictly in accordance with the “ ten laws,”

so, for eight thousand years after the reckoning of men, he

had been boiled in the hell called Ussada, 2 and from that

hell went to Tavatimsii. At this moment the Bodhisat

had been in Tiivatimsa 16,000,000 years, which is the

space of a Deva’s lifetime, and on account of un-

expended merit was about to transfer himself to the Yama
Deva region, which is still higher. Sakka therefore repaired

to the palace of the Bodhisat, with the intention of asking

him to become the son of Candii Devi, and said :
“ O Deva,

1 Sometimes the throne becomes hard and at others hot.
- Childers offers no explanation of this word. It is one of the lesser Hells.
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who art even equal to me in glory, if thou goest to the

upper Deva regions, as it is now thy purpose, the advantage

will not be great, but if thou wouldst go to the country of

men thou wilt probably obtain immense merit and he a

benefit to others. Just now, in the country of Kasi, the

Queen Canda has prayed for a son endowed with the most

excellent desire to perform good works.” Sakka thus pre-

vailed on him to take birth with Queen Canda, and, at the

same time, caused five hundred other Deva’s, who were

near their time of change, to take birth as sons of the

nobles of Kasi, so as to be his companions.

The Bodhisat having consented, passed instantly from

Tavatimsa and took birth in the womb of Canda Devi.

At the same instant, like the flash of a “varajina,” the

Queen knew that she had conceived a son in answer to

her prayer, and informed the King .

1

The King, overcome with joy, ordered that she should

be guarded most carefully.

In the course of ten months (lunar) she brought forth

a son, and on the day of his birth the whole of the country

was overcast with clouds, and there was an abundant rain.

Now all the people were assembled together before the

gate of the palace to express their congratulations, and

the King, in his delight, cried out :
“ I have gotten a son ;

rejoice all of you,” and the nobles and people, equally

delighted, answered :
“ Maha raja, were we not all as tillers

of the earth without seed, and were we not bowed to the

ground with fear lest food should be wanting
;
now that

we have been wetted by this auspicious shower, felt its

cooling influences, and obtained a royal heir, destined to

obtain great merit, who indeed will not rejoice?
”

The King then sent for the Senapati (commander of the

arm)7

)
and said : “A son has been horn unto me, and there-

fore, just as kings of the universe, when they obtain a very

precious thing, guard it with innumerable attendants, so

1 The “varajina” is n kind of celestial weapon that can penetrate through
anything with its flash. I can find no mention of it in Childers. It is evidently

a form of vajira, the thunderbolt of Indra.
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my son must have a guard of companions to be brought

up with him. If, after searching through all the houses

of the nobility, you find any that have been born this

day, let a list of them be made and set before me.” So

search was made, and a list of five hundred noble children

was sent in. Suitable dress and ornaments were presented

to each, and they were well looked after. 1

And for the youthful Bodhisat they searched out 240

young wetnurses with good breasts of milk, pleasant and

sweet
;

four were appointed for each hour of the sixty hours

of the day and night; one to hold the baby, one to wash

it, one to dress it, and the other to fondle and play with it.
2

Now this is a list of women who are not faultless

—

1. The tall woman. A child that is suckled by a tall

woman, being at some distance from her breast when lying

in her arms, lengthens its neck by stretching up.

2. The over-short woman. The flesh of her breast is con-

stantly pressing on the child’s face when it is sucking and

its neck becomes short.

3. The thin woman. The flesh of the breasts being lean

her bones hurt the child.

4. The fat woman. Her flesh is always in a state of

quivering and the child’s legs become weak and tremulous.

o. The long-breasted woman. Her breast is constantly

pressing on the child’s nose and it becomes flattened.

6. The black woman. Her milk is too cold.

7. The white woman. Her milk is too hot.

8. The woman who coughs. Her milk is acid and pungent.

9. The woman who has a difficulty in breathing. Her milk

is bitter.

The Xing provided also an infinity of various articles for

the child’s use, and bestowed great gifts on Candil Devi.

1 This custom is often mentioned. "Was it universal in India? Can it be
connected with the slaughter of the innocents ?

2 Nari, commonly used for an hour, is really the sixtieth part of twenty-four
hours, and the same as Pali nali, a measure for holding water, and used in

measuring time. It contains four puda, according to the Burmese. Childers is

not decided on the point. That nari should become nali is natural, as the
Burmese cannot pronounce the letter r, and substitute y or 1 for it. It is not
easy to see how nali became nari.
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When the naming day arrived all the Brahmans who
were skilled in omens were assembled and fed, and the

King thus addressed them :
“ 0 Parohits, after examining

my son’s characteristic marks, tell me plainly whether he

will be free from calamities
;

let nothing be concealed from

me.”

The Brahmans, after careful examination, answered: “0
Raja, your son is undoubtedly possessed of the signs of

future greatness. There is no cause of danger apparent.

He ought to be a universal ruler.” On hearing this the

King was delighted, and, having overwhelmed them with

gifts, said :
“ Sirs, I am about to give a name to my son

;

on the day of his birth there was an omen of great happi-

ness to all creatures, for the whole country of Kasi was

overspread with clouds and a gentle rain fell upon it

;

from myself downwards all the nobles and people were

wet by the rain
;
and since he was born, when the hearts

of all my people were saturated with peace, he must not

be called after a family name like others, let him be named

Temiya (fr. temeti ‘to moisten’).”

About one month after this, the nurses, after washing

and dressing the prince, carried him to the King, who

took him in his arms and sat under the palace portico.

Just then four thieves who had been arrested were brought

before the King, and he, in order to terrify evil-doers,

said: “As for you, thorns of the country, you villains,

one of you shall receive a thousand stripes with rods covered

with shark’s teeth
;
one shall be sent to prison in irons

;

the third shall be doue to death by gashing with spears

;

and the fourth shall be impaled.”

The little prince, on hearing this order given in a terrible

voice, thought thus :
“ This manner of deciding cases is

not right. I have evidently not freed myself from the

fringe of my third existence. If through enjoying my
father’s royal estate I again fall into Hell by doing some

bad act, the burden will be too heavy for me.”

On the third day after the passing of this decision Prince

Temiya was put to sleep under the shade of a white
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umbrella, and after a little woke up. Turning Ins eyes up-

wards he grazed at it and saw that it was a royal umbrella.

Thereupon remembering that he had been obliged to undergo

the pains of Ilell through having been King, lie was filled

witb dread, and, with the sound of the terrible decision

still ringing in his ears, fearing that he would have to

become king, he thought thus :
“ How is it that I have been

born in the house of this cruel thief-slaughterer?” Then,

by means of his accumulated knowledge of former existences,

having looked back and cleared away the haze, he saw that

he had come from Tavatimsa, and again, considering as

to what existences he had passed through, he saw that he

had been boiled in Hell, and remembered that it was for

bad actions done when he was once King of Bariinasi

;

fearing that he should constantly be born again amongst

men, on account of those deeds which he would be obliged

to perform when king, he thought, “ I see that I am
not free from the five dangers. On account of having

enjoyed the pleasures of royalty for twenty years, I had

to undergo that number multiplied by 4000, even 80,000

years in misery, and since in the unpeaceful state of king-

ship one has to put down robbers with a harsh and cruel

hand, how can one be pure? How can one cleanse one’s self

from impurity ? Born in this powerful thief-killer’s house,

which I have lighted upon, even I, at the tender age of

hardly thirty days, have seen enough to crush my very

heart’s flesh, and have heard my father utter words not fit to

be heard. If through a desire to inherit my father’s estate

I again become king, I shall a second time full into the

whirlpool and revolve like a stick of firewood.”

Prince Temiya being thus troubled by his meditations whilst

lying half comatose under the umbrella, the fairy who
guarded it, with the affection of one who had been a mother in

long past ages, seeing the Bodhisat in this pitiable condition

took the form of his mother and said :
“ My little darling,

by what thoughts are you disturbed ? Do not be troubled

by thinking about dreadful things; your mother is watching,

and will not every wish be fulfilled ? Darling, if you
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really desire to escape from this pomp and vanity do not

disclose your abilities, but simulate feebleness. Though

you are not weak, appear to be so
;
though not deaf, feign

deafness
;
and though your mouth is perfect, pretend to be

dumb. Keep up these appearances with determination.”

On hearing the fairy’s words Prince Temiya took courage

and answered, “ 0 Fairy, I will indeed follow your

advice. In their wish to see me bloom into regal magni-

ficence, my father and mother desire only their own wel-

fare and follow not my desires
;

since they do not plant

for their own advantage and pleasure, and do not clear away

the obstacles which hinder my desires, and since you point

out to me the path which leads to great and undiminished

benefits to be sought for in countless existences, I see

the way clear before me, a path, too, which is in accordance

with my own wishes.”

Having thus determined, he refused to take suck, and

endured the pangs of hunger without wailing.

The nurses not being able to understand bis extraordinary

condition informed his mother, and when she saw the little

prince not thirsting for milk, motionless, and with wide

staring eyes, endeavoured to amuse him
; but he remained

fixed and immovable, and she could not form any conjecture

as to what was the matter with him, and caused the Brah-

mans to examine him.

Though the Parohits hunted through all their books

they could see no reasons for his state, and informed the

King that they thought he had fixed his mind on some

particular object, which would pass off in time. The child,

however, remained in the same condition, and his mother

in great grief cried out :
“ My darling wants his milk.

I will myself suckle him.” However, only when milk was

forced down his throat would he take it. He cried not out

as other children, but lay motionless with unclosed eyes,

noticing nothing, and steadily persevering in his determi-

nation.

The nurses consulted together and said :
“ Our prince

remains immovable, like one who is impotent, dumb, and
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deaf
;
but bis feet and hands are not those of an impotent

child, nor is his lower jaw like that of one who is born

dumb; neither are the protuberances behind and in front

of his ears like those of one who is deaf; some wise man
ought to be able to discover what is the matter with him.”

They therefore addressed the King thus :
“ Your royal son

is more than a month old, and it is not right that other

means should be tried
;

let us try him with milk for a year,

and if there be no difference we will use other tests.”

So they kept him for some days without milk, but the

Bodhisat, though enduring terrible thirst, through fear of

Hell, cried not for milk, but bore it patiently.

Then the Queen, in her agony, caused him to be fed with

milk. Thus they again and again tested him for a whole

year.

At the end of that time the nobles made report to the

King, and he directed that other means should be resorted to.

2nd Test. Now it is the nature of children who are just

one year old to bite everything that comes in their way,

whether it be good or bad: so the prince was laid in the

courtyard of the palace surrounded by his 500 foster-

brothers, and all sorts of eatables were spread round them,

so that each might take what he pleased
;
people were hidden

round about to observe them. The 500 companions, as soon

as they saw the sweetmeats, laid hands on them, and stuffed

them into their mouths, but the Bodhisat thus chastened

himself saying: “Child Temiya, from earliest existences,

of which the beginning is not apparent, thou hast eaten

times and again things both pleasant and sweet
;
in future

existences also thou shalt doubtless rejoice, but if in the

period before thou art released from the whirlpool of ages

thou desirest wealth and hell-fire, these enjoyments are

the entrance to that path
;

if, however, thou desirest to

escape Hell take not these cakes.”

So he remained motionless and took them not, nor did he

even turn his eyes towards them.

His mother and the nurses did all they could to coax him
to take them, but he remained as one who is impotent, deaf.
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and dumb. Only when they chewed them and thrust them

into his mouth did he swallow them. Thus the}r tempted

him again and again for a whole year.

3rd Test. When he was over two years old the nobles

again consulted and said :
“ When children are two years

old, and their teeth are hard, they try to get all kinds of

fruits, sweet or sour.” So they tried him and the other

children as before with fruit. But though the other children

eat them and fought for them, the Bodhisat remained in the

same condition without wavering.

4th Test. Now when children have passed their third

year they are accustomed, after their sex and station,

to play with various toys, so, in accordance with his

station, they placed a number of images of elephants, horses,

bulls, goats, birds, etc., made of gold and silver, in the

courtyard
;

but though the other children readily played

with them and fought for them, the Bodhisat kept himself

in subjection and took no notice.

5th Test. When children have turned four they begin

to take pleasure in various dishes of food, so all kinds of

dishes were set before the children.

The Bodhisat, however, chastened his body, saying

:

“ Temiya, in the past ages thou hast gone through,

thou hast enjoyed foods like these without stint
;
in some

existences they could not be obtained by reason of famine

and poverty, and in some existences thou hast avoided them,

and though it would be impossible to reckon the times thou

hast enjoyed them or not enjoyed them, yet this once also

remain firm to thy purpose, and, by avoiding these good

things which are set before thee, attain the object of thy

desire.”

6th Test. A large shed was constructed, and the Bodhisat

with his companions placed therein to play
;

all of a sudden,

when they were not aware, fire was applied to the roof,

and it blazed up. All the other children tied in terror, but

the Bodhisat remained immovable, reflecting that it would

bo better to scorch in the present than to suffer the fire

of Avici. At the last moment the nurses and attendants
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rushed in and dragged him out. This was done again and

again during that year.

7th Test. In the seventh year they determined to try

and terrify him with elephants, trained for the purpose. The

other children, seeing the elephants coming, fled away,

screaming, but Prince Temiya remained undisturbed, thinking

it better to die by the violence of the elephant, rather than

undergo the punishment of Hell.

8th Test. The Bodhisat and children were placed in a

shed, and all kinds of poisonous snakes let loose upon them,

but still he remained unmoved.

9th Test. Having failed to terrify him, it was determined

to have a grand performance of dancers, jugglers, wrestlers,

etc., with all sorts of musical instruments, but Temiya took

no apparent notice of it, saying to himself, “ Temiya, when

thou wast suffering in Hell did’st thou for one instant enjoy

happiness ? If thou dost net look at this entertainment

thou wilt not be more miserable than when in Hell, why
then be shaken in thy purpose ?

”

10th Test. At the end of the ninth year they tried to

frighten him by a display of weapons. So a man was sent

into his chamber with his loins girt and a drawn sword,

which he brandished, saying: “No person who is unfit to

be associated with can be allowed to remain in the palace

of the King of Kasi. They say there is such an one here

amongst you. Where is he that I may at once cut off

his head?” All the other children fled in terror, but the

Bodhisat remained without flinching, even when the man
aimed at him with his sword.

11th Test. This test was made by beating enormous

drums, to see whether he was deaf.

12th Test. Persons were sent into his room at night with

covered lanterns, which were suddenly uncovered.

13f/« Test. The Bodhisat was smeared from hand to foot

with molasses, and exposed so that mosquitos and flies

could settle all over him, and sting him with their pro-

bosces
;
but he strengthened himself, saying, “ When I was
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the hell-dogs and birds pecked at me and bit me, but this

torture from the Hies and mosquitos is far better; I will

bear it bravely.”

14^/i Test. After he was fourteen years old no one was

allowed to bathe or cleanse him, but he was allowed to

lie in his own ordure. However, he bore up against it

patiently. The attendants urged him to get up and attend

to himself, but he continued to endure it, saying, “ Teraiya,

this stench is easy to bear, but the stench of Hell extends

for a hundred yujanas.”

After he had been left in this state for a long time the

attendants again washed him.

loth Test. A fire was made under his couch, but, though

his body was covered with blisters, he bore it bravely,

saying, “This fire is easier to bear than that of Avici.”

When his father and mother saw him in this terrible

state they were exercised in their minds, and ordered the

fire to be removed, and his mother, sitting near, said: “Dear

son Temiya, I know well that thou art neither deaf nor

dumb
;
thy ears and limbs are not like those of an impotent

person, nor art thou a son born in the ordinary manner,

but conceived after much fasting and prayer
:

great signs

and prodigies were manifested at thy birth, and the

Parohits declared that thou hadst all the characteristic

marks of a universal monarch
;

if thou still continuest

to pretend to be deaf and dumb we shall be put to great

shame amongst the monarchs of Jambudipa; onljr give

permission and we shall escape from their revilings
;

do

not break our hearts, but whilst we three are alone together

tell us in secret what it is that thou dcsirest.” But though

his father and mother besought him again and again with

tears and caresses he remained unmoved.

16th Test. Now certain of the Parohits consulted together

and said : “When the deaf and dumb get to this age and come

in contact with an object of desire, they do not fail to long for

it, and when they see that which is beautiful there are none

who will not gaze on it. At the proper time flowers must

open, and when youths arrive at maturity they are given
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to pleasure, and though by reason of wisdom they may

restrain their desires, yet, when excited by maturity, they

give way
;

it is probable that he will not be able to pass over

that time, when the heart is with difficulty restrained
;
we

will therefore tempt him with lovely women.”

The King therefore gave orders that all the most lovely

and enticing dancing girls should be sent for, and informed

them that the one who could seduce him should be

made chief queen. They then decorated the Prince’s

chamber with all kinds of voluptuous objects and scents,

and having roused him and placed him on a couch, directed

that all who were not required should withdraw. Though

the girls danced gracefully and sang sweet songs provo-

cative of love, the Bodhisat was not moved, but reflected :

“From the day of my birth, for these sixteen years, I have

seen the danger of Hell and desired not the royal estate,

now that I am arriving at the desired haven, were I to

unite myself to one of these lustful devils, it would be to

my everlasting shame. All the miseries which I have

endured to obtain advancement will be of no avail if I

cannot overcome this lust which has come to interfere with

my purpose
;
no one hereafter will be able to escape the

law of transmigration (vattam)
;
but if I first overcome this

devil-called lust all those who come after me will easily be

able to follow in the path laid down for them.” So, holding

in his breath, he remained motionless as one dead. On
seeing this the girls lost all their joyous demeanour and,

without looking back, fled away.

Thus, from the time of his birth until he was seventeen

years old, was he tested in various ways.

Chapter II.

After this the King sent for the Parohits and said :
“ 0

teachers, when I sent for you at the birth of the Prince,

to find out his character by the various signs, did not you

tell me that there was no adverse circumstance to be guarded
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against? But this thing, which you said was perfect,

answers not when it is questioned, nor moves a limb
;

it is

like one who is utterly impotent and not what you foretold.”

The Brahmans answered :
“ Most excellent King, those

teachers who are skilled in the books of omens are able

to read all signs at a person’s birth, hut this son of yours

was not obtained in the ordinary way, but after much sup-

plication
;

if we had foretold that which was bad, all the

royal ladies would have been made miserable, and for this

reason we prophesied good.”

Then said the King, “What will it be best to do?” The

Brahmans answered: “0 King, if this unfortunate one be

allowed to remain in the palace some terrible sickness or

calamity will come upon yourself and the queen, or, may
be, to the whole country, let him therefore no longer remain

in the palace, but let him be put into an imperfect horse

chariot and taken out by the western gate, which is that

of misfortune, and let him be buried secretly in the grave

yard.”

The King, on hearing this, allowed his fear to get the

better of his love, and kept not his heart steadfast, acting

erroneously, so he said :
“ 0 Brahmans, if it be true that

there is fear of calamity and misery to the country and

royal household, let it be as you have advised.”

As soon as this was reported to Canda Devi, she at once,

without her attendants, went straight from the southern

palace to the presence of the King, and prostrating herself

before him, thus addressed him :
“ 0 King of righteousness,

of the many presents which you gave me I took only

such things as were suitable and returned the rest, now,

therefore, grant me a boon in return. Your son is now

of age, grant him the dignity of Yuvaraja, let us behold

his glory whilst we two are yet alive.” The King answered :

“ My Queen, in what way is your son fitted for this dignity?

Do not thus address mo when my heart is heavy.” The

Queen continued :
“ 0 my Lord, why are you so angry

with me, and why does your wrath go out against your

very heart’s blood ? ” The King answered :
“ Lady, are
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you still ignorant that your son is not worthy
;
that he

is base, and imperfect in his members?” “My Lord, if

that were so, I would not dare to supplicate you for his

life, if it be only for seven years; let him not be accounted

worthless, for he is my son.” But the King through his

fear refused .
1

(The Queen continues to supplicate, till at last she got

the King to allow him to be anointed Yuvaraja for seven

days.)

Having thus obtained her purpose, Canda Devi ordered

the Prince to be dressed in the royal robes and invested

with all the insignia of royalty, and having placed him

on the throne under the royal umbrella, the King and

Queen, surrounded by all the nobles, thus addressed him :

“ Dear son, Prince Temiya, we have now handed over to

you the sovereignty of these realms of Kilsi, and since

you are now in full possession of the royal estate, and able

to protect your country and people, may you enjoy your

power in happiness unto your life’s end.”

Then the Brahmans poured out the water of consecration

and uttered blessiugs. A proclamation was also issued

throughout the city that the King bad made over the

sovereignty to the Prince.

When the city had been cleansed and decorated, the Prince

was placed upon a splendidly caparisoned elephant and with

a great company passed in procession through it. When
they returned to the palace he was placed- on a couch,

and for the space of six sleepless nights they supplicated

him, saying, “ Dear son Temiya, canst thou not assuage

our bitter grief? Ever since thou wast born, for sixteen

long years, even until now thy mother knows not the day

that she has ceased to weep: she is wearied and broken down,

and at the point of death, and thou knowest that she is

utterly heart-broken. Thy mother knows that thou art perfect

1 No stanzas are given here, but the Burmese translator remarks :
“ This

is an amplification of the Queen’s “ Tena hi Deva detha ” and the Baja’s
“Na sakka Devi.” The whole passage reads very like Abraham’s intercession
for the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 25
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in all thy limbs, beautiful to behold, and in no way defective.

Out of pity tell thy mother thy wishes, for if she know
them not how can she fulfil them ? If thou hast any

pity for her be her protector, for if such a noble son, as

thou art, has no pity for his mother, how shall less noble

sons know how to do that which is right to their parents?

Those who strive for their lives when shipwrecked in

the ocean, being unable to behold their mothers in danger,

will swim with them on their backs, how then, my son,

canst thou behold unmoved the misery of thy mother.

The little unfledged vultures in their nest, when oppressed

by hunger, live in the expectation that their mother will

bring them their food, and in the same manner thy mother

longingly waits in hope that thou wilt speak to her. How
long thinkest thou that thy mother can endure ? Now
that thou hast arrived at a proper age, and hast the ability,

tell her thy purpose and remove her despair.”

Thus for five nights and six days she remained weeping

and supplicating him, but though he was filled with com-

passion for her, yet in his desire to obtain perfect wisdom,

and through fear of constant transmigrations, from which he

desired to release himself and all other beings, he pretended

to have no compassion for his mother, who was only one

individual, and remained immovable and firm in his purpose.

On the sixth day, his father hearing that there was

no change in his condition, sent for a noble named Sunandii,

who was superintendent of the chariots, and said :
“ I am

well aware of the defective state of Prince Temiya, but,

through the entreaties of his mother, have endowed him

with the dignity of royalty
;
and now six days have passed,

and it is no longer right that I should suffer him to remain
;

as soon as the morrow dawns place him in a defective chariot

drawn by ill-omened horses, and taking him out by the

west gate to the burial ground, dig there a pit, and having

thrown him therein, split his skull with a mattock, and

shovel in the earth. When he has thus become of some

benefit to the earth, go down to the river bank, and, having

bathed yourself, return to the city.”
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Oil the same evening Queen Canda was utterly heart*

broken at the news and said to her son, “ Dearest Temiya,

all thy mother’s love is now in vain. Thy father has sent

for his trusted servant Sunanda, and, in his wrath, given

orders that at dawn thou shalt be taken out by the west

gate, slain, and buried. This is the last night in which

thy mother shall behold her darling; if thou wilt but take

pity on her say but one word, and my darling shall live

and his mother be happy.” But though the Bodhisat saw

the terrible grief of his mother, and had great pity for her,

he remained unmoved, thinking that as soon as he had been

removed from the city he would become a good man, and

then be able to show to his parents and family that he could

be grateful to them.

So the morning dawned that was to bring great misery

to the Queen but joy to the Bodhisat.

But Sunanda, by the intervention of the Devas, took four

auspicious horses, thinking that they were unlucky ones,

and instead of an old broken chariot took that of the King,

and having harnessed them, about four in the morning, drove

in by the eastern gate to the door of the palace. He then

went into the Prince’s chamber, and, having taken up the

Prince, made obeisance to the Queen, and said: “Your
Majesty, be not angry, it is by order of the King.” Then
gently removing the Queen’s hands, with which she

still lovingly clasped him, he bore the Prince away like a

bouquet of lotus flowers, and went out to the chariot. The
Queen followed, sobbing and wailing to the palace door,

where she fell down in a swoon.

At this the Bodhisat, no longer able to endure his grief,

turned his eyes towards his mother, and said to himself,

“Alas, I know not whether my mother will die of grief

or not, but if so my heart will be heavy for the rest of my
life.” But just as he was on the point of speaking to her

he remembered that if he did so the whole of his dilio-ent©
perseverance which he had pursued would become of no

avail, so he determined to endure his grief, comforting

himself with the thought that by preserving silence he
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would far greatly increase the benefit of both his parents

and himself.

Sunandii, having placed the Prince in the chariot,

directed its course to the western gate, but, through the

merit of the Bodhisat and the power of the Devas, the

pole of the chariot was, without his knowing it, directed

to the eastern gate, and the Bodhisat passed out by that

which was auspicious. As the chariot passed through it

the wheel struck against the side and gave forth a sound,

on hearing which the Bodhisat rejoiced, saying, “My great

purpose is accomplished.”

Sunandii drove out by the east gate, as he thought, to the

burial ground, and, by the power of the Devas, came to a

forest three yujanas to the east of Baranasi. Having chosen

a suitable spot he drew up the chariot, and, having taken

out the horses, let them graze. He then took off all the

royal jewels and clothes which had been put upon the

Bodhisat during the six days that he had been Yuvarajii,

and, wrapping a small cloth round his (the Prince’s) loins,

commenced to dig the pit.

Whilst Sunandii was thus engaged the Bodhisat reflected,

“For sixteen years I have neglected to use my limbs, and

know not whether I have any strength.” Then raising

himself upon his couch with one hand he stroked the other,

and having tried his arms felt his thighs, etc.
;
finding them

in proper condition he got out of the chariot, and, as he

was doing so, the Devas caused the earth to swell up so as to

reach the floor of the chariot. Having walked round it

two or three times he thought, “ I had no idea I had so

much strength, I could go a hundred yujanas (1300 miles)

in a day
;

verily, if Sunandii tried to stop me, I wonder

whether I should have strength to overcome him.” So

taking hold of the chariot by the hinder part, he lifted

it up like a toy, and whirling it round and throwing

it from him, said, “ Let as many charioteers as like

come on.”

Then, seeing he had no clothes, he thought, “The
charioteer has taken all my clothes, and I appear to bo
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merely an ordinary man, but as ornaments give character

and distinction I ought to have some to put on.”

The desire of the Bodhisat aroused Sakka, and he, seeing

that Prince Temiya required clothes and ornaments where-

with to cause an impression on Sunandii, ordered Yisakrom

to go and clothe the Prince with the raiment and orna-

ments of a Deva. Yisakrom 1 immediately went as directed.

When Prince Temiya saw that he was clothed like Sakka

himself, he knew that Sakka had done it.

He then proceeded to the spot where Sunandii was

digging, and, standing on the side of the pit, thus ad-

dressed him :

“ Why thus hastily thou diggest,

Charioteer, I would be told
;

Fearing lest another take it,

Hidest thou thy store of gold ?
”

Sunandii being in a hurry to get the business over replied,

without looking up, in the verses beginning :
“ Raiino rnugo

ca pakkhoca putta jiito acetaso
” “ A son has been born

to our Raja who is deaf, dumb, and impotent, and lest

on that account some terrible calamity may befall the

country he has at length, after sixteen years trial, ordered

me to put him out of the way as quickly as possible.”

On hearing that the Prince thought, “ This charioteer is

intent on digging the pit, and will not look up to see

how glorious I am, I must say something to make him

look up”; so he replied, “0 charioteer, what is this that

thou sayest P I, the son of Kilsi’s Raja, am not like other

deaf and dumb folk. Why do your wise ones say that

I am ? My ears are not deaf nor my mouth dumb

;

neither am I impotent in my limbs. Thou hast confessed

that the Raja has employed thee. I am not as the

Raja said, how then canst thou act in accordance with

his orders ? If thou actest without proper enquiry thou

1 Yisakrom is the Burmese form of Yissakammo, the heavenly architect.

The r in the word shows that the word came to the Burmese from the Sanscrit

before they had Pali.
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wilt be a law-breaker. My father chose thee thinking

that thou wast wise, look at my person and consider

;

it may fare badly with thee if thou heedest not. From

my feet to my forehead, look and see that in form I am
perfect, like the stem of a golden banana. Behold my
stalwart arms. Hast thou not heard my soft clear-sounding

voice that is like oil falling on cotton wrnol ?”

When the charioteer heard the Bodhisat thus praising

himself, he thought, “ Who on earth can this be, who is

boasting so of his good qualities ?
”

So, looking up,

he saw the Bodhisat with all the glory of Sakka, and,

not knowing whether it wTas a man or Deva, said :

“ Comety

youth, from the moment of your arrival you have done

nothing but praise yourself, and you have good reason to

do so, for never before have I seen anyone so splendid.

Who are you ? Are you the Deva of this place ? Or

are you a Gandhappa from Himavanta? If not, perhaps

you are Sakka himself, but I should be glad to know who
you really are.”

On hearing this the Bodhisat answered :

“ Why, Sunandil, dost thou ask me,

Have I not already told thee ?

Neither Deva nor Gandhappa

Am I, but the Prince of Kiisi,

Well thou knowest though thou askest.

Yea, it is thy plain intention

In this pit to kill and hide me,

Me, the son of Kitsi’s Raja

:

Faithless to thy benefactor

Wilt thou slay me, 0 Sunandil ?
”

As Sunandil, however, gave no answer, not believing

that it really was Prince Temiya, the Bodhisat said :

“ Should any one beneath a tree

Take shelter from the sun or rain,

Then break its boughs or pluck its leaves

That man is base, his friendship vain.
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The Raja is a mighty tree,

And I, his son, a branchlet fair,

The man who harbours ’neath our shade

Is even thou, 0 charioteer.

Foulsome the deed didst thou betraj' me,

And in this lonely forest slay me.”

Seeing that Sunaiula was not convinced that he was the

Prince, and that he was acting wrongly, the Bodhisat con-

tinued in the following stanzas :

—

1 .

That man hath all at his command,

Both food and drink and raiment too,

E’en though he journey far from home,

Who ever to his friend is true.

2 .

In town or hamlet should he roam,

Although his worldly goods be few,

High is he held in men’s esteem

If ever to his friend he’s true.

3 .

Nor thieves nor princes take his store,

Nor robbers beat him black and blue,

He walks unharmed amongst them all,

If ever to his friend he’s true.

4 .

Peaceful he rests within his walls,

Honoured by all in council too,

Chief of his clan, I ween, is he

Who ever to his friend is true.

5 .

He is respected who respects,

To him who honours honour’s due,

Famed and renowned in every land

Is he who to his friend is true.
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6.

He shines as bright as burning fire,

Or like the Devs of brilliant hue,

Hot wanting in magnificence

Is he who to his friend is true.

7.

In all his fields his seeds grow well,

His flocks and cattle are not few,

Of that he sows he reacts the fruit,

If only to his friend he’s true.

8 .

By fall from lofty rock or tree

Should he meet death, he reaps his due,

He finds a surfe abiding place

Who ever to his friend is true. 1

9 .

As by its roots so firmly held

No storm the Peepul 2 may subdue,

So by his foes unhurt stands firm

The man who to his friend is true.

The Bodhisat having recited the above stanzas in a clear

sweet voice that made the echoes of the forest resound, did

not altogether convince Sunanda, who came out of the pit and

went to look in the chariot. Seeing neither the Prince nor

bundle of clothes in it he became convinced, and throwing

himself at the Bodhisat’s feet, besought him to return

to the city, saying, “ 0 Lord, I have greatly erred against

thee, pray return. What advantage can there be in this

forest ? Return to the city, and be ail ornament to the

council chamber.”

1 Verses 7 and 8 nre to be taken in a double sense, that is to say, “vattam”
means both seed and actions. l’atittham menus a sure foothold in this

world or hereafter. There are really 10 couplets, but 5 and 6 are almost the

same.
2 The Peepul is the Nigrodha or Banyan tree.
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But the Bodhisat replied : “Sunandii, in this forest I am
free. I fear that if I were king I might fall into hell.

I have not been driven out, but have come of my own free

will.”

Sunandii thereupon said :
“ 0 master, since thou hast a

heart full of pity for the poor, if thou desirest not to

enjoy the royal estate and wilt not return to the city,

and I go alone, I shall receive condemnation when I in-

form thy royal parents of all that has occurred. The nobles,

soldiers, and people, from the highest to the lowest, will

on the other hand, shower blessings on my head if thou

wilt return with me. I pray thee, therefore, to return

with me to the city.”

The Bodhisat replied :
“ Sunandii, thou thinkest of thy-

self only, and hast no regard for me.

My father and mother, not knowing my purpose, have

made me an outcast, thinking me uuworthy of the royal

estate, and through your assistance I have come into this

forest where I feel the delight of the Moon when it has

escaped from the jaws of Rahu. Why should I return ?

I will remain here as a recluse, where all my desires shall

be fulfilled. Sunandii, if those who desire a benefit work

diligently their purpose will he accomplished sooner or

later. For the last sixteen years I have done this, and

now, Sunandii, with your help, I have obtained my
desire.”

Sunandii replied :
“ Lord, your words are so pleasing to

my ears that they cannot be satisfied, how is it that you

could remain silent for sixteen years, when your father

and mother, night and dajr
,

besought you to utter but

one word. Was it right not to have compassion for their

misery ?
”

Prince Temiya replied :

“ Sunandii, my reasons for feigning

dumbness, deafness, and impotence were these. About

a month after my birth, when reclining,” etc., etc.

I therefore preserved silence and endured all those miseries,

knowing that I should receive the reward of Nirvana.
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Death and old age e’er surround us,

Everywhere decay is rife
;

Why should man when born in this world

Be the slave of lust and strife ?

On hearing these words Sunandii thought, “ The Prince

by birth is of the highest of the three castes
;
in the matter

of wealth he is lord of all, and in person as glorious as the

rising sun
;
there is no Deva or man who can compare with

him, and yet he casts aside all the magnificence of his father’s

kingdom and goes into the forest to become a recluse
;
of

what advantage will it be to me to return to my former

service
;
I had better remain with him and become a hermit.”

So he said :

“ Lord and master, if you will but give

permission, I, too, will become a hermit in this forest

and not return to the city.”

The Prince, however, thinking that his father and mother

would suffer further trouble if Sunandii were not to return,

said :
“ Sunandii, though, for your future welfare, I wish

to grant your request, it is not right that you should

become an ascetic just yet. You are not your own master,

but have been sent on duty
;

if you were to become a recluse

now this chariot and these ornaments would be a debt re-

coverable from }mu, and no debtor can become an ascetic.”

Sunandii answered :
“ Lord and master, I will return

to the city, but here, I pray thee, stay, lest, knowing not

thy dwelling, when I return, I may not find thee.”

The Prince answered :

“
I will do as thou sayest, for T,

too, am desirous of seeing my father and mother
;
go with-

out fear and inform them that I am well, and that I wish

to ask their pardon. I will remain here with longing eyes,

bending towards them like the stem of a banana, and await

their coming with my feet in contact, my knees close

together, and with my clasped hands enclosing a lotus bud

raised respectfully to my forehead.” 1

So Sunandii made ready the chariot and returned to

Baranasi.

1 The correct way of making supplication.
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Now the Queen Candii Devi, ever since her son had

been taken away, had been unable to rest on account

of her grief, and remained at the window watching for

the return of the chariot. As soon as she saw Sunandii

approaching and driving up to the gate alone, she, wailing

and beating her breasts, addressed him as follows: “O
Sunandii, was my son verily deaf and dumb when you slew

him, did he not utter one word. Tell me truly, 0 charioteer;

when you cast him into the pit, did he move neither hand

nor foot ?
”

Sunandii, leaving the chariot, came up into the palace,

and, prostrating himself before the Queen, said: “Have
pity, 0 Queen, I will tell thee all.”

On the Queen replying “ The King gave the order, thou

hast nothing to fear,” Sunandii related to her all that had

happened, and when he had made an end of his story the

Queen, like one who has been saved from the water by a

Garula, being full of great joy, was unable to realize the

good news.

Sunandii also informed the King of the Prince’s desire

that they should all go out to see him in the forest.

Now as soon as Sunandii had gone, Prince Temiya de-

termined that it would be better for them to find him in the

garb of a recluse, and by the power of his merit Sakka gave

orders to Yissakammo to go and build him a monastery, and

provide all that was requisite. So Yissakammo did as he

was ordered, and built a large monastery complete in every

particular, with groves and water-tanks full of lotus plants.

He also provided all that was necessary for the use of the

monks.

When the Bodhisat saw this he said :
“ Wonderful is the

power of merit.” Then going into the monastery and

reading the inscription, he knew that it had been built by

Sakka’s order. Having put on the monastic dress and taken

his staff, he went out into the groves, where, walking up and

down, he said :
“ Ah ! pleasant ! Ah !

pleasant !

” 1 He then

1 Ahosukliam.
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returned into tlie monastery and spent the whole of the day

in meditating on the “Brahma Tihilra Kammatthanam.” 1

In the cool of the evening he went out into the grove, and,

plucking leaves from the trees, regaled himself on them.

Ilis royal parents at Baranasi were so overcome with joy

that the King said :
“ I will n^self go forth and bring him

back.” So he sent for the Senapati, and ordered all the

chariots, elephants, and men at arms to he prepared, with

all kinds of music. He also directed that the 500 foster-

brothers, and as many as liked besides, should go with him,

even to the number of an “akkhobhani.” 2

Sunanda, having made ready the king’s chariot, and

harnessed thereto four horses of the breed of Simlo, went in

and informed the King that all was ready, and he, being in

haste to get to his son, said :
“ 0 Sunanda, are the horses

fit for the journey ? Those that are too fat, though they he

strong, are slow in their paces; those that are too thin,

though swift, may not hold out.”

Sunanda replied :
“ 0 King, fear not that your journey

shall be hindered, I have picked out those that can go.”

Then the King of Kasi said :
“ In that case inform the

Queen, and let her women make ready, for I am going forth

into the forest to relinquish my sovereignty to my son. Let

the insignia of royalty, viz. the jewelled yak’s tail fans, the

armour, the sword, the shoes, and the white umbrella be

1 The B. V. Kammatthanam contains meditations on friendship, pity, joy in

the prosperity of others, and resignation. The full text is translated by Prof,

lthys Davids, “Buddhist Sutras,” pp. 272, 273.
2 Certain Pali stanzas are here given to explain the meaning of the number

“ akkhobhani.”

In sixty bundles of bamboo,
To each let sixty be,

Reduced to dust they make a force

That’s called “akkhobhani.”

Another runs thus

:

Take of elephants nine thousand,

To each add a hundred horses,

To each horse a hundred chariots,

In each one a hundred virgins,

To each girl a hundred women,
That “ akkhobhani ” is called.

Childers gives “akkhohini” 10,000,000, but this makes thirty-six hundred
thousand millions.
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placed in the chariot.” When this had been done he

mounted the chariot, and set forth with a mighty host, and

going out by the east gate arrived quickly at the place

where the Prince was.

The Queen followed in another chariot, accompanied by

her 16,000 ladies, and when they got near the monastery

they encamped and erected a temporary palace.

Prince Temiya having heard that his father was coming

prepared a seat for him.

The King on leaving the camp got out of his chariot,

and surrounded by his nobles, went on foot to the monastery,

and when they entered the precincts they raised their hands

in adoration, and went up into the monastery and bowed

themselves before the Prince.

The Prince enquired after his father’s health, and that

of his mother, and all the household
;
on which the King

replied :
“ 0, my son, we are all well and in good health.”

The Bodhisat then, having heard that his worldly affairs

were well, desired to ask after his religious state, and said

:

“My father, how is it ? Daily dost thou drink that non-

intoxicant drink called ‘ Vigilance ?’ Dost thou eschew that

drunkenness called ‘ Sensuality,’ which causes forgetfulness

of the law ? Treading not the thorny path of wrath, dost

thou travel on the good road of love, patience, and pity?

Dost thou also delight in charity and open-handedness?”

To which the Raja replied: “Dear son, I drink nought

but the wine ‘ Vigilance,’ and I cause others also to

drink thereof. I eat not that which is false, but that

which is true. I pursue not the path of bad actions, but

travel on the road that is good. I delight also in alms-

giving.”

The Bodhisat then asked after the welfare of everyone

and the state of the country, etc., in three stanzas, and

then said :
“ My father, I trust that your coming to this

monastery may not be without profit
;

in order that it

may not be so I have prepared this seat, pray be seated.”

The King, however, refused to sit on it, whereupon the

Bodhisat suggested that the nobles should prepare him a
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seat of grass like that on which he was seated. Then,

going into the monastery, he brought out his bowl full of

leaves mixed with water and set it before his father, saying :

“ This is my food, and it is the excellent food of those

who dwell in the forest. Even salt should not be put to

it. For those who desire to be free from the lusts of the

flesh it is most suitable. Eat of it, my father, as much

as thou desirest, for I can obtain it in plenty.” The

Rajil answered :
“ Dear son, I am not accustomed to a diet

of leaves, but eat only of the best rice. 1 Do you really

eat this my son ? ” The Bodhisat replied :
“ Father, I

eat these leaves every day, and it is the food most proper

for ascetics.”

When his mother arrived at the monastery, surrounded

by all her ladies, and beheld her son, her heart was filled

with delight and she swooned, but having recovered her

senses she embraced his feet, and having wept, returned

to her seat. The Raja then showed her the bowl of leaves,

saying : “Lady, see what your son eats.”

The King then said :
“ Dear son, I am filled with wonder

that you should dwell in this forest alone, and eat of these

leaves without even salt to flavour them, and yet have

so handsome an appearance, even more beautiful than you

were before.”

To this the Bodhisat answered: “Father, that which

is called beauty belongs to those who have peace of mind,

the beauty of those who are discontented is destroyed
; those

who have cares for what has passed or is about to be, are

like those who throw straws into the air. I, who sleep

on this rough bed of grass, find it softer than a couch.

I have no care or fear for these simple articles. I need

no guards with swords and spears. Though 1 have lived as

an ascetic for sixteen years, I am good-looking, and I have

no dread on account of what I may have done. This day I

have eaten, and have no thought for the morrow as to

1 When it is said in Daniel that Nebuchadnezzar did eat grass like an ox,

may it not simply mean that he subsisted on herbs and leaves as the hermits

and jogis ?
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what I shall eat or what I shall put on
;

I am content with

what I have to-day and with what I may obtain hereafter.”

The Kin", still hearing himself addressed as father,

thought, “ My son has not relinquished his love for his

parents, I may still be able to get him to come back to

the city,” so he said: “Dear son, with a great company

of elephants and chariots have I come to take you back

to the inheritance of your ancestors, and now hand them

over to you with 16,000 lovely virgins as your handmaids

;

suffer the ceremony of consecration to take place and return

to the city as its ruler. Now that you are of age to enjoy

life, do so, and when you are older become a hermit.”

The Bodhisat answered :
“ Father, ascetics are to be praised

a thousand times more than those who have done good deeds

from their earliest youth. To avoid wealth that is offered is

most excellent, I therefore reject all this wealth and will do

that which is right. I desire not the royal estate. Young men

and maidens before they are married and have children think

that they will neither grow old nor die, and, therefore,

embrace not the life of an ascetic, but it should not be so

;

all beings are born to perish, and in youth there is no

room for delay, for since sickness, old age, and death, are ever

oppressing us, how can one say that one’s own body belongs

to one’s-self or even to one’s father or mother ? It is the

nature of life to ebb slowly away, and one is like the fish

in the pool whose water dries up from day to day. Where,

then, is the advantage of youth, which is but for a moment ?

O, my parents, the world is for ever oppressed
;

it is ever

surrounded.”

His parents, wishing to know more, said :
“ What is this

enemy that is always oppressing the world ? What is it that

ever surrounds it? How may we act so as not to act in vain?

To this the Bodhisat replied :

“ This world is by death afflicted,

All are subject to decay
;

Know, 0 Khattiya, 1 each night too,

Ne’er in vain may pass away.”

1 The Khattiya is the warrior caste.
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This verse he explained more fully as follows: “Father,

that which ever oppresses the world is death, and that,

which surrounds (accompanies) it is old age
;

that which

passes not in vain is night. The explanation is this : The

life of a being is like the thread in a loom, and the night

is as the weaver that toils unceasingly. By constant

weaving is the thread consumed, and the end of life is like

the end of the night.”

“ Again, a being is like a tree on the bank of a river,

death and old age are like the rushing water that wears

away the bank,
#
and the water in its course goes not b}1- in

vain. It is like the night that brings old age, diminishes

the strength, and deforms men’s beauty.”

On hearing this his father said :
“ Dear son, since by

your preaching I have obtained a right frame of mind,

and have arrived at the time of life when one is dis-

contented with the world, I will become a hermit; but

you, who still are in the prime of life and able to enjoy

it, and see the right path which enables one to escape

from evil, may be able to reign in accordance with the

ten laws, and, in your old age, may become an ascetic

;

suffer now your father to remain in the forest, whilst you

return to the city and carry on the dynasty.”

But the Bodhisat replied :
“ Since riches are destroyed

by the five enemies
,

1 one ought not to be their owner, and,

though they may increase, since the owner must die he

must forsake them. If loss must be the end, why take up

the royal estate ? If women, too, like wealth, also come

to an end, why does my father offer them to me ? Since

the beauty, which is to-day, cannot be relied upon, but is

destroyed by old age, why does he praise the excellence of

beauty ? If I have escaped from the flood of lust, and

stand on the firm bank, of what use to me are wealth,

children, and beauty ? I am ever reflecting on, and never

can forget the fact, that destruction is the end. To me,

who am ever meditating on death, what would be the

The five enemies are Rulers, Thieves, 'Wuter, Fire, Foes.
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possession of wealth or the delight of love ? As the fruit

that is ripe falls to the earth from its stalk, so all beings that

are subject to rebirth are subject to decay of vital force.

Every moment beings that we have seen in the morning

we behold not in the evening, and those that we behold

at eve have disappeared in the morning. We ought, there-

fore, to seek with all diligence for release from hell, the five

enemies, decay and death, and strive to he full of that

merit which is the result of charity properly directed. We
ought not to procrastinate, saying, ‘To-day it is well, and

to-morrow it will be well also.’ And why P Has anyone

ever made friends with death, so that he may know the day

and the hour of his dissolution ? Even now or to-morrow

death may lay his hand on us. We are ever surrounded

by the great thief, and his ever-watchful host is ready to

seize their opportunity. 0 my royal father, how canst thou

say to me, ‘Now is the time for enjoyment, now is the time

to be an ascetic ? ’ I, who have avoided these dangers, and

separated myself from them like the fruit that is loosed

from its stalk, am not of myself able to rejoin the world.

Do not ask it of me, hut do thou, like me, if thou hast any

regard for the law, without further delay, become an ascetic,

and pass thy time in meditation.”

On hearing this the King became urgently desirous of

entering on the life of an ascetic, and said: “Dear son, I

beg pardon, I no longer desire wealth as of greater value

than grass or leaves. I put my trust only in thee
;

suffer

me to become a Kalian.”

Queen Canda also said: “Dear son, make thy mother a

Rahan
;
I desire not to return to the city.” The "whole of

those who came with them also determined to embrace

the ascetic life. The King, therefore, sent for the city

magistrates and said :
“ Return to the city of Baranasi, and

let it be proclaimed that the King of Kasi, who has over-

come all his enemies, makes known to all his subjects,

within and without, that he, having overcome all his spiritual

enemies at the feet of his son, Prince Temiya, counts all his

wealth as but a bitter taste that he has spat from his mouth.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 26
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and that he now desires that all who wish to partake of that

ambrosia, called the “life of a rahan,” should renounce all

their worldly goods and come out and do so.”

So the magistrates did as they were ordered, and the people,

with one accord, throwing open all their treasure houses

and concealed treasures, left them, and came out into the

forest. A few drunkards, however, remained behind. So

the city was deserted, and when all the people came to the

forest they became Rahans.

The Bodhisat caused all who were strong to remain outside,

and the old and infirm were admitted to the monastery.

The women with children at breast, and the young women,

were told off to separate places, and other monasteries built

after the pattern of that built by Yissakammo.

Thus they dwelt, living on the fruits that fell from

the trees and listening to the preaching of the law. They

were called by the name of “ Sayampatita phalii liiira,” or

the “ takers-of-self-fallen-fruit.”

When the King of Samanta, 1 which adjoined Kiisi, heard

that the King of Kiisi and all his people had become Italians,

he went with a large army to take possession, and on

entering into the city and seeing the beauty of its palaces

and fortifications he was astonished, and said :
“ Surely

the King of Kiisi could not have left all these simply to

become an ascetic, some great calamity must have befallen

him.”

lie ordered, therefore, the drunkards who were left behind

to be brought before him, and said: “Sirs, what calamity

has befallen your sovereign ? ” The drunkards answered :

“ 0 King, no calamity has befallen our sovereign. Ilis

son Temiya, who was his heir, was afraid of succeeding

to the royal estate.” They then related to him the whole

story.

Hearing this the King of Samanta thought lie had

better do likewise, so, asking by what gate they had gone

out, he followed with all his host and came to the Bodhisat’s

This is probably Samatata, iu the delta of the Ganges.
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monastery. When the Bodhisat saw them he ascended into

the air and preached the law to them. So the King of

Samanta and all his host were converted and became Rahans.

And so it befel the Kings of other countries.

The elephants and horses having no one to look after

them became wild.

All these Rahans, when they changed their existence,

went to the Brahma heavens, and the animals went to the

Deva heavens.

The Buddha then summed up the story as follows :

The fairy is now Upalavanna, my chief female disciple;

Sunanda is Sariputta. The then Sakka is now my nephew

Auuruddha
;
Vissakammo is now Anandii

;
Candii Devi and

the King of Kiisi are the present rulers of the Sakya realm,

who reign as the chiefs of the Said race in Kappilavastu

;

and Prince Temiya is now myself, the Buddha.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The following letter appears in the Academy for Feb. 4th :

1. The Pkodigal Son in its Buddhist Shape.

Sunn afield,
Clapham Park,

Jan. 25, 1893.

“ J. P. K.” asks
(
Academy

,
Dec. 17) whether the right

-of a son to a partition of his father’s property, and the

doctrine of successive births, may not have been brought

to the West by the Buddhist missions. It seems still

more “ interesting to consider ” whether the New Testament

parables supposed to contain these references may not them-

selves have a similar origin.

In the Buddhist parable (Saddharma Pundarika, ch. iv.

Burnouf’s translation, pp. 63-75), which is generally

regarded as parallel to that of the Prodigal (Luke xv.),

there are details which recall likewise the story of the

rich man and Lazarus in the next chapter of the same

evangelist. The son stolen in early youth from his father’s

house drags out a miserable existence in a distant part of

the country. His body covered with sores, he begs from

door to door. His poverty is ascribed to no special vice

or prodigality, it being implied that his grovelling inclina-

tions keep him in this wretched state—the type of un-

converted humanity. The father, having long searched

for his son in vain and given him up for lost, has meanwhile

become immensely rich. He is seated in state at the gate
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(compare Luke xvi. 20) of his palace, when the wretched

beggar chances to go by, and as he shrinks back abashed,

is recognized. The rich man does not, however, j
7et reveal

himself, but sends to engage his son, at a double wage,

for the only work for which he seems fitted, the cleansing

of the place where the refuse is thrown out. The father,

coming in disguise to where his son is engaged at his

lowly employment, at first affects to chide him as an un-

profitable servant, but presently, overcome b)7 paternal

tenderness, reveals himself, clasping the poor outcast to

his heart (comp. Luke xv. 20 and xvi. 22). “So men,

inclined to vice though they may be, are yet the children

of the Tathagata, heirs to the priceless treasure of his

Gnosis, which, when he has disciplined them, he confers

upon them ”
(comp. Heb. xii. 6).

There is a striking parallelism also between the parable

(in the same treatise, ch. v.) of the man born blind and

the contents of the ninth chapter of the Fourth Gospel,

the identical question being proposed—“Are sins committed

in a former life the cause of his calamity ?
” A great

physician, having prepared healing herbs, one of which

he chews to a pulp, restores the blind man’s sight. As

the Pharisees dispute with his Gospel analogue, so the

Rishis are here introduced rebuking and exhorting him

to strive after the true spiritual sight, the bodily sight

being nothing. So, “blind from birth through their great

ignorance, beings are doomed to transmigration, not under-

standing the wheel of production of causes and effects, they

enter on the path of sorrow. And so the Tathagata, the

great physician, all wise, all merciful, is born into a world

afflicted with ignorance.” Whether derived from this or

not, the corresponding Gospel narrative was, no doubt, like

it originally meant to be understood symbolically.

J. M. Carter.
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2 .

Dear Sir,—Allow me to make one or two remarks on

Mr. Houghton’s paper on Professor Sayce in the January

Journal.

If Burmese affinities with other languages are to be

properly followed out, it is absolutely necessary to disregard

spelling except in words derived from Sanscrit or Pilli.

True Burmese words have never been spelt acccording

to a fixed rule, but on the phonetic principle.

I have no doubt whatever that the noun plural affix do

is a form of the word to, to increase. I infer this because

we know for certain that the other affix mya is a verb mean-

ing to be many.

As regards the verbal plural affix, which Mr. Houghton

says is kra, I must first deny that it is kra, for, though so

written, it is pronounced kya.

Mr. Houghton goes on to say that “ there is no known

root in Burmese with which this particle is connected.”

Let us use the same process of reasoning as I did with

the noun affix. The other verbal plural affix is kon, a verb,

meaning to be consumed’, and as a qualifying affix “ entirely

,

wholly ”
;
as a noun, the whole’, as an adjective, all. Kya

is a verb meaning to drop, but it has also a secondary mean-

ing to be spent, and in this sense is often used in conjunction

with kon
;
thus kdn-kya, to be wanting.

Kon and kya are therefore similar roots, and the true

spelling, I take it, of the plural affix should be kya, and

not kra.

The Burmese constantly interchange the Pali y and r,

and Latter, who wrote his grammar in Aracan, and uses r

according to the Aracanese fashion, invariably gives kya

for the plural affix.—Yours truly,

R. F. St. Andrew St. John, M.R.A.S.

Oxford, Feb. 19, 1893.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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3.

26th January
,
1893.

Sir,—It has come to my notice that on pages 324-326

of the Society’s Journal for April, 1891, in a paper by

Professor Peterson, entitled “ Panini, Poet and Grammarian,”

there are passages which are open to the construction that

the Mandasor Inscription, which gives the date of the

Miilava year 493 for the early Gupta King Kumaragupfa,

was discovered in 1885 by the late Pandit Bhagvanlal

Indraji. But this construction would not be in accordance

with the facts. As has been plainly stated by me in 1886

in tbe Indian Antiquary
,

vol. xv. 194
;
and again in 1888

in my Gupta Inscriptions, pp. 74, 149, the inscription in

question wTas discovered by my copyists, under my direction,

in March, 1884. And I have only to add that Pandit

Bhagvanlal Indraji learnt the existence of the inscription

from myself, between the 4th and 11th April, 1884, when

I showed him the impressions of it, which my copyists had

made and brought to me.

I trust that the Council will give this communication a

place in the Society’s Proceedings.—I am, yours faithfully,

J. F. Fleet.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(January, February, March, 1893.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

nth Jan. 1893.—The Earl of Northbrook, President, in

the chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. Charles Johnston,

Pandit Sankara Narayana,

Miss Mary Ridding,

Professor Minas Tcheraz,

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. St. Andrew St. John read portions of his paper, “The
Temiya Jiitaka,” which is printed in full in this issue of

the Journal. In the discussion which followed Mr. Robert

Chalmers, Dr. Edkins, and Prof. Rhys Davids took part.

\Wi Feb. 1893.—Professor Cecil Bendall in the chair.

It was announced that

—

W. Richer, Esq.,

had been elected a member of the Society.

Mrs. Mabel Bode read portions of her essay on the

“ Sisters of the Buddhist Order who were contemporaries of

the Buddha.” The paper is founded on Buddhaghosa’s

commentary (430 a.d.) on the list of the principal women
in the Buddha’s time which is included in the Anguttara

Nikaya. It will be published in full in the Society’s

Journal.
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II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitsciirift her Deutschen Morgenlandischex Gesellschaft.

Band xxvi. Heft 4.

Leumann (E.). Dasavaikillika-sutra, und-niryukti.

Schmidt (R.). Specimen der Dinaklpanikacukasaptati.

Barth (J.). Yergleichende Studien.

Steindorff (G.). Has Altagyptische Alphabet und seine

Umschreibring.

Franke (Otto). Mudra-Schrift (oder Lesekunst).

Franlce (Otto). Sonne als Federball.

Franke (Otto). Der Name “ Dhammapada.”

Fraenkel (S.). Das Schaf und das Messer.

Fraenkel (S.). Zum Fihrist.

Guidi (I.). Bemerkungen zum ersten Bande der

Syrischen Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum.

Roth (R.). Zwei Spriiche uber Leib und Seele.

2. Journal Asiatique.

Tome xx. No. 3. Nov.-Dee. 1892.

Berchem (M. van). Lettre a M. Barbier de Meynard sur

le projet d’un Corpus inscriptionum arabicarum.

Table des Matieres de la lluitieme Serie Comprenant les

annees 1883 a 1892.

III. Obituary Notice.

M. G. A. Schrumpf.—We have to announce with very

much regret the loss of one of our members, M. G. A.

Schrumpf, who died suddenly of heart disease on Dec. 16th

last, aged only 48 years.

M. Schrumpf was born on the 8th Sept., 1844, at Ober

Ilansbergen, near Strasbourg, at which latter place he was

educated. After the Franco-German war Dr. Schrumpf,

who was an ardent patriot, was interdicted by the German
Government from entering Alsace-Lorraine. He came to
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England in 1866, and became teacher of modern languages,

first at Tettenhall College, afterwards (in 1884) at St.

David’s College, Llampeter, and in 1885 at University

College School. He soon became known both as a scholar

and a linguist, and was a member of the Philological Society,

and also a member of our own Society. During the latter

years of his life he had devoted himself with especial

ardour to the study of Armenian, in which he not only

had a great knowledge of the archaic language, but was

also conversant with many of the numerous dialects of

the modern tongue. He was the author of an interesting

series of articles on “ Armenian studies in Europe,”

published in England in the French jjaper L’Annenic.

The value of these articles is known to all students of

Armenian, and they have already been translated into that

language, and are in process of publication in German and

Roumanian.

M. Schrumpf contributed an important paper, entitled

“Progress of Armenian Studies,” to the Ninth Congress of

Orientalists, held in London during the past year, a paper

which will soon be published in the Transactions of the

Congress. He also contributed numerous notes wrhich have

been incorporated in the new historical dictionary of English

appearing at Oxford.

The Society is indebted to the generosity of M. Schnoebele,

the uncle and testator of M. Schrumpf, for the gift of all

the Armenian, and several other, books in M. Schrumpf’s

library, numbering in all about 500.

To Professor Minas Tcheraz the Society also owes its

thanks, for he was intrumental in proposing what M.

Schnaebele has so generously carried out.

The collection contains a great many valuable books and

pamphlets, and forms an important addition to the Society’s

Library.

The sudden death at so early an age of so successful,

enthusiastic, and promising a scholar is a serious loss, not

only to the Society, but to historical studies throughout the

world.
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IV. Notes and News.

Japanese History.—Dr. Karl Florenz has undertaken a

translation of the Nihongi, one of the three ancient Japanese

annals, into German for the German ‘ Gesellschaft f iir

Natur—und Volker-kunde Oslasiens’ in Tokio. The first

volume, containing the version of Chapters 22-21, with

elaborate prolegomena and valuable notes, has just appeared.

Subsequent volumes, containing the earlier chapters of the

work, will appear in due course.

M. Emile Senart, the translator of the Edicts of Asoka,

editor of the Maha Vastu, Honorary Member of our Society,

and a Member of Council of the Pali Text and French

Asiatic Societies, has been elected President of the Academie

des Inscriptions for the current year.

The Buddhist Order in Siam .—There are 7457 Wikaras in

Siam, of which 285 are in or near Bangkok, and 7172 in

the Provinces (4806 in the Northern, 1625 in the Western,

and 741 in the Eastern Provinces). The total number of

Bhikkhus in Bangkok is 7538 (where there are also 993

Samaneras, or novices), making an average of 26 Bhikkhus

to each residence. In the Provinces there are 47,123

Bhikkhus and 10,626 novices, or about six Bhikkhus and

one novice to each residence.

Asoha Inscriptions in Maisur.—Geheimrath Dr. Bidder

has published in the Vienna Journal a further valuable

criticism of these inscriptions. lie explains the hitherto

unintelligible marks at the end as the name of the scribe

in the Gandhara alphabet, as used in the Shahbazgarhi copy

of the Asoka Edicts.

Professor Deussen, of Kiel, the distinguished author of

‘Das Vedanta-system,’ is travelling in India, and on the

25th February he read a paper on ‘The Philosophy of

the Vedanta in its relations to Western Metaphj’sics ’ before

the Bombay Branch of the Boyal Asiatic Society. The

Professor and his wife have now gone on to Ceylon.

Amazon Myths .—Prof. Gustav Schlegel has published in

French an account of the statements in Chinese historians
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as to the Wen Chin Kuo, or ‘Country of the tattooed,’ and

the Niu Kuo, or ‘ Country of the Amazons.’ lie attributes

the stories about the latter chiefly to misconceptions arising

from the misunderstood discovery of sea-dogs and allied

animals in strange lands. The little brochure is published

by Brill, at Leiden, under the title of * Problemes Geo-

graphiques.’

Pali Examinations in Banna .—The Government of Burma,

on the initiative of Mr. Pope, Director of Public Instruction,

have instituted, in continuation of the excellent system

inaugurated by the late king’s father, a scheme of public

examinations in Pali. The examination, open to all Burmese,

is under the charge of a central Committee, on which three

native scholars of rank have seats. It is conducted once

a year by written papers, and is held in Mandalay. The

successful candidates will receive prizes according to

which of four standards of knowledge they show themselves

to have reached, and, if members of the Buddhist Order,

will be presented with a set of robes. It is a most welcome

sign of the times to find the English Government taking

up the encouragement of learning, a point on which the first

of the native provinces of India have, throughout its history,

laid so much stress, and we trust that the Chief Com-

missioner will be full}’ satisfied with the result of this very

interesting step that he has thus taken.

Y. Notices of Books.

La Stele fuxeraire du Teghix Giogh, et ses Copistes

et Traducteurs, Chixois, Russes, et Allemands.

Par Gustave Schlegel, Professeur de Chinois,

a l’Universite de Leide. (Leyden : Brill.)

The above is the title of an article contributed by Prof.

Schlegel to the Journal of the Finno-Ougrienne Society

of Helsingfors. The subject of it is the inscription on

a monumental pillar or tablet erected by order of the

Emperor Hsiian Tsung of the Thang dynasty of China

in a.d. 732, in honour of the Prince Giogh, brother of
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the then chief or khan of a Turkish tribe, which occupied

a considerable portion of what is now included in the

general name of Mongolia, north of the Thien-shan moun-

tain range. The tablet was discovered in 1890 by Prof.

Heikel, of the Helsingfors University, in the valley of

the Orkhon, a tributary of the Selenga, which finally

flows into Lake Baikal.

There were many monuments in the valley, some in

Chinese characters and some in Runic (?). This one of

the Prince Giogh was, perhaps, the most striking of them
;

and Prof. Heikel carried back with him to Helsingfors

several photographs of it. It is in twelve columns of

Chinese characters, amounting with the title and date

altogether to 425, which are mostly in good preservation,

only three being obliterated, and ten others blurred or

mouldered. It must be considered one of the most in-

teresting discoveries of our time, carrying us back nearly

twelve centuries, and bringing us face to face with a

well-known emperor and the tribes on his northern frontiers,

and the soothing cajoleries by which their wild chiefs were

kept in order.

It is strange that so fine a monument should have escaped

the notice, so far as we know, of Chinese antiquaries. The

great collection of inscriptions, published by IVang Ch’ang

in 1805, contains more than 100 of the reign of Ilsiian

Tsung, but this important one from the valley of the Orkhon

is not among them. It is not so much, however, to the

monument itself as to the difficulties that have been found

in the interpretation of the inscription that it is desired

to call attention in this notice. The photographs of Prof.

Heikel were naturally referred from Helsingfors to St.

Petersburg, and what purported to be a correct copy of

the inscription on them, but was not so, was procured

from the Russian Mission to Peking, and a translation of

this defective copy was made by a Sinologue at the Con-

sulate of Ourga. Subsequently, Prof. Heikel obtained

another translation of his photographic copies from Prof.

Georg d. v. Gabelenz, of Berlin. The Finno-Ougrienne
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Society published a superb volume, containing the original

photographs, the copy of the inscription taken from them

at Peking, and the Berlin translation, and presented it

to Prof. Schlegel, who responded with a new translation

and the article which has been republished by Mr. Brill,

of Leyden.

Professor Schlegel’s description of the monument is con-

ducted with the greatest pains and with much critical

skill, and the general meaning of the inscription may be

considered as finally determined. Tie has exposed the

errors of the German translation with a bold decision,

but not in a carping spirit. It may be possible to point

out some flaws in his own version, and in his proposals

to replace the blurred characters
;

but the scope of the

record cannot be misapprehended again. The relations

between the Government of China and the rude tribes of

the north, before what we call our “Middle Ages,” stand

out clear and distinct. Many of Prof. Schlegel’s remarks

on the qualifications necessary for the correct interpretation

of Chinese monuments, and on the absence of anything

akin to the grammatical marks of inflected languages from

the composition and speech of the scholars and people,

are calculated to be very beneficial to all students of Chinese.

But it is not likely, however, that many of them will accept

his advice in full

:

“ Jetez vos Grammaires Chinoises au feu. Lisez, lisez,

lisez—traduisez, traduisez, traduisez des auteurs Chinois

jusqu’a ce que vous soyez entres dans l’ordre d’idees Chinois,

et que vous pensiez comme eux.”

J. L.

Die Hetitischen Ixschriften. Ein Versuch ihrer

Entzifferuxg. Vox E. E. Peiser, Priv.-Doc. a.d.

TJniversitat Breslau. (Berlin, 1892.)

The linguistic and archaeological problems presented by

the strange hieroglyphic inscriptions of Northern Syria

and Lesser Asia have already given rise to a formidable

mass of historical speculations and hypothetical decipher-
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ments. The would-be interpreter generally starts from

the ambiguous data of a small electrotype, taken from a

supposed antique which has mysteriously vanished, the

so-called Boss of Tarkondemos, which Sayce, in the first

enthusiasm of discovery, grandiloquently designated “ The
Rosetta Stone of Hittite decipherment.” But, unfortu-

nately for the progress of “ Hittite ” studies, hardly any

two investigators are agreed upon the values to be assigned

to the half-dozen unknown symbols exhibited by this cast

of a doubtfully authentic and undoubtedly perplexing relic

of the past. There are, moreover, irreconcileable differences

of opinion about the right order and readings of the

Cuneiform characters that adorn the periphery of the Boss.

The very name “ Bilingual ” involves an assumption. We
do not know that the one inscription simply reproduces

the other in a different language. All that is certain is

that the Boss displays examples of two dissimilar modes

of writing. There has been much talk of the “ Hittite

language,” but so far we know nothing whatever about

that language. Not a single word, not a single sign of

the supposed Hittite inscriptions has yet been identified

with scientific certainty. Neither the age nor the origin

of these curious monuments has been determined
;
and the

designation “ Hittite ” is still in the position of an unverified

hypothesis.

Dr. Peiser, who has done good work in the field of

Assyriology, professes to make an entirely new start, in

vigorous independence of previous researches. At the outset

of his book a sentence occurs which indicates with perfect

accuracy the reason of the general failure (not excepting

his own) to solve the riddle of these inscriptions. “If one

wanted to try to read a hitherto undeciphercd scrqH, one

had first to find a key, by help of which the sounds of

some few symbols might be determined.” The fact is

indisputable; but the golden key still remains undiscovered.

Dr. Peiser indeed believes the contrary. He has found the

key to open this unusually complicated lock in “ The

determination of the sign for mi [?] from the Bilingual,”

and in the legerdemain by which he manages to read the

names of Kustaspi of Kummukh and Pislris of Carchemish
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on some clay seals 1 impressed with “ Ilittite ” characters,

which Sir A. II. Layard brought from Kuyunjik in 1851.

It is not worth while to follow Dr. Peiser through the

process of elimination by which these two are selected out

of some twenty names of “Ilittite” princes recorded by

Tiglath-pileser III. and Sargon. Ilis conclusion is vitiated

by the fact that he has taken the “Ilittite” symbols of

the seals Nos. 0-8 in the wrong order. This is evident

from the inscription JI. 4, where the crook-symbol twice

occurs, and is to be read toieonls the opening, not reversely,

as Teiser assumes. If this be so, his statement that the

last “ sound or syllabic value ” of the seals Nos. 0-8 is

the same as the first of No. 5, is erroneous, and his fabric

of inference falls to the ground. Further, Dr. Peiser’s

assumption that No. 2 may be restored so as to yield the

same symbols as Nos. 6-8, but differently arranged, is highly

questionable, considering the shape of the second of the

two symbols which alone survive unimpaired. But, indeed,

a not unreasonable sceptic might feel impelled to ask the

previous questions : how did Dr. Peiser ascertain (1) that

the mystic characters of these seal-impressions represented

in each case a single royal name
;
and (2) that the four

characters of Nos. 6-8 and 5 were to be read Ku-us-tas-pi

and Pi-si-ir-ri, for all the world as though these uncouth

hieroglyphics were simply Cuneiform syllables in disguise?

Although Dr. Peiser actually has the confidence to discuss

“Hittite” grammar and syntax, and to compare his paradigm

of the “ Hittite verb ”
(!) with that of the modern Osmanli

Turkish, he makes no attempt to identify his new-found

vocables generally with the roots of any known linguistic

stock. When he decided that the ass-symbol must be read

n-m, was he thinking of the undeniable relation of the ass to

the hoayhnhnm, or was he unconsciously influenced by the

Egyptian
jj

n-m

!

Serioush’, while we are glad to recognize

the comparative moderation of the author’s suggestions about

the probable age of the inscriptions, we fail to discern a

shadow of probability in his elaborate essays at decipherment.

1 These seals were copied and published by Mr. tV. II. Bylands in TSBA.
VII. plate v.

j.r.a.s. 1S93. 27
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The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great, as

DESCRIBED BY ARRIAN, Q. CURTIUS, DlODOROS, PLUTARCH,

Justin, and other classical Authors. With an Intro-

duction, containing a Life of Alexander, copious Notes,

Illustrations, Maps, and Indices. By J. W. M'Crindle.

8vo. Pp. xii. and 432. London: Archibald Constable

and Co., Westminster. 1893.

This book is the fifth of a series, by the same author, on

ancient India, as described by the Classical Writers
;

the

previous books issued contained the Indica of Ktesias, the

Indica of Megasthenes, the Indica of Arrian, the Periplus

of the Erythraian Sea, and Ptolemy’s Geography of India.

A sixth book is promised, containing parts of Strabo’s

Geography, describing India and Ariana. The introduction

contains a good and comprehensive sketch of the life of

Alexander, and a list of the original authorities from whom
subsequent writers derived their knowledge of Alexander’s

Asiatic Expedition.

The translation, from the works mentioned in the title of

the book are clear and literal, without losing the sense or

force of the original. The arrangement of short notes with

the text and the longer ones in an appendix is convenient

;

they contain a quantity of useful information about various

matters connected with India, its people, natural history, etc.

A biographical index of persons referred to, and a good

general index, complete the book, which is well illustrated,

and has two good maps showing Alexander’s routes.

o. c.

The European Adventurers of Hindustan, from 1781-

1803. By Herbert Compton. 1892.

Mr. Compton gives us in this book biographies of those

three remarkable men, Do Boigne, George Thomas, and

Perron, who rose by their own abilities and courage from

more or less humble positions to the command of large

disciplined armies, the rule of kingdoms, and the possession

of great wealth and power in the beginning of this century;
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and who, whilst pursuing their own ambitions, did so much,

indirectly, to help establish the British supremacy in India.

The romantic stories of their adventures are admirably

told ;
much descriptive power is shown, especially as to the

military operations, and the reader’s interest is well sustained

throughout ;
whilst the characters and qualities of the three

men, “ the genius and achievement of De Boigne, the daring

and delirious ambition of Thomas, and the pride and pomp

of Perron,” are well shown and contrasted.

The Appendix contains biographical notices of sixty-

eight other military adventurers of the same time, some

of whom had careers little less romantic than those of the

three already named, such as the Skinners, the Gardners,

Dudrenec, the Filoices, Marline, and Sombre.

The whole forms an interesting study of the struggles of

the rival Powers in Hindustan at that eventful period of

Indian history.

0. c.

Coins of the Moghul Emperors of Hindustan in the

British Museum. By Stanley Lane-Poole. 1892.

This volume includes the Coinage of the Dehli Emperors,

from Babar to the absorption of the empire in the British

Raj
;
and contains a detailed description, in the form which

has made these British Museum Catalogues so valuable

to numismatists, of the very fine collection of this series

which is in our National Collection.

The introduction contains a good and sufficient historical

outline of the empire, accounts of the Mint Cities, Eras,

Inscriptions, Titles, Weights, and the coinage generally,

followed by a description of the E.I. Company’s Coinage,

in which the author succeeds in making somewhat more

clear that very difficult subject.

The collection is especially rich in the gold coins of

Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahiin
;

and especially weak

in copper coinage, there being but forty specimens in all,

thirty-nine of Akbar and one of Jahangir, none of any

of the subsequent emperors. The author gives as the reason
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for this deficiency, ‘ the general use of other substances

for petty currency in India,’ and, after quoting from the

accounts of some travellers to the country in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries that ‘ copper coin is not seen in

Bengal,’ and that cowries were used there and almonds

in Surat for small change, says ‘this accounts for the absence

of copper coins in the series of the later emperors.’ It is hard

to believe in the assumption of the absence of copper coinage

at that period or to assent to the reasons given for it being

so. It seems not likely that the very extensive use of copper

currency in the time of Akbar and his predecessors, and

in these later times, should have been suspended for any

period, except from the want of copper in the country

at that time, which is not probable seeing the almost

universal use of that metal for domestic utensils then as

now. We find, too, large quantities of copper coins of

that period of Minor States of India, some of which were

included in the empire. We know that at the time one

of the travellers quoted (Stavorinus, a.d. 1768-71) says

‘ copper coin is not seen in Bengal ’ there was an issue

of E I.C. copper coins in the country. Also that at Surat,

where the same writer says that ‘almonds were used in

the same way as cowries in Bengal,’ there were current

there copper coins of E.I.C. of Gujarat and of Kutch.

The more probable explanation is that the emperors left

the coinage of copper to the small rajas included in the

empire, their rights to issue it not being interfered with

or restrained. We know that this was so in the case of

some states, c.g. Kutch
;

the copper issue was continued

in the form in use in the state bearing the stamp or device

of the raja, but that special permission was asked for and

not readily given for the coinage of silver except of the

emperor’s pattern.

The use of the rough copper j.icc or dubs was universal

in India then, and is not yet quite superseded by modern

coins
;

the cowrie being used lor the small change of it,

and the almond in the same way, if indeed it were ever

used for that purpose, which is doubtful.
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The list of mints is a full one, and gives an interesting

indication of the extent of the empire in the several reigns,

but there are others well-known to students of these coins

which are not represented in the collection. A remark of

the author’s that all coins bearing the mint Urdii-Zafar-

Karin * present in the place of the usual ciphers indicating

the date, the single word »—i'I ,’ and the deduction he draws

from that seem to require modification, as there are several

copper coins known of that mint of different dates, c.y.

(Oliver, J.A.S. Bengal, 1880, page 2), Ilahi, 85, 37, and 39.

Other varieties of coins of the series will be found in

other collections, and it is hoped that now we know what

are in the National Cabinet, specimens of them will be

added to make it, as it might so easily be, nearly complete.

This catalogue will be, as it deserves, the standard work

on the Dehli Moghul coins, and when the promised cata-

logue of those in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, is published,

we shall have a very thorough account of the series.

The indexing and the tables are, as in all Mr. Stanley

Lane-Poole’s catalogues, complete and admirable.

o. c.

Catalogue of Chinese Coins from the Seventh Century

B.C. TO A.D. 621, INCLUDING THE SERIES IN THE

Bruish Museum. By Terrien de Lacouperie.

This handsome volume, printed by order of the Trustees

of the British Museum, is the work of Mr. Terrien de

Lacouperie, who has here described that part of the series

of Chinese Coins belonging to the Museum dating from the

Seventh Century b.c. to the Seventh Century a.d., as well

as two collections in the possession of Mr. Consul Gardner

and Mr. Lockhart respectively. Numerous plates from

photographs of the specimens illustrate the different types

of money, and there are still more frequent figures consisting

of dotted outlines with facsimile reproductions of the brief

and often coarsely executed legends. The author has sub-

joined, wherever possible, a transcription of the legend in

modern characters, a transliteration, and a translation. Both
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the average size and weight of the specimens are also

indicated, and as the place of issue of the currency forms

one of the most constant features of the inscriptions, Mr.

Lacouperie adds particulars as to these cities, which are

largely supplemented in the seventh chapter of his Intro-

duction, where he has gathered together a mass of infor-

mation under the heading of an “ Alphabetical List of

Geographical or Mint and other Names of Coins.”

With a few exceptions the series of coins falls under five

main types, designated by the author, Spade-money, Weight-

money, Knife-money, P«-money, and Round-money, the

latter having square or round central holes—the ancestors

of the modern “ copper cash.” The first and third of these

classes are so called from their shapes. The second and

fourth are in Mr. Lacouperie’s view degenerate forms of

the first.

The Catalogue proper is preceded by a length}' Intro-

duction in eight chapters, the first of which consists of a

Numismatic Chronology of Ancient China, beginning at

h.c. 2332, “First year of the Hu Nak Kunta (Yu Nai

Hwang-ti), leader of the Bak Sings in the West.” The

author fixes b.c. 675 to 670 as the point at which a coinage

was introduced in China by foreign traders from the West.

Chapter II. is a Glossary of Chinese Numismatic terms.

In Chapter IV., on the making of Coins, much information

is brought together upon the native metallurgy, counter-

feiting, and the methods of minting and moulding—all

Chinese money, save some experimental issues within the

last few years, being cast, not struck. In Chapter V. Mr.

Lacouperie deals with the Writing and Legends of Coins,

which are not only in an archaic form, but are often of

a rude and sometimes a corrupt character, making the

decipherment exceptionally difficult. Chapter YI. is upon

Weights and Measures, and here will be found a scheme

of the ancient Chinese weights which the author believes

may be considered accurate, as it has not been elaborated

without great care and full consideration.

A full Index brings the volume to a conclusion.
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Notes on Berber Philology.

The Romans, I mean the pagan Romans, who were

ignorant like carps about linguistics, do not seem to have

known the Berber language otherwise than by one or two

of its names : as it is generally asserted, “ St. Augustine

certifies that in his time the barbarous people used one

language;” 1 but his own words are to be interpreted in

a different way, the expression “ barbarous people ” meaning

rather the Hawsa or Bornu people than the Berbers, who

were since a long time under Roman yoke, and could not

be called barbarous. St. Augustine says textually 2
: in

Africa barbaras (» e. Berberas) gcntes in and /ingnd p/nrimas

novimus
;
and, unless we admit that the celebrated bishop

was writing nonsense, we must translate the above sentence

as follows :
“ we know that the numerous Berber tribes

of Africa speak one and the same language.” Thus, we

have here the first philological reference to this language

and to its various dialects.

However, it was only towards the end of the last century

that some travellers discovered again the Berber language

:

some vocabularies were then published, illustrating one or

another dialect, but with many inaccuracies, and without

any regard to the grammatical features of the language.

In the years 1836 and 1845 the late Prof. T. W. Newman
succeeded in giving the first grammatical notions on this

language, which he knew only by some biblical translations

supplied to him : this attempt was, of course, very im-

perfect, though very elaborate. It was the lot of Captain,

afterwards General, A. Hanoteau to put before the public,

in a scientific manner, the practical knowledge of the

language he had acquired in the course of his duties as

a Chef de bureau arabe : in the year 1858, he published

his Kabayl Grammar, which illustrates chiefly the Zwawa
dialect, one of the most important in Algeria

;
in the

year 1860 he published his Tamachek Grammar, which

1 K. N. Ccst.—A Sketch of the modern languages of Africa, i. p. 97.
2 De Civitate Dei, xvi. 6.
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refers to the dialect spoken by the Imushagli or Twaregs.

But, since then, and in spite of some other valuable

publications, the Berber studies were still confined to a

small number of scholars, and they had not yet given

any practical results, as might have been anticipated

from the fact that most of the Berber tribes had come

under French rule or influence. In the course of the

last fifteen years, however, these studies, though still

relying on Hanoteau’s scientific methods and principles,

have assumed a practical turn, and now we can confidently

hope that, in a few years more, we shall have at hand all

the necessary elements for both scientific and practical

study of the Berber language generall}7 and of its various

dialects : this result is due to the incessant exertions of some

scholars in Algeria, amongst whom Profs. E. Masqueray

and Rene Basset are the most conspicuous.

Prof. E. Masqueray has, from time to time, published

some texts in various dialects : but he is well known in

this field b\r his masterly Comparison of General Faidherbe’s

Zenaga Vocabulary with the corresponding Vocabularies of

the dialects of the Shawya and Beni Mzab, 1 from materials

collected by himself on the spot; in his interesting Preface

the author points out, with great ability, the manner

in which the Berber studies ought to be pursued in the

future, and the facts have fully corroborated his anticipa-

tions, as we will see hereafter. lie is now publishing a

French-Twareg Dictionary, 2 the first part of which has

just been issued: this appears to be a very elaborate work,

dealing with the dialect of the Taytoq Twaregs, and com-

piled with the assistance of some of them
;

the author

intends to add some grammatical notes, which will un-

doubtedly complete and rectify, if necessary, Ilauoteau’s

Tamachek Grammar.

1 Em. Masqueray.

—

Comparison d'un Vuiabulaire du diake'e do ztnoga du

Senega/ nrec hs Vocabulaircs corrcspondants dc.i dialeclcs dcs C/iawin ti d a Beni

Mzab. Fans, 1879.
2 Em. Masquer vy.

—

Die/ionnaire Fran<;ai:-To tarrg (dialccte des Tat leg),

suivi d’Obsei rations granimatica/es. Fascicule 1. l’nris, 1893.
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Prof. Rene Basset is endowed with a very uncommon

quality: his works, though as highly scientific as any others,

remain always within reach of everyone’s understanding,

without any pedantic tendency: in this way he is fulfilling

admirably the programme so ably delineated by Prof.

Masqueray in the year 1879. In the course of several

official missions in Algeria, Tunisia, Tripoli, and Sene-

gambia, he has collected a stupendous amount of materials,

from which he has already published numerous texts and

some comparative Vocabularies of various dialects. 1 much

remaining still to be published : I cannot enter here into

the particulars of the whole of his publications, and I will

only notice his chief works. Ilis Notes on Berber Lexi-

cography,2 together with some other published or un-

published papers, contain many materials available for a

future comparative Vocabulary of the Berber language

;

the whole of these will be melted into one and the

same work, the remarkable paper on the dialect of Siwah

3

being added to it. His Handbook of the Kabayl

language 1
is a wonderful specimen of preciseness, com-

pleteness, and conciseness : although the Grammar is

apparently intended only for the Zwawa dialect, the author

has mastered it in such a way that he has succeeded in

reviewing almost all the Kabayl dialects, the whole covering

no more than 88 pages 12mo.
;
to this Grammar are added

a Bibliography, a selection of texts in various dialects, and

a Vocabulary. But this latter collection of texts is by far

1 Rene Basset.—Relation de Sidi Brahim de J[assal, traduite, etc. Paris,

18S3.—Recueil de textes et de documents relati/s a la philologie berbere. Alger,

1887.—Notice sur les d'alecles berberes des Harakta et da Djerid tunisien.

Loudon, 1892.—V insurrection algerienne de 1871 dans hs chansons populains
Kabylts. Louvain, 1892.— Textes berberes dins le dialecte des Beni Menacer,
avec la transcription, la traduction, un g/ossaire et dts notes. Rome, 1892.—

-

Etude sur la Zenatia du Mzab. Sous presse.
• Rene Basset—Notes de lexicographic berbere. lere partie (vocabulaires

du Rif, de Bjerba, de Ghat et des Kel Ou'i). Paris, 18S3.—2eme partie (dialecte

des Beni Menacer). Paris, 1885.—3eme partie (dialecte des K'gour du Sud
Oranais et de Ftguig). Paris, 1886.—4eme partie [dialectes du Touat, du
Gourara, des Touaregs Aouelimmidtn et argot da Mzab). Paris, 1888.

3 Rene Basset.

—

Le dialtcte de Sgouah. Paris, 1890.
4 Rene Basset.—Manuel de longue Kabyle [dialecte zouaoua). Grammaite,

Bibliographic, Chrestomathie et Lexique. Paris, 1887.
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superseded by his Berber Loqman, 1 in which the well-known

fables of Loqman are entirely or partially translated into

the various dialects spoken by twenty-three Berber tribes,

from Tripoli down to Senegambia through Algeria : this

precious work is completed by a very useful Glossary in

four parts, the second and third parts illustrating respectively

the Berber or Arabic descent of the words alphabetically

given in the first part, and the fourth part being a French

index; the conception of this Vocabulary is quite new

and very creditable to its author. Besides some other papers

to be published shortly, Prof. Rene Basset is still preparing

an extensive comparative Grammar of the Berber dialects,

a complete Berber-French Dictionary classified in order of

roots, and a French Kabayl (Zwawa) Vocabulary, for which

he has already collected nearly 4000 words : and yet he finds

leisure enough to publish numerous papers on many other

topics, especially on Arabic matters, Ethiopic, and other

African languages (Sudan and Senegambia), and general folk-

lore, this latter subject being extensively referred to in his

Berber Loqman, as well as in other separate publications.

Prof. Belkassem ben Sedira, a native of Algeria, who

is well known by his practical works for the study of the

vulgar and literary Arabic, has also published a Handbook

of the Kabayl language, 2 consisting of an extensive Gram-

mar and a large collection of texts, to be followed shortly

by a Dictionary : this is an unpretending and practical work,

enlarged with numerous and useful notes.

Mr. A. de Calassanti-Motylinski, Government interpreter,

has contributed 3 some texts of the Djebel Nefusa, and also

a Berber song of Dyerba, which, together with a fable of

Loqman, are the only texts published in this dialect.

Prof. A. Moulieras has published a curious collection 1 of

Kabayl tales, with a French translation, to which is added

1 Rene Basset.—Loqman hcrbcrc, avic quatre glossalres el nnc elude stir la

legends de Loqmdn. Paris, 1890.
2 Bei. Kassem hen Sedira.— Cours de longue kttbgle. Alger, 1887.
3 Bulletin de Gorrespondance Africaine, passim.
1 A. Moui.ieras.—Les fuurberus de Si Djeb’a, texte kabgle. Oran, 1891.

—

I.cs fourberies de Si Bjeh'a, traduction franqaise el notis, uvea line Etude sur Si

Djeh’a et les anecdotes qui lui sont attributes, pur M. Rene Basset. Paris, 1892.
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a very interesting note on Si Djeh’a and his alleged tales,

by Prof. Rene Basset : this is a very handsome work.

Now, before concluding, I want to say a few words about

the system of transliteration used in the above publications,

though, of course, the learned gentlemen I allude to

are not in any way responsible for that : as to the

consonants, I will not make any criticism ; but with

regard to the semi-vowels, it is highly to be regretted

that such an inconvenient system of transliteration has

been adopted. Thus, the group on represents as well the

vowel it as the consonant or rather semi- vowel w, a process

which, sometimes, results in such gatherings of vowels as

to render any etymological research quite impossible : we

find e.g. iaouaouen and eoueouen (beans), in Arabic characters

;
would it not be better to write ymcawen and eireimi,

the first ou, at least, being a consonant, as shown by the

corresponding Kabayl word ibriouen, or rather ibaicen, and

also by the Arabic transliteration. The same can be said

of the letter i, which represents as well the vowel i as

the consonant or rather semi-vowel y ;
we find, e.g. ifkii,

i.e. ifk-i-i (give-to-me), and it would seem as if “ to
”

and “ me ” were expressed by the same particle, while

we ought to write ifkyi, y being the preposition and i the

pronoun. It has been said that this unscientific method

had been adopted in order not to trouble the students

with letters, the use of which they are not accustomed to

in their own language
;
but, first, the semi-vowel y is used

in French, as in “ bayonnette, appuyer,” etc., and, moreover,

an}7 student who is silly enough to be troubled with some

scientific scheme of transliteration, or even with any foreign

alphabet, had better give up the study of foreign languages,

as he can never acquire them.

Th. G. de Guiraudon.

P.S.—As I have quoted Prof. Moulieras’ name, I may
add here that he has also published a very valuable “Manuel
algerien (Grammaire, Chrestomathie et Lexique)," in which
he has succeeded in giving the principles of the literary and
colloquial Arabic from both a scientific and practical point

of view.
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African Philology to the Close of 1892.

I. Ng’anja Language. Dictionary by the Rev. David

Clement Scott, Mission of Church of Scotland, Blantyre

on the River Shire, South Africa. Edinborough, 1892. This

language belongs to the Bantu Family, and the tribe, which

speaks it, dwell on the shores of Lake Nyasa, which word,

as well as Ng’anja, means lake, river, or water. The

language is more akin to the Zulu and Xosa (commonly

called Kafir) than to the languages on the East Coast, Swahili,

and Yao. The Dictionary is preceded by a Grammatical

Note. It is a praiseworthy production.

II. Translation of Mark’s Gospel into Ng’anja. This

is a carefully prepared text in the same language.

III. An elementary sketch of Suto Grammar by M.
E. Jacottet, French Missionary in Ba-Suto-land. Mission

Press, 1892. Thaba Bosiu. A new and enlarged edition

of a Suto-English Vocabulary being required, it was thought

advisable to prefix to it this grammatical sketch in the

English language : this represents a great advance on our

knowledge, and it a trustworthy guide.

IV. Notes on the Grammatical Construction of the Luba

Language, as spoken in Garenganje, Central Africa, with

brief Vocabularies in Luba-English and English-Luba,

and six chapters in Luba from the Gospel of John. Office

of Echoes of Science, Bath. Is. 9c/. This is an exceedingly

valuable contribution to knowledge by a young Missionary,

named Charles Albert Swan. The country, where this

language is spoken, is included in the Kongo Free State.

Garenganje was the capital of a chief named Msidi,

who was shot by a late English explorer. The region is

better known as Katanga. Mr. Frederick Arnot penetrated,

as an independent Missionary, into this terra incognita in

1886: his health failed and he had to return to England,

being relieved in 1888 by Mr. Swan. He resided three years

at Garenganje, and added to the small stock of Luba words

collected by Air. Arnot. It is noteworthy, that both the

Missionary Explorers went to their station via the Portuguese
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Colony on the West Coast of Africa and Bihe, but Mr.

Swan returned by way of the River Kongo. After a few

months sojourn in England he has started on his return.

We feel deeply obliged to the compilers. The language

belongs to the Bantu Family of South Africa, and is a new

variety of that multiform stock. I have applied for

copies to send to African scholars in the different capitals of

Europe.

V. The preceding works are by labourers in the field,

who, without linguistic training, contribute careful and

honest record of linguistic facts. The book, which I now

notice is from the pen of a linguistic scholar, A. W.
Schleicher, in the German language, published at Berlin,

1892, and entitled “ Die Somali Sprache.” It is apparently

only the first part of a larger work, and it contains a Text,

Sound-Lore, Word-Lore, and Sentence-Lore. The compiler

had visited Somali-land. It is not the first Grammar, as

Captain Hunter occupied the field some time back, but much
material has been accumulated since. It is compiled on

scientific principles for scientific purposes.

R. N. C.

Jan. 10th, 1893.

Indian Philology up to the Close op 1891.

I. An English-Telugu Dictionary by P. Sankara-narayana,

M.A., Tutor to their Highnesses the Princes of Cochin,

South India, Madras. K. R. Press. 1891. This is a very

satisfactory work : the field has been well occupied by
previous scholars, but previous Dictionaries were not within

the reach of the ever increasing number of Telugu Students,

and the want being felt, this Native Scholar has supplied

a fresh, and cheap, and handy Dictionary with a careful

preface.

II. A Pocket Tamil Guide by A. M. Fergusen, Jun.,

Member of the R.A.S. Third Edition, completely revised.

Colombo, Island of Ceylon. 1892. It is well-known, that

the Northern portion of the Island of Ceylon is occupied
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exclusively by Tamil immigrants from South India, and

this useful Pocket-Guide is published for convenience of

tbe European Planter, who has to do with the management

of land-estates.

R. N. C.

VI. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the Authors.

Conder (Major R. C.). Tell el Amarna Tablets.

8vo. London, 1893.

Raverty (Major H. G.). The Mikran of Sind and its

Tributaries. A Geographical and Historical Study.

Gaster (Dr. M.). Ilchester Lectures on Greeko-Slavonic

Literature and its relation to the Folk-lore of Europe

during the Middle Ages. 8vo. London, 1892.

From the Publishers.

Compton (II.). European Military Adventurers of

Hindustan from 1874 to 1803. 8vo. London, 1892.

Worsfold (B.). A Visit to Java with an Account of

the Founding of Singapore. 8vo. London, 1893.

From M. le Conseiller Ianoffsluj.

Uslar (P.). Ethnographie du Caucase Linguistique.

8 vo. 1892.
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Art. X .—Mythological Studies in the Rigveda. By A.

A. Macdonell, M.A.

I. The god Trita.

Opinions hitherto held as to Trita’s nature (420-23). The forty

passages in which his name occurs translated and explained

(24-62): (1) Trita associated with Indra (24-38); (2) identified

with the celestial steed (38-40)
; (3) Yrtra-slayer (40) ; (4)

associated with the Maruts (41-45); (5) connected or identified

with Agni (46-54); (6) identified with Yaruwa (54); (7)

connected with Soma (55-58)
; (8) remote and hidden

(59-64). Previous views untenable (65-67). The writer’s

view (67) : accounts for all the passages translated (67-68)

;

supported by the collateral evidence of the Rigveda (68-77).

Evidence of other Yedic works and the later literature

(77-80). The writer’s view corroborated by comparative

philology (81-84), and by the Avesta (84-88).

The name of Trita occurs forty times in twenty-nine

hymns of the Rigveda1

;
no single hymn, however, is

addressed to him, nor is he mentioned among the Yedic

deities in the ancient list of Yedic words explained by

Yaska, the earliest Yedic commentator.

1 The word does not appear at all in the third, fourth, and seventh books.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 28
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A considerable number of Sanskrit scholars have expressed

their opinion regarding the character of Trita. But as

on the one hand, being only mentioned incidentally in the

Rigveda, he does not stand out with lifelike definiteness,

and, as on the other hand, no monograph has been written

both examining exhaustively all the passages in which he

is named, and bringing together all the evidence available

from every source, the original and true nature of this

deity has remained involved in obscurity.

Adalbert Kuhn, in Hofer’s Zeitschrift fur die Wissemchqft

der Sprache (1846), wrote at a time when only the first

eighth of the Rigveda, containing but three references

to Trita, had been published. He arrives at the conclusion

that “ there is no doubt as to Trita and Indra being one

and the same person.”

Roth, in his able article entitled Die Sage von Feridun

in Indien und Iran (ZMGh vol. ii. 1848), remarking

that Kuhn, had he known more passages, would have

admitted Trita to be different from Indra, infers that

Trita is most probably to be indentified with Yiiyu, the

god of wind.

Benfey is less definite in his treatise TpircoviB ’Adana

Femininum des Zendischen Masculinutn Thraetana Athwyana

(1868). He there says: “Trita is a mythical personage,

to whom, as to Indra and other deities, is ascribed the

destruction of the demons withholding the fertilising rain

from the earth. In some passages special mention is made

of the fact that Trita owes his strength for this deed to

the sacred Soma draught, and in one passage Indra is

described as drinking Soma with him.”

Myriantheus remarks in the introduction (p. xvii.) of

his essay on the A 9 VUIS (1876): “We learn from many
passages of the Rigveda that Trita, as well as his successor

Indra, was nothing else than a designation of the sky.”

John Muir, not professing to give an independent opinion,

but following the views of Roth, in his ‘Sanskrit Texts’

(vol. v. p. 117; cp. also pp. 336 and 419), thus expresses

himself: “Indra [is] a god who in the earlier period of
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Aryan [t.e. Indo-Tranian] religious history either had no

existence or was confined to an obscure province. The

Zend legend assigns to another god the function which

forms the essence of the later myth concerning Indra.

This god Trita, however, disappears in the Indian mytho-

logy of the Yedic age, and is succeeded by Indra.”

Ludwig, in his commentary on his translation of the Rig-

veda, is very doubtful regarding the nature of Trita. In

a note on RY. V. 54, 2, he says “the part which Trita plays

is here no clearer than elsewhere.” He inclines, however,

sometimes to identify this god with Yiiyu and sometimes

with Soma.

Bergaigne devotes a short study to Trita in his work

La Religion Vedique (vol. ii. pp. 320-330). lie there

identifies him in his origin partly with the celestial Agni

and partly with the celestial Soma. Remarking of Trita

that “ in his warlike exploits he always preserves his part

as a sacrificer,” he concludes with the observation that

“ Trita, who was certainly a god, has none the less become

a priest, favourite of Indra.” I believe it will appear that

this scholar has in some passages at least arrived at a more

correct appreciation of Trita’s essential nature than anyone

who has hitherto treated the subject.

Pischel states his view, in Veclische Studien (vol. i. p. 186),

that “ Trita was from the beginning a god of the sea and

of the waters.”

Turning to the native interpreters of the Yeda, we find

that Yaska twice discusses the name. Commenting on RY. I.

105, 8, he remarks (Xirukta IY. 6) :
“ This hymn was

revealed to Trita buried in the well. Here there is an

invocation containing a story, a verse (rc), and a gatha. 1

Trita was one very proficient (tlr«atama) 2 in wisdom
; or

else a numeral simply may be intended, there having been

three (brothers) named Ekata, Dvita, and Trita.” His

explanation of Trita in Xirukta IX. 25 (on RY. I. 187, 1)

1 This word, as distinguished from rc, may refer to the refrain 1 vittam me
asya rodasi.’

2 This is evidently meant for an etymological explanation.
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is “Indra who pervades the three regions (tristhana 1

IndraA) ”

Sayana’s interpretations are evidently based on these

remarks of Yaska. In twenty passages he regards Trita

as a seer .
2 In the remaining occurrences he takes the word

to be an epithet, meaning * extending through three regions’

(generally trisu sthilnesu tayamana//), which he applies to the

gods Varu«a, Vayu, but most frequently to Indra or Agni,

according to the sense the context seems to him to require.

The large St. Petersburg dictionary, without stating any

view as to his essential nature, summarises the informa-

tion supplied by the Rigveda regarding Trita to the

following effect :
“ Trita is a Yedic god, who appears

chiefly in connexion with the Maruts, Vata or Vayu, and

Indra, and to whom, as to them, conflicts with demons

such as Tvasffa, Vrtra, and others are ascribed. He is

called Aptya, and regarded as dwelling in the remote

distance. Several passages show the lower and probably

later conception of Trita as carrying on the conflict with

the demons under the guidance and protection of Indra.

The name is also used to designate Varu/ta and Agni,

and in the plural a class of gods. It also, in several

cases, designates the priest who prepares the Soma.”

Finally, Grassmann, without offering any definite opinion

of his own, thus describes Trita as presented by the

1 Tins also seems to be an etymological explanation from tri, three.

2 The only passage (possibly also V. 4 1 , 10) affording even the slightest grounds

for supposing Trita to be a Jisi is I. 105, 17, where he cries to the gods for help

from a well. Yaska, misunderstanding the myth, here regards Trita as a man

and makes him the composer of the hymn on the principle followed by the ancient

native scholars in assigning a verse or hymn to the speaker (cp. Sarvanu-

kramani, Introd. §2, 4, ‘yasya vakvawi sa rsiA’). This single statement of

Yaska’s may have given rise to the later view that Trita was a seer. Thus the

Anukramani regards him as the composer of five hymns in which his name

occurs, as well as of seven others (RV. X. 1-7), in which it does not occur at all,

though curiously enough it occurs twice in the next hymn (X. 8). Say.

appears to have been struck by the absence of the name of Trita from these first

seven hymns of book X, for he seizes the earliest opportunity of smuggling it in

when he translates (X. i. 3) VSsnur . . .
paramam asyfi abln' pati trtryam (Yiinu

guards his, Agni's, highest third sc. place) by ‘ May Agni protect the third,

t.c. Trita, mo’ (the seer of the hymn)

!
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Rigveda :
“ lie is a god who probably owes his name

and his worship to a pre-Vedic conception, for which

reason he also appears in Zend. In the Rigveda his

original nature already seems obscured, inasmuch as he

occupies the background of the Yedic pantheon. So he

appears, to a certain extent, as the precursor of Indra,

and, like him, slays the demons and releases the pent up

streams. He fans Agni, discovers him, and sets him

up in houses. He bears Yaruaa to the ocean of Soma,

and even appears as Yaruna. He also appears in con-

nexion with other gods, especially the winds and Soma.

The fingers which purify Soma are called the maidens

of Trita, the pressing-stones are the stones of Trita, while

Soma itself is spoken of as belonging to Trita. He is

described as dwelling in the remote and unknown distance.

Besides this conception of Trita as of a higher god, he

also appears as a subordinate deity, who performs exploits

in the service of Indra, or, sunk in a well, implores the

help of the gods. Finally, the name in the plural

designates a class of gods, with whom Indra finds the

draught of immortality.”

It is evident that the foregoing views as to the nature

of Trita are mostly indefinite and are altogether conflicting.

Nor do any of them suggest any central idea running like a

thread through the different manifestations of this deity’s

activity, as presented by the mythology of the Rigveda.

Such being the case, I propose to endeavour, by means of

an exhaustive comparative examination of every mention

of Trita in the Rigveda, and by utilizing all the evidence

which can be brought to bear on the subject from external

sources, that is to say, other Yedic and Sanskrit works,

Comparative Philology, and the Avesta, to ascertain clearly

the original and true nature of this deity.

As the utmost degree of accuracy attainable in translation

is obviously necessary in such an investigation, I propose

to give, in the first place, a reasoned rendering of all the

passages in which the name of Trita is to be found in the

Rigveda. I thoroughly agree with what Prof. Max Muller
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says in his Introduction to his ‘ Yedic Hymns/ 1 as to a mere

translation in the present state of our studies being of no

value for the advancement of Yedic scholarship
;

it

being necessary that the translator should also justify

his rendering of every doubtful word. Otherwise, in

the interpretations of even the most eminent authority,

it must remain uncertain whether in any particular case

the results arrived at are based on a careful sifting of

all the available evidence, or, in reality, only amount to

a conjecture, which, though extremely geistreich, may he

entirely wrong. I do not, however, contemplate examining

all the divergent opinions of every scholar on each difficulty.

The result of such a method would probably he a thick

volume, in which all the important points would become

obscured.

Out of the forty times Trita is mentioned in the Rigveda,

he is, speaking generally, in about three-fourths of the

instances more or less intimately connected with the deities

who play a part in the drama of the thunderstorm. In

most of the remaining cases he is described as remote or

hidden. To descend more to particulars—he is (1) sixteen

times associated with Indra
; (2) once mentioned alone as

slayer of Yrtra
; (3) once identified with a mythical

celestial steed
; (4) four times associated with the Maruts

;

(5) seven times connected or identified with Agni
; (6) once

identified with Yaruwa
; (7) four times connected with

Soma
; (8) six times spoken of as dwelling in the remote

distance or in concealment.

I propose to examine, under these eight heads, all the

passages containing the name of Trita, believing that such an

arrangement will conduce to greater clearness of treatment.

I. Trita is associated with Indra in the following six-

teen passages :

—

(1) VIII. 7 (a hymn to the Maruts), 24 :

Ahu Trit&sya y udhyata/i

^usmam avann ut& kratum,

&nv Tndrawt vrtraturie.

1 Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxxii. p. ix.
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They (the Maruts) re-inforced the spirit and might of

Trita as he fought
;

they re-(inforced) Iudra in the

victory over Yrtra.

Trita and Indra are in this passage evidently regarded

ao both engaged in the conflict with Yrtra.

Sayawa here considers Trita to be ‘ Trita Aptya, a rajam.’

(2) I. 52 (Indra hymn), 4 (last half) and 5 :

Taw vrt.rahatye anu tasthur ut&yaA

cusinii Indram aviita ahrutapsava/i.

Abhi svavrsfim made asya yudhyato

raghvfr iva pravaae sasrur utaya/i,

Tndro yad vajrF dhrsamiixo andhasa

bhinad 1 Yalasya paridhinr iva Trita/i.

By that Indra, in the fight with Yrtra, stood his aiders

(the Maruts), the mighty, the vigorous, erect in form.

For him, as in intoxication he fought against the with-

holder of rain, sped aiders (the Maruts) like swift (streams)

on a slope, when Indra, the wielder of the bolt, emboldened

by the (plant, =Soma) juice, cleft (him), as Trita (cleaves)

the fences of Vala.

The epithet, sva-vrsfi, occurs only in this hymn (the

words svavrsfim made asya yudhyataA being repeated in

stanza 14), but undoubtedly refers to Yrtra. Sayana

rightly explains it as meaning * him who has the rain

as his own’ (sva-bhuta-vrsfi-mantaw vrtram). Baghvl/*,

the swift, may equally well refer to mares, which are

regarded as particularly swift in the Rigveda, and are

therefore spoken of with special frequency in comparisons. 2

The words dhrsamawo andhasa explain the allusion in

made. I consider it inadmissible to take, as Grassmann

and Griffith do, the particle iva with Trita alone, because

it is invariably used after the word to which it belongs

in sense. 3 If the simile is complex, iva generally follows

1 Cp. (9) line 4.
2 Cp. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 231.
3 See Grassmann’ s Lexicon, s.v. iva.
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its first word, but occasionally the second, as here.

Saya«a takes paridlnnr iva TritaA together, making

Valasya depend on bhinat as equivalent to an accusative !

Ludwig, seeing the difficulty, translates ‘ when Indra . . .

broke in pieces as it were the fences of Vala [and with

him] Trita.’ To have to supply the words in brackets

is, however, even more forced. The ellipse of the accusa-

tive pronoun, according to my translation, is easy owing

to the preceding accusative svavrstfim, and its reference

to Vrtra is obvious, as he is mentioned both in stanza 4

(vrtrahatye) and in 6, ‘ when thou, 0 Indra, didst cast

down thy bolt into the jaws of Vrtra’ (vrtrasya yat . .

nijaghantha hanvor, Indra, tanyatum). In any case, the

poet evidently means to indicate that Indra and Trita

here (as in VIII. 7, 24) perform practically the same

feat, that is to say, release the pent up waters from the

demon of drought. Sayawa here takes Trita to be one

of the three brothers Ekata, Dvita, Trita, mentioned in

the Taittiriya Brahmana III. ii. 8, 10, a passage which

he quotes both here and on IiV. I. 105. 1

(3) V. 86 (Indra-Agni hymn), 1 :

Indra-Agni yam dvatha

ubha vajesu martiam,

drl/m cit sa pra bhedati

dyumna vawlr iva Trita/i.

The mortal whom ye two, Indra-Agni, help in conflicts,

he breaks through even strongly-guarded riches, as Trita

(breaks through) the reeds.

The meaning is, that a man, aided by Indra and Agni,

breaks through and thus gains strongly-guarded treasures,

just as Trita breaks through the canes (regarded as a

stockade inclosing the waters pent up by Vrtra and Vala),

and thus releases the wealth-producing rain. This interpre-

tation is supported by the parallel use of the expression

1 Set) (36), p. 4G0.
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‘(he enclosures or fences of Yala ’ in (2), and the employ-

ment of the same verb * bhid ’ in both cases. There seems

to be no other instance in the RV. in which the word vain

has tie sense of reed, though the derivative meaning of

‘instrumental music’ is not uncommon. It is apparently

a feminine parallel (though with change of accent) of the

masc. vawa, 1 which occurs five times in the RY. with the

senses ‘ reed or pipe,’ ‘ arrow ’ (also once in RY. and com-

monly in Sanskrit ba«a).

My interpretation further receives some corroboration from

the collocation of the verb ‘bhid ’ with other words meaning
‘ reed,’ as in RY. I. 32, 8, where Yrtra is described as lying

‘broken like a reed’ (nada/» na bhinnam). Pischel, in

the Journal of the German Oriental Society (vol. xxxv.

p. 718), takes dyumna in this passage against the Pada

text (which has no Visarga) as an adjective in the acc. pi.

agreeing with vam/q and translates ‘ he breaks in pieces what

is firm, as Trita the resounding reeds.’ This interpretation

rests on an ingenious theory which he supports by a number

of instances, that in the Yeda expressions of colour are

frequently applied to the cognate sound. 2 Ludwig translates

the second half of the stanza ‘ he will break through even

what is firm, [obtain] as Trita what is splendid through

holy choirs.’ In his commentary he inclines to the inter-

pretation ‘ he breaks out (i.e. obtains) strongly enclosed

splendour like Trita (Soma) the voices.’ But what either

of these interpretations may mean, is not clear. Saya»a,

who has alternative explanations, says ‘as Trita, a Hsi,

refutes the arguments of opponents, or else, as Agni abiding

in three places (trim sthanesu vartamanaA) the speeches of

his adversaries.’

1 Cp. nac/a, ‘reed’ (an. \ey. in RY.) and ‘music,’ narfr, ‘pipe’ {an. \ty.
in RV.).

2 I do not think that in one of these cases, the ‘ brightness ’ of laughter,

loudness was really suggested to the Indian mind, but only whiteness (viz. that

of the shining teeth). Mallinatha, for example, commenting on Meghaduta
50 and 58 expressly says that the basis of comparison in similes connected with
laughter is whiteness (dhavalyad dhasatvenotpreksha), this being a well

established convention of poets (hasadmaw dhavalyaw kavisamayasiddham)

.

See Sahityadarpana, 590a, and cp. Wilson’s Hindu Theatre, vol. ii. p. 197.
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(4) X. 8 (Agni hymn 1

)
7 :

Asya Tritah kratunii, vavre antar

icchan dhltim pitur evai/t parasya,

sacasyamana/i pit(a)ror upasthe,

jami bruvana ayudhani, veti.

By his (Agni’s) might Trita, within his lurking-place

seeking a prayer to (his) supreme father 2 in his wonted

way, being cherished in the lap of his parents, calling

the weapons akin, goes forth.

The first three words have a parallel in (18) ‘yasya

Trito vi ojasa,’ where the relative refers to the Soma

draught which inspired Trita for the combat with Vrtra.

Again, in (6), we read ‘ asya Trito nu ojasa,’ where Trita,

strengthened by the might of Agni, slays the boar (=Yrtra)

with his bolt. The words vavre antar seem to refer

to the same circumstances as kupe avahitaA, ‘ buried in

the well,’ in (36). There, however, he prays to the gods,

here he wishes to pray to his father, as he usually does

(evai/t). The supreme father is Dyu. 3 The two parents

are heaven and earth. 4 This is the only occurrence of

the denominative verb sacasya, presupposing a neuter

abstract noun which is not quotable, derived from the

root sac, to tend. In the lap of his parents
(
i.c . Dyu

and PrthivI) would mean in the cloud 5 from which he

issued, being practically the same as vavre antar. Calling

the weapons, i.e. the bolts which are produced from the

sky, akin, simply means claiming them as belonging to

his father Dyu, as they are in the next stanza spoken

of as paternal 6 (pitryani). Trita is in fact preparing for

1 In which the deity, according to the Anukramani, of stanzas 7 to 9 is Indra.
2 With the construction of the words icchan dhitira pitCiA, cp. the first line of

(29) uta va/t qhmsam 1191jam iva qmasi.
3 Commonly but inconsistently spoken of in the nominative form Dyaus.

See 448 and ep. X. 45, 8 (where Dyu begets Agni), and cp. p. 437 (where the

son and the supreme name of the father are contrasted).
4 See III. 2

,
2 ; III. 25, 1

,
etc.

5 Called the udder of Pryni in (19).
8 In RV. VI. 44, 22

,
Soma, in alliance with Indra, is described as appro-

priating tbe weapons of his father (aykin svksya pitur uvudhaui l’udur arauimit)

in order to vanquish the demon Pani.
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the conflict with Y/'tra. Sayana here regards Trita as

a Its i, Ludwig as Vayu.

(5) ib. 8 :

Sa pitriaay ayudhani vidvan

fndresita Aptio abhy ayudhyat.

Tricirsiwaw saptaracmiw* jaghanvan

Tvasfrasya ciu ni/t sasrje Trito ga/<.

(5a) ib. 9 :

Bhdrld fndra udinaksantam ojo

avabhinat satpatir m&nyamanam.

Tvasfrasya cid Yifvariipasva gouam

acakranas tn»i 5lrsa parii vark.

He, Aptya, knowing (his) paternal weapons, urged

by Indra, fought against (the demon). Having smitten

the three-headed, seven-rayed (Tvas^r), Trita has released

the cows of the son of Tv&str.

Indra, the mighty lord, rent him who strove for great

power (and) deemed himself (mighty). He has struck off

the three heads of Yi^ivarupa, the son of Tvastfr, taking

possession of (his) cows.

8. Trita now engages in the fight, here as the chief com-

batant, Indra merely urging him on. That the name of

the demon of drought slain by him, Yicvarupa Tvasfra, is

merely a variation for Yrtra, is sufficiently clear from the

fact that he is three-headed, like the corresponding demon

in Avestan mythology. 1 He is called seven-rayed, doubtless

because the demon of drought is a personification of the

baneful form of the celestial fire or lightning, being called

* ahi,’ from the resemblance of forked lightning to a serpent. 2

9. It is to be noted that exactly the same feat is here

attributed to Indra, as to Trita in the preceding stanza.

1 SBE., vol. iv. p. lxiii. (§ 12).
2 In I. 146, 1, Agni is called three-headed, seven-rayed (trimurdhana»i sapta-

rac;mim). Cp. Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, I. p. 532, who conjectures

that Yicvarupa is the moon, and that his father Tvasfr is the sun (pp. 513-30).
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(6) X. 99 (Indra hymn), 6 :

Sa id dasaw tuvlravam patir dan

sa/ak.saw triclrsanam damanyat.

asya Trito nu ojasa vrdhano

vipa varaham ayoagraya ban.

He, the lord of the house, subdued the loudly-roaring,

six-eyed, three-headed fiend. Strengthened by his might,

Trita smote the boar with iron-pointed bolt.

It is to be observed that though this obscure and late

hymn is by the AnukramanI assigned to Indra, and the

matter of its last four stanzas is certainly appropriate to him,

the name Indra occurs only in the concluding stanza, the

fourth Pada of which is identical with the last line of the

Agni hymn, X. 20. The last stanza may therefore be a later

addition. Again, both patir dan, 1 in the only two other

passages 2 where it is to be found in the singular, 3 and dam-

pati in all its occurrences in the singular,3 refer to Agni.

Grhapati, lord of the house, is also a regular epithet of

Agni. The evidence, therefore, favours the view that the

first two lines refer to Agni, who is called ‘ Yrtra-slayer
’

(see p. 472) more frequently than any other god except

Indra. In this case the words, ‘asya Trito nu ojasa ’ would

be parallel to ‘asya Trita/i kratuna’ in (4). If Indra is

after all intended by the first two lines, he and Trita would

in this stanza both be represented as performing the same

feat as they perform in (5) and (5rt). ‘Asya Trito nu

ojasa’ would then be parallel in sense to ‘ indresita ’ in

(5). The epithets triclrsan and $a/aksa are both applied

to Tvasfi’a in QB. I. G, 3, 1 and to (Agni) Nariicawisa in

1 This word occurs five times in the RV. always preceded by pati, and always

at the end of a trwtubh-l’ada. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the parts

of the compound ‘ dam-pati ’ have been transposed for metrical reasons. ‘ Dan ’

stands for ‘ dam ’ (which, as an inflected word, occurs only once in the RV.)
by the euphonic rule, which changes final radical in to n (ep. Whitney’s Sansk. Gr.

§
143a).
2 RV. I. 149, 1, and I. 153, 4.
3 Pati dfin and dfimpati mean either ‘ husband and wife,’ or refer, in each case

once, to the Alvins.
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MS. IV. 13, 8. 1 That the boar is no other than Vrtra is

shown by I. 61, 7, where it is said that Indra ‘pierced

the boar 2 while shooting through the mountain ’
(
= cloud).3

The word tuvl-rava occurs only here, but its meaning is

undoubted owing to the frequency of ‘ tuvi-’ or ‘tuvi’ as

the prior member of a compound with the sense of ‘ much,

mighty.’ The word ‘vip,’ though often used in other senses,

does not appear except in this passage to mean ‘bolt’; but

as derived from the root vip, ‘ to quiver,’ and accompanied by

the attribute ‘iron-pointed,’ 4
it cannot but have this signi-

fication.

(7) X. 48 (Indra hymn), 2 :

Aham Tndro rodho vakso Xtharvaaas

Tritaya ga ajanayam aher adhi,

ahaw dasyubhyaA pari nnn«am a dade

gotra ciksan Dadhice Matari^vane.

I, Indra, (am) the protection (and) the breast-plate of

Atharvan. For Trita I produced cows from the dragon.

I from the fiends took their manly might, giving the

cowstalls to Dadhyafic (and) Mataricvan.

Indra, speaking in the first person, is here again

represented as assisting Trita to obtain the cows or

fertilizing waters from the demon of drought. He per-

forms a similar service for Dadhyafic (the son of Atharvan)

and Mataricvan, who are elsewhere described as bringing

down the celestial fire to earth, and who are, as I hope

to show in a subsequent paper, very intimately connected

with the original nature of Trita. Sayana thinks Trita

is here the Trita Aptya who had fallen into a well (with

reference to RV. I. 105, 17). He also quotes a story

from the Qatapatha-Brahmawa to the effect that Indra

struck off the head of Dadhyafic for revealing to the

Acvins the secret where Soma was concealed.

1 Cp. Hillebrandt, Y.M. p. 531-2.
2 In the preceding stanza (I. 61, 6) Indra is said to have ‘ reached the vitals

of Yrtra with the holt.’
3 Yidhyad varaham tiro adrim asta.

4 In I. 52, 8, the bolt of Indra is said to be ‘ made of iron’ (ayasa).
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(8) II. 11 (Indra hymn), 19 :

Sanema ye ta utibhis taranto

vicva/t sp/-dha arie??a dasyun,

asmabhiam tat Tvasfraw Yicvarupam

arandhaya/i sakhiasya Tritaya.

That we, overcoming all our foes by thy aids, (and) the

barbarians by Aryan prowess, might prosper, therefore

for our benefit thou didst deliver over Vicvarupa, the

son of Tvas^r, to the Trita of (thy) friendship.

(9) ib. 20 :

Asya suvanasya mandinas Tritasya

ni Arbudam vavrdhano 1 asta/i.

Avartayat surio na cakram :

bhinad Yalam 2 Tndro angirasvan.

He cast down Arbuda, having been strengthened by

that gladdening Trita who pressed Soma (for him). Like

the sun he caused his wheel to whirl : Indra, attended

by the Angirasas, rent Vala.

In the first of these two stanzas we find Indra again,

as in (5), (7), and possibly (6), aiding Trita in his conflict

with the drought fiend. In the second stanza it is Indra

who, encouraged by the Soma-pressing Trita, slays the

demons Arbuda and Yala. Similarly in (1) and (5) and

(5a) both Trita and Indra perform the same feat.

I take ‘tat ’ to be the neuter adverb meaning * therefore,’

as correlative to the final sense latent in the relative (=yad

or yena vayam). ‘Aryena,’ as balancing ‘ utibhi/j,’ and

used in the singular, seems to require an abstract sense,

which, however, is nowhere among its numerous occurrences

sriven to it either in Bit. or in Grassmann. Otherwise ito

must be understood to have a collective meaning ‘ by the

Aryans’= ‘ by our Aryan forces.’ Though the word ‘sakhya’

occurs in this passage only, there can surely be no doubt that it

is the abstract formed from'sakhi’ like the frequent ‘sakhya.’

1 Cp. V)dhan5h in (6),
2 Cp. (2) last line.
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Ludwig, however, analyses it into sa-f-iikhya, meaning ‘re-

sembling.’ His interpretation seems to me to be very

forced. He thinks the statement that ‘ Indra delivered over

the son of Tvastfr to Trita,’ makes no sense. But, in the light

of the passages we have already considered, it will probably

be admitted to make extremely good sense. By helping

Trita to release the cows of Tvasfr or the pent-up waters,

Indra produces fertility and thereby wealth. 1 The rather

curious use of the genitive ‘ to the Trita of (his) friendship’ 2

is equivalent to an attribute dative, ‘sakhye Tritaya,’ ‘to his

ally Trita.’ The participle ‘ suvana ’ (from the root su, ‘to

press ’) is frequently used, but always, except in this passage,

with a passive sense. This is probably the reason why
Bergaigne here wishes to identify Trita with Soma. 3 But

the collateral form of this present participle ‘sunvana’ is,

except in one instance, used in the active sense. It will

also, I think, become sufficiently evident that Trita is always

distinguished from Soma in all the passages yet to be

examined in which the two deities are associated. 4 The

genitive I make dependent on vavrdhand//,5 ‘ elated by,’ con-

strued as a verb of rejoicing. 6 ‘Like Siirya he caused his

wheel to whirl,’ doubtless simply means ‘ he sped to the

combat on his car as swiftly as the sun speeds on his.’ 7

Sayawa suggests as one interpretation that Indra ‘ whirled

his discus (with the later meaning of cakra) as swiftly as

the sun turns his chariot-wheel.’ He interprets ‘ Tritasya
’

as ‘ for the sake of Trita,’ and ‘ suvanasya ’ by ‘ sutavata/i,’

‘having pressed Soma.’ According to him Trita in both these

stanzas is a Maharsi. In support of the statement in (8)

that Indra slew Yicvarupa Tvasfra he quotes TS. II. 5, l.
8

1 The meaning of (8) is parallel to that of (3).
2 Cp. Indrasya sakhyaya in (15).
3 Eel. Yed. vol. ii. p. 327 :

‘ Le nom de Trita parait meme etre au vers II.

11, 20, directement applique au Soma.’
4 See (31) to (34).
5 Cp. (6) asya . . ojasa vrdhanaA

;
also (2) dhrsamano andhasa

; (18) yasya

Trito vi ojasa, the reference being to the effect of Soma in the two latter passages.
6 Trp, prl, v/dh: Delbriick, AlS. § 109, 2.
7 There is a reference in (20) to Trita riding on a car (avavartat . . cakriya).
8 Cp. p. 479.
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(10) YIII. 12 (Indra hymn), 16:

Yat somam, Indra, Yisnavi,

yad va gha Trita Aptie,

yad va Marutsu mandase sam indubhi/t

;

1

17. Yad va, Qakra, paravati

samudre adhi mandase,

asmakam it sute ra«a sam indubhi/t.

If tbou, o Indra, (drink) Soma beside Yiswu, or if beside

Trita Aptya, or if beside the Maruts thou rejoicest in the

drops (of Soma)
;

Or if, o Qakra, tbou rejoicest in the far distance in the

(aerial) ocean, delight thyself in our Soma-pressing with

the drops.

The verb ‘ drink ’ 2 is easily supplied from * mandase,’

‘rejoice in’ drops of Soma. Here (as in 9) we find Trita

in his capacity of preparer of the celestial Soma, besides

Yisttu 3 and the Maruts, supplying Indra with the beverage

which inspires him with courage for the combat with Yrtra.

Supposing Trita were here the god Soma, according to

Bergaigne’s view, the juice contrasted with the deity

would probably be called ‘ madhu,’ or some such word, as

so often in the ninth book.4 Sayawa thinks Trita Aptya,

* son of waters,’ is here a sacrificing Rajam.

(11) VIII. 52 (Indra hymn), 1 :

Yatha Manau Vivasvati

Somam Qakrapiba/« sutam, 5

yatha Tritt? chanda Indra jujosasi,

ayau miidayase saca.

As thou, o Qakra, drankest the pressed Soma beside

Manu Yivasvat, as thou, o Indra, lovest a hymn of praise

beside Trita, (so) thou delightest in the company of the

active sacrificer.

1 This stanza (9) occurs without variation in the SV.
- Cp (11) where 1 apibaA ’ is used in a similar collocation of words.

3 Vishu pours Soma for Indra in X. 113, 2 also.

4 Cp. however IX. 1, 9.

5 The tirst two Padas are identical with those of YIII. 51, 1, except that

* Samvaranau’ is there read instead of ‘ Vivasvati.’
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Indra here (as in 10 with Vivnu, Trita, and the Maruts)

drinks Soma with Manu Vaivasvata, i.e. in the realm of

the Fathers, and receives a hymn of praise from Trita,

who is both heavenly sacrificer and Indra’s associate in

his warlike exploits. The word chandas occurs only

eight times in the RV., all the occurrences, excepting this

Yalakhilya passage, being in the tenth book, and nearly

all in undoubtedly late hymns. The meaning of ‘ metrical

praise ’ comes out clearly in nearly all the passages.

I incline to take Ayu not as a Proper Name (though

it occurs as the name of a friend of Indra along with

Manu), because in parallel passages, such as (10) and

Till. 54, 2,
1 Indra’s presence at the sacrifice of men is

contrasted with his revelling with gods or Fathers.

(12) IX. 32 (Soma hymn), 2:
J
Ad \m Tritasva yosano

hariwi hinvanti adribhi/*,

indum Tndraya plt&ye. 2

Then Trita’s maidens with stones urge him the tawny,

bright drop, for Indra to drink.

In the ninth book the ten fingers are constantly spoken

of as preparing, adorning, or urging on the Soma juice.

They are often called the maidens (yo^a^a/i) or sisters. 3

In IX. 14, 5 they are called the daughters of Vivasvat,

who is closely allied to Trita. They can, therefore, very

naturally be spoken of as the maidens of Trita, the

preparer of the celestial Soma for Indra. According to

Sayawa, Trita in this and the following stanza is a Rsi.

(13) IX. 38 (Soma hj’inn), 2 :

Etaw Tritasya yosaao

hariw hinvanti adribhi/i,

indum Tndraya pltaye.

1
i.e. Yalakhilya 6, 2 : ‘As thou didst rejoice with Samvarta and Krcja, so do

thou, o Indra, rejoice with us.’

- This stanza occurs without variation in SV. II. i. 2, 21, 3.
3 IX. 14, 5-7

; 15, 8 ; 26, 5 ; 28, 4 ; 36, 3 ; 38, 3 ; 61, 7 ; 68, 7 ; 70, 4 ;

71, 5 ; 72, 2 ; 80, 4-5
; 85, 7 ; 91, 1 ; 92, 4 ; 94, 4, 7, 8 ; 97, 23.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 29
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This stanza, being identical (excepting etam instead of

ad im) with (12), requires no further comment.

(14) IX. 34 (Soma hymn), 4

:

Bhuvat Tritasya marjio,

bhuvad Tndraya matsara/i
;

sam riipair ajyate hari/t.

Let him (Soma) be purified by Trita, let him be

intoxicating to Indra. The tawny one is adorned with

hues.

In the BY. the agent of the gerundive may, as in

later Sanskrit, be expressed by the genitive 1 as well as

by the instrumental. The word ‘mat-sara’ (-v/mad), in

the RV. meaning ‘intoxicating’ only, is used exclusively

with reference to Soma. Here again, as in the four pre-

ceding passages, Trita is regarded as preparing Soma for

Indra. Sayawa thinks he is the seer of the hymn.

(15) IX. 86 (Soma hymn), 20 :

Manisibhi/i pavate purvia/i kavir,

nrbhir yata/t pari kocan acikradat.

Tritasya nama janayan madhu k-sarad

Tndrasya Vayo/i sakhiaya 2 kartave. 3

The ancient sage (Soma) flows clearly by means of the

wise (pressers)
;
curbed by men he has neighed around the

vats. May he calling up the name of Trita pour the mead

for gaining the friendship of Indra (and) Vayu.

The second line refers to the frequent comparison of the

swiftly-flowing Soma with a steed. ‘ Producing,’ no doubt,

means ‘suggesting’ the name of Trita, who, when Soma is

to be prepared for Indra, is naturally thought of. A similar

reference seems to be contained in the second half of IX.

75, 2, where it is said of Soma that ‘ the son assumes the

1 Cp. Delbriick, AIS. §221.
* Cp. (8).
3 This stanza occurs in SV. II. ii. 1, 17, 2, where asisyndat is read for

acikradat, while the last two Padas run as follows

:

Tritasya nama janayan madhu ksarann

Indrasya Vayum sakhyfiya vardhayau.
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parents’ hidden name, the third, in the luminous realm of

heaven ’

:

dadhilti putraA pit(a)ror aplciaw

mtma trtiyam adhi rocane diva//. 1

Another passage I have found in which the parents (the

word being miitara and not pit&ra) of Soma are mentioned

2

is in the fourth stanza of the same hymn (IX. 75), where he

is spoken of as illuminating his parents heaven and earth

(prarocayan rodasl mat aril §uciA 8
), a remark which may

very well be due to the preceding ‘ pitro/i ’ in stanza 2.

The latter word is in all probability an adaptation from

stanza 3 of I. 155, the last line of which is borrowed word

for word, a hymn belonging to the end of book I. being

almost certain to he older than one of the ninth :
4

dadhilti putro avaram param pitur

nama trtiyam adhi rocane diva//.

‘PutraA ’ in the latter passage refers to Viswu.

(16) I. 163 (hymn to the steed 5
), 2

:

Yamena dattawt Trita enam ayunag,

Tndra enam prathamo adhy atis/Aat

;

Gandharvo asya racanam agrbhaat,

surild acvaw, vasavo, nir ata-s/a.

Him given by Yama Trita harnessed, Indra first mounted

him

6

;
Gandharva grasped his bridle. From the suu, o

Yasus, ye fashioned forth the steed.

The sacrificial horse of the previous hymn (162) is in this

hymn treated of as the celestial type of steeds (like Dadhi-

ki'avan). As such he may be said to be given by Yama,

1 Cp. divi rocanesu tritesu, p. 482.
* Aiso IX. 9, 3; cp. V.M. p. 430. He is often called ‘ divaA (jicjuA ’

;

cp. V M. p. 3-54.
r

3 In IX. 85, 12, Gandharva does the same (prarurucad rodasl matara (jdciA).
4 Cp. Oldenberg, Prolegomena, p. 263.
5 That the celestial courser, as represented in this hymn, is intimately con-

nected with the real nature of Trita, I hope to show in a subsequent paper.
6 This and stanza 9, as well as I. 162, 17, show that nding was known

in the time of the R.V., though driving was certainly the ordinary practice.

Cp. Zimmer, AIL., p. 295.
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who dwells in the remotest part of the heavens, the region

of the departed. The etymological meaning of Yama * the

restrainer/ may also very well have been in the poet’s mind.

No god could so appropriately be said to get him ready

as Trita, if my view of this deity’s essential character is

correct. 1 Indra as the constant associate of Trita would

naturally perform some similar act, while Gandharva, the

guardian of the celestial Soma, with which both Indra and

Trita are so closely connected, may well be said to hold the

rein. As the type of brilliant swiftness, the celestial steed

might naturally be described as fashioned out of the sun.

Sayawa thinks that Trita here is ‘ Vayu abiding in or

extending through the three regions earth, etc.’

II. Trita is once identified with the celestial horse, the

type of brilliant speed.

(17) I. 163, 3:

Asi Yamo asi Adityo, arvann,

asi Trito guhiena vratena,

asi Somena samayil viprkta,

ahus te trl«i divi bandhanani.

Thou art Yama, thou art the Sun, o steed, thou art Trita

bv secret operation. Thou art distinct from Soma. They

say thou hast three bonds in the heavens.

Here the steed is actually identified with three of the

deities with whom he is associated in the preceding stanza.

With Yama he is identified probably because he comes from

Yama’s realm, just as in the following stanza the poet says:

‘ Thou appearest to me like Yaruaa, o steed, where they

say thy highest birthplace is.’
2 lie is identified with the

Sun, which the preceding stanza stated to be the source out

of which he was fashioned. The chariot of the Sun is

drawn by one or more coursers, and in RV. VII. 77, 3

Sfirya is actually spoken of as a bright and beautiful steed

led on by the Dawn. 3 Owing to his hidden working he

1 See p. 467.
2 Uteva me Varunat; chnntsi, arvan, yfitra ta ahu/i param&m janitram.
3 See Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol. v. p. 158.
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is identified with Trita, who lurks in the cloud. 1 Yi-prkta

is explained by both Madhava on TS. IY. 6, 7, 1, and

Mahldhara on YS. 29, 14, as ‘ specially joined * (vicesewa

yukta/i), Mahldhara adding * mingled together, identified
’

(samprktaA, eklbhutaA), 2 and Siiyana similarly says that

vi-p/’kta is equivalent to sam-prkta. But this is obviously

a forced interpretation, there being no analogy for such a

meaning. With verbs of joining or mixing (and, in fact,

more or less with all other .verbs as well) the preposition

vi has invariably a disjunctive sense. 3 Madhava’s explana-

tion of * samaya ’ is ‘ samaye, pruptakale,’ ‘ in due

season,’ and Mahldhara’s is * saha.’ The latter seems

probable, the inst. fem. having the same sense as the acc.

neut. ‘ samam,’ and being used like ‘ saha ’ with ‘ viyoga
’

(separation from) in classical Sanskrit. Roth, in the St.

Petersburg dictionary, explains the word as ‘ thoroughly,’

and translates the passage ‘ thou art thoroughly distinct

from Soma (the moon).’ The thought in the poet’s mind

would thus seem to have been ‘ To those who understand

thy secret nature thou art really the same as Trita the

preparer of Soma, but though associated with thou art

distinct from Soma.’ What is meant by the ‘ three bonds
’

it is not possible to say with certainty. The conception

of the poet may have been similar to that in the descrip-

tion of the mythical steed Dadhikravan in IY. 40, 4 :

‘ Bound by neck, flank, and mouth this courser hastens his

speed 4
;
working mightily according to his powder Dadhikra

bounds along the bends 5 of the paths.’ 6 A kind of triple

harness specially adapted to promote speed in a racer would

thus be implied. These three bonds are in the next stanza

1 kupe (36), vavre (5).

2 Cp. Ludwig, vol. y. p. 384.

3 Cp. Delbriick AIS. p. 466.

4 Ksipanim, a word occurring only here, but clearly derived from the root

ksip ‘ to hurl or speed ’ (cp. ksipra, swift)
; according to BR. it means ‘ whip.’

5 Probably referring to the jagged course of lightning.

6 Uta sya vajT ksipamm turawyati, grivayam baddho apikaksa. asani, /.-ration

dadhikra anu samtavltuat, patkam ahkawsi anu apaniphanat.
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(I. 163, 4) said to be in heaven, the waters, and the sea. 1

Or the reference may be to the three courses or paths of

Trita (trl«i, sc. yojanani, Tritasya) in (34). In I. 164, 9 the

thunder-cloud is spoken of as being in these three yojanas

(trisu yojanesu). 2 According to Sayana Yama here is Agni,

and Trita either Yayu pervading three regions (tri.su

sthiinesu tayamanaA) or a Hsi of that name. Mahldhara

thinks Trita is Indra (tristhana Indra/i) while Madhava

takes him to be Yayu (trisu lokesu trayate vistaryata

iti !).

III. We have already seen Trita frequently associated

with Indra in the conflict with the demon of drought.

In one other passage he is represented as slaying V/tra

without any reference to Indra.

(18) I. 187 (Praise of Soma 3
), 1:

Pitu»» nu stosam

maho dharmawaw tavisim,

yasya Trito vx ojasa 4

Yrtram viparvam ardayat. 5

I will now praise the draught, the supporter (and)

the strength of the mighty (god), by whose power Trita

rent Yrtra joint from joint.

The genitive ‘maha/i’ may naturally be undei’stood to

refer to Trita. The word ‘ vi-parva ’ occurs only here.

BR. explain it as meaning ‘ jointless, i.e. having no

vulnerable spots.’ It seems more natural to take it in

a proleptic sense : (struck him) so that his joints were

scattered. Thus it is said elsewhere: ‘Yrtra lay scattered

in man)r places.’ 6 The general sense is, however, in no

way affected by this variation in detail. Trita here, ns

Indra otherwise so frequently, is described as nerved for

1 Trf//i ta aluir divi b&ndhnnfini, tn»i aps(j, trl/u antiA samudre.
2 Cp. Ilaug, Vedische lldthselfragen und Hathschpriichc, p. 20.
3 ‘ Annastuti ’ according to the Anukramaxi.
4 Cp. (t) and (6).
5 The same verb is used in connexion with Indra in X. 147, 2 (V/ tram

ardayaA).
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tlie conflict with Vrtra by the Soma draught. Hence

he is by Sayawa here identified with Indra. 1

IV
T

. Trita is four times associated with the Maruts.

(19) II. 34 (Marut hymn), 10 :

Citraw tad vo, Maruto, yama cekite

Pr$nya yad udhar api iipayo duhu//,

yad va nide navamanasya, Rudriyas,

Tritaw jaraya juratam, adabhia/t.

That shining course of yours, o Maruts, shines forth when

(her) kinsmen 2 have milked 3 the udder even of P/cni,4 or

when for the discomfiture 5 of him 6 who boasted,' o sons of

Rudra, (and) for the wearing out of them that age, 8
)
re,

o unerring ones, (released) 9 Trita.

The translators and interpreters have made very little of

this stanza. It is sufficiently clear, to begin with, that the

release of the pent up waters from the rain-cloud, is referred

to in the first two lines. The course of the Maruts may
well be said to shine forth when the lightning issues from

the thunder-cloud. That the udder of Prgni, the rain-cloud,

should be milked by her offspring the Maruts, is a natural

enough figure. When, further, we find Trita in the next

two lines mentioned with the Maruts, who, as we have

already seen in (1), reinforced him in the combat with

the demon of drought and who are constantly associated

with Indra in that same conflict, we are irresistibly led

to expect an allusion to a fight with Vrtra. Regarded

in this obvious connexion, the obscure wording of these two

1 Yistinjatama/i prakhyatakirtis tri.su ksityadisthanesu tayamano ’pi IndraA.
2 i.e. her sons, the Maruts themselves.
3 This change from the second to the third person is not uncommon in the RV.
4 i.e. their mother, the rain-cloud. In VIII. 7, 16 the Maruts milk the unfail-

ing spring (utsam), and in IX. 34, 5, the sons of IVcni (the Maruts) milk Soma.
5 Lit. reproach or blame.
6 i.e. Vrtra.
7 Either from -/mi, ‘to praise,’ ‘of him who praised himself ’(cp. manya-

manam, ‘him who thought himself mighty’ in 5), or from V nu
>

‘ to shout ’

(cp. tuvlravam, ‘roaring mightily,’ p. 430, and I. 52, 10, ‘heaven reeled with

fear at the roar of the dragon ’).

8 i.e. the serpents (ahi) that cast their old skins.
9 Supplying ‘duha’ the second pers., owing to the vocatives, from the pre-

ceding third pers. duhuA : lit. ‘ milked out,’ i.e. elicited from the rain-cloud Trita

who lurked in it (cp. 4 and 36).
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lines yields an excellent sense. The path of the Maruts

shines forth when they release the rain or when they set

free Trita, who has been lurking in the udder of the cloud, 1

in order to defeat the fiend. Similarly in (22) the Maruts

find Trita and instruct him how to help, and in (21), when

the storm-gods set forth, Trita thunders. The datives and

genitives ‘nide navamanasya’ and ‘ jaraya juratam ’ obviously

balance one another. It seems preferable, though the

difference of meaning is but very slight, to derive ‘nava-

manasya ’ from ‘to praise,’ as this forms an antithesis 2

to ‘ nide,’ ‘ for the blame of him who praises himself ’
(
i.e .

of the boaster). The words ‘jaraya juratam’ are evidently

intended for a play on the verb jr or jur, and seem to

contain a veiled allusion to the demons of drought as

serpents (ahi) which cast their old skins. This somewhat

bold interpretation is supported by the meaning of the

word jarayu, the slough of a serpent. The past participle

‘junta’ is also used in RV. IX. 86, 44 to mean the ‘cast

off’ skin of a snake: ‘he glides like a serpent from its

worn out skin.’ 3 Ludwig, in his commentary, notes several

points of importance in the interpretation of this stanza,

though he fails to see their bearing' on the general sense.

He here regards Trita as Soma. Silyatta thinks he is a

_R.si. Prof. Max Muller 4 has a long note on this stanza,

but arrives at no definite conclusion as to its true mean-

ing, which be says remains “ as unfathomable as ever.”

(20) ib. 14 :

Tan iyano mahi v&rutham fitaya

upa ghed ena natnasa g/vilmasi,

Trito na van panca hotfn abhis/aya

avavartad 5 avaran cakriyavase.

1 In (4) he is in a lurking place (vavre) preparing for the conflict with Vrtra,

and in (36) buried in a well (kupe) he prays to be released.

2 This antithesis is also contained in the last stanza of this hymn : ‘ ye free

(your) praiser from blame ’ (nido muiic&tha vandituram).

8 Ahir nk jurmTm ati sarpati tv&cam.
1 Yedic hymns, SBE. vol. xxxii. p. 305.

‘ Cp. (9).
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"With this adoration we praise them as Trita (did),

seeking high protection for help, (them) whom as five

sacrificers may he with his car whirl down for welfare

(and) for favour.

We should have expected the plural ‘ ivana/t,’ but the

singular is possibly used in order to include the parti-

cipial clause in the comparison ‘ Trito na.’ Trita here

praises the Maruts, as he praises Indra in (11), and calls

upon them for help (that is to say, to release him from

his lurking-place in the cloud), just as he does to his

father in (4) and to the gods in (36). Trita is further

besought to come down to earth with his chariot 1 (as in

26 he takes up his abode in the dwellings of men),

brine-in" the Maruts with him 2 as five sacrificers. There

is a somewhat similar allusion in stanza 12 of this hymn,

where it is said of the Maruts that “ they, the Dacagvas,8

first offered the sacrifice.” 4 Five hotrs are otherwise

not spoken of, though seven are often mentioned. In

RV. III. 7, 7, however, seven priests (vipra/i) are said

to guard the place of the bird
(
i.e . of Agni) with five

adhvaryus.5 Trita is here conceived as bringing the Maruts

to take part in the sacrifice, just as Agni brings the

various gods. Sayana thinks Trita here is a Hsi.

(21) Y. 54 (Marut hymn), 2 :

Pra vo, Marutas, tavisa udanyavo

vayov/'dho acvayuja/i parijraya/t,

Sa/« vidyuta dadhati. vacati Trita/?,

svaran ti apo avana parijraya/t.

Onward (go), o Maruts, your wandering hosts, strong,

abounding in water, increasing vigour, yoking steeds, while

1 Cakri, lit. * wheel.’

2 I take avaran predicatively, ‘ as lower (sacrificers),’ i.e. on earth.

3 A group of wind-gods, mentioned seven times in the RV., who assist Indra

in battle and offer him Soma and songs of praise.

‘ Te D&yagvaA prathama yajnam uhire. This is probably only a mythological

way of saying that wind is necessary for wafting the sacrifice.

5 Cp. also X. 124, 1 :
‘ Come, 0 Agni, to this our sacrifice, which has five

courses, is threefold, and seven -threaded.’
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they surround (him 1

)
with lightning. Trita thunders; the

waters roar wandering in their course.

The verb has to be supplied with the preposition, as is

often the case in the RV. This, perhaps, accounts for the

verb dadhati being accented in the relation of antithesis.

In antithetical principal clauses, the verb of the first only

is accented ; but as the verb of the first is here omitted,

the verb of the second has assumed the accent. This accentu-

ation would also indicate that dadhati was to be construed

with the preceding subject in the plural. If the reading

were dadhati, the verb might be understood as a third

pers. sing, according to the first conjugation 2 referring to

Trita. As accented with the acute, dadhati cannot agree

with Trita. Prof. Max Muller translates “ When they aim

with the lightning, Trita shouts,” but he has no note .

3

Ludwig finds a difficulty in the construction of ‘ sa/« vidyutii

dadhati,’ because sam-dhii never seems to be construed with

the instrumental, but only with the locative in the RY.
This is, however, only due to the fact that in all these

instances sam has the intensive sense (merely strengthening

dhaj, and not the sociative. Verbs meaning ‘to join’ are

regularly construed with the instrumental. These difficulties

of the third line hardly affect the general sense of the

stanza, that “ when the mighty storm-winds go forth, the

lightnings flash, Trita thunders, the waters rush forth.”

Here again we find Trita playing his part in the drama

of the thunderstorm, when the pent-up waters are released.

Ilis nature in fact comes out more clearly than usual, thanks

to the verb ‘va^ati.’ He cannot here be any other than the

god of lightning. Bergaigne 4 admits this, though Ludwig

thinks that his character is here as obscure as elsewhere,

inclining, however, to identify him with Soma. Sayana

1
i.e. Trita.

2 dadhanti and dadhantu each occur once, dadhate (3rd sing. A.), seven times

in the RV. This is a beginning of the transition from the second to the first

conjugation, which became fixed in the pre-Vedic period, c.g. in sthii, tisf/iuti

(Gr.
3 SEE. vol. xxxii. p. 325.
* ltd. Ved. II. 327.
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here makes Trita out to be ‘the cloud, or the host of Maruts,

extending through three regions.’ 1

(22) X. 115 (Agni hymn), 4 :

Yi y&sya te jrayasanasyajara

dhaksor na vatii/i pari santi &cyuta/z,

fi ranvaso yuyudhayo na satvanaw

Tritaw na5anta pra 9 isanta is/aye.

Thee, whom far-striding like one eager to burn, o thou

who agest not, the winds that stumble not, attend, they

like eager warriors found as heroic Trita instructing (him)

to help.

* Yasya te ’ I explain as equivalent to ‘ tva yasva ’ by

attraction, ‘ Tritam ’ being in apposition to this ‘ tva.’ The

meaning of the whole stanza is :

1 The warlike Maruts who

constantly accompany the flaming Agni, 2 found him (Agni)

in the form of the heroic Trita (lurking in the cloud), and

instructed him to help (in the conflict with the drought-

fiend).’ The attribute ‘satvanam’ evidently refers to Trita’s

warlike character. Throughout this group of four passages

(19 to 22), as well as in (1), it is implied that the Maruts

are associated with Trita in the conflict with Yrtra, just as

they are with Indra in a similar capacity. Grassmann takes

‘ na ’ to be the negative, and ‘ pari santi ’ to mean ‘ hinder,’

translating “ whom when flaming the winds do not hinder.”

Such a negative mode of expression seems very unnatural

here, while there seems to be no evidence in the IIY. that

pari with as (or even bhii), and the genitive (which is ex-

tremely rare) should mean ‘ hinder ’ and not ‘ surround.’

Ludwig takes ‘na’ to be ‘ like,’ but connects it with * ac\7 utah,’

rendering ‘ as it were not stumbling.’ That a particle which

regularlv follows its word, should be construed with a wTord

coming a long way after it, would, however, be unpre-

cedented. In his commentary he thinks it may be the

negative, suggesting the translation “ whom the winds do

1 Trisu sthane.su tayamano megho marudga«o va.
2 Agni, as well as Indra, is in the RV. called marut-sakhi,’ ‘having the

Maruts for his friends.’
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not overpower.” He is uncertain as to the meaning of Trita.

Sayawa here identifies Trita with Agni.

1

Y. Trita is associated or identified with Agni in six

passages. Excluding these six, we have already found him

identified with Agni in (21),
2 mentioned with Agni and

Indra in (3)

:

(23) Y. 9 (Agni hymn), 5

:

Xdha sma yasya arcayaA

samyak samyanti dhuminaA,

yad Im aha Trito divi 3

upa dhmateva dhamati

ciclte dhmatari yathii.

Whose flames as he smokes then especially rise together

in one direction, when Trita in the sky blows upon him

like a smelter (and) sharpens (him) as in a smelting furnace.

The words ‘ dhmata ’ and ‘dhmatari’ 4 occur only in this

passage. BR. regard the latter as a neuter. This view

is supported by the distinction between sthatr as a masc.

and sthatr as a neut. Ludwig considers ‘dhmatari’ to

be a nom. masc. (without the s) meaning ‘ bellows.’ His

reasons do not seem to me to be at all convincing. Agni

blown upon and sharpened in the sky obviously means

lightning. In other words Trita is preparing his weapons

for the fray as in (4). Ludwig thinks Trita here is

Vayu, while Sayana identifies him with Agni, who per-

vades or extends beyond the three regions. 5

(24) Y. 41 (VicvedevilA hymn), 4

:

Pra sak.s&ao divifiA Kaavahota

Trito divaA sajosa, Yato, Agm'A,

Pfi.su, BhagaA prabln-the vifvabhoja

Ajiw na jagmur acua9vatamaA.

1 Tritam tri.?v ahavanlyadisu stliancsu tata>« vistrtawi tvnm.
3 And not improbably associated with him in (6) also.

3 Cp. divy&A in (24).
4 dhmathri in the 1’ada text.
6 Tritas tri-(su sthanesu ta-)to vyiiptas triiii sthunani vutltya.
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Trita victorious, celestial, whose priest is Kanva, associate

of Dyu, Vata, Agni, Pusan, all-nourishing Bhaga, have

come to the offering, as those who have fleetest steeds

(come) to the contest.

Saks&rta is to be found in this passage only, but must be

identical in meaning with saksam, which occurs three times

in the RV., governing the accusative, with the undoubted

sense of * conquering.’ Griffith takes the first line as

referring to Indra, perhaps because saksa/ii is once used

in connexion with Indra. But, in the first place, if Indra

were meant, he would, like the other gods in this stanza,

have, I think, certainly been mentioned by name, for Trita

also is a heavenly conqueror. Moreover, Kaxvahota would

be less appropriate to Indra than to Trita. This compound

it is true occurs only here
;

but Ka«vasakhi, ‘ he who

has Kanva for his friend,’ also occurring only once, is an

epithet of Agni, who is spoken of as ‘ that same Agni,

most Ka«va-like, having Kanva for his friend.’ 1 It is

to be noted that this Agni is mentioned in the stanza

immediately following that in which Agni is identified

with Trita (22). Trita is also identified with Agni in

(26) and (27). The epithet may therefore very well be

applied to Trita as a form of Agni. It is no sufficient

objection to say that Trita being mentioned in the same

stanza as Agni, cannot here be a form of Agni
;

for the

sun, here represented by Pusan, though also a form of

fire, is here mentioned along with Agni as well. It may
be noted that all the deities enumerated in this stanza,

with the exception of Yata, are gods of light. Ludwig

and Griffith render diva/j saj osaA by ‘accordant with

Dyaus ’
;
but as this very frequent adjective is otherwise

invariably construed with the instrumental, I have treated

it as a substantive. Grassmann regarding saksaiio divya/i,

* the heavenly conqueror,’ as some other deity, takes

Trito diva/i together as ‘ Trita of the sky,’ and makes

sajosa/i an absolute adjective :
' Fire, Wind, accordant.’

1 Sa id AgniA Kanvatama/i Kanvasakha: X. 115, 5.
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I can find no parallel passages in support of taking diva/t

sajosaA with Vata
;

while there is much in favour of

these words referring to Trita. The latter god is here

called ‘ divya/q’ and is described in (23) as kindling

lightning in heaven (divi). If he is a form of Agni, he

is undoubtedly a son of Dyu. In (4) and (5) he prays

to his father and claims his father’s weapons, that is to

say, the bolt which issues from the sky. All the gods

here enumerated are thought of as coming to partake of

the sacrifice, and vying with one another in speed, just

as men who have the swiftest steeds engage in the race ;

for only such can expect to be successful. Instead of

prabhrthe construed with prajagmu/i, prabhrtham as parallel

with ajim might have been expected. Ludwig thinks

Trita here is Soma, or possibly Vayu. Sayaua makes the

word an attribute 1 of Vata/f, taking the words Trito diva/i

sajosa Vata/i together.

(25) ib. 9

:

Panita Aptyo yajata/t sadii no

vardhan na/< cawsawt nario abhis^au.2

10. Yrswo astosi bhfimiasya garbhaw

Trito napatam apaw suvrkti

:

grmte Agnir etari na 9 fisai/«,

9ociskeco ni rixati vana[ni].

May Aptya ever to be adored by us, friendly to man,

when praised in (his) helpfulness bless our prayer.

I have lauded with goodly hymn the germ of the

terrestrial hero, Trita, the son of waters : Agni neighs, like

a swift mare, with pantings, with flaming mane he lays low

the forests.

9. Trita, here mentioned by his frequent epithet 3 Aptya, 4

1 Trim ksityadisthiinesu tiiyamnna/i.
2 Cp. abhiv/aye in (20).
3 Which Saya«a here, by way of a change, explains not by npam putraA

but by siptavya/t sarvaiA, ‘ who is to be obtained by all.’ This explanation is to

be traced to Yaska’s remark ‘ aptya apnoteA ’ (the word) apt yuA (is derived)

from the root ‘ iip ’ (Nir. XI 20).
1 See p. 473-4.
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would naturally be called ‘ friendly to man ’ as releaser of

the fertilizing waters.

10. The main difficulty of this stanza is in the words

astosi and Trita/i. The choice lies between accepting astosi

as a third person singular and emending Trito to Tritam.

Ludwig, Bergaigne, and Griffith agree in rendering astosi

as a 3rd sing. aor. with Trita as its subject. Grassmann, on

the other hand, taking it as a 1st sing, is obliged to ignore

Trita by emending trito to uto (uta-f u). If an emen-

dation must be made, that which I propose, ‘Tritam,’

is less violent, while suiting the sense admirably. The

arguments against astosi being a 3rd sing, are very

strong. Apart from the form under consideration no

single instance of the 3rd sing, middle of the s-aorist

in -i (t.e. s-i) can be quoted. 1 Again, the regular 3rd

sing. aor. middle of this verb (a-stos-/a) actually does occur

in the RV. Thirdly, the internal evidence of this hymn
strongly favours the first person. In 16 of its 20 stanzas

the poet refers to himself in the first person singular

or plural, the verb occurring four times 2 in the first

sing, and four times 3 in the first plur. Fourthly, the

wording of stanza 9 * May Aptya praised fulfil our

prayer ’ naturally suggests that Trita should be the

object of the poet’s praise in stanza 10. I have therefore

decided in favour of reading ‘ Tritam ’ for ‘ Trito.’ 4 This

gives the exact sense we might expect from what we already

know of Trita’s nature. The meaning then would be ‘I have

praised Trita, the germ from which the terrestrial hero (i.e.

Agni on earth) is developed, the son of waters (the well-

known epithet of Agni in his lightning form).’ 5 Agni in

the last two lines as lightning is compared to a neighing 6

1 -i is, of course, the regular termination of the 3rd sing. aor. passive (a-star-i,

etc.) and -i coalescing with a preceding thematic a to e is common in the 3rd
sing. pres, middle (stare, stushe, etc.).

2 In stanzas 3, 7, 8, and 14.
3

11, 13, 16, 18.
4 See p. 476, line 7.
5 Cp. p. 475.
6 Cp. ‘Trita roars’ in (21).
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mare 1 with flowing mane 2 rushing to burn down the forests.

The words ‘etari na c ii-saiA
* 3 present some difficulties. I

have taken etari as a feminine of *et/, courser.4 The Pada

text, however, reads etari, just as dhmatari for dhmatarl in

(23). Ludwig regards this word also as a norm masc.

without s. He thinks Trita is Yayu here, while Sayaaa

identifies him with Agni pervading three regions. 5

(26) X. 46 (Agni hymn), 3:

Imam Trito bhuri avindad icchan

Yaibhiivaso murdhani aghniaya/t

;

Sa cev/’dho jata a harmiesu

nabhir yuva bhavati rocanasya.

Trita Yaibhuvasa eagerly seeking (him), found him on

the head of the cow (=cloud)
;

he, increaser of welfare,

when horn in houses becomes as a youth the centre of

brightness.

The abstract personified form of the celestial Agni is

here represented as endeavouring to find the lurking fire

in the sky. This is a mythological way of accounting

for what must in primitive times have been regarded as

the remarkable fact that the fire of lightning is always

hidden except when it flashes forth for a moment in the

thunderstorm. The word Yaibhuvasa occurs only in this

passage. It is probably derived from vibhu-vasu, ‘ having

excellent goods,’ an epithet of Soma which occurs twice.6

It would then mean ‘connected with Soma,’ referring to

Trita in his character of preparer of the celestial nectar

1 Mares are regarded in the RV. as especially swift, and are, therefore, fre-

quently referred to in similes. Cp. AIL. p. 231.

2 In I. 164, 44, the Sun, Agni, and Lightning are spoken of as the three

having flowiug hair (traya/i kec;iiia/<). Cp. Haug, Vtdische Rathselfrageii,

p. 52.

3 Which recur in RY. VI. 12, 4, with reference to Agni: ‘By our friends that

Agni, Jatavedas in the house, is praised like a fleet mare owing to his pautiugs

(sasmakehhir etari na qusair AgniA stave damn a jathvedaA).

4 Cp. eta, ‘swift antelope,’ and eta-<;a, ‘steed.’

5 Tritas tirwatamas tri.su sthanesv anyesu tritvapannesu tayamano 'gni/i.

« RV. IX. 72, 7 and IX. 86, 10.
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or releaser of the fertilizing rain. Trita is further said

to have found the hidden fire on the head of the cow, 1

that is to say, on the top of the cloud. Words meaning

cow are, as is well-known, frequently used to denote the

rain-cloud in the RV. 2 We have already found Trita con-

nected with the udder of the rain-cloud in (19), while in

(22) the Maruts are said to have found Agni in the form

of Trita. Being the ‘ germ of the terrestrial ’ Agni, if

my interpretation of (25) is correct, and having come

down from his original home in the sky to earth (20),

he is now said to have been produced in the houses of

men as in (27). The attribute cevrdha, 3 ‘ increaser of

welfare/ is analogous in sense to narya in (25). ‘The

centre of brightness ’ is a graphic expression for the

‘youthful’ or recently kindled Agni on the altar or the

hearth. As Trita here, so the Bhrgus in the preceding

stanza (X. 46, 2) are described as finding Agni in the

rain-cloud :
‘ Worshipping, eager, seeking him with adora-

tion, wise Bhrgus pursued him like a lost beast by its

tracks and found him lurking in secret in the gathering

place of the waters.’ 4 Ludwig is of opinion that Trita

is here an actual human person and that the cow is the

fire-stick. Griffith thinks that he is possibly Yavu. Ac-

cording to Sayazza he is a Rd.

(27) ib. 6

:

Ni pastiasu Trita// stabhuyan

parivlto yonau sldad anta/z.5

atah saw/grbhia vicam damuna

vidharma/za ayantrair iyate nfn.

1 h-ghnya or a-ghnya, ‘not to be slain or injured’ ( Vhan), bears witness

to the fact that even in the time of the RV. the cow was regarded in the light of

a sacred animal. The word occurs sixteen times in the RV., while the cor-

responding masc. form is to be found three times.
2 See especially s. v. ‘ go ’ in BR.
3 For ceva-v; dha.
4 Imam vidhanto apam sadhasthe pa^dm na nas/arn padair anu gman, guha

catantam ucpjo namobhir icchanto dhfra Bhrgavo avindan. The words guha

cktantam and padair hnu gman occur also in I. 65, 1.

5 With this line compare ‘ sa matur yona parivlto anthA,’ said of lightning in

I. 164, 32.

j.k.a.s. 1893. 30
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Establishing himself in houses Trita seated himself en-

veloped (with flames) within his abode. From hence the

house-friend of settlers collecting (them) goes among men
by distribution, not by (means of) bonds.

,
Here Trita is again spoken of as taking up his abode in

the houses of men, the first line corresponding to ‘ jata a

harmyesu ’ in (26), while the second means practically the

same thing as the statement in that stanza that ‘he becomes

the centre of brightness.’ ‘ ParivitaA ’ no doubt means
‘ enveloped with flames,’ the latter word being, for instance,

supplied with the same participle in X. 6, 1, where Agni

is described as ‘shining forth surrounded with flames.’ 1

The last two lines present difficulties which have greatly

puzzled interpreters
;
but it is at any rate sufficiently clear

that Trita, that is to say, Agni who has descended to earth,

is regarded as a house-friend who visits men. The doubtful

words are sawgrbhya, vidharma>/a, and ayantrai/t. The

reference may be that Agni when once established on earth

as the house-friend who collects people around him, visits

men for domestic purposes by means of distribution, 2 and

not by attrition produced by cords 3 and employed for

sacrificial purposes. According to Sayana, Trita here is

Agni distributed in three places, i.e. the three sacrificial fires

garhapatya, etc.

(28) X. 64 (Yicvedeva/i hymn), 3 :

Naril vil cawsam Pusanam agohiam

Agniw deveddham abhi arcase gird,

Suryamasa Candramasa Yumaw divi

Tritaw Yatam Usasam Aktum Afviua.

I have praised with my song Pusan praised of men,

Agni who cannot be concealed, kindled by the gods, Suu

1 bhanubhiA . . . p&rivito vibhava.

2 Cp. X. 80, 4 : Agner dhamani vibhita purutra, ‘ Agni's abodes are dis-

tributed in many places.’

3 a-yantra is a air. \cy. but yantra occurs twice in the RV. in the sense of • bond '

;

and the compound da9ayantra,
• having ten reins,’ is twice (VI. 44, 24, X. 94,

8) used with reference to Soma as prepared by the ten fingers. Cp. X. 51, 3.
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and Moon, 1 the two phases of the moon, Yama in the sky,

Trita, Wind, Dawn, the (starry) Night, (and) the A5vins.

As this stanza contains only an enumeration of deities,

nothing definite as to the nature of Trita can be gathered

from it. These deities, are, however, as in (24) nearly all

gods of light. Candr&raasa coming after Stiryamasa must

mean ‘ new and full moon.’ It may be added that in three

of the preceding passages (22, 26, 27), Trita is undoubtedly,

and in two others (24 and 25) most probably identified with

Agni. Bergaigne recognizes this identity in at least two

cases (22 and 27), and Sayawa in four (22, 23, 25, 27). But

the other interpreters fluctuate between Soma and Yayu.

In (27) Grassraann actually thinks the reading must be

corrupt, partly because everything points to Agni being

meant, and not Trita !

(29) II. 31 (Y^vedevaA hymn), 6 :

Uta va/< cawisam ucijam iva ^masi

ahir budhnio aja ekapild uta,

Trita, i2bhuksa/*, Savita cano dadhe

apaw napitd ucuhemii dhiya cami.

And we desire praise of you who, as it were, are desirous

(of it) : the Dragon of the Deep and the one-footed Driver,

Trita, iibhuksan, Savitr, the swiftly speeding Son of

waters take delight (in us) by reason of (our) thought

and work (sprayer and sacrifice).

There seems to be no other possible explanation of the

form c-rnasi than from the root vac, 2 though this would

be the only instance of its being shortened further than uc,

and the 1st pers. plur. ucmasi is very common in the BY.
On the other hand the preceding word ucijam derived

from V vac points to cmasi being a form of that root

owing to the fondness of the Yedic poets for the collocation

of derivatives from the same verb.3 Moreover, the 1st

1 Op. Hillebrandt, Y.M. p. 504.
2 Ludwig thinks it is a contraction for qaws-masi.
3 e.g. ribhava vibhati in X. 6, 2. Cp. also the fourth and fifth line of (30).
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pers. sing, vacmi occurs in the very next stanza. Possibly

the preceding syllable -va of iva may have had some-

thing to do with the shortening. Qami is the shortened

form of the instrumental case at the end of a line for

cam!. As cano dha, ‘to find pleasure in,’ otherwise always

governs the accusative or locative, I supply a pronoun,

the instrumental giving the reason. A!bhuksa/i (lord of

the itbhus), when mentioned after Trita undoubtedly

refers to Indra, though the epithet is sometimes also

applied to the chief of the three i?bhus and to Tata.

Sayana takes AbhuksaA to he Indra, regarding Trita as

its attribute meaning ‘ very wise.’ 1 In this enumeration

Trita is associated with gods all of whom are more or

less closely connected with the thunderstorm. 2 It may
he objected that Trita cannot here mean the celestial form

of Agni, because Apam napat, 3 or lightning, is mentioned

with him. The answer to this is that the two deities are

differentiated though essentially the same, Trita being

regarded rather as the abstract and invisible god of

celestial fire dwelling in the cloud, while Apam napat is

rather his manifestation. Such mythological differentia-

tions are not uncommon among the gods of the RV., as,

for instance, in the case of Visnu, SOrya, Savitr, and Pusan.

YI. Trita is once mentioned in the middle of a Vanina

hymn in such a way that he seems to be identified with

him.

(30) VIII. 41, 6 :

Yasmin vifvani kuvia

cakr£ nabhir iva crita,

Tritaw jut! saparyata

vraje gavo na sawyuje

yuje acvilu ayuksata

(nabhantam anyake same).

1 Tirnatama, a kind of etymological explanation borrowed from Nirukta IV.

6, where Yaska says ‘ Tritas tfr/iatamo medhaya babhuva.’ Cp. p. 4.

2 Even Savitr is once (I. 22, 6) called apa«n napat. Of Ahir budhnyaA and

Aja ekapad I propose to treat in a later article.

3 Cp. (25) and p. 476.
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In whom all wisdom is centred as the nave in the

wheel, worship Trita with haste, as cows (hasten) to come

together in the fold, (and as quickly as) they harness

horses for yoking. (May all others perish. 1

)

There seems no sufficient reason to doubt that Trita is

here meant to be identified with Varuaa. 2 It may, how-

ever, be noted that Agni is once called the brother of

Yaruwa, that Agni (as well as Surya 3
)

is called Yaru/ja,4

and that the term * navel ’ is most frequently applied to

Agni. Thus in X. 5, 3 he is called the ‘ navel of all

that moves and is fixed.’ 5 In I. 141, 9 Agni is said to

encompass Yaruaa, Mitra, and Aryainan as the felly sur-

rounds the spokes (aran na nemi/t).

Sayana regards Trita as Varuna in three regions (tristha-

nam Varunam).

YII. Trita is four times associated with Soma alone. He
has already been mentioned six times 6 with Soma as well

as other deities, and he has once (18) been described as

slaying Yrtra with the aid of the Soma draught.

(31) IX. 37 (Soma Pavamana hymn), 4 :

Sa Tritasyudhi sanavi

pavamano arocayat,

jamibhi/i Suria/M saha. 7

He, Pavamana, upon the summit of Trita has caused

the sun along with the sisters to shine.

The conception of Soma causing the sun to shine no

doubt arises from the notion that the Soma draught

inspires Indra to vanquish Yrtra, thus clearing away

the obstructing clouds and making the sunlight appear.

It is only in this connection that Soma in the next

1 This refrain, which has no connection in sense with the rest of the stanza,

occurs throughout this, the following, and the two preceding hvmns. Cp. the

refrain of X. 133, 1-6.
2 As to the importance of this identification cp. p. 456.
3 I. 50, 6; IV. 1, 2.
4 Seep 476.
5 vicvasya nabhim carato dhruv&sya. Cp. also (26).
6 See 10, 12, 13, 14, 15. 17.
7 This stanza occurs without variation in SV. II. 5, 2, 7, 3.
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stanza (IX. 37, 5) is called ‘ Vrtra-slayer.’ The sisters are

the seven rays of the sun. 1 ‘The summit of Trita’ is only

another way of expressing the ‘height of heaven.’ 2 We
have already seen that Trita abides in heaven.3 The

celestial Soma may naturally be said to cause the sun to

shine where his preparer Trita dwells. Sayana thinks

Trita is a maharsi in this stanza.

(32) IX. 95 (Soma Pavamiina hymn), 4 :

Tam marmrjanam mahisam na sanav

Arnsum duhanti uksawaw gim^am

;

tam vavaciinam matayaA sacante,

Trito bibharti Yaruwam samudre.

They press out the stalk, the hull that dwells on the moun-

tain, him who like a buffalo 4 is purified on the summit. 5

Him as he roars 6 hymns accompany. 7 Trita cherishes (him

who is like) Varu«a in the (celestial) ocean.

That the first (as well as the fourth) line refers to the

preparation of the heavenly Soma by Trita is suggested

by sanau as compared with Tritasyadhi sanavi in (31).

Giris^am is, of course, an allusion to the Soma-plant

being found on the mountains. The frequent comparison

of animals (steed, bull, buffalo) with Soma in the ninth

book is meant to illustrate either the speed with which it

flows or its strength. The milk which is mixed with Soma

is often spoken of as a garment with which he is decked.8

Yuru»a is here used as an epithet of Soma according to the

common practice 9 of Vedic poets of calling one god by the

name of another in order to emphasize his greatness. Trita

is here, according to Griffith, ‘ the preparer of the celestial

1 Cp. (35). Ludwig thinks they are the Dawns.
2 Cp. (32) and (34).
3 divi (23), divyaA (24).
4 Cp. IX. 43, 1 :

‘ who is purified with milk like a steed ’ (y6 fitya iva

mrjy&te g6bhi/i).
5 Cp. (31) Tritfisyadhi silnavi.
6

i.e. rushes in the pressing vats, the figure of the bull being kept up.
7 Cp. llillebrandt, V.M. p. 348 and p. 389.
8 t.g. IX. 8, 5-6.
9 Named Kathenotheism by Prof. Max Miiller.
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Soma,’ according to Ludwig Vayu, according to Siiyawa

either Indra or Soma (Varuwa in the latter case being India,

the repeller 1 of foes).

(33) IX. 102 (Soma Pavamana hymn), 2 :

L7pa Tritasya pa-vior

abhakta yad guha padam

yajnasya sapta dhamabhir &dha priyatn. 2

Near the two stones of Trita he (Soma) has occupied the

place which (is) in secret, and is dear (to him) through

the seven ordinances of sacrifice.

Since Trita, as we have seen,3 often appears in the

character of preparer of the celestial Soma, he is naturally

conceived as possessing pressing stones. His dwelling-

place, where these stones are, is hidden.4 The place where

Soma is prepared would naturally be dear to him, especially

in connexion with the ‘ seven ordinances ’ of the sacrifice

with which Soma is so largely concerned. In X. 52, 4

and X. 124, 1, the sacrifice is said to be seven-threaded

(sapta-tantu). In (35) Trita is said to be familiar and

associated with the centre (nabhi) where the seven rays

shine. This almost certainly refers to the sacrificial fire

with its rays conventionally regarded as seven in number,

Trita being thought of as supplied with a sacrificial fire

just as the terrestrial priest is. Ludwig regards this stanza

as unintelligible, remarking, “what kind of a ‘padam’ is

meant, and whether ‘ Tritasya ’ is to be connected with it,

will remain obscure till the signification of Trita has been

ascertained.” Sayaaa thinks Trita is the seer of the hymn.

(34) ib. 3 :

Trim Tritasya dharaya

prsMesu eraya rayim :

mimlte as}ra yojana vi sukratu/i.

1 Qatru'iaw nivarakam, (as a kind of etymology of the word Yanina).
2 This stanza occurs without variation in the SY.
5 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 32.

4 Cp. X. 181, 2, ‘ they found the highest seat of the sacrifice which was hidden’

(avindan te atihita/w yad asid yajfiasya dhama paramani guha yat).
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Bring wealth in a stream on Trita’s ridges into (his)

three (courses) : the wise one (Soina) measures out his

(Trita’s) courses.

The translators make no intelligible, or at least satisfactory,

sense of this stanza. The main justification of my interpre-

tation is that I supply no extraneous word with ‘ trim/ but

explain it by the third line. The meaning of my translation

is :
‘ Do thou, Soma, on the heights of Trita, 1 direct the

fertilizing streams which produce wealth into the channels

of Trita, for thou knowest these channels, having measured

them out with thy streams/ Ludwig wishes to substitute

the reading of the SV. 2 ‘ airayat ’ because of the 3rd sing.

‘ bhuvat ’ and ‘ abhakta ’ in the first and second stanzas of

this hymn. We should then, however, have an imperfect

after two aorists. The change from the second to the third

person in the same stanza is not uncommon in the RV. 3 I

take Tritasya with prs/^esu like Tritasyadhi sanavi in (31).

I construe the causal a-Iraya with two accusatives denoting

the direct object and the direction. Soma is described as

bestowing wealth, for instance in IX. 45, 3 :
‘ Unclose for

us the doors of wealth
’ 4 and in IX. 5, 3 : ‘he shines as

wealth with his streams of mead.’ 5 With trim I supply

yojana from the third line. This word occurs five times

in the RV. with numerals, in two of these passages, I. 35,

8 and I. 164, 9, with ‘ three.’ It is used in connexion

with lightning in the latter stanza: ‘The calf ( := lightning)

lowed, he looked upon the cow (=the cloud), that has all

manner of shapes in three distances.’ 6 The trf yojanii are

most probably the same as the trl rocana diva//, the three

bright realms of heaven. 7 There can hardly be a doubt

1 Cp. IX. 86, 27 : trtrye prstAe &dhi rocane diva/i, ‘ on the third ridge in the

brightness of heaven.’
2 As to the value of the various readings of the SV. cp. Aufrecht RV. vol. ii.

pp. xli.-xlv.
3 Cp. p. 441, note 3.

4 Vi no riiye duro vrdhi. Cp. also IX. 102, 8 : ‘open the stall of heaven,’

rn6r £ipa vraj&m divh/j.

6 rayir vi rajati . . mhdhor dhffrabhiA.
6 Cp. p. 440, note 2.

(

1 Cp. p. 483 ;
cp. also the trwii divi b&ndhaniini of the celestial steed in (17).
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that a play on the numeral is intended by the juxtaposition

of the words ‘ trim Tritasva.’ 1 Siiyana and Griffith supply

savanani, oblations, with trl/d, Ludwig savaniiui or sara/«si,

Grassmann, * places ’
(
Statten ), the latter word nearly co-

inciding in sense with my interpretation.

VIII. Trita is six times mentioned as in heaven, 2 or

as remote and concealed.

(35) I. 105 (Vicvedevii/i hymn), 9

:

Ami ye sapt& racmayas

tdtra me nabhir 3 atatii.

Tritas tad veda Aptia/i

:

sa jamitvaya rebhati.

(vittam me asya, rodasl).4

"Where those seven rays (are), there my centre is ex-

tended. Trita Aptya knows that : he speaks for kinship.

(Witness me that., o heaven and earth.)

The seven rays 5 no doubt mean the celestial fire of the

Sun with which the seer, as a priest tending the sacrificial

fire, claims connexion. 6 Trita kuows this, for being the

hidden fire in the cloud, he claims relationship with it

himself. He is related as a brother both to the sun and

to terrestrial fire.
7 Ludwig thinks that the seven rays

refer to terrestrial fire, which forms the centre of the priest’s

kinship, and that ami is used because the seer is thinking

of a fire in his mind’s eye and not of one actually before

him. But the next stanza which begins with similar words,

(ami ye panca), and refers to the heavens (madhye . . .

divd//), would suggest that not terrestrial but celestial fire

1 Cp. p. 483 (41).

2 Cp. (23) and (24) in heaven; (31) and (34) on a height; (33) in secret.

3 Cp. nabhiA in (26) and (30) note 5.

4 Refrain.

5 Cp. janiibhiA in (31), and yajnasya sapta dha'mahhiA in (33).

6 Cp. X. 7, 3 :
* Agni I deem my father, my kinsman, my brother, my friend

for ever
;
as the face of great Agni I will honour the holy light of Surya in the

sky.’

1 Cp. I. 164, 1 :
‘ the middle brother (of the three) is lightning.’ See Haug,

Rathselfragen, p. 13.
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is here referred to. With the expression jamitvaya rebhati

may be compared jamx bruva»aA, said of Trita ‘calling’

the weapons of his father ‘akin’ in (4). Ludwig thinks

that Trita, both here and in (36), is Soma, while Sayaaa

considers him to be a ‘ Hsi, son of waters.’ 1

(36) ib. 17:

Trita/i kCpe avahito

devan havata utaye :

tac chufrava BrhaspatiA

kmvann amhura»ad uru.

(vittam me asya, rodasi).

Trita buried in the well called upon the gods for help.

That Brhaspati heard, making (him) free from (his)

distress. (Witness me that, o heaven and earth.)

Parallel with this stanza is (4), where Trita in his

lurking place (vavre) prays to his father. Here he is

released from his confinement by the ‘ Lord of Prayer
;

’ 2

there he prepares for the conflict with Vrtra bv arming

himself with his father’s weapons, i.e. the thunderbolt.

Both passages refer to Trita’s concealment in the cloud, 3

from which he issues in the form of lightning.

In four stanzas (besides a fifth in which he is simply

called Aptya) of VIII. 47 (a hymn to the Adityas and

to Ushas) Trita is spoken of as dwelling far away.

(37) VIII. 47, 13:

Yad avir yad aplciaw,

deviiso, asti duskrt&m,

Trit4 tad vigvam Aptia

are asmad dadhatana

(Anehaso va titayaA

suutayo va utdya//).

1 He explains the word TritA by ‘tirwatama,’ elucidating this explanation

further by ‘ tiraskrtajnana’ ‘one who has overcome ignorance.’ Cp. p. 421.

2 Ibhaspati also releases the nectar
(
= fertilising rain) from the well of rock

(=rain-cloud) in II. 24, 4 and X. 68, 4, 7, 8.

3 Here called kilpa or well
;
otherwise the cloud is often called utsa, fountain,

avata, well, or udhar, udder (of the sky) by a very natural metaphor. Cp. (19).
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Whatever ill deed, o gods, is manifest or concealed, all

that put far away from us to Trita Aptya. (Incomparable

are your aids, well-aiding are your aids.)

(38) 14:

Yac ca gosu du/tsvapniam

y&c casm6, duhitar diva/i,

Tritaya tad, vibhavari,

Aptiaya parti vaha

(Anehaso va —).

And any evil dream (there be) concerning (our) cows

or ourselves, o daughter of heaven, to Trita Aptya,

o radiant goddess, bear that away. (Incomparable, etc.)

(39) 15:

Niska/n va ghii kr«avate

srajam va, duhitar diva/i,

Trite du/tsvapniaw sarvam

Aptie pari dadmasi

(Anehaso va — ).

Whether it (the dream) produce a necklace or a wreath,

o daughter of heaven, we put the whole evil dream away

to Trita Aptya. (Incomparable, etc.)

The clause in which krnavate occurs must be subordinate

as the verb is accented. 1 I incline, however, to give it

the concessive sense of ‘even if’ and not simply ‘if,’ like

Pischel and Grassmann. For then the use of sarvam,

‘ whole,’ as opposed to vicvam in 13 would be justified. 2

That sarva has this meaning here and is not the later

equivalent of vicva, ‘all, every,’ is supported by stanza 17,

where it is contrasted with one-sixteenth and one-eighth.

Pischel 3 thinks that sraj has an inauspicious meaning,

because as early as the Brahmawa period the sacrificial

horse is spoken of as wearing a garland. But the evidence

1 Cp. Pischel, Yedica in ZMG., vol. xl. p. 111.
2 The sense would then be ‘ even though parts of it be pleasant, we put the

whole of the evil dream away.’
3

p. 112.
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he farther adduces seems to show that the sight of a

garland is auspicious rather than sinister. 1 The word

niska occurs in three other passages in the RY. The

reference in I. 126, 2, where the poet says that he had

accepted a hundred ni.skas and a hundred steeds as a

gift, would point to an auspicious sense. In II. 33, 10,

Rudra is said to wear a niska, which is variegated

(vicvarupa). In Y. 19, 3, the use of the word in the

compound niska-grlva, ‘ wearing a ni-ska round the neck,’

said of a seer named Brhaduktha, shows that the word

meant necklace. But as Pischel 2 points out, there is no

reason whatever for supposing that it means a ‘ gold

necklace ’ in the RY. That there should be any connexion

between the necklace of Rudra mentioned above and the

later conception of Qiva with a necklace of skulls 3 is

hardly likely.

(40) 16:

Tadannaya tadapase

tarn bhagam upasedu.se,

Tritaya ca Dvitaya ca

l/so, du/<svapnia/M vaha

(Anehaso va —).

To him who has that for his food, that for his work,

who possesses that portion, to Trita and to Dvita, o

Dawn, bear the evil dream. (Incomparable, etc.)

(40a) 17:
Yatha kalam yatha caphaw

y&tha rnkm sa/wnayamasi,

eva du/i.svapniawi sarvain

Aptie sam nayamasi

(Anehaso va —).

As we discharge a sixteenth, as an eighth, as a (whole)

debt, so we discharge the whole evil dream to Trita Aptya.

(Incomparable, etc.)

1
pp. 113-118.

3
p. 121.

3 lb.
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The word kald occurs only here in the RV.
;

but the

meaning is undoubted owing to its being used twice along

with £apha with the sense of the fraction -jL;- in other

Yedic works.1 Qapha, the (cloven) hoof has come to mean

one-eighth just as piida, ‘foot,’ acquired the sense of ‘one-

fourth ’ (of a stanza).

In all these five stanzas the poet wishes away every evil

deed once and evil dreams four times to Trita as one dwell-

ing in the far distance, his epithet Aptya being added four

times no doubt to emphasize his remoteness. That a deity,

who is regarded as remaining concealed in the clouds, and

is only seen issuing from the remotest regions of the heavens,

should be regarded as a type of what is extremely distant,

is natural. In stanza 16 another deity, Dvita, is associated

with Trita. Dvita is mentioned in only one other passage,

in an Agni hymn (Y. 18, 2), where there can be hardly

any doubt that a form of Agni is meant: 2 ‘To Dvita who

carries away what is injured . . to thee, O immortal (Agni),

the singer forthwith presents Soma ’ 3
. It is of importance

here to ascertain the exact meaning of the attribute mrkta-

vahas. Mrkta is the past participle of mrc (occurring in

five finite forms in the RY.), which in its negative form

a-mrkta is met with eleven times in the RY. with the

undoubted sense of uninjured, vahas occurs five times as

a noun in the RY. meaning ‘offering,’ but also frequently

at the end of bahuvrihi compounds such as yajna-vahas,

meaning ‘taking,’ ‘wafting.’ In nr-vahas, ‘wafting men,’

it is accented as a Tatpurusa like -vaha, ‘carrying away.’

That in mrktavahas it has the latter meaning is confirmed by

ripra-viiha,’ 4 ‘ carrying away impurity,’ an epithet of Agni.

The word must therefore mean ‘carrying off what is injured,

imperfect, or faulty.’ Besides the Dawn who in our hymn
(YIII. 47) as the dispeller of darkness and sleep is naturally

1 In the TS. and CB. : see BR. s.v.

2 Grassmann, Translation, Yol. I. p. 175, is of this opinion.

3 Dvitaya mrktavahase . . . induwi sk dhatta anusak stota cit te amartia.

4 air. \ey. RY. X. 16, 9.
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enough four times 1 invoked to bear away evil dreams, the

only other god who is called upon to do the same thing is

the (morning) sun (Surya or Savitr), the reason being of

course similar. Outside our hymn (VIII. 47) the word

du/isv&pnya occurs only three times in the RV. : in V.

82, 4 Savitr is invoked to bear away 2 the evil dream,

and in X. 37, 4 it is Surya who is to drive away 3 sick-

ness, neglect of sacrifice, disease, and evil dream.4 Such

a function would he well described by ‘ mrkt a-vahas,’

‘carrying away what is faulty.’ This meaning would he

equivalent to pavaka, purifying, 5 which though usually an

epithet of Agni, is also applied to Surya in I. 50, 6. Thus

Dvita would appear to be the second form of fire or the sun,

who as the dispeller of darkness carries off evil dreams, and

equally well with Trita, the third form of fire or lightning,

may be regarded as dwelling in the remote distance. Grass-

mann considered the last five stanzas of VIII. 47 (14-18)

to form a separate hymn. This seems highly probable,

owing to the unity of the subject matter. But asPischel 6

points out, it is more likely that this new hymn com-

mences with stanza 13, partly because of the ‘ca’ at the

beginning of 14, and partly owing to the common strophic

character of these six verses (irrespective of the general

refrain, which is added from the previous part of the hymn).

I have already disposed of one of Grassmann’s reasons for

separating 14-18 from 13, the occurrence of sarva in the

former as opposed to vi’ 9 va in the latter. Siiyawa considering

Trita to be the author of VIII. 47, involves himself in greut

difficulties of interpretation.

Having carefully examined all the passages 7 in which

1 In stanzas 14, 15, 16 and 18.
2 ‘suva,’ with the frequent etymological play on the word savitr

;
in the

following stanza he is called upon to carry away evil deeds (duritaui) as the

Adityas in (37).
3 Again ‘ suva.’

* The third passage is X. 36, 4, where the pressing stone (gravan) is called

upon to dispel evil spirits and evil dreams.
4 The sense usually given to the word by the native commentators, though

I1R. and Grassraann assign to it the meaning of ‘ radiant,’ ‘flaming.’
6 Vedica, ZMG. vol. xl. p. 111.
7 With the exception of the one occurrence of tho word in the plural, which I

wish to reserve till later (p. 482).
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Trita’s name occurs in the RY., it will, I think, conduce

to clearness if before proceeding I summarize the infor-

mation there supplied as to the nature of this god.

In the majority of the passages in which Trita is asso-

ciated with India, he is engaged in the fight with the demon

of drought, while in the remaining stanzas he prepares

Soma for Indra in the remote region of the heavens where

Vis/m, Manu Vivasvat, and the Maruts dwell, lie is also

once mentioned independently as slaying Vrtra under the

inspiration of Soma, and once identified with the swift

celestial steed, the personification of lightning. When
associated with the Maruts, he is connected with the rain-

cloud, he thunders, he assists them, he brings them down

to earth on his car. In the passages where he is mentioned

with Agni, he is in two cases undoubtedly, and in two others

most probably, identified with him. When spoken of with

Soma, he is regarded as preparing it in a lofty and remote

region of heaven, and there supplying it to Indra, once,

however, drinking it himself. Finally, he is described as

being hidden in a well or dwelling in the extreme distance.

We have seen that Trita has been identified by various

scholars with Indra, Yayu, Dyu, Soma, and Agni, re-

spectively, or in some cases with two or even three of these

deities in different passages. Now the nature of the Yedic

deities is so abstract, their attributes so comparatively few,

and those not always distinctive, that in some places one

god may very well seem identical with an entirely different

one. This is, no doubt, the main reason why the Yedic

poets so often call one god, for the moment, b}r the name of

another. Supposing, however, we consider the passages

collectively in which Trita is referred to, his characteristics,

taken as a whole, certainly do not apply to the first four

of the deities mentioned above.

That he is not identical with Indra, as far as the RY.
is concerned, is sufficiently proved by the fact that they

so often appear side by side as distinct personages.

Yayu or Yata could not possibly be said to be born in

houses (26), or to take up his abode in dwellings as the
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house-friend (27). Unlike Agni, who appears as fire,

sun, and lightning, Vayu is never regarded as having

any other form than that of wind. It would, therefore,

be highly unnatural that he should be mentioned over

again in the same stanza by the name of Trita as in (24)

and (28). Again, if Trita were Vayu, how could we account

for Dvita 1 ?

The identification of Trita with Dyu is more easily

dismissed than any of the others. How could the god, who

is the personification of the heavens, be possibly conceived

as establishing himself in the houses of men, or being hidden

in a well, or praying to his father to release him? Who
would be his father ?

Soma being a terrestrial product, all its characteristics

must be in the highest degree familiar to the poets of the

Rigveda. It would, therefore, have been extremely un-

natural had they conceived Soma in its celestial form to

be so divested of its distinctive attributes as no longer to

be in any sense a counterpart of what it was on earth.

As a matter of fact, the parallelism between the two is

strongly marked in the RV. 2 Thus the celestial, as well

as the terrestrial Soma, is regarded as mixed with water,

though many passages show that it is in reality identical

with rain-water. 3 Thus too, the celestial Soma is five times

in the RV. spoken of as a ‘ Vrtra-slayer ’ in a secondary

sense, because it braces Indra for the conflict with Vrtra,

just as the terrestrial Soma inspires with courage. If Trita

were Soma, in what sense could he be said to take up his

abode in the dwellings of men, and become the centre of

brightness? The chief argument, however, against the

identification of these two is, the fact that they are very

frequently mentioned together, Trita generally being the

preparer of Soma. It may be objected that they could

very well be referred to together, if the one were regarded

as the god, and the other as the juice. Thus the meaning

1 See above pp. 463-4.
J Cp. Hillebraudt, V.M. p. 388.
8 Ibid. p. 362.
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in (18) would be: ‘I will praise the Soma-juice by which

the god Soma slew Vrtra.’ This sense is unnatural in itself,

nor do I think any passage can be adduced from the RY.
in support of it. Anyhow, this argument does not apply

when Soma is distinctly the deity, as in (17), (24), or (31),

where Soma causes the sun to shine on the ridge of Trita.

Nevertheless, Bergaigne, who was as familiar with the

subject matter of the RV. as any other scholar, in most

cases identifies Trita with Soma, though in a few passages

he recognizes him undoubtedly to be Agni. The difficulty

of making Trita represent two totally different gods

he gets over by regarding the celestial Agni and the

celestial Soma (^liquid fire) as one and the same. This

view, no doubt, arose from the fact of Agni and Soma in

their celestial form having many points in common. Thus

both dwell in the clouds or waters and both come down

to earth. But to identify the two is going too far.

Having dealt with the opinions previously held, I may now
state definitely my own conclusions, which may be gathered

from remarks made above and has already been stated

provisionally in my Sanskrit Dictionary. Trita I regard

as no other than the third or lightning form of Agni.

This interpretation will suit all the passages we have

examined. Lightning is the chief agent in the thunder-

storm, and its manifestation precedes the release of the

heavenly waters. It is thus a matter of course that

Trita should be associated with Indra in the conflict with

the drought fiend. He is naturally identified with the

celestial steed, the personification of lightning as having

in the highest degree the quality most distinctive of the

horse. His connexion in this character with the Maruts and

the rain-cloud, his thundering and his descent to the earth,

is no less clear. His relation to Agni, of whom he is only

a form, is still more obvious. What, moreover, is more

natural than that Agni who is the priest 1 on earth, should

be regarded as the preparer of the celestial Soma in the

1 He is constantly spoken of as a hotr in the RY.

j.r.a.s. 1S93. 31
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heavens ? Besides there are several verses in the BY. which

closely connect lightning with the purification of Soma. 1

It is important to note that of all the gods with whom
Trita is mentioned, Agni is the only one with whom
he is actually identified. It is true that Yaruwa is once

spoken of as Trita. But this may be left out of account

as an isolated case of Kathenotheism. For in no other

instance is Trita even mentioned with Yaruna except in

(32), where he is said to cherish ‘Yaruna’ similarly used

as an epithet of Soma. What, further, is more apt than

to speak of lightning as concealed in a well as a figurative

term for the rain-cloud ? His praying to be released is

not a far-fetched way of expressing n^thologically that the

appearance of the lightning flash and the consequent release

of the rain often seem unduly delayed. Finally, hardly

any other phenomenon of nature would be more likely to

suggest to men in an early stage of civilization the idea

of extreme remoteness than lightning, which often seems to

break from the uttermost limits of the heavens.

This identification is thoroughly borne out by the nature

of Agni in the BY. No other god is to be met with there

in whom a threefold division rests on a physical basis. Fire

appears as ordinary Agni on earth, as the Sun or Sfirya

in the heavens, and as lightning in the intermediate region.

Terrestrial and solar fire as being permanent and appearing

every day, would naturally be regarded as the first and

second form, while its fleeting and rarer manifestation would

be looked upon as the third.

No cosmological fact is more frequently alluded to in

the BY. than this threefold division of fire.
2 I have collected

close on seventy passages in which it is referred to with or

without some form of the numeral * three.’ It will, however,

suffice for our purposes to quote only the most striking

of them :

—
‘ 0 Agni, three (are) thy powers, three (thy)

stations (sadhastha), three thy tongues . . and three thy

1 Op. Hillehrandt, Y.M. p. 342.
2 There can be no doubt that the three sacrificial fires -were meant to represent

these three forms of Agni. Cp. Ludwig, UV. vol. iii. p. 356.
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bodies ’ (tanvas). 1
‘

I

2 am threefold light ’ (arkas tridhiituA). 3

‘O thou who abidest in three places (trisadhaathd 4
), Agni

Yai^vilnara.’ 5 ‘ The immortals purified three kindlings

(samfdhaA) of Agni : of these one they assigned to man
(martye) for enjoyment, and two went to the sister world

’

(u lokA/u jamim). 6 ‘ Threefold (triA) are the births of god

Agni.’ 7 ‘ He first was born in dwellings (pastiiisu) at the

base of great heaven (mahaA), 8 in the womb of this atmos-

phere,9 footless, headless, concealing his ends, contracting

himself in the lair of (him) the bull.’ 10 * To that Agni

who has three dwellings (tripastyam), best slayer of Dasyus

(dasyuhantamam) we have come.’ 11 ‘ The wise Agni in-

habits threefold 12 (tridhatuni) gathering places’ (vidatha).

13

‘From heaven first Agni was born, the second time from

us (asiuad, i.e. men), thirdly (trtlyam) the manly-souled

(was born) in the waters.’ 11 ‘ We know, 0 Agni, thy three

(abodes) in three places (tredha), we know thy abodes

(dhama) distributed in many places
;
we know thy highest

name which (is) in secret

;

15 we know that spring (utsa) 16

whence thou cornest.’ 17 ‘ The manly-souled viewer of men 18

1 III. 20, 2.
2 Agni is represented as speaking.
3 III. 26, 7. Hillebrandt (Cp. V.M. p. 334) thinks that the third form of

Agni is the moon ; hut that a luminary, whose rays become the type of what is

cooling, should be regarded as a representative form of the burning and scorching

god is highly improbable, apart from the weakness of the evidence iu the RV.
1 This epithet is often applied to Agni, e.g. V. 4, 8 ;

VI. 12, 2.

5 VI. 8, 7.
B III. 2, 9.

2 IV. 1, 7.

8 As the sun.
9 As lightning.
10 IV. 1, 11. Cp. p. 474, note 10.

« VIII. 39, 8.

12 Referring to the threefold division of heaven, earth, and atmosphere, so

often alluded to.

73 VIII. 39, 9.

» X. 45, 1.

15 Most probably ‘ Trita ’
; cp. X. 5, 2.

16 Cp. kupe in (36).
17 X. 45, 2. Cp. X. 5, 1, where it is said of Agni that he ‘ lurks in the udder,

in the lap of the secret ones
;

in the midst of the spring rests the place of

the bird ’ (srnkti udhar niwior upastha, utsasya madhye nihitam pada>« veh).

13 Probably Varuna, who, in V. 85, 2, is said to have placed Agni in the waters

(Vkn.no apsu Agniw divi siiryam adadhat).
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kindled thee in the (aerial) ocean within the waters, in

the udder (udhan) of the sky, o Agni
;

the mighty ones

(mahisa/t) 1 increased thee as thou stoodest in the third

(region of the) atmosphere (trtfye rajasi) in the lap of the

waters.’ 2 ‘As heavenly (asura) germ he is called Tanfi-

napat,3 when he is born in different places (vijayate) he

is Naracamsa,4 Mataricvan when he was fashioned in his

mother.’ 5 ‘The middlemost brother is lightning (a9 na/<),

the third is butter-backed (ghrtaprsYia/t).’ 6 ‘Vi$»u knowing

(it) guards his (Agni’s) highest (sc. station), the third.’ 7

It being now clear that a third form of Agni is very

frequently recognized in the RY., my view that this third

form of Agni or lightning is identical with Trita will receive

strong confirmation, if we find Agni occurring in the same

combinations in which Trita appears. That view may be

considered as established if Agni and Trita can be shown to

have some characteristic in common which is shared by no

other deity.

I will, therefore, now proceed to examine the nature of

Agni in the RY. under the same eight heads as those under

which I have already dealt with Trita.

I. Not only are Agni and Indra very frequently associated,

but eleven hymns are addressed to these two deities in con-

junction. 8 From the numerous passages which may be quoted

to show the intimate connexion of Agni with Indra, I select

the following: ‘Ye have gained a good name together, and

ye, o Yrtra-slayers are united; as such, o Indra-Agni,

seated together do ye, o mighty ones, pour down the

mighty Soma.’ 9 ‘ The heroic deeds and the mighty acts

which ye, 0 Indra-Agni, have done, the forms which (ye

have assumed), the ancient auspicious bonds of friendship

1 Perhaps the Maruts.
2 X. 45, 3.

3 Here the sun.
4 Ordinary fire.

6 Lightning, III. 29, 11.
6 I. 1G4, 1 : cp. Ilaug Rathsclfragen

, p. 13.
7 X. 1, 3.
8 The other gods along with whom Indra is invoked are Yanina (seven hymns),

Soma (two), l’uian (one), Visnu (one).
9 I. 108, 3.
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which (are) yours, for their sake do ye drink of the pressed

Sotua.’ 1 ‘Of you, o Indra-Agni, I have heard that ye are

mightiest in the Yrt'rafight 2 at the division of wealth; as

such seated ou the strewn grass at this sacrifice, do ye delight

yourselves with the juice, ye active ones.’ 3 ‘ Ye destroyers

of forts, bestow (wealth), ye that bear the thunderbolt in

your hands; protect us, o Indra-Agni, in battles ’ (bharesu).

4

‘I invoke Indra-Agni, the bounteous, Vrtra-slayers, con-

quering together, unsubdued, mightiest in winning spoil.’

‘Indra-Agni cast down together with a single deed the

ninety-nine forts lorded over by the demons.’ 6 ‘ 0 Indra-

Agni, ye adorn in your mighty conflicts the bright realms

of heaven (rocana diva/i) : that heroic might of yours has

become famous.’ 7 ‘ 0 Indra-Agni, your father is the same,

ye (are) brothers, ye are twins, whose mother is here and

there’ (ihehamiltara). 8 ‘ By the command of Indra-Agni

streaming the rivers flow, which they two released from

their confinement.’ 9 ‘Indra-Agni, mighty lords in Yrtra-

fights helping one another, dwelling together in body, filled

the great atmosphere with their might.’ 10 ‘ This is that Agni

beside whom (yasmin) Indra eagerly placed the pressed Soma
within his belly.’ 11

II. The celestial horse, the personification of lightning

speed, is, as we have seen, identified in one passage with

Trita. This steed, under the name of Dadhikra, 12
is in

IV. 40, 5 described as being identical with the various forms

of fire :
‘ the Hawsa 13 dwelling in light, the Yasu in the
»

1 lb. 5.
3 I’isehel, -who translates the whole of I. 109 in Y.S. part ii. takes vrtra-hatya

here in the sense of ‘ fight ’ (in general).
3 I. 109, 5.
1 lb. 8.
5 III, 12, 4.
6 lb. 6.
1 lb. 9.

3 VII. 59, 2.

3 VIII. 40, 8.
10 X. 65, 2.

» III. 22, 1.

13 The very name dadhi-kra (or-kra-van) ‘curd-mixing’ (Vkr or kir) is sug-

gestive of lightning, which (or thunder) turns milk sour.
13 The sun is often spoken of as a bird in the RV. Cp. p. 469, note 17.
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atmosphere, 1 the priest 2 dwelling on the altar, the guest 3

dwelling in the house.’ Iu IV. 39, 2, the poet says

:

‘ Rejoicing I praise the mighty swift stallion Dadhikravan

who bestows many gifts, the conqueror (taturim), wrhora

like shining Agni (didivamsam nagnim) Mitra-Varu«a gave

to men ’ (purubhya/t), adding in stanza 4 :
‘ When we

think of Dadhikravan . . . ,
we call for welfare upon the

blessed name of the Maruts, Varuwa, Mitra, Agni (and)

Indra who bears the holt in his arm.’

III. Agni is very frequently described as slaying Vrtra.

In four of the passages quoted under I. Agni is spoken of

conjointly with Indra as performing this deed. I will now
add some more (which might he greatly multiplied) showing

Agni in this character. ‘ Let people say : Agni, the Vrtra-

slayer, has been born, the winner of wealth in every battle.’ 4

‘Thee, mightiest V/’tra-slayer, who castest down the demons

(dasyun) we praise owing to thy riches.’ 5 ‘ May that Vrtra-

slayer, ancient, omniscient, take the singer across all

troubles.’ 6 ‘Agni, the Bharata, the Yrtra-slayer, has been

brought.’ 7 ‘May Agni slay the Vrtras.’ 8 It should here

be noted that Agni is the only other deity to -whom is

applied with any frequency ‘ vrtrahan,’ the specific epithet

of Indra, which is used more than seventy times of the

latter deity in the RY. Agni is sixteen times called ‘ Vrtra-

slayer,’ in seven of these passages conjointly with Indra. 9

Otherwise the term is applied six times to Soma, as bracing

Indra for the conflict, and twice (in the same hymn) to the

Ac^vins. Here again Agni, like Trita, agrees in a remarkable

manner with Indra in his most salient characteristic.

IV. Agni is often associated with the Maruts. The

refrain of I. 19 is ‘ 0 Agni, come hither with the Maruts.’

1 Lightning.
2 A regular epithet of Agni as the sacrificial fire.

3 Common designation of Agni as the domestic fire.

4
I. 74, 3.

5 I. 78. 4.

« III. 20, 4.
1 VI. 16, 19.,
B Agnir vrtraui janghanat, ib. 34.
9 Indra and Agni are the only gods conjointly termed ‘ V/ tra-slayere.’
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Agni is called the ‘friend of the Maruts.’ 1 The Maruts

are said to have Agni as their tongue. 2 The same intimate

connexion appears in the following two passages :
‘ We

implore the brightness of Agni and the might of the

Maruts.’ 3 ‘ 0 Kawvas, I praise Agni together with our

Maruts that hold bolts in their hands and bear golden axes.’ 4

Y. We have seen that Trita is not only several times

associated with Agni, but is in some instances actually iden-

tified with him. Such being the case, the question naturally

suggests itself, Is there any characteristic which belongs

to both Trita and Agni, but which they have in common
with no other deity ? This question admits, I believe, of

an answer in the affirmative. The epithet Aptya, occurring

ten times in the RV., is in effect exclusively limited to Trita.

The word is derived from ap the strong base of ap, ‘ water,’

by means of the suffix -tya, which is usually employed in

forming adjectives from adverbs or prepositions, with the

sense of ‘derived from’ or ‘belonging to,’ as in ama-tya,

apa-tya, ni-tya. Another derivative with the same suffix

from the weak base of ap is ap-tya, ‘ watery,’ which occurs

in one passage,5 where the Dawn is spoken of as appearing

in the eastern half of the ‘ watery atmosphere ’ (aptyasya

rajasa/i). A third derivative of ap is ap-ta, which is found

once 6 in the RY. in the negative form an-apta, meaning

‘not watery,’ said of Soma. 7 The most common adjective

derived from ap, which occurs fifteen times in the RY., and

has the sense of ‘ belonging to or derived from the w'aters,’

‘ aqueous,’ is ap-ya. That this is the meaning of aptjA also

is recognized by the Taittirlya Brahmawa, 8 in quoting which

Saya/ia in his introductory remarks to RY. I. 105, says :

“ That Trita was son of waters the Taittiriyas clearly state :

‘ then Ekata was born
;
he (Agni) threw a second time, then

1 Marudv/dha, III. 13, 6.
2 Agnijihv&, I. 89, 7.
3 III. 26, 6
* VIII. 7, 32.
5 I. 124, 5.
6 IX. 16, 3.
7 anaptam apsu dus^araw somam.
8 See p. 478.
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Dvita was born
;
he threw a third time, then Trita was born.

Because they were born from the waters therefore they are

apyas.’ This same Apya we read of with the insertion of

the letter t in Trita Aptya knows that.” 1 Siiyaaa else-

where refers to this ‘insertion of the letter t’ as Yedic

(chandasa).

The etymological meaning ‘ derived from the waters/

which is supported by the Brahma«as, 2 is thoroughly in-

keeping with what we have ascertained from the evidence

of the RV. itself to be the character of Trita. Moreover,

granting that Trita is the celestial Agni, there is no

point better established in Yedic mythology than the

conception of Agni dwelling in the waters.3 The following

are a few of the very numerous quotations which might

he adduced in support of this statement :
* 0 Agni, thou

art kindled in the abode of waters.’ 4 ‘ He dwelt in the

lap of the waters.’ 5 ‘ The great priest, who knows the

clouds, who dwells among men, sat in the lap of waters.’ 6

* Wise Bhrgus found him in the gathering place of the

Avaters.’ 7 ‘ Bhrgus serving him in the gathering place

of the waters, placed him in the dwellings of man.’ 8

* The gods found beautiful Agni within the waters.’ 9

‘ Him the observant, benevolent (gods) found in the waters

crouching like a lion.’ 10 ‘He who observes the laws of

the gods 11 told me that thou (Agni) wast lying concealed

in the waters.’ 12 ‘Within the waters, Soma said to me,

are all medicines and Agni who blesses all.’
13

There are two occurrences—in one and the same verse 14—
1 RV. I. 105, 9.

2 See p. 479.
3 See Bergaigne, R.V. II. 16.
4 III. 25, 5.
6 I. 144, 2.
6 X. 46, 1.
7 lb. 2.
8 II. 4, 2.
9 III. i. 3.

10 III. 9, 4. Cp. IV. i. 11 ;
III. i. 14.

11 Soma, see next quotation.
12 X. 32, 6.
13 X. 9, 6=1. 23, 20.
14 X 120, 6.
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of the word Aptya which do not refer to Trita. The

epithet is there applied to Trita’s most intimate associate

Indra, but in such a general way as to show clearly that

it is for the nonce transferred to him by the poet for the

purpose of emphasizing his greatness. Indra is here

praised as * the most mighty Aptya of the Aptyas ’

(inataroam Aptyam 1 Aptyanam 2
). It is thus clear that

the word Aptya, meaning ‘derived from or dwelling in

the waters ’ is in reality the exclusive epithet of Trita.

Similarly the epithet Apaw napat, ‘ son of waters,’ which

occurs twenty-eight times in the RV. is, with a single in-

significant exception, exclusively applied to Agni as produced

from the celestial waters in the form of lightning. 3 The

meaning of the epithet is so undoubted, that it would be

waste of space to quote here more than two or three passages

in support of it. ‘The son of waters, erect, clothed in light-

ning has penetrated to the lap of the slanting (waters)
;
the

son of waters is golden in form, golden in look, golden in

colour.’ 4 ‘ He who shines without fuel amidst the waters,

whom priests praise at sacrifices : do thou, o son of waters,

give waters rich in mead, by which Indra grew strong for

his heroic deed.’ 5

The single exception referred to above is IIY. I. 22, 6,

where Savitr is praised as the ‘son of waters.’ Savitr being

the sun, regarded as a generator, is a form of Agni, and

closely associated in nature with moisture. We have already

1 Yaska (Nir. XI. 20) deriving the word from ap ‘to obtain,’ explains Aptyam

Aptyanam by aptavyam aptavyanam !

2 This single occurrence in the RV. of the word in the plural is the only

justification for ‘ Aptya/i ’ appearing among the deities of the middle region

in the Nigliawtus (5, 5).

3 This is the view accepted hv the majority of Yedic scholars. Hillebrandt

(Y.M., pp. 365-80) inclines to the belief that Apam napat is the moon. The

evidence of the RV. is distinctly in favour of the received opinion. Dwelling

and concealment in the waters, swiftness, and fieriness is essential to the nature

of lightning, but not to that of the moon.
4 II. 35, 8 and 9.

6 X. 30, 4. It is to he noted that the waters released by the celestial Agni are

here distinctly regarded as the celestial Soma which strengthens Indra fur

the conflict. So Trita prepares Soma for Indra.
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seen 1 Savitr as Dvita connected with Agni as Trita. This

exception is, therefore, in reality, no exception at all. Every

doubt as to Apa/ra napat being simply and solely the light-

ning form of Agni is removed by the evidence of the Avest a,

where Apam napa^ is
“ a name of the fire-god as born from

the cloud in lightning.” 2 The conclusion, therefore, seems

to be irresistible that Trita Aptya and Agni Apa//t napat

were originally one and the same person.

YI. In two or three passages Agni is more or less iden-

tified with Yaruaa. Thou, O Agni (art) Varu«a when thou

art born, thou becomest Mitra when kindled
;
in thee,3 o son

of strength, all gods are.’ 4 * Having obtained a vision of

him,’ says the poet, ‘ I have regarded Varuna’s as Agni’s

face.’ 5 It is said of Varu??a, in another passage,6 that he

* discharged the cask that opens downwards through heaven

and earth and air,’ this being otherwise the action of the

celestial Agni or of Indra.

VII. Agni is sometimes associated with Soma, one whole

hymn 7 being addressed to them conjointly. The following

two stanzas may be quoted. ‘ 0 Agni-Soma, that heroic

deed of yours became famous when ye stole from Pam the

cows, (his) food.’ 8 ‘ You two working together, Agni and

Soma, placed these luminaries in the heavens; you two, Agni-

Sorna released from curse and reproach the pent-up rivers.’ 9

VIII. The following are two examples of Agni being

in the celestial heights :
‘ That Agni, born in the highest

heavens (parame vyomani) observed the' ordinances.’ 10 ‘Agni’s

roarings, accompanied with sharp weapons for slaying the

demon, are in the heavens.’ 11

I In (40).
- Diirmcsteter, SHE. vol. iv. p. lxiii.

3 In X. 5, 3, Agni is called ‘the centre (nabhi) of all that moves and

is fixed ’
;
cp. VIII. 41, 6, above (30).

4 V. 3, 1.

3 VII. 88, 2.
6 V. 85, 3.

’ I. 93.
6 I. 93, 4.
9 lb. 5.

>° VI. 8, 2.
II V. 2, 10.
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Agni is also often described as bidden. ‘The wise (gods)

tracked thee lurking in secret like a thief with a cow.’ 1 * In

his hand holding all manly power, crouching in secret, he

put the gods in fear.’ 2 ‘Thee, Agni, lurking in secret

the Aiigirasas found out.’ 3 ‘Great lights, like shining

lightnings, attended the radiant Agni grown in secret, as

it were, within his own abode milking the nectar (amrtam)

in the boundless stall.’
4 ‘In the lap of the waters the

mighty seized him
;

Matari^van as messenger of Yivasvat

brought Agni Yaicvanara from far away.’ 5 ‘Large and

firm was that covering (ulbam) wherewith enveloped thou

didst enter the waters.’ 6

Having collected the evidence contained in the RY. itself

bearing directly or indirectly on the character of Trita, let

us now- inquire w’hether any additional light can be shed on

the subject by the remaining literature of ancient India.

The name of Trita occurs six times in the Sama Yeda,

but only in verses borrowed from the ninth book of the

Rigveda. These passages I have already examined, adding

the various readings of the SY. where they exist.

Trita, spelt Trta, 7 is mentioned three times in the

Atharva Yeda, two of these occurrences being in the same

hymn.

In AY. I. 113, 1, we read :
‘ To Trta the gods transferred

from themselves (amrjata) this guilt (enas). Trta trans-

ferred it from himself (mamrje) to men. If, therefore, a

demon of disease (grahi) has seized thee, may the gods

drive it away from thee through prayer ’ (brahma)
;
and

in the third stanza of the same hymn :
‘ What was imposed

on Trta twelvefold, he has transferred from himself, human

1 I. 65, 1.
2 I. 67, 2. Cp. 469, note 10, and 474, note 10.
3 V. 11, 6.

* III. 1, 14.
5 VI. 8, 4.
6 X. 51, 1.

1 This represents an older form of the word than trita, being the basis of

the secondary formation trt-Iya, =Lat. tertius, etc. Cp. Brugmann, Grundriss, II.

part i. p. 229.
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misfortune : if, therefore, a demon of disease has seized thee,

may the gods drive it away from thee through pra)^.’

In XIX. 56, a hymn to sleep (svapna), stanza 4 says

:

‘The Fathers did not know him nor the gods who conversed

with him. The heroes, the Adityas, taught by Yaruaa,

banished sleep to Trta Aptya.’

From the first two passages nothing can be gathered

except perhaps a reminiscence of Trita being a purifier

or healer, in his character of preparer of the heavenly

Soma. This, of course, only applies as far as the gods are

concerned. His remoteness is also suggested, this being

one of his traits in the RV. The third passage illustrates

this latter characteristic, being parallel to RV. VIII. 47, 13

(see above 37), where the Adityas are invoked to bear

away every evil deed (‘ duskrtam,’ corresponding to * enas
’

of the two first passages in the AV.) to Trita Aptya, as

the Dawn in the next three stanzas is called upon to do

with evil dreams.

Thus we see that the AY. supplies us with no new
information as to the character of Trita.

In the Yajurveda, TS. I. viii. 10, 2, Trita is described

as a bestower of long life :

vi u Trito jarimawam na iina^, 1

Trita has obtained old age for us.

This is without doubt a secondary trait derived from

Trita’s character of preparer of the heavenly Soma, the

amrta or draught of immortality.

The authors of the Brahma»as of the YY. evidently

had a feeling that the names Trita and Dvita of the

RV. were connected with numerals, for we find in both

the Taittirlya and the Vajasaneyi branches a story in

which a third brother Ekata wTas invented.

The story in the T13. (III. ii. 8, 10-11) is as follows:

“ A<rni threw a coal into the waters. Then Ekata was

horn. He threw a second time. Then Dvita was born.

1 This verse occurs again in the TB. I. 7, 4, 4.
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He threw a third time. Then Trita was born. Because

they were born from the waters, therefore (there is) the

aqueous nature (apyatvara) of the aqueous deities (apya-

nam).”

The story takes the following form in the QB. I. ii.

3, 1 and 2 1
:

“ Fourfold was Agni (fire) at first. Now
that Agni whom they at first chose for the office of Hot/'

priest passed away. lie also whom they chose the second

time passed away. He also whom they chose the third

time passed away. 2 Thereupon the one who still constitutes

the fire in our own time, concealed himself from fear.

He entered into the waters. Him the gods discovered

and brought forcibly away from the waters. 3 He spat

upon the waters, saying, ‘ Bespitten are ye who are an

unsafe place of refuge, from whom they take me away

against my will.* Thence sprang the Aptya 4 deities

Trita, Dvita, and Ekata.5 They roamed about with Indra,

even as nowadays a Brahman follows in the train of

a king. "When he slew Vicvarupa, the three-headed son

of Tv&str, they also knew of his going to be killed;

and straightway Trita 6 slew him. Indra, assuredly, was

free from that (sin), for he is a god.”

Sayawa, after quoting the above passage from the TB. in

his introduction to RV. I. 105, mentions a story of the

Qa^yayanins to the following effect :

“ There were once three

i2sis named Ekata, Dvita, Trita. These once being in a

desert place in the forest, having their limbs tormented with

thirst, found a well. Then the one called Trita entered the

well to drink water. Having himself drunk, and having

drawn water for the others, he gave it to them. The other

two having drunk the water and having cast Trita into the

1 I quote Eggeling's translation, SBE. vol. xiii. p. 47.
2 As to the three former Agnis, cp. CB. I. iii. 3, 13-16

;
also TS. II. vi. 6.

3 This concealment and discovery of Agni in the waters is evidently based
on the myth so frequently alluded to in the BY.

4 It is to be noted that the epithet here is Aptya, regarded as a derivative

of ap, ‘ water,’ while the TB. has apya.
5 These three names are also mentioned a little further on in § 5.
6 In TS. II. v. 1, 1, Yiqvarupa is slain by Indra. Cp. above (5) RV. X. viii.,

where in stanza 8 Trita slays Yiqvarupa, and in 9 Indra slays him.
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well, and taking all his goods and covering up the well with

a car-wheel, went on their way. Then fallen into the well

and unable to get out of it, he thought in his heart ‘ would

that all the gods would rescue rue.’ Then he saw (composed)

this hymn which praises them. There in the night he saw

within the well the rays of the moon and lamented.”

It is clear from these passages that the later Vedic litera-

ture throws no new light on the character of Trita as he

appears in the RV. On the contrary, it is in most cases

obvious that they are modifications meant to explain mytho-

logical traits of the RY. which were no longer intelligible.

I have already pointed out that the name of Trita does

not occur in the Nigha«£us. The conclusion to be drawn

from the fact is, that Trita was not regarded by its author

as an independent deity, but only as an epithet of some

Yedic god. At any rate such must have been the opinion

of Yaska who expresses himself as follows: “Most of the

deities have whole hymns, sacrifices, and single verses

addressed to them
;

some, however, are only mentioned

incidentally. Rut even deities when they have special

designations are sacrificed to, for instance, the Vrtra-slayer

Indra. Even these names are enumerated by some, but

they are too many to enumerate completely. Rut when one

of these has become a fixed appellation, by which a god is

independently invoked (eg. jiitavedas), I will mention it.”
1

The references to Trita, which are to be found in post-

Yedic literature, show even greater divergence from the

oldest form of the myth. The name occurs several times

in the Mahabharata. Trita is there once spoken of as

preparing Soma in a well. The three brothers Ekata,

Dvita, and Trita, are also mentioned as sages, variously

described as the sons of Gautama, Prajapati, or Rrahman.

In the great Epic we have thus at least faint reminiscences

of the Vedic myths, but even these disappear in the Rhagavata

Purana, where Trita only appears as one of the twelve sons

of Manu.

1 Nirukta VII. 13.
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Strong confirmation of my identification of Trita with

the third or lightning form of Agni, is furnished by the

evidence of comparative philology. Tri-ta-s is the exact

phonetic counterpart of the Greek Tpt-To-5, third. It pre-

serves the Indo-European accent on the suffix -ta, as shown

by the regular accentuation of the Sanskrit ordinal, e.g.

catur-tha, sapta-t&, by Greek et/cocr-To?, and by Old High

German sibun-to. 1 Trita (AY. Trta) and dvi-ta are,

moreover, the forms on which the later and secondary

ordinals, trt-Iya (Zend thritya, Gothic thridya,

2

Lat. tertius)

and dvit-l3’a
s are based. 4 Trita, therefore, originally meant

* the third,’ but early became restricted in use as an epithet

of one of the three forms of fire. Analogously the adjective

civa, ‘ auspicious,’ came in the post-Yedic period, to be a

name of the god Rudra. This restricted application as the

name of an Indo-Iraniau deity was facilitated by the exist-

ence beside it of the secondary trtfya (Zend thritya), which

early came to be used as the regular ordinal. Similarly

the older form of the ordinal corresponding to ‘first’ survives

in German only as the substantive ‘ Fiirst,’ ‘prince,’ while

the younger word ‘ erst ’ is in use as the regular ordinal.

The cases are, however, not quite parallel, as in Sanskrit

both words are derivatives of the same cardinal, tri, and

their connexion would therefore be less likely to be for-

gotten. The Avesta possesses both forms also, thritya

being the ordinal ‘ third ’ and Thrita a name. The latter

seems to have preserved a reminiscence of the meaning
‘ third ’

;
for in Yasna IX. 10,5 Haoma, 6 in answer to a

question, says: ‘Thrita was the third man who prepared

me for the corporeal world.’

1 The t of which by Yerner’s law points to Proto-Germanic -do; cp. Paul's

Grundriss, p. 327 ;
Brugmann, II. part i. p. 229.

2 Which points to Proto-Germanic accentuation on the second syllable, as

it would otherwise have been thnthya.
3 The common adverb dvita in the BY. is also based on dvi-ta, second.

4 Cp. Brugmann, l.c.

5 SBE. vol. xxxi. p. 233.

6 Sanskrit Soiua.
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Some scholars have already noticed that Trita may mean

‘the third.’ Thus BR. derive the word from ‘ tri,’ and with

reference to the single occurrence of the word in the plural, 1

remark that it “seems to designate a class of gods, perhaps ‘the

third’ (die Britten), i.e. those who dwell in the region of heaven.”

Grassmann, in his lexicon, says that it meant “ originally

* the third,’ like Greek TptVo?, and is, therefore, opposed to

a Dvita.” Brugmann 2 remarks that “by the side of tr-t-Iya

we have also the basis of this formation, tri-ta, used in the

Veda as the designation of a deity, to whom a Dvita was

opposed.” Fick, in the last edition of his Comparative

Dictionary, 3 doubtfully says that Trita is “ the name of a

Yedic deity, hardly to be derived from tri, three.”

That the consciousness of the word having meant ‘ the

third ’ still survives in the RV. is shown by the fact that

Dvita, ‘ the second,’ is mentioned along with Trita in

VIII. 47, 16,
4 while Dvita, where the name occurs alone 5

designates, as we have seen, the second form of Agni or

the Sun. The writers of the Brahma»as still retained a

feeling that these two words were connected with numerals,

for they went the length of inventing the monstrous form

‘ eka-ta ’ 6 as the name of the first brother of Dvita and

Trita, sons of Agni. 7

The only passage in which the word Tritd occurs in

the plural I have reserved till now, on the ground that

it may best be dealt Avith at this stage.

(41) VI. 44 (Indra hymn 8
), 23:

Aydm akrwod UsasaA supatnir,

Aykm Surye adadhaj jyotir antd/»,

Ayam tridhatu divi rocandsu

tritdsu vindad amrtara nigii//<am.

1 See (41) below.
* Grundriss, vol. ii. part i. p. 229 sub fine.
3 Vol. i. p. 63.
1 See (40) above.
6 V. 18, 2 : see above p. 463.
6 As it were the ‘ One-th.’
7 See above p. 479.
8 The last three stanzas (22-24), however, being in praise of Soma.
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lie 1 made the Dawns possessed of an excellent spouse, 2

he placed the light within the sun, 3 he found the three-

fold ambrosia concealed in lieaven in the third bright

regions.

Soma as bracing Indra for the fray is described as both

causing the sun to shine after the clouds of the storm

have cleared away, and finding the hidden nectar in the

remote region of the heavens, in other words releasing the

fertilizing rain. 4

* Tritesu * I here take to be a survival of the simple

ordinal otherwise used only as an epithet of Agni. Ludwig,

Grassmann, and Hillebrandt 5 all translate the word by ‘third’

and Griffith by ‘ three.’ 6 An attribute with rocane-s'u would

naturally be used to balance tridhatu with amrtam.

That it should have the sense of the numeral ‘ third
’

is also favoured by the obvious antithesis 7 to tri-dhatu.8

Again, the combination trl(ni) rocana(ni) is frequent in

the RV. 9 In II. 27, 9, the Adityas are described as

supporting the ‘ three bright realms celestial ’ (tri rocana*

divyd). 10 This would almost exactly correspond to divi

rocanesu tritesu, ‘in the heavens, in the bright regions

(which are) the third.’ 11 "We have a still closer parallel

in I. 105, 5 : ami y4 deva sthana trisu a rocane diva/*,

‘ye gods who dwell in the three bright regions of heaven,’

and in VIII. 69, 3: janman devdnaw vicas trisu a rocane

1 Soma.
2 The Sun, whose wife is the Dawn (suryasya yosa) in EV. VII. 75, 5.

5 Cp. above (31) ‘ So . . . arocayat . . Suryam.’
4 Cp. (31) and (34).

5 Y.M. p. 312. None of the interpreters give a reason for this rendering.

6 Sayaua translates ‘ among the shining Tritas,’ taking rocanesu as an adjective

and explaining tritesu by gods pervading the third region (trtlye sthane tatesu

vistrtesu devesu).

1 Cp. ‘ Trf«i Tritasya ’ (34).

8 Amrta or Soma is called threefold because of its three ingredients—juice,

milk, and water.

9 See I. 102, 8 ; I. 149, 4 ;
IV. 53, 5 ; V. 61, 1 ; V. 81, 4.

10 The same three words occur in V. 29, 1.

11 The three earths being the first, and the three atmospheric regions (trini

raj amsi) being the second.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 32
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diva//, ‘ the dwellers in the birthplace of the gods, in

the three bright regions of heaven.’ I have here trans-

lated ‘ in the three bright regions,’ because we have the

euphonic abbreviation for trisu a rocanesu pointed out by

Roth
,

1 which may here be due to the exigencies of

metre.

Even supposing, however, that this interpretation of

trites’u (which would otherwise have to be taken as

‘ among the Tritas or lightnings ’) were wrong, our con-

clusion as to the meaning of Trita would in no degree

he invalidated.

It now only remains to consider what light the Avesta

is capable of throwing on the subject of our investigations.

In the first place, we must recognize that a cardinal feature

of the mythology of the Indo-Iranian period is the war

of nature as waged in the thunderstorm, which is conceived

as a conflict between a storm-fiend on the one hand and a

storm-god on the other .

2

In the Avesta this fight is carried on between Azi Dahilka,

the fiendish serpent
,

3 and Atar, fire .

4 The battle-field is

the atmospheric sea, and the object of the conflict is the

attainment of the heavenly light 5 (hvareno). In the RV.
the combatants are, on the one hand, the serpent Ahi

(generally Yrtra, to whom, as to the other demons of

drought, the term dilsa ‘fiend,’ or dusa ‘fiendish,’ is often

applied), who carries otf the dawns or the heavenly streams

(generally spoken of as milch-cows), and imprisons them

in the folds of the cloud, and on the other hand either

Agni Yrtra-han or Indra Yrtra-han, or less frequently Trita

Aptya, who are armed with the thunderbolt.

It is important to note that the name Yerethraglma

(
= Skt. Yrtra-ghna) appears in the Avesta, though without

1 Transactions of the Oriental Congress at Vienna, Aryan section, pp. 1-10.
2 Cp. Darmesteter, SUE. vol. iv. p. lxii.

3 Azi=Skt. ahi ‘serpent,’ dahaka allied to Skt. dusa * fiend.’ The latter terra

is in (6) applied to the three-headed six-eyed fiend.

4 Described both as the weapon of Ahura
(
= Skt. asura), Heaven, and as his

son. Cp. Darmesteter, l.c.

6 Cp. svar-jit ‘ light- winning, ’ svar-vid ‘light-finding’ (battle, India, etc.), in

the ltV.
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the mythical features of a storm-god. But that it was once

primarily an epithet of the fire-god is evident from the fact

that in the Avesta he is the genius of Victory, whose

original nature was so little forgotten that he was wor-

shipped on earth as a fire, regarded as an emanation of

the celestial fire.
1 This is the Bahram 2

fire, which, wherever

Parsis are settled is still everlastingly preserved * with more

than Vestal care.’ 3

We have already seen that Thrita is, in the Avesta, the

name which corresponds to the Vedic Trita. He is men-

tioned only twice. He is no longer a god in the Avesta,

appearing only in the character of a man. In Yasna IX.

10, Haoma (=Skt. Soma) interrogated by Zarathustra as

to who was the third man who prepared him (Haoma) for

the corporeal world, replies :
“ Thrita was the third man

who prepared me for the corporeal world.” 4 The first had

already been stated to be Vlvanghvat
(
= Skt. Vivasvat) and

the second Athwya (=Skt. Aptya).

In the Vendidad (Fargard, XX. 2), Thrita is described

as the first healer, Ahura Mazda having brought down
to him ten thousand healing plants which grow around the

white Haoma,5 the tree of immortality.6 Ahura Mazda
interrogated by Zarathustra, answers :

“ Thrita it was who

first of the healthful, the wise, the happy, the wealthy,

the strong men of yore, drove back sickness to sickness,

drove back death to death, and first turned away the point

of the poniard and the fire of fever from the bodies of

mortals.” 7

The above two passages in the Avesta obviously represent

a late form of an old Indo-Iranian myth. For on the one

1 SBE. vol. iv. p. lxiv.
2 Modern Persian, through vahram, varahran, from Yerethraghna.
3 SBE. vol. iv. p. lxxxix.
4 Mills, SBE. vol. xxxi. p. 233.
5 In the Avesta there are two kinds of Haoma, the yellow earthly Haoma, the

king of healing plants, and the white Haoma, or Gaokerena, which grows in

the midst of the atmospheric sea and furnishes tne drink of immortality (SBE.
vol. iv. p. lxix.). So in the RV. we have the terrestrial Soma and that which is

prepared by Trita in the heavens.
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hand Thrita is no longer a god, while on the other the

epithet Aptya having become dissociated from him has in

the form of Athwya become the name of another man (the

second who prepared Haoma for the corporeal world).

Nevertheless, one or two conclusions of some importance

can be drawn from these mythological waifs. It is clear

that Thrita was the third of a certain group of three, and

that he brought down the celestial Soma to earth. The

conception of his having been the first healer, who drove

back disease and death, is in all probability a reminiscence

of his having at an earlier stage been regarded as the

destroyer of the poisonous serpent. All this confirms

our conclusion, independently arrived at, that Thrita was

originally the third form of Agni who released the pent-

up fertilizing waters, thus putting an end to the drought,

or in mythological language, slew Yrtra, set free the cows,

prepared and brought down to earth the celestial Soma.

In one obscure passage of the RV. 1 a personage called

Traitana is represented as endeavouring to strike off the

head of an adversary. Both the name and the character

(as far as the latter can be gathered from a stray allusion

like this) seem to be allied to those of Trita. Corresponding

to this name we find in the Avesta that of Thraetaona, the

6on of Athwya, 2 who is mentioned thirteen times. He
(and not Thrita) plays the part of Trita Aptya in slaying

the fiendish serpent Azi Dahilka, ‘ the three-mouthed, three-

headed, six-eyed 3 most dreadful demon created by Angra

1
I. 158, 5.

2 He probably came to be regarded as the son of Athwya, because that word,

the original meaning of which (
= aptya) had been forgotten, seemed like a

patronymic formation. Bartholomae, hidogermanische Forschuugen
,

I. pp.
180-2, thinks in opposition to Pi-chel, Y.S. I. 186, that the original form

of the word was atpih (not aptia). Xow in the form of a myth, which is

manifestly late and corrupt, like the present one in the Avesta, a phonetic cor-

ruption is much more likely to occur than in the form which is older and clearly

intelligible in its origin, as is here the case in the RV. Xot only is the etymology

of Aptya obviously supported by Trita’s connexion with the waters, but that

connexion is emphatically corroborated by the myth of the conflict between

Thraetaona and Azi Dahaka in the Avesta itself. The meaning of Aptya is

absolutely consistent with the original form of the myth, while dtpia seems to

have no meaning and no connexion with anything.
3 In the RV. the demon slain by Trita is in (5) called three-headed, and in (6)

three-headed and six-eyed.
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Mainyu.’ 1 The battle-field is the four-cornered Yarena, 2

or the celestial ocean. It may be added that the Fravashi

(or departed soul) of Thraetaona is invoked to stand against

itch, hot fever, humours, cold fever, incontinence, to stand

against the evil done by the serpent. 3 This also corresponds

to the character of Thrita as the great healer.

The corroborative evidence of the Avesta thus brings out

clearly the two essential points in Trita Aptya’s nature,

that he was on the one hand the slayer of the demon of

drought and dai’kness, and on the other the celestial priest

who poured the heavenly Soma in the form of fertilizing

rain upon the earth. These two sides of his character,

however, evidently refer in their origin to a single action

— the release of the pent-up waters by lightning. All

the remaining details about Trita, such as his remoteness

in the heavens, or his concealment in a well, are merely

mythological accretions naturally growing out of the central

idea.

We thus find that the cumulative evidence of the Rigveda,

of comparative philology, and of the Avesta, combine to

prove that Trita in his original nature was the third or

lightning form of the god of fire. This was his character

in the Indo-Iranian period. For traces of his essential

nature are retained by Thrita in the Avesta, his functions

being represented by the cognate Thraetaona Athwya, by

Yerethraghna, the Yrtra-killer, and by Atar, fire, while in the

11V. his character as the god of lightning is still sufficiently

clear. But owing to the supreme position attained by

Ahura Mazda in the Zoroastrian religion, the original

greatness of Trita has become greatly obscured in the

Avesta, while in the BY. we already find him to a great

extent supplanted by another god, who has risen to the chief

place among the Yedic deities. This god, Indra,4 can only

1 SBE. toI. iv. p. lxiii.

2 Skt. Yanina, i.e. the four-sided heavens.
3 SBE. vol. iv. p. 221.
4 No satisfactory etymology of this name has yet been found. Cp. Jacobi in

Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, vol. xxxi, pp. 316-19.
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have occupied a very minor position in the Indo-Iranian

period, for he is only mentioned twice in the Avesta as a

demon, and that only of a subordinate kind. Darmesteter

says of Indra in the Avesta that “ it is a name or epithet

of fire as destructive.” 1 It is not hard to understand that

such a name as being more distinctive than the ordinal

epithet ‘ the Third,’ should in the period of the RV. have

for the most part taken the place of the latter and almost

monopolised the epithet * Vrtra-han .’ 2

In conclusion, I may hint at the possibility of Trita

having been the name of the god of lightning even in the

Indo-European period. The Germanic god of storm and

battle
,

3 Odhin (or Wodan
)
4 bears in the Old Norse mythology

the epithet Thridhi
,

5 the third (= Gothic thridya, Skt.

trtlya), as well as Tveggi, the second .
6 This epithet may

quite possibly preserve a reminiscence of an ancient name

of the god of fire in his capacity of deity of the thunderstorm.

1 SBE. vol. iv. p. lxxii.
2 As we have seen (p. 472) this epithet is applied to Indra over seventy times

and to Agni only sixteen times in the RV.
3 Cp. Mogk in Paul’s Grundrias, p. 1075.

,
4 Originally an adjectival derivative (from a base corresponding to Skt. vilta,

wind) used as an epithet of the god of heaven, Tiu (=Skt. Dyu, Gk. Zeiij).

Cp. Mogk, ib. p. 1070.
5 Cp. Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, 2nd ed. p. 148 ;

Max Muller, SBE.
xxxii. p. 305, footnote.

6 Cp. Dvita beside Trita.
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ABBREVIATIONS.

AIL. =Altindisches Leben.

AIS. = Altindiscbe Syntax.

AV. =Atharva Veda.

BR. = Bohtlingk and Roth’s large St. Petersburg Dictionary.

<^B. =Catapatha Brahmami.

MS. =Maitrayam Sambita.

RV. = Rigveda.

R.V. = Religion Vedique.

SV. =Sama Veda.

TB. =Taittiriya Brahmaaa.

TS. =Taittiriya Saoihita.

V.M. =Vedische Mythologie.

YV. =Tajur Veda.

ZMG.=Zeitschrift der deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

TRANSLITERATION.

The palatals are transliterated thus :

—

^ c, ^ ch, W j, jh, n, I[ ;

The linguals thus :

—

Z t, Z th, ^ d, dh, l![ ^ r, I ».

A=Yisarga
;
m = ordinary Anusvara

;
ii = Anusvara representing the final

n after long vowels before vowels.
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I.

INDEX OE SANSKRIT WORDS.

[The figures in parentheses refer to the numbered passages translated, the

others to pages.]

Amyi (32).

amhurana (36).

aktu (28).

agnijihva, 473.

aghnya (26), 451.

adri (12), (13).

anapta, 473.

andhas (2).

apieya, 437.

aptya, 473.

apya, 473.

abhisri (20), (25).

amrkta, 463.

amrta, (41), 477, 483.

ayantra (27).

ardaya (18).

avata, 460.

avahita (36).

V as with pari (22).

ahi (7), 429, 484.

ahir budhnya/i (29).

aji (24).

apaA (21).

aptya, 422, 473-5, 484, 486.

apya, 474, 479.
ayu (11).

ayudha (4), (5), 428.

arya (8).

£<;uhema (29).

Vi: iyanaA (20), iyate, 451.

indu (10), (12), (13).

iva (2), 425.

Vis: icchan (4), (26).

isti (22).

iraya with a, 457.
uk.sa/<a (32).

utsa, 460, 469.

upastha, 428, 469.

u<;ij (29).

uti (2), (8), (20).

udhar (19), 460, 469.m (40a).

etari (25), 450.

ojas (6), (18).

kanvasakhi, 447.

kawvahotr (24).

kali* (40a).

kupa (36).

kratu (1), (4).

Vkrand (15).

Vksar (15).

ksipani, 439.

garhapatya, 452.

giris^Aa (32).

guha (33).

guhya (17).

V Sr gmlte (25), grwiraasi (20).

grhapati, 430.

go, 451 : gaA (5), (7), gonam (5a),

go.su (38).

gotra (7).

cakra (30).

cakri (20).

candramas (28).

chandaA (11).

Vjan : ajanayam (7), janayan (15).

jara (19).

jarayu, 442.

j£mi (4), (31).

jamitva (35).

Vjur
:
juratam (19).

V jus
: jujosasi (11).

tlraatama, 421, 450, 454, 460.
tuvirava, 430.

trtiya, 458, 481, 488, —nama, 437.
tri : trim (5a), (17), (34), 458, 483.
trita (41), 483.

tridhatu (41), 483.

triijirsan (5), (6).

tristhana, 422.

dan (6).

damunas (27).

dampati, 430.

dasyu (7), (8).

dasa (6), 484.
divya (24).

duskrta (37).

du/isvapnya (38), (39), (40), (40a),

464.

Vduh: duhuA (19), duhanti (32).
dyu: divi (17), (23), (28), (41).
dyumna (3).

dvita, 481.

dhaksu (22).

dhaman (33).

dhara (34).
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dhmiitr (23).

dhraatr (23).

narfa, 427.

narya (25).

Vnaq : na^anta (22).

narfl, 427.

nabhi (26), (35).

nid (19).

niska (39).

niskagriva, 462.

V nu : navamuna (19).

nrvahas, 463.

pafica, (20).

pati (6).

pada (33).

paridhi (2).

parivita (27).

pavamuna (31).

pastya, 451.

pavaka, 464.

pasya (33).

pitu (18).

pit;-
:
pituA (4), pitroA (4), 437.

putra, 437.

rstAa (34).

andhana (17).

Vbha) : abhakta (33).

Vbhia: bhinat (2), (9), with ava

(5a) ; bbedati with pra (3).

bhumya (25).

matsara (14).

madhu (15).

Vmand (10).

marutsakhi, 445.
marudvrdha, 473.
marjya (14).

mahisa (32).

Vma with vi (34).

mat;- : matarau, 437.
madaya (11).

mrktavahas, 463.

Vmrj : marmrjana (32), mamrje, 477.
yainavahas, 463.

yuj (30).

V yuj : ayuksata, 454.

Vyudh: yudhyataA (1), (2), ayudhyat
with abhi (5).

yojana (34), 440.

yoni (27).

yosan (12), (13).

Vrandh (8).

rayi (34).

raijana (16).

ripravaha, 463.

V rue : arocayat (31).

rocana (26), (41), 437, 458, 483.
varaha (6), 431.

vavra (4).

Vvat;
: 9masi (29).

va/;a, 427.

va«i (3).

vaQ (21) : vavatjana (32).

vahas, 463.

Vvid : vindat (26), 41.

vidvut (21).

yidliarman (27).

vip (6).

viparva (18).

viprkta (17), 439.

vibhuvasu, 450.

vi9va (37).

vi9varupa, 462.

VvH (9), (20).

vrtratfirya (1).

vrtrahatya (2).

vrtrahan, 456, 470, 472, 484, 488.

V v i dh : vrdhana (6), vavrdhana (9).

vaibhuvasa (26).

9a;«sa (25).

9®kra (9), (10), (11).

9apha (40a).

9ami (29).

V <J*ks (7).

V 9“ (22).

9usma (1), (2).

9&sa (25).

9oeiske9a (25).

V9ru (36).

$a/aksa (6).

saksaaa (24).

sakhya (15).

sacasya (4).

sajosas (24).

satvana (22).

sapta (33), (35).

saptatantu, 457.
saptara9mi (5).

samaya (17), 439.

satnudra (32).

sarva (39), (40).

sakhya (8).

sanu (31), (32).

Vsu : suvana (9), 433.

soma (10), (11), 431.

sura (16).

Vstu: astosi (25), 449, stosam (18).

sraj (39).

svarjit, 484.

svarvid, 484.

svav»-s<i (2).

hari (12), (IS), (14).

harmya (26).

Vhu : havata (36).

hotr (20), 467.
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II.

INDEX OF NAMES AND MATTERS.

Accent, 441, 461.

Alvins (28), 420, 430, 431.

Aditya (17).

Agni(24), (25), (28), 422, 430 ;
hidden

477, as priest 467, 472, 479, as

celestial steed 467, 471, as Vrtra-

slayer 484; A. and Soma, 467, 476;
A. and the waters, 467, 473, 479.

Ahura, 484.

Ahura Mazda, 485, 487.

Aja ekapud (29).

Arbuda (9).

Atar, 484, 487.

Atharvan (7).

Atharva Veda, 477.

Athwya, 485, 486.

Apa»t napat (25), (29), 454, 475-6.

Aptyas, 475.

Aufrecht, 458.

Avesta, 423, 429, 476, 481, 484-7,

__
488.

Ayu (11).

Azi dahiika, 484, 486.

Bahram fire, 485.

Bartholomae, 486.

Benfey, 420.

Bergaigne, 421, 433, 434, 444, 449,

453, 467.

Bhaga (24).

Bhagavata Purana, 480.

Bird = Agni, 441, 469, 471.

Brhaduktha, 462.

Brhaspati (36), 460.

Brugmann, 481, 482.

Qatyayanins, 479.

diva, 462, 481.

(jloud, 431, 439, 442, 443, 454, 460,

463, 476, 484.

dolour and sound, 427.

Cow = cloud, 450, 458, 484, 486;
sacred, 451.

Dadhikrii, 439, 471.

Dadhikravan, 437, 439, 471.

Dadhvaflc (7).

Dahiika, 484, 486.

Darmestoter, 476, 484, 488.

Da<,'agvas, 443.

Dawn, dispeller of evil dreams, 463.

Delbriick, 433, 436, 439.

Dream, 464.

Dvita (40), 421, 426, 463, 464, 466,

473, 475, 478, 479, 480, 488.

Dyu, 420, 428, 465, 488.

Eggeliug, 479.

Ekata, 421, 426, 473, 478, 479, 480,

482.

Fick, 482.

Fingers (ten), 423, 435.

Gandharva (16), 437, 438.

Garland, 461-2.

Grassmann, 422, 425, 432, 445, 447,

449, 453, 461, 463, 464, 482, 483.
Griffith, 425, 447, 449, 456, 459, 483.

Grimm, 488.

Haoma, 481, 485 ;
two kinds of, 485.

Haug, 440, 450, 459, 470.

Hillebrandt, 429, 431, 453, 456, 466,

468, 469, 475, 483.

Horse, sacrificial, 437.

Hvareno, 484.

Indra, (1), (2), (5a), (7), (9), (10)-

(14), 420, 422, 424, 433, 435, 441,

465, 484, 487.

Indra and Agni (3), 470-1.

Jacobi, 487.

Kathenotheism, 456, 465, 468.

Kuhn, A., 420.

Laughter, whiteness of, 427.

Lightning, 444, 446, 449, 450, 451,

454, 458, 466, 467, 468, 470, 471,

472, 475, 476, 487 ;
like a serpent,

429.

Ludwig, 421, 426, 427, 429, 433, 439,

442, 444-50, 453, 457-60, 468, 483.

Madhava, 439, 440.

Mahabharata, 480.

Malndhara, 439, 440.

Mallinatha, 427.

Mares, their swiftness, 425, 450.

Matari<;van (7).

Manu Vivasvat (11), 435, 465.

Maruts (10), (19), (21), 465, 467.

Meghaduta, 427.

Milk mixed with Soma, 456.

Mills, 485.

Mogk, 488.
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Muir, John, 420, 438.

Muller, Max, 423, 442, 444, 456,

488.

Myriantheus, 420.

Nara(ja»isa (28), 430.

Necklace, 462.

Nighantu, 475, 480.

Odin, 488.

Oldenberg, 437.

Parsis, 485.

Paul, 481, 488.

l’ischel, 421, 427, 461, 464, 471, 486.

Pressing stones, 423, 464.

Priests (five or seven), 443.

P/^ni (19), 428, 441 ;
sons of, 441.

Pusan (24), (28).

Rain-cloud, 441, 460, 465, 467, 468.

Jfbhuksan (29), 454.

Roth, 420, 439, 484.

Rudra, 462, 481.

Rudriya/i (19).

Sama Veda, 477.

Savitr (29), 454, 464, 475.

Sayana, 422, 425-7, 429, 431, 433,

435-6, 438, 441-4, 446, 448, 450,

452-7, 459, 460, 464, 473-4, 479,

483.

Threefold division of Agni, 468-70.

Three-headed demon, 479, 484, 486.

Tiu, 488.

Traitana, 486.

Trta, 477.

Trita, etymology of, 481 ; centre of

wisdom (30) ;
as healer, 477 ;

as

a iisi, 422 ;
as preparer of Soma,

450, 477 ; as Wtra -slayer, 424,

440 ;
his father, 428 ;

his car, 433,

443 ; his maidens, 435 ;
bestows

long life, 478.

rplros, 481.

Tvastrn (5), (8), 422, 430, 479.
Tveggi, 488.

Usas (28), (40), (41).

Vala (2), (9).

Varena, 487.

Varuna (32), 422, 468, 476, 486.

Vata (24), (28), 422, 488.

VataA (22).

Vayu (15), 420, 421, 422, 429, 438,

446. 448, 450, 453, 465.

Vendklud, 485.

Verethraghna, 484, 485, 487.
Vemer’s law, 481.

Vivanghvat, 485.

Vivasvat, 435, 485.
Vi^varupa (5a), (8), 433, 479.
Visnu (10), 465.

Vrtra (18), 422, 484.

Whitney, 430.

Yama (17), (28).

Yaska, 419, 421, 422, 448, 454, 475,
480.

Zarathustra, 485.

Zimmer, 425, 437, 450.
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III.

INDEX OF PASSAGES TRANSLATED OR QUOTED.

Eigveda.

I.

19.1 ..472.

22.6 ..475.

23.20 ..474.

32.7 . .440.

32.8 ..427.

35.8

50.6

52.4

52.5 (Trita) ..425.
52.6

52.8

52.10 . .441.

61.6

61.7

65.1

67.2

74.3

78.4 ..472.

89.7

93.4 ..476.

93.5 ..476.

102.8

105.5 ..483.

105.8 ..421.

105.9 (Trita Aptya) . . 459, 474.

105.17 (Trita) . .422, 431, 460.

108.3 ..470.

108.5 ..471.

109.5 ..471.

109.8 ..471.

124.5 ..473.

126.2 , . 462.

141.9 . .455.

144.2 ..474.

146.1 ..429.

149.1 ..430.

149.4 , .483.

153.4 ..430.

155.3 ..437.

158.5 ..486.

162.17 ..437.

163.2 (Trita) ,.437.

163.3 (Trita) ..438.

163.4 ..440.

164.1 459,470.

164.9

440, 458.

164.32 451.

164.44 450.

187.1 (Trita) 421,440.

II.

4.2

474.

11.19 (Trita) 432.

11.20 (Trita) 432.

24.4

460.

27.9 483.

31.6

(Trita) 453.

33.10 462.

34.10 (Trita) 441.

34.14 (Trita) 442.

35.8 ,,,, •••• . • ., .,475.

35.9 475.

III.

1.3 474.

1.14 474, 477.

2.2 428.

2.9 469.

7.7 443.

9.4 474.

12.4 471.

12.6 471.

12.9

471.

13.6 473.

20.2

469.

20.4 472.

22.1 471.

25.1 428.

25.5 474.

26.6 473.

26.7 469.

29.11

470.

IV.

1.2

455.

1.7

469.

1.11

469, 474.

39.2

472.

39.4 472.

40.4 439.

40.5 471.
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V. IX.

2.10 .476.

3.1 .476.

4.8 .469.

9.5 (Trita) .446.

11.6 .477.

18.2 .463.

19.3 .462.

29.1 .483.

41.4 (Trita) .446.

41.9 (Aptya) .448.

41.10 (Trita) .422, 448.

54.2 (Trita) .421, 443.

61.1 .483.

81.4 .483.

82.4 .464.

85.2 .469.

85.3

86.1 (Trita) .426.

VI.

8.2 .476.

8.4 .477.

8.7 .469.

12.2 .469.

12.4 .450.

16.19 .472.

16.34 . 472.

44.22 .428.

44.23 (Trita) .482.

44.24 .452.

VII.

59.2 .471.

75.5 .483.

77.3 .438.

88.2 . 476.

VIII.

7.16 .441.

7.24 (Trita) .424, 426.

7.32 .473.

12.16 (Trita) .434.

12.17 .434.

39.8 .469.

39.9 .469.

40.8 .471.

41.6 (Trita) .454, 476.

47.13 (Trita Aptya) . .460, 478.

47.14 (Trita Aptya) . .461.

47.15 (Trita Aptya) . .461.

47.16 (Trita) .462, 482.

47.17 (Aptya)

52 *.l (Trita) .434.

54 2 .2 . 435.

69.3 .482.

1.9

434.

6.3 458.
8.5-6 456.

9.3 437.

14.5 435.

16.3 473.

32.2 (Trita) 435.

34.4 (Trita) 436.

34.5 441.

37.4 (Trita) 455.

37.5 456.

38.2 (Trita) 435.

43.1 456.

45.3 458.

72.7 450.

75.2 436.

75.4 437.

85.12 437.

86.10 450.

86 20 (Trita) 436.

86.27 458.

86.44 442.

95.4 (Trita) 456.

102.2 (Trita) 457.

102.3 (Trita) 457.

102.8 458.

X.

1-7 422.

1.3 422, 470.

5.1 469.

5.2 469.

5.3 455, 476.

6.1 452.

6.2 453.

7.3 459.

8 422.

8.7 (Trita)
_. 428.

8.8 (Trita Aptya) ..429,479.
8.9 429, 479.

9.6 474.

16.9 463.

20.10 430.

30.4 475.
32.6 474.

36.4 464.

37.4 464.

45.1 469.

45.2 469.

45.3 470.

45.8 428.

46.1 474.

46.2 451, 474
46.3 (Trita) 450.

46.6 (Trita) 451.

1 Valakhilya, 4,

2 Valakhilya, 6.
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48.2 (Trita) 431.

51.1 477 .

51.3 452.

52.4 457.

64.3 (Trita) 452.

65.2 471.

68.4 460.

68.7-8 460.

80.4 452.

94.8 452.

99.6 (Trita) 430.

113.2

434.

115.4 (Trita) 445.

115.5 447.

120.6 474.

124.1 443, 457.

133.1-6 455.

147.2 440.

181.2 457.

Sama Veda.

I. 4, 2, 5, 4 ....434.

II. 1, 2, 21, 3. ...435.

II. 2, 1, 17, 2. ...436.

II. 3, 2, 18, 2. ...457.

II. 3, 2, 18, 3.... 458.

II. 5, 2, 7, 3 ....455.

Taittiriya Sa?nhita.

I. 8, 10, 2 478.

II. 5, 1, 1 433, 479.

II. 6, 6 479.

IV. 6, 7, 1 439.

Yajasaneyi Sawdiita.

XXIX. 14 439.

Maitrayam Samhita.

IV. 13, 8 431.

Atharva Veda.

I. 113, 1 477.

I. 113, 3 477.

XIX. 56 478.

Taittiriya Brahmana.

I. 7, 4, 4 478.

III. 2, 8, 10 426, 478.

Catapatha Brahmana.

I. 2, 3, 1-2 ....479.

I. 3, 3, 13-16 ..479.

I. 6, 3, 1 430.

Nirukta.

IV. 6 421, 454,

VII. 13 480.

IX. 25 421.

XI. 20 448, 475.

Avesta.

Yasna, IX. 10 481, 485.

Veudidad, XX. 2 .... 485.
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Art. XI.

—

Saiat-Nova, sa vie et ses chansons. By Professor

Minas Tcheraz, M.R.A.S .
1

Avant de vous entretenir da poete populaire armenien

Saiat-Nova, fort celebre en Asie occidentale, niais fort

inconnu en Europe, je voudrais vous parler du genie et

du role des poetes populaires de l’Armenie raoderne.

J’ai toujours pens^ que le peuple armenien a realise en

lui le plus grand reve d’Alexandre-le-Grand : fusionner

ensemble la civilisation grecque et la civilisation persane.

La position geographique de l’Armenie, situee entre le

monde persan et le monde hellenique, appelait d’ailleurs a

ce role la race qui l’habitait. Toutes les manifestations

ext^rieures de la vie armenienne portent ce double cachet,

depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu’a nos jours. Cela

est surtout vrai pour la culture intellectuelle des Armeniens.

Bien qu’on remarque, j usque parmi les auteurs de l’age

d’or de l’armenien classique, des ^crivains qui, comme
Eznig, s’inspirent de la precision grecque et d’autres qui,

comme Faustus de Byzance, temoignent un gout assez

prononce pour le vague syro-persan, ou pourrait dire, en

these generale, que les couches superieures de la societe

penchent vers la culture hellenique ou europeenne, les

couches inferieures vers la culture persane ou asiatique.

C’est a cette derniere categorie qu’appartiennent les poetes

populaires, et leur muse n’est qu’une langoureuse Orientale.

S’il est vrai qu’il y ait des races mieux douees que d’autres

sous le rapport du don de la poesie, la race armenienne est

assurement une de celles-la. La beaute exceptionnelle du

pays et la destinee tragique de ses habitants sont pour

1 [The followin': paper was read before the Society on the 11th April, 1893,
and the form of an address has been preserved in the printed article.]
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beaucoup dans cette disposition poetique. Sans parler du

passe, je dirai qu’on n’a qu’a parcourir aujourd’hui les

diverses provinces armeniennes pour rencontrer a cbaque

pas des chansonniers et des chansonnieres qui, d^pourvus

de toute instruction, improvisent des poemes d’une touchante

naivete et atteignant parfois le sublime. II y a meme des

provinces qui sont des pepin ieres de poetes et poetesses

populaires. L’Armenie est si riche en troubadours qu’elle

en fournit meme aux pays voisins
;
on trouve, en effet, un

grand nombre d’Armeniens parmi les poetes modernes de la

Perse, de la Turquie et de la Georgie, et un auteur armenien,

M. Ghazaros Aghayantz, trouve probable qu’une partie

des poesies de la Perse antique ait ete composee par les

bardes du district de Koghthn, qui a 4te pour l’Armenie

ancienne ce que la Provence a et£ pour la France du moyen

age : un nid de troubadours. Bien des bardes armeniens

ont chante dans leur langue maternelle, tout autant qu’en

turc, en persan ou en georgien
;

les chansons populaires de

ces quatre peuples ont d’ailleurs une musique et un style

presque identiques. II y a des rapsodes armeniens qui ont

compose, en turc, des contes orientaux de longue haleine,

entremeles de chansons, laissant deviner 5a et la leur pre-

occupation d’adoucir les moeurs des farouches envahisseurs

musulmans de leur patrie, tout en servant a les divertir. La

plupart des troubadours armeniens empruntent des pseu-

donymes turcs ou persans, qu’ils ont soin d’intercaler dans

la derniere strophe de chacune de leurs chansons, comrae

ces paysannes chretiennes de l’Armenie qui, pour attacher

un souvenir personnel aux tapis qu’elles fabriquent, tressent

au centre une meche de leur chevelure ou introduisent au

moins, dans leur dessin, une marque en croix.

Cette precaution n’est point oiseuse. Comme tout est

oral chez ces poetes populaires, on aurait facilement oublie

l’auteur de telle ou telle poesie, s’il n’y avait pas mele son

nom de guerre. L’oubli est, d’ailleurs, le destin inevitable de

toute chanson de rues
;

elle jouit d’une immense popularite,

mais perd la faveur publique des qu’une autre chanson

commence ii, faire entendre ses accents nouveaux. Si le
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cbantre, quelque pen lettre par basard, couche sur le papier

une partie de ses poemes, il est rare que son £crit passe a

la posterite. A sa mort, sa femme est la premiere a jeter

au feu son bagage litt^raire, pour empecher son fils de

contracter les gouts de son pere, car l’Armenienne ne tient

pas en grand bonueur ce qu’elle considere a peu pres corarae

un metier de musicien ambulant et reve pour ses enfants

une position plus elevee. Elle n’est d’ailleurs prise d’aucun

scrupule a la vue des flammes qui devorent l’tBuvre de son

mari, car elle se rappelle que le poete £tait parfois saisi

d’acces de remolds, sa piete originaire ne lui pardonnant

pas d’avoir exalte les cbarraes profanes de Venus.

La piete est, en effet, une des sources ou ces troubadours

puisent leur inspiration. Comrae les pretres, ils portaient

jadis un costume special. Ils ont pour patron saint Jean-

JBaptiste (Sourp Garabed) et l’intitulent
“ Sultan de Mousb,”

parce qu’on trouve pres de cette ville un vieux couvent

armenien qui est dedie au pr^curseur du Christ et ou, disons-

le en passant, pas une femme n’a le droit de penetrer, le

saint ayant ete decapite a l’instigation d’une fille d’Eve.

Le peuple considere Sourp Garabed capable d’accorder toutes

sortes de dons a ceux qui croient en lui avec une foi ardente;

c’est pourquoi on le surnomme Mouradadour (qui donne ce

qui est desire). Cbaque fidele doit solliciter un seul don,

et, pour etre sur de l’obtenir, il doit faire maigre, en

l’lionneur du saint, pendant toute la semaine qui precede

la fete de Vartavar, et cela durant sept annees consecutives.

On m’a raconte sur les rives du Bospbore qu’un Armenien,

qui avait accompli cette regie austere, passait de Constanti-

nople a Scutari pour se rendre a Mousb. Presse par la

faim, il casse une croute dans le caique et dit :

“ Que je

voudrais avoir un oignon pour croquer avec !
” A l’instant

meme, un oignon y torabe du ciel
;
Sourp Garabed avait

realise son desir, et resta sourd a ses prieres lorsqu’il se

rendit a Mousb pour solliciter le don qu’il couvoitait.

Comme le
“ Sultan de Mousb ”

est le dispensateur de la

force et de l’adresse sous toutes leurs formes, c’est a lui que

s’adressent non pas seulement ceux qui aspirent a devenir

j.r.a.s. 1893. 33
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troubadours, mais encore ceux qui veulent devenir acrobates

ou athletes, ou acquerir une telle force qu’ils puissent briser

entre leurs doigts de grosses pieces de monnaie et des fers

a cheval ou, sous la paume de leur main, les cailloux les

plus durs. J’ai connu des Armeniens qui faisaient tout

cela, et lorsque je leur temoignais mon admiration, ils

repondaient, en rougissant de modestie, qu’ils devaient tout

a Sourp Garabed. Ils portaient, dans des amulettes suspen-

dues a leur cou, de la terre prise au tombeau du saint

;

les acrobates en avaient mis dans des pelotes suspendues

aux deux bouts de leur barre d’equilibre. Ce culte est

assurement beaucoup plus ancien que notre ere, et saint Jean-

Baptiste n’est qu’un nom chretien substitue au nom d’une

divinite paienne (probablement de Vahakn), de meme qu’ou

a donne un vernis chretien a des fetes purement paiennes.

On sait que le district de Moush n’est que l’antique Daron,

oii s’elevait le village sacre d’Ashdichad, riche en temples

somptueux. Le plus celebre de ces temples s’appelait

Vahevabian, et l’on y adorait la statue de Vahakn

(Heracles), dispensateur de la force physique. II est

probable que dans le temple sur les ruines duquel a £te

bati le monastere de Sourp Garabed, on adorait la force

intellectuelle comme la force corporelle, personnifiees par

des etres mythiques. C’est done a ce couvent que vont en

pelerinage tous ceux qui desirent se distinguer dans leur

carriere
;

ils y penetrent a, genoux, prosternes dans la

poussiere, et baignent de leurs larmes le tombeau ou reposent

les reliques du saint. Les troubadours placent sur cette

tombe leur saz, espece de mandoline, qui n’est probablement

autre chose que cet instrument a cordes dont se servaient

les bardes de Koghthn et que Moise de Khoren et Jean

Catholicos appellent pampirn. Ils sortent du temple pleins

de foi en eux-memes, et font entendre, devant les pelerins

reunis, leurs premieres chansons, en invoquant toujours le

nom de Sourp Garabed. Ces Ilom^res rustiques errent

ensuite de ville en ville, et chantent dans les rues popu-

leuses, dans les places publiques, sur les pouts, dans les

cafes frequentes, entoures d’une foule buriolee qui les ecoute
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bouche beante et les yeux mouilles de larmes. J’en ai vu

uq qui a fait fondre en larines de farouches Janissaires a

barbe blanche, en chautant, dans un bateau de la Corne

d’Or, line vieille chanson turque
(
Tchifte dabandjayi tchakdim,

a/madt), qui leur a rappele le souvenir des beaux jours de

leur jeunesse, envoles comme une bande de bulbuls.

Les troubadours armeniens appartiennent, en general, a

la classe des artisans. Le jour, ils exercent leur metier,

reservant la nuit a leurs ebats poetiques. Ils vivent de la

vie populaire et chantent les joies et les douleurs du peuple

;

ils critiquent meme les actes arbitraires du gouvernement,

en se servant d’allusions nebuleuses qui sont pourtant

assez transparentes pour les indigenes, ainsi que je l’ai

constate plus d’uue fois sur les lieux memes. Quelques-uns

composent ou meme improviseut des poesies didactiques et

erotiques; d’autres joueut, en meme temps, du saz. Tous

ont la passion de la musique ou plutot de l’harmouie. Celle-

ci les pousse a la recherche de riches rimes intermediaires et

finales, ce qui les conduit parfois a des comparaisons outrees,

parfois aussi a de charmantes decouvertes. Elle les fait

souvent devier du sujet et tomber dan3 des repetitions. La
repetition des motifs est d’ailleurs caracteristique a l’Orient

;

ne la retrouve-t-on pas dans les arabesques de son archi-

tecture et j usque dans les dessins de ses tapis?

Ces poetes populaires, que les Armeniens appellent

vulgairement des achoughs, du mot arabe aachek (amoureux),

sont, en general, aveugles et illettres ; mais ils possedent

une prodigieuse memoire, connaissent la Bible et le Coran

et discutent en vers avec des troubadours mahometans.

Doues d’un tact surprenant, ils chantent la gloire du

christianisme dans des milieux hostiles. II y a quelque

danger a le faire, lorsqu’on a pour auditoire des Turcs et

des Persans, et l’on cite le cas d’un achough armenien qui,

force a Constantinople par la populace musulmane a em-

brasser la religion du Prophete, a subi le martyre en

chantant en turc ces deux vers

:

Asset issaviyim, deunmem bir yane

;

Dourmouchoum dinimde merd ou merdane.
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(Je suis un vrai chr^tien, je ne tourne d’aucun cote
;

je

reste dans ma foi en homme et en brave.)

Ce n’est pas uniquement la religion qui inspire ces dis-

cussions
;
l’art poetique les inspire aussi. Des qu’un achough

acquiert de la renommee, d’autres achoughs viennent roinpre

une lance avec lui. Toute la ville est en emoi quand on

apprend qu’un troubadour Stranger est venu disputer avec

le plus faraeux des troubadours locaux. Le cafe principal

est cboisi pour champ de bataille
;

l’on y voit, sur une

estrade, les deux champions, accroupis et tenant leur sas.

L’affluence est enorme, mais le silence est tel qu’on en-

tendrait la chute d’un cheveu. Le provocateur a suspendu

au plafond de l’etablissement une enigme
(
mouamma), dont

Vachough local doit deviner le mot. Le duel a lieu a coups

de vers improvises. Cette perspective de gloire ou de honte

<hneut tous les deux
;
ou se croirait au “ College de la gaie

science” ou aux Jeux Olympiques. Si le provoque devine

le mot, il propose a son tour une enigme a l’etranger, et le

combat continue jusqu’a ce que l’un des poetes jette, comme

on dit, sa langue aux chiens. Le malheureux est condamne

a rendre son saz au vainqueur, qui l’emporte en triomphe

chez lui, tout en empochant la collecte faite au debut de

la stance. Mais, souvent, quelques notables interviennent

et font retourner au vaincu son instrument, en lui faisant

prendre l’engagement de quitter la ville ou, au raoins, de

ue plus chanter en presence du vainqueur. Pourtant, tout

ne se passe pas toujours aussi paisiblement. Une partie

de l’auditoire se prononce quelquefois en faveur d’un des

rivaux, l’autre partie en faveur de l’autre, et la seance est

levde au milieu d’une volee de coups de poing ou meme
de yatagan. Cette scene a surtout lieu a la fin de la lutte

de deux pehlivans (athletes)
;

les coreligionnaires ou com-

patriotes de l’un attaquent a main arrn^e ceux de l’autre,

et bien des athletes armeniens, sortis victorieux de leur

lutte avec des athletes musulmans, ont succombe aux

poignards de leurs ennemis. II y a a peine quelques ans,

la police de Constantinople a du exiler il Sivas le lutteur

armenien Simon, qui avait provoque au combat le lutteur
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grec Panani
;
uu quart de la population de la capitale est

armenien, un autre quart est grec, et ces deux elements

etaient tellement surexcites J cause de la lutte que les

autorites releguerent en Asie un des combattants, de peur

que la moitie de la ville ne se mit en emeute, cornme a

l’epoque des Bleus et des Verts.

En vous fournissant ces informations generales sur les

troubadours armeniens, je vous ai deja raconte, Mesdames

et Messieurs, une partie de la vie de Saiat-Nova. Je me
hate de vous fournir a present des details speciaux sur son

compte, empruntes a l’excellent ouvrage de Guevork

Akbverdian, qui a et£ publie, en 1852, a Moscou, sous la

direction du savant philologue armenien Jean-Baptiste

Emin, et dont la Society Royale Asiatique possede un

exemplaire, depuis que les heritiers de M. Schrumpf lui

ont offert, sur ma proposition, les livres armeniens ayaut

appartenu a notre regrette collegue.

Sa'iat-Nova est ne, vers 1712, a Tiflis. II a eu pour pere

un Armenien pauvre, qui avait emigre d’Alep, et pour mere

une Armenienne de Havlabar, qui est a peu pres pour la

capitale georgienne ce qu’est "Whitechapel pour la capitale

britannique. Apprenti chez un tisserand, le jeune Aroutin

(c’est la son nom de bapteme) invente une machine qui lui

permet de tisser dans sa chambre, au lieu de tisser le long

de la rue, suivant l’usage des tisserands orientaux. II fre-

quentait pourtant, des le bas age, les reunions ou chantaient

les troubadours et surtout le fameux achough armenien Dosti,

dont il ne reste pas une ligne aujourd’bui, de sorte que Saiat-

Nova est le plus ancien troubadour armenien de Tiflis qui nous

ait laisse de ses compositions. Tout en tissant, il s’exercait

a jouer du saz, du kamantcha, du tchongour et de Vamboitre,

instruments de musique propres au Caucase et a l’Asie

Anterieure. Assis devant le metier qu’il avait invente, il

composait des chansons au bruit monotone de sa navette et les

cbantait le soir dans les maisons des grands, dont il etait tres

recherche pour sa voix melodieuse. Ses succes l’encouragent

a renoncer a la tisseranderie pour se livrer uniquement a la

musique et a la poesie, et c’est a cette occasion qu’il prend le

surnom de Saiat-Nova.
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De 1742 jusqu’a 1759, il charme les habitants de Tiflis

par ses poemes turcs, georgiens et armeniens, et devient

raeme le chansonnier favori d’Herecle II, roi de Georgie, de

la cour et de la noblesse. La Georgie, que Byron appelait
“

la patrie de la beaute,” l’inspire par le pittoresque de sa

nature, la purete des traits de ses femmes et l’esprit cheva-

leresque de ses montagnards. Mais il sent la lassitude au bout

de 17 annees de gloire. Offusque par l’eclat des banquets,

que son souffle ranimait beaucoup plus que le nectar de

Cakhet, il aspire au silence et a la solitude, surtout apres

la mort de sa femme, Marmar. Il est pris d’un tel remords

qu’il abandonne, en 1770, ses quatre enfants, pour se faire

moine au couvent de Sourp Nchan a Hagbpat. Mais il

parait, d’apres une tradition recueillie par Akhverdian,

que ses admirateurs ne le laissaient pas tranquille dans sa

retraite. Ils lui annoncent un jour qu’un celebre troubadour

etranger et-ait arrive a Tiflis. Pour sauvegarder l’bonneur

de sa ville natale, notre veteran s’y rend malgre un biver

exceptionnellement rigoureux. Les domestiques du superieur

du couvent de Hagbpat le retrouvent habille en laique,

entoure de ses anciens camarades, assis sous le pont du Hour,

sans autre tapis que la face glac^e du fleuve, et sur le point

de vaincre son rival aux accents de son violon.

Ce qui est beaucoup plus certain que cette legende, c’est

que Sa'iat-Nova, pouss6 par l’instinct paternel, se rend en

effet a Tiflis, a la nouvelle de l’invasion en Georgie des

cavaliers d’Agha-Mahmed-Khan. Il savait que ces Persans

allaient mettre a feu et a sang la ville ou vivaient ses enfants

;

il depeche done ceux-ci a Mozdok, ou ils n’avaient aucun

danger a redouter. L’ennemi penetre Tiflis, et le carnage et

le pillage commencent. Les Persans d^couvrent Saiat-Nova,

qui priait dans la cathedrale armenienne de la Graude

Forteresse; ils l’invitent a sortir et a embrasser l’islamisme,

s’il tenait a garder sa tete sur ses dpaules. l\Iais le moine,

qui avait alors 83 ans, leur crie dans leur idiome

:

Tch&khmanam klissadan,

Donmanam Issadan.

(Je ne sors pas de l’eglise, je ne me detourno pas de J^sus.)
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Exasperes de cette reponse, les barbares 1’assassinent a

coups de ciraeterre, en septembre 1795. Apres le depart des

Persans, on enterre le martyr devaut la porte de la cathedrale.

Pien ne nous serait reste des chansons de Saiat-Nova, s’il

n’en avait pas inscrit quelques-unes dans un recueil qu’il

avait remis a son fils aine Melkissedau moment de son depart

pour Mozdok. Melkissed, musicien et poete comme son

pere, conserve avec soin ce recueil, qu’un heureux basard

fait tomber entre les mains d’Akkverdian. Le recueil

contenait 115 chansons en turc et 46 en armenien. Les

meilleures poesies de Saiat-Nova etaient celles qu’il avait

composees en georgien, principalement pour la cour royale

;

il n’en reste malheureusement rien. Les 115 chansons turques,

bien que plus importantes que celles en armenien (cette langue

etait alors moins repandue a Tiflis que le turc), restent

encore inedites. Akhverdian n’a livre a la publicite que les

46 chansons armeniennes. Sept de ces poemes sont incom-

plets, et, dans plusieurs parmi les autres, il y a des mots qui

sont restes enigmatiques meme pour Akhverdian, qui pour-

tant connaissait a fond le dialecte de ses compatriotes de

Tiflis. Les interessautes annotations de ce medecin armenien,

a qui Ton ne saurait reprocher que d’avoir souvent pris pour

persans des mots essentiellement arabes, m’ont permis de

traduire quelques-unes des chansons de Saiat-Nova, dont le

texte armenien, assez obscur parfois, est herisse de mots

persans, arabes, turcs et georgiens, souvent defigures dans

la bouche de la foule.

Yoici d’abord les beaux vers que le musicien-poete a

adresses a son violon

:

“ Loue parmi tous les instruments de musique, tu vaux, 6

violon ! un orchestre complet. L’homme vil ne saurait te

voir
;

il t’evite comme le jeune. Tache d’attraper enfin

les beaux jours. Qui pourrait t’enlever a moi? tu es un

instrument de gloire pour le poete.

“ Ton oreille devrait etre d’argent, ta tete pavee de pier-

reries
;
ton manche devrait etre d’ivoire, ton ventre embelli de

nacre; ta corde devrait etre en or, ton fer cisele a jour.

Personne ne connait ta valeur
;

tu es, 6 violon ! rubis et

diamant.
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“ Ton archet devrait etre dore et en mille especes de

couleurs
;

tes crins doivent etre tires de la queue de

l’hippogriffe afin que tu paries en douce melodie. A bien

des personnes tu fais passer des nuits blanches
;

tu fais

dormir bien d’autres corame avec de l’opiura. Tu es, 6

violon ! une coupe d’or remplie de vin delicieux.

“ Tu doubles la valeur de celui qui te manie. Tu demandes

d’abord qu’on apporte du the et du cafe. Tu es honors dans

le kiosque
;
en temps de repos, tu veux qu’on t’eleve sur la

cornicbe
;
quand tu descends dans l’assemblee, tu demandes

de doux amusements et festins. Entoure de belles dames, tu

occupes, 6 violon ! la moitie de l’assemblee.

“ Tu rejouis bien des cceurs attristes, tu fais cesser le frisson

du malade. Quand tu eleves ta voix douce, tu epanouis le

visage de ton joueur. Prie le peuple de dire : Vice celui qui te

fait risonner

!

Tant que Saiat-Nova sera en vie, tu verras

bien des cboses, 6 violon !

”

Yoici un specimen de ses poesies didactiques, ou se revele

deja Fame du futur ermite :

“ Viens m’^couter, 6 coeur insense ! Aime la pudeur, aime

la modestie, aime la retenue. Si le monde t’appartenait,

qu’aurais-tu emporte avec toi ? Aime Dieu, aime Fame,

aime l’amitie.

“Ne fais que ce qui plait a Dieu. Suis les conseils inscrits

dans la Yie des Peres. II y a trois cboses qui conviennent

a Fame et au corps : Aime l’ecriture, aime la plume, aimo

le livre.

“ Viens, 6 cceur ! ne reste pas dans la meme direction.

Prends en juste consideration le pain et le sel. Agis telle-

ment qu’on ne se moque pas de toi. Aime le conseil, aime

la patience, aime la justice.

“
Si tu 4vites l’orgueil, tu plairas a ton maitre. Sois humble

devant ton inferieur. Dieu a donne a tous une meme ame.

Aimo le pauvre, aime l’hote, aime l’4tranger.

“ Saiat-Nova
!
plaise a Dieu que tu fasses ceci : Sacrifier,

pour l’amour de ton ame, la moiti£ de la vie de ton corps

!

Si tu veux ^chapper au jugement dernier, aime lo couvent,

aime le desert, aimo la grotte.”
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Mais c’est surtout dans les chants <5rotiques qu’excelle la

lyre de Saiat-Nova. Sa palette emprunte au ciel ^clatant

de 1’Orient ses couleurs les plus voyantes, et son ardente

imagination, fort pen ascetique parfois, inonde d’une pluie

d’or et de perles toute beaute qui captive sou coeur. En voici

un specimeu

:

“ J’ai parcouru le monde entier, sans en exclure l’Abyssinie,

et n’ai vu, ma belle, une figure comme la tienne ; tu es

superieure a toutes les belles. Que tu t’habilles de toile ecrue

ou d’etoffe brodee d’or, tu la transformes en soierie, ma belle.

C’est pourquoi celui qui te voit s’ecrie : Bravo ! bravo !

“Tu es un precieux diamant; heureux celui qui t’aura !

Celui qui te trouve, ne soupire plus
;
malbeur a qui te perd !

Que la tombe de ta mere soit illuminee ! elle est morte,

helas ! trop tot. Elle devrait vivre, ma belle, pour mettre au

monde encore une peinture comme toi.

“Tu es etincelante des le principe
;
tu es pointillee de

taches d’or. Un collier de corail est suspendu aux fils de

ta chevelure. Tes yeux sont des coupes d’or remplies de

vin, des tasses faconnees au tour. Tes cils, ma belle, sont des

fleches, des lancettes ou des canifs aiguises.

“ Ton visage ressemble au soleil et a la lune. Le cachemire

qui serre ta fine taille est semblable a une ceinture d’or.

Tu as hebete le peintre, et le pinceau est tombe de sa main.

Assise, tu ressembles, ma belle, a une perruche
;

debout, a

un hippogriffe.

“Je ne serais pas Saiat-Nova si je fondais sur le sable.

Que veux-tu faire de moi ? j ’attends des nouvelles de ton

coeur. Tu es de feu, tes habits aussi; comment pourrais-je

resister a tant de flammes ? Tu as couvert de mousseline,

ma belle, l’etoffe brodee de fleurs de 1’Hindoustan.”

Yoici, pour terminer, un autre chant d’amour, ou le pinceau

de Saiat-Nova semble rivaliser avec celui de l’auteur du

Cantique des cantiques et fait palir le portrait de la belle

Tehmine par l’immortel Firdoussy
;
je l’ai insere dans mon

journal Armenia-ISArmenie, et c’est la seule poesie de

Saiat-Nova qui ait encore ete publiee en francais ou en

anglais

:
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(Traduction anglaise.)

In this world I do not sigh, as long as thou art my soul

to me. Thou art a golden cup filled with the water of im-

mortality to me. I sit me down, so that thou mayst cast

thy shadow on me : a gold embroidered tent thou art to me.

Learn my fault, then slay me : Sultan and Khan thou art

to me

!

Thy waist is like a cypress or a plane-tree, thy complexion

like Frankish satin, thy tongue sugar, thy lip candy; thy

teeth are pearls and diamonds, thy eyes gold enamelled cups

adorned with precious stones
;
a rare and priceless gem, a

ruby of Mount Bedakhsh thou art to me

!

How can I endure this affliction ? Is my heart turned

into stone ? Thou hast made mjr tears blood
;
I have lost

my reason from my head. A young vine thou art in the

fresh garden, surrounded everywhere with roses
;
may I

hover over thee like a nightingale : thou art to me a land-

scape of love

!

Thy love has made me drunk
;
I am awake, yet my heart

slumbers ! The world is surfeited with the world, but my
heart keeps hungering for thee. Dearest, what shall I praise

thee by ? Nothing else remains in this world. A deer,

a hippogriff sprung from the fiery sea thou art to me

!

What matters it, if thou speakest to me but once, to show

that thou art the sweetheart of Saiat-Nova? Thy rays fill

the earth
;
thou art a shield in the face of the sun. Thou

exhalest the perfume of cardamom, clove, cinnamon, rose,

violet, and marjoram; a red flower of the field, a lily of

the valley thou art to me

!
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Art. XII.

—

The Buddhist Sources of the ( Old Slav.) Legend

of the Twelve Dreams of Shahaish, by Serge D’ Oldenburg,

Ph.D. Translated by II. Wenzel, Ph.D.

[Extract from the Journal of the Public Instruction Office.]

The Old Russian literature took up the theme of the king,

who gets the explanation of some miraculous dreams from a

wise man, in two different versions. In the first of these

versions, the dreams concern events in the king’s life, and

this version enters into the complex of Stephanit and Ichnelat,

showing itself thus a pretty correct reproduction of the

Indian original through the Pehlevi, Arab, and Greek

over-workings. In the second version the dreams have an

eschatological character, and this version appears as an

independent tale, known as ‘Word (=legend) of the

dreams of king Mamerf ‘ Word of the twelve dreams of

Shahaish,’ etc. : the nearest sources of this legend are yet

unknown.

A. AT. Veselovski, 1 in his ‘Word of the twelve dreams

of Shahaish,’ after a MS. of the fifteenth century

(Appendix to the 34th vol. of the Memoirs Imp. Ac. Sc.

St. Petersburg, 1879), relying on a Jataka communicated

to him by T. P. Minayev, and on the rather probable con-

nection between the words Shahaish and Shahan-shah,

thought it possible that this Slav, legend was taken im-

mediately from the East. We, at present, cannot yet point

1 Cf. also the same author’s and A. Galachnv's ‘ History of Russian Litera-

ture,’ i. 431; Polivka, G., ‘ Opisi i izvodi iz nekoliko jugoslavenskith rukopisa

u Pragu.’ Starine, 1889, xxi. 187-194 (Dvanajest snova cara Sahinsaha).
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out those immediate sources of the ‘Word,’ which, of course,

is the most important thing, but we will communicate here

two Indian versions of the same, not yet edited, which,

it seems to us, will not be without importance, chief regard

being had to the fact that it is apparently in some Buddhist

document that the original of the Old Russian legend must,

be sought for.

The first of these Indian versions comes down to us in

two texts
: (1) in Yaqomitra’s Abhidharma Koga Vyakhya,

a commentary on the well-known North Buddhist philo-

sophical work
;
here the tale of the dreams is quoted from

some Yinaya text (cf. Minayev, Buddhism, i. 90 sq.). For

this text I have had the use of the following MSS.
: (1)

Paris National Library, Burn. 114; (2) Societe As.; (3)

From the collection of Minayev.

(2) In the Sumagadhavadana (cf. Tilranatha, Germ. tr.

p. 59), who calls this text Kaiicana Malavadana. Cf. also

Burnouf, Introd. p. 565 sq. (1st ed.). For this text I have

had the use of MS. D. 98 of the Paris Library. In the

Tibetan Kanjur there is a translation of this.

Both texts give the dreams and their explanation in

almost identical words, but, regarding the occasions on which

the dreams were explained, the commentary to the Abhi-

dharmako£a says only :
“ ten dreams saw king Krkin ....

and he told them to the Lord Buddha Kagyapa, and the

Lord explained them.” Such brevity is easily understood

in a quotation, but does not allow us to affirm certainly,

that the frame for the dreams was the same here as in the

Sumagadhav., where the following is related :

“ In past times, when men reached an age of 20,000

years, Buddha Kagyapa lived, and settled in the neighbour-

hood of Benares. At the same time, to king Krkin of

Benares a daughter was born with a golden wreath on her

head, and therefore was called Kdiicanamdld. The king

loved her much, and carefully brought her up. Being

grown up, she heard the law from Kagyapa, to whom she

constantly gave liberal presents. Once king Krkin saw ten,

dreams (see below). lie was frightened, and assembled his
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brahmins to explain them to him. The brahmins sairl that,

in order to avert the misfortune portented by those dreams,

he must sacrifice the blood of the being he loved most.

This they said having in view Kdncanamald. The king,

on one hand frightened by the dreams, on the other filled

with love for his daughter, was in despair. Kancanamala
,

seeing her father’s trouble, counsels him to turn to Kd^yapa.

The king does so, and Kd^yupa explains the dreams and

quiets the king. The dreams and their explanation are the

following

:

1. An elephant, going through a little window, sticks there

with his tail.

2. A fountain runs after a thirsty man.

3. A measure of pearls is sold for a measure of porridge.

4. Sandal is sold for the price of common wood.

5. The gardens are full of flowers and fruits, and thieves

take all flowers and fruits.

6. Elephants at the time of rutting-season are frightened

by little children. (In Sum. first 5 then 6.)

7. A dirty, soiled, monkey defiles another.

8. A monkey is anointed king.

9. A piece of cloth is tom by eighteen persons [Sum. adds

:

and cannot be torn).

10.

A crowd of people in quarrels, dissensions, enmities,

thrash one another (Sum . : A crowd of people, as-

sembling, give themselves over to quarrels, etc.).

Explanation : These dreams are prognostics of events that

will happen at later times, after the Nirvana of the Buddha

Sakyamuni.

1. The disciples of the Buddha, after they have left (their

houses) relatives and friends, and taken up a religious

life, again make themselves the likeness of houses in

the monasteries.

2. The disciples will go to the laymen to teach them the

law, but the laymen, thirsting after the law, will

transgress it (?).
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3. The disciples, for a measure of porridge, given as alms,

will teach the highest knowledge.

4. The disciples will place the teaching of the heretics on

the same grade with that of Buddha.

5. The disciples will use the gardens, belonging to the

community, to their own profit.

6. The bad disciples will drive away the virtuous ones.

7. The bad disciples will (falsely) accuse the virtuous ones

of different bad actions.

8. The disciples will commit, in the monasteries, samanti-

kabhisheka (?), and in the world the pagitkah (?) will

be masters. 1

9. After the Buddha’s death his doctrine will separate into

eighteen schools
;
but the doctrine of salvation they

will not be able to confuse (?).

10.

Among the disciples schisms will arise.

As will be seen, with the exception of some insignificant

differences, both texts present one and the same redaction.

As we know the first of these texts only as a quotation, we

cannot with any certainty define its relation to the other.

But there is some probability that it is older than the

Sumagadha Avadana, and may even have been the latter’s

source, because the whole avadana is composed of fragments

of different Buddhist texts.

Unfortunately, we cannot as yet fix any certain date for

our texts. It is only probable that they were composed

in India. Some indication that similar legends were current

in the Buddhist world at a comparatively early date is found

in the information of the Chinese documents, from which

we shall give below a second, not yet edited, version of

the dreams. In Buniu Nanjio’s Catalogue we find No. 543 :

Ekottaragama Sfitra (translated in 384-385 a.d.), ch. 52

;

No. 631 : Siitra on ten different dreams of the king of

1 These words ere not quite intelligible to us: sa mattlikdbh isheka would mean
“anointing of the inhabitants (or kings?) of the neighbouring countries”;

pafu/ca “cattle.” (In Sum. the eighth dream is explained thus: Impious king

will reign.)
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the country Cravasti (Prasenajit), translated before the first

quarter of the fourth century
;
No. 632 : Sutra spoken by

Buddha on the ten dreams of Prasenajit, the king of the country

{Cravasti). The Chinese traveller, I-tsing, of the seventh

century mentions (Stan. Julien, Melanges de Geogr. Asiat. et

de Philol. Siuico-As. extr. des livres Chin. t. i, Paris, 1864,

p. 305. Extr. du J.A.) that in an ancient book it is said

that king Bimbisara saw in a dream a piece of cloth and

a golden stick being divided into eighteen parts
;
this the

Buddha explained as a prognostic of the appearance of

eighteen schools under king Agoka, hundred years after

the death of the Buddha. The ‘ ancient book ’ mentioned

by I-tsing and the 52nd chapter of the Ekottaragama are

not yet known to us, but we are able (thanks to the com-

munication of A. 0. Ivanovski) to give here the version

contained in Nos. 631 and 632 of Bun. Nanj. Cat., which

is interesting because it forms, as it were, the link between

the Pali version of the Jataka and the Sanskrit ones

adduced above : with the latter it coincides in the number

of dreams
;
with the former in their contents.

The ‘ frame ’ in all three versions—Pali, Chinese, and

Sanskrit, is, in general, identical
;
only the king who sees

the dreams is in the Sanskrit text Krkin

;

in the two

others Prasenajit
;

from the passage in I-tsing it will be

seen that the theme of these dreams, with eschatological

explanation, were also ascribed to king Bimbisara. We give

the ‘frame’ in abridgment, but the dreams and their ex-

planation in full.

The Buddha was in Cravasti, in Jetavana. At this time

king Prasenajit saw ten dreams, and got much frightened

;

the brahmins order him, for the prevention of the portented

misfortunes, to offer a sacrifice of whatever he held most

dear, beginning with the queen. The king is troubled
;
the

queen sees his sorrow, asks him, and, learning the reason,

bids him turn to the Buddha. The Buddha quiets him,

and explains the dreams as referring, not to the present,

but the future. The king thereon turns away from the

brahmins.
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1. Three vessels stand in

a row : the two outer ones

full, the middle empty. From
the outer ones wind arises

and goes from one to the

other, but does not enter the

empty one.

2. A horse eats from two

sides—before and aft.

3. On a little tree flowers

grow.

4. On a little tree fruits

grow.

5. A man stretches a string

;

behind the man is a wether

;

the wether and the man eat

the string (in 1 only the man

eats the string).

6. A fox on a beautiful

(2 adds :
golden) couch eats

from golden vessels.

Rich people at future times

will make presents to each

other, but will not give at-

tention to the poor.

In the coming times the

great (2 adds: and kings) will

take payments from govern-

ment, and, besides, rob the

people.

In the coming times people

will grow grey before they

are 30 (2 adds : from desire,

luxury, and avarice).

In coming times young

girls will be married very

young (2 : before the 15th

year), and will nurse their

children without shame (2

also : they will visit their

relatives). 1

In coming times, when the

men go to business, their

wives will enter into relations

with other youths and sleep

with them (so 1 ;
2 : and

squander their husband’s

wealth with them).

In coming times the en-

riched people (* parvenus ’)

will occupy the highest places,

and everybody will honour

them.

1 This probably alludes to the Chinese custom to visit the relatives after

marriage.
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7. A big cow sucks a calf.

8. Four bulls, coming

together from the four

regions, rush upon one

another, trying to throw

down eacb the other, and

then disperse (the text is

not quite clear).

9. In a large pond the

water in the middle is muddy,

but on the four sides clear.

10. The water of a great

river runs all red.

In coming times people

will be unjust
;
mothers will

bring together their daughters

with strange men, aud reap

money from this.

In comingtimesthe officials

(2 : kings, officials, and

people) will not fear heaven,

and will lead a bad life
;

therefore the rains will not

come in time. People will

pray for rain : a wind will

arise, clouds assemble, and it

will thunder, so that they

hope for rain, but rain will

not come.

In coming times, in India,

they will not honour parents

and respect the old, but will

do so in other countries.

In coming times the kings

will carry on wars, and fall

one on the other
;
they will

kill people and horses, and

therefrom rivers of blood

will run.

It is easy to conjecture the way along which our legend

left India together with Buddhism
;

it came to the Iranian

countries, which had a constant intercourse with India. But

whether it was preserved there, and where it took its farther

course, we know not. The Iranists as yet treat with re-

markable disdain the novelistic literature of Persia, and

thus deprive us of one material link in the chain of the

transmigration of fables from East to "West.

Finally, we would allow ourselves some remarks on

Veselovski’s work : If in Shahaish is hidden Shahanshah,

we may, perhaps, in Irin see Iran ? On the words heard

J.R.A.S. 1S93. 34
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by king Pradyota, cf. the Lohakumbhij Jataka (314),

Petavatthu, iv. 15, and Atthasaddaj. (418), which give the

Pali text of these words. Benfey’s explanation of Kibariun,

Kynaron as Kevalin is not probable
;
rather we should seek

here a corruption of the name of Kdtyagana. To the

seventh dream of king Prasenajit, cf. now Rouse
,
“A Jataka

in Pausanias, Folk-lore,” i. 409 (1890).
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Art. XIII.— Women Leaders of the Buddhist Reformation.

By Mabei. Bode.

Some years ago the late Dr. Trenckner made a transcript

of an important Pali work, the commentary on the Angut-

tara Nikaya, called Manoratha Piirani (“ Wish-Fulfiller ”),

written by the great Buddhist commentator, Buddhagosha.

When this work is added, by-and-bye, to the list of Pilli

Texts already published, its value, as a further contribution

to our knowledge of early Buddhism, will hardly need

putting forward—the book will speak for itself. Meanwhile,

as it bas not yet been edited, the following short extract

from the Text, accompanied by a translation, may not be

without interest.

The chapter chosen illustrates the working of the great

Buddhist reformation, in its original strength and freshness.

It deals with certain contemporary disciples of Gotama,

whose names appear in a section of the first Nipata of

the collection of Suttas called the Anguttara Nikaya. Here

we find a list of thirteen women-disciples, who, after entering

the Order of “ Bhikkhunis,” exercised great influence, either

by their teaching or the holiness of their lives.

In Gotama’s discourse the disciples are named in turn,

and the virtue that distinguishes each one is pointed out.

The commentator adds, beneath every name, an account of

the disciple’s life, dwelling particularly on that part of

her career in which she earned the “ high place ” assigned

to her by the Master.
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The sources from which the following portion of the

Text has been taken are :

—

1. Dr. Trenckner’s beautifully clear and exact transcript

of a MS. in the Sinhalese writing which he collated

with a Burmese MS. of Nipatas, 1-3. (Both the

above MSS. are in the India Office Library,

Nos. 30 and 31, Phayre Collection.)

This transcript is referred to in the footnotes under the

initials T.I., where readings differ.

2. A Sinhalese MS. very kindly lent me by Dr. Morris

(referred to as S.M.).

In the collection of Burmese MSS. at the British Museum
there is a Tika (sub-commentary) on the Manoratha

Purani—or rather on a part of it, viz. the first Nipata.

The comments on the chapter in question consist chiefly of

paraphrases of the expressions used by Buddhagosha, and

brief explanations of the scripture verses quoted by him

in his account of the thirteen Theris. There are also

touches of extra detail added to a few of the stories.

From the references made to other canonical works, the

Tikii would seem to be written for readers well versed in

the Scriptures
;
and the meaning is apt to be a little obscure

in places. It must be said too that, in this case, any

difficulties, as far as the matter is concerned, are added

to by the manner of the copying, for the sameness of the

Burmese character lends itself to confusion, unless the

rounded letters are finished off clearly and exactly
;
and

the Tikii betrays a rather careless hand.

It has been very easy to correct doubtful readings in the

Trenckner transcript, by means of comparison with Dr.

Morris’s MS. In nearly every case these readings are

evidently mere copyists’ blunders, which Trenckner has

already noted as such, by underlining. Differences in the

sense are so rare that the MSS. may almost be said to be,

word for word, the same.
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With regard to my own translation, I have made it as

literal as I could, trying to reflect faithfully all the small

shades of meaning in the original. In all passages where

I met with difficulties, I have referred them to Professor

Rhys Davids, feeling that I can thus justify myself in

placing my work (imperfect as it would have been, without

his most kind help) before readers whom the subject may
interest.

[This paper was prepared for the Ninth Congress of

Orientalists held in London in 1892 ;
and an abstract of

it was read at the Congress. The Publication Committee

being unable, for want of funds, to print it, the Council

of the Royal Asiatic Society was kind enough to order

its publication in this Journal.']

[Manoratha PuranT on Anguttara, I. 14. 5.]

1 . Mahapajapati Gotarni.

Therlpaliyam pathame yadidam Maha GotamT therl

rattahnOnam aggil ti dasseti. Tassa paiihakamme ayam
anupubbakatha. Ayam kira Padumuttara-buddha-kale

Hamsavatiyam kulagehe patisandhim ganhitva, aparena

samayena satthu dhamma-desana sunantl sattharam ekam
baikkhunim rattahhunam aggatthane thapentam 1 disva,

adhikarakammam katva tarn thanantaram patthesi. Sa

yavajivam danam datvii silam samadavitva uposatham

upavasitva kappasatasahassam atikkamma Baranasij^am

pahcannam dasisatitnam jetthikii hutva nibbatti. Atha

vassupanayikasamaye paiica [sata] 2 paccekabuddha Nan-

damulakapabbharato Isipatane otaritva nagare pindaya

caritva Isipatanam eva gantva : Yassupanayika-kutiya

atthaya hatthakammam yacissamati clvaram parupitva

sayanha-samaye nagaram pavisitva setthissa gharadvare

1 T.I. has here thapetva and below often thapetum.
2 All MSS. omit sata.
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attkamsu. Jettkakadasi kutam gaketva udakatittkam ga-

cckantl paccekakuddke nagaram pavisante addasa. Settki

tesam agatakaranam sutva: Amkakam okaso nattki, gacckan-

tuti aka. Atka te nagara nikkharaante jettkakadasi kutam

gaketva pavisantl disva kutam otaretva vanditva onamitvii

mukkam pidkiiya : Ayya nagaram pavittkamanta va nikkka-

manta kinnu kko ti puccki .

1

Yassupanayika-kutiya kattkakammam yacitum agatamkati.

Laddkam kkante ti ?

Na laddkam upasike ti.

Kim pan’esa kuti issarek’eva katabka, duggateki pi sakka

katun ti.

Yen a kenaci sakkii ti.

Sadku bkante mayam karissamati sve maykam bhikkkam

gankatkati niraantetva udakarn netvii puna kutam gahetva

ilgamma tittkamagge tkatva agatagata avasesadiisivo ettk’eva

kotkiiti vatvii, sabbasam iigatakiile iika : Ammii kim niccam

eva parassa diisakammam karissatha udaku dasabkavato

muccitum icckatkati.

Ajj’eva muccitum icckiima ayye ti.

Yadi evam maya panca paccekabuddhii kattkakammam

alabkanta svataniiya nimantita, tumkakam samikeki eka-

divasam kattkakammam dapetkiiti.

Ta siidkuti sampaticckitva sayam atavito iigatakiile siimi-

kiinam iirocesum. Te siidkuti jettkakadiisassa gekadviire

sannipatimsu. Atka ne jettkakadiisl : Sve tiitii pacceka-

buddhanam hattkakaramam dethiiti anisamsam acikkhitvii,

ye pi na kiitukiimii te gulkena oviidena tajjetvii paticchiipesi.

Sii punadivase paccekabuddbiiuam bkattam datva sabbesam

diisaputtiinam sannam adiisi.

Te tiivad eva araiinam pavisitva dabbasambhiire samo-

dkiinetvii satam satam kutvii ekekam kutim cankamaniidi-

parivaram katvii manca-pithapanlya-paribkojanadini thapetvii

paccekabuddhe temiise tattha vasanatthaya patiiinam karetva

yiirabkikkkam tkapesum .

2 Yo attano viiradivase na sakkoti

1 So all MSS. (? va-va).
2 S.M. patthapesum.
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tassa jetthakadasl sakagehato nlharitva deti. Evam temasam

jaggitva jetthakadasl ekekara dasim ekekara satakam vissaj-

japesi, pailcathulasatakasatani ahesum. Tani parivattapetva

pancannam paccekabuddhasatanam ticlvarani katva adasi.

Pahcannam paccekabuddhasatatasam passantauam yeva iika-

sena Gandharaadanapabbatam agamamsu. Tii pi sabbii

yavajlvam kusalarp katva devaloke nibbattimsu. Tiisarn

jettbikii tato cavitva Baranasiya avidiire pesakiiragame

pesakara-jetthakassa gebe nibbatti. Ath’ekadivasam Padu-

mavatiya 1 puttii pancasatii paccekabuddba Baranasiranno

nimantitil rajadvarara agantva kanci olokento pi adisva nivat-

titva nagaradvarena nikkhainitva tarn pesakaragamakam

agamamsu. Sii itthi paccekabuddhe disva sampiyayamana

sabbe vanditva bbikkbam adiisi. Te bhattakiccam katva

Gandkamadanam eva agamamsu. Sa pi yavajlvam kusalam

katvii devamanussesu samsarantl amhakam satthu nibbattito

puretaram eva Devadahanagare Mabiisuppabuddbassa gehe

patisandbim ganhi. GotamI ti ’ssii namam akamsu. Maha-

mayaya kanittha-bbaginl boti. Mantajjhayaka-brahmana

lakkbanani patiganhantii imasam dvinnam pi kucchiyam.

vasitadaraka cakkavattino bbavdssantlti vyakarimsu. Sud-

dhodana-maharaja va}rappattakale ta dve pi mangalam

katva attano gharam anesi. Aparabhiige amhakam bodhisatto

Tusitapura cavitva Mahamayaya kucch^am patisandbim

ganhi. Mahamaya tassa jiitadivasato sattame divase kalam

katva Tusitapure nibbatti. Suddhodanamaharaja mahasat-

tassa matuccbam Mabapajapatim aggamabesittbane thapesi

tasmim kiile Nandakumaro jato. Ayam MahapajapatT

Nandakumaram dbatannam datva sayam bodbisattam pari-

bari. Aparena samayena bodhisatto mababbinikkhamanam

nikkhainitva sabbaunutam patvii lokanuggaham karonto

anukkamena Kapilapuram patva nagaram pindaya pavisi.

Atb’assa pita maharaja antaravlthiyam yeva dhammakatham

sutva sotiipanno abosi, dutiya-divase Nando pabbajito,

sattame divase Rahulo. Sattha aparena sama}rena Yesali-

yam upanissaya Kutagarasalayam viharati. Tasmim sama}Te

1 See the whole story below under No. 3, Uppalavanna.
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Suddhodanamaharajii setacchattass’eva hettha arahattam

sacchikatva parinibbuyi. Tada Maliapajapatl pabbajjitya

cittam uppadesi. Tato Rohininaditire Ealahavivadasutta-

pariyosane nikkhamitva pabbajitanam pancannam kumiira-

satanam padaparicarika sabba va ekacitta hutvii Makapajii-

tiya santikam gantva sabba va: satthu santike pabbajissamati

Maliapajapatim jetthikam katva satthu santikam gantva

pabbajitukama ahesum. Ayan ca Maliapajapatl patbamam

eva ekavaram sattharam pabbajjam yacayamana nalattha.

Tasma kappakam pakkosapetva kese chindapetvii kasiiyani

acchiidetva sabba ta Sakiyaniyo adtiya Vesalim gantva

Anandatherena dasabalam yacetva atthahi garudhammehi

pabbajjan ca upasampadaii ca alattba. Itarii pana sabba

pi ekato upasampanna ahesum.

Ayam ettha sankhepo, vittharato pan’etam vatthum pali-

}
7am agatam eva. Evam upasampaunii pana Mahapajapatl

sattharam upasamkamitva abhivadetva ekamantam atthasi.

Ath’assa sattha dhammam desesi. Sa satthu santike ca

kammatthanam gahetva arahattam piipuni. Sesii pancasatii

bhikkhunij7o Nandakovadaparivosilne arahattam papunimsu.

Evam etam vatthum 1 samutthitam. Aparabhiige satthii

Jetavane nisinno bhikkhuniyo thanantare thapento Mahii-

pajapatim rattannunam aggatthaue thapeslti.

Fourth Yagga.

1 . Mahapajapatl Gotami.

The first of the series of theris (that is to say Maha
GotamI) appears as the chief of those who are great in

experience. Without going into the history of her former

deeds, it is said that she entered existence in the time of

the Buddha Padumuttara, in a noble family at Ilamsavatl.

Afterwards, hearing the Teacher discourse upon the Law, and

seeing him exalt a certain BhikkhunI to the chief place,

she, forming a resolve, aspired to the same place. When

1 T.I. vatthu.
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she had done deeds of charity her whole life through, and

had taken the vow to fulfil the precepts, and had observed

the Sabbath, after a hundred thousand Kappas had passed

she was reborn at Benares, being the chief among five

hundred slaves. Now when the Yassa season began, five

hundred Pacceka Buddhas came down from the mountain

caves to Isipatana and went about the city for alms. And

just as they came to Isipatana they thought, “We will

ask them to make ready a dwelling for us; huts for the

Yassa season.” So, donning mendicant’s robes, and entering

the city in the evening, they stood by the gate of a mer-

chant’s house.

The chief of the women-slaves had taken her water-jar

and was going down to the ford for water, when she beheld

the five Pacceka Buddhas entering the city.

The merchant, hearing the (reason of) their coming, said :

“ We have no time ! Let them go away.”

Now, as they were departing from the city, the chief

slave, bearing her water-jar, was entering (the city) and

saw them. She greeted them and made obeisance to them,

covering her face. “ Sirs,” she asked, “ Wherefore did you

enter the city, and wherefore are you leaving?” “We
came to ask that a dwelling for the Yassa season might

be built for us,” they said.

“ And have you succeeded, sirs ? ” she said.

“ We have not succeeded, daughter,” they said.

“ And these huts that should be built—can they he built

only by gentlefolk or by poor folk?” she asked.

“ They can be built by any man soever.”

“ Yery good, sirs, we will do it,” she said.
“ To-morrow

receive your food from me.” And having thus invited

them and led them to the water-side, she once more took

up her water-jar and went away. And, standing on the

path leading to the ford, she said to each one of the slave-

girls as they came along, “ Stay here,” and when they had

all come, she said, “ My daughters, will you always do the

work of a slave for another, or do you desire to be freed

from slavery ?
”
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“We would fain be free this very day, mother,” they

answered.

“If so, get your husbands to labour one day for these

five hundred holy ones, who cannot find labourers and whom
I have promised to provide for to-morrow,” she said.

“ So be it,” they said.

And, having agreed to this themselves, they told their

husbands of it, when they came back from the forest.

“Very well,” said they, and assembled together at the

door of the head-man’s dwelling.

Now the chief woman-slave said to them, “My friends,

give your labour to these holy men.” And pointing out

her intention (and scolding with strong admonition those

who did not wish to work) she made them agree.

On the morrow, when she had given a meal to the Pacceka

Buddhas, she gave the directions to all the slaves.

They forthwith went into the forest and brought together

building materials, and, dividing into parties of a hundred,

they built, for each Buddha, huts, having first made an

enclosure of cloisters. And they placed furniture, to wit,

beds and chairs and drinking-water, there, and caused the

Buddhas to take a vow to dwell there three months.

And they appointed an order of feeding them, and if

any man were not able (to do so) when his turn came,

food was brought to him from the house of the chief slave,

that he might give it.

And, having thus fed them for three months, the chief

woman-slave made each one of the women-slaves take off one

cloth garment. There were five hundred thick cloths
;
and

having caused these to be exchanged, she bought for each

of the five hundred holy ones three robes. And, even as

they beheld them, the five hundred Buddhas, passing through

the air, returned to the mountain Gandhamadano. So all

these women, having spent their life in good deeds, were

reborn in the Deva heaven. And the chief one, vanishing

from thence, was reborn at a village of weavers near

Benares, in the house of a master-weaver.

Now, on a certain day, five hundred young Buddhas came
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to Benares, invited by the king, and when they had come

to the gate of the palace, looking about and seeing no one

there, they turned back, and, setting forth by the city

gate, they reached the village of weavers.

This woman, seeing the Buddhas and saluting them in

a friendly way, gave them food.

They, after taking their meal in due manner, returned

forthwith to Gandhamadano.

And the woman, after leading a virtuous life, and passing

through deva worlds and the world of men, was reborn,

just before our Teacher, re-entering life in the dwelling of

the eminent Suppabuddho.

Her family name was Gotaml. She was the younger

sister of the celebrated Maya. The Brahmins, who were

learned in spells, having perceived the signs of greatness in

these two, prophesied that the children conceived by them

would be universal monarchs.

The great King Suddhodano, holding a great festival at

his coming of age, brought the two sisters home to his own

palace.

Afterwards our Bodhisat vanished from the Tusita heaven

and re-entered existence in the womb of Maya. Maya,

on the seventh day after his birth, was born again in dying

the Tusita heaven. King Suddhodana raised Pajapatl (aunt

of the Blessed One) to the place of Queen -consort. At

this time the young prince Nanda was bom. Pajapatl,

handing Nanda over to a foster-mother, continued to tend

the Bodhisat.

Later on, when the Bodhisat had secluded himself from

the world and attained wisdom, doing good to mankind, and

had, in due course, reached the town of Kapila, he entered

the city, seeking alms.

Now his father, the great king, having heard him preach

the Law even on the high road, became converted. On the

second day Nanda embraced the ascetic life, and on the

seventh day Rahulo.

Afterwards the Blessed One took up his abode in a

turretted hall near Yesali. At this time the great King
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Suddhodana died, having attained to Arahatship under the

royal white umbrella.

Then Pajapatl conceived the thought of entering the

religious life. And afterwards, at the end of the Ralaha-

vivada-Sutta, or Discourse on the strife and contention on the

hanks of the river Rohini, Pajapatl set out, attended by five

hundred young maidens, who had become converted, and

who had come, all of one accord, to Pajapatl, thinking,

“ we will enter the religious life under the Teacher.” And
placing Mahapajapati at their head, and going to the Teacher,

they craved that they might enter the Order.

But even this woman Pajapatl, the first time she besought

the Teacher that she might enter the Order, did not gain

her desire.

Therefore, sending for the barber, she caused her hair

to be cut off, donned the yellow robe, and taking all these

Silkya women with her, she went to Yesali, and got the

Thera Ananda to entreat the Holy One for her. And she

did succeed in entering the religious life and receiving

ordination, subject to the eight chief laws.

And all the other women received ordination at the

same time.

This is a brief summary, as the story is related in full

in the Canon .
1

When thus admitted to the Order, Pajapatl, having

approached the Teacher and made obeisance to him, stood

on one side. And the Teacher preached the Doctrine to

her, and this woman, instructed by the Teacher in ecstatic

meditation, attained to Arahatship. And the other five

hundred nuns, at the end of the discourse to Nandaka

attained to Arahatship. Thus did this story arise.

Afterwards, the Teacher, seated at Jetavana, when assign-

ing places to the Bhikkhuuls, exalted Pajapatl to the chief

place among those who are great in experience.

i Vinaya, Texts III. 320-327.
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2. Khema}

Dutiye Khema ti evam-namikii bhikkhunl. Ito patthaya

ca pana panhakamme ayam anupubbakathiiti avatvii sabbat-

tba abhinlhiiram adim katvii vattabbam eva vakkhiimi.

Atlte kira Padumuttarabuddhakiile Ilamsavatl-nagare avam

pariyapanna hutva nibbatti. Ath’ ekadivasam tassa bhaga-

vato aggasavakam Sujatatheram niiraa pindiiya carantam

disvii tayo modake datvii tam divasam eva attano kese vissaj-

jetvii therassa diinam datvii : Aniigate buddhuppiide tumke

viya mahiipanua bhaveyyan 2 ti patthanam katvii, yiivajlvam

kusalakamme appamattii hutvii kapjjasatasabassam deva-

manussesu samsaritvii, Kassapabuddhakiile Kikissa Kiisi-

rahno gehe patisandhim gahetvii sattanuam bhagininam

abbhantarii hutva vlsatim vassasahassiiui gehe yeva komara-

brahmaeariya caritvii tahi bhaginlhi saddhim dasabalassa

vasanaparivesanam kiiretvii, ekarn buddhantaram deva-

manussesu samsaritvii, imasmim buddhuppiide Maddaratthe

Sagalanagare rajakule patisandhim ganhi. Khemii ti ’ssii

namaqa akamsu. Tassii sarlravanne suvannarasa-piiljaro

ahosi. Yayappatta ca pana Bimbisararaniio gehe agamasi.

Sii tathiigate Riijagaham upanissaya riija-gehe viharante

:

sattha kira rupe dosam dassetlti riipamadamattii hutva

mayharapi rupe dosam dasseyya ti bhayena dasabala-

dassaniiya na gacchati. Raja cintesi : aham satthu aggu-

patthayako : miidisassa ca niima ariva-savakassa agga-

mahesl dasabalam dassanaya na gacchati. Na me etam

ruccatlti. So kavlhi Yeluvanuyyanassa vannam bandhii-

petvii : Kheraiiya deviya savanupacare gayathati alia. Sa

uyyanassa vannam sutva gantukama hutva rajanam pati-

pucchi. Raja: uyyanam gaccha, sattharam pana adisvii

iigantum na labhissasiti iiha. Sii rahiio pativacanam adatvii

maggam patipajji. Raja tiiya saddhim gacchante purise

iiha : Sace devi uyyanato nivattamana dasabalam passati,

1 The whole of this story recurs in different wording in the Paramattha
Dipani on Therl Gatha 139-144 (pp. 126 foil, of Prof. Edward Muller’s
forthcoming edition for the Pali Test Society).

2 T.I. bhaveyyan.
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iccetam kusalam, sace pana na passati riijiiniiya nam dasse-

thati.

Atha kho sii devl divasabhiigam uyyane caritva nivattantl

dasabalam adisva va gantum araddha. Atha nam rajapurisa

attano aruciya va satthu santikam nayimsu. Satthii nam
agacchantim disvii iddhiya ekam devaccharam nimminitva

talavantam gahetva vijamana viya akasi. Khema devl tarn

disva cintesi : manii vatamhi nattha
,

1 evarupa niima dibbac-

charapatibhaga itthiyo dasabalassa avidure titthanti. Aham
etasam paricarika pi nappahomi. Manamhi akaraml piipa-

cittassa vasena nattha ti nimittam gahetva tam eva itthim

olokayamana atthiisi. Ath assii passantiyii va tathiigatassa

adhittbiinabalena sa itthi pathamavayam atikkamina maj-

jhimvaye thita viya majjhimavayam atikkamma pacchima-

vaye thita viya ca valitta ca palitakesa khandasithiladanta

ahosi. Tato tassii passantiyii va saddhim talavantena pari-

vattitvii papati. Tato Khemii pubbahetu-sampannatta tasmim

iirammane apiithagate evam cintesi : Evam-vidham pi niima

sariram c’eva rupam vipattim 2 papunati. Mayham pi

sariram evam-gatikam eva bhavissatlti. Ath’assii evam

cintitakkhane sattha imam Dhammapade gatham aha

:

Ye rilgaratta anupatanti sotam.

Sayam katam makkatako va jiilam.

Etam pi chetviina paribbajanti.

Anapekkhino kiimasukham pahayiiti .

3

Sii giitlia-pariyosane patitthita-pade thita j’eva saha pati-

sambhidiihi arahattam piipuni.

Agaramajjhe ca niima arahattam pattena tam divasam eva

parinibbiiyitabbam pabbajitabbam vii
4 hoti. Sii pana attano

iiyusankhiiriinam pavattanaka-bhiivam iiatva : attano pabbaj-

jam anujanapessamlti satthiiram vanditvii riijanivesanam

gantvii rajanam anabhiviidetvii va atthiisi. Riija ingiten’eva

anniisi
;
ariya-dhammam arahattam pattii bhavissatlti Atha

nam aha : Devi
!

gatii nu kho si satthiiram dassaniiyati.

1 S.M. mnnam vat’amhi nattha.
2

>So S.M. T.I. has sariram evam rupasantiip, etc.
3 Dhammapada, verse 347.
4 T.I. omits pabbajitabbam vii.
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Maharaja tumhehi ditthadassanam parittakam, ahara pana

dasabalain suddittham akiisim, pabbajjam me anujanathiiti.

Raja
;

siidhu devl ti sampaticchitva sovanna-sivikiiya

bhikkhunl-upassayam pesetva pabba jjesi. Atk’assii Ivhema

niima gihibhiive thita va arahattara patta ti mahapanna-

bbiivo pilkato ahosi. Idara ettakam vatthurp. Atha satthii

aparabhiige Jetavane nisinno bkikkhuniyo patipatiya tba-

nantare thapento Khemain therim mahapaniianam aggat-

thane thapeslti.

2. Khema.

In the second Sutta the name Khema means the Bhik-

khunl so called. Now henceforth, without going into the

history of their former deeds, I will say only whatever

ought to be otherwise said, beginning (in the case of each

one) from her first resolve.

It is said that, in days gone by, in the time of the

Buddha Padumuttara, this woman was reborn, a native of

the city Hamsavatl.

Now, one day, seeing the thera Sujata, one of the two

chief disciples of that Blessed One, going his round for alms,

she gave him three sweetmeats. And that very day, she

had her own hair cut off, and (bartered it for) gifts which

she gave to the thera, uttering the prayer :
“ Hereafter, at

some time when a Buddha appears in the world, may I

become full of wisdom, like you !

”

Thenceforth, spending her life zealous in good works,

and wandering from world to world among gods and men
for a hundred thousand aeons, she re-entered existence, at

the time of the Buddha Kassapa, in the palace of Kiki,

King of KasT, as one among seven sisters
;
and for twenty

thousand years she lived there a life of chastity, and, with

her sisters, had a dwelling place built for the Blessed One.

Then, having passed the interval between that time and

the birth of the next Buddha, wandering from life to life

in the worlds of gods and men, she was reborn, in the time
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of this our Buddha, in the royal family in the city of

Sagala, in the Madda country.

They gave her the name Khema
;
and her skin was of

exceeding beauty, yellow as fine gold.

Now when she had come of age, she entered the household

of King Bimbisara.

And it was told her of the Blessed One, who was dwelling

in a royal precinct, not far from Rajagaha: “The Master

finds fault with beauty
;

” so she, being intoxicated with

her own loveliness, and fearing lest he should point out

blemishes in her too, would not go to see him.

The king thought to himself :
“ I am a chief supporter

of the Master. Yet she, the consort of so leading a disciple,

does not go to see him who has the ten Powers of Wisdom.

I don’t like it !

”

So he bade the Court poets compose a poem on the glories

of the Yeluvana Hermitage, and told them: “Go and sing

that in the hearing of Khema, the Queen.”

She, hearing of the beauty of the Hermitage, was seized

with a desire to go there, and asked the king’s leave.

The king replied :
“ Go to the Hermitage by all means

;

but you will not be able to return thence without paying

your respects to the Teacher.”

She made no reply to the king, but started forth on her

way.

The king said to the attendants who were going with her :

“If the Queen, as she is returning from the Hermitage,

should catch sight of the Blessed One, well and good ! But

if she does not, do you point him out to her, in the king’s

name.”

Now the Queen, after wandering about the Hermitage

during the day, was about to depart, without having seen

the Blessdd One. So the royal attendants, against her will,

led her into the presence of the Master.

The Master, seeing her approaching, created, by the power

of Iddhi, the form of a nymph of heavenly beauty, who,

holding a palm-leaf, seemed to be fanning him.

Khema, the Queen, beholding this nymph, thought to
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herself :
“ xYlas ! I am undone !—inasmuch as women of

loveliness so divine surround the Blessed One ! I am not

worthy to be even as their handmaid. Methinks it is by

nothing else but my wicked thoughts that I am undone !

”

And, drawing this conclusion, she stood spell-bound, gazing

at the woman. And, even as she gazed, the woman (by the

stedfast will of the Tathilgata) seemed to pass from her first

youth and change to middle-age, and from middle-age she

seemed to pass on to old age, and stood there, with hair

grown grey and teeth become all loose and broken. And
then the Queen, still watching, saw her fall, fan and all,

lifeless to the ground.

Then Khema, (since all the causes heaped up in her former

existences wrought this result in her,) thought thus: “So
glorious and beautiful a body has fallen thus on destruction !

Even to a like end must this my body come !
” And

at the moment she was thinking this, the Master uttered

this verse of the Dhammapada :
“ They who are slaves

to lust drift down the stream, as the spider down

the web he himself has made. But, parting from it, they

forsake the world, and, with gaze no longer set on life, they

put far from them the pleasures of lust !

”

And, at the end of the stanza, she, even as she stood there,

acquired the Patisambidhas (the Four Gifts of Perfect

TJnderstanding) and attained to Arahatship.

Now he who attains to Arahatship while he is yet a

layman, must pass away in death that very day or enter

the religious life. She therefore, understanding that the

end of ber days was near, thought to herself, “ I will ask

permission to forsake the world, myself.”

And, making obeisance to the Master, she returned to

the palace, and, saluting the king, stood before him.

The king, feeling from her very manner that she had

reached the noble state of Arahatship, said to her : “ Queen,

have you then really been to see the Blessed One ?
”

“ Oh great king,” she answered, “ What you have seen

is of little moment. But to me the Blessed One has been

fully revealed, even to the utmost. I pray you, let me
j.r.a.s. 1893. 35
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forsake the world !
” And the king granted her request, and

sent her in a golden palanquin to the nunnery, where she

should dwell.

Now since she, while still a laywoman and called Khema,

had attained to Arahatship, it became noised abroad that

she must have been one gifted with great wisdom.

This is the story thus far.

Now afterwards the Master, seated at Jetavana, when

assigning places, one after the other, to the Bhikkhunls, gave

to the therl Khema the chief place among those who are

full of wisdom.

3 . Uppalavanna.

Tatiye Uppalavanna ti nlluppalagabbhasadisena vannena

samannagatatta evam laddhanama therl. Sa kira Padu-

muttarabuddhakale Hamsavatiyam kulagehe patisandhim

ganhitva aparabhage mahiljanena saddhim satthu santikam

gantva dhammam sunantl sattharam ekam bhikkhunim

iddhimantanam. aggatthane thapetva disva sattaham buddha-

pamukhassa sanghassa mahadanam datvii tarn thiinantaram

patthesi.

Sa yavajlvam kusalam katva devamanussesu samsarant!

Kassapahuddhakiile Biiranasi nagare Kikissa-ranho gehe

patisandhim ganhitva sattanam bhaginlnam abhhantara

hutva visativassasahassani brahmacariyam caritva bhikkhu-

sanghassa parivenam karetva devaloke nibbatta
;
tato cavitva

puna inanussalokam agacchantl ekasmim giimake sahatthii

kammam katvii jlvanakatthiine nibbatta. Sa ekadivasani

khettakutim gacchantl antariimagge ekasmim sare pilto va

pupphitam padumapuppham disva tam saram oruyha tan c’eva

puppham lajapakkhipanatthaya sa ^paduminipattan ca

gahetvii kedare salislsani chinditva kutikiiya nisinna. Lilje

bhajjitva pahca lajasatani ganesi. Tasmiin khane Gandha-

madanapabbate nirodhasamapattito vutthito eko pacceka-

huddho agantva tassaviduratthane atthasi.

1 T.I. sam.
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Sii paccekabuddham disva liijehi saddhira padumapuppham

gahetva kutito oruyha lilje paccekabuddhassa patte pakkhi-

pitvil paduraapupphena pattara pidhiiya adiisi. Ath’assii

paccekabuddhe thokain gate etad ahosi
:

pabbajita niima

pupphena anatthikii. Aharp puppham gahetva pilandhissii-

mlti, gantva paccekabuddhassa hatthato puppham gahetva

cintesi : sace ayyo pupphena anatthiko abhavissa patta-

matthake thapetum na adassa addhii assa attho bhavissatiti.

Puna gantva pattamatthake thupetvii paccekabuddham kha-

mapetva: bhante imesam lajanam nissaudena laja gananaya

putta assu padumapupphanissaudena nibbattam nibbattat thane

pade pade padumapuppham utthahatuti patthanam akasi.

Paccekabuddho tassii passantiya va akasena Gandha-

madanam gantva tain padumam Nandamiilakapabbhare

pacceka-buddhanam akkamanasopanasamlpe padapunjanam

katva thapesi. Sii pi tassa karamassa nissandena devaloke

patisandhim ganhi, nibbattakiilato patthaya c’assii pade

pade mabapadumapuppham utthasi. Sii tato cavitvii

pabbatapiide ekasmim padumasare padumagabbhe nibbatti.

Tam nissiiya eko tiipaso vasati. So piito va mukhadhovan-

atthaya saram gantvii tarn puppham disvii cintesi : idam

puppham sesehi mahantataram sesiini ca pupphitiini idarn

makulluam eva bhavitabbam ettha kiiranenati udakam otari-

tva tam puppham ganhi. Tam tena gahitamattam eva

pupphitam tiipaso antopadumagabbhe nipannam diirikam

addasa ditthakiilato patthaya dhltusineham labhitva padu-

men’eva saddhim pannasalam netvii mancake nipajjiipesi.

Ath’assa tassa punniinubhavena angutthake khiram nibbatti.

So tasmim pupphe miliite annam navam puppham aharitvii

tam nipajjiipesi.

Ath’assa iidhiivanavidhiivanena kilitum samatthabhiivato

patthaya padaviire padaviire padumapuppham utthiiti kunkut-

thariisissa viy’assa sariravanno hoti. Sa appatta deva-

vannam atikkanta miinusavannam ahosi. Sa pitari phala-

phalatthaya gate pannasaliiyam ohiy}fati. Ath’ekadivasam

tassii vayappattakale pitari phalaphalatthiiya gate eko vana-

carako tam disva cintesi : Manussanam nama evamvidham

rupam n’atthi vimamsissiimi nan ti tapasassa iigamanam
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udikkhanto nisldi. Sa pitari agacchante patipatham gantva

tassa hatthato kacakamandalum aggahesi agantva nisinn-

assa c’assa attana karakavattam dassesi. Tada so vana-

carako manussabhavam natva tapasam abhivadetva nisldi.

Tapaso tarn vanacarakam vanamulaphalena ca paniyena ca

nimantetva : Bho purisa iraasmim yeva thane bhavissasi

udahu gamissasiti pucchi. Gamissama bhante idha kim

karissaralti.

Idam taya ditthakaranam etto va gantva akatbetum

sakkhissaslti. Sace ayya na icchanti kim karana kathessa-

mlti : tapasam vanditva puna agamanakale magga sanjiina-

nattham sakhasannam ca rukkhasannam ca karonto pakkami.

So pi Baranasim gantva rajanam addasa. Baja : kasma

agato siti pucchi. Aham deva tumhakam vanacarako

pabbatapiide acchariyam itthiratanam disva agatomhlti

sabbain pavattim kathesi.

So tassa vacanam sutva vegena pabbatapadam gantva

avidure thane khandhavaram nivesetva vanacarakena c’eva

appehi ca purisehi saddhim tapasassa bhattakiccam katva

nisinnavelaya tattha gantva abhivadetva patisantharam

katva ekamante nisldi. Baja tilpasassa pabbajitaparikkha-

rabhandam padamule thapetva : bhante imasmim thiine

kim karoma gacchissamati aha.

Gaccha maharajati.

Gacchami bhante, ajryassa pana samlpe visabhagaparisa

atthiti assumha papanco eso pabbajitanam maya saddhim

gacchatu bhante ti.

Manussanam cittam naraa duttosayam katham 1 bahunnam

majjhe vasissatiti.

Amham rucitakalato patthaya nam sesanam jetthakatthane

thapetva patiggahitum sakkhissama bhante ti.

So rahiio katham sutva daharakille gahitanamavasen’eva

:

arnma Padumavatiti dhltaram pakkosi. Sa ekavacanen’eva

pannasiilato nikkhamitva pitaram abhivadetva atthasi. Atha

nam pita aha : Tvam amma vayappatta, imasmin ca thane

ranha ditthukalato patthiiya vasitum aphasukam, ranna

1 So all MSS.
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saddhim yeva gaccha ammii ti. Sa sadhuti pitu vacauam

sampaticchitva abhivadetva parodamiinii attbasi.

Raja : Imissa pitu cittara ganhainiti tasmim yeva thane

kahapanarasirabi thapetva abhisekam akasi.

Atba nam gahetva attano nagaram ilnetva iigatakalato

pattkaya sesitthiyo anoloketva tiiya saddhira yeva ramati.

Ta ittbiyo issiipakatii nam ranrio antare paribhinditukiimii

evam ilhamsu : Nayara maharaja raanussajiitika. Kahain

niiraa turahe manussanam vicaranatthiiue paduraani uttlia-

hantaui ditthapubhiiui ? addha ayam yakkhini, niharatha

nam maharajati.

Raja tasam kathara sutva tunhi ahosi. Ath’assa aparena

8amayena paccanto kupito so garubhiira Padumavatl ti tain

nagare thapetva paccantam agaraiisi. Atha ta itthiyo tassii

upatthayikaya laacam datva : Imissa diirakam jatamattam

eva apanetvii ekam diirughatikam lohitena makkhetva

santike thapehiti ilhamsu. Padumavatiya pi na cirass’eva

gabbha-vutthanam ahosi. Mahiipaduma-kumaro ekako va

kucchiyam vasi, avasesa ekuna paiicasata darakii Mahii-

padumakumilrassa miitukucchito nikkhamitva nipanna-kale

samsedaja hutva nibbattimsu.

Ath ’assa na tava ayam satim labhatiti hatva sa upattha-

yika ekam diirughatikam lohitena makkhetva svaralpe tha-

petva tasam itthinam sannam adasi. Ta paiicasata pi itthiyo

ekekii ekekam diirakam gahetva cundiinam santikam pesetvii

karandakam ahariipetvii attanii attana gahitadiirake tattha

nipajjapetva bahi labjanam katva thapayimsu. Padumavati

pi kho sannam labhitva tad upatthayikam : Kim vijatamhi

ammii ti pucchi. Sa tam santajjetva : Kuto tvam darakam

labhissaslti vatva Ayam te kucchito nikkhantadarako ti

lohitamakkhitam darughatikam purato thapesi. Sa tam

disva domanassappatta : Sighan tam phaletva apanehi.

Sace koci 1 passeyva lajjitabbam bhaveyyati aha. Sii

tassa katham sutva atthakiima viya darughatikam phaletva

uddhane pakkhipi.

Raja pi paccantato agantva nakkhattam patimiinento bahi-

1 T.I. kovi.
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nagare khandhavaram mapetva nisldi. Atha ta pancasata

itthiyo ranno paccuggamanam agantva ahamsu : Tvam
maharaja amhakam na saddahasi, amhehi vuttam akaranam

viya hoti. Tvam maliesiya upatthayikam pakkosapetva

patipuccha diirughatikam te devl vijiita ti.

Raja tam karanam anupaparikkhipitva amanussa-jatika

bhavissatl ti tam gehato nikkaddhi. Tassa rajagehato saha

nikkhamanen’eva padumapupphani antaradhayimsu. Sarl-

racchavi pi vivanna ahosi. Sa ekikii va antaravlthiya payasi.

Atha nam ekil vayappatta mahallikii itthi disva dhltusineham

uppadetva : Kaham gacchasi ammati iiha.

Agantukamhi vasanatthanam olokenti caramlti.

Idbagaccha amma ti vasanatthanam datva bbojanam pati-

yadesi.

Tassii imina va niyamena tattba vasamanaya tii pancasata

itthiyo ekacitta hutvii rajanam ahamsu : Maharaja tuinhesu

khandhavaram gatesu amhehi Gangadevatilya : Amhakam
deve vijitasangame agate balikammam katvil udakakilam

karissamati patthitam atthi, etamatthain deva janapemati.

Raja tiisam vacanena tuttho Gangaya udakakllikam kiitum

agamiisi. Ta pi attanii attana gahitakarandakain patic-

channam katvii adiiya nadim gantva tesam karandakanam

paticchadanattham parupitva parupitva udake patitva

karandake vissajjesum. Te pi kho karandaka sabbe pi

gantva hettbasote pasaritajalamhi laggimsu. Tato udaka-

kilam kllitva ranno uttinnakiile jalam ukkhipanta te

karandake disvii ranno sant.ikam nayimsu.

Raja karandake oloketvil : Kim tata karandakesuti aha.

Na janama devati.

So te karandake vivarapetva olokento pathamam Maha-
paduma-kumarassa karandakam vivarapesi.

Tesam pana sabbesampi assa karandakesu nipajjapitadivase

yeva panniddhiya 1 angutthake khiram nibbatti. Sakko

devaraja tassa ranno nikkankhabhavattham antokarandake

akkharaui likhapesi : line kumarii Padumavatiya kucchismim
nibbatta Baranasiraiino putta, atha ne Padumavatiya

1 S.M. runuiddlliya.
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sapattiyo pancasata itthiyo karandakesu pakkkipitvii udake

khipimsu. Raja imam kitranam janatiiti.

Karandake vivattamatte raja akkharani vacetva diirake

disva Mahapadumakumaram ukkhipitva: Vegavegena rathe

yojetva asse kappetha, aham ajja antonagaram pavisitva

ekaccanam matugamanam piyam karissamlti pasadavaram

aruyha hatthiglvaya sahassabhandikam thapetva bherin

cariipesi : Yo Padumavatim passati imam sahassam ganha-

tuti.

Tam katkam sutva Padumavatl miitu sauaam adiisi : Hat-

thiglvato sahassam ganha aramati.

Naham evarOpam ganhitum visahamlti.

Sii dutiyam pi tatiyara pi vutte : Kim vatva ganhiimi

am mil ti ilha.

Mama dhita PaidumavatT devi namati vatva ganhahlti.

Sa : Yam kotu tana hotiiti gantvii sahassa-cangotakam

ganhi. Atha nam manussii pucchimsu : Padumavatim devim

passasi ammati.

Aham na passiimi. Dhita kira me passatlti aha.

Te : Kaham pana sa ammati vatva taya saddhim gantva

Padumavatim sanjiinitva padesu nipatiinsu. Tasmim kale

:

Sa Padumavatl devi ayan ti natva : Bhariyam vata itthiya

kammara katam ya evamvidhassa rauiio mahesi samana eva-

rupe thane nirarakkha vaslt.i, agata pi rajapurisa Padumava-

tiya nivesanam setasanihi parikkhipiipetva dvare arakkham

thapetva gantva raiiiio arocesum.

Rajii sovanna-sivikam pesesi. Sa : Aham evam na-

gamissami, mama vasanatthanato pattha3Ta vava rajageham

etthantare varapotthakacittattharake attharapetva upari

sovanna-tarakavicittam celavitanam bandhapetva pasa-

dhanatthaya sabbiilankaresu pahitesu padasa va gamissami,

evam me nagara sampattim passissantiti aha.

Raja Padumavatiya rucim karothati aha. Tato Paduma-

vati sabbapasadanam pasadetva rajageham gamissamiti mag-

gam patipajji. Ath ’assa akkanta-akkanta-akkantatthane

varapotthake cittattharakam bhinditva padumapupphani

utthimsu. Sa mahajanassa attano sampattim dassetva raja

nivesanam aruyha sabbe pi te cittattharake tassa mahallikaj'a
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posavanikamulam katva dapesi. Raja pi ta pancasata itthiyo

pakkosapetva ima te devi dasiyo katva demiti aha.

Sadhu maharaja etasam dinnabhavam sakalanagare jana-

pehlti.

Raja nagare bherim carapesi : Padumavatiya dubhika 1

pancasata itthiyo etissa va dasiyo katva dinna ti. Sa tasam

sakalanagare va dasibhavo sallakkhito ti natva : Aham mama
dasiyo bhujissa katum labhami devati.

Raja nam puccbi : Tava iccha devlti. Evam sante tarn

eva bherivadakam pakkosapetva : Padumavati-deviya attano

dasiyo katva dinna pancasata va itthiyo sabba va bhujissa

kata ti puna bheriii carapethati aha.

Tasam bhujissabhave kate ekunani panca puttasatani tasam

yeva hatthe posanatthaya datva sayam Mahapadumakumaram
yeva ganhi.

Atha aparabhage tesam kumaranam kilanavaye sampatte

raja uyyane nanavidham. kllanatthiinam kiiresi. Te attano

solasavassuddesikakale sabbe va ekato hutva paduma-

saiichannaya mangalapokkliaraniya kllanta nava-padumani

pupphantani purana-padumani ca vantato patantiini disva :

Imassa tava anupadinnakassa evarupa jara papunati, kimanga

pana amhakam sarlrassa, idam pi hi evam gatikam eva

bhavissatiti arammanam gahetvii, sabbe va paccekabodhi-

nanam nibbattetva utthayutthaya padumakannikasu pallan-

kena nisldimsu.

Atha tehi saddhim gatapurisa bahugatam divasam natva

:

Ayyaputta tumhakam velam janiithilti ahamsu. Te tunhi

ahesum. Purisa gantva rah no arocesum : Ivumiira deva

padumakannikasu nisinna amhesu kathentesu pi vaclbhedam

na karontlti.

Yathiiruciya nesain nislditum dethiiti.

Te sabbarattim gahitil arakkhil paduma-kannikiisu nisinna-

niyiimen eva arunam utthapesura. Purisa punadivase upa-

samkamitva : Devii velam janathati ahamsu.

Na rnayam deva, paccekabuddha nama mayan ti.

Ayya tumhe bharikam katham kathetha paccekabuddha

1 Su T.I. S.M. has diibbiku.
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niima na tumhadisa honti, dvangulakesamassu pana kiiye

patimukka-attha parikkhiirii hontiti.

Tena turnhe bhiiriyam kathethati dakkhina-hatthena sisam

pariimasimsu. Tavad eva gibilingam antaradhiiyi attba-

parikkhara kilye patimukkii va ahesum. Tato passantass’eva

mahajanassa akasena Nandatniilakapabbbiiram agaraainsu.

Sii pi kho Paduraavatl devl : Aham bahuputta hutva

niputta jiitii ti hadayasokam patva ten’eva riigena kiilam

katvii Riijagahanagare dvara-gamake sabattbena karamam

katva jivanattbane nibbatti.

Atha aparabhiige kulagharara gatii ekadivasam siimikassa

khettam yagum hararaiina tesara attano putliiiiam antare

attba paccekabuddlie bhikkhacaravelayam akaaeoa iiga-

ccbante disva slgba-slghara gantvii siimikassa iirocesi : Passa

ayya 1 paccekabuddhe, ete nimantetvii bhojeyyamati. So

aha : samana sakunii uiima, te annadii pi evam caranti, na

ete paccekabuddba ti. Te tesam kathentiinam yeva avidiira-

tthiine otarimsu. Sii itthi nam divasam attanii labbanakam

kbajjabhojjam tesara datvii te attha pi jane 2
: Mayham

bhikkham ganhatbiiti aba.

Siidbu upasike, tava sakkiiro ettako va hotu asaniini ca

atth’eva hontu, aiiue pana baba pi paccekabuddhe disva tava

eittam sandhareyyiislti.

Sii punadivase attba asaniini pannapetva attbiinam sakkara-

sammanam patiyiidetva nisidl. Nimantitii paccekabuddha

sesiinam saniiam adamsu : Marisii ajja annattba agantva

sabbe va tumbiikam miitu sangabara karotbiiti. Te tesam

vacanam sutva sabbe va ekato akasena agantva miitu gama-

dvare piitur abesum. Sa pi patbamam laddbasaiiiiataya

babu pi disvii na kampittba, sabbe va te geham pavesetva

asanesu nisldapesi. Tesu pi patipatiya nisidantesu navamo

navamo annani attba asanani mapetva sayam dhurasane

nisidati. Yiiva asaniini vaddhanti tava geham vaddhati,

evam tesu sabbesu pi nisinnesu sa itthi atthanam pacceka-

buddhanam patiyaditam sakkiiram pancasatiinampi yavad-

attham datvii attba niluppalabatthake abaritvii nimantita-

1 T.I. ayiyyo.
2 T.I. has jana corrected to jane. S.M. has tesam datva seva attha pi jana.
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paccekabuddhiinam yeva padamule thapetva aha : Mayham
bhante nibbattanibbattatthiine sarlravanno imesam nlluppa-

lanam antogabbhavanno hotuti. Paccekabuddha rnatu anu-

modanani katva Gandhamadanam yeva agamamsu.

Sa pi yavajivam kusalam katva tato cuta devaloke

nibbattitva imasmim buddhuppade Savatthiyam. setthikule

patisandhim ganlii. Niluppalagabbha- samiina - vannatiiya

c’assa Uppala-vanna t’eva namam akamsu. Ath’assa vayap-

pattakiile sakala-Jarabudipe rajano ca settbino ca setthissa

santikam pabinimsu: dkltararn. aruhakara detuti. 1 Apahiuanto

niima nabosi. Tato settbi cintesi : Aharn sabbesam manam
gahetum na sakkbissamlti, upayam paa’ekam karissamlti.

Dliitaram pakkositva
:
pabbajitum amma sakkhissasiti aha.

Tassa pacchimabhavikatta tam vacanam sise asitta-satapa-

katelam viya abosi. Tasraii pitaram : Pabbajissilmi tatiiti

aha. So tassa sakkaram katva bbikkhunl-upassaj'am netva

pabbajesi.

Tassa acirapabbaj itaya eva uposathagare talaviiro piipuni.

Sa dlpam jaletva uposathagaram sammajjitva padipasik-

kbaya nimittam ganbi. Tasmii thatva va punappuna

olokiyamana tejokasiniirammanam jbanara nibbattetva tad

eva pildakam katva arahattam piipuni. Arakattaphalena

saddhim yeva iddhi-vikubbane cinnavasl ahosi. Sa apara-

bbiige sattbu Yamakapatibariyam katadivase : Abara bhante

patihariyam karissamlti slbaniidam nadi. Sattha idam

kiiranam attbuppattim katva Jetavanavihiire nisinno pat i-

patiya bbikkhuniyo thilnantaresu thapento imam tberim

iddhi-mantiinam. aggattbane thapesiti.

3. Uppalavanud.

In the third Sutta by Uppalavanud

,

be means the Then,

who came by that name, because she had a skin like the

colour in the heart of the dark blue lotus.

They say that this woman re-entered existence in a noble

family at Hamsavatl, in the time of the Buddha Padumuttara.

1 S.M. peseta.
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And afterwards, on hearing the Law preached, she had seen

the Master exalt a certain Bhikkhunl to the chief place

among those who are gifted with spiritual powers, and

(thereupon) for seven days, she showed great hospitality to

the Order of Bhikkhus, with the Buddha at their head, and

she herself aspired to that same high place.

And after spending her whole life in good deeds, and

passing from world to world of gods and men, she was

reborn, as one of seven sisters, in the palace of Kiki, the

king, in the city of Benares, in the time of the Buddha

Ivassapa. And for twenty thousand years she lived a life

of chastity, and had a dwelling built for the Order of

Bhikkhus, and was then reborn in the Deva heaven. And
falling from thence, and again entering the world of men,

she was reborn in a certain village, as one who laboured with

her hands for a living.

One day, when she was going to her hut in the field,

she saw, in a certain pond, a lotus blossom that had opened

that very morning. So she stepped down into the pond,

and took that same lotus blossom and a lotus leaf to hold

the seeds. Then she cut some heads of rice in the field

and sat down in her hut, and when she had separated the

seeds and counted them there were five hundred.

At this moment, a certain Pacceka Buddha, having arisen

from a trance on the mountain Gandhamadano, came and

stood at a spot near her.

Now, when she saw the Pacceka Buddha, she took the

seeds and tbe lotus-blossom, and coming down from her

hut, she threw the seeds into the alms-bowl of the Pacceka

Buddha, and gave him the lotus-blossom, as a cover for

the bowl.

But when the Pacceka Buddba had gone on a little way,

the thought came to her :
“ A flower is of no use to an

ascetic ! I will get back the blossom and adorn myself

with it.”

So she went and took the blossom from the Pacceka

Buddha’s hand.

But then she thought :
“ If the holy man had not wanted
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the flower he would not have let me put it on his bowl. For

a certainty, he must have need thereof.”

So she went back, and put the leaf again on the top

of the bowl, and begged the forgiveness of the Pacceka

Buddha.

And she uttered this prayer :

“
Sir, may this gift of seeds

bring this result to me—may I have children even as the

seeds in number ! and because of the gift of the lotus, may
lotus-blossoms spring up in my footsteps, wheresoever I

may be born again !

”

And, even as she gazed, the Pacceka Buddha, rising into

the air, returned to Gandhamiidano
;
and, taking the flower,

he placed it on the stairs used by the Pacceka Buddhas, up

the slope which had (Lake) Manda at its base.

And this woman also, as a result of that deed of her’s,

re-entered existence in the Deva heaven. And from the

time of her birth there, there sprang up at her every

footstep, a great lotus-blossom. Then, having fallen from

thence she was reborn, in the heart of a lotus-flower, in

a certain lotus-pond, at the foot of a mountain. Near to

this spot there lived a hermit. Having gone to the pond

one morning to wash his mouth, and seeing that blossom,

he thought :
“ This blossom is larger than the rest. The

others are full-blown, yet this is only a bud. There must be

a reason for it.” And he stepped down into the water and

plucked the blossom
;
and, even as he plucked it, it opened,

and the hermit saw, lying in the heart of the flower, a baby

girl. As soon as he saw her he felt the love of a fathero
for her, and he bore her, lotus and all, to his hut of leaves

and laid her on his bed. And behold ! by reason of the

power of her virtue, there came milk from his thumb, where-

with to feed her.

Now, when that blossom was faded, he brought another

fresh one and laid her in it. And, from the time she was

able to run hither and thither in play, at every step she

took, a lotus-blossom sprang up. And her skin was like

the colour of fine clay, and her beauty, though not wholly

god-like, surpassed mortal beauty.
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Now when her father went out to seek for fruits, she

used to be left in the hut. So, one day, when she was grown

up, and her father had gone to seek for fruits, a certain

forester saw her and thought :
“ A being of such loveliness

cannot be mortal ! I must look into this !
” And he seated

himself, waiting for the hermit to come back.

Now she, on her father's return, went to meet him, and

took from his hand his carrying-pole and water-pot, and

when they had come home, and he had sat down, she showed

him the work she had done herself. And then the forester

saw that she was a human being. So, after greeting the

hermit, he seated himself.

Now when the hermit had offered the forester roots and

fruits, he asked him :

“ Sir, are you one who belongs to this place, or are you

going hence ?
”

“ I am going hence, reverend sir, why should I stay

here?”
“ When you have gone hence, will you be able to keep

silence on what you have seen here ? ”

“ If you do not wish it, your reverence, why should I

talk about it ?
”

So he bade farewell to the hermit and set out. But,

in order to recognize the road again, when he should return,

he put marks on the branches and trees.

Moreover, he went straight to Benares and saw the king.

The king said to him :
“ What have you come here for ?

”

And he said :
“ Your highness, I am your forester. And

thus employed at the foot of a mountain I saw a jewel

among women. So I have come hither.” And he told

him the whole matter.

The king, after hearing his story, went forthwith to the

foot of the mountain, and had a camp pitched hard by,

and, together with that same forester and a few attendants

he went to the hermit, at a time when he had just finished

his meal and was sitting down.

And on his arrival he saluted the hermit, and offered him

a friendly greeting, and seated himself on one side.
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Then the king, after placing at the hermit’s feet such

things as are needed for the use of an ascetic, said :

“ Reverend sir, what could we do in such a place as this ?

"We must be getting off.”

“ Go, then, great king !

”

“I am just off. But it is rumoured that there are people

of the other sex here. Now that is a hindrance to the

life of a recluse. Let her go away with me.”
“ The thoughts of men are evil. How could she dwell

amongst so many ?
”

“ Oh ! we are able to take charge of her, and put her

in a position of great standing above others.”

The hermit listened to what the king said, and summoned

her, saying :
“ Come, Lotus, my child !

” using the name

which he had given her as a baby.

And, at the very first summons, she came out of the hut

and made obeisance to her father and stood there.

Then her father said to her :
“ My child, you are grown

up now. And henceforth, since the king has seen you,

it is not well that you should live in this place. Go, my
child, go with the king himself.”

“ Very well, father mine,” said she, consenting, and making

obeisance to him.

But even as she stood there she burst into tears.

And the king said to himself :
“ I gather what the father

wants.” And, then and there, he had her seated on a heap

of gold coins, put down there, and anointed queen.

Then he took her away and brought her to his own

city- And, from the time of her coming there, he did not

look at the other women, but took delight only in her. Now
those other women, waxing jealous, and anxious to cause

division between her and the king, said to him :

“ This

woman is not sprung from the race of men, great king !

Where did you ever before see lotuses spring up in the

footsteps of a human being ? Truly this woman is uncanny !

Put her away, great king !

”

But the king, hearing this, said nothing.

Now soon afterwards a border province broke out into
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revolt, and he, knowing that Padumavati was far gone with

child, left her in the city, while he went away to the border

province.

So those other women gave her serving-woman a bribe,

and said to her: “As soon as her child is born, take it

away and smear a log of wood with blood, and put it beside

her.”

Now shortly afterwards Padumavati was delivered. And
Maha Paduma, the Prince, was alone in her womb, but

five hundred children, less one, came into being from the

moisture, at the moment when Maha Paduma was laid down,

after his birth.

Then the serving-woman, seeing that Padumavati had

not yet come to herself, smeared a log of wood with blood,

and put it beside her, and told the other women. So the

five hundred women, taking each of them one of the

children, sent to the turners and caused boxes to be brought,

and each laid therein the child she had taken, and sealed

the box outside.

And now, behold ! Padumavati came to herself, and asked

the serving - woman :
“ Mother ! what have I brought

forth ? ” And the other, reviling her, said :
“ How could

you be able to bear a child ! This is the child of your

womb !
” and she put before her the log smeared with blood.

And Padumavati, on seeing that, was cast down, and said :

“ Break it up quickly and bear it away ! Were anyone

to see it, I should be sorely shamed !

”

And the servant, hearing this, as if she was anxious

to destroy it, broke it up and flung it into the oven.

And now the king, when he had returned from the border

province, celebrated a festival, and pitching his camp outside

the city, he toook up his abode there. Then those five

hundred women went to welcome the king, and said to

him :
“ You would not believe us, great king, you thought

there was no reason in what we said ! Now summon your

consort’s serving-woman, and question her ! Your queen has

given birth to a log of wood !

”

And the king, without looking into their motive, thought:
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“ She is not of the human race !

” And he drove her forth

from his house.

And, as for her, even as she departed from the royal

palace, her lotus-blossoms vanished and the colour of her

skin grew wan.

So, all alone, she went through the streets.

Now a certain aged woman saw her, and feeling a motherly

tenderness for her, said to her :

“ Daughter, where are you going?”
“ I am wandering about, seeking a dwelling-place among

strangers,” she answered.
“ Come here then, my daughter !

” “ And she gave her

a home and provided her with food.”

Now, when she was living there in this way, the other

five hundred women, agreeing together, said
;

“ The people

have petitioned the king, saying :
‘ Great king, when we

have gone to your camp, and with you have offered sacrifice

to the goddess of the Ganga River (since our king has

returned victorious), let us celebrate a river-festival !

’ Let

us tell the king this,” they said.

And the king, well pleased with what they said, went

to hold a river-festival.

Then did those women, each one carrying the child she

had taken, keeping it out of sight, go to the river, and,

each one covering up her box to hide it, they threw the

boxes into the water. But lo ! these boxes, going along,

were caught in some nets spread under the water. Then,

on the river-festival being celebrated, when the time came

for the king to cross the river, the people drew their nets.

And, seeing these boxes, they brought them to the king.

The king looked at the boxes and said :
“ What is in these

boxes, friends ?
”

“ We do not know, your highness.”

And the king caused the boxes to be opened and looked

within. The first to be opened was the box wherein was

the child of the great lotus-flower.

And in the box of each one of the children, on the very

day they had been laid in it, milk had appeared by a miracle.
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Sakko, the king of gods, in order to free the king’s mind

from doubt on this (matter), had caused letters to be written

on the boxes inside, saying :

“ These children were born of Padumavatl. They are the

sons of the king of Benares. Now they are the glory of

Padumavatl. And the other five hundred women put them

into boxes and cast them into the water. Be this known

to the king !

”

As soon as the boxes had been opened, and the king had

had the letters read and seen the children, he lifted up the

Child of the Lotus-flower, and said :
“ Quick

!
quick

! get

readjr the chariot ;
harness the horses. This day I will go

into the city to make 'it sweet for certain women (I know

of) !

”

So going up to his upper chamber, and bidding them tie

up a thousand pieces of money and put the bundle on an

elephant’s neck, he made proclamation :

“ AVhosoever shall point out Padumavatl let him receive

the thousand pieces of money !

”

Now when Padumavatl heard the proclamation she told

her mother, saying :

“ Go you, my mother, and receive the thousand pieces

from the neck of the elephant !

”

“ Nay,” she said, “ I dare not go and take such a sum !

”

And when Padumavatl had spoken twice and three times,

her mother said :

“ What shall I say, that I may receive it, my daughter ?
”

“ Say to them, ‘ My daughter, Padumavatl, is the queen !

and so receive it,’ ” she answered.

And the mother said :
“ Well, well, so be it !

” and she

went and received the casket with the thousand pieces.

So the men asked her :
“ Mother, have you seen Paduma-

vatl, the queen ?
”

“ I have not seen her,” she answered, “ But my daughter

says that she has seen her.”

“ Stay ! mother, where is this daughter of yours ? ” they

asked, and they went with her, and, recognizing Padumavatl,

they fell at her feet.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 36
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And then, having seen that this was Padumavatl, the

queen, they said

:

“Truly a grievous wrong has been done to this woman,

that she, being the consort of so great a king, should dwell

in such a place as this, unguarded !

”

And on returning, the king’s attendants drew white

curtains round the dwelling of Padumavatl, and set a guard

at the door, and went and told the king.

And the king sent a golden palanquin for her, but she

said :
“ I will not go thus ! Let them spread a beautiful

carpet, woven in many colours, all the way from my dwelling

to the royal palace
;
and let them fix up above a canopy

of cloth, studded with gold stars, and I will go on foot,

decked out with all the royal gems, to adorn me. So will

the whole citjr be witness of my glory !

”

And the king said :
“ Do as Padumavatl desires.”

And then said Padumavatl :
“ When they have adorned

me with all the jewels, I will go !
” And she set out.

And as she passed along, step by step, lotus-blossoms

sprang up, breaking through the gorgeous, many-coloured

carpet, wheresoever she trod.

So, when she had displayed her glory before all the people,

she went up into the royal palace
;
moreover, she had all

those gorgeous carpets given to the old woman, as a reward

for keeping her.

And, besides this, the king sent for the other five hundred

women, and said to her (Padumavatl), “ I give these women

to you as your slaves, oh queen !

”

“ It is well, great king !
” she answered. “ But make it

known to the whole city that they have been given to me.”

So the king caused it to be proclaimed :

“These five hundred women, who injured Padumavatl,

have even been given to her as slaves !

”

But she found that the giving of these women as her

slaves was not noticed by everyone in the city, so she asked

the king

:

“ Will you give me leave to free my slaves, your

highness?
”
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“ As you wish, queen !

”

“ Very well, then
;
send for that crier and bid him again

proclaim :

“ Padumavati, the queen, has freed those five hundred

women—one and all—who were given to her as her slaves!”

And when they had been freed, she handed over to each

one of them one of her five hundred sons to bring up,

and she herself kept Mahapaduma, the child of the great

lotus-flower.

Now afterwards, when these children had grown old

enough to play about, the king had gardens and all manner

of play-grounds made for them.

These boys, when they were sixteen years old, were all

disporting themselves in the royal pleasure-pond covered

with lotuses, and they saw fresh blossoms opening and faded

blossoms falling from their stalks, and they thought

:

“ Thus, indeed, does decay overtake such a thing as

this when the causes of its growT th are stopped
;
how much

more then must a like future be the lot of our bodies !

”

And setting their minds upon this thought they all

attained to the knowledge which is the gift of Pacceka

Buddhas, and, coming up (from the water), they seated

themselves, cross-legged, each in the middle of a lotus.

Now the attendants who had come with them, seeing that

the day was far advanced, said to them :

“ Little masters ! Do you not know what time it is ?
”

But they kept silence. So the attendants wrent and told

the kiug :

“ Your highness ! The young princes are sitting, each

in a lotus-flower, and when we speak to them they make

no manner of answer.”

“ Let them sit just as they please,” said the king.

So watch was kept over them all night, and thus they sat

in the same way, each in the heart of a lotus, until daybreak.

The next day the attendants drew near, and said :

“ Princes ! Know that it is time to go !

”

“ We are not princes !
” they answered, “We are Pacceka

Buddhas !

”
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“ Nay, sirs, it is a hard sajdng that you say,” said the

attendants. “ Pacceka Buddhas are not like you. They

have hair and beards but two inches long, and carry the

eight needful things for ascetics bound about their bodies.”

“Nay, then, your saying is harder still,” answered the

youths, and they touched themselves on the head with the

right hand. And forthwith, all the marks that are

characteristic of laymen vanished from them, and more-

over the eight things needful for ascetics were there, bound

about their bodies

!

Then, even while all the multitude were gazing at them,

they passed through the air to the cave at the foot of the

mountain Nanda.

And then, indeed, Padumavati, the queen, said :
“ I, who

had many sons, am left childless !
” therefore she wasted

away, and forthwith died.

And she was reborn in a village by the gates of the city

Rajagaha, among those who toiled for their living. And
in due course she got married.

Now, one day, she had taken some rice-gruel to her

husband in the field, and while she was among their own

children, she saw eight Pacceka Buddhas passing through

the air, at the time they go forth seeking alms. And
immediately she ran and told her husband :

“ Look ! see

those holy Pacceka Buddhas ! Let us invite them and give

them food.”

But her husband said :
“ Those are birds, not ascetics !

They are often going about thus. Those are not Pacceka

Buddhas.”

Now, even as they were talking, these Pacceka Buddhas

alighted at a spot hard by.

So this woman gave them such food as lay in her means,

saying, moreover, to eight of them :

“ Accept your daily food from me !

”

“Very well, sister!” they answered. “Truly your

hospitality goes thus far, and eight seats, indeed, there are

(provided). But if you saw many other Pacceka Buddhas

besides, you would be less open-hearted !

”
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Now, on the following day, she made ready eight seats,

and prepared to do honour to the eight Pacceka Buddhas,

and sat down. And the eight who had been invited told

the rest about it, saying: “Noble brothers! do not go

elsewhere to-day, but, one and all, show favour to this,

our toother.”

So, on hearing what these few said, they went, one and

all, passing through the air together, and appeared at this

woman’s door. And she (not only when she recognized

those whom she had first received, but also when she saw

many others) was not perturbed, but brought them all into

her house and made them sit down in the seats. And,

as they seated themselves, one after another, every ninth

one, in turn, caused eight more seats to appear, and seated

himself in the chief place. And even as the number of

seats grew, so did the dwelling grow larger.

And, when they were all seated, this woman offered the

five hundred such hospitality as she had prepared for the

eight, and there was sufficient. Then she brought eight

handfuls of blue lotuses and laid them at the feet of those

same Pacceka Buddhas that she had invited, saying :

“ Sirs, may I, hereafter, wheresoever I may be born agaiu,

have a skin in colour like to the heart of these dark lotuses !

”

And the Pacceka Buddhas thanked the mother and went

back to Gandhamadano.

And this woman, after spending her whole life in good

deeds, and after falling from that life, and being reborn in

the deva heaven, returned to existence in the family of the

Treasurer at Savatthl, at the time of the birth of this, Our

Buddha. And, because her skin was of a colour like

the heart of the dark lotus, they gave her the name
Uppalavanna.

Now, when she had come of age, every Prince and every

Treasurer in Jambudipa sent to the Treasurer, her father,

saying :
“ Give me your daughter in marriage !

” And
there was not one who did not send to him.

So the Treasurer thought to himself :
“ I cannot satisfy

all these men ! But I can hit on a stratagem.” And he
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sent for his daughter and said to her :
“ My child, have

you strength to forsake the world ?
”

And to her, since she had reached her last birth, these

words were as sweet as if oil, a hundred times refined, were

sprinkled on her head. Therefore she said to her father :

“Dear father, I will forsake the world.”

And when he had done honour to her, he took her to

the home of the Bhikkhuni’s, and caused her to be ordained.

And, only a little while after, she entered the Order, her

turn came to have the key of the Hall of Assembly. And
when she had lighted her lamp and swept the hall, she fixed

her mind in contemplation of the lamp, and, standing even

thus, gazing again and again, she brought about that rapt

meditation which is centred on fire. And, making this her

stepping-stone, she attained to Arahatship. And, together

with the Fruit of Arahatship, she became also versed in

the miraculous gift of Iddhi.

Afterwards, on the day that the Master wrought the

Twofold Miracle, she broke out into exultation and said:

“ I, too, Master, will work a miracle !
” like the roaring

of a lion.

It was on account of this that the Master, when seated

at Jetavana, assigning places to the Bhikkhunl’s in turn,

exalted this Therl to the chief place among those who have

the gift of Iddhi.

4. Patacara}

Cattutthe vinayadhariinam yadidam Patacara ti Patacara

therl vinayadhariinam aggii ti dasseti.

Sii kira Padumuttarabuddhakille Ilamsavatiyam kulagehe

patisandhim gahetva aparabhiige satthu dhammadesanam

sunantl sattharam ekam bhikkhunim vinayadhariinam

aggat*thane thapentam disvil adhikarakammam katvii tarn

1 The whole of this touching story is also told in different words, but the same
in substance, by Dhammapula iu his commentary on Theri Gdthu 112.
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thiinantaram patthesi. Sa yavajlvam kusalam katva deva-

manussesu samsaritvii Kassapabuddhakiile Kikissa ranno

gehe patisandhim gahetvii sattanam bhaginlnam abbhantara

hutvii vlsati vassasahassiini brahmacariyam caritva bhikkhu-

sanghassa parivenam karetva puna devaloke nibbattitva ekarn

buddhantaram sampattim anubhavitva imasmim buddbu-

ppiide Savatthiyam setthigebe patisandhim ganbi.

Sii aparabhiige vayappatta attano gebe ekena karama-

karena saddbim santhavam katva 1 aparabhiige attano sania*

najiitikam kulam gacchantl tassa katasantbavassa purisassa

sannam adasi : Tvam sve patthilya mam piitibarasatena pi

dattbum na labbissasi. Sace te kammam attbi idanim eva

mam ganhitva gacchiiti.

So evam hotnti anuccbavikam hatthasaram gahetvii tarn

iidiiya nagarato tlni cattiiri yojanaui patikkamitva ekasmim

garaake vasam kappesi. Aparabhiige tassa kuccbiyam

gabbbo patitthiisi. Sa gabbhe paripakke : Idam amhiikam

aniitbattbiinam, kulageham gacchiima samlti aha.

So ajja gaccbama sve gacchiimiiti gantum asakkonto kalam

vltinamesi. Sii tassa kiiranam iiatva : nayam biilo main,

nessatlti tasmim bahi gate : ekikii va kulagiimam gamis-

samiti maggam patipajji.

So iigantvii tarn gehe apassanto pativissake pucchitvii,

kulageham gatii ti sutva : mam nissiiya kuladhlta aniitba-

jiitii ti padanupadikam gantvii sampiipuni. Tassii antarii-

magge va gabbhavutthanam abosi. Tato
:

yassattbiiya

mayam gaccheyyiima so attho antariimagge va nipphanno,

idani gantvii kim karissamati patinivattimsu.

Puna tassa kuccbiyam gabbbo patitthaslti purimanayeneva

vittbaretabbam. Antariirnagge pan’assa gabbbavutthane

jiitamatte yeva catusu disiisu mabiimegbii utthahimsu .

2 Sii

tarn purisam iiba : Sami avelaya catusu disasu megbii vuttbita

anovassakatthiinam katum vayamahlti. So : evam karissii-

mlti
; danclakehi kutim katva cbadanatthaya tinain aharis-

siimlti ekasmim vammikapiide tinam chindati. Atba nam

1 With the following incidents compare the story of the setthi’s daughter at

Jataka I. pp. 114, 115.
* S.M. vutthahimsu.
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vammike nipanno kanhasappo piide dasi. So tasrnim yeva

thane patito.

Sa pi : idani iigamissati idani agaraissatiti sabbarattim

kbepetva : addha mam so anathii esa ti magge cbaddetva

gato bhavissatlti iiloke sanjate padanusarena olokentl vammi-

kapade patitam disva: Mam nissiiya nattho puriso ti pari-

devitva, dabaradiirakam passenadaya mahallakam angullbi

gahapetva maggena gacchantl, antariimagge ekam uttarana-

nadikam 1 disva: dve pi dani diirake ekappaharena adaya

gantum na sakkhissami
:

jettbakam orimatlre tbapetva

daharakam paratlram netva pilotikacnmbate 2 nipajjapetva

puna nivattitva itaram gahetva gamissamiti nadim otari.

Ath’ assa nadimajjbam pattakiile eko seno mamsapindako

ayanti saiinaya darakam vijjhitum agacchati. Sit battbam

pasaretva senam paliipesi. Tassii tain hattbavikaram disva

mahallakadarako mam pakkosatlti saiinaya nadim otaritva

sote 3 patito yatha sotam agamasi. So pi seno tassii asam-

patta yeva 4 tam darakam ganbitvii agamasi. Sii balavaso-

kabhibhiita antariimagge imam vilapagitakam giiyanti

gacchati .
5

TJbho puttii kiilakatii.

Panthe mayham patl mato ti.

Evam vilapamanii va Siivattbim patvii kula sabhiigam

gantvii pi sokavasen’eva attano geham vavatthiipetum

asakkonti : imasmim thane evamvidham uiima kulam attbi,

kataram tam geban 6
ti patipucchi.

Tvam tam kulam puccbitvii kim karissasi, tesam vasana-

geham viitappaharena patitam, tat.tha te sabbe pi jivita-

kkbayam patta, atha nesam kbuddakamaballake ekacita-

kasmira yeva jhapenti, passa esii dbumavatti panfiii-

yatlti.

Tam katbam sutvii va : kim tumhe vadatbati attano

nivatthasiitakum sandbaretum asakkonti jiitaniyamen’eva

1 So S.M. T.I. has uttananadikam.
2 S.M. Pilotikatumbate.
3 T.I. has te patito.
4 S.M. asarapattiiya yeva.
6 S.M. icchanti.
6 S.M. kataratp gehanti.
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balm paggayha kandamana natlnam citakatthilnam gantva

tam vilapagltara paripunnam katham paridevamana

:

TTbho putta kalakata.

Pantbe mayham pat! mato.

Mala pita ca bhatii ca.

Ekacitakasmim dayhare 1
ti.

Aha. Aiinena janena patam dinnam pi phiiletva pbaletva

chaddeti. Atha nam ditthaditthatthane mahiijano pari-

varetva carati. Ath ’assii ayam patacaram patapariharanam

vina caratlti. Patacara tyeva namam akamsu. Yasma c’assa

so naggabhavena alajji acaro pakato ahosi tasma patu aciiro

assii ti Patacara t’eva namam akamsu.

Sii ekadivasam sattbari mahajunassa dhammam desente

viliaram pavisitva parisa-pari}rante atthasi. Sattha mettii

pbaranena pharitva : satim patilabha bhagini ! satim pati-

labha bhaginiti aha .

2 Tassii satthu vacanam sutva balava-

birottappam iigatam, sil tatth ’eva bhumiyarn nisldi, avidiire

thitapuriso uttarisatakam khipitva adasi. Sii narp nivasetva

dhammam assosi. Sattha tassa cariyavasena imii Dhamma-
pade gatha aha

:

Na santi putta tanii)ra na pita na pi bandhava.

Antakeniidhipattassa n’atthi hatisu tanata.

Etam atthavasam hatva pandito sllasamvuto nibbiina-

gamanam maggam khippam eva visodhave ti .
3

Sa gathapariyosane yatha thita va sotapattiphale patittbiiya

sattharam upasamkamitva vanditva thita pabbajjaip. yaci.

Sattha tassa: bhikkhurilupassayam gantva pabbajjati pabbaj-

jilm sampaticchi. Sa pabbajitva na cirass ’eva arahattam

patta buddhavacanam ugganhantl .

4 Yinayapitaka-cinnavasI

ahosi. Aparabhilge sattha Jetavane nisinno bhikkhuniyo

patipiitiya thanantare thapento Patacaram Yinayadbaranam

aggatthane thapeslti.

1 S.M. mayhare.
2 S.M. omits the repetition.
3 Dhammapada, verses 288, 289 ;

compare 43.
1 T.I. has ganhantl.
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4. Patacara.

In the fourth sutta, by the words “ of those who are versed

in the Rules of the Order (Vinaya), namely Patacara,” he

points out the Then Patacara as the chief among those who
are versed in the Rules of the Order.

They say that this woman, in the time of the Buddha
Padumattara, was reborn in a noble family at Hamsavati.

Afterwards, when hearing the Master preach the law and

seeing him raise a certain BhikkhunI to the chief place

among those versed in the Vinaya, she, forming a resolve,

aspired to the same distinction.

And, having spent her whole life in good works, and

having passed through deva worlds and worlds of men,

she re-entered existence, as one of seven sisters dwelling

in the household of Kiki, the king, in the time of the

Buddha Kassapo. And for twenty thousand years she lived

a life of chastity, and built a dwelling for the Order of

Bhikkhus, and after being reborn once more in the deva

heaven, during the interval between the coming of two

Buddhas, she re-entered existence (at the time of the birth

of this. Our Buddha) in the household of the Treasurer at

Savatthi.

And, when she came of age, she had a lover, who was

a hired labourer at her own home. But afterwards she

was to have been married into a family of equal rank with

her’s. So she told her lover :
“ After to-morrow there will

be a hundred door-keepers to keep you from seeing me !

If you have the spirit, take me with you and depart this

very moment !
” So he took an elephant suited for his

purpose, and, taking her with him, departed to his own

village, three or four leagues from the city, and there took

up his abode.

Later on she was with child, 1 and when the full time

had come for her delivery, she said :
“ Husband ! We are

friendless here ! Let us go to my home.”

1 From here down to the birth of the second child the story is nearly word for

word the same us that of Little Roadliug in Jataka 1. pp. 114, 115 (No. 4).
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But he, saying :
“ We will go to-day ” and “ We M ill

go to-morrow,” and failing to go, let the time slip by.

So she, seeing this, thought, “ This slow-coach will never

take me. He is out
;
I will go alone to my home !

” and she

set out. He, having returned and not seeing her, inquired

of the neighbours and heard that she had gone home. So

thinking, “ It is through me that she, the daughter of a

noble house, has come to wretchedness !
” he followed close

after her and overtook her.

And on the journey her travail came upon her. Then

she said :
“ That very thing which was the reason for our

journey has happened now, on the way ! why need we go

any further? ” So they turned back.

And again she was with child.

And all the rest should be understood in full, the same as

before. But, at the moment when her travail came upon

her, in the midst of the journey, great storm-clouds arose

on every side. So she said to her husband :
“ There has

arisen, out of due time, a mighty storm ! Try to make me
a place of shelter from the rain.” “ I will ” he said. And
he made a hut of twigs

;
and thinking, “ I will bring some

grass for a thatch,” he began to cut some grass at the foot

of an ant-hill. Then a snake on the ant-hill bit him in the

foot, and he fell dead on that very spot.

And thinking, “ He will be returning now ! He will

come back now !
” she waited, the whole night through.

(Then) she thought, “ Surely he has said to himself ‘ This

woman has no friends !
’ and so has left me by the roadside

and gone away !

”

But when the day broke and she was looking for him,

following his trail, she saw him, where he had fallen dead.

Then, weeping at the thought: “My husband has perished

for my sake !
” she took her younger child upon her side

and, leading the elder by the hand, she went on her way.

And she saw that in the middle of the road was (a stream)

she would have to cross, and thought :
“ Now I cannot

go across carrying both the children at once. I will put

the elder boy on this bank, and carry the younger one across
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to the further side. And when I have laid him down

on my head-cloth, I will return and take the other and go

across.” So she went down into the stream. But just

as she, coming back, reached the middle of the river a

certain hawk, thinking “ This is a piece of meat,” flew down

to peck at the child she had left. She threw up her hands

to scare away the hawk. The elder boy, seeing the motion

of her hands, thought, “ She is beckoning to me,” and

stepped down into the stream.

And he lost his foothold and was borne away by the

torrent. And the hawk, even before she could reach him,

bore away the other child.

So, overwhelmed with her great sorrow, she went on her

road, wailing out this lamentation :

“ Dead are both my sons,

And my husband dead upon the road !

”

And thus, making her moan, she reached Savatthi, and

went to the quarter where the noble families dwelt. But

since, because of her grief, she could not distinguish her

own home, she questioned people :
“ In this place there lived

such and such a family. Where is their house ?
”

They answered :
“ What do you mean by asking for that

family ? Their dwelling was blown down by a whirlwind.

They were slain, all of them, and now they are burning

there, on one funeral pyre, all, both young and old ! Look !

you can see the curling upwards of the smoke !

”

And when she heard this she said :
“ What do you tell

me ? ” And, unable to bear the oppression of her clothes,

naked, as at her birth, stretching forth her arms and weeping,

she went to the funeral pyre of her kinsfolk. And, putting

a finishing touch to that song of lamentation, she bewailed

herself, saying :

“ Dead are both my sons,

And my husband dead on the road,

And my mother and father and kinsfolk

They burn on one funerul pyre !

”
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And though men gave her a garment, again and again

she tore it up and cast it aside. And so she roamed about,

and, wherever she was seen, a great crowd of people followed

her. And, on account of this behaviour of hers, men said :

“This woman goes about without keeping on a garment,”

and so they gave her the name Putacara (she who goes

about unclad). Or, perhaps, as this shameless wandering

about naked became well-known, they said (in scorn) :

“ This is a wise way of going about !
” and they gave

her this very name Patacara (she who goes about wisely).

Now one day, when the Master was preaching the Law
to a great multitude, she had entered the Vihara and stood

at the back of the assembly.

Then the Master, suffusing her with the felt sense of his

loving-kindness, said to her: “Sister, return to your right

mind ! Sister, return to your right mind !

”

And, even as she heard these words of the Master, deep

shame came upon her, and, on the very spot where 6he stood,

she crouched upon the grouud. And a man who stood near

threw a garment over her. And she put it on and listened

to the preaching. And the Master uttered this verse (which

is in the Dhammapada) to her for her to notice :

—

“Neither in children is refuge, nor in parents, nor in

relations

;

To him, whom Pale Death assails, there is no refuge in

kinsfolk

!

It is when he has realised this, that the wise man, guarded

in conduct,

Can swiftly, yea swiftly, make plain the road that leads to

Nirvana.” 1

And at the end of the stanza, even as she stood there,

her conversion was firmly established. And, drawing near

to the Master, she did homage to him and begged that

she might enter the Order. And he consented, saying:

“ Go to the home of the Bhikkhunls and enter the Order.”

1 Dhammapada, verse 288.
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And when she was ordained, she attained, soon afterwards,

to Arahatship. And, grasping the Buddha’s teaching, she

became versed in the Canon Law.

So, on a festive occasion, when the Master, seated at

Jetavana, was assigning places to the Bhikkhunls in turn, he

put Piltacara in the chief place among those who are versed

iu the Vinaya.

5. Dhammadinna.

Pahcame dhammakathikanan ti dhammakathikabhikkhu-

ninam Dhammadinna agga ti dasseti.

Sii kira Padumuttarabuddhakale Hamsavatiyam pariiyata-

tthane nibbattitva Padumuttarassa bhagavato aggasavakassa

Sujiitatherassa adhikaram 1 katvii tam thanantaram patthesi.

Sa yavajlvam kusalam katvii sagge nibbatti. Sabbam hetthii

Khematheriya abhinlharavasen’eva veditabbam. Phussa-

buddhakale pan’esii satthu vematikanam tinnain bhatikanam

danadhikare thapita kammikassa gehe vasamana ekam dehl

ti vutta dve adasi. Evam sabbam aparihilpenti datva dvena-

vuti kappe atikkamma Kassapabuddhakiile Kikissa rahno

gehe patisandhim ganhitvii sattiinam bhaginlnam abbhantara

hutva vlsati vassasahassiini brahmacariyam caritvii bhikkhu-

sanghassa vasanakaparivenam karetva ekam buddhantaram

devamanussesu samsarantl imasmim buddhuppilde kulagehe

patisandhim ganhitvii aparabhiige Visiikhasetthino geham

gat a.

Yisakhasetthi niima Bimbisiirassa sahiiyako rahno saddhim

dasabalassa pathama-dassanam gantvii dhammam sutva sotii-

pattiphale patitthito aparabhiige aniigamiphalam sacchakiisi.

So tam divasam gharain gantvii sopiinamatthake thitiiya

Dhammadinniiya hatthe pasarite hattham aniilamhitvii va

piisiidam abhiruhi, bhuhjamiino pi: imam detha imam

harathii ti na vyahari. Dhammadinna katacchum gahetvii

parivisaraiinii cintesi : ayamme hattholambakani dentiya pi

hattham na iilambi, bhuhjamiino pi kinci 11a katheti, ko nu

1 T.I. adhilcara-kammara.
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kho mayham doso ti. Atha nam bhuttavim : ko nu kho

ine ayya doso ti pucchi.

Dhammadiune tuyham doso n’atthi. Mayham pana ajja

patthaya santhavavasena tumhakam santike nisiditum vii

thatum va aharapetva aharapetva khaditum va bhunjitum

va abbabbo. Tvam sace icchasi iraasmim gehe vasa no ce

iccbasi yattakena te dbanena attho tain ganhitvii kulagharam

gacchati. Ayyaputta, evam sante abam tumhebi chaddita-

kbelam vamita-vamanam na slsena ukkhipitva vicarissumi,

mayham pabbaj jam anujanatbati.

Yisakho: sadhu Dhammadiune ti ran no arocetvil Dliamma-

dinnam sovannasivikaya bhikkhunlupassayam pabbajjatthaya

pesesi. Sii pabbajitva cintesi : ayam tava setthi gharamajjhe

thito va dukkhass’antam akiisi pabbajjam laddhakiilato

patthaya pana maya pi dukkhassa aiiuam kiitum vattatlti

acariyaupajjbayiinam santikam gantva : ayye mayham
akinnatthane cittam na ramati gamakavasam gacchamlti

aha. Theriyo tassa mahiikula nikkhamma pabbajitabhavena

cittam kopetum asakkontiyo tarn gahetva gamakavasam

iigamamsu. Sa atite majjhita 1 sankharataya na cirass ’eva

saha patisambhidahi arahattam papuni. Ath’assii etadahosi

:

Mayham kiccam matthakam pattam idha yasitva kim

karissami Rajagaham. eva gacchami tatra mam nissaya bahu

natisangho punnani karissantiti theriyo gahetva nagaram

eva paccagatii. Yisakho tassa agamanabbavam sutva sigham

agata ukkanthita nu kho bhavissatlti sayanhasamaye tassa

santikam gantva abhivadetva ekamantam nisinno ukkanthita-

bhavam pucchitum ayuttan ti pancakhandbadivasena

panham pucchi. Dhammadinna khaggena uppalanale

chiudantl viya pucchitapucchitam vissajjesi. Upasako

Dhammadinnatheriya niinassa surabhavam natva attaua

adhigatatthane patipatiya tlsu maggesu sabbakarena panhe

pucchitva uggahavasena arahattamaggesu pi pucchi.

Dhammadinna therl pi upasakassa yava anagamiphala va

visayabbavam natva idani attano visayam atikkamitva dha-

vatl ti tarn nivattentl : accasaravuso Yisakha panhe nasa-

1 S.M. majjita.
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kkhissasi pafihanam pariyantam gahetum : nibbanogadham

bi avuso Yisakha brahraacariyam nibbiinaparayanam

nibbanapariyosanam akankbamano ca tvam avuso Yisakha

bhagavantam upasamkamitva etamattham puccbeyyasi.

Yatha ca te bbagava vyakaroti, tatha nam dhareyyasl ti aha.

Yisakho satthu santikam gantva sabbam puccha vissajjana

nayam kathesi. Sattha tassa vacanam sutva : mama dbltaya

atitagatapaccuppannesu khandhesu tanha n’atthlti vatva

Dbammapade imam gatham aha :

Y^assa pure ca paccha ca majjbe ca n’atthi.

Kincanam akincanam anadanam tarn akam brumi briih-

manan ti.
1

Tato Dhammadinnaya sadbukaram. datva Yisakham upa-

sakam etad avoca : Pandita Yisiikha Dbammadinna bhik-

kbunl mabapanna Yisakha Dhammadiuna bhikkbuni maii

ce pi tvam Yisakha etam attham puccheyyasi abampi tarn

evam evam vyakareyyam yatha nam Dhammadinnaya

bhikkhuniya vyakatam. Eso c’eva tassa attho evanca nam

dharehl ti. Evam etam vatthu samutthitam. Aparabhage

pana sattha Jetavane nisinno patipatiya bhikkhuniyo thanan-

tare tbapento idameva Cullavedallam atthuppattim katva

tberim imasmim sasane dbammakathikanam aggatthane

tbapesl ti.

5. Dhammadinna.

In the fifth Sutta by the words dhammakatliikanam be

points out Dbammadinna as the chief among those Bhik-

khunis who preach.

They say that this woman was reborn, in the condition

of a slave, at HamsavatT in the time of the Buddha Padu-

muttara, and having done service to the Thera Sujiita,

one of the two chief disciples of Paduinuttara, the Blessed

One, she aspired to the said distinction.

After having spent her whole life zealous in good works

she was reborn in heaven. All is to be understood to have

1 Dbammapada, verse 421.
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followed (according to this resolve of her’s) even as in the

history of the Theri Khema, already told.

Furthermore, in the time of the Buddha Phussa, this

woman (while dwelling in the house of a servant, in the

almshouse of the three half-brothers of the Master), when-

ever she was told to give one thing, gave two.

Thus, giving of everything without stint, she passed

ninety-two aeons and re-entered existence as one of seven

sisters, dwelling in the palace of Kiki, the king, in the time

of the Buddha Kassapa.

And for twenty thousand years she lived a life of chastity,

and she had a dwelling built for the Order of Bhikkhus.

And after wandering from world to world of gods and

men, during the interval between the coming of one Buddha

and another, she was reborn in a nobleman’s family, at the

time of the birth of this our Buddha.

And afterwards she entered the household of Yisakha,

the Treasurer.

Now Yisakha, the Treasurer (who was a friend of the

King Bimbisara), the very first time he went with the king

to see him who is gifted with the Ten Powers, was straight-

way converted, and, soon after, attained the Fruit of the

Third Path.

When he went back to his house that day Dhammadinna 1

was standing at the head of the stairs with outstretched

hands, but he mounted to the house-top without even touch-

ing her hand
;

2 and during his meal he never said :
“ Give

me this,” or “ Bring me that.”

Dhammadinna, taking a spoon, served him with food,

thiuking :

“He would not lean on the hand I held out to support

him
;
and, whilst eating, he says not a word to me ! What

wrong have I done ?
”

1 The Tika adds, she had unbolted the lattice, and seeing him coming, thought

:

“What is the matter with him?” And, going to meet him, she stood at the
head of the stairs.

2 She thought to herself : “I shall know why, to-morrow, at the time of the
morning meal” (Tikaj.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 37
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So, when he had finished, she asked him :
“ Sir, what

wrong have I done ?
”

“ You have done no wrong, Dhammadinna, but, from this

day forth, our living thus in love together must not be

—

nor can we stand or sit together, nor can I eat and drink

what you bring to me, from time to time.

“ If it be your wish, dwell in this house
;
but if you desire

to depart to your own home, depart, taking with you what-

soever treasure you may need.”

But she answered :
“ If that be so, neither will I take up

and bear away what you, with such disgust, even as it were

but spittle and vomit, have cast aside ! Give me leave, too,

to forsake the world.”

Yisakha said : “So be it, Dhammadinna! ” And he sent

her, in a golden palanquin, to the home of the Bhikkhunls.

Now, after she had entered the Order, she thought to

herself :
“ Truly, this Treasurer, albeit he still remains

a layman, has put an end to his trouble
;

but my sorrow

lasts on, since I entered the Order. I must do something

else to end it.”

And so, going to her teacher and superior, she said

:

“Noble ladies, my soul finds no joy in this crowded spot.

I will go and dwell in a village.”

The Therls, feeling that they could not offend her (since

she, on her entrance into the Order, had come from a noble-

man’s household), took her with them and went to the

village, where she was to dwell.

And since, in former births, she had subdued the San-

kharas, she shortly afterwards gained the Four Gifts of

Perfect Understanding and attained to Arahatship.

And now slm thought thus :
“ I have reached the summit

of all that should be done
;
what need is there for me to

dwell here? I will go to Rajagaha. There my kinsfolk,

for my sake, shall do many good works.” And taking the

Therls with her she returned even to the city.

Yisakha, on hearing that she had come back, thought

:

“ She has soon returned ! Can it be that she is discontented

with the religious life ?”
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So, in the evening, he went to her, and bowing down

before her, seated himself on one side. And thinking :
“ It

would not be seemly to ask her if 6he is discontented,”

he began by asking her a question about the five Khandhas,

or constituent elements of Being.

Then, as easily as one could cut through the stalk of a

lotus with a sword, Dhammadiunii answered each question as

soon as he asked it.
1

And the disciple saw how keen 2 was the wisdom of the

Therl Dhammadinna, and when he had questioned her, in

every way in turn, on those three paths whereunto he himself

had attained, he questioned her, even as a learner, about

the paths that lead to Arahatship.

Then Dhammadinna, in her turn, knowing that the

disciple had but reached the Fruit of the Third Path, and

thinking: “Now is he overstepping his own province and

rushing on too far,” kept him back, saying :

“ You will not be able, brother Visakha, to understand the

answers to questions on things beyond your limit—even such

as Nirvana, brother Visakha, the duties of the religious life,

the final bliss of Nirvana, and those things whose end is

Nirvana. And if you desire (to learn) go to the Blessed One,

0 brother Visakha, and ask him concerning these matters

;

and even as he expounds them to you bear them in mind.”

And Visakha went to the Blessed One and told him

all about the questions and answers.

The Teacher, after hearing what he had to say, answered :

“ In my daughter there is no lust after life past, present,

or to come.”

And when he had spoken thus, he uttered this verse which

is in the Dhammapada :

“ He who cares not to call anything his own, either in

this birth, or in a past birth, or in a birth to come
;
him,

indeed, do I call a Brahman, for he is free from craving.” 3

1 Tika explains “ sura bhavam ’’ by “ tikkba bhavam.”
! The conversation is given in full in the Culla Vedalla Sutta (pp. 299-305 in

the Pali Text Society’s edition of Majjhima Nikaya).
3 Dhammapada, verse 421.
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Then, having praised the bhikkhunl Dhammadinna, he

spoke thus to the disciple Visakha :
“ Wise, Oh Visakha,

is the bhikkhunl Dhammadinna, great in wisdom, Oh
Visakha, is the bhikkhunl Dhammadinna, and, furthermore,

if you asked me, Visakha, concerning this matter, I myself

should expound it to you, even as the bhikkhunl Dhamma-
dinna expounded it. And this is the meaning thereof—Do
you bear it in mind.”

Thus did this story arise.

And afterwards the Master, seated at Jetavana assigning

places to the bhikkhunls in turn, when he had explained this

very Culla Vedalla gave the Then, on that occasion, the

chief place among those who preach.

[To be continued.]
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Art. XIY.—Kumbha JataJca or the Hermit Varuna Sura

and the Hunter. Translated from the Burmese by

R. F. St. Andrew St. John, M.R.A.S.

In times long past, when Brahmadatta reigned in Benares,

a certain hunter, who dwelt in the land of Kasi, went one

day to the Himavanta forest in search of elephant tusks,

yak tails, etc. Now in a certain part of the forest, it

happened that there was a tree, in which there was a hollow

place like a large pot, which became full of water during the

rains, and round about it grew a number of fruit trees, the

fruit of which dropped into this water when they were ripe.

The birds also dropped grains of rice into it when they were

eating in the branches of the tree, and the whole becoming

fermented by the summer heat, produced a red liquor which

was pleasant to the taste. When the birds drank this liquor

they became intoxicated and fell to the ground, but when
they had slept off the effects, they flew away singing sweetly.

The hunter chancing to pass by this tree, saw the birds and

monkeys lying about, and thought they had died of poison,

but when he saw them get up, after a little time, and go

away he felt reassured, and had the curiosity to drink the

water in the hollow of the tree. Finding that it had a

pleasant taste, and that it also made him feel very merry,

he stayed there for some days, eating the birds which he

picked up there, and amusing himself by dancing. Not far

from that spot there dwelt a hermit, whose acquaintance he

had made, so the hunter determined to go and tell him of

his wonderful discovery and get him to try the water too
;

having filled a bamboo bottle with it, and taking some roast

birds, he proceeded to the hermit’s cell, and presented them

to his friend. They both ate and drank together, and the
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hermit got so fond of this liquor that he became known as

“ Varuna sura.” He gave up his ascetic life, and went

about with the hunter to all the villages, selling this won-

derful liquor. At last it came to the ears of the king,

and he sent for them. When they were brought into his

presence, they made an offering of some of their liquor,

and the king enjoyed it so much that he got very drunk,

and soon finished all they had. He then asked for more,

and Varuna and the hunter promised to go and get some.

The trade at last became so brisk that they determined to

set up a regular brewery in the city, and from the king down-

wards all the people took to drinking, and were completely

ruined. The hunter and Varuna thereupon removed to

another city, and in course of time Benares, Mihtila,

Takshasila, Kosambhi, Pataliputra, and Saketa were visited,

and the inhabitants reduced to a state of penury. From
Saketa the pair went to Savatthi, where reigned a king

named Sabbamitta (the friend of all), who made much of

them, and gave them all the requisites for brewing. In

order to keep the mice away from the rice, they tied a cat

near each of the vats, and the cats licking up what trickled

from them, became drunk and went to sleep. The mice

came and bit off the cats’ ears, tails, and whiskers. People

seeing this, told the king that his cats were all dead, and

the king, thinking they had been poisoned, ordered that

Varuna and the hunter should be put to death and the pots

broken
; but as the cats soon woke up and began to play

about, the king came to the conclusion that the liquor must

be pleasant, directed the release of the prisoners, and having

erected a great booth in the midst of the city, and sitting

there on his throne with all his nobles, commenced a series

of drinking bouts. The god Sakka, feeling uncomfortable,

roused himself to see who was in need of assistance, and

seeing what was going on at Savatthi, thought that if that

sort of thing were allowed, all Jambudvipa would be ruined
;

so, taking tho form of a Brahman, with a bowl of liquor in

his hand, he displayed himself in the air right in front of

the king, and cried out, “Will you buy this bowl?” King
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Sabbamitta, on seeing him, said, “ 0 Brahman, whence

comest thou, and what is that in thy pot ? ” Sakka

answered, “ O king, listen unto me
;

this howl contains

neither butter, nor oil, nor molasses, nor honey, but is

filled with every kind of evil. lie that drinks intoxicating

liquors reels to and fro
;
he falls down precipices, into pools

of water, and into the deep mire. Being unable to control

himself, he is like the ox that eats the grass that he has

defiled, and like one that has no religion. lie is like those

heretics who walk about naked and are without shame.

His mind being diverted from the right path, he is addicted

to slothfulness, and when he arises from the place where

he has laid himself, he can neither control his head nor his

limbs. He is puffed up with pride, and saith, * Who is

like unto me ? ’ He is the ruin of his family, and is slain

by the hand of others. He speaks words that he ought

not to utter and is ruined utterly. He abuses his father

and mother and behaves with his mother-in-law and sister-

in-law after the manner of brute beasts. The woman who

is a drunkard, respecteth neither her parents-in-law, nor

her husband, nor even her own father and mother. The

drunkard slays even the Brahman, who is the teacher of

that which is good, and falls into the lowest hell. He
speaketh not the truth, nor does he even know that which

is wrong. He is beset by disease and dies of madness.

Who then ought to drink intoxicating liquors, which are

like unto poison ? Through drunkenness the ten princes,

the sons of Andakavanna, 1 fought and slew one another

on the shore of the ocean. Through the use of intoxicants,

life is shortened, how then can he that is wise drink

thereof ? 0 king, I have related to you the evils

contained in this vessel
;

if you still desire to purchase it,

do so : you are warned of its nature.” On hearing this.

King Sabbamitta returned thanks and said, “ 0 Brahman,

my father and mother never told me this, but thou, O
Brahman, hast done me a great benefit. I will listen to

1 tUb at is the story of King Andakavanna ?
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thy instructions, for you desirest my welfare. I will reward

thee with the revenue of a village that produces one hundred

thousand pieces of silver, and I will give unto thee an

hundred hand-maidens, seven hundred oxen, and ten chariots

drawn by thorough-bred horses.” Sakka answered, “ 0
king, he thine the slaves, the villages, the oxen, and the

chariots. I am Sakka, King of Tavatimsa; live well, eschew

that which is evil, and follow the good path that leads

upwards.” Having thus spoken, he returned unto his

heaven, and King Sabbamitta, in accordance with the advice

of Sakka, caused all the pots of liquor to be broken, and

henceforth observing strictly his religious duties, he acted

in accordance with the Law and obtained the reward of

Devaland.

Sabbamitta is now Ananda, and Sakka is now I, the

Buddha. 1

1 The Kumbha Jataka is No. 512 in the Pali. The above version is adapted

from one I contributed to the Indian Magazine.



Art XV .—Hebrew Visions of Hell and Paradise. By if.

Gastkr, Ph.D.

The recent recovery of the Revelation of St. Peter has

again attracted attention to this branch of apocalyptic

literature. Speculation has been rife as to the sources of

that Revelation.

I intend publishing now, for the first time in English

garb, the oldest extant Revelations which must have served

as source to that of Peter, then to that of Paul, Ezra,

Abraham, Isaiah, Virgin Mary, St. Macarius, and the host

of others down to Dante and St. Patrick.

It is not here the place to enter into a more minute dis-

quisition of the history of these visions. We find parallels

in the old ^Egyptian literature, in the Assyrian we have the

well-known “Descensus ad inferos” of Izdubar (Nimrud).

The Buddhist literature knows the Suhrllekha, the letter

of Nagiirjuna to King Udayana. In the Avesta literature

we have the Xameh of Arda-viraf
;

in the Mahommedan
we have the vision of Mahommed. All these Christian

Revelations and of the others, at any rate the last two,

are based directly upon those Hebrew visions, a fact which

has hitherto not been noticed.

I reserve for a book, which I am writing, the fuller discus-

sion of these points, and the study of the internal connection

between these apocalyptic visions.

It would be bold to speculate on the relative age of each

of the visions which I publish here. They all go back to

the pre-Christian age, as is shown by the existence of those

Christian visions almost verbally identical with the Hebrew.

On the other hand one cannot doubt that they underwent

some changes in the course of the ages. The substance
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remained intact, but many passages were interpolated or

omitted. The different texts complement thus each other

to assist us to arrive at a probable common source. The

tendency of all these popular writings is to grow in the

course of time, to attract and to assimilate various elements.

We can see this process very clearly in the Revelation of

Moses, which has been hitherto almost unknown. It has

nothing in common with those known under that title. We
have two recensions of it. A shorter one, and a longer

which is more amplified and contains interpolations taken

from the Zohar and the Talmud. Whether the biblical

passages belonged originally to these visions is still a matter

of doubt. They may have been tacked on to the narrative as

a kind of scriptural proof, or they may stand as the beginning

of a series of details and pictures which have been evolved

out of them, by a rather fantastical exegesis, but by no

means uncommon in the Oriental literature.

To each text I have added a full bibliography, and

parallels from most of the extant apocryphal revelations.

I have striven to be as literal as possible. The attempt to

obliterate the Oriental touch by a polished translation, robs

the text of its originality and local colour, which ought to

be preserved.

I. The Revelation of Moses. (A.)

Heaven, Hell, and Paradise.

( Gedulath Mosheh, Amsterdam, 1854, v. Jellinek, Beth-

hammidrash, II. pp. x., xiv. ff., and xix-xx.)

1. [As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is

my beloved among the sons (Song of Songs, ii. 3).

(This applies to Moses, upon whom be peace.)]

2. In that hour when God said unto him :
“ Go and

bring out the children of Israel from Egypt, for I

have heard their groaning, and I remembered the

covenant, and the oath I swore to Abraham my
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servant.” Moses said: “0 Lord of the Universe,

who am I that I should go unto Pharaoh,

and that I should bring forth the children of

Israel out of Egypt?” (Ex. iii. 11). God said:

“ Thou hast humbled thyself in saying * Who am I

that I should go to Pharaoh?’ but I will honour

thee [as it is said: ‘He that is of lowly spirit shall

obtain honour ’ (Prov. xxix. 23)], and I will give

the whole of Egypt into thy hands, and I will bring

thee up even near to my throne of glory
;
and I will

shew thee the angels of the Heaven.” Thereupon

God commanded Metatron, the angel of his presence

(of the face), and said unto him: “Go and bring

Moses with harps, and pipes, and drums, and dances,

with joy, and songs, and praises.”

3. And Metatron answered and said :
“ 0 Lord of the

Universe, Moses is not able to come up and see

the angels, for there are angels who are of fire

and he is only of flesh and blood.”

4. God said :
“ Go and change his flesh (body) into fire.”

And Metatron went to Moses.

5. When Moses beheld Metatron he trembled with fear,

and said to him :
“ Who art thou ?

”

6. And he answered :
“ I am Enoch the son of Jared,

thy father’s father. The Almighty hath sent me to

bring thee up to his throne of glory.” 1

7. Moses said :
“ I am only flesh and blood, and cannot

look upon the angels.” And Metatron changed

Moses’ tongue into a tongue of fire, and his eyes

he made like the wheels of the heavenly chariot,

and his power like unto that of the angels, and his

tongue like a flame, and brought him up to heaven.

15,000 angels were on the right hand, and 15,000

on the left, Metatron and Moses in the middle. In

this way was Moses carried up to heaven. 2

1 Aseensio Isaiae, ed. Dillmann, Leipzig, 1877. ix. 9 ; Apoc. Virg. Mary.
- Testament of Abraham, ch. 9 and 10, Rec. A. ed. M. R. James, Cambridge,

1892.
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8. The first heaven to which Moses ascended corresponds

to the first day of the week
;

there he saw the

waters standing in lines. This heaven was full of

windows, and at each window stood an angel. And
Moses asked Metatron :

“ What are these windows ? ”

and Metatron answered :
“ These windows are—the

window of prayer, the window of request, the window

of supplication, the window of crying (tears), the

window of joy, the window of satiation, the window

of famine, the window of poverty, the window of

riches, the window of war, the window of peace,

the window of pregnancy, the window of birth, the

window of the treasures of rain, the window of dew,

the window of sin, the window of repentance, the

window of smallness, the window of greatness, the

window of death, the window of life, the window of

disease among men, the window of disease among
animals, the window of healing, the window of

sickness, the window of health.” And Moses saw

great things past finding out, “yea marvellous things

without number” (Job ix. 10).
1

9. Moses ascended then the second heaven, which corre-

sponds to the second day of the week. There he saw

an angel whose name is X. 2 His length is 300

parasangs and 50 myriads of angels stand before

him
;
they are of fire and water, and their faces are

directed towards the Shelcina above
;

and all sing

hymns, saying :
“ Great is the Lord and highly to

be praised” (cxlv. 3).

10.

And Moses asked Metatron and said :
“ Who are

those ? ” He answered :
“ These are the angels who

are placed over the clouds, the wind, and the rain
;

they go and fulfil the will of their Creator and

return to their places and praise the Almighty.”

1 Enoch, ch. 60, v. 12 ff. translated by Charles, p. 156 ff., B. of Jubilees,

ch. 1, v. Roensch, d. Buch d. Jubilaeen, p. 259; cf. Sefer Riziel, Amsterdam,

1701, f. 34 1
' ff.

2 In this recension the names of the angels are omitted. They are to be

found, however, in the shorter.
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And Moses asked :
“ Why have they their faces

turned towards the Shekina?” And Metatron an-

swered :
“ From that day when God created them

until to-day they have not been moved from their

position.” 1

11. Moses went up to the third heaven, which corre-

sponds to the third day of the week. There he saw

an angel whose name is X. His length is a

journey of 500 years. He has 70,000 heads, in

each head 70,000 mouths, in each mouth 70,000

tongues, and in each tongue 70,000 dictions; before

him stand 70,000 myriads of angels, all of white

fire
;

they all praise and sing to God [and say :

“ Thine, O Lord, is the greatness and power,” etc.

(1 Chr. xxix. 11)].

12. Moses asked Metatron: “Who are these? and what

is their name ? ” And he answered :
“ Their name

is Erelim ; they are placed over the grass (herbs),

and over the trees, and over the fruits, and over

the corn
;
and they all go and fulfil the will of

their Creator and return to their places.”

13. Moses went up to the fourth heaven. There he saw

the temple built
;
the columns of red fire, the sides

of green fire, the thresholds of white fire, the hooks

and the planks of blazing fire
; the portals of

carbuncle and the halls of sparkling gems. And
he saw angels going therein praising (and saying)

[as King David, upon whom may peace rest, said :

“ Bless the Lord, ye angels of His, ye mighty in

strength, that fulfil his word ” (Ps. ciii. 20)].
2

14. Moses asked Metatron and said :
“ Who are these

angels?” And Metatron answered: “These are the

angels, who are placed over the earth, and over the

sun, and over the moon, and over the stars, and over

the planets, and over the spheres, and ever sing they

li
3

-mns unto Him.” And he saw two big stars, each

1 Enoch, l.c.
;
Jubilees, l.c.

2 Testament Levi, ch. 5.
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of them as big as the whole earth
;

the name of

one was Nogah, and the name of the other Maadim,

one standing above the sun, and the other above

the moon. Moses asked Metatron :
“ Why do these

stand above those others ?” And he said :
“ The

one stands above the sun in summer in order to

cool the world from the heat of the sun, and that is

the star Nogah
;

whilst the other stands near the

moon in order to warm the world from the cold

of the moon (and this is the star Maadim).” 1

15. Moses went to the fifth heaven and he saw there troops

of angels half of fire and half of snow, and the snow is

above the fire without extinguishing it, for God makes

peace between them [as it is said :
“ He maketh peace

in his high places,” Job xxv. 2], and all praise the

Almighty.

16. And Moses asked Metatron : “What are these doing?”

He said :
“ Since the day when God created them

are they so.” Moses asked :
“ What is their name ?”

and he answered :
“ These are the Erelim who are

called Ishim [as it is said :
‘ Unto you, 0 Ishim

(men), I call,’ Prov. viii. 4, i.e. : I call you

Ishim !].”

17. Moses went up to the sixth heaven, there he saw an

angel whose length was 500 years’ journey
;
his name

was X., and he was wholly of hail (ice), and by him

stood thousands and myriads of angels, without number,

and all sung praises to the One who said and the

world was created [as it is said : the heaven proclaim

the glory of God (Ps. xix. 2)].
2

18. Moses asked Metatron: “Who are these?” and he

answered :
“ These are the Irin Kadishin, (the holy

watchers,” Daniel iv. 10-14).

19. Moses went up to the seventh heaven, and he saw an

angel wholly of fire
;
and two angels, whose names

were X. These were fastened with two chains of red

’ Of. Pirke dc R. Eliezer, ch. 6.

2 Ck. 8-17, cf. Otkioth do R. Akiba (Jellinek, Bet-haimn. III. 20-21).
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arid dark fire
;
and each of them had the length of

5U0 parasangs.

20. Moses asked Metatron : “Who are these?” And he

answered :
“ These are wrath and anger, and God

created them during the six days of creation, that

they should fulfil his will.” 1

21. Moses replied :
“ I am afraid of these angels, and I

cannot look on them.” Thereupon Metatron embraced

Moses, placed him in his bosom and said :
“ 0 Moses,

beloved of God, be not frightened nor dread thou

aught.” And Moses was immediately calmed.

22. After this Moses saw another angel, whose countenance

was totally different from those of the other angels,

for he was ugly and his height of 540 years’ journey,

and he was girded forty times around his waist.

From the sole of the foot unto the head he was full

of fiery eyes, and whosoever looked at him, fell down

in dread.

23. And Moses asked Metatron :
“ Who is this ? ” He

answered :
“ This is the angel of death, who takes

the souls of men.” 2 And he asked him :
“ Where is

he now going ? ” And Metatron answered :
“ He

goes to take the soul of Job the pious.”

24. And Moses said before God :
“ May it be thy will, 0

Lord, my God and God of my fathers, that thou

shouldst not deliver me into the hands of this

angel !

”

25. Then saw he angels standing before God
;

each of

them having six wings. With twain wings they

covered their faces, so that they might not look

upon the Shekina. With the other twain wings they

cover their feet, for they have the feet of a calf,

and with the other twain wings they fly and praise

God. The length of each wing is 500 years’

journey, and the width from one end of the world

' Cf. Rev. of Paul, ch. 11 (Tischendorf, Apoc. Apocryphae, Leipzig, 1866,

pp. 34-69).
2 Cf. Test, of Abraham, cb. 17.
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to the other. And Moses asked: “Who are these?”

and Metatron answered :
“ These are the holy

Creatures.” 1

26. [Our sages tell
2 that at the time when Nebuchadnezzar

the impious said :
“ I will ascend above the heights

of the clouds
;

I will be like the Most High ”

(Isaiah xv. 14), the Holy Spirit came forth and

said :
“ 0 impious man ! How many are the days

of the years of thy life ? Threescore and ten, or

even by reason of strength, fourscore years (Ps. xc.

10), and the distance from earth to heaven alone

is 500 years, the thickness of the heaven again

500 years, and from the heaven Rakia to the

heaven Shehakim 500 years, and its thickness 500

years, and from Shehakim to Zebul again 500 years,

and its thickness 500 years, and from Zebul to

Meon 500 years, and its thickness 500 years, and

from Meon to Araboth 500 years, and its thickness

500 years, and the feet of the holy Creatures are

equal to the whole
;

and their ankles are equal to

the whole
;
and the wings of the creatures are like

the whole, and their necks are like the whole, and

their heads like the whole, and their horns like unto

the whole, and upon them is the throne of glory

which is equal to the whole. [It is like the

terrible ice, Ezek. i. 22.] And there sits the

King of Kings, the Holy, blessed be He exalted

and high, and thou sayest :
“ I will ascend above

the heights of the clouds, I will be like the Most

High ! Woe unto thee, O impious man and woe

unto thy soul, for thou shalt be brought down to

the uttermost parts of the pit (cf. Isaiah xiv. 15)

to the seven regions of hell to be punished for

ever and ever.”]

1 Cf. P. d. R. Eliezer, ch. 4.

2 Talmud 11., Tractate Pcsachira, f. 94“-’’; Yalkut, II. f. 44°, § 286; cf.

Tract. Hagiga, f. 12b .
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27. And after that Moses saw an angel in the heaven called

Araboth, i.e. the seventh heaven, and this angel was

teaching the souls which were created by God at the

time of the Creation and have been placed in paradise.

The name of the angel was X. He teaches them in

seventy languages in the college on high, and the}'’

answer :
“ Thus is the law of Moses given by

tradition from Mount Sinai [as it is said Dina was

set and the books were opened (Daniel vii. 10), and

Dina is none other than this angel, who is the

guurdian angel of the Law and of wisdom.” He
has also another name, they call him Jefefiyah, for

the name of the guardian angel of the Law is Iofiel]. 1

28. [(From the Zohar) R. Simeon, son of Johai, said: “At
that time when Moses went up to heaven an angel

sat before him and taught him 370 mysteries of the

Law, Moses then said to God, ‘ I will not depart from

here unless Thou wilt give me good gifts.’ ” God
answered :

“ Moses, my servant, faithful in my house,

I will give thee my Law wherein are good gifts,

as it is written: ‘For I gave thee a good gift’

(Prov. iv. 2). Therein are also the commandments,

positive and negative, and not only this (I grant

thee) but also that the Law shall be recorded in thy

name, as it is written :
‘ Remember ye the Law of

Moses, my servant’ (Malachi iii. 22).” "Whence do

we know that Moses did actually ascend seven

heavens ? We learn it from the verse, “ And Moses

ascended to God.” (It is further written, “ God went

up amidst the sounds of trumpets”) (Ps. xlvii. 6).

Moses is therefore called Elohim like unto his Master,

for it is said :
“ See I have made thee as Elohim

unto Pharaoh,” therefore it is written :
“ Like an

apple-tree in the wood is my beloved among the

sons.” This is Moses, master of the Prophets and

servant of God; he is like an apple in odour and taste.]

1 About seven heavens v. Ascensio Isaiae and Test. Levi, ch. 3.

j.h.a.s. 1893. 38
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29. At that time a Bath-Kol came forth from underneath

the throne of glory and said :
“ Moses, my servant

!

Art thou afraid of them ? ” [It is written :
“ A wise

man scaleth the city of the mighty and bringeth down

the strength of the confidence thereof” (Prov. xxi. 22).

Strength means the Law as it is said :
“ God will

give strength to his people” (Ps. xxix. 11).]

30. God said then to Moses :
“ Moses, my servant ! Thou

earnest up here and hast been worthy of the privilege

of seeing all with thy (earthly) power; and I have

made thee ascend seven heavens, and have shown

thee my treasures and I have given thee my law.

Now thou shalt be worthy of seeing the two parks

I have created in this world, one for the righteous

and one for the sinners, viz. Paradise and Hell.”

31. At that hour God sent Gabriel and said unto him :

“ Go
with my beloved servant Moses and show him Hell !

”

32. And Moses said to him :
“ I cannot enter Hell, that

blazing fire.” He said to him :
“ Moses, there is a

fire which burns more than all the seven Hells, and

yet when thou wilt tread it with thy feet, it shall

not burn thee.”

33.

At an hour when Moses entered Hell, the fire of

Hell withdrew for 500 parasangs. The master of Hell

said to him :
“ Who art thou ? ” He answered :

“ I am the son of Amram.” The Lord of Hell

answered :
“ Not here is thy place.” And Moses

said :
“ I came to see the powerful works of God,

blessed be He.” And God said to the Lord of

Hell: “Go and show him how men are in Hell.” 1

1 I draw attention here to two more apocalyptic visions which do not seem to

have been noticed hitherto. (1) The apocalypse of the Virgin Mary (v.

Tischendorf, Apoc. Apocryphae, p. xxvii.
;

Ouster, Literature populara roman,'i,

Bucharest, 1883, p. 362-366; B. P. llasdeu, Cuvente d. BatranI, II.

Bucharest, 1879, p. 301-367) extant in Slavonic texts of the twelfth century.

Greek, Roumanian, etc.
;
HSthiopic and Syriac? In this text the tortures of Hell

are very fully described. (2) Questions of St. Macarius, of which I possess 6,

Roumanian MSS.
;
A Syriac Fragment of the twelfth century I found in

the British Museum, Add. 17,262 (
Wright, II. p. 867-8, No. 837), and a

Greek text of the fifteenth century I discovered in God. Barocciauus (Bodleian),

No. 147. f. 294 b sqq.
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34. Immediately he went with Moses, like a pupil before

his master, and entered Hell together with him.

35. Moses saw there men tortured by the angels of destruc-

tion. Some of the sinners were hanged by their eye-

lids, some by their ears, some by their hands, and

others by their tongues, and they cried bitterly.

And he saw women hanging by their hair and by

their breasts and in such like ways, all were hang-

ing by chains of fire.
1

36. And Moses asked the Lord of Hell, and said “Why
are these hanged by their eyes and by their tongues

and are so fearfully tortured and so sorely punished ?
”

And the master of Hell answered :
“ Because they

looked with an evil eye at fair women, and at married

women, and at the money of their friends and neigh-

bours, and gave false witness against their neigh-

bours.” 2

37. Also saw he in Hell men hanging by their sexual

organs and their hands were tied, and he asked

:

“ Why do these hang ? ” The Lord answered :

“ Because they committed adultery, and stole, and

killed, and murdered.” 3

38. He saw other men hanging by their ears and then-

tongues, and he asked :
“ Why are these hanging

by their ears and tongues ? ” And he answered

:

“ Because they neglected the study of the law, and

talked slander and vain words and empty words.4

The women are hanging by their hair and breasts,

because they used to uncover their breasts and their

hair before the young men and desired them, and

came thus to sin.” 5

39. Hell cried then with a bitter and loud voice, and said

to the Master of Hell :
“ Give me the sinners, that

1 Cf. V. 7. 15-19. Peter, ch. 9 (H. 24) ;
Robinson and James

,
The Gospel

according to Peter, etc., London, 1892, p. 37 sqq.
;

cf. A. Harnack (H.)

Bruchstiicke d. Evgl. u. der Apocalypse d. Petrus, Leipzig, 1893, p. 16 sqq.
3 Cf. V. 15, 17. Peter, ch. 7 (H. 22) ;

Paul, ch. 37, 38.
3 Cf. Peter, ch. 9, 10 (H. 24-25); Paul, 32; Virg. Mary.
4 V. 16.
5 V. 17 ; Peter, ch. 9 (H. 22) ;

cf. Paul, ch. 40.
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I may destroy them.” For Hell is always hungry

and never satisfied, and crieth always for the sinners

to devour them, but hath no power over the

righteous. 1

40. Moses went further and saw two sinners hanged by

their feet with their heads downwards, and they

cried by reason of the torture of Hell, and their

bodies were covered with black worms, each worm

500 parasangs long. And these sinners cry and

lament, saying : “Woe unto us, for the terrible

punishment of Hell
;
would we could die.” But they

cannot die [as it is said :
“ They long for death

but it cometh not” (Job iii. 21)].
2

41. Moses asked the master of Hell: “What acts have

these committed?” And he answered: “These are

those who swore falsely, and profaned the Sabbath,

and despised the learned, and persecuted the orphans

;

and gave bad names to their neighbours, and bare

false witness. Therefore hath God delivered them

to these worms to take vengeance on these sinners.”

And Moses asked :
“ What is the name of this

place?” And he answered: “ Aluka [as it is said;

Aluka hath two daughters” (Prov. xxx. 15) ].
3

42. Moses went then to another place. There the sinners

were lying on their faces
;
and he saw two thousand

scorpions swarming over them and stinging them

and torturing them, and the sinners cried bitterly.

Each scorpion has 70,000 mouths, and each mouth

70,000 stings, and each sting has 70,000 vesicles

filled with poison and venom, and with these are

the sinners imbued and thus are they tortured
;
and

their eyes are sunk iu their sockets for fear and

dread, and their cry :
“ Woe unto us, for our sins,

and for the day of judgment.” 4

1 Cf. Ev. Nicodemi, Greek form, cb. 20 fi. : “O all devouring and insatiable

Hades.”
2 Peter, ch. 9, 13 (II. 24, 28).
3 Cf. V. 16 ; Paul, ch. 39.
1 V. 24

;
VII. 4 ;

Peter, ch. 13 (n. 28).
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43. And Moses asked: “What have these committed?”

And he answered :
“ These have wasted the raonev

of others
;

they have taken bribery, and elevated

themselves above others
;

they have put their

neighbours publicly to shame; they have delivered

up their brother Israelite to the gentile

;

1 they

denied the oral Law and maintained that God did

not create the world. Therefore God has handed

them over to the scorpions to be avenged on

them.” 2

44. lie saw there another place where the sinners stood

up to their knees
;

the name of that place is Tit

hayaven (“ miry clay,” Ps. xl. 3). Angels of de-

struction tie them up with chains of iron and

lash them with fiery whips, and they take fiery

stones and break with them the teeth of the

sinners, from morning until evening, and during

the night they prolong their teeth again to the

length of a parasang in order to break them anew

next morning
;

[as it is said :
“ Thou hast broken the

teeth of the wicked ” (Ps. iii. 8)]. And the sinners

cry: “Woe unto us, woe unto us!” but nobody

takes pity on them.3

45. Moses asked the master of Hell :
“ What have these

committed?” He answered: “They ate all kinds of

forbidden fruit and gave them to Israelites to eat

;

they were usurers, and apostates and blasphemers

;

they wrote the ineffable name of God for Gentiles
;

4

they had false weights
;

they stole money, and ate

on the fast day of Kippur [for whosoever eats blood,

or reptiles, or worms, and does not keep away from

them is punished by being cut off], these are for ever

punished in Hell, and therefore God hath delivered

them to the angels of destruction to chastise them. 5

1 Peter, ch. 12 (H. 27).
2 Paul, ch. 42 ; cf. Virg. Mary.
3 Cf. Talmud, Tr. Beraehoth, f. 54b .

Probably on amulets.
5 Cf. Paul, 36 ;

Macarius, 40.
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46. [He saw there further how they punish the wicked

with fire and snow
;

and torture them terribly.]

The Lord of Hell said then to Moses :
“ Come and

see how the wicked are punished in Hell with fire.”

Moses answered :
“ I dread to go.” But the Lord of

Hell answered :
“ Go and dread naught,” [as it is

said: “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death I will fear no evil” (Ps. xxiii. 4)].

47. And Moses stood up to go, and he saw the Shekina

moving before him, so that he should not be in

dread of the angels of destruction. Each of these is

full of eyes, and hath fiery chains in his hands, and

his length is 500 years’ journey.

48. Moses went and saw how the wicked were punished

by fire, being half in fire and half in snow, with

worms crawling up and down their bodies and a

fiery collar round their necks, and having no rest, 1

except on Sabbath days and Festival days. 2 All

(the other) days they are tortured in Hell. Of

these speaks the verse :
“ And they shall go forth

and look upon the carcases of the men that have

transgressed against me, for their worm shall not

die, neither shall their fire he quenched ” (Isaiah

cxvi. 28).

49. And Moses asked the angel of Hell :
“ What have

these committed ? ” And the angel answered :
“ This

is the punishment for those who have committed

adultery, sodomy, idolatry, and murder, and who have

cursed their parents. Therefore hath God delivered

them to the angels of destruction to be avenged on

them.” 3 And Moses asked :
“ What is the name of

this place ? ” And he answered :
“ The name of it

is Abadon.”

50. Thereupon Moses went up (to heaven) and said :

“ May it be Thy will, 0 Lord, my God, and God

1 V. fiahya, comment, to Pentateuch, Venice, 1544, f. 181 b
.

2 Paul, oh. 44; cf. Pesikta rnbbati, ed. Friedman, ch. 23, f. 112*.
3 Peter, ch. 9 (H. 24) ;

cf. Macarius, 22, 27, 39, V. Mary.
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of ray fathers, that Thou mayest save me and Thy
people Israel from those places which I have seen

in Ilell.”

51. God said to Moses :
“ Moses, my servant ? I have

created two parks : Paradise and Hell. Whosoever

committeth evil deeds goeth down to Hell, and

whosoever doth good deeds cometh into Paradise
”

[as it is said :
“ I the Lord search the heart, I

try the reins, even to give every man according

to his ways, according to the fruit of his doings
”

(Jer. xvii. 10)].

52. Then Moses lifted up his eyes and beheld the angel

Gabriel
;

and he fell down and bowed himself

before him. And the angel said :
“ Hast thou seen

Hell?” He answered: “Yea.” And the angel said:

“ Come then, I will show thee Paradise, by the will

of God.” So Moses went with him to Paradise.

53. When they came there, the angels said :
“ Thy time

is not yet arrived to leave the world.” Moses

answered :
“ I came to see the mighty deeds of

God, and the reward of the pious in Paradise, what

is their condition there.”

54. The angels began then to praise Moses and they said

:

“ Hail, 0 Moses, servant of the Lord
;
Hail, 0 Moses,

born of woman, who hast been found worthy to

ascend seven heavens, hail the nation to whom such

belongs.” [pods? such in arithmetical calculation is

equal to

55. When Moses went into Paradise he saw an angel

sitting under the tree of life. Moses asked the

angel Gabriel :
“ Who is this angel ?” He answered :

“ This is the Lord (guardian) of Paradise and his

name is X.”

56. This angel then asked Moses :
“ Who art thou ?

”

He answered :
“ I am the son of Amram.” He said

to him: “Why didst thou come hither?” And
Moses answered: “To see the reward of the pious

in Paradise have I come hither.”
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57. The angel took Moses by the hand, and they went

both together. Moses looked up and saw seventy

thrones fixed, one next to another; all made of

precious stones, of emerald, sapphire and diamond

and precious pearls, and the foot of each was of

gold and fine gold. Around each throne stood

seventy angels. Amongst the thrones was one

greater than the others, and twenty of the minister-

ing angels kept ward thereover.

58. Moses enquired of the angel and said :
“ Whose is

that thi'one ? ” He answered :
“ It is the throne of

Abraham the Patriarch.”

59. Thereupon Moses went immediately up to Abraham.

Abraham asked him :
“ Who art thou ? ” He

answered :
“ I am the son of Amram.” And Abraham

asked :
“ Is perchance already thy time come to

leave the world?” Moses answered: “My time is

not yet come, but with the permission of God I

came to see the reward of the pious.” 1 Abraham

then said :
“ Praise ye the Lord, for He is good

;

for His mercy endureth for ever” (Ps. cvi. 1).

60. Then went Moses to the throne of Isaac, and he spake

with him in a similar manner, and Moses answered

in like wise.

61. Then asked Moses, the guardian angel of Paradise

:

“What is the length and width of Paradise?” The

angel answered :
“ There is none who could measure

it
;

no angel or Seraph can ever know the length

and width of Paradise, for it is unlimited and bound-

less and immeasurable. The angels guard only the

thrones and these are unlike to one another, for some

of them are of silver, others of gold, others of bdellium,

others of ruby, topaz, and carbuncle, others of emerald,

sapphire and diamond, others of precious stones and

pearls, others of rubies and carbuncles.”

62. Moses asked the angel :
“ For whom is the throne of

pearls ? ” He answered :
“ It is for the scholars

1 Cf. Ascensio Isaiae, viii. 27, 28.
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who study the Law day and night for the sake of

heaven.” “And those of precious stones?” “For
the pious men.” “And those of rubies?” “For

the just.” “And those of gold?” “For the men
who repent.;” “but the greatest throne is for thy

forefather Abraham, the other thrones are for Isaac

and Jacob, and for the prophets and righteous, and

the holy and wise pious men, each after his worth

and position and the good works he hath performed

in the world.”

63. Moses then said to the angel: “For whom is that

throne of copper?” He answered: “ For the wicked

man, whose son is pious
;

because through the merits

of his son he obtains a portion of heavenly bliss

;

as thou seest in the case of Terah, who had wor-

shipped all the idols in the world, but who through

the merits of his son Abraham obtained that throne

of copper [as it is said :
“ Thou shalt go to thy

fathers in peace” (Gen. xv. 15), thus announcing

to him (Abraham) that God would give (his father

also) a place in Paradise].”

64. Afterwards Moses looked and beheld a spring of living

water welling forth from underneath the tree of life

and dividing itself into four streams, [and it comes

from under the throne of glorjr

]
and they encompass

the Paradise from one end to the other. And under

each throne there flow four rivers, one of honey, the

second of milk, the third of wine, and the fourth of

pure balsam. 1 These all pass beneath the feet of the

just, who are seated upon thrones.

65. [It is said in the Zohar. King Messias said to It.

Simeon, son of Johai :
“ Worthy art thou of thy

portion in heaven, for thy teaching is divided (spread)

through 670 heavens, each heaven is divided into 670

lights, each light is divided in 670 arguments, each

argument is divided in (among) 670 worlds, each

world is divided in 670 streams of pure balsam.]

1 Paul, cb. 23.
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66. And all these streams flow round Paradise and beneath

all the thrones. All these were created by God for

the just, and whoso becometh equal to them in merit,

sees and enjoys, as they enjoy, the splendour of the

Shekina.

67. When Moses saw all these godly and pleasant things

he felt great joy, and exclaimed: “Oh! how great

is Thy goodness which Thou hast laid up for them

that fear Thee, which Thou hast wrought for them

that put their trust in Thee, before the sons of men ”

(Ps. xxxi. 19).

68. And Moses retired from there and went away. At

that same moment a voice from Heaven (Bath-Kol)

was heard saying :
“ Moses, servant of the Lord, faith-

ful in His house ; even as thou hast seen the reward

which is preserved for the just in the future world,

so also in the days to come shalt thou see the

rebuilding of the Temple and the advent of the

Messiah, and behold the beauty of the Lord, and

meditate in His Temple ” (Ps. xxvii. 4). (May it

now be Thy will, 0 Lord, my God and the God
of my fathers, that I and the whole nation of Israel

may be deemed worthy of sharing in good and the

great consolation, and the days of the Messiah, and

the rebuilding of the Temple, and the everlasting

life. Amen.)

II. The Revelation of Moses. (B.)

Heaven.

\_Ziyuni, fol. 93 c-d, cf. Talltut JReubeni, fol. lOthf-lOln;

Jellinek, Beth-hammidrash, I. 58-64
;
Pesikta Rabbati,

ed. Friedmann, sec. 20, fol. 96a-98J
;
MS. Oxford,

No. 1466, 14 (Cat. Neubauer)].

1. Moses, our teacher, upon whom may rest peace, said

to Israel :
“ Hear, 0 Israel, you the whole natiou ! I went

up on high, and I saw all the Heavenly rulers. I saw
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the angel Kemuel, the Janitor, who is placed over 12,000

angels of destruction, and who stands at the gates of heaven.

2. I saw further the angel Hadarniel, who is higher by 60

myriads of parasangs than Kemuel, and with every diction

that comes out of his mouth go forth 12,000 flashes of

lightning.

3. I saw further Sandalfon, the prince, greater than

Hadarniel by 500 years’ journey. Of him said Ezekiel

:

“ One wheel upon the earth besides the living Creatures,

for each of the four faces thereof” (Ezek. i. 15).

4. [This is the Sandalfon who weaves crowns for his master.

When this crown appears before the heavenly hosts, they

all shake and tremble and the holy Creatures are struck

dumb, and the holy Seraphim roar like lions, and they

say :
“ Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts, the whole

earth is full of his glory” (Is. vi. 2). And when the

crown approaches the throne the wheels of the throne of

glory move, and the thresholds of brilliancy quake, and

all the heavens are seized with terror. And when

the crown passes on to the throne of glory to its right

place all the heavenly hosts open their mouths, turn

to the Seraphim and say :
“ Blessed be the glory of the

Lord from his place.” They say: “From his place”

(Ezek. iii. 12), because they do not know His actual place.

When the crown comes near to God’s head He accepts it

graciously from His servants. And the heavenly Creatures

and the Seraphim, and the wheels of the throne of glory,

and the heavenly hosts, and the Hashmalim and Cherubim

praise the Creator, acknowledge him as their king, and

exclaim unanimously :
“ The Lord reigneth, the Lord

reigned, the Lord will reign for evermore.”] 1

5. I saw further the fiery river Rigijon, which comes

out before God, from under the throne of glory, and is

formed from the perspiration of the holy Creatures who
support the throne of glory

;
and out of dread of God’s

majesty perspire fire. 2 This river is meant by the saying

1 Talmud B., Hagigah, f. 13b
;
Longfellow

,
Sandalfon.

2 Cf. Pirke de R. Eliezer, ch. 4.
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“ a fiery stream issued and came forth before him
;

thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten thousand

times ten thousand stood before him
;

the judgment was

set and the books were opened ” (Dan. vii. 10). For the

Almighty sits and judges the ministering angels, and after

the judgment they bathe in that river of fire and are

renewed. Afterwards the river flows on and carries with

it fiery coals, and falls on the heads of the sinners in

Hell, as it is said :
“ Behold the tempest of the Lord, even

His fury is gone forth, yea, a whirling tempest
;

it shall

hurst on the head of the wicked ” (Jer. xxiii. 19).
1

6. I saw further the angel Galitzur, surnamed also Raziel,

who stands behind the curtain and listens to all that is

decreed in heaven and proclaims it. This proclamation is

then handed over to the prophet Elijah and he proclaims

it to the world from the Mount Horeb.

7. The wings of Galitzur are spread and keep off the

breath of the holy Creatures, for otherwise all the minister-

ing angels would be burned by the breath of the holy

Creatures.

8. I saw further Michael, the great prince, standing at

the right side of the throne, and Gabriel at the left
;
and

Iefefiyah,
the guardian of the law, standing before it

;
and

Metatron, the angel of the presence, standing at the door

of the palace of God. And he sits and judges all the

heavenly hosts before his master. And God pronounces

judgment and he executes it.

9. I saw then a troop of the terrible angels who surround

the throne of glory, they were more powerful and mightier

than all the other angels. All these whom I saw wished

to scorch me with the breath of their mouths, hut out of

dread of the presence of the Almighty, the king of kings,

they had no power to injure me, for they all were full of

fear and agony and dread before Him.

V. 23 ;
cf. Peter, 8 (H. 23) ;

Paul, 32 ;
V. Mary.
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III. The Revelation of R. Joshua ben Levi. (A.)

Paradise, Hell.

( Orhot Hayim II. Cod. 52, Montefiore College, f. 281 b-282 b
;

Cod. 28, Jews’ College, London, f. 145 b-147 a
;

Jtl/inek,

Beth-hammidrash, II. 48-51
;

with Agadath Bereshit
,

"Warsaw, 1867, fol. 5la-b
;
Kolbo, §120; Zunz, Gottes-

dienstl. Vortraege, p. 141, No. e.)

1. R. Joshua, son of Levi, was a pious man. When the

time approached that he should leave this world, the Lord

said to the angel of death, “ Go and fulfil whatever his

wish may be.” He went to him and said unto him :
“ The

time is nigh when thou shalt leave this world, but now

tell me what thou wishest, that I may fulfil it.” 1

2. As soon as R. Joshua heard this, he said: “I pray thee,

show me my place in Paradise.” He answered and said

:

“ Come and I will show thee it.” R. Joshua answered

and said,
“ Give me thy sword, so that thou shouldst not

frighten me.” And he gave him his sword. So they

went together till they reached the wall of Paradise. There

being outside the wall, the angel of death lifted R. Joshua

from the ground and placed him upon the crest of the

wall, and said unto him :
“ Behold thy place in Paradise.”

3. At that moment R. Joshua jumped down from the wall

and fell into Paradise. The angel of death caught him by
his mantle and said to him, “ Get thee out thence.” But

R. Joshua swore by the name of God that he would not

do so. The angel of death had no power to enter therein.

The ministering angels seeing this, said to the Almighty

:

“ Lord of the Universe, behold what R. Joshua hath done

!

By force hath he taken possession of his portion in Paradise.”

God answered :
“ Go and see if he has ever broken his

oath, then shall this oath of his be likewise void and null.”

They searched and could not find any such case. So they

came and said :

“ He hath never broken his oaths in his

1 Cf. Test. Abraham, ch. 9.
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lifetime.” And God answered :
“ If it be so, let him

remain there.”

4. When the angel of death saw this, he said to It. Joshua :

“ Give me now my sword back.” But It. Joshua did

not fulfil his request till a voice came forth and said :
“ Give

him the knife, for it is of necessity for His creatures.”

5. It. Joshua then said to him :
“ Swear unto me that

thou wilt not show it any more to the creatures at the

moment when thou takest their souls.” [For up to that

time the angel of death used to kill men openly, as one

slaughters animals, and he showed it even to the suckling

in the bosom of their mother.] At that hour he swore

unto him, and It. Joshua returned the knife to him.

6. After that began tbe prophet Elijah to proclaim and

to cry out aloud to the just: “Clear the way for the son

of Levi.”

7. [He went and saw It. Joshua sitting in the compart-

ment of the just, and he asked him: “Art thou the son

of Levi?” And he answered: “Yes.” He asked again:

“Hast thou seen a rainbow in thy lifetime?” Again

It. Joshua answered :
“ Yes.” And he replied :

“ Then if

this is so, thou art not the son of Levi.”—In fact it had

not been the case. Now It. Joshua had not seen a rain-

bow, but he did not wish to boast of it and to ascribe it

to his own merits. He had asked him about the rainbow,

for it is the sign of the covenant between God and the

world
;
and when the rainbow appears then God (remembers)

and pitieth his creatures; but when there liveth a just

man, there is no longer any necessity for a rainbow, as

through his merits the world is saved. As it is said

:

“And the just is the foundation of the world ” (Prov. x. 25).

Therefore did he ask him about the rainbow.]

8. The angel of death went to R. Gamaliel and told him :

“ So and so hath R. Joshua done unto me.” R. G.

answered and said :
“ He served thee right. But now

please go and tell him I request him to search through

heaven and hell their mysteries and to write them down

and send it to me [also if there are idolators in hell].”
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9. The angel went, and R. Joshua answered :

“ I will

do so.”

10. Thereupon R. Joshua went and searched through

Paradise and he found therein seven compartments, 1 each

of twelve myriads of miles in width, and twelve myriads

of miles in length
;

the measure of their width being the

same as that of their length.

11. The first compartment corresponds to the first door of

Paradise. Here dwell the proselytes who had embraced

Judaism of their own free will, not from compulsion. The

walls are of glass and the wainscoting of cedar. As I

tried to measure it the inhabitants rose to prevent me
from doing it. Obadiah the just, who presides over them,

rebuked them and said :
“ What are your merits that this

man should dwell here with you F ” (for they wished to

retain him there). Thereupon they allowed him to

measure it.

12. The second compartment corresponds to the facing of

the door of Paradise. It is built of silver and the wains-

coting thereof of cedar. Here dwell those who repent,

and Manasseh, son of Ezekiah, presides over them. .

13. The third compartment, facing the third door, is

built of silver and gold. Here dwell Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob, and all the Israelites who came out of Egypt,

and the whole generation who had lived in the desert,

and all the kings (princes), with the exception of

Absalom. There is also David, and Solomon, and Kilab,

son of David, still alive, and all the kings of the house

of Judah, with the exception of Manasseh, who presides

over those who repent. Over these here preside Moses

and Aaron. Here are the precious vessels of silver and

gold, and jewels, and canopies, and beds, and thrones,

and lamps of gold, and precious stones and pearls. And
I asked: “For whom are all these prepared?” And
David answered and said :

“ They are for those who still

dwell in the world whence thou cornest.” And I asked :

1 Cf. Midrash Ednen in Arze Lebanon
,

Venice, 1601, f. 3a-b
;

Talkut
Reubeni, Amsterdam, 1700, f. 13d-14a

.
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“ Is here perhaps one also from the Gentiles, at least

from my brother Esau ?
” And he answered and said

:

“ No
;

because the Almighty gives the reward of ever}'

good deed they do in their lifetime in that world, but

after death they go down to Hell
;
whilst the sinners in

Israel get their punishment in their lifetime in that

world, but after death they obtain the merit of their

good deed here.” As it is said :
“ And he payeth.” 1

14. The fourth compartment, facing the fourth door of

Paradise, is beautifully built, like to the first compartment,

but its wainscoting is of olive-wood. Here dwell the per-

fect, and faithful, and just men. Why is the wainscoting

of olive-wood ? Because their life has been bitter to them

as olives.

15. The fifth compartment is of silver, and gold, and

refined gold, and of crystal, and bdellium; and through its

midst flows the river Gihon. The walls are of silver and

gold, and a perfume breathes through it more exquisite than

the perfume of Lebanon. And beds of silver and gold are

there prepared, covered with violet and purple covers, woven

by Eve, and mixed with scarlet and made of hair of goats,

woven by angels. Here dwell the Messiah and Elijah in

a palanquin of the wood of Lebanon
;

the pillars thereof

of silver, the bottom thereof of gold, the seat of it of

purple. Herein lieth the Messiah, the son of David, who

is the love of the daughters of Jerusalem, the midst thereof

is love. The prophet Elijah takes the head of the Messiah

and places it in his bosom and says to him :
“ Be quiet

and wait, for the end draweth nigh.” On every Monday

and Thursday and Saturday and Holiday the Patriarchs

come to him and the fathers of the Tribes and Moses and

Aaron and David and Solomon and every king of Israel

and of the house of Judah, and they weep with him and

comfort him, and say unto him :
“ Be quiet and wait and

rely upon thy Creator, for the end draweth nigh.” Also

Korah and his company and Dathan and Abiram and

1 Cf. Othioth de R. Akiba (Jelliuek l.c. p. 23).
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Absalom come to him on every Wednesday, and ask him :

“ When will the end of our misery come ? When wilt

thou reveal thyself ? ”

16. He answereth them and says :
“ Go to your fathers

and ask them.” And when they hear of their fathers they

feel ashamed and do not ask any further.

17. When I came to the Messiah he asked me :
“ What is

Israel doing in the world from which thou comest ? ” And
I answered and said: “Every day they await Thee.” He
immediately raised His voice and wept.

18. In the sixth compartment dwell those who died

through performing a pious act.

19. In the seventh compartment dwell those who died

from illnesses caused through the sins of Israel.

20 R. Joshua, son of Levi, tells further :
“ I asked

the Messiah to allow me to look into Hell, but he did

not allow me, as the righteous should never behold Hell.”

So I sent to the angel called Komm that he might describe

Hell for me. But it was impossible, for at that moment
R. Ismael, the high priest, and R Simeon, son of Gamaliel,

and ten just men were killed, and the news reached us, so

I could not go with the angel. I went afterwards with

the angel Kipod and the light went with me up to the

gates of Hell, and the Messiah came with me, and they

were open. The sinners who were there saw the light

of the Messiah, and rejoiced, and said to one another :

“ This will bring us out from here.” 1

21. I saw compartments of ten miles length and of five

width, full of pits of fire, and these consume the sinners,

and after their destruction they are again made whole

and fall again into the fire. In that compartment are

ten nations from the Gentiles, and Absalom presides over

them. These nations say one to another: “Our sin is

that we have not accepted the Law
; but what is your

sin?” And the other answers: “That is also our sin,

we are like you.” They say then to Absalom :

“ "Why

1 Er. Nicodem.

j.r. v.s. 1893. 39
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art thou punished, seeing that thou as well as thy parents

hast accepted the Law?” And he answers them and says:

“ Because I did not hearken to the commandments of my
father.” Angels stand close by and with their staves

drive them back into the fire and burn them. Then

they hurry to Absalom to beat him also, and to burn

him
;
but a voice calls out to them :

“ Do not beat him

and do not burn him, for he is from the seed of Israel,

who said ‘ We will do and hearken,’ and he is the son

of my servant David.” So they leave him upon his seat

and honour him with the honour of a king. They bring

out afterwards the sinners from the fire just as if they

had not been burnt and the fire had never touched them
;

and they burn them again. This they repeat seven times,

three times at day and four times at night. Absalom

alone is saved because he is the son of David.

22. After having seen this I returned to Paradise, wrote

description of Hell and sent it to R. Gamaliel and the

ten elders of the Jews, and I told them all what I had

seen in Paradise and Hell.

IT. The Revelation of R. Joshua Ben Levi. (B.)

Paradise.

(
Jellinek

,
Beth-hammidrash II. p. 52-53; Yalkut I. §20,

f. 7a
;

Elia ha- Cohen : Shebet Milssar, Constantinople,

720, ch. 25, f. 80-81“.)

1. R. Joshua, son of Levi, tells : “Paradise has two gates

of carbuncle, and sixty myriads of ministering angels keep

watch over them. Each of these angels shine with the

lustre of the heavens. When the just man approaches

them they divest him of the clothes in which he had

been buried and clothe him with eight clothes, woven out

of clouds of glory, and place upon his head two crowns,

one of precious stones and pearls and the other of gold, 1

1 Cf. Ascensio Isaiae, viii. 14, is. 9, 24.
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and they place eight mjrrtles in his hand and praise him

and say to him :
“ Go and eat thy bread with joy.” And

they lead him to a place full of rivers (waters) surrounded

by roses and myrtles. Each one has a canopy according

to his merits, as it is said :

“ For over all the glory shall

be spread a canopy” (Is. iv. 5).

2. And through it flow four rivers, one of oil, the other

of balsam, the third of wine, and the fourth of honey.

Every canopy is overgrown by a vine of gold, and thirty

pearls hang down from it, each of them shining like the

morning star. In every canopy there is a table of precious

stones and pearls, and sixty angels stand at the head of

every just man, saying unto him: “Go and eat with joy

of the honey, for thou hast worked assiduously in the

Law,” of which it is said :
“ And it is sweeter than

honey,” and drink of the wine preserved from the six

days of Creation, for thou hast worked in the Law which

is compared with the wine,” as it is said :
“ I would cause

thee to drink of spiced wine” (Song viii. 2). The least

fair of them is beautiful as Joseph and Johanan and the

grains of the pomegranate upon which fall the rays of the

sun. There is no night, as it is said :
“ And the light of

the righteous is as the shining light” (Prov. iv. 18).

3. And they undergo three transformations passing

through three wards. In the first ward the just is

changed into a child, and he enters the compartment of

children and tastes the joys of childhood. In the second

ward he is changed into a youth, there he enjoys the

delights of youth. In the third ward he is changed into

an old man, he enters the compartment of the old and

enjoys the pleasures of mature age. 1

4. In Paradise there are eighty myriads of trees in every

corner; the meanest among them choicer than a garden

of spices. In every corner there are sixty myriads of angels

singing with sweet voices, and the tree of life stands in

the middle and over-shadoweth the whole Paradise
;
and

1 Paul, ch. 22, 23, 45; Peter, ch. 5 (H. 19-20).
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it has 500 tastes, each different from the others, and the

perfumes thereof vary likewise. 1 Over it hang seven clouds

of glory, and the winds blow from all the four corners and

waft its many odours from one end of the world to the

other. Underneath sit the scholars and explain the Law.

These have each two canopies, one of stars and the other of

sun and moon, and clouds of glory separate one from the other.

5. Within this is the Eden containing 310 worlds, as it

is said :
“ That I may cause those that love me to inherit

Substance” (Prov. viii. 21) [the numerical value of the

Hebrew word for Substance is equivalent to 310]. 2

6. Here are the seven compartments of the just. In the

first are the martyrs, as, for instance, R. Akiba and his

companions. In the second, those who were drowned. In

the third, R. Johanan and his disciples. [Iu what consisted

his great merit ? He said :
“ If all the skies were skins and

all men scribes and all the forests pens, these scribes would

not be able to write down all that I have learned from my
teachers, and still am I no more than a dog liking the sea.”]

The fourth group is of those who were covered by the cloud

of glory. The fifth group is that of the penitents [for the

place occupied by a penitent not even a perfectly just man
can occupy]. The sixth group is that of children who have

not yet tasted sin in their lives. 3 The seventh group is that

of the poor, who, notwithstanding that, studied the Law
and the Talmud, and had acquired moral life. Of these

speaks the verse :
“ For all that put their trust in Thee

rejoice, and they shout for ever for joy” (Ps. v. 11). And
God Almighty sitteth in their midst, and expounds to them

the Law, as it is said :

“ Mine eyes shall he upon the faithful

of the land, that they may dwell with me ” (Ps. xci. 6).

And God hath not jrnt fully unveiled the glory which

awaiteth them in the world to come, as it is said :
“ The eye

hath not seen, 0 God, beside Thee, that which Thou workest

for him that waiteth for Him” (Isaiah lxiv. 4). Amen.

1 Peter, ch. 6 (II. 16-16).
2 Cf. Yalkut Reubeni, f. 14 a-b

.

3 Cf. l’aul, ch. ‘26.
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Y.

Bell.

(Orhot Hayim, Yol. II. Cod. 52, Montefiore College,

Ramsgate, f. 279a-b (=§$1-18). Elia de Vidas:

Reshit Ilochma, Constantinople, 1736, f. 40 a-b
(
=

§§ 1-9, 19-21)
;

cf. ibid. f. 405, 4lrr. Jellinek, Beth-

hammidrasch Y. 50-51
(= §§ 10-18).)

1. R. Johanan began his homily with the verse “Passing

through the valley of weeping they make it a valley of

springs.” This means to say that the sinner confesses,

just as the leprous confesses, and he says: “I have com-

mitted such and sucb a transgression in that place, on that

day, in the presence of so-and-so, in that society.”

2. Hell has three gates : one at the sea, the other in

the wilderness, and the third in the inhabited part of the

world. That at the sea is alluded to in Jonah (ii. 3)

:

“Out of the belly of Sheol cried I, and thou heardest mv
voice.” That of the wilderness is alluded to (Numbers

xvi. 33). “ So they and all that appertained to them,

went down alive unto Sheol.” And that in the inhabited

portion of the world (Isaiah xxxi. 9) “ Saitk the Lord,

whose fire is in Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem.”

3. Nine different kind of fires are in Hell, one devours

and absorbs, another absorbs and does not devour, while

another again neither devours nor absorbs. There is

further fire devouring fire. There are coals big as moun-

tains and coals big as hills, and coals huge like unto the

Dead Sea and coals like huge stones.

4. There are rivers of pitch and sulphur flowing and

fuming and seething.

5. The punishment of the sinner is thus : The angels of

destruction throw him to the flame of hell
;

this opens

its mouth wide and swallows him [as it is said :
“ There-

fore Sheol hath enlarged her desire and opened her
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mouth without measure and their glory and their multi-

tude and their pomp and he that rejoices among them

descends into it ” (Isaiah v. 14.)] This all happens to him

who has not done one single pious act which would make
the balance incline towards mercy

;
whilst that man who

possesses many virtues and good actions and learning and

who has suffered much he is saved from hell [as it is

said : “Yea though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil for thou art with

me
;

thy rod and thy staff shall comfort me ” (Ps. xxiii.

4). “Thy rod” means the suffering and “thy staff”

means the law 1
].

6. R. Johanan began: “The eyes of the wicked shall

fail and refuge is perished from them and their hope

shall be the giving up of the ghost ” (Job ii. 20). That

means : a body which is never destroyed and whose soul

enters a fire which is never extinguished
;

of these speaks

the verse : “For their worm shall not die neither shall

their fire be quenched ” (Isaiah lxvi. 24).

7. R. Joshua, son of Levi, said : Once upon a time I was

walking on my way when I met the prophet Elijah. He
said to me: “Would you like to be brought to the gate

of hell ? ” I answered :
“ Yes !

” So he showed me men
hanging by their hair

;
and he said to him, these were

they that let their hair grow to adorn themselves for sin.

Others were hanging by their eyes
;

these were they that

followed their eyes to sin, and did not place God before

their face. Others were hanging by their noses
;
these were

they that perfumed themselves to sin. Others were hanging

by their tongues; these were they that had slandered. Others

were hanging by their hands
;

these were they that had

stolen and robbed. Others were hanging by their sexual

organs; these were they that had committed adultery. Others

were hanging by their feet
;
these were they that had run

to sin. He showed me women hanging by their breasts
;

these were they that uncovered their breasts before men,

1 Cf. Test. Abraham, ch. 12-14.
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to make them sin. He showed me further men that were

fed on fiery coals
;

these were they that blasphemed.

Others were forced to eat bitter gall ; these were they

that ate on fast-days. He showed me further men eating

fine sand, they are forced to eat it and their teeth are

broken
;
and the Almighty says to them :

“ 0 ye sinners

!

when you used to eat that which you stole and robbed

it was sweet in your mouth now you are not able to eat

even this.” [As it is said :
“ Thou hast broken the teeth

of the wicked ” (Ps iii. 8).] And he showed me men
wallowing in the mire and worms were set upon them

;

these are they of whom it is said :
“ For their worm shall

not die, neither shall their fire be quenched
;
and they

shall be an abhorring unto all flesh ” (Is. lxvi. 24). He
showed me further men who are thrown from fire to snow

and from snow to fire
;

these were they that abused the

poor who came to them for assistance
;

therefore are they

thus punished [as it is said :
“ Thou hast caused men to

ride over our heads
;
we went through fire and through

water ” (Ps. lxvi. 12)]. He showed me others who were

driven from mountain to mountain, as a shepherd leads

the flock from one mountain to another. [Of these

speaks the verse :
“ They are appointed as a flock for

Sheol. Death shall be their shepherd and the upright

shall have the dominion over them in the morning, and

their form shall be for Sheol to consume that there be no

habitation for it ” (Ps. xlix. 15).]
1

8. R. Johanan said: “For every sin there is an angel

appointed to obtain the expiation thereof; one comes first

and obtains his expiation, then follows another and so on

until all the sins are expiated, as with a debtor who has

many creditors and they come before the king and claim

their debts, and the king delivers him to them and says

:

“ Take him and divide him between yourself.” So also is

the soul delivered in hell to cruel angels, and they divide

it among themselves.

1 I. 34-49.
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9. Three descend to hell for ever and do not ascend any

more—the man who commits adultery, who blames his

neighbour in public, and who is guilty of perjury. Others

say: “Those who honour themselves by slandering their

neighbours, those who make intrigues between man and

wife in order to create disputes among them.’'

10. Seven descend to Hell: the judge, the butcher, the

scribe, the physician, the barber and the teacher of very

young children. These, if they have fulfilled their mission

conscientiously for the sake of heaven, ascend afterwards

again. Three, however, descend never to ascend : the man
who blames his neighbour in public, the man who slanders

his neighbour, and the man who commits adultery.

11. Hell has seven names: Sheol, Abadon, Beer Shaon,

Beer Shahat, Hatzar Maveth, Beer Tahtiyah, and Tit

Hayaven. 1 The length of Sheol is a three years’ journey,

and so are its width and height. Similarly are the others

also. Hell is thus a 2100 years’ journey. If a man
deserves punishment he is handed over to the angels of

destruction. These seize him and lead him to the court

of death, darkness and gloom, [as it is said :
“ Let their

way be dark and slippery ” (Ps. xxxv. 6)]. But this is

not all, for they thrust him into Hell, [as it is said :
“ And

the angel of the Lord pursuing them” (Ps. xxxv. 6)].

12. When a man dies and is carried along upon his bier

ministering angels walk before him and people walk behind

the bier following him. If they say :
“ Happy the man,

for he was good and praiseworthy in his lifetime
;
” the

angels say unto him: “Write it down,” and he writes it

down. 2 And this is not all, but two angels watch over the

man at the moment of his death, and they know whether

he has stolen or robbed during his lifetime
;
for even the

6tones and the beams of his house witness against him

;

[as it is said: “For the stones shall cry out of the wall

and the beam out of the timber shall answer it ” (Ilabak.

ii. II)]. 3

1 VII. 2.
2 Cf. Macarius, 10-11.
3 Macarius, 12-16.
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13. When a man dies he is brought before Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob. They say unto him: “My son! what

hast thou done in that world from which thou comest ? ”

When he answereth :
“ I have bought fields and vineyards,

and I have tilled them all mv life.” They answer :
“ O

fool, that thou hast been ! Hast thou not learned the

words of King David, who said :
‘ The earth is the Lord’s

and the fulness thereof’ (Ps. xxiv. 1).” Angels then

take him away and bring another man before them, and

they’ ask him in likewise. If he answereth: “I gathered

gold and silver,” they retort :
“ Fool that thou art !

”

Hast thou not read in the books of the prophets :
“ The

silver is mine and the gold is mine, saith the Lord of hosts
”

(Haggai ii. 8).

14. When scholars are brought before themj they say

:

“My son! What hast thou done in the world from which

thou comest ? ” He answers :
“ I have devoted my life to

the study of the law.” And the patriarchs answer: “He
entereth into peace

;
they rest in their beds, each one

that walketh in his uprightness ” (Is. lvii. 2). And the

Almighty receives them with grace.

15. There are five kinds of punishment in Hell, and Isaiah

saw them all. He entered the first compartment and saw

there two men carrying pails full of water on their shoulders,

and they pour that water into a pit which, however, never

fills. Isaiah said to God :
“ 0 thou who unveilest all that

is hidden, unveil to me the secret of this !
” And the

Spirit of the Lord answered :

“ These are the men who

coveted the property of their neighbours, and thus is their

punishment.” 1

16. He entered the second compartment and he saw two

men hanging by their tongues, and he said :
“ 0 thou, who

unveilest the hidden, reveal to me the secret of this !

”

He answered :
“ These are the men who slandered, therefore

they are thus punished !

” 2

17. He entered the third compartment and he saw there

1 Cf. I. 36.
2 I. 38, 41.
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men hanging by the sexual organs. He said :
“ 0 thou

who unveilest the hidden, reveal to me the secret of this !

”

And He answered :
“ These are the men who neglectedO

their own wives and committed adultery with the daughters

of Israel !

” 1

18. He entered the fourth compartment and saw there

women hanging by their breasts, and he said :
“ 0 thou

who unveilest the hidden, reveal to me the secret of these !

”

And He answered :
“ These are the women who uncover

their hair and rend their veil, and sit in the open market

place to suckle their children in order to attract the gaze

of men and to make them sin
; therefore they are punished

thus!” 2

19. He entered the fifth compartment and found it full

of smoke. There were all the princes, chiefs, and great

men, and Pharaoh, the wicked, presides over them and

watches at the gate of hell, and he saith unto them

:

“ Why did you not learn from me when I was in Egypt?”

So he sits there still and watches at the gates of hell.

20. On the eve of the Sabbath the sinners are led to

two mountains of snow, where they are left until the end

of the Sabbath, when they are taken back from there and

brought again to their former places. An angel comes

and thrusts them back to their former place in hell. 3 Some

of them take, however, snow and hide it in their secret

parts to cool them during the six days of the week, but

the Almighty says unto them: “Woe unto you who steal

even in hell ! ” [As it is said :
“ Draught and heat consume

the snow waters, in Sheol they sin.” That means to say

:

“They sin even in Sheol.”]

21. Every twelvemonth the sinners are burned to ashes

and the wind disperses them and carries those ashes under

the feet of the just [as it is said :
“ And ye shall tread down

the wicked, for they shall be ashes under the sole of your

feet” (Malachi iii. 29)].

> I. 36.
J I. 38.

» I. 48.
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22. Afterwards the soul is returned to them aud they come

out black as the blackness of a pot, and they acknowledge

the justice of their punishment and say :
“ Thou hast rightly

sentenced us and rightly judged us. With Thee is right-

eousness and with us shame, as it is with us to-day.” 1

23. The other nations, however, and the idolators are

punished in the seven compartments of hell, in each com-

partment for a twelvemonth. And the river Dinor floweth

from beneath the throne of glory and fulleth over the

heads of the sinners, and it floweth from one end of the

world to the other. 2

24. There are seven compartments in hell, and in each of

them are 6000 rooms, in each room 6000 windows, in each

window (recess) there are 6000 vessels filled with venom, all

destined for slanderous writers and iniquitous judges. [It

is to that, that Solomon alludes when he says: “And thou

mourn at thy latter end when thy flesh and thy body are

consumed” (Prov. v. 2).]
3 None of these will be saved

unless they acquire learning and pious deeds. But at the

end the Almighty will have pity on all his creatures, as it is

said: “For I will not contend for ever, neither will I be

always wroth, for the spirit shall pass before Me and the

souls which I have made” (Is. lvii. 16).

VI.

Hell.

(
Nachmanides

,
Shaar ha-gemul, Ed. Warsaw, 1878, p. 10 (

=
§§ 2-7) ;

cf. Orhot Hayim, II. f. 282b-283a
;
Hidrash

Konen, l.c. f. 4a
).

1. R. Joshua, son of Levi, says: “When I measured the first

compartment of Hell, I found it to be 100 miles long and

50 miles wide. Therein are pits with lions
;

all fall into

1 Paul, i. 8.

- Cf. II. 5. Test, of Isaac, James and Barnes, Test, of Abraham, p. 147.
3 I. 42, VII. 4.
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those pits and are devoured by the lions, and the bones

are thrown into burning fire.
1 I entered the second com-

partment and found it of the same size as the first. 2

2. In the second compartment, in the second division, there

are ten nations, and their punishment is like unto that

of the first compartment. Doeg presides over them and

the angel who punishes them is Lahatiel
;

but Doeg is

freed from chastisement because he is a descendant from

those who said: “We will do and hearken” (Israel).

3. In the third compartment there are other ten nations,

their punishment is the same. The angel who punishes

them is Shaftiel. Korah who presides over them and his

companions are free from punishment, for they also said :

“We will do and hearken.’.’

4. In the fourth compartment the punishment is the

same. There are also ten nations and Jeroboam presides

over them. The angel who punishes them is Maktiel

(Matniel). Jeroboam, however, has immunity for he him-

self had studied the Law, and he cometh from those who

had said: “We will do and hearken.”

5. In the fifth compartment the punishment is the same.

Ahab presides over them. The angel who punishes them

is Hutriel (Oniel). Ahab has immunity because he is one

of the children of Israel who said on Mount Sinai :
“ We

will do and hearken.”

6. In the sixth compartment the punishment is the same.

Micha presides over them. The angel who punishes them

is Pusiel (Hadriel). Micha is free from chastisement for

he is from those who said on Mount Sinai: “We will do

and hearken.”

7. In the seventh compartment the punishment is the

same. Elisha ben Abuya presides over them. The angel

who punishes them is JJalkiel (Rugziel). Elisha, however,

has immunity for he is a descendant from those who said

on Mount Sinai: “We will do and hearken.” This is

the punishment of the tens of thousand who are in each

1 Cf. Test, of Isaac ;
James and Barnes, Test of Abraham, p. 147.

2 Hero follows in the text of Orhot Iluyim, III. 21.
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compartment, and they do not see each other, for it is

dark, and this darkness is that deep darkness which existed

before the world was created. 1

VII.

Sell.

[Baraita de Massechet Gehinom : in Sesed le-Abraham of Abr.

Azulai in : Yalkut-ha-roim, Warsaw, 1858, f. 85, sqq.

Cf. Midrash Konen, l.c. f. 3 b-4a
. Shebet Mussar, ch.

26, f. 84a
.)

1. We read in the Baraita of the Creation: “Beneath the

earth is the (abyss) Tehom under Tehom is Bohn, under

Bobu is Yam, under Yam is Mayim, under Mayim is Arka,

and there is, Sheol, Abadon, Beer Shahat, Tit-hayaven,

Shaare Mavet, Shaare Tzalmavet, and Gehinom. Here are

the sinners and the angels of destruction presiding over

them. There is darkness thick as the wall of a city, and

there the heavy and bitter punishments of the sinners are

enacted, as it is said :
* The wicked shall be put to silence in

darkness’ (1 Sam. ii. 9).”

2. The uppermost compartment is Sheol. The height

thereof is 300 years’ journey; the width 300 years’ journey;

and its length 300 years’ journey. The second compartment

is Beer Shahat, of the same height, width, and length.

The third is Tit-Hayaven of equal size. The fourth is

Shaare Mavet of the same size. The fifth Abadon of the

same size. The sixth Shaare Tzalmavet of the same size.

The seventh Gehinom of the same size. That makes alto-

gether the length of hell 6300 years’ journey.” 2 We read

further : the fire of Gehinom is one-sixtieth of the fire

of Shaare Tzalmavet, and so of every consecutive compart-

ment till the fire of Sheol, and in Sheol is half fire and

1 Peter, ch. 6 (H. 21) ;
Macarius, 19

;
Yirg. Mary.

2 V. 11.
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half hail (ice), and the sinners therein when they come out

from the fire are tortured by the hail (ice), and when they

come out from the hail (ice) the fire burns them, and the

angels who preside over them keep their souls within their

bodies [as it is said, “ for their worm shall not die, neither

shall their fire be quenched ”
(Isaiah lxvi. 24)].

3. We read further, “ God created seven hells, in each

hell are seven compartments, in each compartment there are

seven rivers of fire and seven of hail (ice), the width

of each is 100 cubits, its depth 1000 cubits, and its length

300 cubits, and they flow one after the other, and all the

sinners pass through them and are burned, but the 40,000

angels of destruction who preside over them revive them

and raise them on their feet and announce to them their

deeds which were evil, and their ways which were crooked,”

and they say to them, “ Pass now through the rivers of

fire and hail and snow, just as you passed over and trans-

gressed the law and the commandments which were given

unto you on Mount Sinai, for you feared not the fire of

hell and the punishment of Abadon. Now render account

of your deeds !

”

4. There are besides in every compartment 7000 holes

(crevices), in every hole there are 7000 scorpions. Every

scorpion has 300 slits (cavities), in every slit 70,000 pouches

of venom, from these flow six rivers of deadly poison.

When a man touches it he immediately bursts, every limb

is torn from him, his bod}’’ is cleft asunder, and he falls

dead upon his face. The angels of destruction collect his

limbs and set them, and revive the man and place him

upon his feet and take their revenge upon him anew. 1

1 I. 42, V. 24.
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VIII.

Paradise.

(In Jfassechet Atziluth, ed. Warsaw, 1876, f. 54 a-b

;

Siddur

Antram

,

Warsaw, 1865, I. f. l‘2 b-13“).

R. Ismael tells :
“ Sagansagel addressed me and said

to me :
' My beloved ! sit in my bosom and I will tell

thee what will happen to Israel.’ So I sat in his bosom

and he looked at me and wept
;
and tears flowed from his

eves and dropped on mv face. And I said :
* Glorious

heavenly light! Why dost thou weep?’ And he answered:

* Come and I will show unto thee what is awaiting my
holy people Israel.’ He took me and brought me into

the innermost place, to the treasure-house of treasures and

he took down the books and showed me the decrees of

many misfortunes written therein. I asked him: ‘For

whom are these destined?’ And he answered: ‘For

Israel !
’ Again I asked :

‘ Will they be able to endure

them ? ’ And he answered :
* Come to-morrow and I will

show thee more calamities still.’ The next day he showed

me still more calamities, for some it being decreed to die

by the sword, for others to die of hunger, others again

destined for slavery. And I said :
* 0 glorious heavenly

lio-ht ! have they indeed sinned so heavily ? ’ He
anwered :

* Every day new calamities are decreed, but

when Israel gathers in his prayer-house and repeats :

“ May His exalted name be praised ” we retain those

calamities and do not let them come out from these

rooms.’ When I left him I heard a voice speaking in

Aramaic and saying :
‘ The holy temple is destined to be

ruined and the temple to be a burning light, and the

kingly palace delivered over to the owls and the young

to slavery, and the princes to death and the pure altar

to be profaned, and the table for the shewbread will be

carried off by enemies, and Jerusalem will be a desert,

and the land of Israel a desolation.’ When I heard these
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words I was terrified and trembled and I fell down.

Then came the angel Hadarniel and breathed into me a

new soul and lifted me upon my feet and said to me

:

* My beloved ! what bath happened unto thee ? ’ And
I answered :

‘ 0 glorious heavenly light ! is there indeed

no salvation for Israel ? ’ And he answered and said :

‘Come and I will show thee the treasures of comfort and

help stored up for Israel.’ He brought me up and I

saw groups of angels weaving raiments of salvation and

making crowns of life and fixing in them precious stones

and pearls, and anointing them with all kinds of spices

and delights. 1 I asked: ‘For whom are these all destined?’

He answered: ‘For David, king of Israel.’ And I said:

‘Show me the glory of David.’ And he said: ‘Wait

three hours until David will come hither in his glory.’

So he took me and placed me in his bosom, and he asked

me :
‘ What dost thou see ? ’ I answered :

‘ I see seven

lightnings running into one another.’ He said: ‘Shut

thine eyes that thou mayest not be dazzled by the light

which precedes King David.’ At that moment the wheels

and Ophanim and holy Creatures and the treasures of

rain and snow, and the clouds of glory and the planets

and the ministering angels moved and shook and said

:

‘The heavens declare the glory of God’ (Ps. xix. 1). I

heard then a loud voice proceeding from Eden crying :

‘ The Lord reigneth for ever and ever,’ and lo ! David

was in front and all the kings of his house after him,

each one with his crown upon his head
;

but the crown

of David surpassed them all, its lustre shineth from one

end of the world unto the other. And David went up to

the heavenly Temple, where a throne of fire stood ready

for him, whose height is of 40 parasangs, its length and

its width double the same. When David took his seat

upon the throne prepared for him, facing that of his

Creator, all the kings of Judah ranged themselves before

him, and the kings of Israel stood behind him. Then he

1 IV. 1.
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began to utter hymns and praises, such as no human ear

has heard .
1 And when he said :

* The Lord will reign for

ever and ever.’ Metraton and his company responded

:

‘ Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts,’ and the holy

Creatured praised and said :
‘ Blessed be the glory of the

Lord in its place.’ The heavens say :
* The Lord will reign

for ever and ever.’ The earth says :
‘ The Lord hath

reigned, does reign, and will reign for ever,’ and all the

kings respond and say: ‘And the Lord will be king over

the whole earth.’
”

1 Paul, ch. 29.

j.r.a.s. 1893 .
40
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l.

Sir,—I have read with much interest Surgeon-Hajor

Oldham’s paper, in our January number, on the Saraswatl.

The subject has been long one of interest to me
;
and I am

glad to find my own conclusions on the subject borne out

by his article. This, however, is not exhaustive. The

contributions of various writers to our knowledge of such

subjects are so scattered that scarce one man can know
where to find them all. Yery conclusive evidence on this

subject was contributed to the “ Imperial Gazetteer ” by

a writer whose name does not appear.

In ignorance of his work I published similar arguments

and conclusions in the Bombay Natural History Society’s

Journal, some years later, and claimed them as my own

(in private), until I came upon his article.

I have neither work in my camp to quote, but the pith

of both arguments was as follows :

All bodies (including bodies of water) moving in the

Northern Hemisphere at an angle to the Equator bear to

the right, and conversely in the Southern Hemisphere to

the left. Amongst others, rivers flowing through soil soft

enough for erosion bear on their right banks.

This process would account for the Saraswatl working

out of its own old eastern bed, and at last falling into that

abandoned (for the same reason) by the Satlaj, as shown

by Hr. Oldham.
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But the zoology of the “five Rivers” furnishes a clinch-

ing proof. These now contain cetacean mammal, a highly

aquatic reptile and a Cyprinoid fish, which belong to the

Gangetic fauna, and not to that of any river that seeks

the sea in the Peninsular Provinces of Bombay. They

are the Gangetic porpoise
(
Platahista ), the long-snouted

fish-eating crocodile (
Gairalis), and the Rohu fish

(Lnbco

Rohita). And this fact, when added to Dr. Oldham’s

historical and geographical evidence, renders it almost

impossible to doubt that the Saraswatl did really once

communicate with the Gangetic system
;

and that it was

the river’s desertion of its old bed, and invasion of the

Indus region, that brought into the waters of the latter

three essentially Gangetic animals.

W. F. Sinclair, Bombay C.S.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. The Chronology of the later Andhrabhrityas.

By C. Mabel Duff.

Sir,—In an article in the “ Indian Antiquary,” vol. xsi.

p. 204, M. Senart has reconstructed the chronology of five

of the later Andhra kings, on the strength of data drawn

from the numismatic discoveries of Pandit Bhagwanlal

Indraji.

It is known from Rudradaman’s inscription at Girnar

that he was contemporary with one of the Satakarni, and M.
Senart, following Dr. Biihler (Ind. Ant. xii. p. 272) and

Pandit Bhagwanlal (Antiquarian Remains at Sopara and

Padana), identifies this Satakarni with Chaturapana Vasishti-

putra II., or his son Sri Yajna Gautamiputra II., but the

arguments for this identification rest on somewhat slender

evidence.
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One point brought forward in favour of it is the fact

that an inscription at Kanheri of Vasishtiputra II. states

that his wife was the daughter of a Mahakshatrapa, whose

name apparently began with “ Ru.” The identification of

this “ Ru ” with Rudradaman becomes the more plausible

since an interpretation of the passage in the Girnar in-

scription inferring to Satakarni represents Rudradaman as

having spared the Andhra king on account of his relation-

ship to himself. If these points could be established, they

would certainly go far towards determining the chronological

relations of the Andhras and the Western Kshatrapas.

Unfortunately all we can say of them at present is that

they are probable
;
we have no proof of their certainty.

In the first place, as Dr. Buhler remarks (Ind. Ant.

xii. 272 ff), the “Ru” referred to in the Kanheri in-

scriptions need not necessarily be Rudradaman, as there

may have been other Kshatrapas of that name. The fact

of his being a Mahakshatrapa is perhaps a point in favour

of the identification, but, on the other hand, there is no

proof that the name Karddamakaraja, also borne by the

individual in the inscription, was one of Rudradaman’s.

Further, the interpretation of the passage in the Girnar

inscription, which gives so much likelihood to the inferences

drawn from that at Kanheri, must be accepted with re-

servation. Professor Bhandarkar (“ Early History of the

Dekkan ”) puts an entirely different construction upon it,

so that if we accept his translation the identification of

the “ Ru ” of the Kanheri Cave with Rudradaman loses

some of its plausibility.

Perhaps the strongest evidence for establishing the

synchronism between Rudradaman and one or other of

the above-named Andhrabhrityas, is drawn from numis-

matic and palmographic sources, for the letters in the

Girnar inscriptions are, as Dr. Buhler says, the exact

counterpart of those in Yasishtiputra’s inscription at

Kanheri
;
while coins of Gautamiputra II. found at Soparii,

so closely resemble those of Rudradaman, as to suggest

the inference that they were copied from them. This
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evidence, however, scarcely proves more than the close

proximity of these kings in point of time
;

it does not

preclude the possibility of one of their predecessors being

the Satakarni alluded to by the Kshatrapa king.

Even if, with M. Senart, we consider the agreement of

these data sufficiently strong to justify us in drawing

chronological conclusions from them, there is a point he

has lost sight of in the argument by which he proves

Chaturapana to be the Satakarni of the Girnar inscription.

His list of the Andhras, beginning with Gautamiputra I.,

the contemporary of Nahapana, is as follows

:

Gautamiputra I. reigned 24 years. a.d 113-137

Vasishtiputra I. Pulumayi 24 years. 137-161

Madhariputra 8 years 161-169

Chaturapana Vasishtiputra II. 13 years. 169-182

Yajua Sri Gautamiputra II. 182

It is true that these dates would allow of our making

Chaturapaua and Rudradaman contemporaries if we were

sure of three things : 1st, that Rudradaman reigned until

a.d. 175; 2nd, that he conquered the Andhra king between

a.d. 169 and 175 ;
and 3rd, that he cut the inscription at

Girnar at the very end of his reign. I think it can be

shown, however, that we are very far from being able to

prove these points satisfactorily.

The date formerly assigned to Rudradaman by Pandit

Bhagwanlal was a.d. 148—178. As long as Rudrasiiiiha

was his only known successor, with the date a.d. 181, this

as an approximate attempt at fixing the limits of his reign

answered well enough. But the case is altered now that

we know from the Pandit’s numismatic discoveries with

regard to the Kshatrapas (J.R.A.S. 1890, p. 639), that

two rulers intervened between him and Rudrasiiiiha, the

second having the known date a.d. 178. Even with the

knowledge that both reigns were short, it is necessary, in

order to make room for them, to cut down that of

Rudradaman by at least three years, and it is more than
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probable that its later limit was nearer a.d. 170 than a.d.

175.

Even if, for argument’s sake, we accept the later date

to prove our point, we must suppose that the Girnar inscrip-

tion was cut about that year and just after Rudradaman’s

conquest of the Andhra king, yet there is no evidence

in the inscription—our only source of information on the

subject—to warrant such an assumption. On the other

hand, if Rudradaman’s reign ended, as seems probable,

about a.d. 170, it is hardly possible that he could have

twice conquered the Andhra king in the brief space of

one year, which he must have done if M. Senart’s dates

(a.d. 169-182) for Chaturapana are accepted.

But there is another way in which the synchronism between

Chaturapana and Rudradaman might be established with-

out throwing too much weight on arguments founded on

insufficient evidence. Pandit Bhagwanlal’s list of these

Andhra kings, based on his own numismatic discoveries,

helps us out of the difficulty involved by the acceptance

of M. Senart’s list. He places Chaturapana after Pulumayi,

and he infers, from his bearing the name Yasishtiputra,

that he was Pulumavi’s brother and successor. Next, he

places Madhariputra, and last Gautamiputra, II., the son

of Chaturapana.

Dr. Biihler (Ind. Ant. xii. p. 272), commenting on this

list, changes the order, and referring to a former paper

of the Pandit’s (J. Bo. Br. R.A.S., vol. xiv. 303 ff.)

on the subject, points out that Madhariputra’s position

in the group was proved by numismatic evidence, as he

is known to have re-struck coins of Pulumayi’s, while coins

of his own were in turn re-struck by Gautamiputra II.

But while these facts may well be used as an argument

for placing him after Pulumayi, it is difficult to see how

they determine his position as regards Chaturapana. We
know nothing of his relationship to the other Andhras.

He may just as easily have succeeded Chaturapana as

preceded him. In either case it would not interfere with

the relationship of the latter to Sri Yajiia. In fact, for
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all we know to the contrary, Madhariputra may have

been the son of Chaturapana by a different wife, and

elder brother of Gautamiputra II.

Accepting the Pandit’s conclusions, the list of the

Andhras stands accordingly :

Gautamiputra I. reigned 24 years at least a.d. 113-137

Vasishtlputra I. Pulumayi, 24 years 137-1G1

Chaturapana Vasishtlputra II., 13 years 1G1-174

Madhariputra Sirisena F 8 years 174-182

Gautamiputra II. 182

By this arrangement, which, considering the scanty

nature of the evidence, is quite as reasonable as the other,

either Pulumayi or Chaturapana may have been the

Satakarni defeated by the Kshatrapa king. On the one

hand Pulumayi, like the others, bore the name of Satakarni,

and in identifying him with the Andhra king mentioned

by Rudradaman, we are not forced to make any arbitrary

assumption in support of our view, as to the date of the

inscription at Girnar. On the other, there is the evidence

of the Kanheri inscription, which, while it points pretty

strongly to Vasishtlputra II. as the king in question,

cannot, for the reasons stated above, be looked upon in

the light of positive proof of the fact.

Dr. Biihler, in the above-named article (Ind. Ant. xii.

272), remarks that we have no evidence that these five

kings directly succeeded each other, but I think, as the

list now stands, it is more than likely that they did so.

This assumption is strengthened by the testimony of the

TV. Kshatrapa dates, and by the fact, now proved beyond

doubt, that they reckoned by the Saka era. This was

denied by Dr. Biihler when he wrote, and he was conse-

quently unable to make use of the synchronism between

Gautamiputra I. and Nahapana, though, at the same time,

he admitted that the relation between Rudradaman and

Chaturapana or Sri Yajfia must be made the basis of Q.ny

attempt to reconstruct the Andhra chronology. But a
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reconstructed Andhra chronology, starting from the date

supplied by Gautamiputra’s conquest of Nahapana, which,

I suppose, Dr. Biihler would now accept, renders it im-

possible, as we have seen, by his list of the kings, to

make even Chaturapana contemporary with Rudradaman.

Matters would not, therefore, be much improved by the

insertion of one or two other kings.

Reviewing the evidence on all sides, and accepting Pandit

Bhagwanlal’s arrangement of the group, it seems reasonable,

until we have authoritative proof to the contrary, to conclude

that these five kings succeeded each other in the order

given, and that the length of reign, which their inscriptions

allot to each, is on the whole fairly correct.

I have ventured to raise this question in the hope that

one or other of the distinguished scholars to whom I have

referred may be able to settle the point, which is of

considerable importance for Indian chronology. If the

suggestions I have ventured to put forward should be

accepted, then the following table compiled from the

sources mentioned above would give the dates of the five

Andhrabhrityas and their Kshatrapa contemporaries.
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3. Amritananda, the Redactor of the Buddha-carita.

Sir,—A recent letter received from Surgeon-Major P.

Weir, Medical Officer and Assistant British. Resident in

Nepal, shows that a conjecture made in conversation

between myself and Professor Cowell some months ago

is substantially correct. Bearing in miud the Indian

practice of reproducing the second half of a compound

name in members of the same family, it occurred to us

that Amritananda might be an ancestor of my friend Pandit

Indrananda, the present Residency Pandit, and son of

Gunananda, who was the translator of the “ History of

Nepal,” edited by Dr. D. Wright.

The genealogy is as follows

:

Sarvananda

I

Ramananda

Amritananda

.

'

I

Vicvananda
' L

(Qrl-) Gunananda

I

Indrananda (present Pandit)

I

Mitrananda

I have elsewhere noted that Amritananda was not only

a poet but also wrote on metres in a work (Chando’mrita-

latii), of which a copy exists at Cambridge, and in our

Society’s own collection.

Cecil Beniiall.

June 14 th, 1893.
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XOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(April, May, June, 1893.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

11 th April, 1893.—Sir Raymond West, V.P., in the Chair.

It was announced that

Mons. Louis Finot, of Paris,

had been elected a member of the Society.

A list of books received since last meeting was read.

Prof. Minas Tcheraz read, in French, a paper on Saiat-

Nova, Armenian poet. The paper is published in full in

this issue of the Journal.

Anniversary Meeting, Tuesday, 9th May, 1893.—The Earl

of Northbrook, G.C.S.I., F.R.S. (President), in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

It was announced that since the last meeting

—

1. Mrs. James Gibson.

2. Mr. A. F. D. Cunningham.

3. The Hon. W. Rattigan.

4. Mons. de la Vallee Poussin

had been elected members of the Society.

A list of presents to the Society was read by the Secretary.

The Secretary read the

Report of the Council for the Year 1892.

The Council regrets to have to report the loss by death,

or retirement, of the following seventeen members. There

have died

—

1. Mr. S. Austin.

2. Sir George Campbell.
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3. Mr M. L. Deventer.

4. Mr. T. Fergusson.

5. Mr. W. H. Freeland.

6. Lieut.-General Sir Lewis Pelly.

7. Mr. T. K. Lynch.

8. Sir James Redhouse.

9. Mons. Renan.

10.

Lord Arthur Russell.

There have retired

—

1. Mr. P. Aganoor.

2. Major-General Anderson.

3. Colonel Acton Havelock.

4. Sir Roper Lethbridge.

5. Mr. M. V. Portman.

6. Mr. W. H. Yerner.

7. Chevalier Vitto.

On the other hand, the following twenty-nine new

members have been elected during the year :

—

Resident Members—
1. Mr. A. Constable.

2. Mr. A. Rogers.

3. Lord Reay.

4. Miss M. E. Y. Cust.

5. Sir Raymond West.

6. Shrimant S. K. Gaikwad.

7. Major J. S. King.

8. Prof. Minas Tcheraz.

9. Miss C. M. Ridding.

10.

Mr. C. Johnston.

Non-Resident Members—
1. Mr. Nuriilliih Shall.

2. Mr. G. Y. Devey.

3. Mr. A. A. Revan.

4. Rev. B. M. Morton.

5. Dr. J. Diaz de Leon.
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6. Mr. R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

7. Mr. Bernard Iloughton.

8. Mr. Mohammed Sufther Husain.

9. Mr. G. Tosco Peppe.

10. Mr. H. A. Stuart.

11. Mr. Hugh Clifford.

12. Mr. Percy Newberry.

13. Mr. Victor Constant.

14. Prof. II. C. Tolman.

15. Mr. J. C. W. Pereira.

16. Surgeon-Major Waddell.

17. Mr. S. E. Gopalacharlu.

18. Mr. W. H. Driver.

19. Mr. P. Sankaranarayana.

The membership of the following gentlemen, who are in

arrears with their subscriptions, and who have not paid,

though several notices have been sent them, has lapsed

under Rule 46 :

—

Mr. Chitgupi.

Dr. Frankfurter.

Mr. P. V. N. Inderji.

Mr. Johnston, of Messrs. Allen and Co.

Mr. Lullobhoy.

Mr. Mirza Mehdi Khan.

Mr. Mukhopadhyaya.

Mr. Naidu.

Mr. Raghunatji.

Mr. Sadder Uddin Khan.

Dr. Torrence.

The Council regrets to say that they have lost the services

of two of the distinguished scholars whose names appear in

its list of Honorary Members. Fuller obituaries of these

two scholars have appeared in our columns. But the Society

may be reminded here that Sir James Redhouse, one of the

greatest Turkish scholars of our day, was for some years

Secretary of this Society
;

and that Mons. Renan was one
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of the very greatest, if not indeed the greatest, living

example of the union of profound scholarship and accurate

knowledge with power of popular exposition and lucidity

and brilliancy of style. The Council recommend that the

vacancies thus created should he filled up by the election

of Prof. Gioldziher, of Buda Pest, and Mons. Henri Cordier,

of Paris.

The comparative statement of the membership of the

Society for the last five years stood, therefore, on the 1st

of January, as follows:

—

Compounders. Subscribers.

Date. Res4
.

Non-
Res 4

. Res4
.

N on-

Res4
. Libraries.

Hon.
Members. Total.

1889 (Oct.) . 50 62 115 168 7 30 432

1890 (Oct.) . 48 62 112 179 11 30 442

1891 (Jan.) . 48 62 110 185 16 30 451

1892 (Jan.) 48 61 110 187 23 30 459

1893 (Jan.) . 49 59 105 200 33 30 476

Since the appearance of the list in January last the

following changes have taken place :

—

Deaths and re-

tirements 1 3 5 9

48 59 102 195 33 30 467
Elected . . .

— — 2 6 4 — 12

48 59 104 201 37 30 479

It will be seen that the number of resident members has

gone down from 115 to 104 in the course of the five years,

but that on the other hand the number of non-resident

members has risen from 165 to 201, and the number of
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subscribing libraries has risen from 7 to 37. In both these

latter cases the numbers are the highest as yet reached,

and the increase in the number of subscribing libraries

has not been gained at the expense of the sale of the

Journal, as the figures for such sales are considerably

larger this year than have ever been before.

The figures, as a whole show very clearly that the too

prevalent notion that the Society is moribund has no foun-

dation. The facts are quite the other way. The Society

started in 1823 with 324 members. That number at first

increased a little, but soon began to fall off, and gradually

but steadily declined till in the year 1859 there were only

140 paying members. But then, when the Society really

seemed as if it must shortly close its doors, it received a

new life from the great interest excited by new discoveries,

and especially those of Sir Henry Rawlinson in the field

of Assyriology. In 1861 the number of 140 had been in-

creased to 198, and remained within one or two of 200 for

the following seven years. Then followed another long

period of decline, till in the years 1875 and 1876 we had

very nearly got back to the low water-mark of 140. From
that time there was a slow but steadily uniform improve-

ment during the whole of the eight years, during which

Mr. Yaux was Secretary
;
and when he died in 1885 the

number stood at 285. There was then again a short falling

off. In 18b6 the number went down to 262, and in 1887

was 267. But in 1888 it was again 281 ;
and in every

succeeding year this improvement has been maintained, till

the Council finds from the figures now put before you that

we have 305 paying members on our lists (besides the 107

compounders, and the 37 subscribing libraries, which bring

up the grand total of membership to-day to 479, the largest

total yet reached). The details for each year on which

the foregoing summary is based will be found in the table

suspended in the library
;
and where that table ends in

the summaries of membership now published yearly with

each report, and printed also at the end of the list of

members in our January numbers.
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The result is pei’haps as satisfactory as could be reasonably

expected, in spite of the slow but constant falling off in

the numbers of our resident members who pay three guineas

a year. We lose every year two or three more resident

members than we elect, so that, though the number of

resident compounders remains nearly stationary, that of the

resident members who have not compounded has gone down

in the last five years from 115 to 104—showing an annual

decrease of nearly two. But the continual growth of our

non-resident membership has so much more than counter-

balanced this loss that the total annual receipts from sub-

scriptions are now larger than they ever were. In the

Journal for 1888, p. 414, a table was published showing

the receipts from this source since the foundation of the

Society. They were £505 on the average of the first ten

years after the Society was started, then gradually sank

to £368 in 1876, and have since risen nearly every year

till the one under report, in which the accounts show £576

under this head.

It will be noticed that the total receipts show the same

result as this one principal item. The table at p. 697 of

our Journal for 1888 give the total income of the Society

for each year since 1831. It was then a little over £1000,

and after many fluctuations (falling one year, in 1859,

as low as £570), it has in late years reached and passed

the original £1000, until this year we show receipts above

£1225, being the largest total since the year 1836—that is

for more than half a century.

The actual amount shown is £1525 7s., but this includes

a balance of £84 8s. Id., and a sum received on capital

account of £218 8s. 9d. A sum of £302 17 s. 4d. ought

therefore, for purposes of comparison, to be subtracted.

The Council venture to congratulate the Society on this

improved state of the finances, which there is every reason

to believe will continue. The proceeds of the sale of the

Society’s Journal, the whole of which went for so many
years to the publishers, now fall entirely to the Society.

And they show a continual and steady increase, being this
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year £217, a much larger sum than they have shown in any

previous year, as appears from the annexed table.

Receipts feom Sale of Journal

—

1864 £129 1879 £5

1865 16 1880 3

1866' 1881 1

1867 1882 1

1868
» nothing.

1883 —
1869 1884 70

1870 1885 81

1871 1886 79

1872 1 1887 94

1873 5 1888 47

1874 — 1889 119

1875 — 1890 148

1876 1 1891 128

1877 — 1892 217

1878 1

So long also as the Journal continues to appear regularly

and to contain important and interesting articles, so long is

the number of non-resident members likely, slowly perhaps,

but surely, to increase.

On the other hand, there is not at present much chance of

any increase, except a small one from year to year, and the

Council are very sensible that the Society cannot hope there-

fore, except in a very slight degree, to overtake the work

which has fallen so far into arrear in the lean years now
happily finally passed away.

In the first place, our large and important Library is

almost entirely kept up by the generosity of chance donors.

For half a century the amount spent on it, either in the

way of supplying the many gaps in its shelves, or in

providing proper catalogues and other necessary means to

its proper enjoyment by our members, has been ludicrously

small, and out of all proportion to the requirements of the

case. A large number of the books presented are unbound.

But the expenditure for binding has, in the years of the

has. 1893. 41
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Society’s temporary poverty, been necessarily neglected for

want of the funds required. From 1865 to 1878, a period

of 14 years, there only appears in the accounts a total

expenditure on the library of £64, or less than £5 a year.

This year’s accounts show an expenditure of £68 11s. (more

than the sum expended in the whole of the fourteen years

just referred to). Of this sum £42 has gone to bind-

ing, leaving, however, a great deal of urgent work in

this department still undone. The Council hope to be

able now to prevent the accumulation of any further

arrears in binding
; and have, therefore, made a special

vote (beyond the sum required for current needs), for

the binding of the newly presented Schrumpf collection

of Armenian books. The Council have to congratulate

the Society on this important and valuable gift, of which

a full catalogue, most kindly drawn up by Professor

Minas Tcheraz (who did so much to obtain the books for

the Society, and who has himself added to their number),

will appear in our October number. In this connection

also especial mention should be made of two other valuable

gifts. The first was the receipt of a box full of important

works, chiefly on Siam, which the Society owes to the

generosity of Mr. Satow, the distinguished representative

of England in the capital of Monte Video. The promise

of this gift was announced already in the last report.

The second was the gift of a most beautiful set of Oriental

carpets for the Library, which we owe to the generosity of

His Highness the Maharaja of Bhaunagar, a gift which

has been very highly appreciated by all our members.

Apart from the arrears of binding another crying evil

has been the want of a catalogue of our books and MSS.

It has been the greatest pity that the Society has never

yet been able to afford to meet this pressing necessity. As

you are aware the Council have ventured, in the improved

state of the Society’s finances, to meet this want, and a sum

of £12 4s. 3rf. appears in the accounts under this head.

The actual catalogue is now printed, and paid for out of

current receipts, at a cost, at present, of about £130. The
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catalogue of pamphlets, and an elaborate subject index, is

now passing through the press, and the whole will very

soon be in the hands of members. The Council are glad

to take this opportunity of pointing out to the Society the

great debt it owes to its Honorary Librarian, Dr. Codrington,

who has taken the greatest interest in this undertaking,

and has assisted it throughout both by valuable advice and

by liberal, though unostentatious, labour.

The Council regrets that want of funds has prevented them

from supplying other wants almost as pressing as that of a

catalogue of our own books. But these wants are not lost

sight of, and will, it is hoped, be at least partially met when

the catalogue is off its bands.

The first of these is the quality of the Journal. As the

members are aware the Council, in deciding on what articles

shall appear, has to choose from such as may happen to be

sent in. The Council are glad to say that the number and

the scholarly qualities of the articles submitted to it has

markedly improved of late. And they have now sufficient

articles of the best quality for the whole of this year’s issue.

It was formerly necessary, from time to time, in order to fill

up the Journal for each quarterly issue, to admit articles

of secondary importance. Such necessity could be always

avoided, and the departments of Notes and News, and of

Book Notices, could be kept much better filled and more up

to date if the Council could escape the necessity of depending

on such papers as happen to be offered to it by going itself

to distinguished scholars and asking for papers on special

subjects, or for reviews of books. In this case, it is perhaps

needless to point out, the Council would have to offer pay-

ment. For what the Society more especially wants—that is

to say, either articles on historical subjects, or reviews, or

interesting notes—are acceptable also elsewhere
;
and many

scholars of established reputation naturally prefer to devote

the little leisure they can spare from writing important

books to work which will be paid for in the numerous

periodicals and reviews that have now been started.

The second point is the proposed series of popular lectures.
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An unhappy prejudice prevails, certainly to a large extent,

that the Society is a kind of branch of the Philological

Society, and that its principal care is to investigate remote

languages and discuss points of grammar. This belief is as

groundless as the other belief that the Society is moribund.

As a matter of fact, our Pules state the Society exists

“ for the purpose of investigating the Arts, the History,

and the Literature of Asia; and of facilitating intercourse

with Eastern peoples by an accurate interpretation of their

Customs, their Feelings, and their Beliefs.” It is no doubt

impossible to do this, and to do it accurately, without a

knowledge of the language of the particular country and

time with which a paper may deal. But the philology is

with us, not the end, but the means to an end. That end is

either, on the one hand, the solution of historical questions

of the deepest human interest, or on the other, the practical

aim of rightly understanding the existing ideas and beliefs

of Eastern peoples. Neither of these aims can be reached

without serious and trained scholarship
;

and many of the

articles in our Journal must necessarily appeal to a limited

circle. But the best scholarship is not all incompatible

with a more popular statement of larger issues. And the

Council hope to continue, when funds are available, the

series of lectures which has already been so excellently

started by the lectures of Professor Max Muller and of

Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant-Duff.

The third point, and the one on which the Council would

lay most stress, is the publication of translations of Oriental

books, not only as specimens of literature, not only or chiefly

as exercises in philology, but as contributions to the materials

on which alone an accurate history of the evolution of humau

institutions and of human ideas can properly be based. The

generosity of one of our members, Mr. Foster Fitzgerald

Arbuthnot, has enabled a start to be made with this under-

taking, to which the Council has devoted so much care and

attention, only to find its intended action frustrated by want

of funds. Mr. Arbuthnot has brought out two additional

volumes this year, and it is hoped that the Society will
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appreciate as fully as does the Council itself the value of the

services which he has thus rendered to Oriental and historical

research. The Society will also not forget that our President

has been kind enough to offer the very substantial contri-

bution of £100 towards the publication of a book of reference

on an interesting period of Indian history, now being pre-

pared bv Prof. Cowell and Mr. Thomas in Cambridge.

The Council will not be satisfied until these three points

of the Library, the Journal, and the Oriental

Translation Fund have been settled in a way that will

satisfy the aspirations of scholars. But they feel that the

best has been done that could be done with the limited

means at its disposal, that those means are slowly in-

creasing, and that there is a reasonable prospect of the

Society becoming, not less, but more powerful and useful

as the years go on.

The Council annex the annual abstract of accounts, and

recommend the following officers for election for the ensuing

year :

—

1. By the rules of the Society, Major-Gen. Sir Alex.

Cunningham, Professor Sir M. Monier-Williams, anl

Major-Gen. Sir F. J. Goldsmid, retire from the office of

Vice-President. The Council recommend the election, as

Vice-Presidents, of

—

1. Prof. Cowell.

2. Sir M. E. Grant-Duff, G.C.S.I., F.R.S.

3. Major-Gen. Sir F. J. Goldsmid, C.B., K.C.S.I.

2. By the rules of the Society the following five members,

of whom two only are re-eligible, retire this }*ear from the

Council :

—

1. Mr. Gibb.

2. Mr. Browne.

3. General Maclagan.

4. Mr. Kay.

5. Dr. Thornton.
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la their place the Council propose for election

—

1. General Pearse, C.B.

2. Dr. Gaster.

3. Dr. Thornton.

4. Mr. Ashburner, C.I.E.

5. General Maclagan, LL.D., F.R.S.E.

Lord Amherst

:

Lord Northbrook, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—We have just heard the Report of our Society for the year

that is now past. Death has indeed been busy amongst our

members, and, no doubt, like myself, many of those present

have lost, by the hand of death, particular friends. I think

the special allusion that has been made to Sir James

Redhouse and Mr. Ernest Renau is well deserved in every

way.

As regards our Society, we have, I believe, been in exist-

ence somewhere about 70 years, and although we have gone

through the usual fluctuations which, I suppose, societies must

expect, I think it is very satisfactory that we should now be

able to say that we have more members than we have had

for many years past—indeed at any time—and also that, if

we are not extremely affluent, at any rate, as a body, as

regards our finances we are sound and solvent. Science

no doubt has fluctuations as well as societies, and we look

forward to a great increase in our members when there are

any special discoveries, such as those which the beginning of

this century heralded, and those afterwards in Assyria, made

by one who has contributed so much to this Society’s Journal

—Sir Henry Rawlinson—but I cannot help thinking that

there is much in store for us still. We have lately had those

startling discoveries of records found after being buried for

3000 years in the sands of Egypt at Tel-el-Amarna, which

certainly have thrown a new light upon many points in the

history of nations that were more or less obscure. And if we

can devote some of our papers to bringing these subjects

more before the public, I am sure the publication of the

Journals of this Society will be sought for by those who are
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outside this Society now, but who will become members in

order to obtain them. There is also a very important dis-

covery of a later age about which we are looking forward to

the pleasure of hearing this afternoon. As far as regards

the publications, no doubt they are of the utmost im-

portance to us. I believe on the publication of the

Journal of the Society depends, in a great measure,

the success of the Society. Because, as is shown by

the Report of the Secretary, the resident members who

contribute more per annum to the funds are rather falling

off, and they, of course, have the advantage of our Library,

which is a most valuable one. But, on the other hand,

the non-resident members, who would mainly interest

themselves by reading the publications of the Society,

are on the increase, and, although they pay a less sum,

the revenue has been increased by them, notwithstanding

the falling off of the resident members. I hope, there-

fore, that in order to be able to bring more members

into the Society, we shall have such literary contributions,

that our publications will be more widely read even than

they have already been, and that not only will great

Oriental schools continue to rise and take the place of

those that have gone before them, but that also our

Society may flourish and be the means of bringing other

studies before the public in general by the transactions

and Journal and translations of Oriental works, or whatever

the Society may be able to afford.

I have much pleasure, therefore, in proposing that the

Report of the Secretary be adopted. (Cheers.)

Sir William Hunter

:

My Lord, Ladies, and Gentlemen,

—

The pleasant duty has been assigned to me of seconding

this Resolution, and I think I only express the opinion of

the members present, I say “ Members ” as distinguished

from the Council, that it has never yet been our privilege

to listen to a moi'e satisfactory Report. Not only have our

members increased—not only is our financial position sounder

—but there is a real life going on in the Society which,

as a member of many years’ standing, I do not remember
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to have observed before. From my point of view, I am

speaking rather as a man of letters and an historian than

as a philologer—amongst the most interesting points that

have been brought forward by the Secretary to-day are the

increase in the circulation of the Journal, and its punctual

production. I remember when I had the honour of serving

on the Council the heart searchings with which that body

very reluctantly made up its mind to take upon itself the

heavy responsibility of the direct production of the Journal.

Some of us thought that we were running a great risk, but

having examined (as an ordinary member of the Society,

because under the rules I went out of the Council some

years ago) the Journals as they have issued since then, I

should say if I had any objection to our Secretary’s Report

it is the modesty with which he spoke of the articles which

now go to make up that Journal. We cannot expect that

every Journal shall contain several monographs of a high

scholarly type. New discoveries cannot always be forth-

coming, but we can secure, and recent experience shows

that the Journal does secure, a steady supply of interesting

articles which appeal to a larger circle of readers than the

articles of the old Journal used to do, and that our Journal

is at this moment effecting much to disseminate a sound

knowledge of Indian and Asiatic affairs.

In connection with this question of the Journal I think

I may be permittted to say that the Society owes a very

great debt to the close and persevering attention which the

Secretary has given to the subject. (Hear, hear.) Without

that close and persevering attention from the Secretary I do

not think that the experiment of the Society in the direct

publication of the Journal would have succeeded
;
and I

feel sure that the words of hope with which the Report

concludes will be realised. (Cheers.)

There is only one point to which I should like to ask

the Secretary’s attention, and that is for further information

as to the exact function which this handsome gift of £100
is to perform in the production of the Cambridge History.

The names of Prof. Cowell and Mr. Thomas are a sufficient
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guarantee that the work will be of the highest class, and

I think it would be interesting if, with the permission of

the President, the Secretary could give us a little fuller

information on that point.

I have much pleasure in seconding the Resolution.

(Cheers.)

The Secretary (Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids) : The actual

name of the work, with which I did not trouble the

meeting, is the Sri Harsha Charita, which is a well-

known Sanskrit work. It is the history of King Sri

Harsha Charita
;

a history which, in the opinion of leading

scholars, is one of the most important works we can publish.

It is owing to the good services of the President that we

have had the work put in hand, and that these gentlemen

are engaged in translating it in Cambridge. They have

not done it yet, but I hope shortly to see it published.

Sir William Hunter

:

Is it the text ?

The Secretary : Only the translation.

The President

:

Does any other member of the Society

present wish to make any observation on the subject of

the Report ? If not, it is moved that this Report be

received.

[The motion was put to the meeting and carried.]

Sir Thomas Wade

:

Lord Northbrook, Ladies and Gentle-

men,—I have had entrusted to me the discharge of a duty

which is generally, at all events in part, a very agreeable

duty. I have to move a vote of thanks to our President,

Lord Northbrook. (Cheers.) I said in part it was an agree-

able duty, because on most occasions, so on this, the tender

of a vote of thanks is equivalent to the announcement

that the relations which attach the Society to its President

are about to cease, so far as his occupation of that position

is concerned.

Allusion has been made, both in our Report, and I think

in the speeches of Sir William Hunter, to what may be

considered the exclusivism that is likely to be thought to

attach to a Society of this kind. There may exist the

belief that its sole business is this or that branch of hard
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study. I think there is a belief prevalent to that extent,

and that it is also assumed that the President of a Society

like this should invariably be a hard, and perhaps some-

what dry, scholar. When the time for the last election

of a President approached, it was, I think, unanimously

announced by the Council that while it would be to the

advantage of the Society, if it were in its power, to lay

its hand on one of those eminent Orientalists who have

so distinguished its ranks—it would be to its advantage

to secure as President a gentleman, not only of the highest

social position, but one who would also bring with him

the prestige of distinguished service as a politician. When
Lord Northbrook was approached, he made the very natural

answer that he was not an Orientalist, and that he did

not feel he could be of utility in the position that was

offered him. I think he admitted the force of the argument

to which I have just referred—that it would be to the

advantage of the Society that a man so distinguished as

himself should preside over its destinies for a period at

any rate usually assigned to a President’s tenure, but I

am bound to say the argument that appeared to have

most weight with his Lordship was the conviction that he

could be useful. (Hear, hear.) I can put it without doubt

to those who have served, like myself, more or less on the

Council under distinguished Presidents, to support me in

affirming that his Lordship, as we expected, brought into our

very limited arena those qualities that have distinguished

him in various great Departments of the State, and as

Viceroy of the Empire of India. (Cheers). We had a right

to expect great assiduity, and assiduous attention to business,

and that tact which is so essential in the conduct of the

discussions in which all Councils of necessity engage, and it

would be the least that I could say that the Council has

certainly not been disappointed. From the first we have

had as large a measure of attention to our affairs as could

possibly be expected from a public man, occupying, whether

in or out of office, an important public position. We have

had, as was just noticed in our Report, evidence of his
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sympathy with our proceedings—sympathy with the interests

which it is the object of this Society to promote. I am
sure that we must feel (at least I can certainly vouch for

myself) that it is impossible not to feel a certain regret

that the time has come when his Lordship has decided upon

quitting us. But in departing he has yet rendered us one

more service. I believe it is entirely owing to bis inter-

position that he is about to be replaced by a nobleman in

many respects as qualified as Lord Northbrook himself has

been, by liberal education, by culture, by familiarity with

the objects which this Society is formed to promote, by

the tenure of high office in India, and who I cannot doubt

will most satisfactorily replace his Lordship.

I beg to move a vote of thanks to our retiring President.

(Cheers.)

Sir Raymond West: I have the honour to second that

motion, and I am sure no motion has ever been brought

before the members of the Society which would be more

readily and cordially accepted than that which has just

been made before you by Sir Thomas Wade.

For my own part, I have little to add in the way of

substance to wbat Sir Thomas Wade has so well said to

you, but perhaps I may be pardoned for uttering a few

words of appreciation of my own in reference to the

President. I happened to be present at Bombay at the

landing of Lord Northbrook, and I remember very well,

on that occasion, the thought came over me how strange

it was that men living in the highest circle of British

politics and statecraft, with wealth at command, and all

the advantages which society could afford them, should

throw themselves on the shores of India to devote a very

appreciable part of their lives to laborious pursuits in an

ungenial climate, and should expose themselves to risk

of health and life. I felt that some of the old Roman
spirit was still amongst men who were willing to under-

take risks and discomforts of that kind, and from that

moment forward I noticed the career of Lord Northbrook,

even more perhaps than our countrymen at home did,
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with particular interest, having at that time made his

personal acquaintance, to my very great advantage. AVe

all kuow now that he discharged his duties in India with

a remarkable degree of ability, and he carried that country

through a period of recuperation, but still a trying one,

with great success to India itself, and to the nation.

Now it is a great advantage, I think, to a Society such

as ours, to be presided over by a nobleman who has so

distinguished himself in the Government of India, and

who, in other ways also, has won for himself a place in

the history of his country. It is to the advantage of an

institution like ours that its name should be connected in

this way with the wider interests that affect the whole

w'orld, and which bring us into common sympathy, not

only with our own country, but with the learned, and

the makers of interesting discoveries in every part of the

globe. I trust that his connection with a Society of this

kind—comparatively humble as the sphere may appear,

lowly as the duty that is cast on him may be—yet has

been one not altogether disagreeable to a man so dis-

tinguished as our President. In fact, I may say I think

that he has shown it is not so, seeing that he has presided

over us with the same tact and high qualities of manage-

ment and devotion to duty, that he has displayed in

the discharge of duties on a greater scale. He has

shown an interest in our affairs from which we have

largely gained—I refer more particularly to the position

he has taken up, and the services he rendered to us

—

(for it was more especially to us than any others) in the

Oriental Congress held last year. (Hear, hear.) AVe all

derived from his services on that occasion great advantage.

AVe felt that our national honour was sustained amongst

those who favoured us with their company and the

presence of the great scholars of Europe. Thus the cause

of scholarship and research in all parts of the world, and

that this Society in particular, with which the Oriental

Congress was so intimately connected, derived from Lord

Northbrook’s services distinct advantage, and from which

we hope to derive marked benefit in time to come.
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I beg you, therefore, Ladies and Gentlemen, to accept,

most cordially the vote of thanks that has been proposed

to Lord Northbrook.

Sir Thomas Wade

:

I beg to put the resolution that our

thanks be presented to the President. [The motion was

carried with acclamation.]

The President : I feel that the manner in which Sir

Thomas Wade was kind enough to speak of me in con-

nection with my relations with this Society is far above

anything I could have expected. Sir Thomas Wade has

very truly said that when he was so kind as to suggest

that I should fill the high and important office of President

of this Society, I hesitated very greatly to do so, and I

confess that even now I think the office is one far more

suited to a distinguished scholar, such as Sir Thomas Wade
himself and other Orientalists who have preceded me in

this Chair, than to one who has no pretensions whatever

to being an Oriental scholar. The work of administration

in English politics gives little time to those who discharge

it to devote to the acquisition of accurate scholarship.

At the same time, my connection with India, though it

is some long time ago, and the interest therefore which

I take in the East— more especially in India—makes it

almost a duty for me to assist in any way I can, if it

were thought my assistance were of any value, in the

work of this Society. I feel that the very little service

I may have rendered has been more than repaid by the

pleasure which it has been to me to meet so many able

men connected with Oriental learning at the monthly

meetings of this Society—I may say, more especially, to

be thrown in contact again with many distinguished men
whom I have known in India, sucli as Sir Raymond West

and Sir Frederick Goldsmid, and others, and to see how

many of the Indian Civil and Military servants continue

to take an interest in the East, and are qualified by their

studies and acquirements to fill the important office of

member of Council of this Society. I trust that now, in

India, though perhaps they are fewer than in the old
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days, there are still many men in the Indian Service to

take up the studies of the ancient languages of the East,

and who may come to the work of this Society of learned

men and other similar societies.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I may, perhaps, as this is the

last time that 1 shall address this Society as President,

say a very few words as to the position of the Society

and the work of the last three years.

I will mention, in the first instance, one particular

matter. At the meeting of the Council to-day I received

a letter from our venerable and distinguished director, Sir

II. Rawlinson, saying that it was with great regret that

the state of his health was such that he could not attend

the meeting, and also that it was such as to afford him

very little opportunity to attend to the affairs of the Society,

and he desired, therefore, to place his resignation in

the hands of the Council. I am sure there is no one

present who does not agree with the unanimous con-

clusion that the Council arrived at : To beg Sir Henry

Rawlinson to allow his name to remain as a Director of

this Society, which he expressed his willingness to do, if

we wished him. It would have been a very great loss to

the Society if one of our most distinguished Orientalists,

and one who was the means of raising this Society to its

present condition, had ceased to have his name connected

with the Royal Asiatic Society. (Hear, hear.) I must say,

Ladies and Gentlemen, that the office of President to this

Society is not a very onerous one. I never came across

better men of business than the great scholars who are

Members of Council of the Royal Asiatic Society, or a better

man of business than our Secretary. (Hear, hear.) I have

found the work all well in hand, and the duty of President is

really one that is very slight. We have had, since I have

been President, Mrs. Sinclair as our Assistant Secretary and

Librarian, and she resigned for a most excellent cause,

namely, on her marriage. We have been fortunate enough

to obtain the services of Miss Hughes to succeed her, a lady

of very high qualifications, who is now undertaking an
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edition for our Journal of an unedited Sanskrit manuscript of

much interest and importance. This reminds me, Ladies

and Gentlemen, that our atmosphere has been very serene

since I have been President. No jealousy has been shown

in the Royal Asiatic Society as to the presence of ladies,

or as to their admission as fellows of the Society, such as

was shown in one of our sister societies the other day. So

far from that being the case, we have had most distinguished

lady members of the Society who take a very prominent

part in its proceedings. We had Mrs. Bode, who read a

paper lately on the Sisters of the Buddhist order. That

paper will appear in the next Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, and I am told will be found to contain new

information of remarkable interest. And to-day, I need

hardly remind you, we have Mrs. Lewis, who is about to

read us a paper on her most important discovery of an

ancient MS. of the Syriac Gospels, which may be of great

importance for the critical study of the New Testament.

A good deal is said in the Report about the Oriental

Translation Fund, and I quite concur in what was said

of Mr. Arbuthnot in this connection. It has long been

the desire of the Society to re-establish the publications

which distinguished the earlier years of this Society.

Anyone who has read Dr. Max Muller’s interesting

article in the last “Nineteenth Century” on the subject

of Esoteric Buddhism must have noticed what he—and

no one can be a higher authority—says in respect of the

great want of translations of the many MSS. which

exist in the possession of this Society, the India Office,

and the British Museum. It is to be hoped that others

may follow Mr. Arbuthnot’s example. There may be

most valuable additions made to the History of India and

the East generally if our translation should be further

prosecuted.

I dare say many of you were present at the two

Lectures given under the auspices of this Society. Pro-

fessor Max Muller gave us one of the most interesting

Lectures ever delivered on the Antiquity of Oriental
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History, while Sir Mountstuart Grant-Duff — whom,

I am sure, we are glad to have elected to-day as

one of the Vice-Presidents of this Society—gave us a

most interesting account of part of the Presidency of

Madras. The Society is very anxious to continue this

course of popular lectures in connection with the Royal

Asiatic Society. In fact, we had almost arranged with a

very distinguished officer, Sir George Chesney, to deliver

a lecture of the greatest interest on the Invasion of India

by Alexander the Great, and we still entertain the hope

that Sir George Chesney may be able to deliver that

lecture. The time has long gone by, and circumstances

have so changed since the time of Alexander, that

perhaps we can persuade Lord Roberts, who has just

come back from India, to attend that lecture and assist

us by giving some of his own remarks on the subject

that might be very interesting, without exciting the

jealousy of any foreign powers. We trust that Sir George

Chesney’s parliamentary duties will not prevent him from

delivering the lecture which he has nearly promised to

give us.

It has been mentioned in the Report, and also men-

tioned by Sir William Hunter, with great truth, that

the main work of this Society is the work of the

Journal. It is at once a record of the work that has

been done, and of what is put before Oriental scholars,

and it shows the use of the Royal Asiatic Society.

I could, myself, of course, take no part in such a matter,

because I have not the knowledge to enable me to do

so, but I think it goes very greatly to the credit of our

Secretary, Professor Rhys Davids, that so excellent a

selection of articles should be given to the world as have

appeared in our Journal the last few years. First, the late

Sir James Redhouse published his last Essay in one of

of our Journals in the year 1890. There were then most

important articles published containing Mr. Woodville

Rockhill’s description of Tibet, with maps and plans giving

a complete itinerary compiled from Chinese sources, and

j.r.a.s. 1893. 42
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checked, as far as possible, by his own travels. That is one

of the most important articles of the year. All those, I

think, who are interested in the Royal Asiatic Society, must

be glad that the papers on Assyriology have been renewed.

It is many years since a paper on that subject was published

in the Society’s Journal. As you all know, it was through

this Society’s Journal that Sir Henry Rawlinson’s work

was first brought to the notice of the public, and the

Society have been very glad to open its columns to young

and promising scholars, such as Mr. Pinches and Mr. Strong,

who have published most useful articles on that interesting

study. I might also mention, in connection with these, two

articles by Major Conder, the Palestine explorer, who has

endeavoured to decipher some ancient Hittite and other

documents of remote antiquity. His papers, no doubt, will

give rise to an interesting discussion as to the correct

interpretation of these documents.

During the period I am dealing with a very important

and ancient document has been discovered—I mean the

Bower MS.—and this has been discussed in our columns

in letters by Dr. Morris and Professor Biihler. The mention

of Dr. Morris’s name makes it necessary for me to add that

by a most unfortunate accident his sight has been greatly

affected, to the great sorrow of his friends and fellow -

workers.

The next important and interesting article I may mention

is one by Mr. Granville Browne, of Cambridge, on the

curious Babi books giving, I think, the only full and correct

description of that most curious and interesting sect in

Persia.

I must not omit to mention two articles by Professor

Rhys Davids on the history of Buddhist thought in India.

They are most valuable, and give an account of the ethical

views of the leading minds of India in those remote times,

the effects of which remain, I believe, even to the present

day in the different schools of philosophy that now exist

in India.

Lastly, to show what our work has been in the last three
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years, T should allude to the catalogue of the MSS. (Sanskrit,

Persian, Arabic, and Tibetan) in our Library. Though

it is very short, it enables scholars to know what books

we possess, and I think all will agree that in this a good

work has been done.

During this time we have assisted at the Oriental Congress

of last year, which was very satisfactory. It was attended

by most distinguished scholars from all parts of Europe,

and it may be interesting to you to know that the pro-

ceedings of that Congress are now in process of being

printed, and are very nearly ready for publication. We
had at the Congress a great honour done to those assembled,

by Mr. Gladstone having written a paper for the Congress.

He intended to read it himself, but there happened to be

reasons connected with the change of Government which

caused him to be occupied in other matters. It is an Essay

on the relation of the Greeks to the East. We may, I

think, claim the Prime Minister as sympathetic with the

objects and purposes of this Society, and that is a matter

of some consequence, for though Lord Amherst was kind

enough to say we were solvent, our balance sheet shows we

pay our way; and Sir William Hunter also congratulated us

on the condition of our finances, yet I think it would be to

the great advantage of the Society if we could have some

little accession to our funds to enable translations to be

undertaken, and catalogues and other matters to be carried

on a little more quickly. I trust my successor, who replaces

me in this office, will be able, with authority, to place it

before the Government that this is neai'ly the only one of

the learned societies which does not receive a moderate

subvention from the State. I endeavoured to persuade the

Chancellor of the Exchequer of the late Government to take

the view that I put before them, that although it was true

that the Secretary of State, from the revenues of India, gives

us some contribution, yet the Imperial Government, not-

withstanding the enormous interest this country holds in

the East, has not thought it desirable to give to this Society

that moderate contribution which other societies receive.
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We had, I think, a donation at one time, but no. annual

contribution is given to this Society. Therefore, I trust,

that my successor may be enabled to make, what I was

unable to do, a successful application to Her Majesty’s

present Government in this matter.

I feel, Ladies and Gentlemen, a regret that this Society

has not been in some way incorporated with, or affiliated

to, the Imperial Institute, the opening of which is to take

place to-morrow. But some negotiations took place before

I was President, and I believe there was no indisposition

on our part, if proper terms were offered us, to have

connected ourselves with that Institution.

I think what I have said comprises a slight sketch of

the work that has been done during the last three years.

I can only say for my own part that although my
connection with it has been exceedingly slight, I have

felt the greatest interest in the whole work of the Society.

Now the task I have left to me is a very easy one. I

have been told, and I believe that it is the custom with

the President of this Society who holds office for three

years, to propose to the Society the name of someone to

take his place. You have already been told by one of

the previous speakers that a Nobleman, whom I asked,

has kindly consented to be my successor—namely, Lord

Reay, who was recently Governor of the Presidency of

Bombay. Always supposing that the Council are still

infatuated enough to think that someone who is not

learned as an Orientalist should preside over one of the

most learned bodies in London, 1 think that they could

not make a better selection than Lord Reay. I have

known him for many years, and from his general culture

and the addresses he has made from time to time, when

Governor of Bombay, on educational subjects, which Sir

Raymond West may recollect—and other work he has

done in that respect, he has shown the keen interest

that he takes in science of all kinds. Probably there is

no one who has recently returned from governing an

Indian Presidency who has shown, during the whole of
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his career, a greater interest in the people of India and a

keener sense of the real sympathy that a man in that

position should feel with everything connected with those

masses of people, who for a time have been placed under

his rule. I am sure in Lord Reay this Society will have

a President in many respects far more suitable to fill that

office than I can pretend to be, and a keen and active

supporter of their best interests.

I have, therefore, to propose for your acceptance, the

election of Lord Reay as President of the Royal Asiatic

Society. (Cheers.)

Dr. Thornton

:

Sir Henry Rawlinson was to have been

here to second the proposal, but is unfortunately prevented

from attending. In these circumstances the duty of

seconding the motion has devolved upon a very unworthy

substitute. But I feel that I am expressing the feeling

of all present when I say that we deeply regret losing the

services of Lord Northbrook
;

but if we must lose his

services there is no one we should welcome more heartily

than Lord Reay.

The President

:

I have to propose that Lord Reay be

elected as President of the Royal Asiatic Society for three

years. (Cheers).

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously.

I understand Lord Reay was to have been here to

take the Chair now in my place, but we have received

a telegram that he is detained upon a Royal Com-

mission, so he is unable to be present
;

but I have a

communication from him, and he expresses the same kind

of feeling that I myself had when I accepted office. He
desired me to say that he would be very proud to accept

the office of President.

I will now ask Mrs. Lewis to read her paper.

Mrs. Lewis then gave a short account of the palimpsest

ISIS, of the old Syriac Gospels, lately discovered at Mount

Sinai. The writing that overlaid the Gospels was a martyr-

ology of women saints of 777 a.d. The underlying Gospels

are written in two columns. The photographs which she
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had taken on her first visit were not sufficiently clear, and

it was some time before they could be deciphered, and then

it was shown that a new codex of the Gospels had been

discovered. The four Gospels were there with the exception

of about eight pages of St. John. The Gospel of St. Mark
concluded with the eighth verse of the sixteenth chapter.

Besides the upper writing and the Gospel the book was

made up of three or four other MSS., which they had not

time to examine thoroughly, one of which was Greek and

the others Syriac. They had also made a catalogue of the

Syriac and Arabic books in the convent, and examined all

the other books except a few Hebrew ones. The Greek

books were kept in a most lamentable state, packed in chests,

and some in a dark cupboard, in which also the palimpsest

had been found.

The Secretary : I think, my Lord, Ladies, and Gentle-

men, that we are much indebted to Mrs. Lewis for her

paper, and the explanations which she has been kind

enough to give us. She has brought exceedingly valuable

photographs from Cambridge purposely to show us, of a

most interesting kind (hear, hear) ; and the Society should

be much obliged to her for the trouble she has taken in

the matter.

It is particularly interesting to find English ladies who

are scholars going to an old monastery and hunting up

these MSS. I am afraid our friends, the Geographical

Society, will be rather shocked
;

but, as the President

has pointed out, we are very glad to take notice of such

a fact. It is also verjr encouraging to know that in

spite of the way in which the Libraries of the world

have been studied and ransacked for so many years by

so many scholars, yet important things of all sorts are

constantly turning up. In my own line, which I know

best, I take the discovery of the Bower MSS. to be a

most happy augury. Lieut. Bower was riding across the

deserted site of an ancient and forgotten city, and going

into a hut he put his hand into a niche and pulled out

a book which was found to be of the greatest import-
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ance. I am sorry to say that our Indian discoveries are

not treated in this glorious and gorgeous fashion in

which Mrs. Lewis has been able to exhibit her discovery

—

w’e do not get them up with photographs of so elaborate

and complete a kind. But as we now learn that her

important discovery has been made in a place which had

been thoroughly searched through before, let us hope,

therefore, that the days of further historical discoveries

of similar importance are not far off. We may still

hope to have new finds as interesting as this that has

been made by Mrs. Lewis and explained to us by her

to-day.

I'/ie President: We desire to express, on behalf of the

Society, our great thanks to Mrs. Lewis for reading her

paper and for the trouble that she has taken in bringing

all these interesting photographs for us to see.

The proceedings then terminated.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgexlandischex Gesellschaft.

Band xxvii. Heft 1.

Brockelmann (C.). Die Glriechischen Fremdworter im

Armenischen.

Goldziher (Ign.). Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus. Al-

Hutej’a.

Pischel (R.). Ail; ttjv p-a^aLpav.

Biihler (G.). Ueber das Alter der Rasikasamjlvinl des

Kdnigs Arjunavarman.

jJsoldeke (Th.). Bemerkungen zu den Aramaischen

Inschriften von Sendschirli.

De Goeje (M. J.). Einiges fiber den Imam as Safi‘1.

Lewy (H.). Griechisches und Romisches im Talmud.

Weber (A.). Ueber die Kavyamala.

Kegl (A. von). Zur Geschichte der Persischen Litteratur

des 19 Jahrhunderts.
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Bhandarkar (R. G.). History of Child Marriage.

Nestle (E.). Zum Namen der syrischen Bibeliibersetzung

Peschitta.

Neisser (W.). Entgegnung.

2. Journal Asiatique. N.S. Tome l
er

. No. 1.

Sauvaire (H.) et J. de Rey-Pailhade. Sur une Meml’as-

trolabe arabe du xiiie . siecle portant un calendrier perpetuel

avec correspondance musulmane et chretienne.

Basset (Rene). Les Inscriptions de Pile de Dahlak.

Feer (L.). L’enfer indien.

De Harlez (M. C.). Le Yi-King au viie . siecle aATant J.C.

III. Obituary Notices.

The following obituary is taken from the Academy,

May 27th:—
Frederic Salmon Growse.—We regret to record the death

of Mr. F. S. Growse, one of those Anglo-Indians who,

both by learning and by sympathy, have left a name

that will be remembered in the East. He died on Friday,

May 19, at Haslemere, where he had taken up his abode

only a year or two ago, on his retirement from active

service.

Frederic Salmon Growse was born in 1837 at Bildestone,

a village in south-west Suffolk, being the third son of

Mr. Robert Growse, a gentleman of good position. He
was educated at Oxford, matriculating at Oriel in 1855,

and gaining a scholarship at Queen’s in the following

year. He was placed in the first class in Moderations,

and in the second class in the Final Classical School.

Among his contemporaries were the present head-master

of Rugby (at his own college), and Sir Charles Crosth-

waite (now member of the Governor-General’s Council).

In 1859 he passed the competitive examination for the
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Indian Civil Service, and was posted to tlie North-Western

Provinces.

Mr. Growse at once devoted himself to studying the

language and literature of the people, as a means to

render himself a more sympathetic administrator. The

two districts where he served longest were Mathura and

Bulandshahr—the one an ancient seat of Hinduism, the

other a centre of Muhammadan nobles. Mr. Growse’s

interests were decidedly with the former. lie first became

known as an ardent defender of the purity of the ver-

nacular Hindi, as opposed to the official Hindustani.

This led to a controversy with Mr. J. Beames, in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which was con-

tinued for some years. Now, owing to the labours of

Dr. Iloernle and Mr. Grierson, there is no fear that the

several vernaculars of Northern India will fail to receive

due attention.

Mr. Growse wrote two important books, both of which

were published by the Government Press at Allahabad,

and abundantly illustrated with photographs reproduced

by the Autotype Company. Mathura : a District Memoir

(1880) is an enlarged edition of a local manual which

first appeared six years earlier. Partly through the

special attractiveness of its subject, and partly by reason

of the enthusiasm of the author, this stands out as the

most permanently valuable monograph that has been

written on an Indian district. The archaeology begins

with Buddhist or possibly Greek remains
;

the architec-

ture ends with a Homan Catholic chapel, built by Mr.

Growse himself on oriental models. There are also in-

teresting chapters on Hindu sects, and on the etymology

of place-names. The second book is an English trans-

lation of the Ramayana of Tulsi Das (1883), which also

had previously appeared in parts. This poem is a six-

teenth century adaptation of the great Sanskrit epic, and

occupies the place almost of a Bible among the people

of the North-Western Provinces. Finally, Mr. Growse

published Bulandshahr
;

or, Sketches of an Indian District,
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Social, Historical, and Architectural (Benares, 1884). This

is chiefly interesting as showing how he was able to

transfer his sympathies from a Hindu to a Musulman

population, when the requirements of a bureaucratic

regime compelled his removal. Though never a persona

grata to his official superiors, Mr. Growse was gazetted

C.I.E. on New Year’s Day, 1879.

Dr. II. Wenzel.—We very deeply regret to have to

announce the sad news of the sudden death on Friday,

the 16th of June, by blood poisoning, of Dr. Wenzel,

well-known as an Oriental scholar of unusually wide attain-

ments. He was most generous in placing his gifts, and

especially his unique knowledge of Tibetan, at the service

of others, and his sad loss will be a great blow to many.

We hope, in our next issue, to pay a fuller tribute to a

fellow-worker of so much promise.

IY. Notes and News.

The Jdtaka Mala.—Dr. Otto Franke, of Berlin, calls

my attention to the fact that the considerations on the

age of the Jiitakamala, given on p. 334 (end), had already

been made by Prof. Zachariae, in the Gotting. Gelehrte

Anz. for 1888, No. 12, p. 850.—II.W.
Chinese.—The Academie des Inscriptions, at its meeting

on May 26th, awarded the Stanislas-Julien prize of 1500 fr.

for the best work relating to China, to Mons. Terrien de

Lacouperie, for his Catalogue of Chinese Coins (early period).

“ Indian Wisdom.”—The well-known work so-called, in

which Professor Sir M. Monier-Williams has given a very

interesting sketch of the part of Indian Wisdom contained

in Sanskrit books, has just been re-published by Messrs.

Luzac and Co., in a fourth and revised edition. Though

it omits the very important contributions to Indian Wisdom,

which we owe to the greatest of all Indian thinkers and

writers, it is a carefully compiled and most useful book.
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Aramaic at Cambridge —The Board of Studies at this

University has recommended the appointment of a separate

University Lecturer in Aramaic at a stipend of £200.

Hitherto the teaching of Aramaic was entrusted to the

late Professor Bensly. It is encouraging to notice that

a teaching body which has no professor either of Ancient

History, or of the History of Religious Beliefs, or of Pali

and Buddhist History, or of Assyriology, or of ^"Egyptology

should, nevertheless, have appointed a teacher of Aramaic.

Perhaps the larger subjects will receive recognition in time.

Arabic at Cambridge.—Mr. A. A. Bevan, M.A., M.R.A.S.,

has been appointed Lord Almoner’s Reader in Arabic at

Cambridge, in succession to Professor Bensly.

Sir Richard Burton.—Lady Burton’s biography of her

husband will fill two large volumes, with maps and portraits

and copious extracts from his diaries. It is nearly ready.

Haridas Sastri.—By the death of Pandit Haridas Sastri,

the Director of Public Instruction in Jeypore, India has lost

a Sanskrit scholar of great promise and a highly talented

educationist, says a contemporary. The Pandit, who died

on the 15th January last, was only thirty-three years of

age, but the work of educational reform which he had

inaugurated in Jeypore had already attracted attention

throughout India. He had made a valuable collection of

Jain and Buddhist manuscripts, and intended to issue a

series of publications bearing on the Jain religion. Mr.

Sastri had received many titular honours from the learned

societies of Europe, and has left a valuable library, which

it is hoped will be carefully preserved in the interests of

Eastern scholarship (Journal of the Maha-Bokhi Society).

Assyriology at Cambridge.—Mr. S. Arthur Strong will

deliver two courses of lectures this term on Assyriology.

The subjects are “ The East India House Inscription of

Nebuchadnezzar” and “Selected Bilingual Texts.”

Borneo.—We would give our hearty welcome to an im-

portant volume on “ Borneo, its Geology and Mineral

Resources ” (London : Stanford), which we owe to Dr.

Theodor Posewitz, of Buda Pest, and which has been
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translated from the German by Dr. Hatch, of the Geological

Survey. After a short account of the discovery and present

political divisions of the island, the work gives a full

summary of previous work on the same lines, and then

discusses in great detail its geography (180 pages) and

minerals (220 pages). The whole is preceded by a very

careful bibliography of the island, and is accompanied by

three large maps and several plates.

Y. Notices of Books.

Le Zend-Avesta
;

Traduction nouvelle avec Commentaire

historique et philologique. Yol. I. la Liturgie (Yasna

et Vispered). Yol. II. la Loi (Yendidad), TE(popee

(Yashts), le Livre de Priere (Khorda Avesta). Yol.

III. Origines de la Litterature et de la Religion

Zoroastriennes, Appendice a la Traduction de l’Avesta

(Fragments des Nasks perdus et Index). Par James

Darmesteter. (Paris : Leroux, 1892-93.)

These three quarto volumes (xxi. xxii. and xxiv. of the

Annales du Musee Guimet) embody the results of many

years’ preparatory studies, during which Prof. Darmesteter

has fully exhausted all available sources of information

regarding the religious books of the Parsis. And the

work is a monument of erudition, in which the painstaking

and methodical habits of the scholar are enlivened by the

vivid imagination and brilliant eloquence of the writer.

If ever the dry bones of religious formulas are to be made

lively, it must be in some such mode as we find adopted

in these volumes.

Throughout the work, the translations are accompanied

by a running commentary, contained in a nearly equal

bulk of short footnotes, which can be generally neglected

by the general reader, but will be of much value to the

Avesta scholar; while further useful information is given

in special introductions and appendices to particular sections
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of the work, which even the general reader ought to find

interesting.

In the Liturgy more materials for amending the text

have been discovered, during the last twenty years, than

for any other part of the Avesta. These materials have

been fully utilised by Prof. Darmesteter, and, by trans-

lating the rubrics, he has made the ritual much more

intelligible. This first volume has also a general intro-

duction, descriptive of the history of Avesta studies, the

interpretation of the Avesta, the priesthood, the ritual, and

the materials for translating the texts.

For translating the Law, the Epics, and the Avesta

Prayers the author has had very little more material

available than he had for his English translations in the

“ Sacred Books of the East,” vols. iv. and xxiii.
;

but

ten years’ further study has enabled him to adopt many

improvements. The introduction to this second volume is

short, and refers only to the texts to which it is prefixed.

The third volume contains both text and translation of

all the undoubtedly genuine Avesta Fragments that the

author has been able to collect; nearly two-thirds of which

have not hitherto been edited. To these are added trans-

lations of a Patit, an Afrin, and a Prayer to Ormazd, as

specimens of Pazand prayers. And the volume commences

with an important aud highly interesting Essay upon the

origin of Zoroastrianism and the formation of the Avesta,

in which the author states the conclusions to which his

exhaustive studies have gradually led him.

To these volumes most readers, who are not Avesta

scholars, will undoubtedly owe their first clear ideas of

the contents of the whole Avesta; and they seem likely

to remain, for a long time to come, the standard work

on the subject. But, if it be the intention of the author

to publish a more popular edition, omitting the purely

scientific notes, it would be well for him to wait until

his work has been fully and minutely criticised. It will

take years for scholars to fully digest the mass of materials

and facts that he has collected, and, during the progress
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of criticism, several doubtful points may require recon-

sideration.

In his use of the Pablavi and Sanskrit versions, and

of the assistance to be derived from Pahlavi and Persian

literature, Prof. Darmesteter is nearly always judicious.

But one cannot help feeling that he is too much disposed

to treat all such assistance as of nearly equal value. All

Avesta scholars of the “ Yedic school,” who have really

studied Pahlavi, are now disposed to attach much im-

portance to the Pahlavi version
;
but, like myself, they find

difficulties in its ambiguous words and phrases, which limit

its utility. The Sanskrit version is, of course, practically

a translation of the Pahlavi, as understood or sometimes

misunderstood by Neryosang, at a time when Pahlavi was

much neglected by the Parsi priesthood in India. And
general Pahlavi literature has been affected, more or less,

by foreign influences varying in effect on each work, so

that its testimony has to be received with great caution.

Whether any translator in difficulties can always afford to

be sufficiently cautious is a matter which every reader of

translations has to bear in mind.

But it is with regard to his opinions about the origin

and development of the Avesta that Prof. Darmesteter

must expect the most searching criticism. Admitting,

as he does in vol. iii. p. ii., that on more than one

important point he has had to content himself with mere

hypotheses, it would have been far safer to wiud up the

brilliant summary of his opinions, in pp. xcvi-c., by

reminding his readers of these hypotheses, than to leave

them to infer that he had thoroughly convinced himself

that his conclusions were all founded upon indisputable

facts.

It is evidently impossible to subject an essay of 100

quarto pages, overflowing with facts and hypotheses, to

any real criticism within the limits of this article. I must

therefore confine myself to a brief and dry summary of

the opinions expressed, and then merely point out a few

of the matters that do not appear to have been fully

considered.
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Prof. Darraesteter’s conclusions, arranged in chronological

order, seem to be as follows :—Before the Achaernenian

period a religion arose among the Magian priests of Media,

in which faith Ahura Mazda, Mithra, the divinities of the

four elements and of lightning, the storm-serpent, and

llaoma-worship were of Aryan origin
;
while dualism, with

its contest and the final triumph of Ahura, the four tri-

milleniums of time, the resurrection, the idea of extreme

purity, and the disposal of the dead were merely Iranian

(pp. lxxiii. xcvi. xcvii.). Whether this religion possessed

books and whether it was propagated by Zarathushtra are

uncertain, but both are probable (pp. lxxxii. xci.). If any

religious books existed they were lost during Alexander’s

invasion of Persia (b.c. 336) and the subsequent period of

Greek rule. The Ashkanian king Valkhash (Vologeses I.

a D. 54-78) began the restoration of religious writings,

and, in his time, the Gathas were probably composed in a

language already dead—perhaps that of Arachosia (p. xc.)

—

because the Avesta names on the Indo-Scythian coins are

already in Pahlavi, and Shaoreoar on coins of Huvishka

(a.d. 110-130) = Pahl. Shahrevar, is the equivalent of the

Gathic phrase Khshathra vairya which must, therefore, have

existed before that date (pp. lxxxvi-lxxxviii.)
;

but if the

idea of Vohu Jfund comes from the school of Philo, the

Gathas could not have existed before the Christian era,

but may have been composed in the first century after,

which was the date of Yalkhash (p. lxxxviii.). Afterwards,

Ardashir Papakan (a.d. 226-240) employed the high-priest

Tansar to reconstruct the religious books. This priest’s

name is converted into Bishar (by mere alteration of the

diacritical points) in the existing MSS. of Mas'udi’s

“ Meadows of Gold,” where he calls him a Platonist. A
Persian translation (a.d. 1210) of an Arabic version (before

a.d. 762) of a Pahlavi letter (about a.d. 230) from this

Tansar is preserved in a History of Tabaristan, and shows

that neither Tansar or Ardashir would have had any

scruples about altering old texts to suit their modern views.

Further books on scientific matters were collected and
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incorporated with the Avesta in the reign of Shapur I.

(a.d. 240-271)
;

and Shapur II. (a.d. 309-379) had the

orthodox doctrines settled.

The chief difference, between this theory and the traditional

statements contained in Pahlavi literature, is that the Din-

kard describes the successive restorations of religious writings

as collections and arrangements of all fragments of the

old texts that were still extant, either in writing or in

the memory of the priesthood
;
whereas the theory describes

some of the restorations as almost completely new inven-

tions. This difference, between re-editing and forgery, may
perhaps be assumed as one merehr of extent, because any

arrangement of old fragments into a consistent whole pre-

supposes some insertions of connecting passages. But the

wilful forgery of the central documents of a religion, which

must have been committed under the observation of a

watchful and conservative priesthood, is a totally different

affair, not only as to morality, hut also as to possibility.

All that can be admitted at present, without further proof,

is that a good case has been made out for consideration,

inquiry, and criticism, with the possible result of obtaining

clearer ideas of the origin of the Avesta than we at present

possess.

The mainspring of the revolutionary hypothesis as to

the forgery of the Gathas, in the first century a.d., is

the resemblance of some of the ideas they contain to a few

of those held by Neo-Platonic philosophers, such as Philo.

How far this resemblance may be accidental, or how far

it may be due to borrowing, is quite a matter of opinion.

But, before we allow such resemblances to interfere with

the reputed age of the Gathas, it is surely necessary to

show the absolute impossibility of these ideas having been

borrowed from the Persians by the Greeks, during three

centuries of uninterrupted intercourse. Will any Greek

scholar undertake to prove this negative to the satisfaction

of Orientalists ? Always remembering that the Dinkard

asserts that one copy of the original scripture, which fell

into the hands of the Greeks, was translated into their

language (p. xxi.).
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It should also be noticed that the character of Tansar,

even if he were a Platonist, as stated 700 years after his

time, does not affect the question ; because the Gathic

Khshathra vairya, one of the ideas apparently common to the

Gathas and to Philo, is found on Indo-Scythian coins, in

its Graeco-Pahlavi form Shaoreoar, more than a century

before Tansar was employed by Ardashir Papakan.

It is for this reason that it has been necessary to put

back the composition of the Gathas to the time of Yal-

khash (a.d. 54-78), when, after 400 years of adversity, the

Zoroastrian religion still retained sufficient vitality and in-

fluence to induce that sovereign to take measures for the

discovery and preservation of its sacred writings, the official

copies of which were said to have been lost during Alexander’s

invasion. The continuance of the religion implies the

continuance of an active and powerful priesthood during

the four centuries of adversity, as well as a continuance

of the religious rites which would secure the preservation

of the liturgy in the memory of the priests, even if it

had not been committed to writing.

What we are asked to believe is that a committee of

such priests, called together for the purpose of restoring

their sacred books, deliberately ignored the liturgy that

must have been constantly on their lips, and proceeded

with the difficult task of forging a new liturgy and com-

pelling the whole of the priesthood to adopt it. A single

determined opponent would manifestly have occasioned a

schism
;
and it is difficult to conceive any sufficient reason

for such a forgery. As both the old and the new liturgies

must have been in a dead language, practically unknown

to tbe people, the change could have no effect on their

faith. Again, as the national language appears to have

been Pahlavi, it is reasonable to suppose that the ideas,

intended for the forged Gathas, would be first conceived

in Pahlavi and then translated into the dead language

adopted for the Avesta
;

so that the Pahlavi version,

despite all appearances to the contrary, ought to be con-

sidered as the original text, slightly modified at each

j.h.a.s. 1893. 43
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subsequent revision. It is also singular that the forgers

of the Gathas appear not to have been satisfied with going

back to the time of Darius Hystaspes for the name
Auramazda, which he uses in his inscriptions

;
but they

have adopted the older separate titles Ahura and Mazda,

and use them most commonly in the reverse order Mazda

Ahura (see J.R.A.S. for 1890, p. 508).

With regard to the Keresani episode in the Horn Yasht

(Yas. ix. 24), if there were any absolute certainty that

Keresani represented Alexander, the obvious explanation

would not be that the whole Yasht was written after the

time of Alexander, but that § 24 had been interpolated

at the time of one of the restorations of the texts, as it

has no real connection with the context, either before or

after it. That such interpolations have sometimes been

made by revisers of the Avesta, as well as by those of

other sacred books, either for the purpose of connecting

detached fragments, or for other reasons, is very probable

;

and it is the business of the critic to detect them, but

not to condemn the whole text on their account.

The reputation of Prof. Darmesteter, as a careful and

accurate scholar, is so deservedly high, that his opinions

may be widely adopted without due consideration. I have

therefore thought it desirable to suggest a few of the more

general difficulties which beset his hypothesis
;
leaving all

the more technical objections to be brought forward by

more competent Avesta scholars. But the problem of the

origin of the Avesta, like that of the age in which

Zarathushtra lived, is probably indeterminable in the

present state of our knowledge.

It is hardly necessary to say that the hypothetical

character of some of the author’s opinions, regarding the

origin of the Avesta, does not lessen the value of his

translations in the slightest degree, because he has not

allowed those opinions to have any perceptible influence

upon either translations or commentary.

May, 1893. E. W. West.
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Etude sur la Zenatia du Mzab, de Ouargla et de

l’Oued-Rir. Par Rene Basset, Professeur a l’Ecole

superieure des Lettres d’Alger. 8vo. Pp. xv. et 275.

Paris : Emile Leroux, 1893.

This is a scientific and practical work on some Berber

dialects spoken in South-Eastern Algeria, to which are

added, for the sake of comparison, many words of the

purer dialect spoken in the Jebel Nefusa, Tripoli
;

this

latter, by the way, being practically the same as the

Jebeli or Dyebayli, of which I give in the present

number of the Journal an unpublished vocabulary. The

Mzabi and Wargla dialects have been already more or

less fully investigated, and tbe reader will find here an

extensive and useful bibliographical list : the Wadreagh

dialect is illustrated here, for the first time, as having once

been the dialect of Tuggurt, now spoken only in three

or four small places
;

the Nefusi dialect is known only

bv some texts supplied by M. de Calassanti-Motylinski.

With further reference to his handbook of the Kabavl

language, which, as I have already pointed out, is in

itself a comparative grammar of the Berber dialects, the

author has deemed it sufficient to note here the few

discrepancies exhibited by the above-named dialects : this

is a very expedient process, as it saves any tedious

repetition. Then follows a very extensive French-Berber

vocabulary of the illustrated dialects, with numerous and

useful references, chiefly to Prof. Masqueray’s comparative

vocabulary of the Mzabi dialect. The texts show a great

variety of tales and songs, and are very interesting, not

only from the linguistic point of view, but also to the

folk-lorists, with numerous and elaborate references to

the general folk-lore, with which the author is so well

acquainted. The Berber-French vocabulary is likewise

highly interesting, and, moreover, Prof. Rene Basset has

completed his work by reprinting some previous notices

of those dialects, by Shaler, Samuda, Hodgson and Duvey-

rier, which are since long out of print and scarcely
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available to the general reader. To conclude, this new
volume is a very valuable addition to our knowledge of

the Berber dialects.

Th. G. de G.

Die Somali-Sprache. Von A. W. Schleicher. Erster

Theil. Texte, Lautlehre, Formenlehre und Syntax.

8vo. Pp. xvi. und 160. Berlin : Th. Frohlich, 1892.

The author has deemed it convenient to inform the

reader that his grammar is based on scientific principles,

and not at all intended for practical purposes, as any

practical handbook in German had become superfluous

“ since this unlucky treaty with England had closed the

North of East-Africa to Germany.” I am, indeed, at

a loss to understand why a scientific grammar could not

be as practical as any other, or why a practical grammar

could not be as well scientific
;

but never mind.

The texts consist of fables, proverbs, stories and songs,

with interlinear and free translations, the whole being

completed, fortunately enough, b}'- a good deal of usual

phrases, which seem to have had a narrow escape from

the disaster that has befallen the intended practical hand-

book : so much the better for the reader. In spite of

its scientific turn, the grammar seems to be elaborate

and accurate, and also clear enough, though it is doubtful

whether the author’s many criticisms on Capt. F. M.

Hunter’s Grammar and Vocabularies of the Somali Language

are fully supported by the facts.

In a previous work, the author has asserted, as a matter

of fact, the close relationship between the Pul and Somali

languages, and of this I want to say a few words,

based on his Somali grammar and on my own knowledge

of the Pul language. The Somali roots consist of two

consonants, with a vowel inserted between them : so are

also the Pul roots. But, if we take the meaning into
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account, we will have to record only a few instances of

more or less doubtful identity, as

:

Somali.

war (man), 'ori (woman).

gel (camel).

had (to steal).

qad-ad (bitter).

ar (to run).

toban (ten).

Perhaps the vocabulary

though I have not been

five in Hunter’s, as

:

gun (village, hamlet).

quilt (heat).

gajo (hunger).

gad (to arrive).

Pul.

gor-qo (man), root or-,

geloba for gel-o-mba (camel).

'vj- (to steal).

had- (to be bitter), plur. qad-.
'

ar

-

(to come).

tyapan- (ten).

will bring some more instances,

able to find more than four or

'iiro (village), plur. gure.

'ul- (to be warm), plur. gill-,

hoj- (to be hungry), plur. qoj-.

'ail- (to bring), plur. gad-.

As it will be seen, all these instances of identity are

of a very doubtful character : nevertheless, they ma}'

become interesting, were they to increase both in number

and quality. With regard to the grammatical features,

as far as I can judge by myself, there is not the least

relationship between the two languages, and there is no

ground at all for any comparison between them. But

I must note here a rather curious fact : the Somali

demonstrative-affixes consist, as in the Wolof language,

of a variable consonant, to which is added a different

vowel, according to the distance of the object referred

to, as (in order of distance)

:

Somali. Wolof.

dibi-ga, dibi-gi, dibi-go (the ox), nag-vi, nag-vu, nag-va (the ox).

'ori-da, 'ori-di, 'ori-do (the jigen-ji, jigen-ju, jigen ja (the

woman). woman).

I will not draw any inference from this fact, at least

for the present, as it would require more consideration

than I can afford here.

Th. G. de G.
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Die Bedawye-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika. Yon Leo
Beinisch. I. (Texte). 8vo. Pp. 74. Wien : F.

Tempsky, 1893.

In his preface, the author explains why he has at last

resolved to publish his own materials on the Bedawye

language, despite the existence of a previous work by

Prof. H. Almkvist : first, as I have myself already

pointed out, there are no texts at all to illustrate the

grammatical theories of the Scandinavian compiler, and

I have always wondered at his being able to write such

an extensive grammar without any texts
;

in fact, I had

nearly doubted the accuracy of his work. But, then,

and this is far more serious, it appears now that Prof.

H. Almkvist had only dealt with a peculiar dialect of

this interesting language
;
and Prof. Leo Beinisch tells

us plainly that he would have done better to publish his

work under the title :
“ The Bishari Dialect of the

Bedawye Language :

”
in the light thrown upon the

subject by the present publication of texts in various

dialects, there can be no doubt that Prof. H. Almkvist’s

work is no more to be relied upon as “ ein ausgezeichnetes

Werk,” however accurate it may be with reference to the

peculiar dialect dealt with.

The texts just published by Prof. Leo Beinisch are

very interesting, consisting of numerous stories and collo-

quial phrases in three dialects. We look forward to the

publication of his grammar as one likely to prove less

extensive, less tiresome, and more comprehensive than Prof.

II. Almkvist’s.

Th. G. de G.

How the Codex was Found : A Narrative of Two Journeys

to Sinai. By Margaret Dunlop Gibson (Cambridge :

Macmillans). Small 8vo. pp. 141, with two plates. 5s.

This interesting little work gives an account, much fuller,

of course, than appears above in our present issue of
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the discovery of the palimpsest MS., of which Mrs. Lewis

exhibited the photographs at our May meeting. There

is a full description of the ancient monastery itself, and

of its curious and valuable library, with extracts from the

accounts of earlier travellers, and a detailed narrative of

the two journeys undertaken by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs.

Gibson, first in search of the MS., and afterwards with

the object of taking the necessary steps towards the

preparation of a critical edition of the ancient text so

happily recovered. The whole is a very charming narrative

of an important literary discovery, which is of especial

interest, as being due to the self-sacrificing zeal of two lady

scholars.

Ancient India. By Romesh Chunder Dutt, C.I.E.

With two Maps. 12mo. pp. 188. (London : Long-

mans. Price, 2s. 6d.)

This volume is the first of a series of small handbooks

on Indian History being edited by the principal of Pachai-

yappa’s College, Madras. The attempt to deal with so

long a period (b.c. 2000-a.d. 800, as the title page has

it) in a tiny volume of this sort is bold. But the author

has literary skill of a high order, and has succeeded in

producing a very readable and, on the whole, reliable

summary of early Indian History. The little work does

not appeal to scholars
;
and the complete absence of any

reference to the best sources, to which readers might go

for more detailed accounts, will much impair the usefulness

of this manual, even to readers who do not lay claim to

exact scholarship. It is put together, however, with so

much knowledge and sense of proportion that we can

recommend it very cordially to those who want a brief

and trustworthy outline of Indian life and thought before

the Muhammadan conquest. Subsequent volumes are to

deal with the Muhammadans, the Mahrattas, the Dravidians,

and, lastly, with the British power in India.
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A History of Currency in the British Colonies. By
Koeert Chalmers. 8vo. pp. 500 (The Stationery

Office).

This carefully compiled volume gives a summary of the

history of the currency in each of thirty-eight colonial

dependencies of England. The last six chapters deal with

Cyprus, India, Ceylon, Mauritius, Hong Kong and the

Straits Settlements. The materials, drawn almost exclusively

from official sources, but supplemented by contemporary

tracts and colonial histories, give an exact statement of the

very complicated variations of the currency in each colony.

And the introductory chapter draws attention to the con-

clusions that may be drawn from the very various experiments

in currency that have been tried from time to time (and

usually without any knowledge of what had been done

elsewhere) in our widely separated dependencies.

The chapters on our Eastern possessions are of course

the ones to which our readers will naturally turn. They do

not attempt to deal with the coins, or the coinage previous to

European settlements. But nowhere else will be found either

so clear or so complete an account of the currency of India,

Ceylon, and the Straits Settlements since that date. The

history of the rupee, and of the discussions as to establishing

a gold currency in India, are particularly interesting, and

every statement made is carefully vouched for by quoted

chapter and verse. The whole is full of references of the

greatest value to anyone interested in the currency question

in India, and will no doubt become a standard authority

used by all writers on the subject.

There is an appendix containing a reprint of important

official documents, and of legislative acts, and also sum-

maries of allied currency questions in Europe and America.

Especially noteworthy in this respect for our Indian readers

is the explanation of the silver question in the United States.
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YI. Additions to the Library.

Purchased.

Jacobi (Prof. II.). Das Rdmiiyana. 8vo. Bonn, 1893.

Dutt (R. C.). History of Civilization in Ancient India.

8 vols. 8vo. Calcutta, 1889.

Lamairesse (E.). L’lnde avant le Bouddha.

8vo. Paris, 1892.

,, La Vie du Bouddha suivie du Bouddhisme

dans l’Indo-Chine.

Gray, (J.). Buddhagosupatti. 8vo. London, 1892.

Iluxley (Professor). Evolution and Ethics. London, 1893.

Neumann (K. E.). Der Wahrheitpfad. 8vo. Leipzig, 1893.

From the Authors.

Flover (E. A.). Etude sur le Nord Etbai. 4to. Caire, 1893.

Ussele (L.). A travers le Japon. 8vo. Paris, 1891.

Scblegel (G.). Desultory Notes on Japanese Lexicography.

8vo. Leyden, 1893.

Cordier (H.). Bibliotheca Sinica. Tome 1. Fasc. 1, 2.

Tome 2. Fasc. 4, and Supplement. Fasc. 1.

Lacouperie (T. de). Premiere Introduction de la Civili-

zation Occidentale en Chine (vers 2282 av. n. e.) d’apres

les legendes et les traditions. Pamph. 8vo. 1892.

On the Corean, Aino and Fusang Writers.

8vo. London, 1892.

Posewitz (Dr. Th.). Borneo; its Geology and Mineral

Resources. Trans, from the German by F. H. Hatch.

8vo. London, 1892.

From the Publishers.

Gibson (Mrs. J. Y.). How the Codex was Found.

8 vo. Cambridge, 1893.

Seidel (A.). Hindustani Grammar. Post 8vo. Wien.

Dutt (R. C.). Ancient India, 2000 b.c. to 800 a.d.

Post 8vo. London, 1893.
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From the Lulia Office.

Broughton (T. D.). Letters from a Mahratta Camp.

8vo. London, 1892.

Yoelcker (J. A.). Report on the Improvement of

Indian Agriculture. 8vo. London, 1893.

Danvers (F. C.). Portuguese Records.

8vo. London, 1892.

From H. M. Stationery Office.

Chalmers (R.). History of Currency in the British

Colonies. Imp. 8vo. London, 1893.

From the British Museum Trustees.

Lacouperie (T. de). Catalogue of Chinese Coins from

Seventh Century b.c. to 621 a.d.

Imp. 8 vo. London, 1892.

From the Royal Library, Berlin.

Ahlwardt (W.). Yerzeichness der Arabischen Hand-

schriften im K. Bibl. zu Berlin. 4er Band.

4to. Berlin, 1892.

From the St. Petersburg Academy.

Wiener (S.). Catalogus librorum impressorum Hebra-

eorum in Musee Asiatice Imperialis Academiae Petre-

politanae asservatorum. Opera et Studie. Fasc. 1.

4to. Petrop. 1893.
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Dyebayli Vocabulary
,
from an unpublished MS.

A.D. 1831. Edited by Tn. G. de Guiraudon, M.R.A.S.

Introduction.

About the middle of the year 1887, having bought from

Dr. R. N. Oust a lot of books and papers relating to the

African languages, I found amongst them a Gebilee and

Bornoo manuscript Vocabular}-, very carefully written on

three double sheets of rough paper : on examining it, the

Gebilee proved at once to be a Berber dialect, spoken in

the mountainous region lying about 50 miles S. of Tripoli,

and extending 150 miles in a direction from W.SW. to

E.NE. However, inasmuch as I was then engaged in

another part of Africa, I had not at first attached much

importance to this document
;

but, later on, having sent

it for inspection to Prof. Rene Basset, of Algiers, this

eminent scholar urged on me the necessity of publishing

my manuscript, the peculiar dialect to which it refers having

not yet been illustrated
;

at the same time, he sent me
some valuable Notes, which have greatly helped me to

extricate myself amongst many inaccuracies.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 44
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The word Gebilee, as written by the compiler, or

Dyebayli, as I prefer to write it, is the name given to the

inhabitants of the mountainous region I have alluded to :

it is obviously the Ar. (mountaineer), from

(mountain). I would suggest here that, by a not unlikely

change of initial consonant, this word has become uW
Qebayli, now applied to the inhabitants of another mountain-

ous region further West, known as Kabylia
;

in fact, I

consider Dyebayli and Qebayli as being practically one and

the same word. The explanation of this latter word, as

given by Baron de Slane, who derives it from the Ar.

<LL_Ji (tribe), appears to me to be quite worthless. Why
should the Kabayls have been especially called “ tribes,”

which has no meaning at all, instead of being naturally

called “mountaineers,” like their kindred in the East?

And why should not the other Berbers have been also

called “ tribes ” ? In a later stage of linguistics, when

the etymological science shall no more rest upon mere

resemblances of words, my suggestion will perhaps prove

to be right : at least I think so.

The Dyebali dialect is closely akin to the dialect spoken

in the Dyebel-Nefusa, which is only a part of the same

mountainous region: in fact, these two dialects, till yet

almost unknown, are practically the same, as will be seen

from the comparisons in the Vocabulary.

Who was the compiler of my manuscript? Probably

some reverend gentleman, whose name, written in pencil

on the first leaf, has been erased so as to render it quite

illegible. It was compiled about the year 1830, as shown

by a Note written on the back of the third leaf and dated

“ Dec. 30, 1831.”

The Dyebayli words are transliterated in three different

ways, first in Arabic characters, then in Roman characters

with the Italian spelling, and finally in Roman characters

with the English spelling, so that little doubt can remain
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how the compiler had heard these words or how he thought

to have heard them. I have preserved the Arabic trans-

literation quite unchanged, with its variations and in-

accuracies, wherever it exists in the manuscript
;

but,

without altering the words as given by the compiler, I have

melted the two Roman transliterations into one, the vowels

to be pronounced as in Italian, and the consonants as in

English. To this column I have added only a few explana-

tions between brackets.

My Corrections, Notes and Comparisons are given in

a separate column, and I have placed at the end some

further grammatical Notes, which, I hope, will be found

useful. The good in all these notes is due to Prof. Rene

Basset, and I am only responsible for the general disposition

and for the mistakes I may have made. The words marked

kab. are borrowed from P. Olivier’s Dictionnaire frangais-

kabvle
; the others are borrowed from Prof. Rene Basset’s

various publications: those placed first, without any mark

of origin, are my own corrections of the manuscript.

Whether I have been right, throughout, remains to be

seen. I have done my best.

As this little Vocabulary is likely to be used by French

scholars, I have thought it convenient to give the French

words in the last column.

London
,
February

, 1893.

P.S.—In the Roman transliteration, I have made no differ-

ence between cu and 1?, as the reader may refer to the

Arabic transliteration. Moreover, gh stands sometimes for

g, as oghur instead of ugur.
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Grammatical Notes.

1 For the formation of the feminine and of the plural generally, I must
refer the reader to the Kabayl Grammars (Hanoteau, Rene Basset).

2 These are obviously irregular plurals.
3 This and the following isolate possessive pronouns are formed with the

demonstrative pronoun win (this), the preposition n (of), and one of the affix-

pronouns -u (me), -ik (thee, m.), -em (thee, f.), -is (him, her), -agh (us), -wan
(you, m.), -want (you, f.), -sin (them).

4 The affix-pronouns of the verbs are : -t (me), -k (thee), -t (him, her),

-agh (us), -wen (you), -ten (them), fern, tent
;

as a rule they are placed after

the verb.
5 But, when the verb is conjugated with some particle meaning the present or

the future tense, as -es in these two instances, the pronoun is affixed to this

particle, instead of being affixed to the verb itself.

6 This and the following possessive affix-pronouns are formed with the

preposition -in (of), and one of the affix-pronouns already quoted in Note 3.
7 However, the preposition is sometimes dropped, as in these instances.
8 wa-yet (this-unlike).
9 Here, the proper preposition should he y ;

hut, before a word beginning
with an i-sound, it changes into n

;
ifkas must he read ifk-as (give-it).

10 To be read agh-as (take-it).
11 To he read kheyr (better, ar.) in- is (of-him) ;

kheyr in-sin (better of-them).
12 For hand-of-me (?).
13 From the instances given below, it appears that, in this peculiar dialect,

the negative form of the verb is obtained by prefixing w-, once wul-, and affixing

-sh (cf. ^—U ma—sh in vulgar Arabic of Algeria) : when the verb begins with

a radical consonant, a vowel is inserted between the prefix and this consonant

;

hut, if the verbal form begins with a desinential consonant, the prefix w- takes

the place of this consonant. Ex. : itaghidigh (I am afraid), w-itaghidigh-sh

(I am not afraid)
;

yitaghid (he is afraid), witaghid-sh (he is not afraid).

When two verbs follow each other, w- is put before the first one, and -sh after

the second one.
14 It is better to read bda, from Arabic Ud (jamais), than ibda, from Arabic

bj (il a commence).
15 There is but one tense in the indicative mood, viz. the aorist : the present

and future tenses are indicated by means of various prefixed particles, as it will

be seen in the following instances
;

in the course of this process, there are

contractions and assimilations, which will be seen.
16 I suggest that this is the negative form of the aorist of the verb tas id

(return), the personal desinence being inserted between the verb and the particle.

17 In this and the following sentences, the suffix -yi is formed with y (to) and

i (me)
;
d is the “particule de retour.”

18 This would mean : for of-me I-am-hungry, and for of-me I-am-thirsty

:

it should be better, perhaps, to read: liheis inu loz (for of-me hunger), or:

liheis lozogh (for I-am-hungry), and so on. The word liheis is quite unknown.
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Art. XVII .—The Schrumpf Collection of Armenian Boohs.

As will be in our readers’ memory, the Society had this

year to deplore the loss of Dr. Schrumpf. His sudden

and premature decease, cutting short so promising a career,

was a serious blow to Oriental studies. His relative, Mons.

Schnmbele, of Nancy, has gracefully and generously

determined to present to this Society the Armenian books

of our deceased friend as a memorial of the life and labours

of an earnest co-worker with us in the field of Oriental

research. Professor Minas Tcheraz has very kindly drawn

up the following list of the books in the Schrumpf Collection,

which he has also increased by some donations from himself,

and the list is published here in order that it may be of

service in the furtherance of those studies which Dr.

Schrumpf loved so well.

A. of Nareg. Profession of Faith. Valarsabad, 1892.

(No. 69.)

Abovyantz ((?.). Armenian History. Tiflis, 1884. (No. 16.)

Acts of the Apostles, The. Jerusalem, 1877. (No. 90.)

Agathangelus. Armenian History. Venice, 1862. (No. 120.)

Armenian History. Tiflis, 1883. (No. 86.)

Agliabalyan (JL). Object Lessons. Constantinople, 1881.

(No. 93.)

Object Lessons. Constantinople, 1881. (No. 167.)

Aghanyants (G.). Calendar of the Armenian Church.

Valarsabad, 1890. (No. 143.)

The Emigration to Russia of the Armenians of

Erzeroum in 1829. Tiflis, 1891. (No. 70.) .

Aghayantz (G.). Armenian Reader, Vol. I. Tiflis, 1891.

Vol. II. Tiflis, 1889. Vol. III. Tiflis, 1890. (No. 182.)

Dork-Ankegh (an old tale). Tiflis, 1888. (No. 39.)
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Agayantz
(
G .). A Page of our Modern History. Moscow,

1891. (No. 148.)

The Pronunciation of Armenian. Tiflis, 1874.

(No. 31.)

Aidinian (A.). Critical Grammar of Modern Armenian.

Vienna, 1866. (No. 53.)

Alamdaryantz (H.). Poetry. St. Petersburg, 1884. (No. 17.)

Alishan
(
L . M.). Le Haygh, sa Periode et sa Fete. 2 e Ed.

16mo. Venise, 1880.

Maghthouny (a book of poetry). Venice, 1885. (No. 76.)

Leon le Magnifique, premier roi de Sissouan ou de

l’Armenocilicie, traduit par le P. George Bayan.

Roy. 8vo. Venise, 1888.

Physiographie de l’Armenie. 2nd Edition. Sm. 8vo.

Venise, 1870.

Shnorhaly (a celebrated Armenian Patriarch, Twelfth

Century). Venice, 1873. (No. 25.)

Tableau Succinct de l’histoire de la Litterature

Armenienne. 16mo. Venise, 1883.

St. Theodore le Salahounien. Martyr Armenien.

Traduit par J. Hekimian. 16mo. Venise, 1872.

Allahverdyan (//.). Zeytoun (Cilicia). Constantinople, 1884.

(No. 153.)

Anniversary of the Murder of the Armenian Heroes

(1890). London, 1891. (No. 168.)

Armenian Alphabet, Illustrated. Venice, 1888. (No. 135.)

Armenian Proverbs and Sayings. Translated into English

by Rd. G. Bayan. 16mo. Venice, 1889.

Arakel of Tauris. History of the Province of Ararat.

Valarsabad, 1884. (No. 3.)

Aramyantz (Dr.). A Journey from Salian to Etchmiadzin.

Tiflis, 1887. (No. 117.)

Araratyantz (A.). A Bunch of Poems. Tiflis, 1885. (No. 64.)

The Village Teacher (a tale). Tiflis, 1883. (No. 108.)

Araskhanyantz {A.). Ancient History of Eastern Nations.

Tiflis, 1891. (No. 116.)

Archaeological Society of Russia. Labours of the Eastern

Section. Vol. XIV. 8vo. St. Petersburg, 1869.
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Armenia. 1890, parts 6, 7, 12 ; 1891, 1-5, 8. 11, 12 ;
1892,

1, 3, 5-8, 12. 8vo. Szamosujvar, 1890-92.

Armenian. Gramraaticae della Lingua Armen a Letterale con

Appendice sulla Lingua Armena Yolgare. 8vo.

Roma
,
1879.

Armenische Bibliothek. Part 1, Patkanian
;
part 3, Raffi

;

parts 5-6, Proschiauz; part 7, Sundukianz ;
parts 8-9,

Timotheus.

Armenian Popular Songs, translated into English. Third

Edition. 8vo. Venice, 1888.

Arpiar (A.). Aboushe (a novelette). Constantinople, 1886.

(No. 59.)

Three Novelettes. Constantinople, 1886. (No. 121.)

Arisdagues of Lasdiverd. Armenian History. Venice, 1844.

(No. 19.)

A. S. Vengeance (a novelette). Marseilles, 1891. (No. 72.)

Athanasyantz
(
H.). The Vegetation of the Province of

Erivan. Erivan, 1881. (No. 29.)

Aucher
(
Father P.). Grammar. Armenian-English. 8vo.

Venice, 1819.

Acsharyantz
(
E.). Zrutz (a novelette). Tiflis, 1890.

(No. 118.)

Ayvazyan
(
G .). Alterations in Armenology. Theodosia, 1869.

'

(No. 103.)

Orthography of the Armenian Language. Theodosia

,

1869. (No* 15.)

The Conversion of the Armenians of Poland

to the Roman Catholic Church. Valarsabad, 1877.

(No. 60.)

Babiguian (H-). Arithmetic. Venice, 1883. (No. 170.)

Bahatryan (A.). The Metrical Art of Old Armenians.

Shoushy, 1891. (No. 85.)

Fables. Shoushy, 1886. (No. 45.)

Balassanyan (S.). Grammar of Modern Armenian. Vol. I.

mis, 1888. Vol. II. Tiflis, 1884. Vol. III. Tiflis,

1884. (No. 189.)

Armenian History. Tiflis, 1890. (No. 102.)

j.k.a.s. 1893. 46
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Barchudarian (J.). Die Armenier und ihre Nachbarvolker

in der Turkei. 4to. Pamphlet.

Barkhoudaryantz (M.). “ Pole Pooghy” (an Armenian

Wit). Tiflis, 1883. (No. 20.)

Critic of Critics. Tiflis, 1888. (No. 42.)

Barkhoudaryantz (0.).
“ Mirza ev Anna ” (a novel). Smyrna,

1876. (No. 46.)

Bartholomce ( Chr.). Arisches und Linguistisches. Roy. 8vo.

Gottingen, 1891.

Baumgartner (A.). Dr. M. Lauer und das Zweite Buch des

Moses Chorenazi. 8vo. Leipzig, 1885.

Begnazaryantz (A.). The Secrets of Karabagh (modern history

of this province). St. Petersburg, 1886. (No. 162.)

Berberyan (A.). Armenian History. Constantinople, 1871.

(No. 100.)

Beshiktashlian (M.). The Three Braves (a comedy). Tiflis,

1885. (No. 160.)

Bibles. The Four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles,

paraphrased from the original Greek. 8vo. Con-

stantinople, 1879.

Bozadjian (P.). French Grammar. Constantinople. (No. 94.)

L’Echo de Paris. Constantinople, 1888. (No. 96.)

Brunnhefer (IT.). Iran und Turan. Historisck und Geo-

graphische und Ethnologische Untersuch ungen iiber

den Altesten Schauplatz der Indischen Urgeschichte.

8vo. Leipzig, 1889.

Bryce {James). Ascent of Ararat. Constantinople, 1890.

(No. 122.)

Burnouf (E.) et Leupol (L.). Methode pour etudier la

Langue sanscrite. 2nd Edition. 8vo. Paris, 1861.

Byzance {N. de). A Criticism of Nubarian’s Translation of

“ Notre-Dame ” (V. Hugo). Constantinople, 1884.

(No. 147.)

Knnasser, I. and II. (Lithographed pamphlets

correcting some mistakes in the copies of old

Armenian authors.) Stockholm, 1887. (No. 172.)

Caftan (
B.). Zoology. Venice, 1887. (No. 75.)
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Carriere (A.) et Berger (S.). La Correspoudance Apocryphe

de St. Paul et des Corinthiens, ancienne version

Latine et traduction du texte Arm4nien. 8vo.

Pamphlet. Paris, 1891.

Carrikre (A.). Moise de Khoren et les Genealogies patri-

arcales. 12mo. Paris, 1891.

Grammaire Arm4nienne. See Lauer.

Catalogue of Books published by the Mekhitharists of

Venice. Venice, 1889. (No. 180.)

Catechism of the Freedom of Armenia, The. Marseilles, 1889.

(No. 132

)

Chalkhnshian (Count). Armenian Poetry in the person of

Raphael Patkanian. In Russian. 8vo. ltostoff-on-

Don, 1886.

Christmas and the Feast of May in Finland. Translated

from the Russian. TiJlis, 1882. (No. 66.)

Christophorides (K.). Albanian Grammar. Toshike Dialect.

4to. Constantinople, 1882.

Comjbeare
(
F. C.). Specimen Lectionum Armeniacarum, or

a Review of the Fragments of Philo Judaeus, as

newly edited by J. Rendel Harris. 8vo. Oxford.

Dan
(
D .). Die Orientalischen Armenier in der Bukowina

(Ileft 2 Die Volkerschaften in der Bukowina). 8vo.

Csernoicits, 1890.

Dardel (John). Armenian Chronology. St. Petersburg, 1891.

(No. 82.)

Dashian (J.). Pseudo-Callisthen’s Life of Alexander the

Great. Vienna, 1892. (No. 157.)

Zur Abgar-Sage. 8vo. Wien.

A Study on tlie Historical Work of Agatliangelus.

Vienna, 1891. (No. 186.)

Dernirdjibashian (E.). French-Armenian Dictionary. Con-

stantinople, 1888. (No. 95.)

A Speech on the Education of Girls. Constantinople,

1890. (No. 27.)

D'Esoff (G.). Apercu de l’Etude de la langue Armenienne

en Europe. 8vo. Leide, 1890.
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D'Esoff {G.). Inner Life of Ancient Armenia. An Historical

Study. Roy. 8vo. St. Petersburg, 1859.

Djoulardyan ($.). Armenian Proverbs. Venice

,

1880.

(No. 61.)

Dulaurier {Ed.). Recherches sur la Chronologie Armenienne,

technique et historique, ouvrage formant les Pro-

legomenes de la Collection intitulee Bib. Historique

Armenienne. Tome l er
,
Chronologie Technique. 4to.

Paris, 1859.

Dzerentz. Ergounk (a historical novel). Tiflis, 1879. (No. 57.)

Theodoras Rshdouny (a historical novel). Tiflis, 1881.

(No. 115.)

“ Thoros Levony” (historical novel). Tiflis, 1881.

(No. 11.)

Eghishe. History of Yartan. Venice, 1864. (No. 77.)

History of Vartan. Jerusalem, 1865. (No. 89.)

E. II. A. Dictionary of Modern and Ancient Armenian.

Venice, 1869. (No. 141.)

E. M. Faustus of Byzance. Vienna, 1890. (No. 187.)

Emin
(
J. B.). Armenian History of Mekhithar of Ayrivank.

Moscow, 1860. (No. 158.)

Bishop Stephen’s History of the Province of Sunik.

Moscow, 1861. (No. 140.)

Moses of Khoren and the Old Songs of Armenia.

(Translated by Gl. K.) Tiflis, 1886. (No. 12.)

Moses of Khoren and Old Armenian Legends.

Tiflis, 1887. (No. 68.)

Erznkiantz
(
E.). Armenian Music. Va/arsabad, 1887.

(No. 181.)

Eritzyantz (A.). Biography of the Catholicos Nerses V.

(Three Volumes.) Tiflis, 1878. (No. 166.)

Biography of Grigor Artzruny (an Armenian writer

and publisher). Tiflis, 1890. (No. 32.)

The Mekhitharists of Venice. Tiflis, 1883. (No. 163.)

Ezyantz (C.). The Armenians of Poland Converted by

Force to the Roman Catholic Church. St. Petersburg,

1884. (No. 37.)
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Eznig. Refutation of Sects. Venice, 1875. (No. 125.)

First of May, The (a Socialist pamphlet). London, 1892.

(No. 133.)

Gabriel (21. S.). The Art of Eloquence. New York, 1891.

(No. 154.)

Gareguin (Deacon). Sasma Dzrer (a folk-tale). Tiflis, 1892.

(No. 169.)

Gattegrias (J. A.). L’Armenie et les Armenians. 8vo.

Paris, 1883.

Geonomia Armena col rapporto alia Mostra Veneta-Armena.

Pamphlet. 8vo. Venezia, 1881.

Gharagueuzyan (II.). Longfellow’s Evangelina and Daudet’s

Vision of the Judge of Colmar. Tiflis, 1892.

(No. 50.)

Ghevond ( Vartapet). Ilistory of the Khalifs, written in the

eighth century. Translated from the Armenian.

8vo. St. Petersburg, 1862.

Armenian Ilistory. St. Petersburg, 1887. (No. 150.)

Goulamiryantz (A.). History of David Beg. Valarsabad,

1871. (No. 112.)

Gregorius Illuminater. Beati Johannis Chrysostomi oratio

panegvrica de vita et laboribus. 8vo. 1878.

Grigoretiz (Rev. J.). England’s Eulogy, written in Armenian

verse, a. D. 1675. Text and translation. 12mo. Venice,

1875.

Guiragos of Cantzag. Armenian History. Venice, 1865.

(No. 48.)

Gutschmidt (II. von). Uber die Glauburirdig keit der

Armenischen Geschichte des Moses von Khoren.

Pamphlet. 8vo. 1876.

Haag (F.). Vergleichung des Prakrit mit den Romanischen

Sprachen. 8vo. Berlin, 1869.
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Art. XVIII.

—

Notes on Hindu Astronomy and the History

of our Knowledge of it. By James Burgess, C.I.E.,

LL.D., M.R.A.S., etc.

1. The following notes are perhaps somewhat miscellaneous,

but they may help to re-direct attention to an interesting

subject, recalling the history of European studies of it with

some of the results obtained. And since the scheme arranged

by Mr. Whitley Stokes for cataloguing the Sanskrit works

in Indian libraries, private and other, and for obtaining

copies of the rarer ones has yielded such excellent results

in all departments, it will perhaps be possible for Orientalists

now to publish and translate some of the more important

Siddhantas and Karanas hitherto inaccessible, and which

would be most useful in tracing the origins and history

of this Indian science.

2. We cannot trace the stud}’ of the heavens by the

Hindus to any very early date. Strabo says 1 the Pramnai

(which is, perhaps, only another form of 2ap/j,avcu), “ ridicule

the Brachmanes as boasters and fools for occupying them-

selves with physiology and astronomy.” This statement

may, of course, refer to the time of Alexander’s invasion, or

it may be based on later reports which Strabo (cir. a.d. 1)

had collected. In Apastamba’s Dharmasutra (II. iv. 8, 11)

it is stated that astronomy is one of the six ahgas of the

Veda. But of the character of this early Hindu astronomy

we learn, what we do know, chiefly from the Jyotisha

1 Strabo, Geograph, lib. xv. cap. i. § 70 (Casaub. p. 719) ;
conf. Lassen,

Phein. Mus. fib- Phil. Bd. I. S. 183, and Lid. Alterthumsk. (2nd ed.), Bd. I.

S. 1002 n.
;
Weber, Hist. Ind. Lit. p. 28.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 47
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Vedahga of the Yajur and Rigveda, from which it seems

to have been mainly concerned with the lunar motions, 1

connected as they were with the proper times for sacrificial

acts, and otherwise to have been of a very elementary and

chiefly astrological nature. 2

3. It is now generally conceded that Hindu astronomy,

as we know it, has been originally based on that of the

Alexandrian Greeks, who had brought the study with them

from the Ionian lands, where it had been early cultivated

by Thales (cir. B.c. 636-570) its founder
;
by Anaximander

(610-547), who declared the earth moved round its axis,

that the moon reflects the sun’s light, invented the gnomon,

observed the solstices and equinoxes, measured the obliquity

of the ecliptic, noted the morning setting of the Pleiades

on the twenty-ninth day before the equinox, and made the

first geographical charts
;
by Pythagoras (cir. 570-490 B.c.)

;

by Anaximenes (cir. 550-470), who taught gnomonics
;
and

by Anaxagoras (499-427), who ascribed the cosmical ad-

justments to intelligent design. Eudoxos of Knidos (cir.

370 b.c.) introduced the sphere, described the two colures,

observed and recorded the places of fixed stars, and deter-

mined the tropical year at 365j days. Phaenos, Euktemon,

and Meton (b.c. 432) observed the solstices, laid down the

places of the four tropical circles, and introduced the cycle

1 See Prof. Weber’s paper Uber den Veda Kalcndar, Namens Jyotisham,

(in Abhandlitng. d. K'onigl. Akad. der Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1862) and an
important paper by Dr. Thibaut in Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. xlvi. (1877),

pt. i. pp. 411-437, cited below,
§ 34.

2 Dr. Rhys Davids has called my attention to the following passage in the

Tevijja Sutta, Maha-Silam, 4 :
“ Or, whereas some Samana-Brahmans, who

live on the food provided by the faithful, continue to gain a livelihood by
such low arts and such lying practices as these : that is to say, by predicting

—

‘ There will be an eclipse of the moon.’ ‘ There will be an eclipse of the sun.’

‘ There will be an eclipse of a planet.’ ‘ The sun and the moon will be in

conjunction.’ ‘ The sun and the moon will be in opposition.’ ‘The planets will

be in conjunction.’ ‘ The planets will be in opposition.’ ‘ There will be falling

meteors, and fiery coruscations in the atmosphere,’ etc. ... He [the recluse]

on the other hand, refrains from seeking a livelihood by such low arts, by such

lying practices.”—See the whole passage in Rhys Davids’ Buddhist Suttas

(Sacred Books of the Bast, vol. xi. pp. 197-8). The work is supposed to be

an early one in Buddhist literature and the reference it contains, condemnatory
of the practices of astrology, is of interest. It reminds us of “the dividers

of the heavens, the star-gazers, the monthly prognosticators ” of ancient

Chaldea (Isaiah, xlvii. 13).
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of 19 years and 235 lunations. Plato proposed the

representation of celestial motions by circles, which has

been so prolific of scientific results. Aristotle wrote a work

on astronomy, now lost. Kallippos (b.c. 330), who helped

Aristotle in his investigations, proposed the Kallippic

period of 76 years, consisting of 27,759 days and 940

lunar months, and wrote on the heliacal risings of the

planets. Autolykos wrote two works—the earliest that have

come down to us—on the motion of the sphere, and the

risings and settings of the fixed stars
;

they had been

translated into Arabic, but are as yet unpublished in Greek.

Euderaos, a disciple of Aristotle’s, wrote on the history of

astronomy, but we know only that he stated in it that the

axes of the ecliptic and equator are 24° distant. Aristarkhos,

of Samos (cir. 275 b.c.), seems to have held that the earth

revolves round the sun—a hypothesis which has also been

ascribed to Philolaos (cir. 430). Pytheas of Massilia, and

Artemidoros of Ephesos, contributed to the study ; and

Euclid, in his Phainomena, gives twenty-five propositions

on the doctrine of the sphere. Aratos (cir. 270) wrote a

poem—the Phainomena, based on the earlier prose works

of Eudoxos, and suppljung a popular introduction to a

knowledge of the stars, and of the circles of the sphere,

with rules for the risings and settings of the constella-

tions, etc. Eratosthenes (b.c. 276-196) measured the

obliquity of the ecliptic at 23° 51 g, and made the first

scientific attempt to determine the magnitude of the earth

and the distance of the sun. 1 Hipparkhos, of Bithynia

(cir. b.c. 160-120), “the lover of truth and labour,” made

his observations at Rhodes, but except his commentary on

the poem of Aratos, all his works have perished, and it is to

Ptolemy, his great admirer, that we owe our information

as to the extent and importance of his researches : to him

1 He seems to have considered the measurements made for the earth’s

circumference as only approximate, and put it at 250,000 or 252,000 stadia.

The distance of the sun he made 804,000,000 stadia; hut what stadium did

he use? If 84 stadia be taken as equal to an English mile, then the first

would be 29,200 miles, and the sun’s distance 93,800,000 miles : not very

far from the truth.
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is due the reconciliation of observation and theory, the

precession of the equinoxes—which he estimated at 48"

per annum—and the distinction between the sidereal and

tropical motions. After him, Geminos, Kleomedes, Theo-

dosios, Menelaos, Hypsikles, Strabo, Cicero, Hyginos, and

Pliny all bear testimony to the continuity of astronomical

research down to the time of Klaudios Ptolemj7
' (cir. 100-

160 a.d.), whose Syntaxis, with the commentary on it by

Theon, was so long the standard text-book on the subject.

This position it probably owed in a large measure to its

comprehensive character and the great mathematical merits

of his methods. Later astronomical writers we know there

were : indeed it would be absurd to suppose that the science

should have suddenly stopped short on the publication of

a great work, which suggested so many matters for in-

vestigation, especially by further observations
;

and we

know that even as late as the fifth century, Ammonios

was taking observations of the places of the stars. Smaller

works, containing important corrections of the elements,

would have little chance of long surviving in competition

with so masterly and complete a work as Ptolemy’s, even

although his constants were known to be somewhat in-

accurate. Whatever works of the kind may have been

published, however, have been lost— destroyed, probably,

in the fourth and seventh centuries, when the Alexandrian

libraries perished. They would naturally be small hand-

books for popular use, containing constants and rules,

similar to the Hindu Karanas, and it is not altogether

impossible that the original Paulisa Sidd/idnta may have

been a translation of one of them.

How far, however, during the first five or six centuries

of our era, such works of the later Greek astronomers

reached India, we shall never probably know for certain.

We do know this, that the terms and methods of the

Hindu Siddh&ntas are so evidently borrowed from Greek

sources, that, apart from the admissions in some of these

works respecting the teaching of the Yavanas, there could

be no doubt as to their source.
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4. The Greek astronomers sought for a period in which

different planetary revolutions were completed. The use

of this exeligmos or period of evolution 1
is a marked

feature in the Hindu astronomy also. Their later and

usual exeligmos, however, is a much longer one than any

we know of the Greeks having used: 2
it is the Mahayuga,

Chaturyuga, or simply Yaga of 4,320,000 sidereal years

;

still later works employ also the Mahdkalpa of 1000 Chatur-

yugas. In terms of one or other of these periods nearly all

astronomical elements or revolutions are expressed in whole

numbers—the number of days, revolutions of the moon

and planets, of their nodes and apsides, etc. These

constants supply the place of tables for each Sidd/ianta
;

they are not too numerous for a person frequently using

them to retain in his memory, and nearly all computations

can be performed by means of them and a short table of

sines. This exactly suited the convenience of the Brahman

Jyotishas. The different Sidd/idntas, too, are readily re-

cognized by the various values given to these elements

:

thus, the number of days divided by the years in the

1 The astronomical use of the word t^Aiyybs is not given in Liddell and
Scott’s Lexicon . Ptolem. M. Syntaxis, lib. iv. cap. 2 ;

Geminos, Eisag. eis

ta Phainom.
2 Censorinus (a.d. 238) has the following passage {de Die Natali, cap. xviii.

ed. Nisard, p. 377), to which ray attention has been called by Prof. H. Jacobi,

of Bonn: “ Est pneterea annus, quern Aristoteles maximum potius, quam
magnum, adpellat

:
quem solis, lnnae, vagarumque quinque stellarum orbes

conficiunt, cum ad idem signum, ubi quondam simul tuerunt, una referuntur,

cuius anni hiems summa est KaraKAvoyhs, quam nostri diluvionem vocant
;

sestas

autem eViropaxm, quod est inutidi incendium. Nam his alternis temporibus

muudus turn exignescere, turn exaquascere videtur. Hunc Aristarchus putavit

esse annorum vertentium duum millium cccclxxxiv
;

Aretes Dyrrachinus

quinque millium dlii ; Heraclitus et Linus decern millium cc» (10,800) ;

Dion x.m.ccx xxciv (10,884); Orpheus cmxx (120,000); Cassandrus trecies

sexies centum millium (360,000). Alii vero iufinitum esse, nec unquam in

se reverti existimarunt.”

Here we have a fair counterpart of the Hindu theory of Yugas\ and, as

Prof. Jacobi also points out, so far, at least, as Aristotle is concerned, Usener
has shown

(
Rheiuische Museum, Bd. xxviii. Ss. 392 f.) that the statement of

Censorinus is correct. The annus maximus of Aristotle is mentioned by Tacitus

{Dial. 16, in ed. Nisard, p. 481) : “Ut Cicero in Hortensio scribit, is est magnus
et verus annus, quo idem positio cocli siderumque, qua; quum maxime est, rursum
existet, isque annus horum quos nos vocamus annorum xii m.dccccliv (12,954),

complectitur.” In this period a precession of 5Q"'023 annually would carry the

equinoctial points round just 180°.
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exeligmos gives the length of the sidereal year for each

authority. Thus

:

JRomaka Siddhdnta

Laghu Arya Siddhdnta

Para'sara Siddhdnta

Paulisa Siddhdnta

Siirya Siddhdnta

Second Arya Siddhdnta

Brahma Siddhdnta

Siddhdnta Siromani

Modern Science

Days in a Yuga. Year.
d. h. m. s.

1,577,865,600 or 365 5 55 12.

1.577.916.450 „ 365 6 12 30.

1,577,917,570 „ 365 6 12 31-50.

1,577,917,800 „ 365 6 12 36.

1,577,917,828 „ 365 6 12 36-56.

1,577,917,542 „ 365 6 12 36-84,

1.577.816.450 „ 365 6 12 9.

1.577.916.450 „ 365 6 12 9.

1,577,907,465 „ 365 6 9 9-3.

By comparison with the last it will be seen that all the

Hindu values are too large, except that given by the

Romaka Siddhdnta, which coincides exactly with Ptolemy’s

value for the tropical year, and is too small for the

sidereal one
;

Ptolemy’s sidereal year was of 365d. 6h.

9m. 48’59s. The Yuga, or divisor, it will be noted, being

the product of the factors—60, 60, 60, and 20, is an

exceedingly convenient one in a system where the sexa-

gesimal subdivision is applied throughout to every element.

5. Curiously enough the first definite information re-

specting the Hindu system of astronomy, came to Europe

from Siam, where, in the early centuries of our era, there

was a flourishing Hindu state. In 1687 Louis XIV. sent

M. de la Loubere on an embassy to Siam, and he brought

back with him a portion of a manuscript containing rules

for computing the places of the sun and moon. This was

submitted to the celebrated John Dominic Cassini, the

Italian astronomer, whom Louis had brought to Paris to

take charge of his observatory. In his hands the calcu-

lations described, without indication of the meaning of

the constants employed, were lucidly explained. His

memoir was published in 1691, in De la Loubere’s

Relation de Siam (tome ii.), and afterwards reprinted

with other papers by Cassini, in the eighth volume of
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the Hitmoires de VAcademie Royale des Sciences, for 16G6

to 1699 (pp. 279-362).

6. Cassini’s principal deductions from the Siamese manu-
script were—(1) That the sidereal year employed was

of 365d. 6h. 12m. 36s., being the 800th part of 292,207

days
; (2) That the epoch of the constants was Saturday,

21st March, 638 A.n. at new moon (the mean conjunction

occurring at Siam about 3h. 15/m. a .m.) and when there

was a considerable eclipse of the sun at 5//. 19/m. p.m .,
1

which eclipse, however, could not have been visible to

the east of Orissa
; (3) That since a correction to that

effect is applied to the results, the rules and data were

originally arranged for a place about 18j° to the west

of Siam: this he conjectures to have been “Narsinga,” 2

which Bailly places “in Orissa” in lat. 17° 22' N., that

is, about Pittapuram in the Godavari district
;

but Bailly

suggests Benares as a more probable place, and “ having

about the same longitude”;

3

(4) That at the epoch the

sun’s apogee was at 203
of Cancer, and the moon’s at

21° of Capricorn
; (5) That to the revolution of the

moon’s apsis a period of 3232 days was allowed
; (6) That

the greatest equation of the centre for the sun was 2° 12',

though he gives a short table from the manuscript on

the same page, which states it at 2° 14', while Bailly,

professing to quote Cassini’s figures, says 1 he found it to

be 2° 10' 32"—which is the value assigned in the Siirya

Siddhanta
,
and which Bailly himself had obtained from

another Indian work.5 The moon’s greatest equation of

the centre Cassini found to be 4° 56'
; (7) That the civil

year began with the month of Karttika
; (8) And that

the constants employed made the artificial day or tithi

1 I have revised the times from modern tables, assuming the longitude of

Siam at 6h. 42m. E. from Greenwich
;

Cassini (
Mem . de l’Acad, tome viii.

p. 311) adopted 6h. 34w. E. from Paris, which is only 1 in excess of this.

2 Mem. de l'Acad. 1666-1699, tome viii. p. 309.
3 Astron. Indienne et Orientate, p. 12.
1 Astron. Indienne, pp. viii. 7, 44.
4 Mem. de VAcad, tome viii. p. 304.
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bear to the civil or natural day the ratio of 692:703;

hence 703 lunar months are equal to 20,760 da)?s, and

the synodical month was 29d. 12h. 44m. 2'39s.
;
and as

228 solar months were made equal to 235 lunar ones, he

concluded that in 13,357 years there are 165,205 lunar

months and 487,860 days, whence he deduced a tropical

year of 365r7 5h. 55 in. 13'77s., or almost exactly the same

as Ptolemy’s value.

7. With respect to these results, it may be noted

—

(1) That the sidereal year of 365d. 6A. 12m. 36s. is ex-

actly that of the now missing Paulina-Siddhdnta, and, from

Al-Beruni’s account of it, we learn that it used the same

numbers as the Siamese to determine the year, viz. 292,207

days as the measure of 800 years. 1
(2) The ratio of the

tithi to the natural day is a usual approximation in

Hindu astronomy, giving 1 kshaya tithi in 64—A- or 63f-?-

days.

2

(3) But the ratio of 228 solar months (6939’9165

days) as equal to 235 lunar months (6939 6871 days), is

introduced in the computations only where so close an

approximation could produce no sensible error in the results;

and Cassini has, perhaps, been misled here by the natural

supposition that a tropical year must be as material an

element in Hindu as it is in European astronomy.

(4) From Al-Beruni, again, we learn that Pulisa assigned

488,219 revolutions of the moon’s apsis to a Chaturyuga
,

s

or almost exactly 3232 days to a revolution. We might

infer, then, that the other elements used were also taken

from the Pauli'sa-Siddhanta—that the lunar month, for

example, was of 29d. 12h. 44 in. 2'75s .—but that they had

been engrossed in a Karana for the calculation of horoscopes

and almanacs. This points, however, to Siam and the

Eastern Peninsula as a promising field of search for the

1 Al-Beruni's Indin, Sachau’s transl. vol. ii. p. 68 ; see below § 38.
8 Wilkinson's Siddhdnta S'tromant, Gol&dhy&ya, iv. 12, where it is misprinted

64A tor 64—A ;
conf. also Al-Berunl’s India, Sachau's tr. vol. ii. pp. 37, 47,

52, and 54.
3 Al- Homin’ s India, vol. ii. p. 18 ;

the exact value with this element is

3231 -98752 days, the difference between this and 3232 days amounts only

to one day in 80 -2 revolutions, or 686 years.
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Paulisa

1

and possibly others of the Siddhdntas that have

been lost in India.

8. The next contribution to our knowledge of this subject

is to be found in an appendix to the Historia Regni

Gfrcecorum Bactriani of T. S. Bayer (1(394-1738), and is titled

“Christophori Theodosii Waltheri Doctrina Temporum Tndica

ex libris Indicis et Brahmanum institutione, A.C. clohccxxxiii

Trangambarae digesta, simul cum Paralipomenis recentioribus.”-

The author remarks that Ptolemy alone divided the day

into sixty parts, as the Hindus do, and these again sexa-

gesimally. He cites the Hindu divisions of time from

Amarasiihha; gives the names of the nine graha in Sanskrit

and Tamil
;

of the days of the week
;

of the months

;

the signs of the zodiac; the nakshatras
,
yogas, karanas

;
of the

tithis in Sanskrit, Persian, and Dekhani
; and an account

of the yugas, and of the Panchdnga or kalendar. To this

curious tract is added a long note by Leonard Euler on

the Hindu year of 365rf. 6h. 12m. 30s.

9. Beschi had also given some account of the Indian

almanac in his Tamil Grammar, published in 1738

;

3 but

no contribution of real importance to Hindu astrouomy

was made for about eighty years after Cassini’s paper.

M. Le Gentil had gone to Pondicheri, however, to observe

the transit of Venus in 1769, and he remained there for

twenty- three months busying himself in acquiring some

further knowledge of Indian astronomy, which he com-

municated to the Academy of Sciences in a Mimoire

presented early in 1773.4 It is amusing to read his pre-

fatory remarks on the prejudices of the Brahmans, whose

conduct he compares to that of the Egyptian priests, as

described by Strabo.

5

He succeeded, however, in obtaining

1 This portion of the paper was written before Thibaut’s Panchasiddhantikd,
of Yaraha Mihira, reached this country. It contains an outline of the Paulisa
Siddhdnta.

2 Petropoli, 1738.
3 Beschi (fl742) also published Tiruchabei Kanidam, a Tamil work on

astronomy.
* Sistoire de VAcademic Royale des Sciences, 1772, 2nde Partie,—Memoires,

pp. 169-189; suite, pp. 190-214, 221-266.
6 lb. pp. 169, 170 ;

conf. Strabo, Gtog. lib. xvi. c. i. § 20, ed. Casaub. p. 805.
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a good deal of information from these contemned Brahmans.

He gives a pretty full account of the principal elements

and the methods of computation, with the tables used.

These are based on the Lagku Arya-Siddhanta, which is

generally employed in the south of the Madras Presidency.

In a continuation of this Memoire
,

! he gives in full the

computations of eclipses, both of the sun and moon, according

to what is known as the Yakyam process, 2 in use among
the Tamil Jyotishas. The processes were adapted to the

position of Trivalur (long. 79° 8' E. lat. 10° 44' N.). They

had been derived from others, probably originally having

the epoch of a.d. 499, but adapted to 1413. The constants,

tables, and processes are exactly those employed by Warren

in his account of the same operations. 3 The period of the

revolution of the moon’s node is 6792'36 days, the equation

of the sun’s centre (deduced by Bailly) was 5° 1' or pre-

cisely that of Ptolemy and the Persian astronomers

;

4 and

the equation of the sun’s centre was that of the Siirya

Siddhanta. Le Gentil also gives the lengths of the different

solar months according to the Laghu Arya-Siddhanta.

The arrangement of the planetary names of the week-

days he considered singular, as Sukravara was reckoned

as 0, and passing to Sanivara as l,
5 not noticing that the

names are arranged just as in the Roman kalendar, and

the numerals attached are determined by the epoch of

the Kaliyuga being Friday. He got the names of the 27

Nahshatras, and with the help of his pandit, he gave

a representation of twenty-four of them, with approximate

identifications of the principal stars in the different groups 6

—being the first attempt of the kind. But sickness in-

terrupted these studies. The numbers of stars, forming

several of the groups which he gives, differ from the usual

1 Mem. de V Acad. pp. 221 ff.

1 See Warren’s Eala Sankalita
, p. 118, etc. Probably this was the method

of the Puulisa Siddhanta.
3 Eala Sankalita, pp. 118 ff. 340, and Tables xsvi. ff.

4 Astron. Indienne, pp. 87, 245.
5 Mem. de 1' Acad. 1772, pt. ii. pp. 187, 188.
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lists, many containing more stars than are generally assigned

to them
;
but whether this is entirely due to his pandit’s

teaching or not is uncertain. lie mentions that at Benares

and in Bengal a method called “ sittandura
” was in use

;

1

this is probably connected with Beschi’s “ sittandij,” and

with a year of 365d. 6//. 12/m. 36s.,—the same as is employed

in the Paulisa Siddhanta .*

10. Le Gentil’s examples of the computations, with his

explanations, made the methods clearly intelligible. They

attracted the attention of the brilliant but unfortunate

Jean Sylvain Bailly (1736-1793), and he was so carried

away by the new study that he stretched his ingenuity to

reconcile the data of Indian astronomy with the results of

the most advanced knowledge of his day. He considered

that it had been founded on accurate observations made
thousands of years B.c.

;
and that it had been the source

of the Greek science, only Ptolemy had altered its results

for the worse. 3 In 1787 he published his Traite de

VAstronomic Indienne et Orientate—a quarto, of over 600

pages, intended to form the second volume of his History

of Ancient Astronomy. In this he discussed anew the

1 Mem. de PAcad. p. 221.
2 The word (except Sittandij, as used by Besehi) seems to have been unknown

to Warren; conf. Kala Sahkalita, pp. 7, 51-56, 83, Le Gentil says it means
‘ ancient,’ and Yakyam means ‘ new ’

;
but his meanings and derivations are not

to be trusted

—

Kaliyuga, for example, he says is from Kali/ an ‘ epoch,’ and ugam
‘misfortune’ ! Sittandij is probably a Dravidian derivative of Siddhanta

,
i.e.

following the Siddhanta rules
;

coni'. Waltheri, Doctr. temp. Indica, in Bayeri,

Hid. Keg. Grtec. Bactriani
, pp. 184, 198.

3 Bailly, Astron. Ind. p. 296:—“ L’antiquite des Chaldeens n’auroit pas suffi

auc 2500 ans. La plus ancienne date des Chaldeens en Astronomie est de l’an 2234
avant notre ere, 2100 ans. environ avant Hypparque. D’ailleurs j’ai remarque
plus baut que les observations d’ eclipses, du moins les observations exactes, ne
paroissent pas remonter a Babvlone au-dela de Xabonassar ; il faut done que
ces observations aient ete faites ailleurs, et on ne peut gueres se refuser a croire

qu'elles ont ete faites dans l’lnde oh les Chaldeens semblent avoir emprunte
les premiers elements de leur Astronomie.” And, p. 300,— “ 11 semble que ce

n’est point sur une suite d' observations d’ eclipses qu' Hypparque a etabli la

periode de 126,007j. lh., mais sur les Tables indiennes. II en resulte par
consequent que les Astronomes d’Alexandrie tiennent des Indiens les connoissances

primitives et fondaraentales de latheorie de la lune.” See also pp. 303, 306, etc.

M. Bailly's attempt in behalf of the originality of the Hindu astronomy has
found almost a parallel in the Yranographie Chinoise of M. Gustave Schlegel

(La Have, 1875). in which the author attempts to prove that the early astronomy
is originally Chinese, and has been imported by Chaldeans, Greeks, Indians, etc.,

from China.
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information published by Cassini and Le Gentil, together

with two other manuscripts that had been received from

India by the astronomer, M. Joseph de Lisle (1688-1768).

The first of these had been sent from India in 1750 by the

Pere Patouillet, and was headed “ Panchanga Siromani,” 1

the other had also been obtained in 1750 by Pere Xavier

du Champ, S.J., and sent from Pondicheri to Pere Gaubil,

in China, and by him transmitted to M. de Lisle in 1760.

The latter were said to come from Krishnapuram, a place

located by D’ Anville in long. 75° 10' or 75° 15' E. 2 from

Paris, lat. 11° 30' N. But from the length of the shadow

of the gnomon, Bailly derived a latitude of 16° 16', which 3

would place it near the Krishna
;
he suggests Masulipatnam

or Narsapur. The epoch he derived was 10th March,

1491, but the constants had been derived from others

whose epoch was a.d. 499 ;
the equations of the sun and

moon were those of the Surj/a-Siddhanta ; and tables 4 were

added identical with those afterwards published by Davis

and Warren. Calculations of the lunar eclipse of 29th

July, 1730, the places of Jupiter and Mercury for the

same date, and of the solar eclipse of 4th July, 1731, were

given in full.

The tables procured by M. Patouillet were called by

Bailly those of “ the Brahmans of Narsapur,” 5 though he

1 Astron. Ind. pp. iii. xi. 49 and 391.
2 lb. pp. 31, 32 If. 317 If. 319 n. There is a small village of the name in long.

77° 40' E. lat. 14° 30' N. about twelve miles south of Anautapur
;
but there are

several other Krishnapurams, one in N. Arkad, long. 78° 28.}' E., lat. 12° 53' N.
;

another on the Krishna, long. 79° 16' E., lat. 16° 21' N.
;
a fourth in Trichiua-

palli, long. 78° 51' E., lat. 11° 23' N.
;
a fifth on the Kaverf, long. 77° T E.,

lat. 12° 13' N.
;
a sixth in Tiunevelli, long. 77° 5T E., lat. 8° 41' N.

;
a

seventh in Travankod, long. 76° 35' E., lat. 9° 9' N. It is very unlikely that the

tables of P. DuChamp came from the first, as Bailly assumes, simply because

it is the only Krishnapuram on D’Anville’s map.
3 lb. p. 32.

'

4 lb. pp. 336, 337.
6 Here, again, we have no definite locality, for there are several towns of

the name of Narsapur, and others named Narsipur. Narsapur in long. 73° 28'

E., lat. 18° 59' N.
;
another in long. 78° 19' E., lat. 19° 2' N. ; a third in long.

83° 41' E., lat. 18° 35' N.
;
and a fourth in long. 81° 44' E., lat. 16° 26’ N.

;

and a fifth in long. 79° 1' E., lat. 15° 4' N., which is perhaps meant bv Bailly.

Narsipur in long. 76° 18' E., lat. 12° 47', a pretty large town on the Hemavnti
in Maisur; another in long. 78° 4' E., lat. 13° 8.}' N. ; a third on the Kavert
in long. 76° 58' E., lat. 12° 12' N.

;
a fourth iu long. 81° 50' E., lat. 16°
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suggested that they might come from Narasiiiihapur “ under

the same meridian as Benares,” 1 and further concludes

that the original of these, and also of the Siamese ones,

must have come from Benares. Their epoch he computed

to be 1569 A.n., but of some elements 1G56, 2 and that they

were based on the Krishnapuram data. The year was of

365(t. 65. 12»». 30s.; the greatest equation of the sun’s

centre was 2° 10 34'', and of the moon’s 5° 2' 26", and

tables of their values for every degrqe of anomaly were

given. Bailly also added an account of a diagram that

had been sent by M. dTIancarville, who had obtained it

through Mr. B roughton-Rouse, giving the Hindu scheme

of the solar system, with the diameter of the earth put

down as 1600 yojans, and the circumferences of the orbits

of the moon, sun, and planets, as they are given in the

astronomical works. In this scheme the circumferences,

that is, the distances, are made proportional to the times

of revolution of each planet, 3 the distance of the moon
being approximately determined, as it had been by the

Greeks, 4 and the planets arranged on the supposition that

they all have the same velocity.

Bailly’s work at once attracted the attention of

European astronomers and mathematicians. Even Laplace

1 The longitude of Benares is 83° E. from Greenwich: which Narasimhapuram
he means is uncertain.

1 Astron. Jndunne, pp. 49, 55, 60. The Graha LAghava
, according to

barren (Kala Sankalita, p. 365), was written about 1556 a.d., but Whitney says

it was the composition of Ganes'a, and dated Sake 1442 (ad. 1520). The
Siddh&nta Sundara of Jnanaraja also belongs to the beginning of the sixteenth

century. The Siddhanta Rahasya was written in S'. 1513 (a.d. 1591) ;
Ranga-

natha completed his commentary on the Surya-Siddh&nta in S'. 1525 (a.d.,

1603) ; and his son Munis vara wrote the Siddhanta- S&rvabhauina and a com-
mentary on the Siddh&nta-S’iromani of Bhaskara-Acharya. The Graha
Tarangini was written in 1618, the Siddhanta Manjari in 1619, and Kama-
lakara wrote the Siddhunta Tattva-Yiveka about 1620 (Jour. Amer. Or. Soc.

vol. vi. p. 422). It thus appears that during the century 1520-1620, after

intercourse with Europe had been established, there was considerable activity

in the compilation of new astronomical text-books.

3 Astron. Ind. pp. 204 f.
;

Burgess’ Surya- Siddhanta, ^xii. 80-90 : Al-

Beruni’s India (Sachau’s tr.), vol. ii. pp. 67-73 ;
Gladwin’s Ayin-Akbari (8vo.

ed.), vol. ii. p. 306; also Bapu Deva S'astri in Trans. Benares Institute, 1865,

pp. 18-27.

* Ptol. Syntaxis, lib. v. cap. xv. and Arkhai (ed. Halma, Eypoth, etc.), p. 61.
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was at first carried off by the ingenious exposition
;
and,

having discovered the long inequality in the motions of

Jupiter and Saturn, he wrote, in 1787

:

1 “I find by my
theory, that at the Indian epoch of 3101 years before

Christ, the apparent and annual mean motion of Saturn

was 12° 13' 14", and the Indian tables make it 12° 13' 13".

In like manner, I find that the annual and apparent mean

motion of Jupiter at that epoch was 30° 20' 42," precisely

as in the Indian astronomy.” The scholarly Professor

John Playfair, of Edinburgh University, wrote an eloquent

paper in exposition of Bailly’s views, which appeared in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in

1789. 2

11. In the same year, Mr. Samuel Davis, having, through

Sir Robert Chambers (1737-1803), obtained a copy of the

Surya- Siddhanta, contributed an excellent analysis of that

work, with extracts from a commentary on it, referring to

the Brahma Siddhanta contained in the Vishnu-Dharmottara

Parana, and mentioning the Paulastya, Soma, Vasishtha,

Arya, Romaka, Parasara, and Arsha Siddhantas, the Graha

Laghava, the Sakalya Samhita, the Siddhanta Rahasya, the

tables of Marakauda, and other astronomical works,—thus

bringing to notice a considerable literature on the subject

previously unheard of.
3 Mr. Davis seems, however, to

have believed that the obliquity of the ecliptic must

have been observed when it was actually 24°, which he

reckoned had been the case about 2050 b.c .
4 Bailly had

already applied LaGrange’s latest formula to show that

Aristarkhos (b.c. 280) was in error in making it so much
in his time, but that about 4300 b.c. it was of this amount,

and must have been so observed by the Brahmans at that

date. 5 How the latter could observe to a second— while

Aristarkhos, Eratosthenes, Hipparkhos, and Ptolemy con-

fessed their instruments were not sufficiently delicate to

1 Esprit des Journcaux, Nov. 1787, p. 80.
2 Trans. R. Soc. Edinb. vol. ii. pp. 135-192.
3 Asiat. Res. vol. ii. pp. 225-287.
4 Asiat. Res. vol. ii. p. 238.
6 Astron. Ltd. pp. xli. xlii. 165, 166.
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observe to within less than 5' or 6'— does not seem to

have occurred to Messrs. Bailly and Playfair to explain.

In remarking on the distance of 51,570 yojans ascribed to

the moon, Mr. Davis deduces from it an absolute distance

of 220,184 geographical miles, noting that this is nearly

the truth, 1 hut he overlooks the fact that this is 64| times

the radius of the earth, whereas Ptolemy had determined

her distance in apogee at 64 radii, while he made her

mean distance 59 radii, or within ^ of the truth. The
fact, which Davis noted, that the precession of the equinoxes

is treated as a libration in the Suri/a-Siddh&nta,2 might have

cautioned him against supposing the system could have

originated before the present pada of such a precession

began. Mr. Davis’s paper, however, was the first analysis

of an original Hindu astronomical treatise, and was a model

of what such an essay ought to be.

12. Davis’s essay was immediately followed up by the

versatile Sir William Jones, who, following Bailly, tried to

defend the originality of the Hindu Zodiac 3—a thesis that

has since been more seriously debated. Soon afterwards

he followed this by another paper, being a continuation of

a previous one on Indian Chronology, and suggested by a

passage from the Varaha-samhita, cited by Mr. Davis.4 In

it he concluded that as the equinoctial points were stated

to have been at one time in Mesha and Tula, there must

have been observations of this fact, and these could only

have been made about 1181 b.c., and hence that Parasara

—

whose authority was cited for this—must have flourished

within twelve centuries before Christ. He further replies

to Bailly’s question why the Hindus counted the precession

as beginning from a.d. 499, by admitting the erroneousness

of tbe theory that this motion was a libration.5

1 As. Res. vol. ii. p. 262. Pandit Bapu Deva S'astri gives the distance of

61566 vojanas as equal to 468,780 miles: Trans. Benares Institute
, 1865, p. 21.

1 lb. pp. 266, 270 ; Burgess’ Surya Siddhunta, iii. 9-12 and notes.
3 lb. vol. ii. pp. 289-306.
4 lb. pp. 389-403.
5 The Hindu astronomers teach “that the vernal equinox oscillates from the

third of Miua to the twenty -seventh of Mesha and back again in 7200 years

;
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13. In 1790, William Marsden (1754-1836) contributed

to the Philosophical Transactions 1 a paper “ On the Chro-

nology of the Hindus.” Written in London, without

access to original sources, however, it was hardly to be

expected that even so able an orientalist as its author was,

should add materially to the information already published.

He called in question Bailly’s assumption that a conjunction

of all the planets was actually observed at the epoch of the

Kaliyuga, b.c. 3102, 2 pointing out how widely miscalculated

the places of some of them had been for that epoch. In

his account of the cycle of sixty years, Marsden’s infor-

mation being only from Southern India, 3 he was misled

by it to suppose that the Barhaspati samvatsara coincided

with the common year

;

4 and this mistake attracted the

attention of Mr. Davis, who contributed his second paper,

in 1791, 5 expounding this cycle of sixty years from the

Surya-Siddhanta, with references to Aryabhata, Varaha

Mihira, the Jyotistattva, and Siddhanta Siromani. In this

paper, which showed like ability with the former, he gave

the first account of the twelve-year cycle of Jupiter, as

mentioned by Varaha Mihira.

14. Mr. Davis pointed out that the rule given in the Jyotis-

tattva and by Varaha Mihira for determining the years

of the Brihaspati-chakra is based on the constants of the

Arya Siddhanta .

6 The years of this cycle are measured

by the mean motion of Jupiter through one sign or 30°

which they divide into four phdas, and consequently that it moves, in the two

intermediate pudas, from the first to the twenty-seventh of Mesha, and back

again, in 3600 years
;
the colure cutting their ecliptic in the first of Mesba,

which coincides with the first of As’wini, at the beginning of every such

oscillatory period.” lb. p. 392, also pp. 394 and 398.
1 Phil. Trans, vol. lxxx. pt. ii. (1790), pp. 560-684.
2 His principal authorities seem to have been Beschi’s Tamil Grammar (1738);

Abraham Roger’s Moeurs des Brames (1670) ;
and Bailly’s Astron. Indienne,

p. 326.
3 Astron. bid. pp. xxviii. 184, etc.

4 Phil. Trans, vol. lxxx. pt. ii. p. 583.
s Asiat. lies. vol. iii. pp. 209-227.
6 Asiat. Res. vol. iii. pp. 215, 219; Varaha Mihira makes the fraction

the equivalent of 8° 42'-72 of Jupiter’s motion, which takes place in 104-840987

days (J.R.A.S. n.s. Vol. V. p. 48). Varaha's is the only rule known by

Al-Beruui (a.d. 1030); India, (ed. Sachau), vol. ii. p. 123.
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of mean heliocentric longitude, being a little over 361

days. 1 The rule is expressed by the formula

—

Jupiter’s mean place (in signs) for 5 elapsed (Saka) sidereal

years=S

+

22 5+4291
1875

lienee, for the commencement of the Saka era, or when 5=0,

we have for the mean place

—

4291 541

1»75
—

1875
=2signs 8° 39'

That is, 2 signs (or 2 years of the cycle) had elapsed and

8° 39' 21'/,6 of the third year, Sukla. Now the Anja

Si Idhanta value for the cycle year is 36T022681 days for

30° of motion or 1° in 12*034089 days, so that 8° 39' 21'/,
6

represents 104T670S

2

days by which the Sukla samvatsara

had advanced when the Saka era began.

If we adapt this formula to the Kaliyuga reckoning by

putting K—3179= 5, and then add 270 revolutions or 3240

signs, to get rid of the negative quantity, we have

—

K—3179+
22 (g-317

.
9 >+ 4291 = g-l +22(

,f-
1) +27.

187o 1875

This gives exactly the same results as the other formula
;
but

K— 1 might point to only 3178 years between the Kaliyuga

1 Delambre says the Hindus knew nothing of heliocentric longitudes, Hist.

Astron. Anc. tome i. p. 481. This is true scientifically, but the mean motion

of a superior planet is its equivalent, conf. As. Res. vol. iii. p. 212.

- Warren, Kalasankatita, p. 203, has made a mistake in converting the

fraction on the supposition that Jupiter moves through 30° only in 360 saura

days. Both Mr. Davis and Col. Warren have rather complicated their opera-

tions bv the introduction of saura lime, which is quite unnecessary
;

the

heliocentric longitudes saving confusion. The simple nature of the fractions

will readily appear when we take the cycle year of the Jyotistattva, or Arya
Siddhanta, of 361-02268 days; Tfyj of this is 4-23600 days; and the sum

of these numbers is 365 25868 days, or exactly the solar year. For the mean

motion of Jupiter, also, we have 30° in one year of the cycle
; T|f-j of 30° is

2 1'- 12 ;
and the sum 30°21'-12 is the mean motion of the planet in one solar

year.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 48
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and Saka epochs, but really to the fact that the Hindu

astronomers, when they referred the Brihaspati cycle back

to the Kaliyuga reckoning, found that it did not commence

with the Kaliyuga era. To show this :—in the last formula, 1

if we put iT= 3 179, becomes 37+ ^*i, and

—

r ’ 18/o 1 18/o’

K—1 =3178 solar years 1160792 0868 days.

{K—l) + 37=3215 cycle years 1160687-9197

-Ats of 361-02268 days . . 104T671, 2 as above.

In a tiled to the Siirya Siddhanta a rule is given, modelled

on the preceding, and, in fact, identical with the second

form, only by substituting K for K— 1 in the fractional

part, and altering the constants to suit those of the treatise,

it brings the results into accord with the proper years.
A

Arybhata’s revolutions of Jupiter were 364224 in a

Mahayuga, and
3

2

= 1 + ,
^ • The Siirya Siddhanta
1875'

text value of 364220 revolutions, requires
2= 1+

211

18000
and with the hija value of 364212,

—

4820000

364212x12
4320000

:

117 •

1+Tq™, as the coefficient.

The formulae are,— (1) with the text value

—

ir or _i_
211 A”7r+26+
T8000’

and (2) for the value corrected by bija,

—

!T-\-2 6 -)-
117K

.

10000 ’

1 To bring out the exact values of the fractions in this and the other rules,

we must assume that tho solar aud chakra reckoning commence from the same
point, and not at 2 14757 days apart, during which Jupiter’s motion would he
10' 42"‘45. The rules immediately following, however, show that the Hindu
writers were not particular about, even larger discrepancies in the position of

the planet.
2 If we compute by the formula with A'= 3 1 79 complete, instead of K— 1,

we get 3 /hV
3
* signs= 31 9° 0' 28”-8, or 3 years of the cycle and 108-4031 days

expired
;
or a whole cycle year aud 4 236 days, that is exactly one solar year,

too great.
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in both of which the 26 is inserted to bring out the proper

cycle year when dividing the integers of the values by 60.

The actual revolutions are found by dividing K-\-

by 12; for 7T=3179, we have

—

the place=3179 + 37^ or 3216s 7° 56'-9,

or 268 revolutions 0 s 7° 56’9. But to obtain the cycle

year, reckoned from Prabhava, we add 26 to 3216, making

3242, and divide by 60, the remainder being 2 expired and

Sukla current. That is, this reckoning begins with the

Kaliyuga solar year, and with the 27th year of the cycle,

or Yijaya.

These may be converted, to suit the Saka reckoning, into

—

(1) S+2 +
211 S+4769

.

18000
and (2) £+

117^4-21943

10000

And, for the Yikrama saiiivat, reckoning by solar }
rears

from Mesha samkranti

—

(1) r+ 4o+ .?-
ll-^+lg!i

,
and (2) F+45+

117 F+61ig.
1

T T
18000

' T
10000

In all cases, the sum of the integers divided by 60, gives

the cycles elapsed, and the remainder is the last elapsed

saihvatsara, or, with 1 added, it indicates the current cyclic

year. The fraction is of the current sign (30°) of Jupiter’s

mean place.

The Surya Siddhanta values applied to 7T=:3179 or S—0
give, as above, 2s 7° 56' 54", or 95’65202 days elapsed of

Sukla saihvatsara; and with the Mja formula—

2

s 5° 49' 44"
'4,

which at the rate of 12 03449 days to 1° gives 70T4903 days

previous to March 15T9e?. a.d. 78. 2 That is, the Sukla

22 F4- 1321
1 These, for the Jyotistattva rule, would become F+45-1 .

2 Conf. "Warren’s Kalasankalita, pp. 202-204
;
Ind. Ant. vol. xviii. pp. 198—

201 and 380 f. The differences in the mean places of Jupiter for different dates
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saiiivatsara began, according to the Jyotistattvn rule, a.d. 77,

Dec. 1
-03g?.

;
according to the Surya Siddhdnta text, Dec.

9 -

54<7 ;
and as corrected by the bija, a.d. 78, Jan. 4 04d.

Further, the remainders in the three formulae may be

converted into civil days elapsed at the following Mesha-

sanikranti, by multiplying the remainders by 361 0227,

361,0267, or 36F0347 respectively, and dividing by 1875,

18000, or 10000, according to the formula used.

The periods of recurrence of Kshaya saihvatsaras is in-

dicated by the reciprocals of the above fractions, viz. =

85^V> 85-308, and ^^°=:85 -47 years respectively,

according to the different authorities. And the fractions

themselves indicate a kshaya saiiivatsara whenever the re-

mainder in
22

exceeds 1852. Thus for Saka 60, the

fraction becomes 2~f!t!» and as 1861 exceeds 1852, this

indicates that a cycle year (the fourth) begins and ends in

S. 60, and S. 61 will begin in the fifth of the cycle ;
the

maybe tabulated thus (the remainder on dividing the expired cycle year by 12,

giving the sign completed) :

—

Years.
Jupiter’s place in the current sign.

Cycle year
Surya Siddhdnta.

Kaliyuga. S'aka. expired. Jyotistattvn. Text. With bija.

3100 42 10‘ 50'-88 10 10'-0 8° 6'-00

3179 0 2 8 39-36 7 56-9 5 49-74

3200 21 23 16 2-88 15 20-0 13 12-00

3751 572 40 30 0-00 29 6-1 26 36-06

4000 821 52 27 38-88 26 40 0 24 000
4500 1321 18 26 38-88 22 300 19 30-00

6000 1821 44 19 38-88 18 20-0 15 0 00 !

Ann. increm. 1 30 21-12 30 21-10 30 21-06

Tho S', year 573, by the Jyotintattva, thus began with the 42nd year of the

cycle; the formula of Varaha Mihira would have given 5s 0° 3'-36 elapsed,

making the saiiivatsara begin 0'67<2. before the Samkranti.
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fourth being kshaya.
1 "With the other fractions, there will,

according to the Surya Siddhdnta text, be a kshaya saihvat-

sara whenever the fraction
“

S000
reduced leaves a numerator

m 1

1

7
greater than 17788; and with the bija, when in —— the

same term is greater than 9882. 2

15. In 1792 Professor Playfair addressed to the Asiatic

Society a series of six questions and remarks, on the

original literature of the subject,3 directing attention to the

search for, and publication of, works on Hindu Geometry

aud Arithmetic
;

pressing the desirability of the complete

translation of the Surya- Siddhdnta by Mr. Davis
;
suggest-

ing the compilation of a Catalogue raisonnd, containing

an enumeration and a short account of the Sanskrit books

on Indian astronomy
;

the value of an actual examination

of the heavens in company with a Hindu astronomer to

determine the stars and constellations mentioned in the

Sanskrit works, reminding Sir Wm. Jones of a sort of

promise he had made to attempt this
;

and, lastly, the

importance of descriptions and drawings of the astronomical

buildings 4 and instruments still to be found in India.

1 The S'aka years, in which expunged years of the Brihaspati chakra oocur,

according to the Jyotistattva rule, are given by the formula

—

60&+»x85&,
n being any suitable integer. Thus putting n = 12, we have—

60&+ 1 2 x 85A = 60-A+ 1022* 5 = 1083:4-

:

an expunged year occurred in S'. 1083, by the Jyotistattva rule.

Similarly, for the rules applicable to the Surya Siddhdnta, we obtain

(l) 307lAST+«x85Wi

1
4r; and (2) 3076*??+«X 85^,

for Kaliyuga dates when expunged cycle years occur, (1) according to the text,

and (2) with the bija.
2 In Southern India the Samvatsara is made to coincide with the year

beginning with Mesha-sanikranti, and is eleven in advance of the northern

reckoning. Hence they must have coincided before the Kshaya samvatsara

which occurred in S'aka 827, when, probably they began to diverge. The formula
for the South Indian reckoning is (K-|-12)4-60, which gives the elapsed cycles

and years.
3 Asiat. Res. vol. iv. pp. 159-163.
1 Sir Robt. Barker had given an account of the observatory at Benares in

Phil. Trans, vol. lxvii. pp. 598 ff. : see also Bernoulli’s ed. of Tieffenthaler’s

Peso, de Vlnde, tome i. pp. 316 f. aud 347 f. for those at Javpur and Ujjain;

conf. also As. Res. vol. v. pp. 190-211. But little has been done since to

describe oriental instruments: see Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. viii. pp. 831-838;
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These questions were doubtless influential in directing the

researches of Colebrooke and others immediately afterwards.

In his remarks on them Sir Wm. Jones stated that he had

recently received a Sanskrit work from Benares containing

the names, figures, and positions of all the asterisras known

to ancient or modern Hindus, not only in the Zodiac, but

in both hemispheres, and almost from pole to pole. That

work he had “ translated with attention,” and “ consigned

it to Mr. Davis.” 1 But Davis does not seem to have

utilized this translation, and Sir "William died 27th April,

1794.

Professor Playfair next read a paper to the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, in April, 1795, on the Trigonometry of

the Brahmans, based on Davis’s first essay. 2 What had

most attracted Playfair’s attention was the rule for the

construction of the table of sines, viz.—that if 225 (the

sine of 3° 45') be divided by 225, the quotient, 1, deducted

from it, and the remainder, 224, added to the first sine,

we shall have the second 449, as the sine of 7° 30'
;
and if

this again be divided by 225, and the quotient, 2, deducted

from 224, already found, the second remainder added to

449 will give the third sine, 671 ;
and so on. He pointed

out that the 47th proposition of Euclid’s book of Data was

closely related to the theorem from which he thought this

rule was deduced
;
that Ptolemy’s theorem embraced Euclid’s,

and that the Hindu one was only a particular case of it,

which had, however, been noticed first in Europe by Fr.

Yieta (1540-1603) in his Treatise on Angular Sections. But

it does not seem to have occurred to Playfair to test the

Hindu rule further than was given in the statement of it.

Had he done so he would have found that though it gives

the first few values correctly enough, it does not hold for

those farther down the table
;

and if a table were con-

on a Persian astrolabe, ib. vol. x. pp. 759-765, and vol. xi. pp. 720-722; also

conf. ib. vol. ii. pp. 251 ff. Pandit lliipu Deva Sastri described the Manmandra
observatory at Iienares, in the Trans. Benares Institute

, I 860
, pp. 191-196.

1 As. lies. vol. iv. p. 163. Mr. Davis was afterwards a Director of the Hon.
E. India Co., and was the father of the late Sir John Francis Davis, Bart.

2 Trans. 1{. Soc. Edin. vol. iv. pp. 83-106.
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structed by this rule, the sine, for example, of 45° would

be found to be 2423', instead of 2431', and the error

would rapidly increase in the upper half of the quadrant.

If the table had been constructed by the rule, then,

evidently the sum of the sines up to any point divided by

225, and the quotient subtracted from that constant should

give the difference between the last of those added and

the next
;

thus the sum of the first sixteen sines, or to

60° inclusive, is 27,744', and this divided by 225, gives

123 aud only a small fraction
;

taking 123 from 225,

leaves 102 as the next difference, whereas the table

requires 106. Delambre also noticed the rule in 1806, 1

and showed that the divisor should not be equal to the

sine of the first arc, but that for arcs of 3° 45' it

should be 233'527, and he suggested that 225 might be

an error of the press. But the Surt/a Siddhanta directs

to divide “the tabular sines in succession by the first,”

and designates the first by the words “ Tattcdsvina,” 2

which renders any such mistake impossible. When the

table had been computed by other and much simpler

means, therefore, the author had noticed that such a

process would answer in computing the first few sines,

aud inferred that it would serve for all. Had he attempted

1 Connaissance des Terns, 1808, pp. 447-453; and Phil. Mag. vol. xxviii.

(1807) pp. 18-25. Delambre computed a table of the sines for every 3° 45' of

the quadrant with 233-5 as the divisor, which agrees practically with the

Siddhunta table, four of the sines only differing by more than half a minute
from the Hindu values. Had the author of the Siddhanta, however, known
the property used by Briggs, he would have seen that as the second differences

have a constant relatiou to the sines, the sum of any number of sines of equi-

distant arcs divided by the sum of their second differences must give the

constant divisor.
2 Tattva stands for 25, and asvina for 2, and all such numbers are written

down from right to left. That the divisor should be equal to the first sine,

the arcs would require to have been multiples of 3° 47’ 48" -48—values which
would have been of no use in a table, even had the Hindus possessed the means
of computing it. Again, the divisor 225 is correct only for multiples of

3° 49' 13"-54 (or with the correct value of n, 3° 49' 14"-22), which are equally

unsuitable. The Hindu sines are expressed in minutes, the radius being made
equal to 3438', which gives 3-14136 for the value of it, or 57° 18' for radius.

How this value was arrived at we know not. Archimedes, about 250 b.c., had
determined the ratio of the diameter to the circumference to lie between 1 to

31-g and 1 to 3f?- These give respectively 57° 16-fV and 57° 181 J'
;

and,

rejecting the fraction, the latter might readily be adopted as lying between the

limits, though very near the second.
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to compute even half the table by it, he would have found

that it did not answer
;

and had he divided the sum of

any considerable number of the tabular sines by that of

their second differences, he would have obtained the correct

divisor, or a very close approximation to it.
1 That he did

not shows how little conception he had of the principle on

which the rule is based.

16. In 1799 Mr. John Bentley prepared his first paper,

On the Antiquity of the Surya Siddhdnta and the formation

of the Astronomical Cycles therein contained. This paper

was intended to expose Bailly’s assumption of the extreme

antiquity and accuracy of the Hindu system and observa-

tions
;
and, notwithstanding other mistakes into which he fell,

he fully established this point. 2 But he was misled by the

statement of Satananda, who, in his Bhasvati-Karana, calls

himself the disciple of Varaha Mihira. As Satananda

composed his work in Saka 1021, Bentley, believing this

misleading statement literally, and that Varaha Mihira was the

author of the Surya Siddhdnta which we now possess, ascribed

the latter author and his work to the eleventh century a.d.

It can hardly be said, however, that he was intentionally

unfair in his discussion
;

his mathematical method was

not unsound, but his application of it gave equal ‘ weights
’

1 Thus in the Hindu table the sum of the sines of 23 arcs is 50795, and of

the second differences 218; and dividing the first by the second we have 233

as the approximate value. Had the sines been calculated to decimals we should

have 60791-01 ^-21 7’495 = 233-527
;

and for the 24 arcs 54229 4-232-217 =
233-527—both correct to the third place of decimals. Ey modern tables we
get the true value thus :

2(1— cos. 3° 45') =4 sine2 = -0042821523 =^nrjrsdr3T!ra >
a"d s*ne 3° 15’

= 0 005403129, multiplied by It' = 3437'"7467 70785, gives 2‘24'-8393961, instead

of 225'—the Hindu value. Log. 233-5273583 =2-3683377665.

It is evident that the S&rya Siddhdnta rule was founded on inspection of

the first few sines of the Table, and not the table on the rule, llanganatha,

in his commentary, makes a similar deduction from a false conclusion. He states

that the last second difference is 15' 16" 48"'— which is evidently found by

dividing 11 = 3438' by 225; then he makes the proportion: As radius to any

other sine, so is this difference to the second difference at that sine. This

gives a roughly approximate value in a table already formed, but which could

not be constructed with this divisor. Even with 11 = 3438'- the second difference

at 90° is 14' 43”-322—the correct value being 14' 43”-257567.
2 Asiatic Researches, vol. vi. pp. 537-588. See Colebrookc’s Essays, vol. ii.

pp. 389, 390 (or Cowell's ed. p. 341) ;
Weber’s Sanskrit Literatwe, p. 261.
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to all errors of motion whether large or so small that their

effects could only be detected after very long periods, and

he tried to fix the date of the work in question by striking

an average between the dates derived from all the errors

in position in each case. Had he divided the sum of the

errors of position at any assumed date by the sum of

the errors in annual motion, they would have been weighted

somewhat in proportion to the annual amounts, and a date

would have been determined when the errors were most

fairly balanced; but if most of the elements given in a text

had not been practically determined at or about one time,

and also with an approach to accuracy, this would not

necessarily fix correctly the date of the work. 1 Bentley

did not coax his results into the closest possible agreement

with one another, by refinements of computation as Bailly

had done on the other side
;
and his paper showed a large

acquaintance with the subject, and laid the basis of a

better understanding of it by subsequent writers.

17. In the first number of the Edinburgh Review

(October, 1802) was given a notice of the sixth volume

of the Asiatic Researches, concluding with a review of

Bentley’s paper, and though it extended only to two pages

(pp. 42, 43), it was strongly opposed to any reduction of

the supposed immense antiquity and accuracy of the Surya

Siddh&nta. Though accepting Sir W. Jones’s conclusion

that Varaha Mihira flourished about 499 a.d., the reviewer

insisted that he was a comparatively modern author as

compared with the compiler of this Siddh&nta, and if

Parasara mentions the Saka era, the passage must be an

interpolation.

18. To this prejudiced critique (which was ascribed to

Professor Playfair) Bentley replied in a second paper On
the Hindu Systems of Astronomy, and their connection with

1 Thus the positions of Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and the moon’s
apogee yielded dates at which they agreed with I.alande’s tables, varying between
887 and 945 a.d., and dividing the sum of the errors at any fixed date by
the sum of the errors of annual motion we obtain 924 a.d. as the approximate
date at which the Siddhunta elements gave generally correct results for

these planets. But for Mars the result would be about 1458 a.d., which is
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History in ancient and modern times} In this he pursued

the same line of argument, as in his first essay, and

though not a Sanskrit scholar, he showed considerable

acquaintance for the time with the Sanskrit literature of

the subject; but still associating Varaha Mihira with the

authorship of our present redaction of the Surya Siddh&nta,

which he tacitly assumed was based on fairly accurate

observations—a great mistake,—and being irritated by the

injustice of the anonymous reviewer, he developed prejudices

against allowing even a fair antiquity to the Hindu

astronomical system, which seriously interfered with the

value of his paper.

19. This paper was in turn reviewed in a separate article

in the Edinburgh Review of July, 1807 (vol. x. pp. 455-471),

by Professor Playfair, in which Bailly’s superior ability

to an 4 amateur ’ like Bentley is paraded
;
and the argument

of the latter is attempted to be turned by an illustration

suggestive of a much later epoch, or a revision of the text. It is with the

moon’s motions, however, that Hindu astronomy is most concerned, and we
might fairly suppose that its elements would form the best test of the age

of a Siddhdnta. Taking from the SArya Siddhdnta the positions relative to

the sun, we have :

Text

:

errors

in 1200 a.d.

Annual
error.

When
correct

With bija

:

errors

in 1450 a.d.

Annual
error.

When
correct.

Moon +0' r 36" 0"-72 1067 +0 4' 55" 0"-72 1067

,, Apogee —0 24 50 28-9 1251 -0 4 17 27-7 1459

,, Node + 0 13 0 20-3 1162 -0 5 30 18-3 1468

Sums —0 10 14 49-9 1212 — 4 52 46-7 1456

In the last case it will be seen how little the smaller annual error affects

the result, and if the first of the three be omitted the average is 1463 a.d.

The mean longitudes of Venus, Mars, and Jupiter, give respectively a.d. 1509,

1455, and 1575, when correct, as computed with the bija, and the mean brought

out as above is 1516. As an error of 20' is perhaps not too much to allow

in any observation taken by the Liindus, the Surya Siddhdnta may fairlv bo

ascribed to the thirteenth century, and the bija corrections to the latter half of

the fifteenth or even to the sixteenth century a.d.; but the observations on

which each edition is based were most probably taken at various dates and

never reduced to one epoch.
1 Asiatic Researches, vol. viii. pp. 195-244.
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specially constructed for the purpose. Whatever the defects

of Bentley’s method, this was not, in the case, a fair scientific

argument. Bentley might be wrong in ascribing the Surya

Siddhdnta to the eleventh century; his argument might

not quite prove that, but his critic was far more in error

in ascribing to it an antiquity of nearly 5000 years. The

application of the bi/a or correction to the elements of the

planets was possibly made in the early part of the sixteenth

century a.d.
;
and the general approximate accuracy of the

elements in the text, as compared with those in the oldest

works, supports Bentley’s argument, for a comparatively

modern date for the known redaction, which was realljr

all he contended for. The unfair way in which his papers

were treated in the Edinburgh Review, seems to have soured

Mr. Bentley, and he published nothing more for twenty

years.

20. The next contribution was from the pen of the

scholarly H. T. Colebrooke, and appeared in the ninth

volume of the Asiatic Researches. This was On the Indian

and Arabian Divisions of the Zodiac

f

and contains a careful

analysis of the stars in the different Nakshatras of the

Hindus, and in the manazil al-gamar of the Arabs, identify-

ing them with those in European catalogues. He noted

the correspondence of the Hindu signs of the Zodiac with

those of the Greeks, and of the 36 dreshkdnas, with the

dekanoi of the Greeks and the wujiih of the Arabs— a

term agreeing in sense precisely with irpbawjTov, which is

similarly used
;
and finalH he suggested an investigation

to determine whether ‘ Yavanacharya ’ does not refer to a

Greek author. Part of this excellent paper was severely

attacked by Bentley, nearly eighteen years after publication,

in his Hindu Astronomy, apparently for no other reason

than that Colebrooke had ascribed Varaha Mihira’s age to

the sixth century a.d., not having yet discovered that the

Surya Siddhdnta, as he knew it, was not Varaha’s work

at all.

1 As. Res. vol. ix. (1807), pp. 323-376
;
reprinted in Colebrooke’s Essays,

vol. ii. pp. 321-373.
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21. Nearly nine years elapsed before the publication of

Colebrooke’s second astronomical paper On the Notion of the

Hindu Astronomers concerning the Precession of the Equinoxes

and Motions of the Planets

}

It discussed the question scien-

tifically with abundant references to original authorities.

In his Dissertation on the Algebra of the Hindus, prefixed to

his Algebra, etc., of Brahmagupta and Bhaskara, 2 he also

determines the dates of several of the astronomical works

and writers, placing Aryabhata about 360 a.d. (which, how-

ever, is too early, the correct date being about 500 a.d.),
3

Brahmagupta, 628 a.d., Bhattotpala in 968 a.d., etc. The

notes and illustrations to this paper also contain much
information respecting Hindu astronomy, and conclude with

one on the “ communication of the Hindus with Western

nations on ‘ Astrology and Astronomy,’ ” calling attention

to the non-Sanskrit origin of such technical words as bora,

dreshkana lipid {feirra), kendra
(
tcevTpov), anaphd, sunapha,

durudhara, kemadruma, etc.

22. In 1817, the same year in which Colebrooke’s work

just referred to was published, M. Delambre issued his

Histoire de VAstronomie Ancienne, in the first volume of

which he devotes two long chapters to the history and

results of European research in Indian astronomy. They

contain a very full resumi of the work of Bailly and

of the memoirs by Jones, Davis, Bentley, and of Colebrooke’s

first essay, with frequent comments and explications ; but

they add nothing to previous knowledge. Bentley’s views

were substantiated, and those of Bailly and the Edinburgh

Reviewer are treated with contempt.4

23. But the investigation of the subject had somewhat

lost its interest, and for a long period the workers in this

1 As. Res. vol. xii. (1816), pp. 209-250; also in Colebrooke's Essays, vol. ii.

pp. 371-416.
2 London, 1817 ;

reprinted in Essays, vol. ii. pp. 417-531.
3 Essays, vol. ii. p. 429; tVober's Sanskrit Literature, p. 257 n.

;
see below,

$ 31.
4 Professor Playfair must have felt the severity of Delambre’s remarks : see

his paper ,l Ou the Algebra and Arithmetic of the Hindus,” Edinburgh Revieir,

vol. xxix. (Nov. 1817), pp 162, 163. In his review (vol. x. p. 456) Playfair

apparently implies that he also wrote the first notice in vol. i. pp. 42, 43.
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field were few. In 1814 Captain John Warren, one of

Colonel Larabton’8 chief assistants in the Trigonometrical

survey, at the suggestion of Mr. F. W. Ellis, prepared a

paper on Hindu astronomical computations, and another

on the Muhammadan Kalendar. These were afterwards

expanded and others added, and finally published together

at Madras in a thick quarto volume in 1825, under the

name of Kalasankalita. It treats almost exclusively of the

methods employed by the Brahmans in Southern India,

explaining in detail the arithmetical processes for determin-

ing chronological and astronomical elements. The author

deprecates any charge of trying to support the views of

Bentley, or of the partizans of Bailly : his object “ is

merely to explain the various modes according to which

the Natives of India divide time, and to render their

Kalendars intelligible.” As a practical book on the subject

it is still a standard, and though it contains some errors

and misprints, they are not difficult to detect.

24. In 1825 also, Mr. Bentley, having learnt through

friends that Professor Playfair “ was not the author of the

review, and that he could not, consistently with his

character, be the author of any such nonsense,”—though

still very irate at the “ wanton and insidious attack ” made

on him by “ persons in concealment,”—published his

Historical Vieic of the Hindu Astronomy. It was written

in a state of declining health, his constitution having

probably been enervated by a residence of more than forty

years in India, and was published after his death. Every-

where it betrays a stubborn animus against all who differed

from his opinions, even on minor questions, which did not

at all involve his main contention : hence his assumptions

are rarely to be trusted, though stated with unqualified

confidence. Colebrooke especially, he was furiously opposed

to, where a little consideration might have convinced him

of the probable accuracy of that great scholar’s deductions,

and of the support they might lend to his own chief

argument. The work, as well as Warren’s, made accessible

the Hindu Tables of Equations for computing the places
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of the planets, and other data. 1 To Bentley’s attack on

Colebrooke, that scholar replied in the Asiatic Journal for

1826 (vol. xxi. pp. 360 ff.) in language of considerable

acerbity. It was not difficult to show that, with certain

modifications, Colebrooke was ready to accept the principles

of Bentley’s methods of dealing with the age of the

Siddhantas, but that, owing to the inaccuracies of Hindu
observations, his computations could only supply approxi-

mations to the dates of the treatises, 2 which, on the other

hand, had borrowed largely as to theory.

25. Mr. C. M. Whish, in a paper in the Transactions of

the Madras Library Society (1827) “ On the Antiquity of

the Hindu Zodiac,” dealt with certain traces of Greek

influence. Sir William Jones had treated Montucla’s

theory, 3 that the Hindu astronomy was based chiefly on

the Ptolemaic, with contempt. But Mr. Whish proved

most satisfactorily that the zodiacal signs with the figures

of the constellations must have been borrowed immediately

from the Greeks, and were known even by Greek names.

Varaha Mihira, in the sixth century, describes the twelve ;

Sripati in the Ratnamala repeats the description
;

4 and

the commentary on it, the Prabhodana, gives the same

in twelve verses put into the mouth of Yavanesvara.

Varaha, in the Vrihat Jdtalca (i. 8), enumerates them in

the lines

—

Kriya Tavuri Jituma Kulira Leya Pathona Jflka Kaurpya-

khyah
|

Taukshika Akokero Hridrogas chantyabhaiii chetthaiii ||

5

1 These tables were reprinted in the Appendix to Rothman’s History of
Astronomy (1834).

2 Part of this paper was reproduced in the new edition of Colebrooke’s Hssays,

edited by his son, vol. ii. pp. 366-374.
3 Histoire des Mathimatiques (1758), tome i. pp. 402-404.
4 As. lies. vol. ii. p. 292.

6 Whish (Trans. Lit. Soc. Madras, p. 67) gives a variant reading of this puda,

vi z . :— Taukshika Akokero llridogas chesthusi kramasah ||,—giving Isthusi for

'lyOus. Ivulira, though closely resembling uiXovpoi, is not connected with it,

but, like Karkata also, is a Sanskrit word : Varaha, quoting Yavanes'vara, has

—Karki kulirakritiramba samstho, etc. Whish also mentions that it is found iu

the Horu. S’ustra, xi. 9.
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ITere are the Greek names transliterated, and elsewhere

the list is repeated with trifling variants. Thus we have

—

Greek. Latin.

KplOf Aries Kriya

Tavpos Taurus Tavuri, v.ll.-Tavuru, Tambiru.

A iSvfiOS Gemini Jituma, Jutuma, Juthuma, J

ttama, Jitma.

Kapicivos Cancer Karkin, Karka.

Aitov Leo Leya, Liyaya.

IIapdevo<; Virgo Pathena, Pathona, v.ll. -Partin

Partheya.

Zvyov Libra Juka, Dyuka, Juga.

XtCOpTTlO'i Scorpio Kaurpya, Korpia, Kaurba,

Korpya.

To^OTT)<! Sagittarius Taukshika.

’AiyoKepa)? Capricornus Akokera, Agokiru.

TSpo^oo? Aquarius Hridroga, Hridoga, Udruvaga.

*1x9w Pisces Ittha, Ithusi, Isthusi.

But, again, the names of the planets are similarly given

in the Uora Sastra and elsewhere in Greek forms, e.g .

—

The Sun

—

Heli, for ''HAto?.

Mercury

—

Himna, Hema, Himra, for 'Ep/j.r}$.

Mars

—

Ara, ”Apr??.

Saturn

—

Kona, Kpovos.

Jupiter

—

Jyau, Jiva, Jyaus, Jyos,

Dyupatih Divaspatih, Zev9 .

Venus

—

Asphujit, Apsujit, ’Ac^poStTij.

26. Colebrooke and subsequent scholars have pointed out

other Greek terms connected with geometry, astronomy,

and astrology that have been transferred into Sanskrit

works
,

1 e.g .

—

anapha, dva(f>g.

1 Colebrooke, Essays, vol. ii. pp. 364, 526 f. or new ed. pp. 320, 476 f.

;

J. Muir, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. xiv. pp. 810 f.
;
Weber, Ind. Stud. vol. ii.

pp. 254, 261 ; Jacobi, Be Astro/ogiae Indicae, etc., pp. 8, 11, 33, 35; Kern,
lirihat Samhitu, int. p. 28. Whish’s paper was translated by Lassen, Zeitsch.f.

d. Kunde d. Morgenl. vol. iv. p. 302.
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apoklima cnro/cXifMa—declination
;
diroicKipLaja—the 3rd, 6th,

9th, and l‘2th astrological houses.7 O

drikana, drikkana, drekkana, drishkana, dreshkana, 8e«avo?,

decanus—the chief of ten parts (out of thirty) of a

sign. 1

durudhara, Sopu<£opt'a, the 1 3th yoga,

duscbikva, tv^ikov, name of the 3rd astrological mansion,

dyunam or dyutam, Svtou, the 7th mansion, reckoning

from that in which the sun is.

harija, dpt'£&>j/, the horizon.

hibuka, vircr/eiov, the 4th lagna or astrological house : Patala.

bora, wpa, hour 2—the twenty-fourth part of a day.

jamitra, SiapteTpov, diameter
;
the 7th house,

kemadruma, tcevoSpop-os.

keudra, Kevrpov, distance of a planet from the apsis of its

orbit
;
argument of an equation

;
Kevrpa—the 1st,

4th, 7th, and 10th houses.

kona, ycovta, angle
;
and trikona, rptyoovov, a triangle,

lipta, \e-TTTij, a minute of arc.

meshurana, pieaovpdvgpa, meridian
;
the 10th house,

panaphara, e7rava<f)opd, rising
; i7rava(f)opcu, the 2nd, 5th,

8th, and 11th houses,

rishpha, rihpha, pi(j>g
;
the 12th house,

sunapha, avvatyr), a planetary conjunction,

vesi, (pacns
,

3 a phase.

These terms occurring in Yaraha Mihira’s writings areO O

conclusive proof of the Greek origin of Hindu astronomy

and astrology, and Dr. Weber has pointed out that the

technical terms among these are all used in the same sense

in the Eisagoge of Paulus Alexandrinus. They occur,

indeed, in all astrological works after about the com-

mencement of the fourth century a.d .
4

1 Firmicus Matemus, Math. ii. 4 ; Salmasii Pliniante Exercitationet
,

pp. 460 f.
;

Colebiooke, E*$uys, vol. ii. pp. 364-370.
2 Siirya Siddh. xii. 79.
3 The ordinary dictionaries, Greek or Sanskrit, do not explain the precise

meaning of these terms in astrology or astronomy.
* Conf. Sir G. Lewis, Survey of the Attronomy of the Ancients, on the early

history of astrology.
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27. For some time after Mr. Whish’s paper there were

but few original contributions to our knowledge of Hindu
astronomy. 1 In 1834 Mr. Lancelot Wilkinson, of the

Bombay Civil Service, contributed a paper to the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the use of the Siddh&ntas

in native education, 2 followed by an extract with translation

from Bhaskar Acharya’s Siddh&nta Siromatii (a.d. 1150).

This was followed, in 1842, by the publication by him of

the text of the Golatlhydya section, and subsequently by

a translation and notes, afterwards edited by Pandit Bapu
Deva Sastri for the Bibliotheca Indica

;
and, in 1843, by

an edition of Mallari’s Grahalaghaca.

28. In the same year Capt. J. B. Jervis’s Indian Metrology

was published, containing a long chapter (195 pages) on

measures of time, which shows a considerable, knowledge of

the texts. In it he explains, with Tables from the Laghu

and Brihach Chintdmani, the construction of the Panch&hga

or Hindu calendar.3 Hr. E. Iioer, in 1844, also contributed

to the Journal of the Bengal Society
,

4 a Latin version of

the third section, or Gunitadhia of Bhaskara’s Siddliunta

Siromani.

29. At Jaffna, in Ceylon, in 1849, the Rev. H. R.

Hoisington published a treatise in Tamil, with a translation

called The Oriental Astronomer, forming a text-book for

the usual computations required for native almanacs. It

was based chiefly on the work of TTllamudayan with the

epoch of a.d. 1243, and on Visvauatha Sastri’s system

of eclipses with the epoch of 1756.

1 In 1832 was published an Account of British India, prepared by Dr. Hugh
Murray and others, in three volumes, in the last of which was a chapter (2nd

ed. vol. iii. pp. 288-323) on Hindu Astronomy and Mathematics, written by

Prof. W. Wallace, of Edinburgh University, giving a good popular account

of previous researches.

In 1834 Mr. Rothman, in his History of Astronomy (pp. 116-128), gave

a brief outline of the subject with Mr. Bentley’s tables of the planets.

Mountstuart Elphinstone, in his History of India (1839), in the first chapter

of book iii., also gave a brief summary of what was known up to that time.
2 Jour. As. Soc. Betty, vol. iii. pp. 504-519.
3 Indian Metrology, pp. 174-259.
4 Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. xiii. pt. i. pp. 53-66.

j.n.A.s. 1893. 49
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30. In 1858, however, a very valuable work on Hindu

astronomy appeared in a translation of the Surya Siddhdnta,

by the Rev. E. Burgess, a missionary in the Maratha

country, first published in the Journal of the American

Oriental Society (vol. vi. pp. 141-498), with a full com-

mentary and notes, largely by Professor Whitney. 1 This

work has placed within the reach of all who are interested

in the subject a complete outline of Hindu methods of

astronomical calculation as practised for centuries past,

together with a clear exposition of the theories on which

they are based, and their relations to European science.

The book is a model of careful annotation.

2

31. An important paper on the age and authenticity of

the more notable Hindu writers on astronomy was con-

tributed by the late Dr. Bhau D&ji to the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society in 1864. In this able contribution

he agrees with Bentley that the Mahd Arya Siddhdnta 3
is

probably of about a.d. 1322. The Aryabhatiya, or Laghu

Arya Siddhdnta (composed in 499 a.d.) containing both

the Dasagiti and Arydshtasata 4—the latter of 108 couplets

—

he identified as the work of Aryabhata of Kusumapura or

Pataliputra, born in a.d. 476, whose peculiar method of

expressing numbers by letters was explained by Mr. Whish.

This author seems to have used for the ratio of the diameter

1 It was also issued as a separate volume. Bapu Deva S'astri’s version

was published under the supervision of Archdeacon Pratt, in the Bibliotheca

lndica in 1860. An English version of the early part of this Siddhdnta had also

appeared in the Asiatic Journal, May, June, 1817
;
and part of the first and

the eighth chapter, with a French translation, in Abbe J. M. F. Guerin’s

Astronomie Indienne, 1847. The text, with Kanganatha’s commentary, was
edited by Dr. Fitzedward Hall, in the Bibliotheca lndica, 1859.

2 A good exposition of the principal steps in the calculation of eclipses is

to be found in a paper by the late William Spottiswoode in J.B.A.S. Vol. XX.
(1863), pp. 345-370.

* Dr. Fitzedward nail, in Jour. Am. Or. Soc. (1860), vol. vi. pp. 556-559,

and Dr. Whitney in an additional note to the paper (ti. pp. 560-564), had

discussed Aryabhata and his writings; and Dr. Kern, in J.B.A.S. Vol. XX.

pp. 371-387, collected the extracts from Aryabhata found in Bhatta Utpala’s

commentary on the Brihat Samhitd.

4 Dr. Kern has edited the text of these works

—

Arya-bhatiya, with the

commentary Bhatadtpiki

1

of Parana adisvara (Leiden, 1874). A notice of this

work by Prof. A. Weber appeared in the Liter. Central-Blatt, 1875, No. 7,

and was reprinted in his Indische Streifen, Bd. iii. pp. 300-302.
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to the circumference of a circle that of and his

elements are still used in Southern India in astronomical

computations. Al-Beruni (a.d. 1030), however, refers to a

still earlier author of the name, distinguishing the second

as “ of Kusumapura.”

Yaraha Mihira, the author of the Pahchasiddhantika and
A

other works, on the testimony of Amaraja, died in a.d. 587.

Brahmagupta, in the Brahmasphuta Siddhanta, gives his

own date, as born a.d. 598, and Al-Beruni gives 665 as the

epoch of his Khandakh&dyaka. 1 Bhattotpala’s date had been

discovered by Colebrooke as a.d. 966 ;
and Bhaskara

Acharya’s date for the Siddhanta Siromani, a.d. 1150,

when he was thirty-six years of age, is supported by the

evidence of an inscription near Chalisgam. 2

32. Dr. H. Kern in a preface to his edition of the text

of the Brihat Samhitd (1865), added further to our know-

ledge of the earlier Hindu writers in this branch, and

submitted very important considerations as to their relations.

33. M. J. 13. Biot (1775-1862), in the Journal des Sacants

for 1840 and 1845, advanced the theory that the Hindu

Nakshatras were only the Chinese sieu, introduced into

India for astrological purposes. M. Sedillot, in 1849,

rejected this view, and claimed for the Arabs the invention

of the lunar mansions.3 Weber, in 1852, expressed the

suspicion that the Chinese had rather borrowed the sieu

from India, and soon after rejected Biot’s views, to which

the latter replied in the Journal des Savants in 1859.

AVeber then wrote two very elaborate papers on the subject,

published in 1860 and 1862, 4 showing their relation to

1 Sachau’s Al-Beruni, transl. vol. ii. p. 7.
2 He has been confounded with Vittes'vara (a.d. 899), son of Bhadatta,

of Al-Beruni (vol. i. p. 156), author of the Ka> anasura
;
conf. Weber’s Sansk.

Liter, p. 262. Mallikarjunada, a southern astronomer, is supposed by Warren
to have written about a.d. 1178, and used the meridian of Rames'varam
(79° 22'1 E. of Greenwich), as did also Baladityakalu, a Telugu astronomer,

who wrote in 1456 a.d. Vavilala Kuchchiuna, another Telugu astronomer,

is said to have written in 1298 a.d. Warren’s Kala Sankalita, pp. 171, 356,
389-90. Notices, in Sanskrit, of a number of astronomical writers, have of late

appeared in The Pandit.
3 Materiaux pour servir a V Histoirc comparee des Sciences Mathematiques chez

les Grecs et les Orientaux, pp. 467-549.
1 Die Vedischen Nachrichten von den Naxatra (Berlin, 1860 and 1862).
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the manazil of the Arabs, as indicative of their derivation

from Western Asia. Professor Max Muller next claimed

the Nakshatras to be of purely Hindu origin, and that

the Jyotisha account of the position of the colures fixed

the twelfth century b c. as the date, not the fourteenth as

Colebrooke had concluded. 1 And, again, in the preface

to the fourth volume of the Rigveda he discussed the

question of the Indian or foreign origin of the Nakshatras.

Professor Whitney, in his notes to the translation of the

Siirya Siddhdnta, and in separate papers, reviewed the

whole question in a very able way. 2

34. Professor Weber, in 1865
(
Ind. Stud. vol. x. pp. 264 ff.),

directed attention to the Suryaprajnapti—a Jaina astronomical

treatise—which, from the resemblauce its elements bear to

the system of the Jyotisha-Veddhga, naturally suggests that

it preserves for us the main features of Hindu science before

it was affected and modified by that of the Greeks. This

new line of research was followed up by Dr. G. Thibaut,

in a paper in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society for

1877 (vol. xlvi. pt. i. pp. 411-437), already referred to, and

two on the Suryaprajnapti in the same Journal for 1880

(vol. xlix. pt. i. pp. 107-127, and 181-206). The elements

of the system there expounded are—that 61 months of 30

civil days each are equal to 62 lunar months, or 67 sidereal

revolutions.

These figures give, for the moon’s sidereal revolution

27 313433 days, and for the synodical 29’516129rf.
;
but,

as compared with the Siirya Siddhdnta, these periods

are both too short, 67 sidereal revolutions being equal to

1830'89645 days, and 62 synodical equal to 1830 ,55217,

—

1 Jour. As. Soc. Peng. vol. xxix. (1860), p. 2C0.
2 Conf. Biot, Jour, des Savants, 1860; or E'tudes sur V Astronomie Indicnne

ct Chinoise (1862) ;
Sedillot, Courtcs Observations sur quelqucs Points de 1' Hist,

de VAstronomie (1863); Whitney, Jour. Ainer. Or. Soc. vol. vi pp. 325-350,

etc.; vol. viii. pp. 1-94, 383-398, and Proc. p. Ixxxiii.
;
Weber, Ind. Str.

vol. ii. pp. 172, 173; Ind. Stud. vol. ix. pp. 424 ff.
;

vol. x. pp. 213 tf . ; E.

Burgess, Jour. Ain. Or. Soc. vol. viii. pp. 309-334, and Proc pp. lxvii.-lxviii.

;

Archdeacon Pratt, Jour. As. Soc. lien;/, vol. xxxi. pp. 49 f. ; Whitney, J.R.A.S.

Vol. I. (n.8. 1864), pp. 316-331; Sir E. Colebrooke, ib. pp. 332-338; and

Whitney, Orient, and Linguistic Studies (1874), vol. ii.
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instead of 1830 days for each. This indicates a primitive

and rough method of observation, and not even a knowledge
of the 19-year period

;
for we thus have

—

Jyotisha.

235 Synodical months, 6939-689^.

254 Sidereal „ 6937-612

19 Solar years 6954

SAr. Siddh. Diffs. or errors.

6936-290 rf. — 3-399 tf.

6939-705 -2-093

6939-916 +14 084

By dividing the sdvana day into 60 nddikds of 10-Au kalds

each, or into 603 kalds, the nakshatra day or thirtieth part of

a sidereal revolution is expressed by 549 kalds, the period

during which the moon passes through one nakshatra is

610 kalds, and the duration of a tithi is 593£f katas
;
and

from the motion of the moon being to that of the sun as

67 : 5, the sun’s motion is 45 parts, while the moon’s is 603,

in 1 sarana day. In this there is no trace of the Greek

sexagesimal division.

The Suryaprajhapti uses 28 nakshatras of unequal extent,

while the Veddhga has 27 of equal extent, and uses for

the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle,

that of +10 : 1 ;
the sun’s diameter is made of a yojana

;

but it accounts for the celestial phenomena by supposing

two suns, two moons, etc.

35. The Nakshatras, or lunar asterisms, seem to have been

first mapped out ou the heavens as groups of stars, not far from

the ecliptic, readily recognizable, and by which the positions

of the moon and planets could be readily indicated. The

distances between the leading or distinguishing stars of

the successive groups were necessary unequal, and when
it was required to indicate the time in which the moon
passed through, or continued in the space allotted to the

diffei’ent asterisms, they came to be divided into those of

longer, shorter, and average duration. But the lunar

sidereal month consists of about -27^§^ days, or 819^-g-

muhurtas
; if, then, an average of a day is assigned to each

Nakshatra, there must be twenty-eight of them, one having

a duration of only 9-^jy muhurtas. And this was possibly

the earlier arrangement with the twenty-seven distributed,
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so that six—the 4th, 7th, 12th, 16th, 21st, and 27th of the

series beginning with Asvini—were of longer extent, or

through each of which the moon passed in 1J days: other

six—the 2nd, 6th, 9th, 15th, 18th, and 25th—were shorter,

or of half a day each
;
and the remaining fifteen (i.e. ex-

clusive of Abhijit, the 22nd) were passed through in one

day each. But the division of the ecliptic into 27-^- parts

(or thereabouts) is inconvenient and perplexing, and in

astrology would be got rid of if possible
;

and, as the

synodical month of 29 1|- days was divided into thirty tithis,

the sidereal revolution could equally readily be divided into

twenty-seven dim each of 24hrs. 17min. 9'335sec., in which

time the moon traverses 13° 20'. With this arrange-

ment the longer Nahshatras would occupy 20° of longitude

each
;
the short 6° 40'

;
and the rest 13° 20' or 800' each

;

w-hile Abhijit—the additional one of about 4j°—was in-

cluded in the 21st, or Uttarashadha—one of the long ones.

This is the arrangement as represented by Garga and in

the Nakshatra-kalpa brought to notice by Weber. 1 Brahma-

gupta, however, in his Uttara-Khandakhadyaka (665 a.d.)

adheres to the early arrangement of a separate portion for

Abhijit of 4° 14//, computing the precise arcs moved over

by the moon in the long, short, and average spaces for

one and a half, half, and one civil day respectively. 2 These

durations he apparently brought over from a time preceding

the knowledge of Greek astronomy in India
;

for we find

in the fragments of Pushkarasarin’s work on eclipses,

1 Vedische Nachrichten von den Naxatra, 2nd. Th. p. 390.
2 Al-Beruni’s India (Sachau’s tr.), vol. ii. p. 87 ;

conf. Ind. Ant. vol. liv.

p. 43
;

Biot, E'tudes sur l
1Astronomic Indienne (Ex. du Jour. d. Sav.), pp. 81, 82.

According to Brahmagupta the moon’s sidereal motion in one civil day is

13° 10' 3-l"-88, whence the Nakshatra portions or arcs are :

—

Six of 19° 45' 52"-32 each = 118° 35' 13''-92

Six of 6 35 17-44 „ = 39 31 44 64

Fifteen of 13 10 34-88 ,,
= 197 38 43 -19

Twenty-seven together (average 13° 10' 34"-88) = 355 45 41-75

Abhijit (for 0-3216673 day) 4 14 18-25

360 0 0

In Al-Beruni’s account, by neglecting a small fraction in the average daily

motion, the value left for Abhijit comes out 4° 14' 18"-60.
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recently discovered in Central Asia, that while 810 muhurtas,

or twenty-seven days, were allotted to the other twenty-

seven Nakshatras, a duration of seven or eight muhurtas

was assigned to Abhijit. 1 And the early character of this

work is supported by its beginning the series of JYakshatras

with Krittika rather than Asvini
;

it also divides them
into four groups, Nos. 3 to 9 (of the following list) belong-

ing to the Fast, Nos. 10 to 16 to the South, Nos. 17 to 23

to the West, and Nos. 24 to 28, and 1, 2, to the North. This

is also the arrangement in the Nakshatra-kalpa

}

When sexagesimal computation came to be depended

on rather than observation, the arcs were equalized, and

the Nakshatra portions retained the names of the asterisms,

just as the zodiacal signs did those of the constellations,

without coinciding very closely with them. The twenty-

seven Nakshatra arcs were thus made, in later Hindu works,

of 800' each; but Abhijit was still occasionally retained.

Thus the Muhurta Mala says, “the last quarter of Uttara-

shadha and the first fifteenth of Sravana together constitute

Abhijit.” This allows 4° 13' 20" for this Nakshatra, or

very nearly the value given by Brahmagupta. Most of the

later works take 100' from Sravana, and extend Abhijit

to 5°, or from 276° 40' to 281° 40'.

The number of stars in the different asterisms varies in

different works: Al-Beruni gives the numbers from Brahma-

gupta,3 with the positions of the yogatdras, or distinguishing

stars, in each. These positions differ in several instances

from those of the Siirya Siddhanta, and are given in the

following table, along with the periods for each Nakshatra,

the number of stars, and the determinant star
(
yogatdra

)
as

identified in our modern lists.
4

1 Dr. Hoemle has discussed a portion of the MS. of Pushkarasarin’s work in

the Jour. As. Soc Bengal, vol. lxii. (1893) part. i. pp. 9-18, See The Academy,
Aug. 12th, 1893, p. 136.

2 Vedische Nachrichten von den Naxatra, 2nd Th. p. 377.
3 See Thibaut, in Ind. Ant. vol. xiv, p. 43. Where two numbers are given in

the following table, the second is from Pushkarasarin’s fragment, published by
Dr. Hoernle in Jour. As. Soc. Betig., vol. lsii. part i. ;

see also Colebrooke’s

Essays, vol. ii. p. 322, and table.

* Burgess’s Surya Siddhunta, pp. 175-220, or Jour. Am. Or. Soc. vol. vi.

pp. 319-364.
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Distinguishing Star.

Names of the Nakshatras.
Duration

in

Muhurtas.

No.

of

Stars

mentioned. Polar
Longitude.

Tolar
Latitude.

Star.

1. As'vini, or As'vayujau 30 2, 3 8° 0' 10° 0'N. 6 Arietis.

2. Bharani, or Apabharani 15 3 20 0 12 0 N. a Muse®.
3. Krittika, or Krittikas 30 6 37 28 5 ON. 23 Tauri. 1

4. Rohini
5. Mrigas'irsha, Andhaka,

45 5 49 28 5 0 S. Al-Dabaran,aTauri.

Aryika, Invaka, or Ilvala 30 3 63 0 5 0 S. \ Orionis.

6. Ardra, or Bahu 15 1 67 0 11 0 S. a Orionis (?)

7. Punarvasu 45 2 93 0 6 0 N. 0 Geminorum.
8. Pushya, Tishya, or Sidhya

9. As'lesha, Asresha, or

30 1, 3 106 0 0 0 S Cancri.

Asleslias 15 6, 5 108 0 6 0S. e Hvdr®.
10. Magha, or Maghas
11. Purva - Phalguui, or

30 6, 5 129 0 0 0 Regulus.

Arj uni 30 2 147 0 12 0 N. S Leonis.

12. Uttara-Phalguni 45 2 155 0 13 0 N. Al-Sarfa, /3 Leonis.

13. Hasta 30 5 170 0 11 0 S. 7 or S Corvi.

14. Chitra 30 1 183 0 2 0 S^ Spica Yirginis.

15. Svati, or Nishtya 15 1 199 0 37 ON. Arcturus.

16. Vis'hakha, or Visakhe 45 2 212 5 1 30 S. r l.ibr®.

17. Anuradhd 30 4 224 5 3 0 S. 5 Scorpionis.

18. Jyeshtha or Rohini 15 3 229 5 4 0 S. Autares.

19. Mula, or Vicliritau

20. Purva - Ashadha, or

30 2, 4 241 0 9 30 S. \ Scorpionis.

Apya 30 4, 3 254 0 5 20 S. S Sagittarii.

21. Uttara-Ashadha, Vais'va 45 4 260 0 5 0 S. <r Sagittarii.

22. Abhijit 8 (7)
2 3 265 0 62 0 N. Al-Nasr Al-waqi’,

Vega.

23. S'ravana, S'rona, or

As'vattha

24. S'ravishtha, or Dhani-

30 3 278 0 30 0 N. Al-Nasr Al-ta’ir, a

Aquil®.

shtha 30 5, 4 290 0 36 0 N. 0 Delphini.

25. S'atabhishaj

26. Purva-Bhadrapada, Pro-
15 1 320 0 0 18 S. \ Aquarii.

shthapada, or Pratishana 30 2 326 0 24 0 N. a Pegasi.

27. Uttara-Bhadrapada, etc. 45 2 336 0 26 0 N. 7 Pegasi or, a Andro-
med®.

28. Revati 30 1 360 0 0 0 ( Piscium.

1 Alcyone is not given in Ptolemy’s Star List, and by Ulagh Beg it is mentioned
only as “ a small star ” : Atlas (27, Tauri) or Merope (23, T.) is probably intended

in the Hindu works.
2 The MS. of Pushkarasarin’s work, found in Central Asia, ascribes 8 (or 7)

muhurtas to Abhijit, which gives 27’267 (or 27 233) days for the moon's
sidereal revolution, which is only a rough approximation. Brahmagupta’s value

is equivalent to 9 \ muhurtas, giving 2 7 ‘32 1 0 7 days for the sidereal mouth
as derived from the elements he adopts.
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36. Prof. II. Jacobi, in a tract, de Astrologiae Indicae

‘ Hard ’ appellatae Originibus : accedunt Laghu-Jataki, cap.

ined. iii-xii. (Bonnae, 1872), 1 called attention to the circum-

stance that the system of the twelve astrological mansions

occurs first in Firmicus Maternus (a.d. 350), and hence

that the Indian Ilora-texts, in which these are of essential

importance, cannot be of much earlier date. He also calls

attention to the Greek words occurring in Yaraha Mihira’s

and later works, which are employed in the same sense in

the Eiaaycoyr'] of Paulus Alexandrinus (a.d. 378).

37. The publication in 1888 of Dr. E. C. Sachau’s version

of Al-Beruni’s India
,
supplies us with a good deal of infor-

mation respecting the Hindu astronomical works in use in

the eleventh century, and their methods of computation,

compared with the Arab science of that age.

38. In 1874, however, Dr. Biihler discovered the Pancha-

siddhdntika of Yaraha Mihira, for an account of which we

are indebted to Dr. Thibaut (Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. liii.

1884, pp. 259-293), and subsequently (in 1889) for an

edition of the text and translation, based on two MSS.

obtained by Dr. Biihler. This work expounded the systems

of five early treatises, the Saura, Paulisa, Romaka, Vasishtha,

and Brahma or Paiiamaha Siddhantas—all now lost, so far

as we know, in their original forms. The author mentions

that the difference of longitude between Yavanapura and

Uijain is 7^ nadis or 44°, and between the first and Benares

is 9 nadis or 54°
;

if Alexandria is meant, as is almost

certainly the case, the correct figures are 46° and 53° IT,

and the closeness to truth of the values in an element so

difficult to determine with accuracy before the invention

of any sort of chronometer is satisfactory. Yaraha makes

the starting point of computations in the Pahchasiddhantika

the 1st Chaitra Saka 427. 2 The sun’s mean place is com-

puted, by the Saura Siddhanta by multiplying the ahargaiia

1 This tract (48 pp.) was reviewed by Prof. A. Weber in the Liter. Central-

Blatt
, 1873, No. 25, pp. 786-88, reprinted in Indische Streifen, Bd. iii. pp. 165-68;

also by Prof. H. Kern in The Academy, 1873.
2 March 18th, a.d. 505, at 33sh 9p after noon.
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from the initial date by 800, deducting 442, and dividing

by 292207. This makes the year 365c?. 15g. 31' 30''

as in the Paulisa Siddhdnta. Nest we have a yuga of

180,000 years equal to 65,746,575 days containing 2,226,389

synodical or 2,406,389 sidereal months, 1 which gives values

slightly differing from the modern Surya Siddhdnta. The

moon’s node makes 900 revolutions in 2,908,789 days, as

in the Aryabhatiya, of which 2,260,356 had elapsed at

the epoch. So also we find that the period of Jupiter’s

revolution is taken as 4332 -3205754 days.

The Romaha Siddhdnta employs a yuga of 150 x 19=2850

years or 1,040,953 days, which gives a tropical year of

365c?. 14gh. 48p. (3 65c?. 5h. 55 in. 12s.), exactly as determined

by Hipparchus and Ptolemy. In the same period there are

1050 udhiniasas and 16,547 suppressed lunar days; hence

the lunations are 12 x 2850 + 1050 = 150 x 235 = 35250,

and the synodical month 29c?. 31 gh. 50' 5"‘617, while the

tropical (not sidereal) month is 1040953-i- (35250+ 2850) =
27 32160105«?. 2 For the anomalistic mouth we have 110

in 3031 days, or 27'554 days
;

for the node, 24 revolutions

in 163,111 days, or 6796/T days for a revolution. The

epoch is sunset at Yavanapura at the beginning of the

lunar month of Chaitra, Saka 427, at the beginning of

Wednesday, and this counting of the astronomical day

from sunset was customary among the Greeks. Yaraha

does not give details respecting the planetary motions, other

than the lunar, as treated in the Romaka Siddhdnta. It

places the sun’s apogee in longitude 75°, and the greatest

equation of the centre amounts to 2° 23' 23'' or but little

in excess of Ptolemy’s value.

1 This is otherwise put as 900,000 revolutions in 24589506
24589506'3100775 days, and the rule for the moon’s mean place is to multiply

the ahargnnu by 900,000, deduct 670,217, and divide by 24,589, 506, and correcting

for the fraction by taking Ahs of the elapsed revolutions as seconds to be

subtracted.
2 The almost perfect coincidence of these values with those of Ptolemy,

Moth. Syn. lib. iii. c. 2, has been pointed out by me, Ind. Ant. vol xix. p. 284.

The ltomaka Siddhdnta accepts, without modification, the Metonic cycle of

19 years combined with Hipparchus’s length of the Tropical year; and this

may account for the very slight differences. If, instead of 126007 days plus one

hour which Ptolemy uses for the lunar equations, we substituted 126007 days

minus one hour (or 1JA.) we should get the Romaka Siddhdnta values.
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The Paitamaha S. is discussed very briefly by Yaraba

Mihira, but appears to have belonged to the primitive

astronomical system of the Jyutisha, Garga Samhitd, etc.,

employing a yuga of 5 years of 366 days each, and one of

these yagas beginning with the third year of the Saka era.

The Vdsishtha S. is also treated so briefly, and as of so

inferior scientific value, that little can be said about it.

Of the Paulisa Siddhdnta, we already knew much from

Al-Beruni and from Hindu writers. Its peculiar methods

appear to be the same as those used in Southern India. 1

The longitude of the sun’s apogee is made 80°. The year

is 43831-r- 120=365*2583 days.

One peculiarity is the Table of Sines which is given

under the heading of this Siddhdnta. It is constructed

for the usual 24 arcs increasing by 3° 45' each
;
but instead

of using 573
18', the length of the radius in arc, as the

value of the sine of 903
,

it follows the Greek method of

Ptolemy who divided the radius or chord of 60° into

60 parts, subdivided sexagesimally, and gave the chords

of double arcs in terms of this : thus the chord of 180° or

the diameter was 120 parts, and of 603 wras 60 parts. Now
if we copy out Ptolemy’s chords for every 7° 30' in

succession up to 180° we shall have the Paulisa Siddhdnta

table of sines for each arc from 3° 45' to 90°. 2 ^Moreover, if

we set down Ptolemy’s successive differences, between each pair

we shall have the differences given also in this Siddhdnta—
varying only in that Ptolemy gives each quantity to the

third degree of sexagesimals, while" Pulisa gives the

values only to seconds. It need only be added that, as

it is to Ptolemy that the sexagesimal division is ascribed, 3

there can be little if any doubt that Paulus or Pulisa was

one of those who introduced it and the Greek system of

astronomy into India. Dr. Thibaut considers that the

Romaka and Paulisa Siddhdntas must have been composed

not later than a.d. 400.

1 Warren’s Kala Sankalita, pp. 118 ff.

5 See this in Ind Ant. vol. xx. p. 228.
3 Wallis, Eist. and Prac. Algeb. c. 7.
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39. At the close of the Panchasiddhantika, Yaraha Mihira

adds some short rules (ch. xviii, all. 66-79) for the longi-

tudes of the sun and planets. Dr. Thibaut remarks 1

that the durations ascribed in these to the synodical

revolutions “are extraordinary,” agreeing “neither with

those assigned to the synodical motions in Hindu astronomy

generally, nor, therefore with the true periods—from which

the periods implied in the teaching of the Siddhdntas

differ to a very inconsiderable extent only ”
;
and, he adds,

“ to meet with a set of numerical quantities widely differing

from those generally accepted is indeed so startling that

one at first feels strongly inclined to doubt the soundness

of the text.” But on referring to his translation (p. 103)

it appears that Yaraha Mihira, speaking of the sun first

(si. 66), uses degrees or saura days, aud this measure is

naturally carried through the following slokas. We have

no other instance, so far as I know, of the synodical

revolutions being stated in a Sanskrit treatise, and we are

not to infer that they should be given in civil days,

as in European works based on the Copernican system,

rather than expressed iu degrees or equivalent saura time,

—as Yaraha Mihira has done in this place and with con-

siderable accuracy.

His values are readily derived in the following way :

—

Employing the yuga of 1080000 sidereal solar revolutions,

the revolutions of the planets in that period are—Mars,

574206; Jupiter, 91055
;
Saturn, 36641 ;

Mercury, 4484250
;

Yenus, 1755597 ;
and if we divide the degrees in 1080000

revolutions by the difference between 1080000 and the

number of heliocentric revolutions of the planet, we

obtain the arcs through which the sun moves during the

planet’s synodical revolution. Thus, for Mars, we have

—

1080000 r X 360° 388800000° -aacaMi l
3075 ~-o,

0 574 U 0S= 507,704
= ' GS -6924, or nearly

j
or 768$,

as in the text. Similarly, for the other planets we find

—

For Mercury . 114o,2102 or very nearly -Hi4 or 1140A;
For Jupiter . . 393°T46 „ or 393 ? ;

1 Panchasiddh&ntikd, Introd. p. xlvii.
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For Venus . . 5750,491 nearly H41 or 5754;

And for Saturn. 372°‘6426 „ or 372f

;

—the fractional values in each case being those given in the

text. 1

Dr. Thibaut has prefixed an excellent introduction to his

edition
;

but, as he himself allows, the translation admits

of emendation, the text of the only copies available being

very corrupt ;
and a commentary much more complete is

required to illustrate the version satisfactorily.

40. The only further contributions connected with this

branch of Hindu science have been devoted to its relation

to chronology. The Hindu calendar is constructed in so

peculiar a way, depending on the relations of solar and

lunar motions, that it is a complicated problem to fix the

date in the Julian calendar corresponding to a given day

in the Hindu reckoning. That reckoning, too, not being

necessarily quite accurate, but dependent on the system in

their astronomical treatises, requires us to work out the

coincidence by means of their data. 2 It is very important,

however, to be able to determine such coincidences with

complete accuracy as a means of fixing the precise dates of

inscriptions upon which Indian chronology must be based.

1 The greatest error is only 3'-4 in the case of Mars, for which the fraction

would have given the more accurate value of 768 :>-691
;
and for Mercury,

the multiplier 2170 and divisor 19, would have been even closer than 3312

and 29. To convert these arcs into civil time, using Yaraha Mihira's value

for the sidereal year, 365d. \bgh. 33/;., we have to multiply by 1-01460764

cr lgfg : the results are—Mars, 779-92 days
;
Jupiter, 398 87 ; Saturn, 37S-08

;

Mercury, 115-88 ; and Venus, 5S3-90 days.
- The principal of these papers are :—Jacobi, Methods and Tables for verifying

Hindu Dates, Titles, etc. in Ind. Ant. vol. xvii. pp. 145-181
;
The Computation

of Hindu Dates in Inscriptions, etc., with Tables in Epigraphica Indica, vol. i.

pp. 403-460 ;
Tables for Calculating Hindu Dates in True Local Time, in ibid.

vol. ii.
;
R. Schram, Hilfstafelnfur Chronologic, in Denkschriften d. Eais. Acad,

d. ITiiwiri mat. not. Cl. Wien, vol. xlv. pp. 2S9-358; and Ind. Ant. vol. xviii.

pp. 29(1-300 : Kielhorn, The Sixty year Cycle of Jupiter, in Ind. Ant. vol. xviii.

pp. 193-209, and 3S0-3S6, and Abhand. d. K. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. z.

Gottingen, 1889.
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Art. XIX.— Women Leaders of the Buddhist Reformation.

By Mabel Bode.

(Continued front page 566.)

6 . Nanda.

Chatthe jhaylnam yadidam Nandilti jhanabhiratanam 1

Nanda theri agga ti dasseti.

Sa kira Padumuttarabuddhakale Ilamsavatiyara kulagebe

patisandhim gabetva aparabhage Satthu dhammam sunantl

Sattharam ekarn bhikkhunim jhanabbiratanam aggattbane

tbapetum disva adbikarakaramam katva tam tbanantaram

patthesi.

Tato kappasatasahassam devamanussesu samsaritva amba-

kam Sattbu nibbattito puretaram eva Mabapajapati-Gotamiya

kuccbismim patisandbim ganbi.

Nanda ti’ ssa namam akamsu. Rupananda ti pi vuccati.

Sa aparabbage uttamarupabbavena Janapadakalyani nama

jatii.

Sa ambakam dasabale sabbannutara patva anupubbena

Kapilavattbum agantva Nandaii ca Rabulan ca pabbajetva

pakkante Suddbodanamabarajasga parinibbutakiiie Maha-

pajapatim Gotamim Rabularaataran ca nikkbamitva Sattbu

santike pabbajita ti natva imasam pabbajitakalato patthaya

mayham idha kim kamman ti, Mabapajapat-iya santikam

gantva pabbaji.

Pabbajitadivasato pattbiiya Sattba riipam garabatlti Satthu

upatthanam na gaccbati. Ovadavare sampatte annarn pesetva

ovadam aharapehiti.

1 S.T. omits Nandati jhanabhiratanam.
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Sattha tassa rupamadamattabhavam hatva attano ovadam

attana va agantva ganhantu na bhikkhunlhi anna pesetabba

ti aha.

Tato Rupananda ahiiam maggam apassant! akatnii ovadam

agamasi. Sattha tassa cariyavasena iddhij'a ekam itthirupam

nimminitva talavantam gahetva vijamanam viya akasi.

Rilpanandii nam disva cintesi : Abam akaren ’eva pamatta

butva nagacchami evarupa pi ittbiyo Sattbu santike vissattha

caranti mama rupam etasam rupassa kalam niigghanti

solasim ajiinitva va ettakam kiilam na agatamhlti tarn eva

itthim nimittam ganhitva olokentl atthasi. Sattha tassa

pubbahetusampannaya :

Attblnam nagaram katan ti

1

Dhammapade gatbarn vatva,

Caram va yadi va tittbam nisinno uda va sayan ti

Suttam abbasi.

Sa tasrnim yeva rupe kbayam vayam pattbapetva arabattam

papuni. Imasmim thane idam vattbum bettbii Khema-

theriyii vattbuna sadisam evati na vittharitam. Tato patthaya

Rupananda jhiinabhiratanam antare dhurappatta abosi.

Sattha aparabhage Jetavane nisinno patipatiya bhikkhuniyo

tbiinantare thapento Nandattherim jhayininam aggattbane

tbapesiti.

6. Nando,}

In the sixth (Sutta) by the words yadidam Nanda ti,

be points out the Tberi Nandii as the chief of those who

practise meditation..

It is related that this woman was reborn in a noble family

at Hamsavatl in the time of the Buddha Padumuttara, and

later on, when hearing the Teacher preach the Truth, and

seeing him assign to a certain BhikkhunI the chief place

among those who practise the Meditations, she, forming a

resolve, aspired to the same distinction.

1 Dhammapada, verse 150.
2 Dhammapala calls this Then Sundarluanda.
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Then, after wandering in worlds of gods and men for

a hundred thousand scons, she re-entered existence, born

of Mahiipajapati GotamI, before our Teacher’s birth.

They gave her the name Nanda. She was also called

Riipananda.

And afterwards, by reason of her loveliness, she came to

be called Janapada Kalyiinl (the belle of the land).

Now, after our Buddha of the Ten Powers had attained

to omniscience, and had returned to Kapilavatthu, and

successively admitted Nandii and Rahula into the Order, and

then departed
;

and the great king Suddhodana had died,

Mahapajapatl GotamI, and the mother of Rahula went forth

and entered the Order under the Teacher. She (Riipananda)

on seeing (all this) thought :
“ Since they renounced the

world what have I to do here ? ” So, going to Maha-
pajapatl she entered the Order.

From the day she entered the Order she never went to

minister to the Teacher, having heard it said :

“ The Teacher

finds fault with beauty.” When the time for the exhorta-

tion came round, she sent another BhikkhunI, and bade her

bring word of the discourse.

The Teacher saw that she was intoxicated with her own
loveliness, and he said :

“ Let each one come and receive

her exhortation for herself. None of the Bhikkhunls may
send others.”

Then Riipananda, not seeing any way out of it, went

unwillingly to the exhortation.

Now, because of this conduct of her’s, the Teacher created,

by the power of Iddhi, the form of a woman, who, holding

a palm-leaf, seemed to be fanning him.

Riipananda seeing this, thought to herself :
“ For (such)

a reason was I neglectful, and did not come ! And, behold,

women like this go about fearlessly near the Master ! My
beauty is not worth a sixteenth part of their’s ! Yet,

ignorant of this, I have not come hither all this time !

”

And she stood utterly spell-bound gazing at the woman.

And the Master recited to her, who had reached the

climax of causes heaped up in former births, the stanza in

j.r.a.s. 1893. 50
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the Dhammapada, which begins :
“ Of hones is the fortress

made ”
;
and then uttered the Sutta beginning :

“ Whether

walking or standing still—whether sitting or lying down.”

And, she gaining (the knowledge of) decay and death,

attained to Arahatship.

Now in the commentary on this passage the story is not

told in full, since it is the same as the foregoing history

of the Then Khernii.

Thenceforward Rupananda held the first place among

those who practised the meditations.

Afterwards the Teacher, seated at Jetavana, and assigning

places to the Bhikkhunis in turn, gave to the Therl Nanda

the chief place among those who practise meditation.

7. Sond.

Sattame araddhaviriyanan ti paggahitaparipunna-viri-

yanam Sona agga ti dasseti.

Ayam kira Padumuttarabuddhakale Hamsavatiyam kula-

gehe patisandhim gahetva aparabhage dhammadesanam 1

sunantl Sattharam ekam bhikkhunim araddhaviriyanam

aggatthane thapentam disva adhikarakamraam katvii tam

thanantaram patthesi. Sii kappasatasahassam devamanus-

sesu samsaritva imasmim buddhuppade Savatthiyam kula-

gehe patisandliim gahetva aparabhage ghariivase patitthita

bahu puttadhltaro labhitva sabbe pi visum visum ghariivase

patitthapesi. Tato patthaya ayam amhakam kiin karissatlti

tam attano santikam agatam mata ti sahnam pi na karimsu.

Bahuputtika Sonii nesam attani agiiravabhavam natva

ghiiravasena kim karissiimlti nikkhamitva pabbaji.

Atha nam bhikkhuniyo ayain mattam na janiiti ayuttani

karotiti dandakammam karonti. Puttadhltaro tam danda-

karamam aharantim disva 2
: ayam yavajja divasa sikkha-

padamattam pi na janatlti ditthaditthatthiine ujjhayanti.

1 T.I. sic. S.M. only dhammam sunantl.
2 S.T. aha rattim ayam, etc.
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Sil tesam vacanam sutvii nppannasamvegii attano gati-

visodhanam kiitum vattatlti nisinnatthane pi thitatthiine pi

dvattimsiikiiram aajjhayati. Sil yath’eva pubbe bahuputtika-

Sonattheri ti pannayittha evam paccba sii iiraddhaviriya-

Sonattherl ti piikata jiitii. Ath’ ekadivasam bhikkhuniyo

yiharam gacchantiyo : Bhikkhunisanghassa udakan tiipey-

yasi Sone ti vatva agaraamsu. Sil pi udakatapanam katum

vattatlti tato puretaram eva 1 aggisiilayam cankaraitva

cankamitva dvattimsakaram sajjhayantl vipasannara vad-

dhesi. Satthii Gandhakutiyam nisinno va imam obbiisa-

giltham abhasi :

Yo ca vassasatam jive apassam dhammam uttaraam

Ekahara jivitam seyyo passato dbaramara uttaman ti .
2

Sii giithii-pariyosane arabattam patvii cintesi : Aham
arahattain pattii, iigantukajano ca anupadhiiretvii va raayi

avauniiya 3 kinci kifici avatva 4
: bahum piipam pasave}Tya

tassa sallakkhanakaranam kiitum vattatlti. Sii udakabhii-

jauam uddhanam iiropetvii hetthii aggira na akiisi. Bhi-

kkhuniyo agantva uddhanam olokentiyo aggim adisva :

imam raahallikam bhikkhunisanghassa udakan tapehlti

avocumha, ajjiipi uddhane aggim pi na karotlti iihamsu.

Ayye, kim tumhakam aggina, unhodakena nahayitukiimii

bhiijanato udakara gahetva nahayathiiti. Ta : bhavissati

ettha kiiranan ti gantva udake hattha otaretva unhabhiivam

natva ekam kutam aharitvii udakam ganhanti. Gahita-

tthiinam pari purati. Tadii sabbii va tassa arahattabhave

nittham gantva daharatarii tiiva panca-patitthitena piidesu

pa'.itva : Ayye ettakam kiilam tumhe anupadhiiretvii heth-

etva 5 vihethetvii kathayimhii, khamatha no ti
6 khamiipesum

buddhatarii pi ukkutikam nisiditva khama ayye khamiipesum.

Tato patthaya mahallakakiile pabbajitvii pi iiraddhaviriya-

bhiiveua na cirass ’eva aggaphale patitthitii ti theriya gune

piikato ahosi.

1 sic. S.M. T.I. has Sa pi udakatapanato to puretaram eva, etc.
2 Dhammapada, verse 115.
3 T.I. avafifiayati.
4 S.M. vatva.
5 S.M. omits.
6 S.T. khamathato ti.
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Aparabhage Sattha Jetavane nislditva bbikkbuniyo pati-

patiya tbanantare thapento Sonattherim araddhaviriyauam

aggatthane tbapeslti.

7. Sona.

In the seventh Sutta by the words “ Araddhaviriyauam,”

he points out Sona as the foremost among those who are

strenuous in effort.

They say that this woman re-entered existence in a

noble family at Hamsavatl, in the time of the Buddha

Padumuttara
;
and afterwards, when hearing the preaching

of the Law, she saw the Master assign to a certain BhikkhunI

the chief place among those who are strenuous. She, after

she had done homage to the Buddha, aspired to the same

distinction.

And when she had wandered in the worlds of gods and

men for twenty thousand aeons, she re-entered existence in

a noble family at Savatthi, at the time of the birth of this

Our Buddha.

Afterwards, being herself a householder, and having borne

many sons and daughters, she also established all of them,

one after another, in the lay life (as householders). 1

From that time forth,, thinking: “What can she do

against us?” When she came to see them, they did not

even greet her as “ Mother.” 2 And Sona, mother of these

many children, feeling in her own heart their lack of piety

towards her, thought :
“ What is the good of my living

any longer in the world?” And going forth she entered

the Order.

Now the Bhikkhunls put penances upon her as one

who did not observe moderation, and whose conduct was

1 Tika explains she thought “ as I have established my sons, they will look

after me. What is the use of a separate estate to me ? ” And dividing all her

wealth she gave it to them.
2 Tika adds that after a few days her eldest son’s wife said :

“ would that she

would give us our half, thinking :
‘ this is my eldest son !

’ and that she

would go back to her own house!” And the wives of her other sons said the

same, and her daughters (from the eldest downwards) said the same, from
the time she went to their houses.
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unseemly. Thereupon her sons and daughters, seeing her

undergoing penance, laughed her to scorn wheresoever

they saw her, saying, “ This woman does not, even to this

day, know the Precepts !
” When she heard their words,

struck with dismay, she thought: “I must set about a way
of self-purification.” And thereafter, wherever she might

be, either standing or sitting down, she repeated over the

Dvattimsakara. So, even as she had formerly been called

“ the Therl Sona, mother of many children,” she thence-

forward became known as “ the Therl Sona, strenuous in

effort.”

Now, one day, when the Bhikkhunls were going to the

Vihara, they said to her: “Sona, heat some water for the

company of Bhikkhunls.” And they went away.

And then (while pacing to and fro in the hall where

the fire was, and repeating over the Dvattimsakara) she,

even before the water boiled, reached the perfection of

spiritual insight.

And the Master, although seated (far away) in the

Perfumed Chamber, spoke this stanza, which she heard as

from a vision

:

“ Nay, let a man live a hundred years without sight of

the Perfect Law,

Better do I call the one-dav’s life of him who beholds the

Perfect Law.”

And she, having, at the end of the stanza, attained to

Arahatship, thought :

“I have attained to Arahatship ! Yet, when they all come

back, not understanding this, they will find fault with me.

And if I say nothing, great blame might be cast on me.

I had better do something to show them a sign.”

And she placed the water-jar hanging over the hearth

on the camp-fire, but did not light the fire beneath it.

When the Bhikkhunls returned, on looking at the fire-

place, and seeing no fire, they said: “We bade this old

woman boil water for the company of Bhikkhunls
;
but lo !

to-day she has lighted no fire in the fire-place.”
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And Sona said :

“ Ladies ! What do you want with fire ?

Should you wish to bathe in water made hot by fire, take

water from the jar and bathe in it.”

They, thinking :
“ There must be some reason for this !

”

went and plunged tlieir hands in the water, and, feeling

bow hot it was, they brought a pot
;

and as they took up

water in it, the vessel whence they took it filled up again.

Thereupon they were assured that Sona had attained to

Arahatship. And all the younger Bhikkhunls prostrated

themselves utterly before her, falling at her feet and saying :

“ Oh, noble lady ! for so long a time we have misunderstood,

injured, and reviled you—Forgive us !
” Thus did they

beseech her forgiveness.

Moreover, the elder Bhikkhunls, crouching before her,

pleaded for forgiveness, saying, “ Pardon us, noble lady !

”

And, from that time forth, the Therl, having in a short

time attained the Fruit of the Paths (though she had

entered the Order in her old age), became renowned for

her virtue.

Afterwards the Master, when seated at Jetavana, and

assigning places to the Bhikkhunls one after another, put

the Therl Sona in the foremost place among those who

are strenuous in effort.

8. Sakula.

Atthame yadidam Sakula ti dibbacakkhukilnam Sakulat-

therl agga ti dasseti.

Ayam pi hi Padumuttara-buddha-kale Hamsavatiyam kula-

gehe nibbattitvii vayappatta Satthu dhammakatham sunantl

Sattharam ekam bhikkhunim dibbacakkhukauam aggatthane

thapentam disvii adhikarakammam katva tam thanantaram

patthesi. Sii kappasatasahassam devamanussesu samsaritva

imasmim buddhupiide Savatthiyam kulagehe nibbatta apara-

bhilge Satthu dhammadesanam sutvil patiladdhasaddhii pabba-

jitva na cirass’ eva arahattam papuni.
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Tato patthiiya dibbacakkhumhi cinnavasi ahosi. Apara-

bhage Sattha Jetavane nislditva bhikkbuniyo patipatiya

thanantare thapento imam therim dibbacakkhukanam

aggatthiiue thapeslti.

8 . Sakula.

In the eighth Sutta, by the words dibbacakkhukanam

yadidam Sakula, he points out the Then Sakula as the

foremost among those who are gifted with the Higher

Vision.

Now this woman also had been reborn, in the time of

the Buddha Padumuttara, in a noble family at Ilamsavati.

And when she had come of age, when hearing the Master

preach, she saw him exalt a certain Bhikkhuul to the chief

place among those gifted with divine vision
;

she, forming

a resolve, aspired to the same distinction. And, after

wandering in worlds of gods and men for a hundred

thousand aeons, she was reborn in a noble family at SavatthI,

at the time of the birth of this Our Buddha

Later on, hearing the Master preach on the Truth, and

becoming filled with Faith, she entered the Order, and,

shortly after, attained to Arahatship.

From that time forth she became much practised in

the Higher Vision.

Afterwards the Master, when seated at Jetavana, assign-

ing places to the Bhikkhunis one after another, placed this

Therl first among those who have the gift of the Higher

Vision.

9. Bhadda [Kundalakesa).

Navame khippabhihhdnan ti khippabhinnabkikkkuninam

Bhadda Kundalakesa agga ti dasseti.

Ayam pi hi Padumuttara-buddhakale Hamsavatiyam

kulagehe nibbatta, Satthu dhammakatham sutva Sattharam
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ekam bhikkhunim kbippabh innanam aggattbane thapentam

disva adbikarakammam katva tam thanantaram patthesi.

Sa kappasatasahassam devamanussesu samsaritva Kassapa-

buddhakale Kikissa Kasiranno gebe sattanam bhaginlnam

abhantara hutva vlsati vassasahassani dasasilani samadilya

komarabrahmacariyam carantl sanghassa vasanaka-parivenam

kiiretva ekam buddbantaram. devamanussesu samsaritva

imasmim buddhuppade Rajagaba-nagare settbikule pati-

sandhim ganbi. Bhadda ti’ssa namain akamsu.

Tam divasam yeva c’asmim nagare purohitaputto jato.

Tassa jatavelaya rajanivesanam adim katva sakalanagare

avudhani pajjalimsu. Purobito pilto va rajakulam gantva

rajanam sukhaseyyam puccbi. Raja : kuto acariya sukha-

seyya, ajja sabbarattim rajanivesaue avudhani pajjalantiini

disva bhayappatta ahesumbati iiba.

Maharaja tappaccaya 1 ma cintayittba, na tumbakam yeva

gebe ilyudhani pajjalimsu, sakala-nagare evam aboslti.

Kim karana acariyati.

Amhakaxn gehe coranakkbattena darako jato, so sakala-

nagarassa sattu hutva uppanno, tass’etam pubbanimittam,

tumbakam upaddavo nattbi, sace pana icchatha barema

nan ti.

Amhakam pilaya asati haranakammam n’atthlti.

Purohito mama putto attano namam gabetvii va ilgato ti

Sattuko yev’assa nilmam akasi.

Setthigeke Bhaddii vaddbati purobitagebe pi Sattuko

vaddhati. So attano adhavana-vidhavanena kilitum samattha-

kalato patthaya attano vicaranatthane 2 yam yam passati

8abbam aharitvii matapitunnam gebam piireti. Pita nara

karanamsayam pi vatva 3 varetum nasakklii. Aparabliiige

pan’assa vayappattassa sabbiikarena pi varetum asakku-

neyyum bbavam natvii dve nllasiitake nivasapetva sand-

hiccheda-upakaranan ca singhataka-yantakaii ca batthe

datva : tvam imina va kammena jivahlti tam vissajjesi.

So tam divasato patthaya singhatakayantam kbipitva

1 S.M. omits.
2 So S.M. T.I. has yicaram natthane.
5 So S.M. T.I. has Dam karanassam pi vatTa.
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kuliinam piisade aruyha aandbim chinditva parakulesu

nikkhittabhandakam attanii tbapitam viya gahetva gacchati.

Sakalanagare teua aviluttageham nama n’ahosi.

Ekadivasam raja rathena nagare vicaranto sarathim

pucchi : Kin uu kho imasmim nagare tasmim tasmim gbare

chiddam eva paiinayatlti.

Deva imasmim nagare Sattuko nama coro bbittim bhinditva

kuliinam santakam haratlti.

Kilja nagaraguttikam pakkosapetva : Imasmim kira nagare

evarupo niima coro attbi, kasma nam na ganhissaslfci.

Mayam deva nam coram sahotham 1 passitum na

sakkomati.

6ace ajja nam coram na ganhasi rajanan te karissamlti.

Evam devati nagaraguttiko sakalanagare manusse caretva

tarn bbittim bhinditva parabbandam harantam sahodbam 2

eva gahetva ranno dassesi.

Eajii : imam coram dakkhinadviirena nibaritva gbatethati

iiha.. Nagaraguttiko ranno patissutva tain coram catukke

catukke pabiirasahassena taletva gabapetva dakkbina-dvaram

gacchati.

3 Tasmim samaye ayam Subbaddii setthidhlta mahiijanassa

kala-kala-saddena sihapanjaram ugghatetvii olokeutl Sattu-

kam coram tatbii nlyamanam disva ubbobi hattheki badayam

sandbarentl gantva sirisayane adhomukha nipajji. Sa ca

tassa kulassa ekadhltika, ten’assa nataka appamattakam pi

mukhavikaram sabitum na sakkonti. Atha nam sayane

nipannam disva : kim karosi ammati puccbimsu.

Etam vajjham katva nlyamanam coram addasattkati.

Ama araa addasamati.

Etam labbamitna jlvissami alabbamanaya me mara-

nam evati.

Te tarn aneka-pariyayena pi saiinapetum asakkonta :

marana jlvitam sevyo ti sallakkhesum Ath’ assii pita nagara-

guttikassa santikam gantva sabassam laiicam datva : Mayham

1 S.M. saccam passitum, etc.
2 T.I. Sahosam.
5 This episode recurs several times. See Peta Yatthu Yannana, 72 foil, and

Jataka 3,435 foil.
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dhlta core patibaddhacitta,
}
rena kenaci upayena imam

muncati aha.

So sadhuti setthissa patissutva coram gahetva yava suri-

yassa atthupagamana ito c’ito ca papancetva suriye attham

upagacchante carakato ekam manussam nlharapetva Sattu-

kassa bandbanam mocetva Sattulcam setthigeham pesetvii

tena bandhanena itaram bandhitvii dakkhinadviirena nl

baritva ghatesi. 1 Setthidasa pi Sattukam gabetva settbini-

vesanam agamamsu.

Tain disva settbidbitu manara puressamlti Sattukam

gandbodakena nabapetva sabbabbaranapatimanditam karetva

pasadam pesesi. Subhadda paripunno me sankappoti

atirekalankarena alankaritva tarn paricaramaua carati.

Sattuko katipabam vltinametva cintesi : imissa pasadbana-

kabbandakam mayham bbavissati, kincid eva upayena imam
abbaranam gabetum vattatlti samlpe sukbanisinnakale

Bbaddam aha : mayham ekam vacanam vattabbam atthlti.

Settbidhlta sabassalabbam labbitvii viya tutthamanasa

:

vissattham vada ayyati aha.

Tvam cintesi : Mam nissaya imina jlvitam laddhan ti.

Aham pana gabitamatto va corapapata-pabbate adbivatthaya

devatiiya : Sac’abam jivitum labbissiimi balikamman te

dassamlti ayacim. Tarn nissaya mayii jlvitam laddham,

sighanr balikammam sajjapehlti.

Subbaddii tassa manam puressamlti balikammam sajjapetva

sabbapasildhanam pasadbetvii ekayiine aruyba samikena

saddbim corapapatapabbatam gantva pabbatadevatiiya bali-

kammam karissamlti abbirubitum araddha.

Sattuko cintesi : Sabbesu abbirGbantesu mama imissa

abharanam gahetum okaso na bhavissatlti tarn eva balibha-

janam gahapetva pabbatam abhirfibi. So Bhaddiiya saddbiin

katbento piyakatbam na katbeti. Sa ingiten’eva tassa

adhippayam annasi.

Atha nam so aha : Bhadde, tvam satakam omuncitva

kayarfilham pasadhanam ettba bhandikaiu karobiti.

Sami mayham ko aparadho ti.

1 Sie S,M. T.I. has nesi.
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Kim pan’ iiham balikammattham agato ti saniiam karosi 1

akam pi imissii devatiiya yakanam ubbattetva khadeyyam
,

2

balikammiipadesena pana tava abharanam ganhitukamo

butva iigato ’mklti.

Kassa pana ayya pasadhanam, kassa ahan ti.

Mayam evariipam na jauama, annam tava santakam

annam mama santakan ti.

Siidhu ayya, ekam pana me adhippayam puretha, alankata-

niyamen ’eva purato ca paccbato ca alingitum dethati.

So siidhilti sampaticchi. Sa tena sampaticchita-bhavam

natva purato alingitva pacchato alinganti viya hutvii pabba-

tapapate patesi. So patanto akiise va cunnavicunno ahosi.

Taya katam vicitrabhavam natva pabbate adhivattha devata

gunakittanavasena ima gatha aha :

Na so 3 sabbesu thiinesu puriso hoti pandito

ItthI pi pandita hoti tattha tattba vicakkhana

Na so sabbesu thiinesu puriso hoti pandito

Itthi pi pandita hoti muhuttam api cintaye 4
ti.

Tato Subhadda cintesi : Na sakkii maya iminii niyamena

puna geharn gantum, ito va gantvii ekam pabbaj jam pabba-

jissiimlti nigantharamam gantvii niganthe pabbajjam yiici.

Atha nam te iihamsu : kena niyamena pabbajjii hotuti.

Yam tumhakam pabbajjiiya uttamam tad ’eva karothati.

Te siidhuti tassii tiilatthiuii kese luncitva pabbiijesum. Kesii

puna vaddhantii rasivasena kundalavatta hutva vaddhimsu.

Sa ten’eva kiiranena Kundalakesii nama jiita. Sa attano

pabbaj itatthane sabbasippam ugganhitvii : tesam ito uttarim

viseso natthlti natvii giima-nigama-riijadhiiniyo vicarantl

yattha yattha pandita atthi tattha tattha gantvii tesam

jiinanasippam sabbam eva ganhati, ath’ assa bahusu thiinesu

sikkhitabhiivena pativadaxn datum samattha na honti. Sa

attana saddhim kathetum samattham adisva yam giimam

vii nigamam va pavisati tassa dvare valikarasim katva tattha

jambusakham thapesi : Yo mama viidam aropetum sakkoti

' T.I. sankam karosi.
2 S.M. and T.I.

(prima manu) madeyyam.
3 At Jataka 3,438, where these verses recur, the reading is hi.

* Jataka, la-hum attha-vieinUka.
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so imam sakham maddatiiti samlpe thitadiirakanam saiinam

deti. Tam. sattaham pi maddanta na honti atha nam gahetva

pakkamati.

Tasmim samaye amhakam bhagava loke nibbattitvii Sava-

tthiyam upanissaya Jetavane viharati. Kundalakesa pi

kho anupubbena Savatthim patva antonagaram pavisamana

poranakaniyamen ’eva valikarasimhi sakham thapetva dara-

kanam sannam datva pa\dsi. Tasmim samaye Dhammasena-

pati bhikkhusanghe pavitthe ekako va nagaram pavisanto

valikathupe jambusakham disva : kasmii ayam thapita ti

pucchi.

Darakii tain kiiranam aparikapetva kathesuxn. Evam
sante imam gahetva maddatba daraka ti. Tesu therassa

vacanam sutva ekacce madditum na visahimsu, ekacce tam

khanam yeva madditva cunnavicunnam akamsu.

Kundalakesii bhattakiccam katva nikkhamantl sakham

madditam disva : kass’etam kamman ti pucchi. Ath’ assa

Dhammasenapatina karapitabhavam kathayimsu.

Sa attano tbamam iijananto : imam sakham maddapetum

no visahessati, addhii mahanto eko bhavissati, ahampi pana

khuddika bhavantl na sobkissami, antogiimam eva pavisitva

parisaya sannam datum vattatlti cintetva tathii akasi.

Aslti-kula-sahassanivase nagare 1 sabhagasabhiigavasena

sabbe va janimsuti veditabbam.

Thero pi bhattakiccam katva annatarasmim rukkhamule

nisldi. Ath’ ayam Kundalakesa mahajanaparivuta therassa

santikam gantvii patisanthiiram katva ekamante thatva :

Bhante tumhehi sakha maddiipita ti pucchi.

Ama maya maddiipita ti.

Evam bhante tumhehi saddhim amhilkam vado hotiiti.

Ilotu Bhadde ti.

Kassa pucchii hoti kassa vissajjanan ti.

Pucchi! niima amhilkam patta, tvam pana tuyham jiinana-

kam puccliilti.

Sii therena dinna-anumatiyii sabbam eva attanii jilnana-

vadam pucchi. Thero sabbam vissajjesi. Sa sabbam

1 S.M. akasiti kula sahasse nagare.
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pucchitvu tunhi ahosi. Atha nara thero aha : Taya bahum
pucchitum, mayampi ekam panham pucchiimati.

Pucchatha bhante ti.

Ekam nama kin ti.

Kundalakesa : na janami bhante ti iiha.

Tvam ettakam pi na janasi anham kim janissatlti.

Sa tattb ’eva therassa padesu patitva : tumhakam saranam

gacchiimi bhante ti aha.

Mam saranii garaanakamraam n’atthi, sadevake loke agga
. . © . ' ©O

puggalo Dhuravihiire 1 vasati, tain saranam gacchuti.

Sa evam karissami bhante ti sayanha-samaye Satthu

dharamadesaua-velayam santikam gantva pancapatitthitena

vanditvii ekamantam atthasi. Satthii tassa madditasankha-

raya cariyavasena Dhammapade imam giitham aha :

—

Sahassam api ce giltha anatthapada-samhita

Ekam gathiipadam sey}To yam sutva upasammatlti.

2

Sa gathapariyosane yatha thita va saba patisambhidahi

Arahattam patva pabbajjam yaci. Satthii tassa pabbajjam

paticchi. Sa bhikkhuni-upassayam gantva pabbaji. Apara-

bhiige catuparisamajjhe katbii udapiidi : Mahanta vatayam

Bbadda Kundalakesa yii ca catuppadikagathavasane Arahat-

tam patta ti. Satthii tam karanam atthupattim katva

therim khippabhinnanam aggatthane tbapeslti.

9. Bhadda Kundalakesa?

In the ninth Sutta bv the words khippabhinnanam, he

points out Bhadda Kundalakesa (the curly-haired) as the

chief among those Bhikkbunis who are swift to reach the

Higher Insight.

This woman also was reborn in a noble family at Ham-
savatl, in the time of the Buddha Padumuttara. And

1 So all MSS.
• Dhammapada, verse 101.
3 She is the author of the five verses, 107-11, in the Therl Gatha. The

MSS. of Dhammapala's commentary on that passage spell the name -kesi at

p. 89 of Prof. Ed. Muller’s edition, and -kesa at p. 99.
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when, on hearing the Master preach the Law, she had

seen him exalt a certain Bhikkhunl to the chief place

among those who are swift to reach the higher insight

;

she, forming a resolve, aspired to the same distinction.

And after wandering in worlds of gods and men for

a hundred thousand aeons she was reborn (in the time of

the Buddha Kassapa) as one of seven sisters, in the house

of Kiki, the king of the Kiisi country. And for twenty

thousand years, having taken a vow to keep the Ten

Precepts, she lived a life of chastity, and had a dwelling

built for the Order of Bhikkhus. And when she had

passed on from world to world of gods and men, during

the interval between the coming of one Buddha and another

she re-entered existence in the family of the Treasurer in

the city of Rajagaha, at the time of the birth of this

Our Buddha.

They gave her the name Bhadda. And that very same

day, and in the same city, a son was born to the King’s

chaplain.

At the moment he was horn all the weapons in the city,

beginning from those at the royal palace, grew wondrous

bright.

And when the chaplain went on the morrow, he asked

if the king had slept pleasantly.

The king replied :
“ How should we sleep pleasantly

this day, reverend sir, when all night we were alarmed

by seeing the weapons in our palace glowing bright !

”

“ Oh, great king,” said the chaplain, “ be not disturbed

by reason of this ! Not only at your palace did the weapons

grow bright, but it was the same through the whole city.”

“ For what reason, reverend sir?
”

“In our house a child was born under the robber’s star.

He has come as an enemy to the whole city. This is his

sign. There is no special danger foretold against yourself.

But if you wish it, we will put the child away.”

The king said: “So long as he wrongs us not there

is no need of putting him away.”

The chaplain thought :
“ My son has come bringing
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his name with him !
” So he called him Sattuko (“ Ilio-h-

wayman ”).

And Bhadda grew up in the Treasurer’s house, while

Sattuko, on the other hand, grew up in the chaplain’s

house.

From the time he was able to walk and run about in

play, whatever he used to see in the places here and there

where he rambled about, that did he take, and bring home
till he filled his parents’ house.

And his father, moreover, though threatening him with

the stocks, was not able to stop him.

But later on, when he had come of age, his father,

seeing that he could not possibly be prevented from doing

this, gave him two dark-blue cloths to wear, and put in

his hands such tools as he would need for house-breaking,

and said to him :
“ Earn your own living then, even by

this trade !
” and he turned him adrift. And from that

day forth he used to throw his weighted rope over the

house-top, and climbing up and breaking through the

joinings of the masonry, he would bear away the goods

stored up in his neighbour’s dwellings, even as if he had

stored them there himself. And through the whole city

there was not a house he had not robbed.

Now one day the king, when going about the city in

his chariot, asked his charioteer :

“ Pray, how is it that there is a breach to be seen in

every single house in this city ?
”

“ Your highness, in this city there is a robber they

cal
1

. Sattuko, who breaks down the masonry of the houses

and carries off property.”

The king caused the city-watchman to be summoned,

and said to him : “We are told that there is even such a

thief as this in the city ! Why do you not lay hands on

him ?
”

“Your highness, we cannot find this robber.”

And the king said :
“ If you seize this thief to-day,

well and good ! If you don’t seize him I will have you

impaled.”
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And the watchman said :
“ So be it, your highness.”

And he sent men about through the whole city. And
having seen this man bearing away goods from a house

he had broken into, he handed him over to the king.

And the king said :
“ Take this robber forth by the

South Gate and kill him.”

And the city-watchman, according to the king’s com-

mand, took the robber, and had him beaten with a thousand

lashes at each place where four streets met
;
and so he

went on to the South Gate.

Just then Subhadda, 1 the Treasurer’s daughter, having

unbolted her lattice, was looking forth because of the noise

of the great crowd
;
and beheld the robber, “ Highwayman,”

thus haled along. And, clasping both hands upon her

heart, she went and lay upon her bed, with face bowed

down. And since she was the only daughter of this

family, her kinsfolk could not bear to see so much as a

trifling trouble in her face
;
therefore, when they saw her

lying on her bed, they asked her :
“ "What ails you, dear

one ?
”

“ Did you see that robber led to execution ? ” said she

:

“Yes, yes; we saw him,” they answered. “If he is mine

I shall live, but if I do not have him, it will surely be

my death !
” said she.

ThejL failing to pacify her in any way whatsoever, came

to the conclusion “ better she should live than die !
” So

her father went to the city watchman, and giving him

a thousand pieces of gold as a bribe, said to him :

“ My daughter’s heart is bound up in the robber. Set

the man free by any stratagem whatever it may be !

”

“ Very well !
” said the watchman, and consented to the

Treasurer’s request. So he kept the robber lingering here

and there till nearly sunset, and when the sun was about

to set, he had a certain man brought out of the prison
;

and he caused Highwayman’s fetters to be struck off, and

sent him to the Treasurer’s house
;
then binding the other

This addition of Su to the name occurs also in Dhamraapala.
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man with these fetters he led him away, dismissing him
by the south gate.

Thereupon the Treasurer’s slaves took Highwayman, and

went to the Treasurer’s house.

When he saw him, the Treasurer said :
“ I will fulfil

my daughter’s wish,” so he caused Highwayman to be

bathed in scented water, and had him adorned with all

his jewels, and sent him to the upper part of the house.

And Subhadda thinking “ My heart’s desire is won !

”

adorned herself with those jewels that w'ere left over, and

went about serving him.

When he had passed a few days (thus) Highwayman
thought : “I will have those jewels she wears to adorn her.

By whatever wiles it may be, I must get those gems !

”

So at the time when they were sitting happily near one

another, he said to Bhadda

:

“ There is something I ought to say.”

The Treasurer’s daughter, full of contentment, as one who
has received a thousand gifts, answered :

“ Speak freely, my lord !
”

.

And he said

:

“You thought: ‘His life was saved through me.’ But
when I was taken prisoner, I prayed to the goddess who
dwells on that mountain, whence they throw down the

robbers, and I besought her :
‘ If my life be saved I will

offer gifts to thee’! It was through her my life was saved.

Ho you prepare an offering with all speed.”

Subhadda, thinking, “ I will do as he wishes,” made
ready an offering.

Then, adorning herself with all her jewels, and mounting

one bullock cart with her husband, she went to the mountain

where they used to cast down robbers. And purposing to

offer gifts to the goddess, she was about to climb the

mountain, when Sattuko thought to himself:

“ If all our people were to climb the mountain with us,

I shall have no chance of seizing on her jewels !

”

So bidding her take the sacrificial vessel herself, he went

on up the mountain.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 51
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And while talking with Bhadda, he had not a loving

word for her, and she felt by his very manner what his

purpose was.

Now he said to her :
“ Bhadda, take off your Sataka

(garment), and make a bundle here of those jewels you

brought up hither upon you.”
“ Oh my husband, what wrong have I done ? ” she

said.

“ Why do you suppose I have come to offer gifts ? Why
I could tear out this goddess’s liver and eat it ! I came

hither under pretence of offering gifts because I coveted

your jewels.”

But she said, “ Whose, Sir, pray, are the jewels, and

whose am I? We know nothing of any such idea as there

being any difference between a thing belonging to you

and one belonging to me. Still, all right Sir ! Only fulfil

one desire I have. Allow me once more, still dressed in

my finery, to embrace you both face to face, and from behind

your back.”

And he consented, saying, “Very well!” And having

embraced him face to face, she made as if she would embrace

him from behind, and thrust him over the precipice. So

falling through the air he was crushed to atoms.

And the goddess who haunted the mountain, seeing this

wondrous deed, uttered these verses in her praise :

’Tis not on all occasions a man alone who is clever.

A woman can be clever too, with her eyes open on all sides.

’Tis not on all occasions a man alone who is clever.

A woman can be clever too, should she give thought for

a moment only.

Then Subhaddii thought to herself :
“ I cannot go back

to my own home thus ! I will go forth and forsake the

world by entering some order.”

So she went to the dwelling of the Niganthas (Jains),

and begged them to admit her into their Order. And

they said to her :
“ With what manner of ceremony will

you be ordained ? ” She answered :
“ With your highest
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ordination.” And saying, “So be it!” they pulled out

her hair with palmyra thorns, and thus ordained her.

And when her hair began growing again, it grew in

curls, through its great abundance, and for this reason

she came to be called Kundalakesa (Curly Locks).

Now when she had mastered all the teaching to be had

in that place where she had been ordained, and saw that

there was nothing further to be learned there, she wandered

about in villages and market-towns, and wheresoever there

were learned men, there did she acquire their learning,

nay, all of it !

And, therefore, in many places they were not able to

give any answers to her because she was so learned. So

having found no one who was able to dispute with her,

whatever village or town she entered, she used to make
a heap of sand beside the gate and plant a Jambu-branch

on it, and tell the children standing near :

“ If any man is able to dispute with me he may trample

down this branch !

”

If in seven days there was no one who trampled it down,

she used to take it away and depart thence.

At this time Our Blessed One, reborn into this world,

was living at Jetavana near Siivatthi.

Now Kundalakesa also arrived at SavatthT, and when

she came to the city she planted her branch on a heap

of sand in the very same way as before. And telling the

children about it she went into the city.

Just then the Captain of the Faith, Sariputto, was

entering the city alone (the company of Bhikkhus having

preceded him), and he saw the mound of sand and the

branch.

“ What has this been put here for ? ” he asked. The

children told him about it, leaving nothing out.

“ If that be so, take it down and trample on it, boys !

”

said he.

Some among them, when they had heard the Thera’s

words, did not dare to trample on the branch, but others,

that very moment, trampled it to fragments.
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Kundalakesa, haying finished her meal, was setting out,

when she saw that the branch was trampled down, and

she asked

:

“ Whose doing is this ?
”

Then they told her that the Captain of the Faith had

caused it to be done.

And she thought to herself: “He must have known his

own strength when he dared to tell them to trample down

my branch ! Surely he is some great man ! But as for

me, I am insignificant, and I shall not show to advantage

alone ! I had better go into the village and tell the people.”

And she did so.

[It must be understood that all the eighty thousand

families in the city got to know of it according to their

districts.]

Now the Thera, having finished his meal, seated himself

at the foot of a certain tree. And this woman, Kundalakesa,

followed by a great crowd, went to the Thera, and, after

greeting him, stood respectfully on one side and asked

him :
“ Reverend sir, was it you who bade them trample

down my branch ?
”

“ Yes, it was I who had it trampled down,” he answered.

“ So be it, sir ! Then let us dispute—you and I together,”

said she.

“ So be it, Bhadda,” he replied. “ Which of us shall ask

questions, and which shall answer ?
”

“It is my right to question?”

“ Ask away, then, on whatever you understand,” said he.

So, the Thera having agreed to it, she questioned him on

such matters as she understood.

The Thera solved all she put to him. And when she

had asked all her questions she was silent.

Then the Thera said to her

:

“ You have asked me many questions. Now, let me ask

you this one question.”

“ Ask it, reverend sir,” she said. And he asked her

one riddle only :
“ What is the one ? ” Kundalakesa

answered: “Reverend sir, I do not know !

”
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“ If you do not know even so little as that, how can you
know anything else ?

”

And thereupon she fell down at the Thera’s feet, saying

:

“ I take you as my refuge, 0 reverend sir !

”

“ Nay, you must not come to me as a refuge, but to

him who is the Lord and greatest in the world. He dwells

at the Muha- Vihara. Go you to him as your refuge!”

And she said :
“ I will do so, sir !

”

And in the evening she went to the Master at the time

of the preaching, and when she had prostrated herself

wholly before him she stood on one side.

And the Master, by way of leading her to suppress the

Sankharas (Elements of Being), spoke to her this stanza,

which is in the Dhammapada :

“ Though there be a thousand verses full of foolish sentences

Better do I hold one sentence of a verse whereby, on

hearing it, one is set at rest.”

And, at the end of the stanza, even as she stood there

she received the four Gifts of Perfect Understanding, and

attained to Arahatship.

And she prayed that she might enter the Order, and

the Master consented to her ordination. So, going to the

home of the BhikkhunTs, she renounced the world.

Afterwards it was talked of, among the four classes of

disciples (Bhikkhus, Bhikkhunls, and lay disciples, both

men and women), how great must be this Bhadda Kunda-

lakesa to have attained to Arahatship at the end of a

stanza of four lines. And the Master set forth the reason

of this, and gave the Therl the chief place among those

who are swift to reach the higher knowledge.

10. Bhadda Kapilani.

Dasame pubbenivasanan ti pubbe-nivuttha-khandha-santa-

nam anussarantlnam Bhadda Kapilani agga ti dasseti.

Sa kira Padumuttarabuddha-kale Hamsavatiyam kulagehe

nibbatta Satthu dhammadesanam sunanti Satthuram ekam
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bhikkhunim pubbenivasam anussarantinam aggatthane tha-

pentam disva adhikarakammam katva tam thanantaram

pattbesi.

Sil kappasatasahassam devamanussesu samsaritva anup-

panne buddhe Baranasiyam kulagebe patisandhim ganbitva

attano bbatu jayaya saddhim kalabam karontl taya pacceka-

buddhassa pindapate dinne : Ayam imassa pindapatam datva

attano vasam vattetiti paccekabuddhassa hatthato pattam

ganbitva bbattam cbaddetva kalalassa puretva adasi. Mabii-

jano billa ayan ti garabi, bbatu jayaya te saddhim 1 kalabe

kate tassa kinci na karosi, paccekabuddho te kim aparaj-

jhatlti aha.

Sa tesam vacanena lajjayamana puna pattam gahetva

kalalam baretvii dbovitva gandhacunnena ubbattetvii 2

catumadhurassa puretva upari iisittena paduma-gabbba-

vannena sappina vijjotamanam paccekabuddhassa hattbe

tbapetva :
yatha ayam pindapato obhiisajato evam obhilsa-

jatam me sarlram hotuti patthanam tbapeslti sabbam

Mabiikassapaltherassa vattbumbi vuttanayen’eva veditabbum.

Mabakassapatthero pana dakkhinamaggain gahetva dasa-

balassa santikam Babuputtaka-nigrodha-mulam gato ayam

Bhadda Kiipilani vamamaggaxn ganbitva matugamassa

pabbajjiiya ananuiinata-bbavena paribbajikaramam agamiisi

Yada pana Mabapajapati Gotaral pabbajjam labbi tadii sa

tberi tberiya santike pabbajjan ca upasampadan ca labbitva

aparabhiige vipassaniiya kammarn karontl arahattam patvii

pubbenivasaniine cinnavasl ahosi. Atha Sattba Jetavane

nislditva bbikkhuniyo patipatiya thanantare tbapento imani

tberim pubbenivasanr anussarantlnain aggatthane tbapeslti.

10. Bhadda Kdpildni.

In the tenth Sutta by the words pubbenivasanam (dwell-

ing in the past), be points out Bhadda Kiipilani as the

chief among those who remember former states of existence.

1 S.M. ayanti garahitva yaya te saddbim. T.I.
(
primd manu) ayanti garabi

va yaya te saddhim.
2 T.I. has ubbaddhetva.
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They say that this woman, in the time of the Buddha
Padumuttara, was reborn in a noble family at HamsavatT.

And when, on hearing the Master preach the Law, she had
seen him exalt a certain BhikkhunI to the chief place

among those who remember former births, she (forming

a resolve) aspired to the same distinction.

And after wandering in worlds of gods and men for a

hundred thousand aeons, she re-entered existence in a noble

family at Benares, at a time when there was no Buddha
upon the earth.

Now there arose a quarrel between her and her brother’s

wife. And when the other had given food to a Pacceka

Buddha she (Bhaddii) thought:
“ By giving him food she gets him into her own power.”

And she took the bowl from the hand of the Pacceka

Buddha, and threw away the food, and filled it with mud,

and gave it to him.

And the multitude blamed her for a fool, saying, “The
quarrel was between you and your brother’s wife, yet you

did nothing to her ! "What harm has the Pacceka Buddha
done to you ?

”

And she was put to shame by these words, and took

the alms-bowl again and emptied out the mud, aud washed

it, and rubbed it with perfumed powder, and filled it with

the four kinds of sweet food, and gave it into the hand of

the Pacceka Buddha, shining with butter of the colour of

the inside of the bloom of the lotus, and she uttered the

prayer :
“ May my body become bright even as this food

in the alms-bowl !

”

All the rest should be understood as before told in the

story of the Thera Mahakassapo, (only adding that) the Thera

took the right-hand road and went to the Blessed One at

the foot of the Bahu-puttaka Banyan Tree, and this woman
Bhadda Kapilani took the left-hand road, and, since women

had not then received permission to be ordained in Gotama’s

Order, went to the grove of the women who had entered

the Order of the Wandering Ascetics.

Afterwards at the time when Mahapajapatx GotamI
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received the permission for women to enter (Gotama’s)

Order, then this Then went to her, and from her received

both the lower and the higher grade of ordination
;

and,

striving after Spiritual Insight, attained to Arahatship, and

became endowed with knowledge of her former births.

So the Master, seated at Jetavana, and assigning places

to the Bhikkhunls in turn, placed this Therl first among

those who remember their former births.

11 . Bhadda Kaccana.

Ekadasame mahabhinnappattdnan ti mahatiyo abhiiinii

pattanam Bhadda Kaccana agga ti dasseti.

Ekassa pi buddhassa cattaro ca jana mahabhinna honti

na avasesasavaka. Avasesasavaka hi kappasatasahassam

eva anussaritum sakkonti, na tato param, mahabhinnappatta

pana kappasatasahassadhikara asankheyyam anussaranti.

Amhakam pi Satthu siisane dve aggasavaka Bakkula thero

Bhadda Kaccana ti ime cattaro ettakam anussaritum sak-

khirnsu. Tasma ayam theri mahabhinnappattanam aggii

niima jata. Bhadda Kaccanii ti tassa namam, bhaddakaii-

canassa viya hi uttamasuvannassa viya tassa sarlravanno

ahosi. Sa tasma Bhaddakancana ti namam labhi. Sa

paccha Kaccana t’eva sankham gatil, Rahulamatay’ etam

adhivacanam. Sa hi Padumuttarabuddhakale Hamsavati-

yam kulagehe patisandhim gahetvii aparabhage Satthu

dhammakatharn sunantl Sattharam ekam bhikkhunim maha-

bhinnappattanam aggatthane thapentam disva tam thanan-

tararn patthesi. Sil kappasatasahassam devamanussesu

samsaritva imasmim buddhuppade Suppabuddhasakkassa

gehe patisandhim ganhi. Bhadda Kaccana ti ’ssa namam
akamsu. Sil vayappatta bodhisattassa geham agamilsi.

Aparabhage Rahulakuraaram niima puttam vijasi .
1 Tassa

jatadivase va bodhisatto nikkhamitva bodhimande sabban-

nutam patva lokiinuggaham karonto anupubbena Kapila-

1 S.M. vijayi.
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vattbum agamma natlnam sangaham akasi. Aparabhilge

parinibbute Suddhodanamaharaje Mabiipajapatl GotamI

pancahi matugamasatehi saddhim Satthu sautike pabbaji.

Hahulamatu pi Janapadakalyani pi theriya santikam gantva

pabbajimsu. Sii pabbaj itakalato patthiiya Bhaddil Kacciinat-

tberl t’eva piikata abosi. Atba aparabbilge vipassanam

vaddhetva arahattam patva abhinfiasu cinnavasl abosi,

ekapallanke nisinnii ekiivajjaneua kappasatasakassiidhikain

asankhevyam anussari. Tassa tasmim gune pakate jute

Satthii Jetavane nislditvii bbikkhuniyo patipatiya thananta-

resu thapento imam tberim mababbinuapattanam agguttbane

tbapeslti.

11 . Bhadda Kaccana.

In the eleventh Sutta by the words mahabhinnappattanam

be points out Bhadda Kaccana as the chief among those

who attained to the Great Gifts.

Now, every single Buddha has four followers, who are

gifted with the Great Insight. But the rest of the disciples

are not so gifted. For the rest of the disciples can recall

a hundred thousand aeons, but, on the other hand, these

four, after attaining to the Great Gifts, can remember

innumerable ages, a time longer than a hundred thousand

aeons.

Now, under the dispensation of Our Master, those who

had the power of remembrance were the two chief disciples,

and also the Thera Bakkula and Bhadda Kaccana.

These four were able to remember thus much. There-

fore this Therl came to be called the chief among those

who have attained to the Great Gifts. The name Bhadda

Kaccana was given to her because her skin was beautiful,

like gold (kahcana)
;

nay, like the very finest of gold.

On account of this she came by the name Bhadda Kancana,

and afterwards she came to be called Kaccana, which is

a synonym for (her more usual designation) ‘ the mother

of Kahula.’
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She, too, had re-entered existence in a noble family at

Hamsavatl, in the time of the Buddha Padumuttara, and

afterwards, when she (on hearing the Master preach the

Truth) had seen him exalt a certain Bhikkhuni to the chief

place among those who are endowed with the Great Gifts,

she had aspired to the same distinction.

And after wandering in worlds of gods and men for

a hundred thousand aeons, she was reborn in the household

of Suppabuddha, the Sakya, at the time of the birth of

this Our Buddha.

And when she came of age she was married to the

Bodhisat. Afterwards she bore a son, who was named

Babul a.

But, on the very day of his son’s birth, the Bodhisat

went forth. And when he had attained to perfect wisdom

under the Bo-Tree, he, out of mercy to the world, returned

in due course to Kapilavatthu, and reconciled his kinsfolk.

Afterwards, on the death of the great King Suddhodana,

Mahapajapatl, the GotamT, together with five hundred other

women, received ordination from the Master. And both

the mother of Rahula and Riipananda, going to the Then
,

1

entered the Order.

And it was only from the time of her entering the

Order that she became known as Bhadda Kaccana.

Now, afterwards, when she had reached the fulness of

Spiritual Insight and attained to Arahatship, she lived in

the practice of the Spiritual Gifts.

And, seated once upon a couch, she recalled, in one

meditation, immeasurable ages, more than a hundred thou-

sand aeons. And since her merit in this became renowned,

the Master, when seated at Jetavana, assigning places to

the Bhikkhunls in turn, put this Therl in the chief place

among those who have attained to the Great Gifts.

1 That is to Mahapajapatl.
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12. Kisagotami.

Dvadasame lukhacivamdharanan ti tlhi lukhehi saraanna-

gatam pamsukfilam dharentlnam Kisagotami aggil ti dasseti.

GotamI ti tassa namam, thokam kilantadhatukatta pana

Kisii GotamI ti vuccati. Ayam pi hi Padumuttarabuddhakiile

Hamsavatiyain kulagehe nibbatta Satthu dhammadesanam
sunantl Sattharam ekam bbikkhunim liikhaclvaradharanam

aggattbanc thapentam disva adhikarakammam katvii tam

thilnautaram patthesi.

Sii kappasatasabassam devamanussesu samsaritva imasmim

buddbuppilde Savattbiyam duggatakule nibbatta vayappatta-

kille ekam kulam agamasi. Tattha nam duggatakulassa

dbltii ti paribhavimsu.

Sa aparabliiige puttam vijayi. Atb’assil sammanam akamsu.

So pan’assa diirako adhavitva paridbavitva kllanavaye

thito kalam akasi. Tassa soko udapadi. Sii : akam imasmim.

veva gebe batalabbasakkara butva puttassa jiitakalato

patthaya sakkaram pilpunim. line mayham puttam bahi

chaddetum pi vayameyyun ti puttam anken’adaya :
puttassa

me bkesajjam dethati gebadvarapatipatiya vicarantl dittba-

ditthatthane manussa : kattha te matakassa bhesajjam dittba

pubban ti panim pabaritva parihasam karonti.

Sa tesam katbiiya n’eva sannattim gacchati.

Atha nam eko pandita-puriso disva : Ayam puttasokena

cittavikkbepam patta bhavissati. Etissa pana bhesajjam

anno na janissati dasabalo va janissatlti cintetva evam aba :

Amma tava puttassa bhesajjam anno jiinanto nilma n’atthi.

Sadevakeloke aggapuggalo dasabalo Dhuravihilre vasati.

Tassa santikam gantva puccbahlti.

Sa : saccam puriso katbetlti puttam adaya tatbagatassa

buddbiisane nisinna-velaya parisapariyante tbatva
:
puttassa

me bhesajjam detba bhagava ti aba.

Sattba tassa upanissayam disva : bbaddakan te GotamI

katam bbesajjatthava idbagaccbantiya, gaccha nagaram

pavisitva kotito patthaya sakalanagaram caritva yasmim
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gebe koci matapubbo n’attki tato siddkattkakam aharaklti

aha.

Sa : sadhu bbante ti tutthamanasa antonagaram pavisitvil

pathame gebe yeva : dasabalo mama puttassa bhesajjatthaya

siddkatthakam aharlipeti siddhattbakam me detkati aba.

Ilanda Gotami ti nlkaritva adamsu.

Ayam eva gabetum na sakka. Imasmim gebe koci

matapubbo atthlti.

Kim vadesi GotamI 1 idba matake ganetum na sakkotlti.

Tena hi alam, naham gankissami. Dasabalo mam yattba

matapubbo attbi tato siddatthakam na ganhapetlti.

Sa iminii va niyamena dutiyam tatiyam 2 gbaram gantvii

cintesi : Sakalanagare ayam eva niyamo bbavissati. Idam

bitiinukampakena buddhena dittbam bbavissatlti samvegam.

labbitva tato bahi nikkhamitva amakasusanam netvii puttam

batthena gahetva : Puttaka aham imam maranam tav’eva

uppannan ti cintesim, na pan’etam tav’eva mahajanasadha-

rano esa dhammo ti vatva puttam amakasusane cbaddetva

imam gatliam aha :

—

Na gamadhammo nigamassa 3 dhammo
Na cap’ayam eka kulassa dhammo
Sabbassa lokassa sadevakassa

Eso va dhammo yadidam aniccata ti.

Evan ca pana vatva Sattbu santikam agamasi. Atba nam
Sattha : laddho te GotamI siddhattbako ti aha.

Nittbltam bhante siddbattbakena kammam. Patittham

pana me dethati aha.

At,k’ assa Sattha Dbammapade imam giltkam iiba :

Tam puttam pasutam 4 mattam. byasattamilnasam naram.

Suttam giimarn mabogho va maccu adaya gacchatlti .
5

Su gatbapariyosane yatba thitil va sotapattiphale patittbaya

pabbajjam yaci. Sattbii pabbajjam anujani. Sa tikkkattum

1 MSS. often Gotami in voc.
2 T.I . secundd manu. MSS. omit dutiyam.
3 S.M. no nigamassa.
1 S.M. puttapasusam.
6 Dhammapada, verse 287, compare 47.
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Sattharara padakkhinam katva vanditva bhikkhuni-upassayam

gantva pabbaji. Upasampadam labhitva pana na cirass’ eva

yonisomanasikare karamam karontl vipassanam vaddhesi.

Ath’assa Sattha imam obhasa-gatham aha :

Yo ca vassasatam jive appassam amatam padam
Ekiiham jlvitam seyyo passato amatam padau ti.

1

Sa gathapariyosane arabattam patta parikkharavalanje

paramukkattha hutvii tlhi liikhehi samannilgatam clvaram

parupitvii vicari.

Aparabhage Sattbii Jetavane nisinno bhikkhuniyo patipil-

tiya thanantaresu thapento imam therim lukhaclvaradbara-

nam aggatthane thapesiti.

12. Kisagotami.

In the twelfth Sutta by the words lukhacivaradharanam

( “ those who wear a rough garment ”
), he points out

Kisagotami as the chief among those who wear rags of

the three kinds of roughness, taken from a dust heap.

Gotami was the name of this woman, but as she was

(apt to be) soon wearied, they called her Kisa Gotami

(the weakling). She, too, in the time of the Buddha

Padumuttara was reborn in a noble family at Hamsavatl,

and when (while hearing the preaching of the Law) she

had seen the Master exalt a certain BhikkhunI to the

chief place among those who wear rough garments, she,

stoutly resolving, aspired to the same distinction.

And, after wandering in worlds of gods and men for a

hundred thousand aeons, she was reborn in the time of

this Our Buddha, in a poor family at Savatthl. When
she came of age she married. And she was treated with

contempt, as being the daughter of poor folk.

Later on she bore a son, and thereupon she was treated

with deference.

1 Dhammapada, verse 114.
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But when this child had come to an age to be able to

run about hither and thither in play, it died.

And she grieved, thinking :
“ In this very household

where I had been stripped of all advantage and honour,

I rose to dignity from the moment of my child’s birth

!

Surely these people will now try to cast out my son !

”

So she took her child upon her side, and wandering from

door to door, asked at one house after another, “ Give me
medicine for my child !

” And, wherever they saw her

the people jeered at her, clapping their hands, and saying,

“ Where did you ever yet see medicine for a dead child !

”

And yet, for all they spoke so, she could not understand.

Now a certain wise man saw her and thought to himself:

“This woman is distraught through grief for her child.

But though no other knows of any medicine for her, yet

the Blessed One will surely know.” And he spoke thus

to her: “Friend, there is no other who knows of any

medicine for your child. (But) He who is greatest of all

in the world of gods and men is dwelling in the Dhura

Yihara. Go then to him and ask him.”

And she, thinking :
“ This man is telling me the truth,”

took her son and went and stood at the back of the

assembly, as the Blessed One was seated in the seat of

the teacher. And she said to him :
“ Master, give me

medicine for my child ?
”

The Master, seeing what destiny (was in store for her),

said to her :
“ This is well done GotamI, that you should

come hither for medicine ! Go now, enter the town, and

starting from one end walk through the whole of it, and

in whatsoever house death has never yet been, there get

some white mustard-seed.”

And she answered :
“ That will I, master !

”
and, joyful

in heart, took her way townwards. And at the very first

house she said, “The Blessed One bids me get white

mustard-seed as medicine for my child. Give me some

mustard-seed.”

“ Here, then, Gotami,” said they, and brought mustard-

seed and gave it to her. But she would not take it
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simply so, and she asked further, “ But has anyone ever

died in this house ? ”

“ What are you saying, GotamI ? The number of those

that have died here can no man count !

”

“ Then never mind, I must not accept the mustard-seed,”

she said, “ The Blessed One told me not to take it from

any house where death has been.”

But when she had gone in this same way to the second

aud to the third house, she thought to herself :
“ It will

be the same throughout the whole city ! This thing was

surely (fore)seen by the Buddha in his mercy and love.”

And her heart was moved within her. And going: forth

out of the city, even to the open graveyard, she took her

child by the hand, saying :

“ Little one ! I thought death had befallen thee (alone),

but lo ! it is the law common to thee aud to all man-

kind !

”

And she put him down in the g.aveyard, and uttered

this verse

:

“ This is the Law not only for villages or towns

—

Not for one family is this the Law,

For all the wide worlds both of men and gods,

This is the Law—that all must pass away !

”

But when she had thus spoken, she went to the Master.

And the Master said to her :
“ Did you get any mustard-

seed, GotamI ?
”

And she answered :
“ The work of the mustard-seed is

done !
(But) be you (now) a refuge unto me !

”

Then the Master spoke this verse to her (which is in

the Dhammapada) :
“ To him who is wrapt in his children

and his possessions, whose mind is distracted.

To him comes death, bearing (all) away, even as the

flood bears away the sleeping village.”

And at the end of the verse, even as she stood there,

she reached the Fruit of the Paths, and she prayed that

she might enter the Order. And the Master granted her

wish. So, first paying solemn obeisance three times to the
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Master, she went to the home of the Bhikkhunls and

entered the Order.

And after rising to the higher grade in the Order,

it was not long before, earnest in careful meditation, she

perfected her Spiritual Insight.

Then the Master, even as in a vision, spoke this verse

—

Let a man live a hundred years,

Beholding not the Deathless State,

’Twere better to have lived a single day

The life of him who knows the Deathless State.

And at the end of the stanza she attained to Arahatship.

And she became eminent in the greatest degree in the

right observance of the Eight Requisites, and used to don

robes rough in the three (prescribed) ways.

Afterwards, when the Master, seated at Jetavana, was

assigning places to the Bhikkhunls one after another, he

gave to this Theri the chief place among those who wear

the rough robe.

13. Sigalakamata.

Terasame saddhadhimuttanan ti saddhalakkhane abhini-

vitthanam Sigalakamata aggii ti dasseti.

Ayarn kira Padumuttarabuddhakale Hamsavatiyam kula-

ghare nibbattii Satthu dkammakatham sunantl Sattharam

ekam bhikkhunim saddhadhimuttanam aggatthane tkapetum

disvii adhikiiram katva tam thanantaram patthesi.

Sii kappasatasahassam devamanussesu samsaritvii imasmim

buddhuppade Riljagahanagare setthikule nibbatta samana-

jatikam kulam gantvii ekain puttam vijayi. Tassa Sigalaka-

kumiiro ti namam akamsu. Sii pi ten ’eva karanena Sigala-

kamata nama jata. Sii ekadivasam Satthu dhammakatham

sutva patiladdhasaddhii Satthu santike pabbaji. Pabbajita-

kalato patthaya saddhindriyam adhimattam patilabhi.

Sii dhammasavanatthaya viharam gantvii dasabalassa sa-

riranipphattim olokayamauii va titthati. Satthii tassii
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saddhalakkhane abhinivitthabhilvam natva sappayara katva 1

pasadauiyamen ’eva dhammam deseti. Sii pi therl saddha-

lakkhanam eva dhuram katva arahattam papuni. Atha
nara Sattha aparabhage Jetavane nislditva bhikkhuniyo

patipatiyil thanantaresu thapento imam therim suddhadhi-

muttanam aggatthane thapeslti.

Theripiili vannana nitthitii.

13 . Siyulakamdta.

In tbe tbirteentb Sutta by tbe words saddhadhimuttanam

(intent upon Faith) be points out Sigalakamitta as tbe

foremost among those who are firmly established in tbe

characteristic of Faith.

They say that in the time of the Buddha Padumuttara

this woman was reborn in a nobleman’s house at Ilamaavatl.

And when (on hearing the Law preached) she had seen

the Master exalt a certain Bhikkhuni to the chief place

among those who are intent upon Faith, she, making a

resolve, aspired to the same distinction.

And, after wandering in worlds of gods and men for

a hundred thousand aeons, she, at the time of the birth of

this Our Buddha, was reborn in the Treasurer’s family,

in the city of Bajagaha. And having married into a

family of equal rank with her own, she gave birth to a son.

They called him young Sigalaka. For this reason she

came to be named “ the Mother of Sigalaka.”

One day, when she had been hearing the Master preach

the Law, she received Faith, and entered the Order under

him.

From the time of her entering the Order she became

gifted with Faith to the very utmost.

And having gone to the Vihara, to hear the preaching

of the Law, she stood gazing at the bodily perfection of

the Blessed One.

j.r.a.s. 1S93.

1 S.M. omits sappiyam katva.

52
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The Master, perceiving that she was firmly established

in the virtue of Faith, for ber sake preached the very

doctrine in such wise as to fill her with belief. So this

Then also, making Faith the basis, reached up to Arahat-

ship. And afterwards the Master, when seated at Jetavana,

assigning places to the Bhikkhunls in turn, gave to this

Therl the chief place among those who are intent on Faith.
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Art. XX.

—

The Late Appearance of Romances and Novels

in the Literature of China
;
with the History of the Great

Archer
,
Yang Yu-chi. By Professor Legge.

It is well known that, as Mr. "Wylie has said, “Works of

Fiction par excellence are not admitted to form a part of the

Chinese National Literature.” 1 We look in vain for such

books in the Catalogue of the Imperial Library. In the

Supplements to the Ch’un Ch’iu of Confucius, especially

in that of Tso Ch’iu-ming, 2 we find many narratives full

of stirring adventure, which have secured for him the title

of “The Froissart of China.” But his Work belongs to

the department of history, and the finest passages in it

owe their interest to the ability of the author, whom the

late Stanislas Julien used to denominate, in his letters to

me, “ Un grand ecrivain.” In the works of Lieh-tsze,

who could hardly be later than Tso Ch’iu-ming, 3 and of

Chwang-tsze, 4 we have a good deal of Taoist mythology

and speculation
;
and, later on, Han Fei, 5 Hwai-nan Tsze, 6

Han Ying, 7 Liu Hsiang,8 and others supply us with a

multitude of incidents and anecdotes, with now and then

an apologue, employed to point the moral of some classical

passage or important statement of the authoritative writings

of the Schools to which they severally belonged. In the

Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 161.
1 Opinions differ as to the personality, the date, and even the name of

Tso-shih. See what I have written on these points in the prolegomena to

the Chinese Classics, vol. v. ch. i. sect. iv. It is well established that his

work made its appearance very early in the Han dynasty (b.c. 206).
3 Mayers describes Lieh-Tsze as “a metaphysician whose period is assigned

to the age immediately succeeding that of Confucius.”
4 Of the fourth century b.c. See my Introduction to the Tests of Taoism,

Sacred Books of the East, vol. sxsix. p. 5.
5 Died by his own hand in b.c. 236.
6 Or Liu An, King of Hwai-nan : also died by his own hand in b.c. 123.
7 Of the second century b.c.
8 Of the first century b.c.
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Li Sao of Ch’ii Yii’an, 1 and other pieces of composition,

all poetical, classed with it under the name of “ The Elegies

of Ch’u,” we have more of the mythological and imaginative

element, but still nothing that can be styled a novel or a

romance. To find this, we have to come down to the Yuan
or Mongol d}masty of our thirteenth century; so late was

the literature of China in blossoming into this species of

composition.

During the five centuries occupied by the Ch’in and Han
dynasties there occurred the fires of Ch’in, which, no doubt,

led to the loss of much of the ancient literature
;
and then

ensued the researches of the government and scholars to

recover and expound what of it could still be gathered up.

In the first of our Christian centuries Buddhism was intro-

duced into the country, and claimed possession of men’s

minds, along with the reveries of Taoism, and the pure and

calm rationalism of the Literati who had by this time adopted

Confucius as their representative and hero.

Division and strife, political as well as literary, prevailed

through our third, fourth, fifth and sixth centuries, amid

a multitude of small and brief dynasties, some native and

some of foreign origin, till we come to the great dynasty

of T’ang, which dates from a.d. fil8, and lasted for three

centuries. It was a period of incessant contention between

the Three Doctrines. Several of its emperors were strong

and able men, having their sympathies very much with

Buddhism, the progress of which however, was resisted by

scholars and officers of great eminence. Early in the dynasty

there was the historiographer Fu Yi, a resolute opponent of

the Buddhistic system. 2 Later on there was Ilan Yii, 3 in the

1 Of the fourth century n.c. ne drowned himself on the fifth day of

the fifth moon and his death is still commemorated on that day and month
of every year.

2 ^ ,
Fu Yi had been in office under the Sui dynasty, and was made

grand historiographer by the founder of the T’ang. He died in a.i>. 639.

3
$1 ,

Btyled rui-chih m and known by his local name

of Ch’ang-li
( |^ %?) ,

a.d. 768-824. He was canonized as Ilan Wdn

Kung Q'j
,

•< Han, Duke of Literature.’’
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eighth and ninth centuries, canonized as Han Kung, or

“Duke of Literature.” Mayers describes him as “foremost

among the statesmen, poets, and philosophers of the dynasty,

and one of the most venerated names in Chinese Literature.”

His essay against the relic-worship of Buddhism and the

honours with which a bone of Buddha was received from

the West, and admitted to the imperial palace, is still

universally read,— the most celebrated State-paper and

polemical diatribe in the world. Buddhism was not with-

out its able defenders
;
and among them was a contemporary

of Han Yu, called Liu Tsung-yiian, 1 a devoted Buddhist,

a scholar also and a statesman like Han, and hardly

inferior to him as an administrator and philosopher. They

were both also celebrated as poets, and indeed poetry was

cultivated throughout the dynasty more than it had been

before. The rules that to this day are observed as to the

length of the line, with the arrangement of the tones and

of the caesural pause, were first made in this dynasty. The

names of Li T’ai-po 2 and Tu Fu 3 stand out conspicuous

among a host of other celebrated poetical writers, though

neither then, nor before or after, has China given birth

to any Epic poem, to be regarded as a romance in metre.

Taoism was also in vigour under the T’ang dynasty
;
and

in the year 748 4 the emperor Hsiian confirmed the old

Chang family in the headship of it with the title of Tien

Shi/i, or “ Heavenly Master.” The hostility between Taoism

and Buddhism came to a head during the short reign of

Wu Tsung, and an edict was issued ordering the demolition

of Buddhist monasteries and convents, and that monks

1

I5J ^ 7C >
stJled Tszr-hau (^p Jf) ,

and known also as Liu Liu-

chau
(

|Jjp M
) ,

from his banishment at a time of political disgrace to

the charge of Liu-chau district.

2 =£ and ^ -fr . with the local designation of Ch’ing-lien

(W iH) !
A -D ‘ 699-762 .

3 *t m ,
designated Tsze-mei (* H) ;

with the local designation

of Tu-ling (££ §|).
4 a.d. 841-846 .
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and nuns should all return to the ways of common life.

The blow was a heavy one, but Wu Tsung’s reign soon

came to an end, and the wounds of the Buddhist state

began to be bound up by his successor. 1

Within fifty years of the end of the T’ang dynasty,

there arose that of Sung. The two together may be called

a long Augustan period of Chinese literature. The Sung

dynasty, extends from a.d. 960 to 1278, rather more than

three centuries
;

and no nation can boast of a greater

number of distinguished writers and thinkers than it

exhibits.

In the eleventh century there lived the two brothers

Ch’ang, 2 with whom there began a great revival of the

Confucian learning and philosophy. To the same century,

and the early part of the twelfth, belonged the family of

the Sus,3 and also Sze-ma Kwang,4 a high minister and

great historian. Above all, the twelfth century was made

illustrious by the labours of Chu Hsi,

5

the critic and

commentator of the ancient classics, developing the ethical

teaching of Confucius and Mencius, and attempting, though

vainly, to carry a torch of metaphysical speculation into

1 See my “ Christianity in China,” pp. 48, 49.

2 Ch’ang Hao (jflg lj>i) styled Po-shun
(j|j ^), and also Ming-tao

(BJJ 3Eb A -D - 1032-1085; and Ch’ang ! (|| [^) styled Ch&ng-shu (J£ ^),
and also Ich’wan

J|]),
a.d. 1033-1107.

3 The father Su Hsiin (j^ styled Ming-yun (BfJ ^), and also

Lao-ch’wan 1009-1066, with his two sons, Su Shih

styled Tsze-chan (-^p JjH), and Tung-p’o
(j|£ ^), 1036-1101

; and

Su Cheh (H $§j[),
styled Tsze Yu (J- [j]), and Ying-piu ($| j^),

1039-1112.

1 % jg styled Chiin-shih M ^ ,
and also Su-shui a* *)>

1009-1086.

5 & styled Yiian-hui p£j), Chung-liui
(
jrjl

Pjj£),
and Hdi-an

( [iff €), 'v‘^ several other literary designations or pseudonyms, and canonized

as Wan L’i 11 The highly Cultured,” 1130-1200.
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all the great problems of human thought. "Whatever he

wrote possessed a wonderful charm and fascination of

style. The scholars of his day looked up to him as

their oracle, and his views have ever since been the

standard of orthodoxy at the competitive examinations

which belong to their country.

In all the succession of dynasties which I have thus

imperfectly sketched, amid the varied productions of their

scholars, abounding in interesting subjects of thought and

finished elegance of style, which can hardly be paralleled

in other literatures, we do not meet with any romance or

novel properly so called.

The rise of the Yuan, or Mongol dynasty, took place soon

after the middle of our thirteenth century, and it was

signalized by the appearance of what the Chinese ac-

knowledge to be the first and best of their romanced

histories. The name of the book is San Kao Chih Yen /,

that is, “The Expanded Narrative of the History of the

Three Kingdoms.” It relates vividly and romantically the

closing events of the famous Hati dynasty, embracing

rather less than a century, from a.d. 198 to the beginning

of the Tsin dynasty in 265. Foreign students generally

suppose that we have in it the history of the period, and

not such a history romanced. Even writers, with such a

scholarly reputation as the late Dr. S. Wells Williams,

ascribe it to Ch’an Shau, 2 an author of our fourth century.

He wrote the dynastic history of “The Three Kingdoms,”

which is not a bad history of its kind, but in no way

superior to several others. If all the dynastic histories

of China came within an appreciable distance of the

“ Expansion ” of Ch’an’s volumes, no other country would

have a record of its heroes and their achievements com-

parable to it for genius and attractiveness.

1

2

dh
JL.'

See 'Williams’ “ Middle Kingdom,” revised edition, vol. i.

p. 677.
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That expansion was executed by a Lo Kwan- chung, 1

of the Yuan dynasty; but beyond his name, as recorded

by Mr. Wylie, I have not been able to discover any

particulars about him. It is enough for his fame to be

recognized as the writer of the finest historical romance

of which literature can boast. Certainly the pages of no

other have wiled from me at different times the sleep

of so many nights. Ilis example has led others to attempt

to romance all the most important epochs of their history,

but his work still remains “ superior and alone.” No
other has thus far been made, either “ similar or second

”

to it.

The short occupancy of the throne of China by the

descendants of Jenghis 2 deserves a fuller study than it

has yet received from European Sinologues.

We owe to the Yuan dynasty not only the historical

romance, but also the purely ideal novel, and a great

impetus to dramatic writing, the beginnings of which

have been traced up to the T’ang era, and which had

been cultivated by scholars of the Tartar dynasty of Chin,3

1 Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 161.

The sovereigns of the Yuan dynasty were of the Mongolian race.

When Kublai ?JJ ),
as he is called, the grandson of Jenghis,

began in 1271 to feel himself secure on the throne of China, Liu Ping-chung

(lil] Ilf *f*), one h's ministers, suggested to him to assume Yuan ( -j£)

as the dynastic title of his rule, with reference to the signification of that

term, = “ first and greatest,” in the first sentence of the Yi-ching.

2 Jenghis (variously spelt) is taken from the Chinese attempt to give the

title by which his vassals hailed the Mongol chieftain in 1206, after the suc-

cessful conquests of his early career. The Chinese characters for it are

±> “Ch’fing Chi Shih,” which we may translate by “The Successful

and Fortunate.” They cannot have been intended to give the sound of the

Mongol name as nearly as Chinese characters could do ;
but were a new title,

like the Yuan, adopted for the name of the dynasty.

3 Chin (Kin) was the dynastic title (^) assumed by the Nii-chXn

(
7Jr JEL) Tartar tribe, said to be ancestors of the present Man-chaus, who

held Pekin and a considerable part of the kingdom against the later Sung

dynasty for about a century (1115-1234).
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which strove with the second sovereignty of Sung for the

possession of the empire. One collection, embracing

specimens of all these varieties of “ Light Reading,” may
be referred to in passing. It bears the name of “ The

Ten Men of Genius
;

” 1 and after mentioning the titles

of some of the works contained in it, I will pass on to

the story of “ The Great Archer,” which I first thought

of as the subject of this Paper, without the preliminary

matters through which I have been groping my way to it.

The first work in this collection is “ The Expanded

Narrative of the History of the Three Kingdoms,” of which

I have already spoken ;—in 120 chapters or books, each

of about the same size as a chapter in one of Sir Walter

Scott’s novels.

The second is the novel of “The Good Mate,” 2 an

admirable translation of which was published in 1829 by

the late Sir John Francis Davis under the title of “ The
Fortunate Union,” in twenty books.

The third is the Yu Chino Li, 3 which was translated

in French both by Remusat and Julien, under the title

of “ The Two Cousins,” also in twenty books.

The fourth is the Ping Shan Lang Ycu,i of the same

size as the two others, also translated by Julien, under

the title of “ The Two Young Accomplished Ladies.”

The fifth is Shut Hu Chuan,5 or Record of the Brigands

about the Hwai and other rivers in the early part of the

twelfth century, and their pacification, written by a Shih

Nai-ar of the Yuan dynasty. In seventy books.

1 + * ?
* if 'iijs fil • The title is taken from the first ode in the Shih King.

3 m m-
* zp.

[jj ify .
Mr. Wylie describes this as “ a tale with very little

plot in it,” the author having seemingly exhausted his efforts in description,

dialogue, and the figures of rhetoric generally.

5
7|C jf¥ • Written by Shih Nai-an

fljjj ?£ ) ,
of the Yuan

dynasty.
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I need not specify the names of the other five works

in the collection. The whole contains 386 chapters, and

the student who has made himself familiar with them

may be considered as fairly acquainted with “ The Light

Reading ” 1 which the literature of China supplies.

The “ Expansion of the History of the Three Kingdoms ”

stands out pre-eminent among these romances and novels,

but there is another book closely resembling it which, how-

ever, is not reckoned among them. This is the “ Tung Chau

Lieli Kwo Chili” 2 or “History of the various States or King-

doms during the time of the Eastern Chau.” Mr. Wylie

observes that “ though written in the form of a novel, it

differs less from authentic history probably than any other

in the same category.” Some Chinese writers have said

that its truthfulness is what has kept it from being counted

among other romances. It is not so brilliantly written as

“ The History of the Three Kingdoms,” but its narratives

are nearly as full of interest. The two have often brought

to my mind the greater historical novels of Sir Walter

Scott, and his “ Tales of a Grandfather.” The former

abound more in grand pictures of chivalry and descriptions

of battles; the latter are quieter, but more tender, and

equally impressive. The work gives us a vivid sketch

of the long period, from the reign of king Hsiian, (which

commenced in b.c. 827) to the close of the dynasty of

Chau, when it was superseded by that of Ch’in, and the

early feudal period of China gave place to the despotic,

but not unregulated, empire which has, with many dynastic

changes, continued to the present day.

The Archer’s stor}' begins in the reign of king Chwang

of Ch’u, which dates from the year b.c. 613. 3 For some

time after his accession, Chwang seemed to abandon himself

to luxurious pleasure, leaving the government in the hands

1

>i' m-
2 $ J23 M 13 ig-
3 Under b.c. G14, the entry is ^ IE •
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of his ministers. His natural powers, however, were great

;

and while apparently indifferent to things around him, he

was taking careful note of the characters of his officers,

and revolving the ambitious projects of his house. Those

projects had appeared so early as n.c. 888, 1 when the then

count of Ch’u had assumed the title of king. The usurped

title was soon abandoned—for a time

2

—in consequence of

the vigour of the king of Chau, but it was publicly and

defiantly® resumed in B.c. 704 by the count Wan, known
to us as king Wfl, and had been borne by his successors

on to Chwang. Cliwang succeeded to a territory, greatly

enlarged by the encroachments of his predecessors on the

neighbouring States
;
and when he awoke, or emerged, from

his period of indolent enjoyment, it soon appeared that he

was not less ambitious than any of them. In b.c. G06 he

undertook an expedition northwards against a tribe from

the West, which had fled from the aggressions of the

powerful States of Ch’in and Tsin on its territory, and 1

sought to take refuge under the tutelage of the king of

Cliau, in the district of Lu-hwan, lying south from the

river Lo. 4 This expedition brought him to the neighbour-

hood of the capital, and the king sent his congratulations

to him on his success against the refugee tribe by an envoy,

to whom he showed his hand in making enquiries about

the nine Tripods of Yii, which had come down from that

founder of the Feudal state, through the dynasties of Hsia

and Shang, and were regarded as palladia of the kingdom.

Baffled by the ingenuity of the envoy, Chwang commenced

his return to Ch’u, and on the way had to encounter a

powerful insurrection, which gave occasion to the first

appearance of our Great Archer.

When the count-king started for the north from hiso

1 Under this year is the entry ^ J ^ .

2 In b.c. 878.

3 “ Defiantly,” the King of Chau having refused in 706 to sanction the

assumption of the title.

4 The entry, under 606, is ^ M •
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capital of Ying
,

1 he had left the government under the

charge of Tau.

2 Yueh-chiao, his chief minister, associating

with him several other great officers in whose fidelity he

had more confidence. This precautionary measure, however,

was fruitless. The minister knew that the king suspected

1 The name of the capital of Ch’u from the time of king Wu; a little

way north from the present departmental city of Ching-chau in Hu-pei.

2 The Taus
(j||j R) were a numerous and distinguished clan in Ch’u,

and many members of it had been eminent in their service of the State
; no

one more so than the minister of king Ch’ang (b.c. 671-625), who has come

down to us with the designation of Tsze-Wan Tjf
).

The story of his birth reminds us of the legend of Romulus and Remus.

His grandfather, Tau Zo-ao
(|§|J ^ luC)» had married a daughter of the

Count of Yiin, and died after she had born a son named Po-pi j^).

The daughter of Yiin then returned with her child to her native State, and

the boy grew up in the palace of his maternal uncle, becoming a great favourite

with his wife, who loved him, we are told, as if he had been her own son.

She had a daughter, and the two children grew up together in great intimacy.

Even when grown up, they were allowed to meet, and the result was that

the princess became with child. Then, indeed, the mother was enraged
;
but

not wishing to let her daughter’s shame be known, she confined her to an

apartment, and gave out that she was ill. Ere long a boy was born, and Po-pi

went back in disgrace to Ch’u. Without telling her husband what had

happened, the Countess of Yiin wrapped the infant in a mat, and caused it

to be thrown away in the marsh of Mang, probably in the present department

of Yo-chau. It happened that the count, soon after, was hunting near the

marsh, and saw a tigress crouching at a certain spot, which kept her place,

notwithstanding several arrows discharged at her. It turned out that the tigress

was watching over and suckling an infant, and the count hastened home and

told his wife of the prodigy. “It must be the child,’’ she said, “ whom I

caused to be thrown away.” And she thereupon related the whole story of

their daughter, urging, from ancient instances, that the infant, whose life

had been so wonderfully preserved, was sure to prove a great and good man.

It was accordingly brought home to its mother, who was forgiven, and sent

to Ch’u to be regularly married to Tau Po-pi. The boy grew up and fulfilled

his grandmother’s hope, becoming, in course of time, the famous minister

Tsze-wSn. In his earlier years he was called Tau Ku yu-t'u (FJ Kx Ik %),
or Tau Tiger-suckled

;
Ku, in the common speech of Ch’fi, having the meaning

of “to suckle,” and Yu-t’u being the name for “a tiger.” The people

of Ch’u had a different language from their northern conquerers. Other names

in the records of the State, such as Zo-ao, which we now receive simply as

names, might, no doubt, be similarly explained if we had the necessary

information about them.
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him, and had long been meditating rebellion, when the

expedition to the North afforded him the opportunity which
he desired. lie procured the assassination of the men who
were intended to keep him in check, collected a considerable

force, raised the standard of revolt, and hurried northwards

to intercept the king on his southward march. The two
forces met at a place called the Dyke of Chang, where the

king offered favourable terms to the rebel if he would
return to his duty

;
but negotiation was ineffectual. A

sharp engagement ensued. Yiieh-chiao was famed for his

strength and archery; and while king Chwang, according

to the fashion of the time, was fiercely beating the drum
in the front seat of his chariot, thereby urging his troops

to advance, an arrow narrowly missed him, and lodged in

the drum-stand. Another followed with as good an aim,

so that the king was frightened, and sounded a retreat,

which would have been disastrous, but for the arrival of

two fresh divisions of his army. The fortune of the day,

however, remained with the rebel. His arrows were found

to be half as long again as those of the ordinary size, and

the soldiers gathered in groups, disappointed and despond-

ing as to the result of the contest. King Chwang sent

round a false report that there were ouly two such long

arrows, which Tau had brought with him from a temple

iu the capital. This somewhat reassured the minds of the

men, but orders were issued to continue the retreat to the

south, as if the only safety were in escaping from the enemy.

This retreat, however, was not a flight, but a stratagem.

Having satisfied the remonstrances of his generals, the

king hurried south to the river Ch’ing, in the present

department of An-lu in Hu-pei. There he stopped, but

did not cross the stream. Having divided his followers,

and placed them in ambush, he made with a third body

as if he were turning again to the North. It turned

out as he expected. When news was carried to Yiieh-chiao

that the king had fled, he hastened after with all his

followers in pursuit
;

and, iu one day and night, by a

wonderful effort, the}" got to the bridge over the Ch’ing.
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On the north of it some troops of Ch’u were cooking

their breakfast
;

but, at the appearance of their pursuers,

they forsook their vessels, and ran in a northward direction.

The rebel urged his men to follow them, crying out, “When
we have taken the king of Ch’u we will prepare our

breakfast.” They soon came up with the rear of the

fugitives, the commander of whom, pretending to be a

friend, told Tau to push on quickly, if he would take

the king. His men continued their march at the top of

their speed, and came up with another detachment of the

royal army. Its leader also pretended to be a friend,

and told him that the king had not yet got so far
;

but,

said he, “ Your men are exhausted. You must let them

have a meal
;

otherwise they will not be able to fight.”

The rebels accordingly began to prepare a meal
;
but, before

it was ready, they were surprised by a strong force under

the two brothers of the king, and fled with their leader to

the south. They made for the bridge over the Ch’ing,

and got to it ouly to find it broken down. The king’s

stratagem was now manifest. He had concealed himself

in the neighbourhood, and, as soon as the rebels turned

back to the north in pursuit of him, had caused the bridge

to be broken down. Yiieh-chiao’s return to the south was

thus cut off. Full of anxiety, he ordered search to be

made for a ford, and just then a royal general appeared

with a force on the southern bank, and shouted to him

to submit and surrender. He replied to the insulting

language by a discharge of arrows from his men, when,

just at this moment, a young officer of no high position

stepped forward from the royal ranks, and begged the

general to allow him to try his skill in archery against

the rebel. This was Yang Yu-chi, or Yang-shfl, that is,

Uncle Yang, our “ Great Archer.”

Having received the permission which he sought, Yang
advanced to the edge of the river, and shouted out to his

formidable opponent, “ The stream is too wide for our

arrows. I have heard of your skill and would fain try

my own against it. Let us take our stand on the abut-
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ments of the bridge which still remain, and each shoot

three arrows, and boldly await the result, be it life or

death.” After some parley, the other agreed, only stipu-

lating that he should be allowed to shoot his three arrows

first. “ Three arrows !
” cried Yung, “ what have I to

fear, though you shoot a hundred arrows? the one of us

that slips to one side, shall not be accounted a brave man !

”

On this Yiieh-chiao drew his bow, and discharged an

arrow, confident that it would go through his adversary’s

skull. But he was in too great a hurry. To be hurried

shows a lack of skill : the skilful man is never in a hurry.

Yang saw the arrow coming, and hit it with the end of

his bow, so that it fell into the water, while he shouted,

“ Quickly shoot
;

quickly shoot.” The rebel placed a

second arrow on the string, took heedful aim, and sent it

off with all his strength. But Yang stooped down, and

let it pass over his head. “ You said,” cried Tau, “ that

there was to be no slipping aside. Why did you crouch

down to avoid the arrow ? You are not a brave man !

”

“ You have still the third arrow,” retorted Yang “ I

will not try to avoid it, but if it do not hit me, it will be

my turn to shoot.” The other thought that with this arrow,

if he did not step aside, he would be sure to hit him
;
and

thereon, standing quite straight, he discharged it, shouting,

at the same time, “A hit.” And it went right for the

mark
;

but when it came near, Yang, who stood firm, and

made no movement, opened his great mouth, caught the

arrow in it, and with his teeth held it fast by the poiut.

By this time, the rebel’s heart misgave him, and he

would fain have slunk away, but his character and word

kept him in his place, and he called out, “ Yes, you may
shoot now ; but if your three arrows all miss, it will be

my turn again.” “ He would be an apprentice at the

trade,” cried Yang in reply, “ who should need three

arrows to do for you
;

a single arrow will be enough to

make you fall by my hand !
” His words still more

disturbed the mind of Yiieh-chiao, and Yang then made
as if he were adjusting the arrow, and raised his bow,
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but without the arrow on it, drawing the string at the

same time as if he were shooting. His opponent heard

the twanging of the bow, and thinking the arrow was

on its way to him, moved to the left to evade it. “ A
fine fellow you are,” cried Yang, “ to speak of its not

being brave to slip on one side ! The arrow is still in

my hand !
” Tau shouted back, “ He is not a good

archer who is afraid of his opponent’s moving.” Yang
again went through the same pretence of shooting, and

the other slipped hastily to the right. Just at that

moment, our archer looked steadily at him, put his arrow

on the string, raised the bow, and sent the missile right

through the brain. So it was that Tau Yiieh-chiao, who

had been for several years chief minister of the kingdom

of Ch’u, died, at the bridge of Ch’ing by the hand of

the small officer, Yang Yu-chl.

On the fall of their leader there was a terrible rout

of the rebels. Their slaughtered bodies lay about in heaps,

and the waters of the Ch’ing were tinged with their blood.

There was an end of the rebellion, and promotion came

of course to Yang-shu. He obtained a high command

among the royal kindred, and was made supporter of the

king on the right in his war-chariot. But years pass

on before we come to the record of his next great feat of

archery. At this time his years could not have been much

over twenty.

It is the year b.c. 575. King Chwang has passed away

in 591, and it is the sixteenth year of his son king K’ang.

Ch’u and the great northern State of Tsin are at war

;

and their armies are confronting each other in Chang, at

Yen-ling, which is still the name of one of the districts

of the department K’ai-fang. One day a general of Ch’h,

called P’an Tang,- was showing his skill to a crowd of

onlookers behind the camp, and had thrice in succession

hit what we call the bull’s-eye. While all were shouting

their applause, Yang Yu-cln drew near, and they cried

out, “ Here comes the archer with the spirit hand.” This

offended P’an, who exclaimed, “ In what is my archery
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inferior to Uncle Yang’s?” and Yu-chi himself replied,

“You can only hit the red heart of the target, which
is not a wonderful thing, hut can you go through a willow

branch at a hundred paces off?” “"What do you mean,”
asked many of the beholders, “ by cleaving a willow at

such a distance?” Yang said, “ A friend once put a mark
on a leaf of a willow, and from the distance of a hundred
paces I sent an arrow right through it.” “ Here is a willow

tree,” said the others, “ will you try such a mark now ?
”

The archer agreed to do so, and they all in great glee

said, “ To-day we shall see the spirit-like archery of Uncle

Yang.” So they put a black mark on a leaf, and made
Yang take aim at it from the appointed distance. The
arrow whizzed forth

;
and, not seeing it fall to the

ground, they ran to examine the tree. There, sure enough,

it was, sticking by its point in the branch, having gone

right through the centre of the leaf.

“ It is but a chance hit,” said P’an Tang, turning to

his rival. “ If you will allow me to mark in order three

leaves, and then hit them, one after the other, I will

acknowledge your marvellous skill.” “ I may not be able

to do so,” said Yang, “but I will try;” and then the

other on three leaves at different heights wrote the

characters for one, two, three. Yang looked at them well

to make sure of them and their numbers
;
and then g-ointr

to his place, he took three arrows, and wrote on them the

same characters, one, two, three. Having done this, he

discharged them, one after another, and each hit the proper

mark. All bowed to him, and praised him as indeed the

archer with the spirit-hand.

P'an Tang joined in the congratulations, but still he

was discontented, and wished to show what he considered

his own peculiar ability. “ Your archery,” he said to

Yang, “ is indeed good
;

but still, in the strife of men,

it is strength that must carry off the palm. I can send

an arrow through several buff-coats, and I should like to

show the feat to the gentlemen.” “ Do so,” was the

general cry, “ we should like to see it.” Having called

j.r.a.s. 1893. 53
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several of their heavy-armed followers, they made them

take off their thick buff-coats. Five of these were placed

together, and then they said “ Enough,” but P’an made

them add other two. “ Seven buff-coats,” they said, “ can

hardly be less than a cubit in thickness
;
how can an arrow

be sent through them?” The pile was suspended on the

target, and P’an walked to his place the hundred paces

off, took up his black carved bow, and laid on it an arrow

with a wolf’s tooth for a point. Standing steady and

erect, with his left hand as if it were laid against mount

T’ai, and his right as if it were supporting an infant, he

sent the arrow forth. “ A hit !
” he cried, as the sound

of its collision came from the target, and all shouted “ A
good arrow ! A good arrow !

” It had indeed gone through

all the buff-coats to the target behind, and remained sticking

firmly in it, like a nail driven through a board. The

general’s face wore on it the consciousness of his success,

and he was telling the soldiers to take the pile with the

arrow through it, and carry it through the camp as a

sight, when they were stopped by Yang, who cried out,

“Wait a little till I also shoot an arrow.” “Yes,” they

all responded, “ let us see the wonderful strength of Uncle

Yang ? ” but he suddenly stopped short. “ Why do )’ou

not shoot ? ” they asked
;
and he said, “ To go through

the buff-coats in the same way would be easy, but I have

a method of sending his arrow away.” With these words

he fitted his arrow to the string, and sent it off, saying,

as the bow twanged, “All right.” Straight to the head

of P’an’s arrow his went, not a hairbreadth too high or

too low, neither to the right nor to the left. Exactly

on the end of that arrow it lighted, and drove it through

the buff-coats and target on to the ground, taking itself

the place which the other had occupied.

The spectators did not witness the feat without putting

out their tongues. P’an Tang’s jealousy was at last over-

come; he acknowledged Yang’s superiority, and said, “I

have not your admirable hand !

”

A procession hurried off with the trophy through the
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camp, taking the two archers with them. It passed near

king Kung himself, and the leaders of it recounted what

the men had done, and concluded by saying, “ Since our

army has such archers in it, why need we be anxious

about the thousands and myriads of the soldiers of Tsin ?
”

The king’s reception of the announcement damped their

enthusiasm. “Victory,” said he in a rage, “is gained by

the skilful arrangements of the general, and does not

depend on the chance hit of an archer.” To the two men
he said, “ The art of which you boast is sure to be the

occasion of your death.” He seemed to be specially offended

with our hero, took away his arrows from him, and forbade

him to shoot any more. Downcast and ashamed, Uncle

Yang slank away from the royal presence, but his disgrace

did not last long. A general, but indecisive, engagement

took place between the two armies next day, when Ch’u

had rather the worst of it, and a son of king Kung was

taken prisoner, and carried off by one of the generals of

Tsin. The battle was renewed the dajr after, the captive

prince being carried in front of the fight where it was

fiercest, to damp the courage of the men of Ch’u, and

infuriate their king, who had deprived himself moreover

of the assistance of his able and trusty Yang, for whom
he had substituted another officer to take his place by

himself in his chariot. Amidst the heat of the engagement,

a general of Tsin, who was watching king Kung’s chariot,

discharged an arrow which hit the king in his left eye,

entirely destroying it! Who could help him now? Amidst

his terrible pain, be yet called for the Great Archer, Yang-

Yi -chi, to be brought to him. This was soon done, but,

as the king had ordered the day before, Yang had not a

single arrow with him. The king gave him two of his

own arrows, described the dress and appearance of the

Tsin general who had shot him, and sent him away at

once to avenge his wound. As fast as his horses could

carry him, Yang galloped into the army of Tsin, and

seeing a leader answering to the king’s description, drove

his chariot near to him, crying out, “ How dared you,
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Caitiff, to injure our lord?” and, before the other could

reply, Yang’s arrow bad gone through his throat, so that

he fell dead to the ground. The men of Tsin, however,

gathered round the corpse, and succeeded in carrying it

off, while Yang returned to the king, with one arrow still

in his hand, and reported, “By Your Majesty’s good fortune,

Great king, I have shot the man in the green robe, with

the curling heard and whiskers.” The king, of course,

was delighted, took off his own robe, and gave it to Yang,

ordering him to receive a hundred arrows, all pointed with

wolves’ teeth. A retreat on the part of Ch’u, however,

was necessary, and led to further distinction for our hero.

Taking his position in the rear of the retiring forces, he

plied his arrows on their pursuers
;
one and another were

slain as they ventured to the front, so that opportunity

was given to the other detachments of the Ch’vi army to

concentrate their strength and renew the battle. The

day closed without any decisive result, though Tsin had

the better of it.

King Kung, however, arranged with his principal com-

mander Prince Ying-ch’i, suspending operations till next

day, to allow the men a rest which was necessary; they

should then fight the battle out. But this plan was

strangely frustrated. First, reinforcements from the States

of Lu and Wei arrived to strengthen the army of Tsin
;

and next, the prince commanding that of Ch’ft suddenly

gave way to a weakness to which he wTas occasionally liable,

and against which he had been warned by the king. He

was too fond of strong drink, and, when he once took a cup,

was unable to stop. By the contrivance of one of the

generals of Tsin he was led to taste, and then, through

the weakness of his waiting-boy, he drank and drank again

till he became dead-drunk. The king sent many times

for him to come and consult about what should he done,

hut he could give no response. A general retreat to the

south was ordered, and the commander was committed to

the charge of our hero, Yang Yu-cki, who was left with

a band of 300 chosen archers to bring up the rear. The
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helpless prince could not be roused to do anything for

himself. T ang caused him to be tied down in a carriage

with leathern thongs, and so managed to bring him off.

King Kung also, who was fond of the man, sent him a

soothing message, but it was in vain. After what had

occurred, he could not resume his command, and meet his

former associates. He committed suicide, and disappears

from history.

On his return from the campaign, in which he had per-

formed such important services, our Great Archer was,

no doubt, considered a more important man than he had

been before. The State of Wu, though the oldest of all

the Chau States, had long remained in obscurity, and the

first mention of it in the text of the Cli’un-Ch’iu is in

b.c. 584. As its power and resources increased, it became

an enemy of Ch’u, hardly less dangerous than the great

northern State of Tsin. Its territory was in the present

Chiang-su, along the lower waters of the Yang-tsze Chiang,

and on the sea-board, and this position made its people

skilful in naval warfare. It was thus on the waters of the

Chiang that it came into collision with Ch’u, whose centre,

as we have seen, was in Hu-pei. On the land it was long

inferior to Ch’u, but superior to it on the river
;
but as time

went on, it learned to take the field with its forces against

its powerful adversary, while Ch’u, on its part, built a fleet

of war-boats, and contested with the other the supremacy

of the river.

After the battle of Yen-ling, Uncle Yang seems to have

been employed in an important command on the borders

of the Chiang, to watch and guard against any hostile

attempt on the part of Wu. Notwithstanding the wound

which king Kung received in that engagement, he lived

on till 560, when he was succeeded by his son, known as

king K’ang. Another of his sons fled at the same time

to Wu, and next year the king of that State, called Chu-

fan, sent an expedition under the command of his son,

prince Tang, against Ch’u. This was met and defeated

by our hero, who also killed, by an arrow from his bow, the
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prince, its leader. King Chd-fan announced the event to

Tsin, and begged its ruler to convoke a great meeting of

the States, and organize an invasion of Ch’u on a grand

scale. The meeting was held, but no hostile movement was

undertaken against Ch’u in consequence. The action of

Wu in attacking Ch’u, while the people were in mourning

for the death of their ruler, was universally condemned.

It had thereby violated a long-recognized custom of the

States, by which it was sought to lessen and mitigate the

frequency and fierceness of the wars between them. “ By
this attack of Ch’u, while in mourning for the death of

its king,” said one of the speakers, "Wu has brought the

disaster on itself, and does not deserve our sympathy or

help.”

Only once again have I found mention made of Yang
Yu-chi in the “Narratives of the several States,” and that

mention is in connection with his death. He must have lived

nearly to, or beyond, the fourscore years, frequently assigned

as the limit of vigorous human life. Hostilities, we are told,

broke out afresh between Wu and Ch’u in 547, about one

or more small States in the present department of Lu-chau,

in An-hui, about the principality of Shu-chiu especially,

which had transferred to Wu its allegiance to Ch’u; and, to

punish them, king K’ang sent a force under the command

of his minister Ch’u Chien. Uncle Yang went with the

expedition, and begged the minister to allow him to go

on before the main body of the troops. “ You are old,

0 General,” was the reply, “ the rebellious territory is

insignificant. There is no fear of our not subduing it.

You need be in no anxiety.” The other replied, “ Wil is

sure to come to the rescue of the rebels. I have long been

accustomed to resist its forces, and am familiar with all

their ways. Allow me to go on before you ; though I

should die in doing so, I will not regret it.” Ch’u Chien,

hearing him speak of dying, was moved with a feeling of

alarm and compassion, but Yang went on to say, “ I have

been most graciously favoured by our last two sovereigns,

and have wished to sacrifice my life for the kingdom : hut,
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to my sorrow I have had no opportunity to do so. Now
my hair has changed its colour, or fallen out. I may fall

ill any morning, and die in my bed
;
and you, 0 minister,

will be the cause of my so passing away.”

The minister, seeing his determination, acceded to his

request, only sending the great officer Hsi Ilwan with

him to assist him. They then marched to the city of

Li, where they encountered I-mei, a younger brother of

the king of Wu, and the premier Ch’ii Ku-yung, 1 hastening

at the head of a large force to the relief of Shu-chiu.

Hsi Hwan wished to wait for the arrival of the main force

before attacking, but Yang said, “The men of Wu are

skilful only on the water, but now they have left their

boats, and come on the laud. Archery and chariot-fighting

are also strange to them. Let us attack them at once,

while they are not prepared to receive us.” With this, he

took his bow and quiver, and commenced shooting, every

arrow doing its work of death, and the troops of Wu
retreating out of his reach. Our Archer followed them

till he met Ku-yung in his chariot, and shouted to him,

“ Traitor to your State, how dare you look me in the

face ? ” At the same time he was about to shoot, but,

Ku-yung turned his chariot, and fled with the speed of

the wind. Yang, said in astonishment, “ Have the men

of Wu also become thus skilful at chariot-driving ?
”

Hardly were these words out of his mouth, when, from

four directions, there appeared a number of chariots, pro-

tected by plates of iron, and crowded with the best archers

south of the Chiang, which formed a circle round him.

He was a mark for them all, and there he died from

the multitude of their arrows, which came on him like

a shower of hail. The words of king Kung, that the

art in which he trusted was sure to prove his death, had

now their fulfilment.

Hsi Hwan came up, rallied the small body of Yang’s

followers, who were scared by the fall of their commander,

1 This would probably be a refugee prince from Ch’u.
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and retreated with them to report the sad event to Ch’ii

Chien. The general received the news with sorrow, and

sadly said, “ Ah ! the death of Uncle Yang was brought

about by himself! ” He then placed his men in ambush

on the hill of I, which was not far off, and sent the

officer Tsze-ch’iang to renew the engagement with their

pursuers, and then to make a hasty retreat, as if unequal

to the fight. The general of W u, however, afraid of an

ambush, did not pursue them to the hill. But when the

young prince I-mei came up, he ascended a height, and

not seeing the troops of Ch’u, he supposed that they had

gone off in flight, and hurried after Tsze-ch’iang till he

got to the foot of Mount I. There Tsze-ch’iang turned

on him, and the force of Ch’u Chien sprang from its

ambushment, and joined in the engagement. I-mei and

his men fought desperately, but must all have fallen or

been captured if the force of Ku-yung had not arrived,

beat the Ch’us back, and brought their friends off. The

fortune of the day, however, had been on the side of Ch’u,

and the army of Wu withdrew from the scene of strife,

and left Ch’u Chien to prosecute to a successful termination

the expedition against Shu-chiu.

We have thus followed the career of Yang Yu-chi from

its beginning to its close, and he disappears from history

with character unblemished, and well deserving the appella-

tion which I have given him of “ The Great Archer ”

of his country. He was a man of arrows, not of words,

though his last utterances tell us how, as thousands of

his countrymen have been, and as thousands of them, I

believe, still are, he was familiar with the Roman sentiment,

so well expressed by Horace,

“ Dulce et decoimm est pro patria mori.”

Allow me now, in conclusion, to call your attention to

the resemblance between his feats of archery in the cam-

paign of Yen-ling and feats of the same kind described

by the greatest of our novelists in his “Ivanhoe” and

“ Anne of Geierstein.” The resemblance, I have no doubt,
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occurred to many of you while I was reading what I had

translated from my original. When you heard how Yang
sent his arrow through the willow leaf, from the distance

of a hundred paces, you would think of Robin Hood’s

cleaving the willow wand at five score yards on the second

day after the tournament at Ashby-dc-la-Zouch. When,
again, Yang’s arrow lighted on his antagonist’s, and sent

it on the ground through the pile of buff-coats and the

target which it had pierced, you would think how Robin

Hood “ notched ” Hubert’s shaft in the centre of the

target and split it to shivers. When, once more, he sent

his three arrows, marked one, two, three, and nailed to

the tree the three willow leaves similarly numbered, you

would think of young Arthur de Vere, at the Castle of

Geierstein, how, shooting at the pigeon tied to a pole,

he made good the vaunt which he had previously written

down,

“ If I hit mast, and line, and bird,

An English archer keeps his word.”

The three exploits are so similar, that we can hardly

think of them as independent. But Scott could not have

borrowed his descriptions from our Chinese authority,

composed in the thirteenth century
;
and the edition of it,

of which I possess a copy, bears the date of 1752. In his

account of the feat of Arthur de Yere, our novelist probably

had in mind Virgil’s relation, in the 5th Book of his

iEneid, of the games celebrated in Sicily by iEneas, on

the anniversary of his father’s death, and this relation was

but an imitation of Homer’s description of the games

celebrated by Achilles after the death of Patroclus. The

two relations have their differences, and Pope seems to give

the preference to that of Yirgil. Scott’s account of young

Arthur’s archery is more wonderful than either of them as

a display of archery, and the Chinese description of Uncle

Yang’s shooting is not inferior to it. Where did Lo Kwan-
chung find any record of archery like that which he has

given us ? The names of Yirgil, Homer, and Statius, and
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their writings, were all unknown to him. Did he then

himself invent the achievements of his archer as I have

told them to you ? I cannot tell, many coincidences in

narratives, both genuine and imaginative, occur to the

student, which are difficult to explain. I only refer to

them as showing, how much easier it is to ask questions

than to answer them, to awaken doubts than to solve them.

I conclude my Paper by one more short narrative of the

skill of Uncle Yang. Once when the king, I suppose

king Kung, was hunting on mount Ching, he came on an

ape, which was very clever at catching the arrows dis-

charged against it. Perched in a tree, which was sur-

rounded by soldiers, several men deep, it caught all their

arrows, until at last the king ordered Yang Yft-cln to be

sent for. When the creature heard the name, it began to

howl, and, immediately on our Archer’s arrival, he sent

an arrow to its heart. This little paragraph recalls to us

stories that appear sometimes in American newspapers,

about the recognition in the far West of Colonel Boone

and other noted hunters by racoons and other creatures

of their game.
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Art. XXI.

—

Notes on the Uittite Writing. By Major C.

R. Conder, LL.D., R.E.

For the last twenty years the question of the decipherment

of the hieroglyphic texts found in Syria and Asia Minor,

representing a distinct written character, has excited the

interest of Orientalists
;
and for the last five the question

has been much discussed in England and abroad. Fresh

monuments have been copied by Puchstein and Hogarth,

and a second bilingual has been recovered from Cilicia
;

but the number of texts which are of any length, or at

all complete, is only two dozen, and we are still at the

very beginning of the study. We may expect, however,

that the successors of those who recovered the Egyptian

and Cuneiform systems will, in the end, not fail to conquer

a third system, the study of which must be conducted on

the same principles, and must result from the same gradual

advance, which led to the former final results.

It is proposed in this paper to examine the present

condition of the problem, and to state first the points of

agreement, and afterwards the conclusions which may be

drawn from the ascertained facts. It is not proposed to

claim a final solution of a problem which will probably

remain in the controversial stage till further sources of

knowledge are obtained. But, first, it should be noted

that two entirely separate questions are somewhat confused

together by the term “ Hittite Writing,” which is now
very generally used for purposes of convenience. The

first question is that of the race and language of the

Hittites
; the second is the quite distinct question of the

language of the inscriptions found in Xorth Syria and
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Anatolia. It is probable that the two questions are

intimately connected, but this as yet has not been proved.

As regards the first question, there is now a very general

agreement that the people of North Syria, called Kheta by

the Egyptians, and Kliaii or Khatti by the Assyrians, were

the same people called Khetim or Beni Kheth by the

Hebrews : since the latter—the Hittites—lived in the same

region in which Egyptians and Ass3
rrians found their Kheta

enemies. A certain number of personal names of these

enemies are recorded in the records of Raineses II., and

of later Assyrian kings; and there are representations of

the Kheta on the Karnak bas-reliefs. These, until quite

recently, were the only sources of knowledge as to their

race and language. As regards race, the late Dr. Birch

was of opinion, on account of their features and their pig-

tails, that the Kheta were a Mongol people
;
and his view

may now be said to be very generally accepted. The

pigtail is very distinctive of the Mongols, and is not of

Chinese origin. The features of the Kheta are not Chinese-

like, but resemble rather those of the Kirghiz and other

Turkish peoples of Central Asia
;
and the absence of beard

distinguishes the Kheta from the Semitic peoples of Syria

on the same monuments— such as the Phoenicians and

Amorites.

In the names of the Kheta chiefs, one of the commonest

elements (as, I believe, Dr. Sayce first pointed out), is the

word Tarltu or Tarlchu, which does not appear to be a

Semitic word, nor does it recall any Aryan term. When
we turn to the Turkish dialects, we find Tarkhan to mean

a “chief,” and in Mongolian (largo has the same significa-

tion. Chabas, as early as 1862, came to the conclusion

that the Kheta names indicated a non-Semitic language
;

and they give indications (as, for instance, in the name

Kheta-sar
)
that the definition is on the opposite principle

to that of Semitic speech, in which the genitive follows

the nominative: thus indicating that the language was

either Aryan or Mongolic. It need hardly be said that if

it was Aryan the words would probably have been at
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once recognized as such, so that by a process of exclusion,

as well as by the occurrence of Mongolic words in this

vocabulary, we appear to be driven to the conclusion that

this Mongol race spoke a Mongol language.

In addition to such indications, we now possess a letter

written in Cuneiform about 1450 b.c. by Tarkhundara, a

Hittite prince, who ruled at Arzapi, apparently Rezeph

North of Palmyra, which occurs in the Tell-el-Amarna

Collection (No. 10, Berlin), and which (as is generally

agreed) is not written in any Semitic language. I believe

that Dr. Winckler was the first to observe that the pre-

cative form of the verb used by this prince is the same

as in Akkadian, which—without entering further into the

translation of this letter—is a strong argument in favour

of the Hittite language having been an agglutinative

dialect, resembling that spoken by the ancient non-Semitic

race of Babylonia.

On the other hand, M. Ilalevy and others contend that

the Hittites were a Semitic people. Probably this con-

troversy is due to both parties being partly right, and

each relying exclusively on partial evidence. It is certain

that from a very early period—at least as far back as

1500 B.c.—there was a large population in North Syria

which was Semitic. It is also certain that the Hittite

power was overthrown about 700 B.c. by Sargon, and it

seems not improbable that the Hittites may then have been

nearly exterminated, as they do not appear in later history.

But when a traveller journeys through this region, in the

present day, he finds that it contains a mingled population,

partly' Turkish and partly' Semitic
;
and we know historically

that the same mingled population there existed in the tenth

and down to the thirteenth centuries a.d. It is possible

therefore that the Kheta represented the non-Semitic, while

the Phoenicians, Amorites, etc., represented the Semitic

race in North Sy'ria at a very' early period, just as the

Akkadians and Assyrians belonged to distinct races in

Mesopotamia further East.

The only attempts directly to connect the Hittites with
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the Semitic population, which I have seen, appear to me
to fail in definite result. M. Halevy quotes the inscription

of Panammu, found in North Syria, which is not written

in hieroglyphics, but in the familiar Phoenician letters.

Panammu is known to have lived about 740 B.c., and to

have been a chief of the Samalli
; but there is nothing to

show that the Samalli were Hittites, and the monument

belongs to an age when the power of the Hittites was

approaching its fall.

Another argument is drawn from the well-known Assyrian

statement, that the words Elcal mat Khati
,

“ temple of the

land of the Hittites,” were equivalent, in the “ Language

of the West” (
Ahhari

)

to the words Bit Hilani (apparently

“ house of beams ”), as has recently been remarked in the

Academy. But this is not a statement that the “Language

of the West” was Hittite
;
since the Alihari or “Western

people ” are usually the Phoenicians. The “ Land of the

Hittites,” as above remarked, contained a Semitic population,

but it is not proved that that population was Hittite. Dr.

Sayce prefers to read the word Aniuri, or “ Amorites,”

which points to a similar conclusion.

On the other hand, the Akkadian texts from Tell Loh

show that, at a very early period, Gudea, the Akkadian

prince, had penetrated as far as Egypt, Sinai, and Amanus,

so that we have historical evidence that by 2500 b.c. the

non-Semitic population of Mesopotamia had extended itself

into Syria. It is, however, quite possible, as several scholars

have supposed, that these invaders were few in number,

and represented a ruling caste. This is not a question of

great importance, since, in dealing with inscriptions, it

is naturally with the ruling class that we have to deal.

The question whether the Hittites were Aryans needs

less consideration. Dr. Peter Jensen, of Marburg, has

recently proposed to compare their speech with Armenian,

which is an Aryan language; but he himself says it was

a suffixing language, which Armenian is not
;
and he has

not brought any definite system to bear on his theory.

It is rendered fairly certain by personal names and other
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terms (especially Bag for “ God ” on a text of Sargon’s)

that the later Assyrians found Aryans in Armenia
; and

they, themselves, speak of the Medes in this region or a

little further East. Such names as Kustaspi, Bagadatta,

and Artasirari, applying to chiefs whom they conquered,

are evidently Aryan
;

but they are not anywhere stated

to have been Hittite names, and they belong all to a period

when the Aryans were beginning to conquer the more

ancient populations of Western Asia. The names of Hittites

mentioned by Assyrian writers recall neither Semitic nor

Aryan terms.

As regards the geographical extension of the Hittites,

and the character of their government, it is to be remarked

that all the known inscriptions refer them to Northern

Syria
;
and, from 1500 B.c. down to 700 b.c., they are always

noticed as ruled by a number of different contemporary

chiefs, in such towns as Carchemish, Aleppo, Hamath,

Merash, Hezeph, and Kadesh. No record has yet been

found of their existence in Armenia, or of their conquest

of Asia Minor, or of any Hittite Empire under a single

ruler. The single notice of Ashdod as a Hittite city in

Sargon’s time is at present unexplained. 1

As regards the Hittites, there seems therefore to be some

ground for concluding that they were a Mongolic people,

living among the Semitic peoples of North Syria, whose

most flourishing period was from the fifteenth to the

fourteenth centuries b.c.
;
and this now appears to be the

more generally accepted conclusion in the matter.

In order not to prejudge the second question, as to the

decipherment of inscriptions, which may or may not be

Hittite, it is necessary to pursue the investigation on

entirely independent grounds. It is possible that the

texts found in Syria itself were written by Hittites, and

1 Mr. Bliss, excavating the site which I identified with Lachish, came on a

curious Scarah, which he kindly showed me. The emblems at the sides appear to

be the Hittite signs ho mo pu div pe. There is no reason why Hittite remains
should not be found near the Hebron mountains, which, according to the Bible,

were early inhabited by an Hittite tribe.
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those in Armenia and Anatolia by other tribes of the

same or of a kindred race, who did not bear the name of

Hittite. It is possible, on the other hand, that all the

texts wrere written by the same race or tribe. It is to

be remarked that those found in Syria are the most

archaic in character, and those from Asia Minor are more

hieratic, and represent a more sketchy mode of forming

the emblems
;
and from this evidence it might be deduced,

with some show of reason, that the race first settled at

Carchemish and Hamath, afterwards extended its conquests

to the North and West, and Eastwards at Samosata; but

at present all such deductions are very conjectural, and it

is only from the texts themselves that we can hope to

know more.

The inspection of the texts shows very clearly that they

are written boustrophedon wise, that is alternately from

right to left and left to right, and (as is more usual) begin

on the right for the first line. It is also clear that the

emblems are arranged one below another in the line, just

as they are in the old Akkadian texts of Tell Loh, which

however, all read from the right. These are points which

will not be disputed.

It was also early noticed, that there are similarities

between the Syrian emblems and those used by the Akka-

dians and the Egyptians, namely, in the occurrence of

heads, legs, arms, feet, animal heads, and such objects as

thrones, bowls, vases, sceptres, pyramids, birds’- wings, etc.

It is only natural to seek some aid from such resemblances

in endeavouring to find the meanings of the signs
;
but, on

the other hand, there are many Syrian emblems which are

distinctive, and unlike any in other systems
;

so that it

appears clear that the system was distinct, and could, at

most, have only an early common origin with any other

that was known before.

The discovery of several new texts shows that the number

of emblems in common use was limited
;
and they reappear

with hardly a single new form on each new text that is

recovered. I estimate that not more than about 120
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emblems in all—not counting reduplications or compounds
—are to be recognized

;
and this contrasts with the large

number of signs used in Egyptian (about 400), and in

Assyrian (about 550) ;
while, on the other hand, the

Akkadian texts of Tell Loh are written with about 170

signs, which are mainly syllabic, with a few ideograms or

determinatives. From such considerations we may fairly

conclude that we have to deal, not with a picture writing

—

such as Egyptian itself was said to bo before Champollion’s

time—but with a syllabary, consisting of a definite number
of syllabic signs, with, no doubt, a few ideograms and de-

terminatives in addition.

In this conclusion, which will, I think, be admitted by
all who have studied the S}rrian texts, and who know the

history of the Cuneiform, we find the first basis of a possible

study. If the sounds of this syllabary can be recovered,

we shall be able to spell out the inscriptions. If only

arbitrary values are given to the emblems, no convincing

result can be expected
;
but, on the other hand, it is clear

that if we could ascertain the class of language with

which we have to deal, the inquiry might be advanced

more quickly. Now it has been noticed that the smaller

constantly recurring signs, which accompany the more

important emblems, are almost invariably under them

;

whence it is natural to suppose that we have to deal with

a language which used suffixes rather than prefixes
;
and

as this is now held by Dr. Sayce, Dr. Peiser, and Dr. Jensen

alike, however much they differ on other points, it mav,

I think, be taken to be rapidly becoming an accepted

principle of study.

It is also natural to suppose that we have to deal with

an agglutinative, and not with an inflexional language, the

main reason being one long since pointed out by Dr. Sayce,

that all the known hieroglyphic systems belong to aggluti-

native speech—whether Egyptian, Akkadian, or Chinese

:

the inflexional languages being more complex, and requiring

for their expression alphabets rather than hieroglyphs.

So the Persians converted the Cuneiform into an alphabet,

54j.r.a.s. 1893.
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and the Phoenicians invented that used by the Greeks,

all these races speaking inflected languages
;

while the

Chinese, whose speech remains agglutinative in its barest

form, have retained their hieroglyphic script.

But if the language of these texts be suffixing and

agglutinative, it cannot be Aryan or Semitic. All languages

of these two classes make great use of prepositions, and

are inflexional. It is not probable that the Syrian texts

represent a language sui generis, and it is certain that the

script is not Egyptian. To call it Alarodian, or Proto-

Armenian, or indeed by any other name, gives us no

help, unless it can be stated what was the speech of the

people to whom such names are applied. The only known

agglutinative and suffixing languages of Western Asia

are Mongolic languages
;
and it appears inevitable that,

if these principles of examination are adopted, it is to the

Mongolic languages that we must turn for purposes of

comparison. In addition to this, there are heads represented

on the Syrian texts, and on the accompanying monuments,

which present us with the same Mongolic physiognomy

remarked in the portraits of the Kheta
;
and in some cases

they have pigtails. The evidence of the monuments thus

points to their being the work of a Mongolic race, who, it

is natural to conclude, may have spoken a Mongolic language.

In addition to the recent recovery of the Mitani language

there are two ancient Mongolic languages known in Western

Asia—the Akkadian and the Medic—each of which has

independently been considered (by Drs. Oppert and Hommel)

to have been nearer to pure ancient Turkish than to any

other Mongolic speech
;
and having personally studied the

grammar and vocabularies of both these languages, in the

works of Lenormant and Oppert, and compared them with

the grammar of the Yakut, and other pure Turkish dialects,

I find that not only is the grammatical construction the

same, but that some 300 Turkish words may be easily

compared with Akkadian and Medic. When we consider

that this seems also to apply to the language of Mitani

spoken in a country immediately adjoining that in which
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the Syrian monuments occur, and that such monuments occur

in Mitani itself
;
and when, in addition, we notice that the

type of face on their monuments, like the type of the Syrian

Kheta, is nearer to the Turkish than to the East Mongol
physiognomy, it appears natural to seek comparisons for

the language in question in that of the Akkadians, early

Medes, and Mitani people
;
and to verify such comparisons

by reference to Turkish speech, which must, however, be

studied, not in the Ottoman vocabulary, which is so much
mixed by the introduction of Persian and Arabic, that only

about one word in ten in use is really Turkish at the present

day, but in the older and purer Turkish of Central Asia,

which can be studied in the Yakut, and in the other dialects

of which Vambery has furnished a comparative vocabulary.

To Dr. Sayce we owe the first indications of the direction

in which to seek for the sounds of the language to be

studied, in his comparison with the Cypriote syllabary,

and in his indication of two short bilinguals
;

and no

serious student of the subject can overlook the value of

these indications. All hieroglyphic systems have produced

hieratic—or, so to say, a running-hand—script, due to the

natural desire to render writing easier and more rapid.

The hieratic character, which grew out of the Hittite, has

been recognized in the Cypriote syllabary, first explained

by George Smith.

This syllabary did not apparently originate in Cyprus.

It was used in Asia Minor b)r the Carians, and texts have

been found so written in Lycia, as well as in tombs in

Egypt, where it was employed by an ancient people,

apparently Carians .

1 In Cyprus it was used by Greeks,

from the sixth to the fourth century b.c., but it does not

follow that it was of Aryan origin. The Cuneiform was

1 The early art of Mycenae and Troy has by some been connected with the

Carians. The only remains of early writing found at Troy were a few Cypriote

syllables. The actual treasures (including ivory, bronze, jade, and amber, with
leaves of gold) show a marked connection with the contemporary art of Mitani,

as described in the list of presents sent by the Dusratta to Egypt, including
ivory, bronze, jade, and leaves of gold. The Carians seem to have been a
branch of the Mongolic race of Armenia, afterwards Aryanised.
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not originally a script invented by either Semitic or Aryan
races, though it came to .be used by the Assyrians and

the Persians. The Greek alphabet was of Phoenician

origin : the Roman text is used by Hungarians, who are

not Aryans. Script and language generally have no

necessary connection. But it is alwa3rs found necessary

to modify a script, when it is used for a language for

which it was not originally intended, as we see in the

introduction of long and short vowels into Aryan alphabets,

which were not originally needed in Phoenician.

Now with regard to the Cypriote, it is at once evident

that the script was but ill adapted to express the many
vowel and consonantal variations of the Greek

;
and the

representation of sound is very imperfect. This syllabary

consists of fifty-four emblems in all, representing seven

vowels and forty-seven syllables, consisting of a consonant

followed by a vowel, such as Ta Te Ti To Tu, Nn Ne Ni
No Nu, and so on for other sounds. It is to be noted

that among these D is not distinguished from T, nor B
from P, nor M altogether from V. The gutturals are

K, G and Kh : the sibilants are S and Z, representing two

sounds only : the liquids distinguish L and R. This

vocalization, while insufficient for the purposes of Aryan

languages—especially those of the East Aryan languages—
agrees with that of the Akkadian s)dlabary, which, in like

manner, gives no very clear distinction of P and B, or

T and D, or M and V ;
but distinguishes the gutturals

as in Cypriote, and has also a small distinction of sibilants.

It seems, therefore, that the Cypriote would be more fit

for use with a Mongolia than with an Aryan language.

The sounds of the Cypriote were recovered by George

Smith in 1872, and in 1888 Dr. Sayce compared a good

many of the emblems with those of the Syrian hieroglyphs.

Since then both systems have become better known,

through fresh discoveries
;

and it appears to me that

the comparisons can now be established in forty-six

cases out of fifty-four. It is of course probable that,

as in Cuneiform, so in Syrian, the emblem had more
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than one sound
;

but by these means we may recover the

common syllabic values of the vowels, and of the syllables

in which a vowel followed a consonant, in nearly all cases,

thus giving us somethiug approaching to half the sounds
required.

As regards the remainder, they would include syllables

in which the vowel preceded the consonant—probably

amounting to about forty emblems—and this leaves only

some thirty signs to be accounted for. Following the

analogy of the Cuneiform, we should expect these thirty

emblems to include syllables in which a consonant preceded

and followed a vowel—such as Tar—and a small number
of ideograms and determinatives. In Akkadian the de-

terminatives are not as numerous as in Egyptian, or even

as in the later Assyrian. Thus in the Tell Loh texts

there is no prefixed sign to determine personal names, and
the commonest signs of this class are those for “ country,”
“

city,” “ Lord,” and “ God,” with the sign of the plural.

These also we should expect to find in Syrian
;

but on

seals, and on the bilingual Boss of Tarkondemos, the Hittite

or Cilician texts show no indication of any special sign

marking the proper name : so that there is some reason

to suppose that in this script, as in Akkadian also, no such

sign was in use.

In studying the texts it is found that certain signs,

amounting to about fifty in all, are of very frequent re-

currence, appearing to represent the grammatical forms

—

cases of nouns suffixed to larger emblems, with pronouns

and common verbs—and these appear often to agree with

the sounds of similar parts of speech in Akkadian. Thus

towards the end of clauses we often find the emblems

Mo-ne, followed by another which might represent the

verb, just as we so often in Akkadian find, Mu Na “I it”

with a verb ending the sentence. In addition to this

indication we have the fact that the sound recovered from

the Cypriote appears to give the Akkadian name of the

emblem represented by the Syrian hieroglyph. Thus, for

instance, Le is the sound which appears to belong to the
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bull’s head, and Le is also a sound for the bull’s head in

Akkadian. Mi is the sound for the emblem of “ country,”

and mi is a common Mongolic word for “ land,” “ earth,”

etc. Ti is represented by an arrow, and the arrow emblem

in Akkadian has also the sound ti. These indications

seem all to agree with the proposed comparison with

ancient Mongolic speech.

As regards determinatives, that for “ god ” in Cuneiform

and Egyptian is a star
;
and the star also appears in Syrian

with the sound a or an (Akkadian an “god”) : the sign

for “ Lord ” in Cuneiform is a throne, and this throne also

appears on Syrian texts. The Syrian emblem, which seems

to mean “ country ” on the Boss of Tarkondemos, represents

two mountains. In Cuneiform the sign for country repre-

sents mountains, and the same is the case in Egyptian. In

both these latter systems the plural is represented by three

or four strokes, and four strokes occur as a suffix to nouns

in Syrian, which may well be the plural. As to numerals,

a hoop is used in Cuneiform and in Egyptian for ten
;
and

the discovery of the Gurun text shows very clearly that

the hoop in Syrian script was also used to represent a

numeral : such groups as eighteen and twenty-eight being

found on that monument. The sign for “ city ” is at present

unknown, but if it resembled that used in Cuneiform, it

would be a symbol representing a seat.

Turning to the two short bilinguals in Syrian and Cunei-

form, which are not only valuable in themselves, but give

us hopes of further bilinguals in these two scripts, it is

to be noted that the characters on the Boss of Tarkondemos

represent Cuneiform not of a very early period, whereas

the seal from Cilicia in the Ashmolean gives Cuneiform

at least as old as about 1500 n.c. That the Syrian script

was in use in or before the fourteenth century B.c. is clearly

indicated by the fact that the cartouche of Bameses II. is

cut on the field of the statue on Mount Sipylos, which has

Syrian emblems in relief. These raised emblems must

have been already carved, therefore, before the arrival of

Rameses II.
;
and the indications so enumerated seem to
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show that the Syrian script was employed between 1500

and 700 b.c. In addition, it must be remembered that the

hieratic character—or Cypriote—had been developed before

500 b.c.
;
aud that the more archaic of the hieroglyphic

texts would naturally be a good deal older, since on the

Asia Minor monuments we find the script becoming more
cursive and conventional, aud so approaching nearer to

the Cypriote. The Phoenician alphabet (which I have

tried to show some years ago to have been derived from

Cypriote), apparently came into existence between 1400

and 1000 b.c.
;

and the Syrian hieroglyphic script was,

no doubt, considerably older than this latest product of

the same system. It appears from such reasoning incorrect

to suppose that all these texts can have been carved as late

as the eighth century b.c., when the Phoenician alphabet

was in common use throughout Syria.

From the two bilinguals we also recover a few sounds

for Ilittite emblems. The Cuneiform text on the Boss of

Tarkondemos reads Tarkudimme Sar 2Iat Ernie (or Erime).

The native characters—six in all—give us Tar for the

goat’s head (Akkadian dara “deer”), Ko (as in Cypriote)

for a peaked crown or obelisk, Dim for a sign very like

the Cuneiform dim, and three others, of which one is 2Ii,

as in Cypriote. The Ashmolean seal gives archaic Cunei-

form symbols reading (according to the impression which

I have obtained) Indilimma ben Serdamu Abel ilu Iskhara
“ Indilimma, son of Serdamu, servant of Iskhara.” There

are only four native emblems, the first of which is the

head of an ass, which also occurs often on the Syrian

monuments, and the third is the Cypriote Ra. The sound

Is might be given to the asses head, and compared with the

Turkish esek for “ ass,” of which the root is es. I should

suppose that the four may read Is-khe-ra ba, meaning

probably “Iskhera’s servant”; but the only certain sign

is the Ra.

The recovery of the sounds represents the only true

method of dealing with the problem. Many attempts were

made to read other systems without the aid of the sounds
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by arbitrary suppositions
;

but all these were swept away

by Charapollion and Sir Henry Rawlinson, who both

proceeded on the two principles which must govern all

such enquiry—(1) The determination of the syllabic values

of the common emblems
;
and (2) The determination of the

character of the language, by comparison with known
tongues of the same grammatical character and giving the

same sounds.

There are certain well drawn emblems, the value of

which may be reasonably conjectured from their forms and

position in the sentence, independent of their sounds, by

analogy of the use of similar signs in other hieroglyphic

systems. Thus it is easy to conjecture that a pair of legs

walking means “ to go” or “ a march,” as the same emblem

does in Cuneiform and in Egyptian. The “ hand ” no

doubt means “ take ” “ have ” “ power,” as it does in

Cuneiform and in Egyptian. The figure with hand raised

to mouth no doubt signifies “ speech,” as in Egyptian

;

and the figure of a tablet on the same principle will mean

“inscription.” But the fact that there are only about

120 signs used on the Syrian texts shows clearly that the

majority at least of the emblems must be used syllabically,

and that we are not dealing with a purely picture writing.

The next imj)ortant observation concerns the syntax of

the language. If it be granted— as has been so generally

allowed—that we are dealing with an agglutinative suffixing

speech, one thing becomes certain, namely, that the verb

must stand at the end of the clause. This is a law of

syntax of all the known languages of this great class in

Western Asia, both ancient and modern. Consequently

it seems safe to suppose that on a Syrian text in such

a language the emblems at the beginning are nouns, and

those at the end of the text are verbs
;
and it is noticeable

that such emblems as the foot, the hand, and others, which

most probably stand for the roots of verbs, never occur

at the beginning of any text. It should also be noted

that in the agglutinative languages, the roots are all mono-

syllables, so that these would naturally be represented by
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single syllabic signs in writing, with others for cases and

pronouns attached. If this be granted, we then obtain

some light on the character of the suffixes : for those which

accompany the first emblems in a text would be cases of

nouns, and those which end a text would be tenses or

persons of verbs.

It seems to me that the indications and principles so

stated will hardly be liable to be upset by further discovery
;

but though they may plainly indicate the character of the

language, and even suggest the subject in some cases,

they are far from enabling us at present to make definite

translations. Any further work must be purely tentative.

Yet the sounds may to a certain extent be checked, on

the principles which are laid down in reading Cuneiform,

and which Dr. Sayce has stated verjr clearly in his grammar
of Assyrian (pp. xiv. xv.). There are several common
combinations which demand special study, but unfortunately

there is very little agreement as to the meaning of these

groups. After long study of the texts it appears to me,

however, that certain combinations connected with the verbs,

occurring at the ends of texts or of their clauses, give

indications by their frequent recurrence of important

grammatical forms. Those which may be chiefly noticed

are the following

:

Mo-ne preceding verbs. Akkadian Mu Na “ I it.”

Me he after verbs. Turkish mek for infinitive.

Neke following nouns. Akkadian nak “ thereof.”

duke for a verb, apparently “ come” or “ become.”

Sa-ne perhaps the subjunctive. Medic sne, Mitani sena.

Among the nouns we find a pigtailed head with a sign

above it, which group is thought to mean King or Chief

:

and a pair of tiaras for which a similar meaning has been

conjectured
;
but there is at present no means of checking

these suppositions. Another group which may, by aid of

the Cypriote, be read as Ri-lum-me, seems to me to signify

“ writing,” from comparison with the Medic verb Hi-Ill

“ to write.” A sign, which clearly seems to represent an
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altar with a burning flame, is found very frequently

towards the end of clauses, and never at the beginning.

I conjecture that its sound was bar
,
which is the sound

of the emblem representing an altar in Cuneiform
;

but

it is so frequent, and always in the position of a verb,

that it cannot be taken to be a noun merely meaning
“ altar,” but must be regarded as a syllable. It may,

perhaps, be the old Turkish verb bar or var “
to be,”

which is also recognizable in Medic. I believe we may
also recognize the pronouns Mo “ I,” Ne “ he,” Bu “ this,”

and possibly the conjunction, with the sound Yak “and”
as in Medic

;
but these views will by others be regarded

as conjectural only.

The two questions thus separately investigated appear to

lead to the conclusions—(1) that the Ilittites of Syria were

a Mongolic people speaking a Mongolic language
;

and

(2) that the Syrian hieroglyphic texts were written by a

Mongolic people in a Mongolic language, about the same

historic period during which the Kheta flourished in Syria.

It seems, probable therefore, that the Syrian texts were

written by the Hittites, whatever be the case as to those

in the same character and language found in Asia Minor

and in Armenia

The only writer who has so far pronounced in favour of

a comparison with Turkish speech is Dr. Peiser, in Germany,

whose work I have not yet had an ojjportunity of consulting,

but I believe that the theory which I put forward in 1887

gives, as Dr. Isaac Taylor and the late Mr. C. Bertin have

both since stated, the simplest solution of the problem, so

far as the determination of the language is concerned. In

conclusion, a few words may be devoted to the description

of the principal texts as far as known.

Texts from Jcrablus.

Three of these in the British Museum were found by

George Smith, in the ruins of the aucieut Ilittite city of
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Carchemish. They are the most beautifully executed of

all as yet known, and, though broken, are the most distinct.

No. 1. A text on the door-joints of a building, in five

lines, is remarkable for its repetition of certain groups,

consisting of three or four emblems each.

No. 2. A headless figure of a king or god, with eight

lines of beautifully carved emblems, also broken on the

right, contains, twice repeated, a rare emblem representing

two persons who seem to be swearing faith to each other.

A similar emblem in Egyptian signifies “alliance” or

“brotherhood.” I am inclined to suppose that this sign

really represents the name of the Hittites

—

Khat
;
and in

Turkish Khat signifies to “ be joined,” “ connected,” or
“ related.” The Khati might, therefore, in Mongol speech

mean “ allies ” or “ brethren.” It was the name of a very

important Turkish people, whose centre was on the south

shores of Lake Balkash. They are noticed by Ptolemy,

and they ruled all Central Asia in the tenth century a.d.,

and invaded China. The old name of Cathay was taken

from them, and the Mediceval Jews of Bactria identified

them with their old enemies, the Ilittites. Considering

the migrations of Mongol tribes, and the great distances

apart at which sections of one tribe are often found, it

is not impossible that these Khati of Central Asia were

a section of the same people called Khati by the Assyrians

in Syria.

No. 3. ^Vritten round a curved surface of a pillar, with

a figure on the back. It is broken at the top, and includes

five lines of much decayed writing, which (as on most of

the texts) is in relief. This text is remarkable for a head

with very long ears, which recurs several times, but which

is rarely found on other texts. It seems to represent a noun,

and it recalls the figures in the British Museum, by which

demons are represented on Assyrian monuments, with long

ears like those of the ass. If the text referred to demons

it would no doubt be a charm, like those of which so many
are known in Akkadian literature

;
but it is equally possible

that the sign was used syllabicaUy, as the sign for “ghost”
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is used in Cuneiform to mean “ weak.” We may perhaps

suppose that this emblem iudicates an “enemy”—mortal

rather than demonic—in which] case the text would be

probably a memorial of war
;
and a study of the last line

seems to indicate that it refers to enemies in connection

with a city.

Texts from Hamath.

Five stones from Hamath, one at least of which was

seen by Burckhardt in 1812, are now in the Stamboul

Museum, where I have seen them. Two sets of casts are

in England. They are remarkable for the repetition in

three cases of the same initial formula, and they are

perhaps the most archaic of known Syrian texts.

No. 1. Consists of three lines, and begins with the symbol

for speech. It appears to be complete.

No. 2. Also of three lines, is very similar in the first

and second lines to No. 1.

No. 3. In two lines, very similar but shorter.

No. 4. Is different. It appears to me to contain in the

first line a personal name Dutar, as being that of the writer

of the text. It is to be remarked that Totar was the

name of a Hittite mentioned in the time of Rameses II.,

and it is quite possible that these texts are as old as

1350 b.c.

No. 5. Is the longest of the Hamath texts, consisting of

five long lines. It presents the peculiarity that lines three

and four both read from the right, the usual alternate

arrangement being here discarded. In this, as in the

previous texts from Hamath, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, the second

noun is represented b}r a throne, with the symbol u»

beneath, and may I think be read En-un, meaning “Lord.”

Texts from Merash.

There are three of these texts from the city at the foot

of the Taurus, west of Carchemish, all of which are more
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irregularly written than the preceding, and seem to be

later.

No. 1. A lion with seven long lines of writing running

round the side and front. It was found by Dr. Gwyther,

and is now at Stamboul
; but a cast is in the British

Museum. This is the longest text j
ret known, but the

emblems are very crowded, and not always very distinct.

It appears to me that the first line states that the inscrip-

tion was erected by a certain Tarko man or Tarkoku, the

syntax of the first sentence presenting the usual sequence

of object, subject, and verb. The demon head, in this

case with horns, occurs once, perhaps indicating a contest

;

and the name of a prince seems to occur in the fourth

line, where I think we may perhaps read Khalupu-ne

“of Aleppo.” Immediately after come combinations, which

might perhaps give the sounds Ura-ne-bar-sa barak, “his

city was ruined”; but this is purely tentative, and a

great part of the text contains very indistinct emblems.

No. 2. A figure holding a staff, covered with writing,

was found by Puchstein, and photographed
;
but the text

is so indistinct that it cannot be treated.

No. 3. Two rudely carved figures on a rock, seated facing

each other, with a sort of table or altar between them.

The person to the right holds a sceptre, and the one to the

left a cup. Above is a very irregular text, which has been

copied by more than one traveller. The sequence of the

syllables is uncertain.

Ilreez.

A group on the rock above the stream, of a gigantic

horned deity, holding grapes and corn, faced by a king or

priest to the right. There are three short texts—one (A)

of three lines by the head of the god, who wears a beard

;

a second (B) of four lines behind the king, also bearded;

and the third (C) much decayed hard by. They have been

copied by Major Fischer, in 1838, and by Mr. Hogarth, in

1890, and were rediscovered in 1875 by the Rev. E. J.
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Davis. In tlie third line of the text (B), referring to the

king, occurs the emblem of a head with tiara, supposed

to mean “chief” or “king,” followed by pe, which probably

indicates the nominative definite.

Tyana.

A monument with the figure of a king, brought from

Bor, was here discovered by Prof. Bamsay. Mr. Hogarth

has recently discovered that the lower part of the monument

exists, with other lines of writing, but these have not been

copied. The upper half includes four lines, the writing

incised and more hieratic in character than any of the

preceding.

Bulgar Maden.

This text, also incised, is one of the most complete yet

found, and has been very carefully copied by Mr. D. G.

Hogarth. It consists of five lines, which are very hieratic

in character, and specially remarkable for a sign just like

the Cypriote va, which is not recognizable elsewhere with

certainty.

Gurun.

This site yielded two texts, discovered by Sir C. W.
Wilson, K.C.B., and carefully copied by Mr. Hogarth.

They are hieratic in character, but much damaged by

weather. No. 2 is specially remarkable for groups of

vertical strokes, connected with hoops, which seem very

clearly to be numerals. The text includes seven lines,

and in line three I think the name Tarkadimme may be

recognized. In line five occur the numerals “ nine ” and

“ eighteen ”
;

in line six we find “ eight,” and probably a

personal name
;
and in line seven the numeral “ twenty-

seven,” and the pair of legs walking, which—as in No. 3

at Jerablus—no doubt signify “ march.” Hence I am led

to suppose that this rock cut text refers to the expeditions
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of Tarkondemos. The name of Tarkondimotos, as a Cilician

king as late as the time of Augustus, has been pointed

out by Dr. Mordtmann
; and the Cuneiform characters

on the bilingual Boss of Tarkondemos are thought to be

as late as the time of Sargon. There is nothing so far

to show that he would have called himself a Hittite, or

that the inscriptions bearing this name, which was apparently

a common one, all refer to the same person. But the

character of the writing at Gurun appears to me clearly

to show that the text is a very late one.

The Babylonian Bowl.

This bowl, now in the British Museum, was probably

brought as spoil from the country where the Syrian script

was used, and has a text written round it outside, also in

hieratic script, with incised characters. It is not easy to

know where to begin reading, and many of the emblems

are so rudely formed as to be indistinguishable. It is

remarkable for a very clear occurrence of the Cypriote

ni, and for an unique emblem which seems to represent

the bowl itself.

Izgin.

The new text just published by Mr. Hogarth consists

of seventy short lines, but it was hastily copied, and is

much defaced, so that it does not shed much new light on

the subject. They run round four sides of a limestone

obelisk eight feet high, and are cut in relief. Several

familiar groups are recognizable.

Palanga

.

A text in four lines beginning on the left, incised writing,

and hieratic in character : on the front, left side, and back,

of the lower part of a basalt statue of a seated figure.
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Kolitolu Yaila.

Three lines beginning on the right, well carved in relief,

but much injured : of red calcareous stone. It seems to

contain a personal name .

1

These twenty-two texts, together with an imperfect

example from Samosata given by Puchstein, and other

fragments from Carchemish and Tyana, represent the

principal sources of knowledge of the script. On the

figure at Mount Sipylos, Dr. Sayce copied a small group

in relief of six or seven emblems, including the signs

Ko Le and Du
;
and at Karabel, near Ephesus, the famous

statue of Sesostris has a text of six or seven emblems,

including the “tablet” and “bird.” There are in addition

seventeen seals belonging to M. Schlumberger at Paris,

which appear to be in the same script, one of which

represents a deity standing on a lion, like those in the

famous rock sculptures of Pteria, which accompany an

illegible text in the same character. On one of the seals

a lion’s head is carved, which is not otherwise found.

Mr. Hogarth also possesses a seal with similar characters.

A seal discovered at Nineveh by Sir H. Laj-ard, presents

a very common group of unknown meaning including the

“Eagle.” This, so far, is all that has been found, and

what is most needed is the recovery of a bilingual of

sufficient length to allow of further study of the language.

As however it is known that such bilinguals were made,

in at least two instances, we need not despair of final

settlement of this curious question
;
and, in conclusion, I

would urge that what is most needed is excavation at

Carchemish, the border city between Hittites and Assyrians,

where, if anywhere, we might hope to obtain the needful

clues. In the incomplete state of our knowledge the present

contribution to the question may however prove useful to

others.

1 The Texts from Ibreez, Bulgar Maden, Gurun, Tyana, Kblitdu Yaila, Izgin,

and Palanga are given by Prof. Ramsey and Mr. D. G. Hogarth in their

“ Pre-Hellenic Monuments of Cappadocia.” Paris, 1891 and 1893, with full

account of the sites.
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Notes on the Syllabary.

No. 1. A, a pot. The Cypriote is read ya, but in Carian
a. In Akkadian a means “ water.”

No. 4. 0. The Cypriote sign seems to represent the growth
of an herb. In Akkadian u stands for herb.

No. 11. Ak is conjectural, but seems to give a probable
sound. The emblem is a suffix on the texts.

No. 12. Ik seems to be a key. The Cuneiform emblem
also resembles a key, and with the sound ik means
“ open ” in Akkadian.

No. 17. Khu. The Cuneiform is supposed to be a bird, and
with the sound khu means “ bird ” in Akkadian.

No. 20. The sound ya in Akkadian means “turn” “bend,”
and the emblem is apparently a crook.

No. 21. Gu. The emblem appears to mean “ speak,” and
occurs as a verb at the end of texts. The Akkadian
gu “ speak ” is represented by a somewhat similar

Cuneiform sign.

No. 26. To is very like the Cuneiform tuk “ to have ”

or “ take.”

No. 33. Du is the same sign used in Cuneiform, with

the sound du in Akkadian, meaning “ to come ” and
“ to become.”

No. 34. Sa seems to be a sickle or knife. It occurs as a

suffix to nouns, perhaps meaning “in.”

No. 35. Se

:

the hand extended. In Akkadian se means
“ to give.”

No. 36. Si resembles the Cuneiform si for the “ eye.” In

Medic siya is “ to see.” The sign is usually a prefix,

and may be used as a determinative.

No. 43. Shi seems to represent “ horns.” In Akkadian shi

means “ horn.”

No. 46. The sound of the Cypriote is not certain. The

emblem resembles in Cuneiform zi. In Akkadian zi

means “ spirit,” and the sign is not unlike the Chinese

emblem for “ wind.”

j.r.a.s. 1893. 55
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No. 49. Uz seems to represent a “quiver.” The Cuneiform

emblem which signified a quiver had the sound uzu.

No. 50. Resembles the Cuneiform Ba, which appears to have

been a “ pyramid.”

No. 51. Bi. In Akkadian bi is “two.”

No. 52. Bo is a common sign, and seems to stand for the

demonstrative pronoun, which is bu in the language

of Mitani, ibba in Akkadian, appo in Medic, and bu

in Turkish.

No. 53. Ab, only found once, resembles the head of a camel.

Akkadian abba “camel.”

No. 57. Be is a vase. In Akkadian bi is an emblem, ap-

parently a vase, and means “ cup.”

No. 58. Pi is a common suffix of the nouns. Probably it

is the nominative definite, as in Medic and in the

Mitani language.

No. 59. Pa resembles the Cuneiform emblem of the same

sound, which, in Akkadian, means “to extend” “to

be young,” or generally “to grow.” It is a common

Turanian root meaning “ to grow,” and is represented

apparently by a bud.

No. 61. Le. One of the Akkadian sounds for the bull’s

head is also le.

No. 64. La is a “yoke,” and the Cuneiform emblem for the

yoke has also the sound la in Akkadian.

No. 74. The sound is taken from the Boss of Tarkondemos.

No. 75. A dog’s head. Akkadian Ur “dog,” represented,

as Mr. Bertin showed, by a dog’s head in Cuneiform.

No. 79. Mo is like the Cuneiform sign for female, which

has the sound mak iu Akkadian. It is known to

mean the pudenda.

No. 82. Am only occurs doubtfully once, and appears to

be the head of a wild bull. The Cuneiform sign

for the wild bull has the sound am in Akkadian.

No. 84. Um is a tablet, like the Cuneiform um (also dab).

No. 86. Ne seems to be the phallus, and to mean “ male”

“he.” The Cuneiform na is somewhat like, and

also signifies “ male ” and “ he.”
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No. 93. Un is the sign for “ ten.” Akkadian un, Turkish
aim “ ten.”

Xo. 95. Bad in Akkadian means “to strike” or “slay.”
The emblem is a hand and dagger. It forms the
group baddu very often.

Xo. 96. A sheep’s head. The Cuneiform emblem for

“sheep” also represents the head, and has the sound
dib in Akkadian.

Xo. 98. Bur is very rare. The Cuneiform emblem Bo-
rneans “ to stand.”

Xo. 103. Gal resembles one of the wooden keys used in

the East. The Cuneiform sign of the same sound
means, among other things, “ to cause to open.”

Xo. 105. The Cuneiform sign khir means originally

“ growth,” but is used for “writing.”

Xo. 107. K/iul, a demon. The word in Akkadian means
“evil,” and is common in Turanian speech with the

meaning of “ devil
” “ death ” “ foe,” etc.

Xo. 108. Sak, a head. In Akkadian sale is “ head.” This

gives us the words sakpe and -sakdu, perhaps “ vow ”

(Akkadian sakba
)
and “chief” “ top.”

Xo. 109. Sig : the Akkadian word sig means “ to fill.”

Xo. 110. Luv : the emblem appears to be a flame. In

Medic lava is “to burn.”

Xo. 111. Nun. The Cuneiform sign means “prince”

“chief,” representing a hand and sceptre. The
Hittite emblem is a rare one.

Xo. 112. Gag : a ram’s head. The sign seems to signify

“ fighting.” In Akkadian we find gug among terms

for sheep, evidently the Turkish koch “ ram.”

Xo. 113. Kas, “ a pair.” In Akkadian the sign kas

represents two. Turkish kos, “a pair.”

This does not quite exhaust the Hittite emblems, only

88 being placed in position including the determinatives.

These are nearly all common, but to them we must add

:

Often reduplicated. A tiara. Perhaps Kha or

Khan.
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J\ Also seems to be connected with royalty. Perhaps

[£) Man.

Not frequent.

Somewhat like a Phrygian cap.

4> Is like the Cuneiform sign for the sun.

Appears to be a snake. It only occurs in certain

words.

Is apparently a tree, and may be Mu as in

> Cuneiform.

Resembles the sacred tree on monuments.

(5 Perhaps So.

Seems to be a snake. It is like the Cypriote ye.

Very rarely found, means, apparently, “to march.”

Only twice found. Perhaps “ to stand still.”

§>
Is like the Chinese sign for “ baby.” Perhaps

means tf small.”

May be only a variant of luv.

g)D

j

<\?

Only once, at Ibreez. Is like one form of the

Cypriote He.

Perhaps a combination i-ak. It is usually a

prefix, and occurs double. Perhaps the con-

junction. Medic Yak.

Might be a variant of Pe or of A.

Only occurs once at Jerablus (No. 2 text).
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seated person rarely found. Perhaps a woman.

A hare. Only occurs once, on the Merash lion

.

Also on the lion.

Only as yet on Jerablus text, No. 3.

Perhaps a swallow, in which case it would be
Nam.

On Jerablus text, No. 2, is an animal like a bear.

On Jerablus text, No. 3, is very like the Cunei-

form sign for “opposition.” It is followed by
the sign of “house” or “city.” Perhaps “the

resisting city.”

Perhaps a spear head, or a monument.

Appears to be a variant of Pm.

Only once found, on Jerablus text, No. 2.

Perhaps only a variant of Se or Da.

On the Tyana text, seems to be a “chain.”

/> A common sign, apparently a knife. Perhaps

£y Khas. These, with a few doubtful and indefinite

signs, bring up the total to about 120 emblems.
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Common Groups.

Recurring on the Monuments.

This begins texts at Hamath, Jerablus,

Merash, and Izgin, and clearly means
“ speech,” with a suffix.

Especially at Jerablus. Perhaps Ri-lumme,

“ writing.” It is apparently a noun.

<5>

a
t

8s

At Jerablus, and at Gurun. Tarko-

divmi and Tarkadimme

:

apparently a

noun, probably a king’s name.

At Jerablus, Bulgar Maden, on the

Babylonian bowl, on Layard’s seal (bv

itself). Perhaps a personal name or

an ideogram for “ prince.” It is not a

common form and is apparently a noun.

On the Babylonian bowl, at Ibreez, Tyana,

Bulgar Maden, and Palanga. Apparently

a noun.

At Merash and Hamath
;

appears to be a

noun, and by position would be the object

in one case.

At Hamath, and Izgin, and Palanga

;

seems to be clearly a noun. Common
without the upper sign.

At Jerablus and Merash. A verb, probably

Baddu
;
occurs in the infinitive. (Compare

Medic Ratio “ put.”)

At Jerablus and Kolitolu Yaila
;
at Hamath

Meka perhaps answers to this Mcke. It

is clearly a verbal suffix.
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(10) 0
°D°

(11) °D°

o

(12)

U

°0O

(13)

R
(14) M
(15)

(16)

05) © °A°
II& G3

At ITamath, Tyana, Izgin, etc. Precedes
verbs, and reads Mo-ne. Apparently the
pronouns “ I, it.”

At Bulgar Maden, Merash, on the bowl, at

Tyana, etc., appears to be a suffix of nouns
reading ne-ke, “ thereof.”

At Bulgar Maden, Merash, etc., appears
to be a verb suffix reading sa-ne. Perhaps
the Precative form. (Medic ana, Mitani-s<ma.)

At Bulgar Maden, Kolitolu Yaila, Palanga,

Merash, etc., a form of the verb, reading-o
Du-ke, apparently “ come ” or “ become ”

—

the past participle active.

Sometimes the last sign is mo, sometimes

du. Occurs at Hamath, Jerablus, on the

bowl, at Merash and Izgin. It seems

to be a noun.

Twice repeated on Jerablus, No. 1,

reading from the left. It appears to

<*J) be probably a verb in the first person.

an At Jerablus and Izgin. It seems to be a

verb or a suffix of some kind.

(17)

(18)

(19)

©
E,

EL
a

Yery common on all texts at the end of

clauses, possibly the verb substantive. It

occurs reduplicated.

At Jerablus and Merash. Perhaps Sak-du.

It appears to be a noun, perhaps “ top
”

“ summit.”

At Tyana, Jerablus, Izgin, etc. A redupli-

cation of the verb du,
“
to become,” probably

the causative.

(20) At Hamath. May be read Gu-me-ka, and

seems to mean “ sayings ” or “ words.”
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At Bulgar Maden. Another form of the

verb “ to become.” Probably Du-sa, “ it

becomes” or “he becomes.”

A noun at Pteria. The second sign is a

common suffix. The group might be read

Si-is.

At Kolitolu Yaila and Jerablus. Appears to

be a verb. The ram’s head is common in

other words.

The c'omraoner combinations show pretty clearly the

syllabic character of the writing, very few of them suggest-

ing an ideographic explanation. The verb da “ to become ”

“ to be
” “ to come,” represented as in the Cuneiform by

a foot, would have the same meaning as in Akkadian

and in Medic, in both which languages da means “ to

be ”
;
and we obtain the forms duke

,
dusa, dudu for “ was ”

“is” “is made be,” dua “being,” and du-un. One of

the most interesting signs to recover would be the eagle,

and it is remarkable that so far the eagle is never found

except in one particular word. The following points will,

I believe, prove to be ascertainable as to the grammar of

the language.

(21) E>

(22)

(23)

V)

(55
(six

Syntax.

The order is object, subject, and verb : the adjective

follows the noun : the genitive is prefixed, or if following

has a suffix : the pronouns precede the verb : the possessive

pronoun is suffixed—all agreeing with Mongolic syntax.

The Noun.

The cases will include the suffixes -pi (nom. def.), -s

(nom. indef.), -tie (gen.), -sa (“ in ”), -lu (“ with ”), -ka

(“ for ”), -da (“ from ”), a (“ to ”), e (accusative). The

plural precedes the case suffix.
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The Verb.

The infinitive is probably -meke
;

3rd present -sa
;
3rd

past -da ;
3rd precative -sane

;
3rd imperative -s

;
passive

-lu
;
part. -ke.

The Numeral

Precedes the noun to which it refers, and is not written

syllabically, but by strokes for units and un for “ ten.”

C. R. Conder.

Southampton, 20M Jlay, 1893.
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Art. XXII.—Notes on Akkadian. By Major C. R. Conker,
D.C.L., LL.D., R.E.

The study of Akkadian is based on upwards of thirty

bilingual inscriptions of considerable length, the texts

having been translated into Assyrian in the seventh century

B.c. The affinity of the language to the Mongolic dialects

of Central Asia, and especially to the Uigur and Turkish,

is very generally recognized by scholars, the syntax and
grammar, not less than the vocabulary, pointing to such

comparison. The following notes refer to points which
are not generally mentioned in former treatises on the

subject, but which seem clearly deducible from a study

of the texts, and from comparison with living languages.

Syntax.—The invariable order of the sentence seems to

be object, subject, and verb : a verb can never stand other-

wise than at the end of the sentence. In a compound without

case endings the defined word always follows the defining

word, and the reverse order is only found when the defiuing

word has a case suffix. The adjective, on the other hand,

never precedes the noun, though in living Mongolic

languages the order is now the reverse of the Akkadian.

The numeral invariably precedes the noun, and the auxiliary

verb precedes, though in modern speech it follows, the verb.

The personal pronouns also precede the verb, while the

possessive pronouns follow the noun. No prepositions are

used: the suffix of case precedes the possessive pronoun,

and the plural precedes the case ending. The noun has

regular cases, and is without gender. The verb (as ex-

plained by the Assyrian scribes) has only two tenses

—

past and present—the latter formed by adding e to the

root. The causative is formed by reduplicating the root.
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Art. XXII.

—

Notes on Akkadian. By Major C. R. Conder,

D.C.L., LL.D., R.E.

The study of Akkadian is based on upwards of thirty

bilingual inscriptions of considerable length, the texts

having been translated into Assyrian in the seventh century

B.c. The affinity of the language to the Mongolic dialects

of Central Asia, and especially to the Uigur and Turkish,

is very generally recognized by scholars, the syntax and

grammar, not less than the vocabulary, pointing to such

comparison. The following notes refer to points which

are not generally mentioned in former treatises on the

subject, but which seem clearly deducible from a study

of the texts, and from comparison with living languages.

Syntax.—The invariable order of the sentence seems to

be object, subject, and verb : a verb can never stand other-

wise than at the end of the sentence. In a compound without

case endings the defined word always follows the defining

word, and the reverse order is only found when the defining

word has a case suffix. The adjective, on the other hand,

never precedes the noun, though in living Mongolic

languages the order is now the reverse of the Akkadian.

The numeral invariably precedes the noun, and the auxiliary

verb precedes, though in modern speech it follows, the verb.

The personal pronouns also precede the verb, while the

possessive pronouns follow the noun. No prepositions are

used: the suffix of case precedes the possessive pronoun,

and the plural precedes the case ending. The noun has

regular cases, and is without gender. The verb (as ex-

plained by the Assyrian scribes) has only two tenses

—

past and present—the latter formed by adding e to the

root. The causative is formed by reduplicating the root.
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For comparative purposes the most important elements

of the language are the suffixes, the noun cases, the

numerals, the names of metals and of colours
;
and these

all point to Turkish dialects as nearest to Akkadian.

Suffixes.

These, for the most part, are the same in Akkadian, in

Proto-Medic (the third language of Behistun), and in

Turkish dialects.

Akkadian. Proto-Medic. Turkish (Yakut).

Verbal adjective -GA -KA -kei

Verbal noun -IK -K -k

Abstract noun -DA -DA -it

f > >y -MA -MA -m

Adjective -KA -KA -kei

Noun of action -RA -RA -r

)) -LA -l.

The cases of the noun in the singular seem to be clearly

indicated in the texts, as follows :

j Nominative definite Akkadian -BI found in Mongolic
‘ 1 ,, indefinite „ -s „ [speech

2. Genitive or Possessive „ -NA Turkish -n

3. Locative
•

„ -TA „ -deh

4. Dative (1) „ -GA „ -ga

5. Dative (2) „ -A

6. Accusative „ -E ff
m&

7. Instrumental „ -LI „ -H

8. Comitative ,, -LA „ -ailan

9. Causative „ -KU „ -ichun

10. Comparative „ -DIM „ -ting.

The plural ENE preceding these resembles the Mongol

plural nil.
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Numerals.

One Akkadian AS. ID Ostiac, it Yenessei isa

Two „ KI. KAS Turkish ifci, Ostiac ket

Three ,, ESSA. YUS „ auch and iis

Four „ SA. SAY Yenessei scheya

Five „ VASH Turkish besh

Six „ AS ,, atti

Seven „ SISIN Zyrianian sisiin

Ten „ UN Turkish atm

One hundred „ ME
,,

mun
One thousand „ UMUNA „ on mun.

Names of Metals.

Gold Akkadian EUGIN Tartar kin

Silver „ EUMAS Turkish komys

Copper „ ZAYAS Mongol zes

Tin „ ANNA Hungarian on

Iron „ DIMIRSA Mongol timir.

Names of Colours.

White Akkadian AE Turkish ak

Blue ,, GUE „ kok

Red (Brown) „ GUNNU Mongol khonor

Grey „ AKHARRA Turkish akhara.

In addition to these indications, which seem sufficient

to establish the character of the language, and some of

which have been already indicated by Lenormant and other

scholars, there are some 300 words, the meaning and sound

of which are clearly indicated by the bilinguals, and which

are comparable with Turkish, Ugric, and Mongol speech.

In the list here given, those not otherwise marked are found

in Turkish dialects. The Akkadian words are in capitals.

A “water” Turkish ya “water.”

AI “ father ” „ ai
“ father.”

AB “water” „ ab “water.”
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AB “father” Turkish eb “ father.”

AD “ father
”

99 ata “ father.”

ADH “strike”
y> at “ strike.”

AKHARRA “grey” 99 akhara “ grey.”

AK “ white
”

99 ak “ white.”

AK “cry” 99 ach “ cry.”

AK “twist” 99 ek “ twist.”

AGA “chief” 99 agha “ chief.”

AMA “ mother ”
99 ama “mother.”

AM “bull” 99 enek “ cow.”

AYAR “circle” 99 evir “round.”

AMAS “hope”? 99 em “ hope.”

AMIA “illness” 99 em “ill.”

-AN “high” 99 oh “high.”

ANIR “ groan ” Mongol anir “ groan.”

ANNA “tin” Hungarian on “ tin.”

AN “of” Turkish -n “of.”

ARI “ flow
”

99 iri “ flow.”

AS “joy” Mongol ase “joy.”

AS “one” 99 isa “one.”

AS “wish” Turkish az “ wish.”

AUS “ravine” 99 aus “opening.”

BA “this” 99 ba “ this.”

PA “bond” 99 bai “ bond.”

PAP “ male ”
99 papa “ father.”

BAT “blood” 99 bot “blood.”

BAT “fortress” 99 bot “ fortress.”

BAT “end” 99 bit “end.”

PATESI “prince” 99 batiz “ high.”

PAKH “prince” 99 bogh “ prince.”

PAL “lord” 99 ba/a “ high.”

PAL “ sword
”

99 pala “ sword.”

PAL “axe” 99 beil “ axe.”

PAL “time” 99 bcyil “ year.”

PAV “callout” 99 bou “ bellow.”

PA “spell” 99 bai “ spell.”

PAR “ white
”

99 bor “ whitish.”

BAR “live” 99 bar “live.”



BAR “people”

BAR “cattle”

BAR “walk”
BARAN “all”

BE “corpse”

BI “other”

PIN “foundation”

PIS “ beget
”

PU “long”

BULUG “division”

BLTR “swamp”
-DA locative

-DA abstract

DA “ speak
”

TAKH “ establish
”

TAKII “ resemble
”

TAK “ stone
”

TAG “turn”

DAK “ round ”

DAK “full”

TAL “ drop
”

TAL “year”

TAL “lower”

TAL “break”

TAMI “ enclosure
”

DAMALLA “large”

DAN “strong”

DARA “god”
TAR “ split

”

TAR “judge”
TAS “ contend

”

DI “ reach
”

DIB “strike”

TIK “total”

TIL “live”

DIL “ word ”

-Dill “like”

DIM “ weak ”
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Mongol

Turkish
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Mongol

Turkish
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bar “ people.”

barim “cattle.”

bar “ walk.”

baran “ all.”

bet/e “ body.”

bi “ other.”

ban “ foundation.”

bis “ birth.”

boi “ height.”

biiluk “ division.”

bur “ swamp.”

-deh locative.

-t abstract.

dia “ speak.”

tokh “ make firm.”

tek
“
like.”

task “ stone.”

tek “ turn.”

tek “ round.”

tokh “full.”

tarn “ drop.”

dil “ year.”

tal “ lower.”

til “break.”

tami “ house.”

tomluk “ thick.”

deh “ greatly.”

tor “ god.”

tir “ split.”

tore “ judge.”

tusun “ fight.”

tii “ reach.”

tep “ strike.”

tek “ complete.”

til “live.”

dil “ word.”

-tin “like.”

dem “ weak.”
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DIM “ghost” Turkish dem “ spirit.”

DIM “ peace
”

yy Urn “ quiet.”

TIM “bond” yy tern “ enclose.”

DIMIRSA “iron” yy timir “ iron.”

TIN “life”
yy tin “life.”

DINGIR “god”
yy tengri “ god.”

DIR “dark” Ostiac tarakh “ grey.”

TIR “host” Turkish ter “ gather.”

TIR “ wood ”
Finnic tel “ wood.”

DU “ stamp ”
Turkish tom “ stamp.”

TUM “hell”
yy tamu “ hell.”

TU “sunset”
yy fou “ dark.”

DUB “smite”
yy tep “ strike.”

DUGU “knee”
yy diz “ knee.”

TUK “take”
yy tek “ touch.”

TUKUNDI “ when ”
yy tegin

“
till.”

TUL “bring” Finnic tul
“ bring.”

TUL “die” Turkish toll “ die.”

TUM “dark”
yy ton “ dark.”

TUM “ flow away ”
yy tain “ trickle.”

DUR “ remain ”
yy dur “ dwell.”

TUR “child” yy toriio “to be born.

TURA “ill” yy tari “ evil.”

TUR “chief” yy tore “chief.”

KHA(N) “fish” Mongol hal “ fish.”

KHAN “ prince
” Turkish khan “ prince.”

KHAT “ dawn ” Finnic khat “ dawn.”

KHAR “ ox ” Mongol kur “ ox.”

KHAR “lend” Turkish khar “ exchange.’

KHAllRAN “road” Finnic korno “ road.”

KHAR “ mountain ” Turkish khir “ mountain.”

KHAZ “cut” yy kcs
“ cut.”

KHILI “bright” yy chel “ beam.”

KHILIB “god” yy chelep “ god.”

KIIIR “surround” yy khar “ surround.’

KIIIR “write” yy khir “ cut.”

KHIR “repel” yy khar “ opposite.”

KHIS “light” yy khis “ glow.”
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KFIUL “evil”

KHUN “veil”

KHUS “ squeeze
”

E “ house ”

E “speak”

I “ bright
”

IB “ cord
”

IP “make”
ID "hand”
ID “power”

ID “ one ”

A “ hand ”

A “one”
IDIK “ master

”

ITTIK “ flesh
”

IDU “ month ”

EKHI “ mother ”

IK “raise”

IK “ open
”

IK “flow”

IK “possess”

IL “bright”

IL “ take away ”

IL “ before
”

IL “ raise
”

IM “this”

IM “toil”

IM “ wind ”

IM “ sunset
”

EN “lord”

INE “ before
”

IR “ weep ”

ERI “ man ”

ERIM “ soldier
”

ES “ high ”

IS “light”

IZ “ wood ”

ESSA “foot”

Turkish

tt

tt

ft

ft

ft

tt

Ostiac

Turkish

tt

tt

tt

it

Mongol

Turkish

tt

tt

tt

tt

it

tt

tt

it

a

it

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

1

1

a

ghoul “ devil.”

kom “covering.”

khis “ squeeze.”

ev “house.”

ayi “ speak.”

ai “ white.”

ip
“ cord.”

ep “ make.”

eitis
“ hand.”

Ida “ power.”

it “one.”

aya “ hand.”

ai “ single.”

idi “ master.”

et “ flesh.”

eidata “ monthly.”

ekhi “ mother.”

ogo “ raise.”

ach “ open.”

ikh “ flow.”

eg “ possess.”

yil “ bright.”

el “ take.”

el “ before.”

ulu “ raise.”

ime “ this.”

etn “ toil.”

yil
“ wind.”

im “ sunset.”

eh “ high.”

oh “ before.”

ir “ flow.”

er “ man.”

even “ hero.”

“high.”

isik
“ light.”

ise “ stick.”

azek “foot.”

J.R.A.S. 1893. 66
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ISSE “ prince
”

ESSEB “ prince’
1

IZIK “door”

GA “ house
”

KAN “prince”

GU “call”

KIR “call”

KIR “ see
”

GAB “rejoice”

GAB “strike”

GAB “ open ”

KAT “hand”
KAT “deep”

KAT “ fortune
”

KAT “power”

KAT “peak”
KAGA “cry”

GAL “great”

GAL “be”
GAL “die”

GAL “ raise
”

GAM “bend”
GAN “ produce

”

GAN “be”
GAN “field”

GAR “ wish
”

GAR “benefit”

GAR “light”

GAR “hostile”

GAR “flood”

GAR “food”

KAR “field”

GAR “fathom”

KAR “enclosure

GAR “swift”

GAR “entrails”

GAR “make”
GAZ “ slaughter

’
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Turkish vs “ master.”

Ostiac esspp “ father.”

Turkish izik “ door.”

>> jia “ place.”

99 kaan “ prince.”

99 chan “ cry.”

99 kir
“ cry.”

99 kor “ see.”

99 khabat “joy.”

99 chap “ strike.”

99 kipu “ door.”

Finnic kat “ hand.”

Turkish khet “ deep.”

99 khut “ luck.”

99 got “ power.”

Mongol kadu “ peak.”

Turkish chakh “ cry.”

99 kha/in “big.”

99 khal “ remain.”

99 khal « die.”

99 khala “ raise.”

99 jam “ bend.”

99 jan “ life.”

Mongol kun “ man.”

Turkish khonu “ field.”

99 char “ willing.”

99 kiar “ profit.”

99 kor “ see.”

99 khar “oppose.”

Mon gol kuru “ rain.”

99 kere “ gnaw.”

Turkish kir “field.”

99 /chart “ cubit.”

Mongol ger “ house.”

Finnic karag “ swift.”

Turkish karan “ stomach.

99 katjir “ make.”

Mongol choso “blood.”
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KAS “two” Turkish kos “ pair.”

GE “below”
99 koiu “ below.”

KIT “below”
79 khet “ below.”

KI “ place
”

99 jia “ place.”

GI “ flame

”

Finnic keo “ flame.”

GIBIL “burn” Turkish kui/el “ burn.”

GID “ remove ”
99 gif “ remove.”

KIT “ with
”

99 keitta “with.”

KIT “swell”
99 kot “ swell.”

GIG “night” 99 kiche “evening.”

GIG “ill” Finnic kice “ ill.”

KIEL “slave” Turkish kul “ slave.”

KIN “reply”
99 kiyin “ return.”

KIN “middle”
99 kin “ middle.”

KIN “work”
99 kin “do.”

GIR “ cleave
”

99 chir “cleave.”

GIZ “strong” 99 kiis “ strong.”

GIZ “ man ”
99 kechi “ man.”

KU “ man ”
Ostiac ku “ man.”

GUM “ man ” Mongol “ man.”

GU “all” Turkish “ all.”

KU “eat” 99 kiiv “chew.”

KU “ famine ”
99 ju “ empty.”

-KU “for” 99 -ichun “ for.”

KU “ place
”

99 AAot “lay.”

KU “ look at
”

99 “seek.”

KU (or GE) “prince” 99
“ lord.”

KU “clothes” Mongol goye “clothes.”

KU “ bright
” Finnic koi “ bright.”

GUB “ high ” Turkish kop “high.”

GUB “fix” 99 khap “ grip.”

KUT “cut” 99 kut “ rend.”

GUD “ lie down ”
99 MoA “lay.”

GL DHU “ mighty ”
99 got “ power.”

GUK “ blue
”

99 kok “ blue.”

GUG “tiger” Mongol khakhai “panther.

GUG “sheep” Turkish koch “ ram.”

KUL “ seed
” Finnic kol “ seed.”
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KUM “ top
”

KUVA “ rest
”

KUMAS “ silver
”

KUN “day”
GUNNU “ red brown ”

GUR “ enclose
”

GUR “ stream ”

GUR “reply”

GUR “ faithless
”

EUR “land”

KUR “mountain”

KUS “ mighty ”

(KU)GIN “gold”

KUSU “ sunset
”

LAB “strong”

LAT “ mountain ”

LAL “ ghost
”

MA “land”

YA “ house ”

MAKH “ great
”

YAL “dwell”

MAN “chief”

YAR “ to be
”

YAR “path”
YAS “weigh”
VAS “divide”

YAS “high ”

MAS “ collection
”

ME “ an hundred ”

YIL “shine”

YIR “ crown ”

VER “wind”
VER « rain

”

VIS “write”

-MU “my”
MA “this”

VU “burn”
YUT “blood”

Turkish kom “top.”

)> ku “stay.”

yy komys “ silver.”

yy gun “ day.”

Mongol khonor" red brown.’

Turkish kur “enclose.”

Mongol kuru “ rain.”

Turkish khorui “ answer.”

yy guiaur “infidel.”

yy kera “ land.”

Finnic kor “ mountain.”

Turkish khosa “ mighty.”

yy kin “ gold.”

yy kids “dark.”

yy lab “ strong.”

Esthonian lada “ peak.”

Finnic lal “ spirit.”

yy ma “earth.”

Turkish ov “house.”

yy makh “ great.”

yy ol “ live.”

yy manap “ chief.”

yy car “ to be.”

Turkish bar “ go.”

yy bas “ weigh.”

yy bis “cut.”

yy bas “high.”

yy mus “ collection.”

yy 7nun “ liundred.”

yy yol “ shine.”

yy cur “cap.”

yy bora “ whirlwind.”

Mongol boro “ rain.”

Turkish bis “ write.”

yy -m “ my.”

yy t)ia “ this.”

yy cot “
fire.”

yy botu “ blood.”
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YUT “ produce ” Turkish hot “growth.”
YUKII “ to bear

”
n okh “ bear.”

MUNU “ good ”
Mongol man “ right.”

YURU “place” Turkish varan “place.”

YUS “three”
9f besh “ three.”

NA “ this
” “ he ”

99 on “ this.”

-NA “of”
99 -n “of.”

NAB “light” Hungarian nap “ day.”

NAV “ declare
”

Turkish and “ declare.”

-NAS “in” Mongol -nasa “ here.”

NEN “mother” Turkish nene “mother.’

NU “not”
99 ne “ nor.”

NUM “ heaven ” Samoyed num “ heaven.’

RA “to” Turkish ara “ among.”
RA “ wash ”

99 ari “ purify.”

RA “ spacious
”

99 er “ space.”

RI “bright” 99 dr “ burn.”

-SA “in ”
99 -is “in.”

SA “ star
”

99 sus “ star.”

SA “ heart
”

Finnic sua “ heart.”

SA “four” Yenessei scheya “four.”

SA “ proclaim ”
Turkish Chav “call.”

SA “ prosperous ”
99 saa “ healthy.”

ZAYAS “ copper ” Mongol zes “copper.”

SAKH “flame” Turkish chakli
“ burn.”

SAKH “prosperous” 99 sakh “ good.”

ZAKH “bright” 99 chakh “beam.”

ZAG “ right
”

99 zag “ right.”

SAK “ top
”

Finnic sak “top.”

SAKKUL “bolt” Turkish sikh “ fasten.”

ZAL “shine” 99 dial “shine.”

SAM “price” 99 si

m

“ price.”

SAR “write” 99 syir
“ write.”

SAR “ bright
”

99 sara “ bright.”

SAR “ the wind ”
99 serin “windy.”

SE “seed” 99 isi “ seed.”

SEY “sweep” 99 suv “ sweep.”

SEY “ favour
”

99 sev “ favour.”
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SI “eye”
SI “ country

”

SIB “good”
TZIKH “ a bear

”

SIK “hair”

SUKH “break”

ZIGTAK “urine’

ZIL “ great
”

SILA “road”

SIY “slip”

SIR “ extend ”

SISNA “seven”

SU “ people
”

TSU “flow”

ZU “ know ”

ZU “thee”

TSUM “ stronghold

ZUBTJ “kind”
SUD “ extend ”

SUK “water”

SUL “ complete
”

SUM “ complete
”

SUN “ destroy
”

SUN “defeat”

SUR “go”
SUR “live”

SUR “rain”

UBUR “breast”

UD “day”
UDDU “go out,”

UKH “poison”

UL “star”

UN “city”

UR “ burn ”

UR “ male ”

URU “ city
”

US “old”

US “basis”
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Turkish
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Mongol
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sei “ eye.”

sia “ place.”

sob “ good.”

atikh “ a bear.”

sack “hair.”

sokh “ break.”

siydik “ urine.”

sulu “ strong.”

zol “ road.”

sib
“ slide.”

sir “ space.”

sisim “ seven.”

soi
“ race.”

su “flow.”

su
“ instruct.”

si “ thee.”

zom “ strong.”

sob “ good.”

srjit “ extend.”

suk “ water.”

sul “ end.”

son “ end.”

sin “ break.”

syin “ defeat.”

sur “ go.”

syur “ live.”

zor “ rain.”

ober “ breast.”

tide “ day.”

ot “ go out.”

ok/iu “poison.”

aln “ star.”

wine “ house.”

dr “ burn.”

er “ man.”

auru “ enclosure.”

us “ old.”

es
“ basis.”
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These comparisons, which can be checked in the Turkish

lexicons of Vambery, the Ugric of Donner, and the Mongol

of Castreu, seem to show very clearly the character of the

Akkadian language. It will be noted that by far the

greater number of words follow the Turkish dialects, as

do the cases of the noun, the numerals, etc. : many of the

words are however common, with slight dialectic changes,

to Finnic, Ugric, Mongol, and Turkish speech
;

but the

Mongol numerals and case endings are different, and the

speech of the Turkish tribes on the Oxus, and of the Turkish

Yacuts in Eastern Siberia, appears to give the closest living

parallel to ancient Akkadian.

C. R. Conder.

Southampton, 26th June, 1893.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

l.

Montefiore College
,

August 27th, 1893.

Dear Professor Phys Davids. — The story of Patacara

(Jour. Boy. As. Soc. p. 556 ff.) strikes me as the long

sought for Buddhist original of a series of similar tales in

Eastern and Western literature.

The theme is, however, somewhat obscured in the Indian

form. The tale does not end in the happy way in which

the other literary parallels make it end. The Buddhist

tale has undoubtedly changed and been adapted to the

circumstances, in order to explain the conversion and pre-

eminence obtained by Patacara. The primitive form has

been better preserved in the other literatures, where the

wife (or the husband), after long trouble and many sufferings,

are re-united with their children.

I will mention here some of the most important parallels,

and refer to the bibliographical notes of Oesterley and Koehler,

as, otherwise, instead of a short notice I would be writing an

elaborate study on the series of tales, wrhich turn round the

peculiar loss of wife (or husband) and children, and their

finding again after a lapse of time, and under vastly changed

circumstances.

I mention, in the first place, the “ History of Abu-Saber,”

the man of patience, who loses in turn his fortune, his

wife, his two children, and yet never loses his patience and

his hopes. He is afterwards amply rewarded and gets

everything back that he has lost. This tale is included in
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the “ History of the Ten Veziers,” 1 which, as is well known,

is of Indian origin. It is reproduced in the “ Giami-ul

hikayat,” and published by Hammer in his “ JRosenoel.” 2

In a very amplified form we meet with it in the “ Turkish

History of the Forty Veziers,” where it is the thirteenth

vezir’s story. 3 The simple tale is here embellished with

numerous additions drawn from different sources, but the

leading incidents are identical with those of the other

parallels. In Habicht's edition of the Arabian Nights,4 we
find Abu-Saber again.

Passing on to Hebrew literature, a similar tale is in-

corporated into the “Midrash of the Decalogue,” 5 probably

of the tenth century. The hero never takes an oath.

Swindlers take advantage of it, to rob him of his whole

fortune. His wife is carried away by the captain of a ship.

He loses one child in a stream which he tried to cross

swimming, the other is carried away by a passing ship.

After a long time he finds his children again, and through

them his wife.

This tale is much more akin to the Indian and may stand

in closer connection with it.

Almost identical parallels we find, then, in the literature

of the West, and very ancient these are too, and what is

more remarkable they are also legends of Saints, just like

Patacara. The oldest I have been able to trace is the

history of Faustus, Faustinus, and Faustinianus in the

famous “ Recognitiones ” of Clemens, the friend and com-

panion of St. Peter. The same incidents occur then in the

life of St. Eustathius Placida, which is incorporated into

the “ Gesta Romanorum ” 6 and in the “ Golden Legend ”

of Jacobusa Voragine as well as in the “ Vita Sanctorum”

of the Bollandists, 20th Sept. vi. pp. 106-121. 7 Oesterley

1 Enoes
,
History X. Vezirorum TJpsala, 1814, iii. pp. 31-40.

* Yol. ii. 1813, pp. 281-283.
3 English, by E. J. W. Gibb, London, 1886, pp. 151-161.
4 Vol. x. Night, 443-444.
6 Ed. Venice, 1605, f. 235, 26a (iii. 4).
6 Ed. Oesterley, Berlin, 1872, c. 110 v. p. 730.
7

v. A. Folthast
,
Bibliotheca historica medii aevi, Berlin, 1867, p. 694a, s.v.
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has given in his edition the whole literature on this “ Yita
”

to which I refer. Other additions in the direction of com-
parative literature were made by me, on the occasion of my
Roumanian edition of it.

1 Still more Western parallels

were adduced by R. Koehler, in his review of the Spanish

edition of St. Eustathius. 2

I have still to mention also some parallels from the

romantic literature of the middle ages, such as the central

episode in Buovo d’Ancona or Sir Bevis of Southampton 3

aud last, not least, the chapbook “ Valentine and Orson.”

M. Gaster.

2. Teimouris.

U.B.M. Consulate,

Malaya.

June 13, 1893.

Sir,—Perhaps some of the readers of the R.A.S. Journal

can help me to find out something about the history and

origin of this evidently Arab tribe settled in Khorassau,

and generally as to the Chehar Eimaks.

The origin of the Eimaks would appear to be Syrian.

They claim themselves to be of Arab descent, and Malcolm

(vol. i. ch. ix. p. 239) tells us on the strength of the

“ Tuarikh Guzedah ” (sic) that “he (Hazar Asp) invited

a large body of his own tribe of Eimaks from Syria, and

their settlement in Laristau added greatly to the strength

of his government.”

Every Teimouri to whom I spoke claims Arab progeni-

ture, aud of external evidence there remains the wearing

1 Revista p, Istorie Archeologie si Filologie, vol. iv. Bucuresti, 1885,

pp. 629-645.
2 Zeitschrift fur Romanische Philologie, iii. pp. 272-277.
3 K. A'yrop, Storia dell’epopea francese, Firenze, 1886, pp. 204-205.
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of the red Fez and Turban by the men, and of the white

Izar
(
Chaclur

)

by the women, and their peculiar pro-

nunciation of the such as I heard nowhere else in

Persia : One of the subdivisions is called Arab.

They say of themselves that they were brought to

Khorassan by the Emir Teimour (whence their name)

on the complaint of his mother that her caravan had

been attacked by them on her way to Mecca. Malcolm

says (vol. i. ch. xi. p. 292), “ while he (Teimour) was

employed in these operations one of his generals subdued

the mountain chief of Laristan, who had rendered himself

particularly obnoxious to good Mohamedans by plundering

a caravan of pilgrims to Mecca.” Their own tradition

goes on to say that they to the number of 12,000 families

-were removed to Bokhara, where they for a time settled

at a place called Tarmeez. So far for the rank and file.

But all the chiefs of the Teimouris are Seyeds or Mirs.

They claim descent from Meer Seyed Kelitl—whose real

name was Meer Seyed Qiissim—a descendant of the Imam
Hussein, and a great friend of Tamerlane, whose daughter

he married, and to whom the whole of these, so to speak,

captives were given as his wife’s dower. Their son,

Meer Shumseddun Mohamad, either during the lifetime

of Emir Teimour or after his death, brought his family

and tribe to Herat and occupied the lauds now known

as Bekva, Zemeendiiver, and Badkeis up to Gulran.

Tombstones at the later place are said to testify to these

facts. Meer Shumseddun lies buried at a place to the

East of Herat called Khojeh Taq. From him was

descended the father of Qeleej Khan, who brought half

the tribe to Khilff, whence they have spread over various

parts of Khorassan.

Originally the Teimouris are said to have had four

chiefs, after whom the four principal sections are named :

1. Surboozi.

2. Salehhi.

3. Mohamad Husseini.

4. Khillesseh.
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I. From the Surboozi come the following subdivisions,

who when I was in those parts in 1884 were said to have :

1. Turbooz 500 families.

2. Avazkorbiini 200 * 99

3. Siahmoozeh 150 99

4. Kali 100 99

5. Roghani 100 99

6. Shah Pussundi 200 99

7. Ali Gunji 100 99

8. Morildi 50 99

9. Ali Moharuadi 50 99

10. Fiizeli 200 99

11. Ali Khiirdi 100 99

12. Dilmen Reegi 200 99

13. Tiih Yoorti 100 99

14. Sheikhi 200 99

15. Shakh Biiland 100 99

16. Mahd (Mohamad) Reegi 100 99

17. Kelb Sadi 150 99

18. Tuk Ali 200 99

19. Sheerkush 100 99

20. Meer Hilfizi 100 99

21. Siah Kelleh 50 99

22. Siah Joul 50 99

2600

Salehhi. 16 subdivisions.

1. Salehhi 200 families.

2. Yakoob Khiini 300 99

3. Sheer Khaui 200 99

4. Mureezi 100 99

0. Shahbazi 100 99

6. Barooti 150 99

7. Khaleeli 200 99

8. Ali Khurdi 200 99

9. Murd Shahi 200 99

10. Sur Koohi 200 99

11. Sekunderi 50 99
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12. Saboori 200 families.

13. Eel i Mabdi 100

14. Lashkari 50 „
15. No Amad 100 „

16. Katt’ Sur 200

2500

Mohamad Husseini. 20 subdivisions.

1. Mollah Husseini 200 families.

2. Kohdiini 500

3. Salari 300

4. Kachul 200

5. Lagberi 200

6. Khosro'i 100

7. Dah Mardeh 50

8. Qitri 100

9. Bazgeer 50

10. Tukhali 100

11. Mohib Ali 100

12. Dardari 50

13. Mirza Doosti 200

14. Samandooki 100

15. Chelmeh 100

16. Zulfi 50

17. Yakoobi 50

18. Siirkh Kamal 200

19. Koliih Deriiz 200

20. Sangcbooli 1000

3850

Khalesseh. 14 subdivisions.

1. Ali Khajeh 300 families.

2. Angilreh 100

3. Gulkliatun 200

4. Gul Biif 200

5. Goorchi 100

6. Kali 100

7. Kelatebgi 300
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8. Mukhtabaz 200 families.

9. Qala’akahi 200

10. Sakha vi 100

11. Meeshmust 100

12. Tiiheri 200

13. Arab 100

14. Zoori 100

2000 i.e.

Surboozi 2600 families.

Salehhi 2500

Mohamad Ilusseini 3850

Khalesseh 2600

11,550 or at an average

of five to each family, 57 750 Teimouris spread over parts

of Khorassiln and Afghanistan. Sometimes half of a

family live on one side of the frontier and the other

half on the other, but the actual number of Teimouris

said to be in Khorassiln in 1884 were :

Under Ali Merdan Khan (from Khaff to

Chenaran) ....
Under Atil-ullah Khan (in Sangbust and

Sur Jam) .... 500

The Siah Khiinehs and Sefeed Khanehs

(those living in tents or houses)

Khilff under Derveesh Ali Khan

(500 lately came to Jam)

Under Shukrullah Khan at Berdoo .

of

4500

• • J.°2 »

9100 families

or 45,500 persons.

The rest are said to be in Herat under the (then)

governorship of Serdar Abdullah Khan Teimouri.

It is curious to remark how little Arabic there is to

be found in the names of these tribes.—\our obedient

servant,

Alexander Finn.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER

(July, August, September, 1893.)

I. Notes and News.

Father Beschi.—In the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society are two volumes, small quarto, containing the

original MS., apparently in the Father’s own handwriting,

of a Dictionary of Shen Tamil by this distinguished old

scholar. The Shen Tamil words are explained, not in

English or Latin, but in ordinary Tamil.

Bhartrihari.—Mr. K. B. Pathak, of the Deccan College,

in a paper read at a recent meeting of the Bombay branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, maintains that Bhartrihari,

the Sanskrit grammarian of the seventh century, was a

Buddhist. It has already been suggested that the Buddhist

grammarian mentioned by I-tsing, the contemporary Chinese

pilgrim, may have been Bhartrihari, and a Buddhistic

flavour has been detected in his Satakas. Mr. Pathak’s

most novel argument was that Yachaspati Misra, who

flourished in the eleventh century, when Buddhism was

by no means yet extinct in India, criticises Bhartrihari as

an heretical author.

M. Darmcsteier .—The Prix Decennial of 20,000 francs

(£800), awarded every alternate year by one of the five

branches of the Institut “ for the work or discovery best
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calculated to honour or profit the country, which may
have been produced during the best ten years,” has been
adjudged by the Academie des Inscriptions to M. James
Darmesteter, professor of Zend at the College de France.

In the voting there were no less than nine ineffectual

ballots
;
but at the eleventh ballot M. Darmesteter obtained

twenty-three votes, as against seventeen votes given to

M. de Sarzec, formerly French consul at Bagdad. The
two great works of M. Darmesteter that won this recog-

nition are: Chants Pop u laires des Afghans (published by
the Societe Asiatique, 1888-90), and his translation of

the Zend Avesta (published by the Musee Guimet, three

vols., 1892-3). We may add that the three other winners

of this prize, when awarded by the Academie des Inscrip-

tions, were Dr. Jules Oppert, Mariette-Bev, and M. Paul

Meyer
;
and that each of these except Mariette is also a

professor at the College de France.

Oriental Congress Transactions of 1892.—The transactions

of the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists held

in London in 1892 are now ready in two volumes. Vol. 1.

contains list of members, accounts and other preliminary

matter, the Iudian and Aryan sections, indexes and glossaries

of words in Sanskrit aud Indian dialects, old Persian and

Zend, besides a general index. Vol. II. comprises the

Semitic, Egyptian, Geographical, Persian and other sections,

and an index of authors and subjects. Members can have

their copies on applying personally or through a bookseller

to the Assistant Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society, 22,

Albemarle Street, on and after November 1st. Members

desirous of having their copies forwarded to their address

should intimate how they wish them sent, by post, rail,

or other mode of carriage, and should in all cases enclose

a postal order to defray charges. The postage for England

and the Continent will be 2s. Qd. for the two volumes.

j.e.a.s. 1893. 57
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CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS THE HISTORY OF
ANGLO-BURMESE WORDS.

One of the great difficulties in the way of studying old

books about Burma and the adjacent countries lies in the

use, by travellers and other writers, of words for place-

names and for describing novel objects and things, which

are neither taken from the vernaculars nor from their own
language, but really belong to what may be styled the

lingua franca of writers on Oriental subjects. This habit

has made the older records to a great extent unintelligible

without a key, and has no doubt prevented their being much
read in the present day, for it must be remembered that on

the whole the peculiar expressions travellers have used have

had each but a short life, and have assumed almost as many
forms as there have been writers. We are not much better

in the present generation, for we still talk of the pagodas of

Burma, and take journeys to Mergui, Prome, and Bassein,

and appoint Deputy Commissioners to Sandoway and Akyab,

though we have forgotten all about abaths, and ganse, and

mackreas, and few of us could point out Meekly on the

map.

Perhaps the best way of testing how far this sort of

thing has gone will be to follow an imaginary traveller

in Burma of, say, three centuries ago, and see what happened

to him and where he went, as described in the words he

has left behind him. He leaves Recon, which is the country

of the Mogen, bound in one of the little ships of the day

for the far distant Ava and Pegu, of which he has heard

so much, and on the voyage he notes in his diary that he

has to drink water out of mortivans. The vessel puts in

at Sodoe, and, after passing Negraglia, finally lands him

at Cosmin in the kingdom of Verma. Here he visits the

Banho, and hears much talk of those wonderful folk, the

Carianners. One morning during a vigorous walk, which

he explains to the people is necessary for the health of all
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Colars, he is thoroughly frightened by a bada, which he

describes on his final return home as “ so big as two buls

with a home to her snowte.” After this adventure he

proceeds by boat, via Dalaa, to Cirion. Thence he meant

to go to Martaban, but is so terrified by what he hears of

the macareo, “ of whose fury strange things are told,” that

he hires a paroe instead and proceeds to Macao, “a pretie

little towne,” which he finds is only two days distant from

Pegu, if you go comfortably in a deling, with a cushion

under your head. With Pegu he is immensely impressed,

and makes a considerable stay there. Here he is told of

Cassay and the Cookie Mountains, of the terrible Bremas,

of the glories of Ansedaa, and Pren, and other wonderful

places. Here, too, he meets a friendly tarega, who swindles

him in the little matter of the glittering wares of Capellan,

and teaches him how to guzzle durioons and drink nipa

wine and sampsoe. He also does a little deal in duggies

and shinbeams, buying them by the baar, and paying for

them partly in ganza by the byze and partly in teccali.

Over this he has some trouble with the ovidore and the

runday, and in order to put himself straight has to visit

the mandarins of the Lotoo, the Upper Roger, and even

the Great King Ximintooginico himself, and bribe them

all round. While he is settling matters he visits the great

varelle and a beautiful bao, where he is taught something

of the ancient Balie language and the worship of Praw by

the talapoins, until he is suspected of ogling the younger

talapoinesses. He now thinks it time for him to depart,

and, with the calm courage of the men of his class, he

strikes inland into the jungles for Judea, via Tangu, Lan

John, and Jangomay, because “he knows it is the onely

way to go.” Thence, after striking up a friendship with

the Laos, and having a fight with the Gueos, he finds

himself on the borders of Champa and Comar. His ac-

counts of the latter place from Judea, at which town he

meets a friend who will take his letters home by ship, and

which he incontinently also writes down as India, cause

in after years much confusion in the minds of learned
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geographers, some of whom insist that he has been to Cape

Comorin, and some to Kamrup in Assam. And this, in

spite of his very clear explanation that Judea is the capital

of Asion, a kingdom of Zierbaad, the King whereof is

a worshipper of Somonocodom. From Judea, in his own
inimitable manner, our traveller finds his way overland to

Mergi and Tanazar, from which he takes ship again, and

finally, after being nearly wrecked on the Isles of Man, he

arrives once more at Recon, which he now, with the in-

consistency of the true traveller, calls Arquam. Lastly, he

goes to the Porto Grrande, that great city of Bengala,

Chartican, whence he finds his way by ship to Madrespatan,

and thence home to England or Lisbon as the case might

be, where, as likely as not, after putting his experience

into print, he died with an evil reputation as a liar, because,

like poor Pinto, he did but tell the truth with fair accuracy

as to the terrible bada, the danger of the macareo, the huge

size of the mortivan, the gilding of the varelle, and the

temptations of the durioon, whose smell he described in

homely sailor language that will not bear repetition.

“Ferdinand Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou

liar of the first magnitude !

”

It is a fair question to ask of the reader : How man)'

of these traveller’s words convey any meaning to your

mind ? How many of these places can you identify ?

The study, however, of these words and place-names is

well worth our while, if we would unlock the knowledge

that is hidden away in the old books, and make them tell

us what our ancestors knew. To the student of the days

gone by in Burma it is indispensable, and when entered

into surprisingly interesting. A useful knowledge of the

subject can, however, now-a-days be only arrived at after

much reading and the collation of many books—a work

that is at present hardly possible for any one person to

perform successfully, and it is in the hope that others may

bo induced to take it up and add to the scanty stock of

positive information so far available that “Contributions

towards the History of Anglo-Burmese Words” will be
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from time to time published by the present writer in these

columns.

A number of quotations have been noted in many works,

but, as a beginning will be published, only those passages

bearing on the subject, which are to be found in Yule’s

Hobson-Jobson, or Glossary of Anglo-Indian Words, and
which have been collected from all parts of the book. And
in addition to these will be occasionally added a few quo-

tations from other works to fill up obvious gaps iu Yule’s

information or to correct the few errors that he has fallen

into. Later on efforts can be made to complete the mass of

information he has gathered together.

In studies of this kind an ounce of fact is worth a bushel

of speculation, and the great thing is to set passages from

the old books side by side, showing the exact forms each

word has assumed at different dates in its history, so that

its story may be traced stage by stage from birth to death

and its meaning positively ascertained.

As Yule has in his preface given the complete title of

each work quoted, and as the other works quoted are in the

present writer’s possession, mere indications of titles have

been made to show whence the quotations have come. But

should others be kind enough to join in this pleasant con-

troversy, it wrill be necessary, if their information is to be

made useful in the future, to state the title of each work

read in full thus:—Yule, Col. Henry, and the late A. C.

Burnell
;
Hobson- Jobson, being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian

Colloquial Words and Phrases and of kindred Terms

;

etymological, historical, geographical and discursive, 1886.

With this introduction the contributions will commence

in the form of a Glossary, after the approved manner of

modern dictionaries, as indicated in the work just quoted

and in the great Oxford English Dictionary .—Rangoon

Gazette, April 29th, 1893.

R. C. T.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS THE STUDY OF
ANGLO-BURMESE WORDS.

Bao.

[This curious word, used only by Sangermano and Quirini,

so far as I know, has puzzled philologists. The solution

of its origin seems to he found in the third quotation below.]

1781. Egli sembra dissi, che i Talapoini non siano che

un’ avanzo, e ratnpollo di cotali filosofi Indiani, menando

una vita a quelli somigliante in certi loro Monisterj, con-

vocabolo Egizio, o nell’ Egitto usato, Bao chiamati.

—

Quirini,

Percoto, 125.

c. 1819.—There is not any village, however small, which

has not one or more large wooden houses, which are a

species of convent, by the Portuguese in India called Bao.

—

Sangermano, 88.

1874. Bha, a monastery.

—

Haswell, Peguan Language, 102.

1886. Burm. Kyaung, a Buddhist monastery. The

term is not employed by Padre Sangermano wrho uses

Bao, a word, he says, used by the Portuguese iu India

(p. 88). I cannot explain it.— Yule, Hobson- Jobson, s.v.

Kyoung, in Supplt.

Bassein.

[By way of warning as to the following quotations, I

would note that I doubt whether Besyngna really represents

the modern word Bassein, though it must have represented

some place in the same neighbourhood, and that Battiam

may not represent Bassein, though the context seems to

suggest that it does.]

c. 150. That of the Besyngeitai Cannibals on the

Sarabakic [Martaban] Gulf where are .... mouth of the

River Bksynga .... Besynga, a mart.—Ptolemy, Geo-

graphike, II. 4, McCrindle's translation iu Iml. Ant. xiii. 372.
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1552. In a version which I have of Ptolemy, Undecima
Asia Tabula

, 1552, there occurs Besynga fl.

—

Temple in

lad. Ant. xxii. 20.

1590. In another version of
(
Ptolemy

)
of 1590 .... there

occur Bf.syngitis Reg., Besyngna fl. and Besyngna Em-
porium.— Temple in Ind. Ant. xxii. 20.

1674. In another version of
(
Ptolemy

)
of 1590, copied by

Sanson d’Abbeville in a Latin map called India Vetus, 1674,

there occur Besyngitis Reg., Besynga fl., and Besynga
Emporium.— Temple in Ind. Ant. xxii. 20.

1781. Intanto piaciutto era alia Congregazione di Propa-

ganda che il Regno di Ava fosse allora coltivato nella fede

da’ Sacerdoti secolari di essa Congregazione, e a’ nostri

destino li Regni di Battiam, Martaban, e Pegu, cui spettava

la Citta e porto di Siriam.— Quirini, Percoto, 93.

1784. Oserois-je vous prier de vouloir bien l’accorder a

des homines malheureux qui on fait naufrage a la cote de

Dala et qui sont conduits a Bassim.—Letter in Y’oung Pao,

I. 212.

1801. An ineffectual attempt was made to re-possess and

defend Bassien by the late Chekey [Sikke] or Lieutenant.

—

Symes, 16.

1819. Merghi and Bassino, being likewise seaports, have

their Sciabandar.—Sangermano, 65.

1824. The river beyond that to Bassine is from my
observations, and what I have since collected, clear, and

safe from the island to Bassine.—Report in Wilson's Docu-

ments, p. 57.

1827. The district of Bassein is bounded on the north by

the Pasheem nullah or creek.— Wilson, Documents of the

Burmese War, Appx. xliv. No. 21.

1827. But it does not appear that either of the ports of

Bassein and Rangoon, which were open to our shipping,

possessed any Burman trader of much wealth.— Two years

in Am, 250.

1827. And floated down to Rangoon or Bassein for

sale.

—

Snodgrass, Burmese War, 289.

1829. This is the only inconvenience of the Bassein
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River, which is a more accessible, safer, and centrical port

for foreign trade than that of Rangoon.— Crawfurd, Ava, 46 1

.

1830. Kothein .... [or Pothein, the letter in Burney’s

MS. is doubtful]. “ Bassein.”

—

Burney in Tule, Ava, 352.

1852. The senior had been AVoon of Bassein, but was

now a personal attendant on the king.— Wilson, Burmese

War, ed. 1852, p. 81.

1852. Negrais Island and Bassien.

—

Martin, title.

1852. The blockade of the rivers of Rangoon, Bassein,

and Salween, above Maulraain.

—

Baker, Rangoon and Mar-

taban, 14.

1852. Putheingmyo, pron. Patheingmyo, Bassein, the

second seaport in Burmah, after Rangoon, situated on the

western outlet of the Irrawaddy, one hundred miles from

the sea.

—

Judson, Burmese Diet. s.v.

1852. Notes on Bassein, by an Artillery Officer, who

was stationed at Bassein from July to December, 1852.

—

Title in Laurie, Pegu, p. 218.

1854. Bassein, styled a “ City ” in General Godwin’s

Despatch.

—

Laurie, Pegu, 218.

1855. This remark (of Ptolemy
)
seems infallibly to identify

Mons Meandrus with the Yomadoung, the great spinal ridge

of Aracan, and the river Besynga with the Bassein brancli

of the Irawadi .... The Rev. Mr. Mason .... traces

Besynga in the Salwen, called by the Talains, or people of

Pegu, Bekhung. But it may be suggested that Bathein-

khyoung (river of Bassein in Burmese), affords at least as

strong a resemblance.

—

Tide, Ava, 205.

1870. Bassein has always been a port of considerable

importance, and is alluded to as Cosmin by Ralph Fitch and

other travellers.

—

B. B. Gazeteer, II. 83.

1870. Tha-khvvot-peng, a tidal creek in the Rangoon

district; in English generally called the Bassein creek.

—

B. B. Gazeteer, II. 719.

1883. He sent his army against Bassein, where Laukbya’s

three sons commanded. This town was defended by foreign

decked boats armed with guns. [and this in 1388 ! ]

Phayre, Hist, of Burma, 09.
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1884. The name (Besyngytai) of the cannibals is partly

preserved in that of Bassein.

—

McCrindle in Ind. Ant. xiii.

372.

1884. In Bassein a fierce struggle ensued .... the town

had hitherto been called Kuthein .... Alompra changed

the name to Puthein, “the hot image-house.” By this

name it was called ever afterwards.

—

Forchhammer, Notes,

ii. 12.

1886. Bassein. This is a corruption of three entirely

different names, and is applied to various places remote from

each other (1) Wasai, an old port on the coast, 26 m. North

of Bombay .... (2) a town and port on the river which

forms the westernmost delta-arm of the Irawadi in the

Province of Pegu. The Burmese name Bathein .... (3)

Basim, or properly Wasim, an old town in Berar.— Yule

,

Hobson- Jobson, s.v. Bassein.

1893. Bassein, the modern Burmese name is Patheng,

by ordinary Burmese phonetics used for Putheng, spelt

Pusin and Pusim .... Yule says, s.v. Cosmin, that

Alaungp’aya changed the name from Kutheng to Putheng

on his conquest of the Talaing Country in 1755-60, but

Yule’s statement is unfortunately bad history .... This

change from initial P to K in such names is not isolated

.... The Talaing pronunciation of the name Bassein is

Pasem, or Pasim according to dialect .... Temple in Ind.

Ant. xxii. 19.

1893. The evidence now collected [that Bassein does not

date as a word beyond 1780] upsets the theory that the

Besyngytai of Ptolemy represents the people about Bassein,

or that the Besynga River is the Bassein River.

—

Temple in

Ind. Ant. xxii. 20.

—

Rangoon Gazette, May 19th, 1893.

R. C. T.
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II. Notices of Books.

The NAladiyAr, or Four Hundred Quatrains in Tamil,

with Introduction, Translation, and Notes, Critical,

Philological, and Explanatory, to which is added a

Concordance and Lexicon, by the Rev. G. U. Pope,

M.A., D.D. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1893.

Dr. Pope was well known in South India as an excellent

Tamil scholar. During his long residence there he did

good service in the cause of Tamil literature by the publica-

tion of his Tamil Grammars, Catechisms, and Readers, and

by various translations into the Tamil language. Since his

return to England, and especially during his residence at

Oxford, he has thrown himself heartily into the work of

giving to such students at the University as may desire it,

a helping hand in acquiring a knowledge of Indian life

and thought
;
and has also been engaged in editing Tamil

classics in a careful and scholarly fashion. He has thus

been able to recommend the literature of a language which

he knows thoroughly, and of a people whom he loves

sincerely, not only to those who intend to make South

India their home, either as civilians, missionaries, or

merchants, but also generally to Oriental scholars. There

is, however, another and a more weighty reason for his

labours in this direction, which is scarcely of secondary

importance. The Tamilians themselves, though justly proud

of their ancient and venerable literature, are not, as a

people, celebrated for historical and critical research, in

fact, being Hindus, they are eminently uncritical; and,

therefore, Dr. Pope has avowedly prepared his careful and

critical text-books quite as much for them as for European

students and scholars.

The Tamil language, “ the Queen of the Dravidinn

tongues,” as Mr. Caldwell lovingly called it, is very

beautiful. Those who know it only in the common, every-
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day vernacular, may probably be tempted to smile at this

confident assertion
; but it is nevertheless perfectly true.

Its lovely sister, Telugu, sounds musical and melodious

even in her most common utterance and speech. We
readily admit that Tamil, as ordinarily spoken, is not the

most harmonious of languages; but classical, and we
venture to add, ecclesiastical Tamil, is a very different

matter. It is almost as stately as Latin and flexible as

Greek. “ Perhaps no language combines greater force

with equal brevity,” wrote Mr. Percival in his Land of

the Veda ;
“ and it may be asserted that no human speech

is more close and philosophic in its expression as an

exponent of the mind. The language, thus specific, gives

to the mind a readiness and clearness of conception, whilst

its terseness and philosophic idiom afford equal means of

lucid utterance.” The Rev. W. Taylor was still more

enthusiastic in his praise of Tamil. “ It is,” he said, “one

of the most copious, refined, and polished languages spoken

by man.” Referring to its literature. Bishop Caldwell, who

was no mean authority on the subject, wrote: “It is the

only vernacular literature in India which has not been

content with imitating Sanskrit, but has honourably at-

tempted to emulate and outshine it. In one department

at least, that of ethical apothegms,” such as the poem now

under consideration, “ it is generally maintained, and, I

think, must be admitted, that Sanskrit has been outdone

by Tamil.” Classical Tamil has, moreover, a rare literature

at its back, and can boast of poetry of no inferior order

at a date long before Bacon wrote or Spenser sang.

Seven years ago, as the readers of the Royal Asiatic

Society’s Journal will remember, Dr. Pope published an

excellent critical edition of the Rural, the best specimen

of Tamil epigrammatic poetry, and the greatest favourite

of the Tamil people. The Naladiyar, or, in full, the

Raladi-nannurru, the poem now before us, belongs to the

same literary epoch as the Rural, and it is written on

very much the same literary model. It is, from internal

evidence, considered by the most competent authorities to be
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the more ancient of the two productions. Bishop Caldwell

attributed it to the Jaina cycle of Tamil literature. The

best works in that literature were written during the period

when the Jains were in South India in the old Pandya

kingdom, and to them the Tamil language owes much of

its purity, independence, and strength. They were re-

formers, and, as reformers generally have done, they

appealed to the great middle-class population, and used

the vulgar vernacular speech. Homely epigram and simple

phrases go straight to the hearts of this class. Bishop

Caldwell was of opinion that the Jaina period extended

from about the eighth to the twelfth century of our present

era. In this estimate Dr. Pope agrees with him. “A very

careful consideration of many masterpieces of Tamil litera-

ture,” he says in his introduction to the Ndladiyar, “ leads

me to think that between a.d. 800 and 1200 the greatest of

these works were composed.” Supposing that the Kural

was written towards the close of this period, as the tradition

regarding its production might lead us to expect, we may

fix the approximate date of the Naladiyar as a.d. 1050.

Naladi means ‘ four feet,’ evidently referring to the metre

in which the poem is written. This is a stanza of four

lines, or a quatrain, which will, perhaps, be best represented

to English minds by the stanza employed by Tennyson in

his In Memoriam. This is the most natural and probable

explanation of the title of the poem. The Hindu idea of

its origin and its name is characteristically grotesque.

The tradition is, that when the Brahmans of Madura

destroyed all the books of their Jaina opponents, by throw-

ing them into the river Vaigai, which flows by that town,

the palm-leaves on which these verses were written, instead

of being carried downwards by the stream, ascended four

feet against the current
;
and, on account of this miraculous

occurrence, were rescued from the waters and preserved.

The Naladiy&r owed its production to the celebrated

Literary Academy established at Madura, the swreet and

pleasant capital of the Pandyan princes. The time during

which this Acudemy was founded wras the golden era of
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Tamil poetry. No literary production of the period became
popular without the imprimatur of the College. Not only
the Ivural and the Naladiyar, but, most probably, the

Ohintamani, the greatest of original Tamil narrative poems,
was written during this literary period, during which the

Jains exercised a predominant intellectual ascendency, and
helped to mould the Tamil language into its best and
most independent form, comparatively free from Sanskrit

accretions. Some Tamil scholars are of opinion that the

Naladiyar was not the composition of a single author, but

that it was the production of various minds. Bishop

Caldwell gave, so far as we can ascertain, no opinion on

this point
;

and we are inclined to agree with Dr. Pope,

who, in the Introduction to his Rural, says that, though
they were evidently composed by several unknown hands,

he felt sure that he could detect the work of one principal

writer in about half of the four hundred verses it contains.

The contents of this poetical anthology are divided into

three parts : 1, On Virtue
; 2, On Wealth

; 3, On Pleasure
;

being very similar to the subjects of tbe Kura]. The sub-

divisions are of the usual character of Hindu didactic poetry.

The instability of human prosperity and of youth, the might

of virtue and the impurity of the body, the merit of over-

coming anger and miserly conduct. In the part on wealth,

or well-being, there are verses in praise of learning and

good breeding, of friendship, family affection and home
life, of benevolence and liberality, of independence, self-

respect, and intellectual skill. The third portion is

principally amatory, but, apparently, which is wonderful in

Oriental verse, contains nothing that can ruffle the mind

of the most susceptible. The third and fourth lines in

each stanza contain the point or principle intended to be

conveyed in it, which is to be deduced from the simile or

illustration in the first two lines. The verses are written

much in the style of other Indian didactic poetry, such as

the verses of Yemana in the Telugu language. Some of

the illustrations, especially those describing the scenes of

nature, are beautifully striking, while others are decidedly
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common-place and tame. In some instances the phrases

have assimilated themselves into the life of the people,

passing into the proverbial language of the South; and

the whole collection is so popular that, as Dr. Pope remarks,

it has been called the Yellalar Yedam, or the sacred book

of the cultivators. A very noticeable feature in the collec-

tion is, that no sacred name occurs in it except, perhaps,

in the dedication, which seems to belong to a later period,

and to be the work of a more modern hand
;
and there is

in it a remarkable absence of reference to any idolatrous

form of worship. The principal theory running through

this collection of verses is that of metempsychosis as con-

veyed in the well-known Hindu term karma—a religious

action with the idea in it of destiny, which is the fruit,

to be suffered or enjoyed in the present life, of the good

or evil actions performed by the same individual in his

former states of existence. Yet still, as Dr. Pope justly

observes, there is “a strong sense of moral obligation, an

earnest aspiration after righteousness, a fervent and un-

selfish charity ” pervading these verses, “ and generally

a loftiness of aim that is very impressive.” The similes

commonly used have a bright local colouring, and are

drawn from the hill scenery of the South, the animals,

birds, and insects of the hills and plains, the surrounding

trees and plants, such as the bambu, the palm, the margosa,

and the plantain, and from Hindu domestic life—just such

things as would touch the untutored mind of the South

India ryot.

We append half a dozen verses as specimens of the style

of the poem, and of the method of the treatment of them

by the learned English commentator. The first passage we

select is evidently a great favourite with Dr. Pope, who

quotes it in his introduction as, perhaps, the best specimen

of this species of Tamil verse. The first line—the Tamil

rendering of “Art is long, and time is fleeting”— has

frequently been quoted in South India. “If I am not

deceived,” he writes, “there is in many of these verses some-

thing far beyond mere technical skill. At times by a few
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happy touches an idea is expressed in such apt language, and

illuminated by such a picturesque use and adaptation of

familiar words, each chosen with truest and most accurate

discrimination, that the quatrain becomes a group of life-like

pictures, on which the mind is fain to linger long, and to

which it recurs often.”

135.

GtrJiBreiSiev
J

GariussTuev
; c urcigtb g$}&rfl±jsa)tcqjr>§

g: evsZ&Qaj spa Q&ojbQj).

<£5V3)Sl <£<3S)7u9oV
i
xpuSLIT

QlcGVoV
f
S?S5T^

l

Str) iSlsttfllJoV; Q^shsifl^cfsT

3j 65) LC>
<o)-f <o5)L ILJ SpuCoSU, pjjpLfjlUU

UT5V2L. <oiS3T Qp rfipJ£] !

Discriminating- study.

Learning hath no bounds, the leamev’s days are few. If

you think calmly, diseases many wait around ! With clear

discrimination learn what is meet for you, like the swan that,

leaving the water, drinks the milk.

In this matchless verse not a syllable could be spared

;

while almost every word is common and easy, yet is the veiy

fittest, and is used in its exact meaning. It is somewhat

archaic
;
has a fascinating air of mystery

;
pleasantly exercises

and amply rewards the student’s ingenuity
;
seems dark at

first, but once lit up, sparkles for ever.

Thus <E«ny = shore suggests a metaphor :
‘ learning is a

shoreless—infinite—ocean.’

Then comes the simple antithesis, ‘ the learner’s days are

few.’ In Tamil the use of the same root twice (in seoeiSI and

siusun), and again in the third line (sjbuQeu), imparts an

added charm.

Into these perfectly (to Tamil ears) harmonious lines is

compressed a whole chapter

:

‘The subjects of study (seoeS with a plural verb) are in-

finitely numerous
;
but the learner’s days are few

;
and if it

be calmly thought out, men are liable to many diseases.
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[lAsot# = natural infirmities or “ bonds,” that enfeeble and

restrict.] Youthful enthusiasm may lead men to anticipate

great and varied triumphs
;
calm reflection teaches them their

natural weakness. So, men should learn with discrimination

(Qjgenerfl'gj), examining closely things befitting

“suit, satisfy, gladden”) them, with intelligence (Qjsifhsgj)

like that of the bird (the semi-divine Hanga), that drinks

only the milk and leaves the water, when these mingled are

presented to it.’ Of course this last is received as a fact

!

See my Rural, p. 252. Note {safleQ/nr&i in line 3.

Here are four sentences: subj. s*js9
,

*rcV, JotA, and (understood!;

pred. ©cu, um, apu. apu, G. 83, is poet. 3rd pi. =‘tliey will learn,’ and

is used as an optative, ‘ let learn.’ + @oj, G. 61, ‘ like the bird.’

The mythic Hanga (^arambuibS)) is said to have the faculty of drinking only

the milk in any mixture offered to it. The following is suggestive :

There is a sense beyond the senses !

1 t5tr&®dsT 'gjrflu gSjzrfhu&anetj
;

Qmirisjgifiu eri\>cjrr

aaforGBvfl'Zpp airafou ^eaoAajev/isrop
;
Qpn 6£){gi

QjgememFIgpasr trememu uGlin.

By the tongue they know sweet flavours
;
by the nose they smell and know all

flowers
;
by eyes that discern they see adornments

;
by thoughtful investiga-

tion of many combined (the truth of invisible realities! is thought out.’

—

[N. M. K. 78.]

Comp. B. I. S. 245 and 7605 :

fwin: ^ i

*I7fTTT£iT HipHFfhj ?H1 tfVfT II

Which is the original ? Comp, also Vemana i. 166

:

Pdla niru kramamu paraga hamsa yerwhgu.

The swan can distinguish water when mixed with milk.

Wc quote the following stanzas for the beaut}'’ of the moral

lessons inculcated in them.

73 .

^exrL/stn>(_uj/r/f Q&irevgfliB Qj>iiTQ&o&evir&& Q&irtver C cucfirGhb.

3ST655U/7/7 Q<TTSV6£]bl eKQflfjQ&lGV Gjy

sjQsvirr ^ssrQ&iGSlri) /fipiCaLCirr,— (oUtQ/sgvtud

tjm,Jjli<o)JG33T /DS19&L—>b pGSSrCoO1
fjU

U

!

^<su pnfilsurriiu Qu^sir?
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Harsh words of those who love are better than complaisant
words of foes.

Lord of the swelling1 sea’s cool shore, where bright insects

hum around every flower !—Are severe words from loving lips

harder to bear, if men can only rightly estimate their result,

than pleasant words that strangers courteously speak ?

«r : —

u

: ?

Or, * words of reproof.* Comp. Ps. exli. 5 ,
and Kura) 795 .

74.

4,5U)lLi9.w £((ju£) Quranpi{3s>L-ajcusou surifiQ euvi&q?, ctgxgun

gSBTLJlb

3> !EJ3*I

&-JHSU 'gjj JV(3}61JLJU& QcTUJJFtf QlJJ2JS)J $(63)SV

^6STL-l{Drj 6UT(Lpli> ^jlUSVLj<55)L^IUjj GT^^rT(SST^IJ5

JglSSTI-fibj)} 6U TL£as 5V

The thoroughly disciplined and contented man is happy.

Those who know what should be known, and rule them-

selves thereby; who fear what should be feared; who use all

their faculties to bless the world : and whose nature rejoices

in all good gained : are for ever free from woes.

«r :
—u: Kural, p. 219.

This is Contentment, S. W ft N . Comp. Bohtlingk's Inclische Spruche, 6800
,

which speaks of the blessedness of (ti rtl M 1*^H (JH l»li ^TT»rt'^ ‘ those

satisfied with the Ambrosia of Contentment, the men of quiet minds.’

The following seems to us a veritable gem of pure moral

teaching.

67 .

Q&tuG£rr&(§ cr&rQ&iututranmGiu ^/$ajaDi_Lirr«0

LLirp^flJlU ffls5TJ)]9)LC> LL!rQpp\-\i:\i (?$6DTS5>LD

^p(trf<55)Lb STS5T(S3)T JtyjfloLjSnL—lUTIT ;

Qpi GST(65) LcppGVT QiFiu^isTfb (trj’LD^jsiisnju

Co GST(65) (o) <3~ ILJ ILJ IT6S)LD J5G5TJT)].

j.r a.s. 1893. 58
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Return not evil for evil.

When men stand forth as our enemies, and would begin

the conflict, to decline the strife is not, in the language of

the wise, lack of power. Even when men have confronted

and done us intolerable evils, it is good not to do them evil

in return.

ct : GVtuorsroio.—u: B&rjp.

Here an absolute peace policy is taught :
‘ to decline a challenge is no sign

of weakness, and not to avenge oneself is virtue.’ Comp. Kural 861, which is

less heroic in strain.

We conclude our extracts with two domestic pictures, which

afford us a pleasant insight into an ancient Tamil home.

383 .

SfiLfODUJU loSsOMU/Tfflr &£)&(§&

prrGVTjrmh ^(rrj-iu GTUffp^jLo

(?LD6V)Tjy Queyittp Qt — Qllsvtiu

QjSU SU/TSHir/U 6HT(ipil>Sefrj pp\-{S(L^ LDT&ttTZpiSlsST

^jSVSVj6rT ^)]LLlipp(a£

The real home 1

On every side the narrow dwelling lies open, on every part

the rain drips down
;
yet, if the dame has noble gifts, praised

by townsfolk for her modest worth, such a housewife’s blest

abode is indeed a home !

Comp. Kural, p. 206.

384 .

aemfuebr vu.A(§ib afiLfani—OJ«u& Qudr.

&Ll.&!&5fhurr6rr, &t35oVgm 6ues)<si /SssisuTsfr,

a_/_l@®nL_(UfrsiT, &^LTpisssr ^tusvi5l<<sy)ftr
t
—

Jgiri?- ^)S3^<55T e_(S35r0tii

lli—QldhJJI LATpjrrsirT, Qu&m.
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The wife: ‘placens uxor.’

She is sweet to the eye, and adorned in the way that a

lover loves
;
she enforces awe

; her virtue shames the village

folk
; she is submissive

; but in fitting place is stern, yet

sweetly relents :—such a soft-voiced dame is a wife.

All Tamil poets regard it as an accomplishment in a woman to know how
and when to assume an offended air (ra®, 4«, Jrasg), and when to come to a

good understanding with her spouse, and lay it aside (e-rag).

TYe think that these specimens are sufficient to show the

English reader of what material these verses are composed.

They leave a pleasing impression of the tone of thought and

mode of life in South India some eight hundred and fifty

years ago.

I)r. Pope has not only given the Tamil student this

admirable text and commentary, but he has also given him

quite a little critical apparatus in a Lexicon and Concordance

to the poem. TVe cannot conclude without one word of hearty

praise of the manner in which the book has been produced.

The managers of the Clarendon Press are to be congratulated

on the enterprise they have exhibited in procuring clear

Tamil type of two sizes, specially intended for this volume,

and superior to any we have before seen in England. The

accuracy of the printing is simply marvellous. Our eye

has not alighted on a single misprint
;

and, considering

the great difficulty of correcting the press where so much

type in a foreign language is employed, the praise given

by Dr. Pope to the skill, patience, and unwearied zeal of

Mr. Pembrev, Oriental reader at the Clarendon Press, is

thoroughly deserved.

H. M.
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Bibi.iothek der Sprachkunde, or Collection of practical

Handbooks for the Study of Languages. By various

Authors. Wien : A. Hartleben.

This useful series is quite unprecedented, both in quantity

and in quality, either in Germany or in any other country :

it has now reached its fortieth volume, and, as it includes

already many Oriental languages, it comes rightly within

the scope of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

For some of these languages there are in England plenty

of valuable Handbooks
;

but, for some of them, there are

none or nearly so, and, this being the case, I feel myself

quite justified in reviewing here the whole Oriental series.

As a rule, each Handbook consists of a theoretical-

practical Grammar with Exercises, some colloquial Phrases,

a Chrestomathy with Notes and Glossary, and a small

Vocabulary of about 2400 usual words : this rule has

been infringed in some instances, the Grammars having

been lengthened without necessity and the Vocabularies

having been thrown away. 1 However, the publisher, Herr

A. Hartleben, of Vienna, deserves the gratitude of all

those interested in general linguistics, whether speculative

scholars or practical students of languages.

Leaving aside, of course, the languages belonging to

the Greek, Gallo-Italic, and Teutonic families, I will proceed

to the Far East by way of Eastern Europa.

Slavonian Languages :

—

Bulgarische Sprache, von Fr. Vymazal.—I can nearly state

that this very accurate Handbook of the Bulgarian language

is the only one existing in any European language, as the

previous works of A. Cankof and D. Kyriak (Wien, 1852;

in German), and of Morse and Vasilief (Constantinople,

I860
;
in English), are long ago out of print, and, moreover,

were rather inaccurate. Although the language is not

1 I am alluding here to the Roumanian, Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish

Handbooks, which, being rather pedantic and tedious, are of little or no

practical use.
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yet quite fixed and the orthography is yet less fixed, it

is highly interesting : it has preserved the use of an old

affixed article, while, in the other Slavonian languages,

this article has remained only in the plural as the ending

of the infinitive (in fact, a collective noun).

littssische Sprache, von B. Manassewitsch.—A very valuable

Handbook of the Russian language, concise and complete
;

the language is copiously illustrated in English.

Kleinrussische Oder Ruthenische Sprache, von M. Mitro-

fanowicz.—Invaluable Handbook of the important Ruthenian

language, not yet illustrated in any other European language,

as far as I know
;
very carefully prepared.

Sloicenische Sprache, von Carl Jos. Pecnik.—A complete

and accurate Handbook of the Slovenian language, spoken

in Carinthia and Carniola, and not yet illustrated in any

other European language : it has preserved, at least

partially, the old Slavonian dual.

Serbo-kroatische Sprache, von Emil Jfttza.—Tolerably good

Handbook of the Servo-Croatian language, not yet illus-

trated in English : the Dictionary of usual terms is wanting.

The Servian is the eastern, and the Croatian the western,

dialectal form
;

the latter being written with Roman, the

former with Cyrillic, characters. However, there are such

lexicographical and other discrepancies between these two

dialectal forms of the language, not to speak of the writing,

that it would have been better to deal separately with

the Servian and the Croatian, not omitting to append to

each a distinct Vocabulary.

Slovakische Sprache, von Gustav Marsall.—Complete and

accurate Handbook of the Slovakian language, spoken in

North-Western Hungary, and not yet illustrated in English;

this language is sometimes considered as being only a dialect

of the Bohemian language : but, as it has preserved many

antiquated forms, the reverse opinion should be more correct.

The people who speak it consider the word “ Slovak ” rather

as an insult, and claim to be the “ Slavs ” par excellence.

Bohmische Sprache, von Karl Kunz.—Valuable Handbook

of the Bohemian (not Gipsy) language, for which I know
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only a Dictionary in English, by V. E. Mourek (Prag,

1879).

Polnische Sprache, von B. Hanassewitsch.—Complete and,

•vs- hat is here of the utmost importance, comprehensive

Handbook of the Polish language, the most difficult amongst

Slavonian languages, of which there is nearly nothing in

English.

Iranian Languages :

—

Armenische Sprache, von C. Kainz.—Practical and quite

unparalleled Handbook of the Armenian language, by far

better than any other in German, English, or French :

it combines excellently the old or classical Armenian and

the modern form of this interesting language.

Neupersische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Concise and accurate

Handbook of the modern Persian language
;

however, it

has many valuable competitors either in German, English,

or French.

Indian Languages :

—

Sanskrit-Sprache, von Dr. Richard Fick .—Little Handbook

of the Sanskrit language, only quoted here as belonging

to the series: the language is well-known, and has been

profusely illustrated in English.

Hindustani-Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very carefully com-

piled Handbook of the Hindustani language, also profusely

illustrated in English : it is the first attempt to make it

known in Germany, and, indeed, a very successful one.

Malayan Languages :

—

Malayische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very practical and

accurate Handbook of the Malay language, intended chiefly

for Germans, as it has been tolerably illustrated in Dutch,

in English, and in French.

Javanische Sprache, von Dr. II. Boliatta .—Complete and

valuable Handbook of the Javanese language, already

illustrated in Dutch and in French, but not yet in German

or in English.
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Semitic Languages :

—

Hebravtche Sprache, von B. Manasseicitsch .—One, and not

the worst, of the numerous Handbooks of the Hebrew
language.

Arabische Sprache
,
von B. Manasseicitsch.—Valuable Hand-

book of the Arabic language, with special reference to the

literary form of the language, but with some occasional

reference to the colloquial Arabic : a Handbook specially

devoted to the colloquial Arabic is to appear shortly.

Ouralo-Altaic Languages :

—

Ungarische Sprache, von Ferdinand Gorg.—Most accurate

Handbook of the Hungarian language, already illustrated in

English by Csinks (London, 1853), whose work is not to

be despised, on the contrary.

Finnische Sprache, von M. Welleicill.—Complete and com-

prehensive Handbook of the Finnish language
;

the only

practical book on the subject in any European language :

the Vocabularies are invaluable.

Tiirkische Sprache, von Carl Wied.—Accurate Handbook

of the Turkish language, so masterly illustrated in English

by the late Sir J. TV. Redhouse.

Japanische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very carefully and

judiciously compiled Handbook of the Japanese language,

copiously illustrated in English.

Monosyllabic Languages :

—

Chinesische Sprache, von C. Kainz .—Unpretentious and

effective Handbook of the Chinese colloquial language
;

intended chiefly for Germans, as the language has been

repeatedly illustrated in English.

Siamesische Sprache, von Dr. F. J. Wershoven.—Very

practical and carefully compiled Handbook of the Siamese

language, already illustrated in English, though, perhaps

not so successfully.
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African Languages :

—

Hauptsprachen Deutsch-Sudwe&tafrikas, von A. Seidel.

—

Practical Handbook of the Nama, Otyiherero and Oshindonga

languages, spoken in the German settlements of South-West

Africa : the compiler has very ably condensed here the

whole knowledge he has derived from English and German

explorers of languages
;

this book is intended only for

Germans, but to be noticed on account of its value.

Suaheli-Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Carefully compiled Hand-

book of the Swahili language
;

chiefly based on Bishop

Steere’s and Dr. Krapf’s works, but with a more practical

turn.

And now, if I add : (1) that I would have gladly noticed

the Handbook of the so-called Volapiik language, save

for my perplexity about entering it in any Oriental family

of languages
; (2) that a Handbook of the language of

the Gipsies is to appear shortly
;
and (3) that the above-

noticed Handbooks are of uniform size and length (post

8vo.
;
about 192 pages), and nicely bound in cloth

;
I shall

have concluded this Review at my own, and, I hope, at

my readers’, satisfaction.

Die Bedawye-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika. Yon Leo

Reinisch. II. (Grammatik). 8vo. pp. 80. Wien

:

F. Tempsky, 1893.

This is only the first part of the Grammar, dealing

chiefly with phonetics : it will be more convenient to

review it together with the second part, when issued.

Les Inscriptions de l’ile de Dahlak. Par Rene Basset.

8vo. pp. 39. Paris : E. Leroux, 1893.

An interesting paper on the History of the island of

Dahlak, in the Red Sea.

Les Apocryphes Etiiiopiens, traduits en francais. Par

Rene Basset. I. Le livre de Baruch et la legendc

de Jeremie. 8vo. pp. 39. Paris, 1893.

Th. G. de G.
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Description of the Burmese Empire. By Father Sanger-
mano, Roman Catholic Missionary. Printed at Rome,
1833

;
republished at Rangoon, and sold by Messrs.

Triibner & Co.

Father Sangermano was sent to Burma in 1782, returned

to Italy in 1808, and died in 1819. The work above alluded

to was left in manuscript, and published after his death. It

contains a minute and accurate description of the manners
and customs of the people, an abridgment of the annals

commonly called “ Razawin,” an epitome of the Buddhist

religion as it exists in Burma, an abstract of the Code of

Law called “ Dhammathat Shway Myin ” (golden rule), and
an immense amount of other information. This work was
held in such high repute by the late Judicial Commissioner

of British Burma, Mr. J. Jardine, I.C.S., that he advised

the Government of British Burma to have it reprinted.

This was done
;

but it is much to be regretted that ex-

planatory notes were not added : for the names of persons

and places are spelt after an Italian method, which mis-

represents the Burmese pronunciation. There are also other

matters which require elucidation. For instance, the monks,

commonly called “ Hpon-gyee” (great glory) by the Burmese,

are invariably called by Father Sangermano “Talapoin;” and

it has been generally supposed that the word is a corruption

of “ Talapat,” the leaf of the “ Talipot
” palm, carried by

the monks as a screen or fan to hide their faces. The

monasteries, called by the Burmese “Kyoung,” are called

by Father Sangermano “ Bao,” and the use of these words

is now quite unknown. If, however, we bear in mind that

Sangermano resided chiefly at Rangoon, where the population

is Mwn (pronounced moon )—a people with a distinct language

and nationality, who were not finally subjugated by the

Burmese until 1757, little more than twenty 3^ears prior to

Sangermano’s arrival—we must naturally look for the ex-

planation of these terms in the Mwn or Peguan language.

Accordingly, I find that the Peguan word for “ monk ” is

“ Tilapoin,” or lord of wealth—from Tala “ lord,” and poin
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“ wealth.” “ Bao ” is similarly the Peguan “ Ba, a

monastery,” which they pronounce very long, like Bd-a.

Mr. Haswell in his grammar gives “ Tee-la-pain ” as the

proper word to be used in addressing a superior. Again,

Sangermano talks of the Judges of the dead as “ Jamamen,”

and it is not easy to recognize the Hindu “ Yama ” in this

disguise
;
but the word is evidently composed of “ Yama ”

and the Burmese word “ min,” a ruler. Our old friends

the Karens are called Carian
;

and “ Myo-thu-gyee,” the

headman of a town, remains “Miodighi;” whilst the head-

man of a village, “ Yua-thu-gyee,” is utterly unrecognizable

in “ Ioadighi.” In the chapter on natural products, I fail

to recognize “ santor ” and “ durcione ” amongst fruits, or

“ gondon ” as a tree
;
but “ marione ” is the “ mayan ” plum

(
Mangifera oppositafolia). A large lizard is called “ tala

goja,” which is evidently one of the Yarans
;

but I can

find no Burmese or Mwn word like it. A little trouble

would have made the book a much more valuable one.

Many of the inaccuracies are doubtless due to the fact that

the author was not himself able to see the first edition

through the press
;
and much credit is due to the original

editor that the work was turned out as well as it was.

—

Ind.

Mag. April, 1887.

It. F. St. A. St. John.

Midrash Samuel ed. Salomon Buber. Krakau,

1893. 8vo. pp. 142.

Midrash Mischle ed. S. Buber. Wilna, 1893.

8vo. pp. 112 (1 sh. 6d.).

The homiletic interpretation of the Bible, which com-

mences already with its first translation into Greek,

continues down to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The legendary biblical lore that we find in Muhamedan

and early Christian writings, finds its last source in those

ancient homiletic and legendary commentaries known under

the name of Midrash. A critical study of this literature
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has commenced only during the second half of this century,

owing to the powerful impulse given to these studies by
Zttnz. Hitherto we had only reprints of one, or the utmost
two, ancient prints, which were based in most cases on one

MS. only. 1 hanks to the indefatigable labours of Mr.
Buber we possess now critical editions of the most im-

portant Midrashim, based upon numerous MSS. Variae

lectiones are given, literary references are supplied, and to

each text the editor has added learned and extremely

valuable introductions and indices. The two volumes which
I bring under the notice of our readers are the homiletic

commentaries to the Books of Samuel and Proverbs, and
show the same excellence of treatment and critical acumen
as all the previous editions of Buber.

M. Gr.

G. H. Gwilliam, B.D. Anecdota Oxoniensia. The
Palestinian Version of the Holy Scriptures. Five more

Fragments . . . Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1893. 4to.

xli. pp. 23, and 3 photo-ligraphic plates
,
facsimiles.

TV e owe a debt of gratitude to the learned editor of these

precious fragments, and to the Clarendon Press for their

publication.

In a lucid introduction the editor gives us a description of

the fragments. He discusses the handwriting, the probable

date, the dialect, and the relation of the versions to the

originals of the Old and New Testament.

Very valuable is the list of all the known remains of the

Palestinian versions, and list of Palestinian and other words

and forms, and the notes on the fragments. These consist

of : Numbers, iv. 46, 47 ;
iv. 49-v. 2 ;

v. 3, 4 ;
v. 6-8.

Colossians, iv. 12-18. 1 Thessalonians, i. 1-3
;

iv. 3-15.

2 Timothy, i. 10—ii. 7. Titus, i. 11-ii. 8, and are printed

with an English translation.

The question whether the whole of the Old Testament

once existed in this particular dialect is still an open one.
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It is, however, not improbable that sucb was tbe case, con-

sidering that the first to have used it must have been

Judseo-Cbristians, wbo would cling to tbe Old Testament

as well as to tbe New, at least to the Pentateuch.

In the Targumim we have, in fact, sucb old translations

into tbe vernacular, and the example thus set must have

been imitated by tbe Judaeo-Christians. The translation

of tbe fragments differs, however, considerably from that of

tbe Targumim, and points to an independent origin
;
a point

which Mr. Gwilliam had not noticed, and which has at

least a negative value.

M. G.

Our Indian Protectorate. By Charles Lewis Tupper,

of tbe Indian Civil Service.

The work is described by tbe author as “ An introduction

to the study of the relations between tbe British Govern-

ment and its Indian Feudatories.” The subject is one of

great interest, and, as Secretary to the Government of the

Punjab and its dependencies, Mr. Tupper has been in a

favourable position to investigate it.

Tbe First Chapter distinguishes between * International

Law’ and ‘Indian Political Law’; Chapters II. and III.

give a brief historical sketch of the growth of our

Protectorate, from tbe days of the fiction of the supremacy

of Dehli to the present time
;

Chapters IV. to VI. trace

the development of our present policy towards Native States,

considering inter alia the question of the annexation of

Oude, the doctrine of lapse, the adoption “ sanads ” and

their consequences, the Proclamation of 1858 and Imperial

Assemblage of 1877. In Chapters VII. to XI. Mr. Tupper

shows the intimate connexion between the existing system

and the past of India by describing the indigenous institu-

tions and forces which have largely influenced the formation

of our Empire, such as early Indian ideas of sovereignty

(tribal or territorial) and its attributes
;

tbe forms of

sovereignty in tbe Deccan and Southern India
;

the
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sovereignty of the Moghals
;

the forms of feudalism, or

feudal tendencies, in India. In Chapters XII. to XV. he

gives an interesting account of the condition of some of the

British Provinces in times immediately preceding annexa-

tion, such as the Mahratta country, the Panjab, and some

Mahomedan States, and also of some of the Native States

comprised within our Protectorate at the present time. There

is a Chapter on ‘ The limits of British interposition ’

;

another on ‘ Some of the advantages of Native rule,’ on
‘ The constitutional position of Native States,’ and on
‘ Certain obligations of Native Rulers.’ The last Chapter

(XX.) deals with ‘ India and Imperial Federation.’

It will be seen from the above statement of the contents of

the work that it traverses a good deal of ground beyond the

domain of the Royal Asiatic Society; but though primarily

a work for Indian Statesmen and the scientific jurist, it

contains a vast amount of information of great interest

to those engaged in the study of Institutions, and its

historical summaries are valuable. The treatise displays

close reasoning and great research, but is, in parts, too

professional for any but experts in Indian administration.

Mr. Tupper’s general conclusion that the existing system

of our relations with the Native States of India is

“ thoroughly sound, thoroughly beneficial, and capable of

much useful development,” is satisfactory.

III. Obituary Notices.

Sir Charles Peter Layard, K. C.M.G., died on July 17th

at his residence, 54, Elm Park Road, S.AV., at the advanced

age of eighty-six. He was the son of Mr. C. E. Layard,

and was born in 1806. After leaving St. John’s College,

Cambridge, he was appointed, in 1830, extra assistant in

the Colonial Secretary’s Office in Ceylon. In 1831 he

became magistrate at Jaffua, in 1832 assistant to the

collector at Colombo, in 1839 district judge at Galle, in
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1840 district judge at Trincomalee, in 1850 again district

judge at Galle, in 1851 Government Agent in the Western

Provinces, and, in conjunction with the last-named office,

he was Acting-Colonial Secretary in 1869 and again in

1871. He was married in 1834 to Louisa Anne, daughter

of the late Lieutenant-Colonel Edwards. He became C.M.G.

in 1875, and K.C.M.G. in 1876. His wife died in 1886.

He was for many years a leading member of the Ceylon

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, and was an excellent

conchologist, having gradually acquired a very remarkable

collection of Ceylon shells.

Mr. Justice Telang.—As we go to press we very much
regret to have to record the death of Mr. Justice Telang.

A full obituary of this distinguished scholar will appear

in our next issue.
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INDEX FOR 1893.

A.

Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure,

632.

Agastya Jataka, 312.

Agni, 422, 430; hidden, 477, as priest

467, 472, 479, as celestial steed 467,

471, Vrtra-slayer, 484 ; A. and
Soma 467, 476 ;

A. and the waters

467, 473, 479.

Ahura, 484.

Ahura Mazda, 485, 487.

Ajodhya, capital of Gupta kings,

86 .

Akkadian fish-god la, 291.

Akkadians, 283.

Alichalu, 2.

Amazon myths, 400.

Amritananda, the Redactor of the

Buddhacarita, 620.

Ananta Devi, queen of Kumiira Gupta,
85.

Anawratazaw, 158.

Ardhrabhrityas, chronology of, 613.

Anglo-Burmese words, 878.

Annual Meeting, 622.

Apapi, the black snake of darkness,

281.

Aptyas, 475.

Aputra Jataka, 317.
“ Archer's Story.” 806 et seq.

Argistis, inscription of, 6.

Armenia, 1.

Armenian books, Schrumpf collection,

699.

poetry, 497.

poets, 498.

Asoka inscriptions in Maisur, 173, 400.

Assor as Asura, 292.

Astronomy, Hindu, 717.

Asura-Kushika religion superseded in

India, 2a3.

Asvins, 286, 420, 430, 431.
Atar, 484, 487.

Atharva Veda, 477.
Athwya, 485, 486.
Avest'a, 423, 429, 476, 481, 484-7,

488.

Avishahyasreshthi Jataka, 311.
Ayogrha Jataka, 326.

B.

Bahrain fire, 485.

Banjogis, 155.

Baroda, Shri Sayaji library, 168.

Basana, coin with name of, 145.
Bauris, 240.

Bendall, C., Amritananda, the Re-
dactor of the Buddhacarita, 620.

Berber dialect, 669.

philology, notes on, 411.
Bhadda Kaccana, 788 et seq.

Kapilani, 785 et seq.

Kundalakesa, 771 et seq.

Bhadrakalpavadana, 331.

Bhagavata Pura«a, 480.

Bharhut Stupa, 304.

Bhars, 252.

Bhartrihari, a Buddhist, 876.

Bhitari seal of Kuraara Gupta II.,

79, 81.

Bhuiyas, 289.

Binds, 240.

Bird = Agni, 441, 469, 471.

Bisa Jataka, 318.

Bodawphaya, 157.

Bode, Mabel, women leaders of the

Buddhist reformation, 517 and 763.

Bowden, E., Uposatha and Upasam-
pada ceremonies, 159.

Brahma Jataka, 324.

Brahmana Jataka, 315.
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Brahmans, their main divisions, 243.

B/haduktha, 462.

Brhaspati, 460.

Brigands about the Hwiii, record of,

805.

Buddhagaya temple, 170.

Buddhavamsa, 303.

Buddhism introduced into China, 800.

opposed in China, 800.

defended in China, 801.

in Mongolia, 172.

Buddhist Jatakas, D’Oldenburg on,

301.

order in Ceylon, 167.

order in Siam, 400.

reformation, 517, 763.

sources of the (Old Slav.)

legend of the twelve dreams of

Shahai'sh, 509.

Budha Gupta, 86.

Burgess, James, notes on Hindu
astronomy and the history of our
knowledge of it, 717.

Burmese affinities, 395.

language, 149.

C.

Canda Devi, 360.

Cariyapitaka, 303. 308.

Carmatbians of Yemen, 181.

Carter, J. M., “Prodigal Son” in its

Buddhist shape, 393.

Caste formation, matriarchal customs,

288.

system of admission, 256.

Chamars, 240.

Ch’Sn Shau, 803.

Chandra, coin with doubtful name of,

145.

Chandra Gupta I., coins of, 84, 94.

Chandra Gupta II., 85, 92-3, 103-114,

133.

Ch’Sng, the brothers, 802.

Chashtana, coins of, 141.

China, late appearance of romances

and novels in literature, with the

history of the great archer Yang
Yu-chl, 799.

Chinese novel, its rise, 804.

Chins, 154.

Chu-IIsi, 802.

Ch’ii Yii’an, 800.

Chwang of Ch'u, king, 806.

Chwang-tsze, 799.

Conuer, Major It. C., notes on the

Hittite writing, 823.

notes on Akkadian, 855.

Coins, plated, 140.

Qreshtbi Jataka, 318.

Cuddabodhi Jataka, 319.

Cuneiform, 833 et seq.

inscriptions of Van, Pt.
IV., 1.

Cypriote syllabary, 831.

in use with Carians,

831.

in use with Greeks,

831.

D.

Dadhikra, 439, 471.

Dadhikravan, 437, 439, 471.

Dahaka, 484, 486.

Dasagvas. 443.

Dasyus, 237.

Dhammachetl, 158.

Dliammadinna, 560 et seq.

Dhammapada, 168.

Dhuspas, city of, 10 et seq.

D’Oldenburg, Dr. Serge, Buddhist
sources of the (Old Slav.) legend of
twelve dreams of Shahai'sh, 509.

D'Oldenburg “ On the Buddhist Ja-
takas,” 301.

Dosadhs, 245.

Duff, C. Mabel, chronology of the

later Andhrabhritvas, 613.

Dvita, 421, 426, ‘463, 464, 466, 473,

475, 478, 479, 480, 488.

Dvebayli vocabulary, 669.

Dyu, 420, 428, 465, 488.

E.

Endogamy, 243.

Exogamy, 243.

F.

Fleet, J. F., letter from, respecting

Prof. Peterson’s article, “ Panini,

Poet and Grammarian.” 396.

Finn, A., Teimouris, 871.
“ Fortunate Union,” 805.

G.

Gandharva, 437, 438.

Gaster, M., Hebrew visions of hell

and paradise, 571.

I’atacara and its parallels,

869.

Gautama, derivation of name, 238.
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Goga Chohan, 52.

Guilds, tree-god of, 285.

village organization am ngst,

288.

organization of country, 290.

“Good Mate, The,” 805.

Goptcha Lake inscriptions, 1.

Gospel of Peter, 169.

Growse, F. S., obituary, 650.

Gudea, tlie Accadian prince, 826.

Gviraudon, Capt. Th. de, Dyebayli
vocabulary, from an unpublished

MS. a.u. 1831, 669.

notes on Berber philology,

411.

Gupta coinage, 77.

dynasty, synoptic table, 82-3.

era commencement, 80.

H.

ITaio-buns in Iudia, 291.

Hakra channel, 54.

Hainsa Jataka, 319.

Han dynasty in China, 803.

Han Fei, 799.

Han Ying, 799.

Haoma, 481, 485; two kinds of, 485.
Haridas Sastri, 653.

Hasti Jataka, 324.

Heaven, visions of, 571.
Hebrew visions of hell and paradise,

571.

Hell, visions of, 571.

Hewitt, J. F.. tribes and castes of

Bengal by H. H. ltisley, 237.

Hiudu astronomy, 717.

based on that of Alexandrian
Greeks, 718.

division of day, 725.

eclipses, 729.

knowledge of, came through
Siam, 722.

moon’s sidereal revolution,

752.

nakshatras, 753.

planetary names of days,

725

tropical year in, 724.

use of exeligmos, 721.

Hittite, race and language, 823 et seq.

power overthrown, 825.

geographical extension, 827.

inscriptions, 827 et seq.

an agglutinative language,
829.

a Mongolic race, 830.

syntax, 836.

texts from Jerablus, 838.

Hittite texts from Hamath, 840.

texts from Merash, 840.
texts from Ibreez, 841.

t xts from Tyana, 84 2.

texts from Bulgar Maden,
842.

texts from Garun, 842.
Babylonian bowl, 843.
texts, Izgin 843.

texts, l’alanga, 843.
Kolitolu Yaila, 844.

syllabary, 847.
Hittite writing, notes, 823.
Horse, sacrificial, 437.
Houghton, B., Professor Sayce and

the Burmese language, 149.

Human sacrifice among Bhuiyas, 287.
among Bhumijs, 287.
to goddess ltauhiui, 287 and

288.

among Klionds, 287.
among early Semites, 288.

Hvareno, 484.

llwai-nan Tsze, 799.

I.

Ia, the Akkadian fish-god, 291.

Ida, 254.

Indra. 420 422, 424, 433, 435, 441,
465, 484. 487.

Indra and Agni, 470-1.
Indu, 281

.

Inheritance, laws in Narada Smriti,

41.

Inscriptions, Cuneiform, 1 et seq.

Isana Yarma, coins of, 133.

Ispuinis, inscriptions of, 5, 8.

and Menuas, inscriptions of,

5.

J.

Jains, 295.

Jambudwipa, 255.

Japanese history, 400.

Jarasandha, 238.

Jatakamala, author, 306.

Chinese translation, 306.

date, 306 and 308.

detailed account, 309-327.
history of, 306.

note on, 652.

Tibetan translation, 307.

tradition related by Tara-

natha. 307.

Jatakas, Buddhist, 301.

as oldest Buddhist literature,

304.

j.r.a.s. 1893. 59
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Jatakas, Vyaghri, 309.

Sibi, 309.

Kulmashapindi, 310.

Sreshthi, 310.

Avishahyasreshthi, 311.

Sasa, 311.

Agastya, 312.

Maitribala, 312.

Visvantara, 313.

Yajfia, 314.— S-ikra, 315.

Brahmana, 315.—- Unmadayanti, 315.

Suparaga, 316.

Matsya, 316.

Vartakapotaka, 317.

Kumbha. 317.

Aputra, 317.

Bisa, 318.

Crestithi, 318.

Cuddabodhi, 319.

•

Ilamsa, 319.

Mahabodhi, 320.

Mahakapi, 321, 322.

Sarabha, 322.

Ruru, 322.

Kshanti, 323.

Brahma, 324.

Hasti, 324.

Sutasoma, 325.

Ayogrha, 326.

Mahisha, 327.

•

Satapattra, 327.

in the Mahavastu, 335.

Padakusalamanava, 341.

bibliographical list of works

regarding Jatakas, 351.

Temiya Jataka Vatthu, 357.
; Mugapakklia, 357.

Jayadaman date, 141.

coins of, 141.

Juangs, 289.

their sacrifices to the earth,

289.

matriarchal customs, 289.

K.

Kiicha, 81.

coins of, 84, 95.

Karens, 154.

Kama Suvarna means horned caste,

300.

Kathenotheism, 456, 465, 468.

Kay, II. C., ‘Omarah’s history of

Yemen, observations, 218.

Kewuts, 240.

Khantivannanaj, 302.

Khartdali, 185.

Khati, 824.

Khema, account of life, 527 et seq.

Kheta, 824.

Kichakas, 252.

Kisagotami, 791 et seq.

Kols, 240.

Konwaru Tal, 91.

Korwas, 240.

priests amongst, 289.

Krishna Gupta, 86.

Kshanti Jataka, 323.

Kulmashapindi Jataka, 310.

Kumara Gupta I., coins of, 84, 89, 93,

115, 133, 137.

date, 55, 84, 93.

Kumara Gupta II., 79.

coins of, 129.

Kumbha Jataka, 567.

Kumi, 154.

Kurrum Festival, 273.

L.

Late appearance of romances and novels

in China, with the history of the

Great Archer, Yang Yu-chi, 799.

Layard, Sir C. P., obituary, 905.

Legge, Rev. Professor, late appear-

ance of romances and novels in the

literature of China, with a history of

the Great Archer, Yang Yu-chi, 799.

Licchavis, 293.

Lichchhavi alliance of Chandra Gupta
I., 81.

Lieh-tsze, 799.

Lightning in Rig-veda, 444, 446, 449,

450, 451, 454, 458, 466, 467, 468,

470, 471, 472, 475, 476, 487 ;
like

a serpent, 429.

Liu Hsiang, 799.

Lo Kwan-Chnng, 804.

Lunar year in India, 294.

Lushai, 154.

M.

Madhava, 439, 440.

Mahabharata, 49 et seq ., 238, 480.

history of, 174.

Mahabodhi Jataka, 320.

temple, 157.

Mahacheti Pagoda, 158.

Maha Devi, wife of Nara Sinha

Gupta, 85.

Mahukapi Jataka, 321.

Mahaprajiipati GotumI, 517.

account of life, 522 et seq.

Mahidhara, 439, 440.
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Mnhisha Jiltaka, 327.

Malito or accountant amongst Oraons,
288.

Maitrlbala Jutnka, 312.

Mallimitha, 427.

Manu Vivasvat, 435, 465.

Maroti, tree-god of Gonds, 285.

Marriage customs in India, 259 et seq.

customs amongst Clieroos,

265.

customs amongst Dorns, 265.

customs amongst Kewuts,
269.

customs amongst Kurmis,
263.

customs amongst Raj wars,
264.

ceremonies, Sindurdan, 268.

rules in Narada Smrita, 41.

Maruts, 465, 467.

Matriarchal customs in India, 288.

Matsya Jataka, 316.

race, 290.

race, held country of Jumna,
291.

Meghaduta, 427.

Meuuas, inscriptions of, 5, 8 el seq.

and Ispuinis, inscriptions of,

5.

probable inscriptions of, 6.

Mihirakula, 132.

M ilk mixed with Soma (Rig-veda), 456.

Mills (Rig-veda), 485.

Mingun, 157.

Mitani language, 830.

Mogk, 488.

Mongol dynasty in China, 800, 803.

Mongolic languages, Accadian, Medic,

Mitani, 830 et seq.

Mrohaung, 157.

Muhammad bin Tughlak, currency of,

144.

Mugapakkha Jataka identical with

Temiya Vatthu, 357.

Mundas, 240.

Musahars, 240.

Myriantheus, 420.

Mythology, Taoist, 799.

N.

Nagas, 254.

Nahapana, coins of, 140.

Nakshatras, 755.

Nanda, 763 et seq.

Napat, the centre of the waters, 281.

Narada Smriti MS., 41.

date, 4 1-2.

Nara Baluditya identical with Nara
Sifiha Gupta, 86.

coins of, 128.
Nara Sifiha Gupta, 86, 128.
Narasawsa, 430.

Narendra, name on coin, 146.
Nighantu, 475, 480.
Notes on the Hittite writing, 823.
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Dutt, R. C., Ancient India, 665.
Gibson, M., how the codex was

found, 664.

Gwilliam, G. H., Palestinian version

of scriptures, 903.

Lacouperie, T. de, catalogue of

Chinese coins, 409.

Lane-Poole, S., coins of Moghul
emperors of Hindustan, 407.

Lavoix, H., Cat. des Monnaies
Musulmanes de la Bib. Nationale,

176.

M‘Crindle, J. W., invasion of

India by Alexander, 406.
Macdonnell, A. A., Sanskrit-English

dictionary, 178.

Peiser, F. E., die Hetitischen
Inschriften, 403.

Pope, G. U., Naladiyar, 886.

Reinisch, L., die Bedawye Sprache,

664.

Bedawye Sprache, 900.

Sangermano, Father, description of

Burmese empire, 901.

Schlegel, G., la stele funeraire du
Teghin Giogh, 401.

Schleicher, A. W., Somali Sprache,

662.

Tupper, C. L., our Indian pro-
tectorate, 904.

Yymazal, Fr., Bulgarische Sprache,

896.

African languages, 900.

Indian languages, 898.

Iranian languages, 898.
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Notices of Books
(
continued)

—

Malayan languages, 898.

Monosyllabic languages, 899.

Ouralo-Altaic languages, 899.

Semitic languages, 899.

Slavonian languages, 896 et seq.

0 .

Obituary Notices

—

Growse, F. S., 650.

Layard, Sir C. P., 90-5.

Renan, Mons. E., 163.

Schrumpf, G. A., 398.

Schtitz, Dr. C., 166.

Wenzel, Dr. H., 652.

Odin, 488.

Oldham, C. F., Saraswatl and the

Lost Biver of the Indian Desert, 49.

‘Omarah, History of Yemen, remarks
on Mr. Kay’s edition, 181 ;

life,

184 ;
works of, 184 et seq . ;

and
Shawah, 185 ;

birth, 186 ;
life

threatened, 188 ;
court poet, 189.

Oraons, 286.

connection with Ashvins,

286.

village organization

amongst, 288.

P.

Pali examinations in Burma, 401.

Pancha Dravidian Brahmans, 243.

Gaurya Brahmans, 243.

Panchasiddhantika, 757.

Paradise, visions of, 571.

Parasu Rama, 250.

Parsis, 485.

Pataciira, 869.

account of life, 552 et seq.

Pataliputra, 86.

Pattan Ki Mundra temple, 61.

Patwari in Hindu villages, 288.

Paulisa Siddhanta, 759.

Philology, African, 416.

Berber, 411.

Indian, 417.

Phoenician alphabet, 833 et seq.

Ping Shan Lang Yen, 805.

Polygamy in Bengal, 289.

Prakaifilui tya, 125 et seq.

P»-<;ni. 428, 441; sons of, 441.
“ Prodigal son ” in its Buddhist shape,

393.

R.

Raincloud, 441, 460, 465, 467, 468
(in Rig-veda).

Rautias, 289.

Renan, Mons. E., obituary, 163.

Revelation of Moses, 572.

of R. Joshua Ben Levi, 591
of St. Peter, sources, 571.

Ribhuksan, 454.

Ridding, C. M., a MS. of the Narada
Smriti, 41.

Rig-veda, 238.

Rudra, 462, 481.

Rudradaman, 91, 141, 614.

Ruru Jataka, 322.

Rus'as, inscription of, 7.

S.

Saiat-Nova sa vie et ses chansons, 497.

birth, 503.

life, 504 et seq.

poetry. 505.

St. John, R. F. St. Andrew, Burmese
affinities (letter), 395.

Kumbha Jataka, 567.

Temiya Jataka Vatthu, 357.

Sak, 154.

Saka-Medha festival, 275.

Saka sacrifice, 284 et seq.

Sakadwipa Brahmans, 244.

Saketa, 91.

Sakra Jataka, 315.

Sakti worship, 267.

Sakula, 770 et seq.

Sarna Veda, 477.

Samudra Gupta, coins of, 84-5, 96-102.

Sanchankot, 91.

San Kwo Chill Yen I., 803 et seq.

Sarabha Jataka, 322.

Saraswati and the Lost River of the

Indian Desert, 49.

Sarduris II., inscription of, 7.

Sarhul festival, 274.

Sasa Jataka, 311.

S'asanka, 147.

Satapattra Jataka, 327.

Satyayanins, 479.

Savitri, 454, 464, 475.

Sayana, 422, 425-7, 429, 431, 433,

435-6, 438, 441-4, 446, 448, 450,

452-7, 459, 460, 464, 473-4, 479,

483.

Sayck, A. II.
,
Cuneiform inscriptions

of Van. Part IV., 1.

Sayce, Professor, and the Burmese
language, 149.
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Schrumpf collection of Armenian
books, 669.

G. A., obituary, 398.
Schiitz, Dr. C., obituary, 166.

Sek-nag, 288.

Sha-clu, 91.

Shahaish, 509.

Shendu, 154.

Shieh Nai-au, 805.

Shui Hu Chwan, 805.

Shukra, 282.

Shushna, 281, 283.

Shwezigon Pagoda, 158.

Sibi Jiitaka, 309.

Sigalakaroatu, 796 et seq.

Sinclair. W. F., note on Dr. Old-
ham’s Saraswati,” 612.

Sindurban ceremony, 298.
Siva, 462, 481.

Skanda Gupta, coins of, 91, 125, 137.
Smith, W Robertson, remarks on

Mr. Kay’s edition of •Omarah’s
history of Yemen, 181.

Smith, V. A., observations on the
Gupta coinage. 77.

Soma festival, 282.

Sombunsi, the earliest Rajputs, 292.

settlement at Patala, 292.
extension of trade, 292.

settlement in Kama Suvarna,
292.

Sona, 766 et seq.

Song of Liugal, 254.

Sotra, 54.

Sreshthi Jataka, 310.

Stellar chronometry, 280.

Sthira Gupta, 86.

Sujaiikot, 91.

Sung dynasty in China, 802.

Suparaga Jataka, 316.

Sura, author of Jatakamala, 306.
Surya Prajnapti, 753.

Sus family, 802.

Sutasoma Jataka, excerpts from, 331.
Sutasoma Jataka, 325.

Syrian script, 834.

Sze-ma Kwang, 802.

T.

T'ang dynasty in China, 800.

Taoist mythology, 799.

Taranatha, tradition relating to Jataka-
mala, 307.

Tavatimsa, 282.

Tcheraz, Minas, Saiat-Nova, sa vie

et ses chansons, 497.
Teimouris, 871.

Temiya Jataka Vatthu, 357.

Temple, R. C., models of the Maha-
bodhi temple, 157.

contributions towards the
history of Anglo-Burmese words,
878 et seq.

“ Ten men of Genius,” 805.
“ Three kingdoms, history of,” 803.

dynastic history of, 803.
Tiu. 488.

Toramana, coins of, 132.

Triambakah, 286.

Tribes and castes of Bengal by H. ET.

Risley, 237.

Trita, etymology of, 481 ; centre of
wisdom (30) ;

as healer, 477 ; as
a Rsi, 422 ;

as preparer of Soma,
450, 477 ; as Vrtra-slayer, 424,
440

;
his father, 428

;
his car, 433,

443 ;
his maidens, 435 ; bestows

long life, 478.
Tsin dynasty in China, 803.
Tso Cli’iu-ming, 799.

Tung Chau Lieh Kwo Chih, 806.
Turmeric, as sacred tribal plant, 287.

as offering in Khond sacri-

fice, 287.

Tvasfra, 422, 430, 479.
Tveggi, 488.
“ Two Cousins,” 805.
“ Two Young Accomplished Ladies,”

805.

U.

Unmadayanti Jataka, 315.

Upasampada ceremony, 159.

Uposatha ceremony, 159.

Uppalavanna, account of life, 532,
et seq.

Y.

Yalabhi coinage, 133.

Varena, 487.

Varuna, 422, 468, 476, 486.

supreme god of star-worship-

pers, 284.

the Sek-Nag of Gonds Shesh-
nag of Mahabharata, 285.

a rain god, 284.

ruler of the year, 284.

offered barley at Saka
sacrifice, 284.

god of Raj Gonds, 285.

Vartakapotaka Jataka, 317.

Vata, 422, 488.

Vatsa Devi, queen of Sthira Gupta,

85.
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Vayu, 420, 421, 422, 429, 438, 446,

448, 450, 453, 465.

Vendidad, 485.

Verethraghna, 484, 485, 487.

Vikramahka, 88.

Vinasana, 52.

Yira Sona Kramaditya, 130.

Visions of hell and paradise, 571.

Visnu, 465.

Visvantara Jataka, 313.

Visvarupa, 433, 479.

Vivanghvat, 485.

Vivasvat, 435, 485.

Vrtra, 422, 484.

Vyaghri Jataka, 309.

W.

"Wenzel, H., D’Oldenburg’s Buddhist

sources of the (Old Slav.) legend of

the twelve dreams of Shahaish, 509.— D’ Oldenburg “ on the

Buddhist Jatakas,” 301.

Wenzel, Dr. H., obituary, 652.

Women leaders of the Buddhist refor-

mation, 517 and 763.
— disciples of Buddha, 517

et seq.

Y.

Yajfia Jataka, 314.

Yang Yu-chi, 799 and 806 et seq.

Yaska, 419, 421, 422, 448, 454, 475,
480.

Yedi Kilissa, inscription, 12.

Yemen, ‘Omarah’s history, remarks on
Mr. Kay’s edition, 181.

Yiian dynasty in China, 800, 803.

Yii Chlao Li, 805.

Z.

Zarathustra, 485.
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This Society has been started in order to render accessible to

students the rich stores of the earliest Buddhist literature now
lying unedited and practically unused in the various MSS.
scattered throughout the University and other Public Libraries

of Europe.

The historical importance of these Texts can scarcely be ex-

aggerated, either in respect of their value for the history of

folk-lore, or of religion, or of language. It is already certain

that they were all put into their present form within a very

limited period, probably extending to less than a century and a

half (about b.c. 400-250). Eor that period they have preserved

for us a record, quite uncontaminated by filtration through any

European mind, of the every-day beliefs and customs of a people

nearly related to ourselves, just as they were passing through the

first stages of civilization. They are our best authorities for the

early history of that interesting system of religion so nearly

allied to some of the latest speculations among ourselves, and

which has influenced so powerfully, and for so long a time, so

great a portion of the human race—the system of religion which

we now call Buddhism. The sacred books of the early Budd-

hists have preserved to us the sole record of the only religious
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movement in the world’s history which bears any close resem-

blance to early Christianity. In the history of speech they contain

unimpeachable evidence of a stage in language midway between

the Yedic Sanskrit and the various modern forms of speech in

India. In the history of Indian litex
-ature there is nothing older

than these works, excepting only the Vedic writings; and all the

later classical Sanskrit literature has been profoundly influenced

by the intellectual struggle of which they afford the only direct

evidence. It is not, therefore, too much to say that the publica-

tion of this unique literature will he no less important for the

study of history—whether anthropological, philological, literary, or

religious—than the publication of the Vedas has already been.

The whole will occupy about nine or ten thousand pages 8vo.

Of these 6000 pages have already appeared. The accession of

about fifty new members would make it possible to issue 1000

pages every year.

The Subscription to the Society is only One Guinea a

year, or Five Guineas for six years, payable in advance. Each

subscriber receives, post free, the publications of the Society,

which cost a good deal more than a guinea to produce.

It is hoped that persons who are desirous to aid the publication

of these important historical texts, but who do not themselves

read Pali, will give Donations to be spread if necessary over a

term of years. Nearly £400 has already been thus given to the

Society by public-spirited friends of historical research.

Subscriptions fur 1891 are now due, and it is earnestly requested

that subscribers will send in their payments without putting the Chairman

to the expense and trouble of personally asking for them. All who can

conveniently do so should send the Five Guineas for six years, to

their own benefit and that of the Society also.

The Society keeps no hooks, and its publications cannot in any

case he sent to subscribers who have not already paid their sub-

scriptions for the year.

Cheques and Post Office Orders should be made payable to the “Puli

Text Society." (Address: 22, Albemarle Street, London, IV.)
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